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Contents: I. 1. Occunences; 2. Egyptian;3. Akkadian; 4. Arabic/Phoenician; 5. LXX. il. 1.

Connection with the Sabbath Yeari 2. Forty-ninth or Fiftieth? 3. Particular or Universal? III.
Apparent Stages of Jubilee Legislation. IV. Year of Yahweh's Good Pleasure.

I. l.Occurrences. The wordyd@lnever appears in the sense of a (ram's) hom unless

accompanied by a word unambiguously meaning "horn" or "trumpet (blast)." In no

biblical context is there any indication that y6@l is a material horn or an allusion to the

most notable use of such a trumpet, the Jubilee, thus l6fr61 (hay')yOp"lim (Josh.

6:4,6,8,73).In Josh. 6:5 qeren lwyydftl is introduced by m"t6lg "blast," so that one may

well say that even in Ex. 19:13 rz'.16f, stands for "trumpet blast" and leaves ydfil
undetermined. Apart from these 6 occunences,y6@l (also written ydED is found only
2l times, always for the institution of the release year, either with (kv.
25:13,28a,40,50,52,54;27:l7,LBb,Z1Z) orwithout (I-ev. ?5:10,11,L2,15,28b,30,31,33;

27:l8a,2l; Nu. 36:4) ffna1, "year." Josh. 6 and Ex. 19:13 are E;1 [rv. 27 isP, as is kv.
25 (or H).

y6tr1. J. Bott6ro, "D6sordre 6conomique et annulation des dettes en M6sopotamie i l'6poque
paldo-babyloniewre," |ESHO,4 (1961), 113-1461, D. Correns, Dle Mischna Schebiit (vom Sabbat'
jaftr) (diss., Giittingen, 1954); J. D. Eisenstein, "Sabbatical Year and Jubilee,"/4 X (1905), 605-8;
M.Elon,Freedomof the Debnrb PersoninJewishLaw (Jerusalem, 196a) [Heb.]; F. Horst,Das
Privilegrecht Jahwes. FRLANT,28[45] (1930) = Gottes Recht. GSAT. ThB, 12 (1961),79-103l.
"Brachjahr und Schuldverhiiltnisse: 15, 1-18"; idem, "Das Eigentum nach dem Nf," Kirche im
Vollg i (Essen, lg49),87-lO2 = Gottes Recht, 203-221; idem, "Eigentum. Biblisch," RGG3,ll,
363ff.; E. Kutsch, "Erlassjabr," RGG,ll,568-69;idery "ErwiigungenzurGeschichtederPassafeier
und des Massotfestes," ZThId 55 (1958), 1-35; N. P. t emche, "The Manumission of Slaves-The
Fallow Year-The Sabbatical Year---Ihe Jobel Year," W 26 (1976), 38-59, esp. 3841;
E. Neufeld, "socio-economic Background of Yobcl and 5"mig6,"RSq 33 (1958),53-124; R' G.

North, Sociology of the Biblical Jubike. AnBibl, 4 (1954) [with earlier literature]; N. Sarna,

"Zedekiah's Emancipation of Slaves and the Sabbatical Year," Orient and Occident. Festschrifi
C. Gordon. AOAT,22 (L973), 14349; E. E. Urbach, "The laws Regarding Slavery: As a Source

for Social History in the Period of the Second Temple, the Mishnah, and Talmud," Papers of the

Institute of Jewish Sndies, 1 (1964), l-94 = Zion, 25 (1960) [Heb.]; G. Wallis, "Das Jobeljahr-
Gesetz, eine Novelle zum Sabbatjahr-Gesetz," MIO, 15 (1%9), 337-345; R. Westbrook, "Jubilee
Laws," IIfl, 6 (L971),209-2?5; ider4 "Redemption of I-and," ILR, 6 (L97L),367-375; W. Zim-
merli, "Das 'Gnadenjahr des Herrn,"' Archiiologie wd AT. Festschrifi K. Galling (Ttibingen,
1970),32L-332 = Sndien zur Alttestamentlbhen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufsiitze,
2. ThB, 5L (1974),222-?34; -'lla1 trOr.

1 O. Eissfeldt, H%ateuch-Synopse C|XZ; repr. Darmstadt,1973).
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2. Egyptian. Egyp. bb.fd is often rendered 'Jubilee (year)," and there are certain
similarities: a universal nationwide jubilation over a lengthy period after a solemn
proclamation. But the hb Sd cnrid occur only after some thirty regnal years, and then

several times after that for the same Pharaoh. It had nothing to do with a seven-year cycle
or with liberation from social injustice or grievances. Such a reform is indeed supposed

to have taken place under Horemheb ca. l32Oa.c., but unrelated to any f;b id "once for
all," as later also under Bocchoris in 720, which was the precedent for Solon's
seisdchtheia in 594 s.c.2

3. Akikadian- Al*.. biltu, "load, tibute, hawest(-gift),"3 is linked with wabalz and is

thus admitted as a quasi-infinitive of ybl a According to Gord on,s lfrdhtu could have some

remote similarity to the Jubilee or (more likely) the *mittd.6 A fragment speaking of a
*miygi or andurarutype moratorium has even been claimed to fit the lacunas in CH $68.2
Bott6ro8 sees the edict of Ammi-saduqae as a kind of. seisdchtheia.l\e fallow period in
Assyria is discussed by Opitz.lo

4. ArabiclPlnenician South Arabic inscriptions speak of the deity as owner of the

land, as in the legitimation of the jubilee release in [rv. 25:23.1r Akiba (e.o. 130) claims
to have heard in Arabia (or "Gaul," perhaps = "Qn131i3"12) the word yuDla used for a

ram.13 This was considered a "groundless Jewish myth"14 until the discovery in 1846 of
the Marseilles tariff,ls where a list of the prices of sacrificial animals includes the line:
bybl'm b'z Hl'm sw't'm Sbn Hl llhnm ksp lql, 'in (the case of) aybl or a goat, a whole
offering or a sin offering or a substitutionary offering, the priests (receive) one shekel of
silver."l6 Here "sheep" or "ram" fits ybl far better than "release year"l1 It is now denied

2 Diodorus Siculus library of History i.79.4; not mentioned in M. Floss, "*todXoer,o," PW,
IIDy'L (192L),1118; J. Pirenne, "[,a restauration monarchique en Eg5rpte aux VIIIe-VIe s. av. J.C.
et les r6formes de Bocchoris et d'Amasis," AIIDO, 4 (L949), 12.

3 AHw, I (1%5), 126; CAD, ll (1966), 228.
a N. Nicolskij, "Die Entstehung des Jobeljakes," ZAW 50 (1932),216 [commonly ignored],

with reference to the "votive grfts" of l*v. 27:17 .
5 C. H. Gordon, "ParallDles nouziens aux lois et @utumes de I'AI," RB, 44 (1935),39.
6 Sumerian antecedent cited by J. A. van Dijlq review of W. Hallo, Early Mesopotarnian Royal

Titles (Chicago, 1955), ZA, x.s. 21[55] (1963),272.
7 S. H. l,angdon, "A Fragment of the Hammurapi Code," PSBA,36 (1914), 100.
8 P.145.
e Ein Edikt des KOnigs Ammi-Saduqa von Babylon, ed. F. R. Kraus. StDl, 5 (1958), 158; new

part from J. J. Finkelstein, "The Edict of Ammigaduqa: A New Text,".RA, 63 (1969),45-64.
10 D. Opitz, "Eine Form der Ackerbestellung in Assyien," ZA, x.s. 3[37] (1927),104-6.
11 N. Rhodokanakis, "Die Bodenwirtschaft im alten Siidarabien,"AWA, 54 (1916), L76, L90.
12 P. Benoit, "Rabbi Aqiba ben Joseph sage et h6ros du judaisme," RB, 54 (L947),85.
13 WM; Rot Hat. 26b; also 8b, 27 a; Arak. lZ;b; Jer. Ber. 9, 13e.
14 J. G. K. Kranold, De anno Hebraeorum jubilaeo (G<ittingen, 1838), 18.
rs KAI,69.
t6 K\l,69,7.
tt -la, ybl.
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that the correspondence between.l6p tu, and A)*.. lappanr, "wild goat," confirms the use

of the same term for "ram" and "horn."l8 More rarely an attempt is made to link the ram
as "leader" with the Hebrew (Arabic, Ugaritic) verb wabalalybl.re

5. LIA(. It is nevertheless worth noting that the IXX always renders y6ftl as dphesis,

"sending away" or "sending back";2lt only in l-ev.25'.15 do we find sEmasia, "procla-
mation," alone; in 25:l.Off. it is used together with dphesb. This agrees with the normal
meaning of Heb. yaf,al, "bring back " "send back solemnly or abundantly," used of
returning exiles (Jer. 31:9; Isa. 55:L2), victorious armies (Ps. 60:1[Eng. v. 9] par.

108:11[10]), a funeral cortege (Job 10:19; 2l:32), or solemn offerings (Z,eph.3:L0; Ps.

68:30[29]; 76:12lll]); cf. also the noun forms O)bttl, "produce of the earth" (l*v.26:4;
Isa.44:1.9 [Job 40:20; 37:12 andoftenAEl,""urrh"Zt),ldldl,"strean" (lsa.3O;?5;44:.4

[I*v.22:22; Jer. L7:8; Dnl. 8:2]), possibly also meaning "music" as "that which flows"
(Ge* 4:21). On biltu as "harvest offering" see I.3 above, as "intercalation," see II.2
below. There is no relationship with 'Jubilation," I-at. jubilare, "shout during harvest."22
Gk. hiEmi of itself does not imply solemnity or abundance, and ybl does not share the
nuance of "back" or "away" explicit in aphiEmi. Nevertheless, all occurrences of dphesis
have overtones of solemnity or abundance as the "restoration of former well-being."

II. t. Cormection with tle SabbathYean Ultimately then, the meaning of Heb. ydbel
must be determined solely from I*v.25:10.23 There, in the closest possible relationship
to the Sabbath Year, it is a kind of solemn homecoming together with liberation from
vague or previously mentioned economic disadvantages; it is a r'1'l'11 d"rdr, "freeing,
freedom of movement." This homecoming must be proclaimed by a blast of the ram's
horn (i6pd; in other yerses qeren or f,ru'6; never y6@[) in the "fiftieth" year.

2. Forty-ninth or Fiftieth? "Fifty" is put in explicit relation with the seventh Sabbath
Year, the forty-ninth year, whether as a round number standing for forty-nine itself or as

an extra year interrupting the sabbatical cycle (a survival of the earlier "pentecontads"
or seven fifty-day periods ofthe agricultural years).24 Lev.25:Ll speaks explicitly ofone

18 B. t andsberge4 Die Fauna des alten Mesopotamien. ASAW, 4216 (1934),96; see now "Tln
and [,ead: the Adventures of Tlvo Vocables," IVE$ 24 (1965), 296; W. Heimpel, Tierbilder in der
sumerischen Literatur. StPohl, 2 (1968),251.

le D. Baldi, GiosuC. SaBi (1956), 46, following E. Ktinig, I/r.srorisch-kritisches Lehrgefiiude
der hebriiischcn Sprache, II (kipzig, 1895), 105; E. Power, "Annus jubilaeus," W, 4 (1924),
353-58.

20 Cf. Josephus Ant. iii.l2.3 (283): "freedom."
2t -r)n tbl.
22 KBII, following J. T. Milik, "De vicissitudinibus notionis et vocabuli iubilaei," VD,

28 (1950), 167, contra K. t-okotsch, Etymologisches Wrterbuch der europiiischen . . . Wtirter
orientalisclen Ursprungs (Heidelberg, 1927), 76.

23 Contra J. Morgenstern, "Jubilee, Year of," IDB,11,1001; W. F. Albright, review of North,
Bibt,37 (1956), 490.

24 H. l-Ewy and J. [rwy, "The Origin of the Week and the Oldest West Asiatic Calendar,"
HUCA,1t (1942/43),91.
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year's harvest that must serve for three years, seeming to imply two successive fallow
years; but this very passage perplexingly calls the years the sixth, seventh, and eighth

rather than the forty-eighth, forty-ninth, and fiftieth.
Earlier authors inclined to take this apparent equating of the forty-ninth year with the

fiftieth year as an intercalation $bl "pro-ducere, lengthen,"2s or epakta, "intercalary
yaar"zol either of a whole year or of forty-nine days (I-ev. 25:8),n or of just the ten days

betweenthe actualbeginningof the yearand the proclamation "on the tenth of the month"

(Tishri, l*v.25:9).28

3. Particular or (Jniversal? Relatively unimportant in comparison to the social

prescriptions of the Jubilee is the question of whether a "release of the land" was to be

celebrated in the forty-ninth year, the fiftieth year, or both. More important is the fact

that in any case the Jubilee is a special instance ofthe "seventh" year (I-ev. 25:4,8). This

poses the inescapable question whether this "seventh" year is to be identified with the

release of a "Hebrew" slave in ftis seventh year as a slave, mentioned in 8x.21':2,orwith
Dt. l1:l2,where the seventh year of the individual slave seems somehow equated with

, the universalYmitti(I-XXdphesis)immediately preceding. There are indeed differences

among these three Sabbath Year prescriptions, but these differences are so slight and

ambiguous that it is impossible to say when we are dealing with a seventh year of the

universal calendar and when we are dealing with a seventh year that varies with the

individual. These three laws share the goal of improving the socio-economic status of

the individual and thus of the whole community. This goal is so dominant that it justifies

seeing a later idealization or adaptation in the universal year presupposed in some of the

details. The ideal picture of a general release taking place at regular intervals was

developed from the practice of individual release'

ru. Apparent stages of Jubilee Legislation. Despite the many unanswered ques-

tions, it seems profitable to attempt a synthesis of the elements of a striving for

socio-economic justice that are found in the Jubilee chapter.

L. Above all, the starting point is probably not the purely agricultural fallow year, as

l,ev. ?5:6might suggest, but the misery, poverty, weakness, and catastrophes that made

life unbearable for some Israelites, as they must for people of any time and place.

2. If these sufferers and their families were not simply to die the cruel death of

starvation, they had to get a loan and contract a debt.

25 A. Klostermann, "Ueber die kalendarische Bedeutung des Jobeljahres," T,r,StKri 53 (1880),

723.
26 North, 126.
27 S. Zeitlin, "Notes relatives au calendrier juif," REI, 89 (1930)' 354.
28 Cf. t. Wellhausen, D ie Composition des Hemteuchs uttd der historischen Biicher des ATs

(Berlin,31899), 165.
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3. Hardly any wealthy person would grant such a loan, not merely because remission
of the debt in some "seventh" year was already foreseen from the outset, but in general
because the risk of loss was out of all proportion to the expected profit.

4. Instead, the debtor or his son would become the "slave" of the creditor, either as a
"live gage" instead of a "mort-gage"29 or more likely in order to work off the debt
gradually.r Such a person no longer enjoyed freedom ofmovement or freedom to earn
his livelihood so long as the entire wages of his toil had ro be applied to the debt.

5. The duration of individual servitude was limited and prescribed. Hammurabi
tolerated only three years;3l the biblical six years may be not less humane but more
realistic. tn both cases the principal goal was liberation after a specified period.3z
Unquestionably we are dealing here with accidentally preserved examples of widespread
usage, not with mutually dependent practice or independent innovation. Whether some
historical occasion of implementation of these laws is to be seen in Jer.34:L4 and Neh.
5:5 is disputed.$

6. Even if the poor freedman was likely to fall back at once into debt slavery, this was
not to be tolerated more than seven times. Since these fifty adult years constitute a normal
life span, it seems obvious that this "liberation" or rather the recovery of free title to
landed property was more in the economic interest of the community than of the aged
debtor. Much as in the case of Naboth (L K 2l), the inherited field could never pass
totally from the small family into the hands of large landowners (Nu. 36:7).

7. The motive clause in l*v.25:23, "a11 the land belongs to me [Yahweh]" (which
could originally have been C.anaanite and referred to Baals+), does not mean that private
ownership was either excluded or unrestricted, but rather that property relationships
among individuals were to be so regulated that all, rather than just a few, could live in
true freedom.

ry. Year of Yahweh's Good Pleasure. These true goals of the various pieces of
social legislation, long normative, are summarized in the Jubilee chapter. Jubilee is above
all a special kind of emancipation of slaves and land in the seventh year (kv. 25.l-12).

2e H.-M.Weil,"GageetcautionnementdanslaBible,uAHDO,2(L938),171;A.Abeles,,.Der
Biirge nach biblischem Re*ht" MGWJ, 66 (1922),285.

30 P. Koschaker, "Uber einige griechische Rechtsurkunden aus den dstlichen Randgebieten des
Hellenismus," ASAW 42 (1931), 107.

31 cH $117.

1? H. U. Cazelles, Etudes sur le codc de l'alliance (Pais, 1946), 150.
33 On Mic. 2;4,s* A.Alt,'Micha 2, 1-5: FtD, ANAAA>MO> inJuda,,, Interpretationes ad

vetus Tbstamentum Pertincntes. Festschrift s. Mowinclcel NTT, 56 (1955), 13-23 = Klschr, ll
(19s3),373-381.

3a Horst, GSAT,ZAO.
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Undoubtedly it is connected more directly with landed property than with slavery (kv.
25:10,L3,23\, but both are seen in corrcrete relation to debt and loan (l*v.25:?5,35,39;
Dt. 15:2,7,12; Neh. 5:7f.). Regulation of various sales contracts with respect to the

proximity of the Jubilee release (lrv. 25:28-55;27:17-24; Nu. 36:4; F-zk.46:77; personal

transactions like 96'Elredemption: Irv. ?5:25;Jet32:8; the levirate: Dt. 25:5; Ruth 3:13)
is spelled out far more minutely than is the case with those prescriptions that superficially
seem concerned with agricultural fallow but always have more to do with economic
benefits to the underprivileged (l*v.25:8,12,24). These painfully detailed and hardly
realistic norns, whether of fallow or of sale, are probably adjustments added by the

compiler in an (exilic) period when the primal conditions demanding economic liberation
were no longer experienced in daily life.

One must even admit that this P compiler, with his canonical, casuistic, and liturgical
orientation, was thinking more of the ideal or even eschatological overtones of the texts
he was transmifting. The colorful and solemn'Jubilant streaming toward one's (spiritual)
homeland" (more or less like the jubilee pilgrimages to Rome), the "year of the [-ord's
grace" as an anticipation of the heavenly liberation (Isa. 61.:2;l*.4:19) or the restoration
of all things (Acts 3:21),35 interested him more than the barely perceptible improvement
in the economic lot of one individual after another in little villages over the course of
years.

This is not to deny that a universal proclamation of release may have been handed

down as part of the primitive legislation: the earliest debt slavery would all have taken

place more or less in the first years of Israel's occupation of Canaan and would thus have

come to a definitive end in roughly the same year. Asolemn proclamation could also be

considered to have heralded those emancipations that were to take place only some years

later. Thus "this H legislation for the Jubilee Year represents an attempt by early postexilic
legiSlators to solve in an altogether unprecedented manner . . . two problems, of distinctly
social character, which had found no effective solution throughout the entire pre-exilic
period, and which had presumably become acute once again."36 "But then we are

compelled to conclude that the exilic prophets knew the Jubilee Year as a traditional
institution, which the predecessor oflsa. 61 had taken over as a vehicle for his astonishing
message of salvation."37

North

H. Wildberger, "Israel und sein I-and," EvTh 16 (1956),419.
Morgenstem, IDB, ll, 1002.
Zimmerli, 327 = Studien,228f.

35

36

37
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Contents: I. Ancient Near East: 1. Akkadian; 2. Egyptian. II. 1. Etymology and Occurrences;

2. Forms and Distribution; 3. Phrases; 4. Related Words and Expressions. III. General Usage: 1.

Literal Usage; 2. Extended Usage. IV. Theological Usage: 1. Creation; 2. Cult; 3. History. V.

Qumran. VI. LXX.

I. Ancient Near East
l. Akkadian. a. The common Semitic rrotJn yaum, which does not derive from any

verbal root, appears in Akkadian as umu(m), in Old Akkadian asyumum. The plural is

yim.S.Aalen,"l'iN'6r,"TDOT,l,l47-167;idem,DieBegriffe'Licht'und'Finsternis'imA\
im Spiitjudentum und im Rabbinbmus. SNUAO, L95llL; J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time. SBT, 33
(21969);J. Bergman, H. Ringgren, and C. Barth, "l,l.ib6qer," TDOT,ll,2l7-228;L.eemf ,The
Day of Yahweh and Some Relevant Problems. Prdce z frdeckjuh tistavfi, 53N (Prague, 1948);
G. Dalman, Aus, ll2 (L928), 594-642; S. J. DeVries, Yest*day, Today and Tbmonow (Grand
Rapids, 1975); J. Finegan,Handbookof BiblicalChronology(hinceton, 1964);E. Jenni, "Di!ydz
Tag,' THAT, 1,707-726; M. P. Nilsson, Primitive Time-Reckoning (Lund, 1920); G. von Rad and
G. Delling, "iprec," TDNT,ll,943-53; M. SabO, Saciarja9-14. WMANT,3a Q969); idem,*'1111
'6rLicht," THAT,I,84-90; R. de Vaux,Anclsn 178-194, esp. 180-83; J. R. Wlch, Time andEvent
(lriden, 1969).

On II.1: H. Birkeland,A laent und Vokalismus imAlthebriiischen. SNUAO, 194013; T. N<tldeke,
NeueBeitriigezur semitischenSprachwissensciaf (Strasbourg, 1910), 133-35; A. F. Rainey, "The
Word 'Day'in Ugaritic and Hebrew," Zeionin| 36 (197L/72),186-89 [Heb.; Eng. summary].

On II.3: G. W. Buchanan, "Eschatology and the 'End of Days,'" Ji/Eg 20 (1961), 188-193;
B. S. Childs, "AStudy of the Formula,'Until this Day,'" JBL,82 (1963), 279-292; G. Gerleman,
"'Heute','Gestern'und'Morgen'im Hebr6ischen," TAih72(1967),84-89; H. Kosmala, "'At the
EndoftheDays',"ASTI,2(1963),27-37=Sndies,Essayq and.Reviews,I(L*iden, 1978),73-83;
A. Lefdvre, "r-expression 'En ce jourJi' dans le livre d'Isaie," Melanges bibliques. Tiavaux de
l'institut catholique dc Paris, 4. Festschrift A. Robert. Travaux de I'Institut Catholique de Paris,
4 (1957), 174-79; E. Lipirtski, *OrDli nr.1nlll dans les textes pr6exiliques," W 20 (1970),
445-450; P. A. Munch, The Expressionbayydmhnlu'. ANUAO,ll,l936l2; J. Schreiner, "Das Ende
derTage," BiLe,5 0964),180-194; H. Seebass, "n"U! 'al{rigf'achrithl," TDOT, l,207-212;
W. Staerk, "Der Gebrauch der WendungDiDli nilnllf im at. Kanon," 7AW ll (1891), 247-253.

On III.I: J. M. Baumgarten, "The Beginning of the Day in the Calendar of Jubilees," JBI,
77 (1958),355-360; P. J. Heawood, "The Beginning of the Jewish Day," .IQR, N.s. 36 (19a5l46),
393-40L; E. Kutsch, "Chronologie. III. Israelitisch-jildische Chronologie," RGG3, l, l8L2-14;
J. Morgenstem, "The Three Calendars of Ancient Israel," HUCA, t (L924), 13-781' idet4 "Snp-
plementary Studies in the Calendars of Ancient Israel," HUCA, 10 (1935), l-148; i.dem, "'ltrc
Calendar of the Book of Jubilees, its Origin and its Characteq" W,5 (1955), 34-76;F. S. North,
"Four-month Seasons of the Hebrew Bible," VI, LL(1961), 46-48;J. B. Segal, "Intercalation and
the Hebrew Calendar," V4,7 (L957),?50-307; H. R. Stroes, "Does the Day Begin in the Evening
or Morning? Some Biblical Observations," W,76 (1966), a+60475; S. Talmon, "The Calendar
Reckoning of the Sect from the Judaean Desert," Aspects of thc Dead Sea Scrolls. ScrHier, 4
(1965), 162-199; S. Zeitlin, "The Beginning of the Jewish Day During the Second Common-
wealth,"JpR, N.s. 36 (1945/46), 4[.3414.
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usually urnfr, rarely the feminine form amau(m). Derivatives include umtunlilndu,
"specific day"; uma(m), "today"; umaklcal, "(for) one day"i imi,i, "like the bright day";
frmilam(ma), and (only Neo-Bab.) rzzuss4 "daily" ; frmiu(m), "to this day."l In the sense

of "storm," a meaning not deriving from Proto-Semitic and found only in literary texts,

umuis a loan translation from Sumerian, where n(d) means both "day" and "storm." As
a term for a mythical lion, ilmu occurs only in lexical lists. A purely poetical synonym

is immu(m);z urru(m) refers primarily to the dawning day (urra[ml, "in t]e morning,

tomorrow").
b. Not even the lexica can provide a full listing of the tens of thousands of occurrences.

Afew illustrations must suffice here. As in other Semitic and Indo-European languages,

"day" is understood both in contrast to "night" and as a term including both daytime and

nighttime, each divided into six double hours (bildru, lit., "interstice"), the length of
which depends onthe season. As elsewhere, the primary divisions of the day aremorning,

midday, and evening.3 "Day" is used in contrast to "night" in the astronomical omen

On tV.1: W. H. Schmidt, Die Schdpfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT, L7 C1967),
67-73;O. H. Steck,DerSchdpfungsbericht der Priesterschrifr. FRLANT, 115 (1975), 158-L77.

On IV.3.b-d (selective bibliog., primarily recent, on the theme of the Day of Yahweh):J. Bowke,
"Lr Jourde Yahv6 dansJoel," R8,66 (1959), 5-3L,l9t-212; C. Carniti, "Uespressione'il giorno
di Jhwh': origine ed evoluzione semanticq" BeO, 12 (1970), lL-25;F. Couturier, "[r 'Jour de

Yahv€' dans l'N[," Revue de l'Universit€ d'Ottawa, 24 (1954), 193-2L7; G. Eggebrecht, Die
frilheste Bedeutung und der Ursprung der Korueption vom "Tage Jaiwes" (diss., HalleAilitten-
berg, 1966/67); A. J. Everson,The Day of Yahweh as Historical Evezr (diss., Union Theological
Seminary, Richmond, t969); idem, "The Days of Yahweh," JBL, 93 (1974),329-337;F. C.

Fensham, "A Possible Origin of the C.oncept of the Day of the [ord," Biblical Essays 1966
(Potchefstroom,lg6T),90-97;J. Gray, "The Day of Yahweh in Cultic Experience and Eschatologi-
cal Prospect," SEA, 39 (1974),5-37;H. Gressmann, Der (Jrsprung der israelitbch'iiidischen
Eschatologie. FRIANT,6 (1m5); G. N. M. Habets, Die grosse Jesaia'Apolalypse (Jes 24-27)
(diss., Bonn, 1974), esp. 334352; J. H6l6va, "Lorigine du concept proph6tique du'Jour du

Yahve'," Ephemerides Carmeliticae, 15 (1964), 3-36; J. Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte
einer alttestamentlichen Gattwrg. WMAM LO (1977),97-100; E. Kutsch, "Heuschreckenplage
und Tag Jahwes in Joel L und2," TlrZ, tB (1962),81-94; R. largement and H. lrmaitre, "[r Jour
de Yahweh dans le contexte oriental," Sacra pagirw, l. BETL, 12f. (1959), 259-'256;
C. van [reuwen, "The Prophecy of theYbmYHWH n Amos v 1.8-20," OTS, 19 (1974),113-134;
H.-M.Lttz,Jahwe, Jerusalon und dieWlkr. WMAM 27 (1968); E. G. Medd,A Historical and
Exegaical Study of the "Day of the Lord" in tle OT, with Special Reference to the Book of loel
(diss., St. Andrews, 1968/69); S. Mowinckel, " 'Jahves dag',"i{fl 59 (1958), l-56,2@-229;idem,
Psalmenstudie4 ll: Das ThronbesteigungsfestJahwtis und der Ursprung der Eschatologie (1922;
repr. Amsterdam, 1961); H.-P. Miiller, lJrspriinge und Stnrlduren alttestamentlicher Eschatologie.
BZAW L09 (1969), 72-85;H. D. Preuss,Jaiweglaube und Zuhrnftserwartung. BWANT,87l5l7)
(1968), l7O-79; G. von Rad, "The Origin of the Concept of the Day of Yahweh," JSS, 4 (1959),

97-108; K.-D. Schunck, "strukturlinien in der Entwicklung der Vorstellung vom 'Tag Jahwes',"

W L4 (l9U),3L9-33O; idem, "Der'Tag Jahwes' in der Verkiindigung der Propheten," Kairos,
N.s. 11 (1969), l4-2L;J. M. P. Smith, "The Day of Yahweh,"A.I[ 5 (1901),505-533 = The Day of
Yahweh. University of Chicago Divinity School Studics,2 (1901); M. Weiss, "The Origin of the

'Day of the [.ord'-Reconsidered," HUCA, 37 (1966),29-71.
I Citations for all these words will be found inAHw.
2 AHw,I (1965), 378b;CAD, VII (1960), 135a.
3 - iPI boqer, d*lill sohorayim, )19'ereb.
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texts and in the astronomical texts of the late period generally; elsewhere this usage is
primarily found in literary texts, especially poetry. It is noteworthy that the hymns to
5ama3, the sun-god, who gives light to the-darkness, speak only iarely of thi Urigtrt
daytime. In one great hymn,4 for example, Sama5 is called "illuminator of the day'; in
one passages but "shortener of the (winter) day" in another.6 As a result of the intense
heat of the summer day, the Babylonians preferred nighttime for many activities,
especially marches. Sometimes other gods, for instance Nab0, are called "bright day."
The darkening of the day by storm and rain is ascribed to the storm-god. The even more
intense darkness brought about by eclipses ofthe sun was thought a serious disaster; such
eclipses, along with eclipses of the moon, were zrmong the major themes of astrology.
Curses occasionally include the wish that someone's days be darkened.

c. The day in contrast to the night is also involved in the determination of auspicious
and inauspicious days, which played a very important role in Babylonia and Assyria. The
hemerologies themselvesT indicate for every day of the month and year what should be
undertaken and what should not. Not even cultic acts are recommended for every single
day. Generally unfavorable days include the phases of the moon (seventh, fifteenth
lSapatul, twenty-second, and twenty-ninth), as well as the nineteenth day, which
counted as the forty-ninth day of the preceding month. The omen calendarss state the
good or evil consequences of specific acts on particular days. Constellations and other
ominous occurrences are not equally favorable or unfavorable on all days.

d. Much more often the "day" is a unit of time, e.g., in all kinds of documents. In the
cult there were sacrifices and ceremonies to be performed every day, as well as those
prescribed only for certain days. We often find umuin the sense of "festival," albeit
usually preceding the name of the festival, e.g., ilm akiti" "New Year's day,,; um elleii,
"month festival"; um bsini, "feast day"; um kispi, "day of sacrifice for the dead"; um
telilti, "day of purification"; ilm rimki, "day of ablutions"; etc. But we also find such
expressions as "day ofthe god," "day ofworshipping the god," and "day ofserving the
goddess,"9 as well as "day of wrath," "day of fate," etc.

e. Even more frequently than the pl. iannu(m), "years," the pl. "days" serves as a
term for "time,"lo 1, the first instance a lifetime, which the gods can lengthen or shorten.
A Neo-Assyrian school tablet containing the terms for the fourth through the ninth
decades of life (obviously calculating backward from the end) calls the fifth decade ume
kurfrti, "short days," and the seventh ilmE arhlti, "long days."ll For those who did not
look for life after death, long days were a major hope, even though the subsequent stages

4 BWL, L26ff..
s L. t78.
6 L.180., E.g.,P. C. A. Jensen, Texte anr assyrisch-babylonischen Religion, l. KB, Vll2 (1915; repr.

1970), 8ff.; R. Labat, HCmCrologies et mdnologies d'Assur (Paris, 1939).
8 Cf. R. l-abat, Un calendrier babylonien des travaux des signes et des mois (Paris, 1965).
e cf.BwL,38,l6,25f.
t0 +hg ?.
rr sr4 400,45f.
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of ilbutu, "old age," and littutu, "great old age," were unattainable for most. "Distant
days" (umu rfrqltu) or fim(il) siatimlsdti, "days of distant time," may lie in the past or
future, ama ullfiu or later il,nE pdni only in the past. The future is denoted, for example,

by such expressions as umu darfitu\m) and warkiatlarkdt umt and adverbial expressions

like afiriatil, darii, or labarii umi, "for later time." Only rarely do we find in references

to an evil fate the expression ina la uml-iu, "in his 'not' days," "at a bad time."12

f. Finally, umuis used (early in the pl. only, later in the sg.) in the sense of "weather";
cf., e.g., umu dannu, "the weather is bad";t: kI unfi ittikl, "as soon as the weather has

improved."l4
Von Soden

2. Egyptian. a. Of the Egyptian words for "day,"ts hrw16 is the most important noun.

In dates we find from the Middle Kingdom on the special word,fw.17 The word dny.t
(dny.tr8) denotes the day of the first and third quarter of the moon, while 'rfyle means

the last day of the month or of the year (in the phrase 'rlg rnpJ). In the later period,

special names developed for most of the days of the month.20 For "every day" the

expression r' nb (lit., "every sun") is used more often than hrw nb. "Day by day" is hrw
hrhrw. "Today" ishrwpnorinl-ateEgyptian Nhrw. Fortheformula"bydayandnight,"
we find m hrwm grl.t or grl.r my hrw.zr The dawn is called M-t3, "the brightening of the

land"--cf. the verb fi{-tj, "dawn"-31d the beginning of the day is wp-hrw.
b. The noun hrw, whichderives etymologically ftomhrw, "be content, calm, happy,"

has as its determinative sign a sun. It refers to the day as brightness, the period when the

sun shines. But hrw can also stand for "day and night." The day begins in the moming
at or after dawn. Night (grf, connected with grlq "cease," and gr; "be silent") stands for
the other period, between one sun and the next or between yesterday and the morrow. In
the calendar the night goes with the preceding day, but in the cult it introduces the coming
festival. The date changes at sunrise, and hours are counted from the beginning ofthe
day. Day and night each have twelve hours, which accordingly vary in length with the

seasons. Amonth comprises thirty days. The year with its twelve months totals 360 days,

to which are added five intercalary days, "those (days) outside (time)."
c. The observation of time and the determination of each day's character began early

in Egypt. The horoslapoi ("time observers") of the temples are famous. Hemerologies
became popular. From the Middle Kingdom on, we find entries for each day of the month;

t2 BWL, 732, tr4.
13 AHw I, 159a on 4b.
14 J. A. l<nudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tbfeln. VAB, 2 (1915),7 , 59.
rs wbAs, vI,153.
t6 wbAs, il,492ff.
17 wbis, ry 58.
L8 wbAs,Y,465.
te wAs,t,2t2.
20 WbAS, VI, 153; H. K. Brugsch,Thesaurus ituqiptionum aegyptiacarum,I (Leipzig, 1883),

46-52.
2r wbAs, il,499, t.
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from the New Kingdom, for each day of the year. The categories are "good" and "bad,"
often subdivided more precisely into the three possibilities of "dubious," "bad," and
"adverse." Each day usually has three entries, which probably stand for moming, midday,
and evening. The nature of the days is often given a mythical explanation, and specific
advice (concerning such matters as sacrifice, food, travel, and sexual intercourse) is
appended. "On these bad days do not work on grain and clothing; do not begin anything,"
we read with reference to the intercalary days, which were of special importance as the
birthdays of the five deities Osiris, Seth, Horus, Isis, and Nephthys.22 Special protective
books were composed for guidance during them. Besides the simple names reflecting
the birth of the deities (e.g., "Birth of Osiris"), strange terms appear in the New Kingdom
("Nile perch in its pond," *Child in its nest," etc.). We are assured: "Whoever knows the
names of the intercalary days will neither hunger nor thirst. He will not fall victim to the
annual plague. Sachmet has no power over hfun."23 The hemerology of the Egyptians
exercised great influence in the ancient world, as the mention of the dies Aegyptica in
the calendars of late antiquity attests.2a

d. Fundamental for the Egyptians was the rhythm of day and night, called the "two
times" (trwy).The polar formula "day and night" can express totality by merism. The
statement "You have power by day, you cause trembling in the night"2s attests the total
sovereignty of the god. The notion of the sun and moon as the two eyes of the god of
heaven (e.g., Khenti-Irti) bears witness to a god who moves into day through night in an
eternal cycle. The daily renewal of life, based on a conception repeated every night and a
rebirth that takes place each day, is the primary theme of the Egyptian hymns to the sun.%
"Praise to you, arising day by day, bringing yourself forth every morning"-1his is the
basic tone of the important Egyptian momingworship in the temple.27 Therefore the god
can be addressed: "O lord of the day, who creates the night,"28 but also: "O lord of the
darkness, who creates the light." More commonly, however, we find a polarity in which
light and life appear as positive counterparts to darkness and death. Atypical saying of
the dead reads: "It is my dread to go forth in the night; I will go forth in the day. I am
begotten in the night, but born during the day."2e 11re expressionpr t m hrw, "going forth
by day," is familiar as the title of the Egyptian Book of the Dead; it expresses the highest
yearning of the dead. "The day at its coming forth" appears also as a royal title.3o

e. The phrase hrw nf4 "good, perfect day," is very @mmon, and may be translated
"festival."31 From the Old Kingdom on, it even appears as a personal name,32 possibly

22 S. Schott, A ltiigyptische Festdaten. AAWLM, 1950/10, 887ff.
23 Book oflntercalary Days,2,6-7; cited by Schott, 889.

1o Ct. f . Hopfner, Fonres historiae religionis aegtpticae @onn, 1922), 521tr., 561ff., 647 .
25 Pyr.,2lLD.
26 Cf.. J. Assmann,Ilrurgische Lieder an den Sonnengor, I (Berlin, 1969), 118tr, 180f.
27 +1?a boqerl.l.
28 IJrk, vI, 119.
2s cr, v[,86.
30 urk, lll,60.
31 Cf. H. teYelde,De goede dag der oude Egyptenaren (t*iden, 1971).
32 PN, 1,23'1., 4.
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because the person in question was born on a festival. The phrase refers to the appropriate

time to celebrate festivities and to drink. A hymn to Isis begins thus: "Beautiful day!

Heaven and earth rejoice, since Isis gave birth in Chemmis. . . ."33 Awonderful descrip-

tion of the "beautiful day," i.e., well-ordered time, appears in a hymn recited by Thoth

during the battle between Horus and Seth.

O beautiful day, when Horus is lord of this land!
O beautiful day on this day, which is divided into its minutes!
O beautiful day in this night, which is divided into its hours!
O beautiful day in this month, which is divided into its fifteen-day periods!
O beautiful day in this year, which is divided into its months!
O beautiful day in this age, which is divided into its years!

O beautiful day of this eternity. . . .34

A love song contains the following variation:

O beautitul day in this night!
Tomorrow we shall say anew, how fresh is the moming!
It is more beautiful than yesterday!
Because it is so beautiful, let us celebrate a very beautiful day!3s

f. The festival calendars of both the various temples and court of the king include a

series of festivals.36 Several of them have names based on hrw, e.g., "day of the great

going forth of Osiris," "day of the purification of the nonad," "day of settingup the died
pillar," "day of the hazard festival." The great celebrations lasted several days. Under

Ramses III, the famous festival of Opet ran for twenty-seven days! In addition, there

were various commemorative days in the family sphere: "birthday," "this day of landing
(= death)," "the day of judgment," etc.37

The Egyptians do not speak of a "day of God." Instead they can speak of "the time

of the God" (e.g., Seth) as the culmination of his power.38 Both persons or gods and

natural phenomena have their times, but these are expressed by different words (3.r for
persons, fr for natural phenomena).

Bergman

III. The Hebrew noun y6m, "day," which belongs primarily to everyday language,

is very common.3e It has a wide range of usage, which will here attract most of our

attention.{

l. Etymologlt and Occurrences. The etymology of the word, which is found

33 H. Junker and E. Winter, D as Geburtshaus des Tempels der Isis in Philti. DAWS (1965),13f..
3a E. Chassinat, Le tempk d'Edfota VI (Paris, 1931), 61.
3s S. Schott,Altiigyptische Liebeslieder (Zurich, 1950), no. 92,p.130.
36 RiiR, 1U-87,s. v. "Feste"; Schott, Altiigyptische F estdaten, 959 -993.
37 wbAs, II, 500, 1ff.
38 S. Morenz, Egtptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973), 76ff.
3e See II.2 below.
ao Cf.eern!,5-26.
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throughout the Semitic languages,al is unexplained. Akk. fimu, "day," also has the
meaning "storm"; but the extent to which this may cast light on the etymologya2 remains
unclear.a3 Etymological analysis is even more difficult because the root from which the
word is derived is obscure.

Some scholars such as Ntildeke have assumed a biliteral root ym; the majority,
however, favor a triliteral ywm.44 In this case, the pl. ydmim ()am), which diverges
from the sg. *yaum, is usually explained as assimilation to the similar word Santm,

"yea15."4s ln the individual Semitic languages, however, we find a complex altemation
of ym and ywm in the singular, as well as an o vowel in the plural alongside the basic

form *yam-;46 this raises the question of whether this complex situation is not better
explained by structural and phonological considerations, but the evidence has not been

examined from this perspective. (SperberaT sees here only a reflection of two different
Hebrew dialects.) In this case, however, it would be reasonable to assume that the weak

lwl of. a basic form *yaum(u) was elided or contracted.4 This form was then realized
differently in the various languages, in both singular and plural.

From this point of view we need not be surprised at the oommon pl. ydmtm or other
plural forms $tamtn, Dnl. 12:131' fmOL Dt.32:7; Ps. 90:15, in each case par. the unusual
pl. *n61" "years"4e), or treat them as "divergent" in comparison to the singular. Because
of the linguistic variety on this point, the forms can be understood as different realizations
of the single root *yaum(u), whether the variation is between dialects or individual
languages.

2, Forms and Distribution. The word group that derives most probably from *yaum(u)

does not contain any verbs, but is represented almost exclusively by the subst. ydm,

"day." With 2,304 Hebrew occurrences and 16 Aramaic, it is the fifth most frequent noun
in the OT;soy6rz is thus also by far the most common expression of time (in comparison

al G. Bergstriisser, Introduction to the Semitic Languages (Eng. trans., Winona kke, 1983),
2r4f.; BDB; KBL3.

42 Cf. G. R. Driver, "Isaiah I-)O(XIX: Textual and Linguistic Problems,""IS$ 13 (1968), 46f.,
on Isa.21:1.

a3 Cf. eernf , 10f.; I.1.a above.
44 Cf . J . Barth, "Formangleichung bei begrifflichen Korrespondenzen ," Orientalische Studien.

Festschrilt T. Noldekc (Giessen, 1906), II, 791f.; BLe, $618n; YG, 1,74,430i Joiion, 140; GesB,'
KBL3.

45 Most recently KBLI; cf. also D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebriiischen Syntax (Neukir-
chen-Vluyn, 1977), L, 90.

46 R. Meyer, Hebriiische Gramnatik (Berlin,11969), II, $83; also references to the variants in
DISO, lOTf .; F. M. Cross and D. N. Fre*dman, Early Hebrew Orthography. AOS, 36 (1952; rcpn
1981), 50, 53; KN,lll,l0; BDB; KBL3.

a7 A. Sperber, A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebret ([riden, 1966),14O.
48 Birkeland,4lff.
4e See M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pain," RSB 1,207;M. Dahood,

Psalms, ll. AB, L7 C1979),3?5.
s0 Jenni, 7O7f .,714; idem, *Il9- 'dt Zgit," THAT, ll, 371; cf . - l19 ? A very different count

is found in e emf , 5; and KBL3.
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to '6ldm, "long time," "eternity," with 4zt0 Hebrew and 20 Aramaic occurrences,sl and
'eg "time," with 296 occurrences52). The only other derivative is the adverbial yilmim,
*by day,"sr with 51 occturences including Nu. 10:34.5a

Jenniss has included in his statistics the disputed passage Isa. 54:9, but without good
reason.56 It is noteworthy that the singular is always written plene except possibly in Jer.
L7:L1, where the qere formymyw is usually read.sT There are weighty arguments against
the proposed emendation of ywm in Job 3:8 to ym, "sea,"58 and the opposite change of
ym,"sea," toywminZec. 10:11.5e The defectively written plural in Nu. 6:5 is unique.

The singular (1,452 occurren@s in Hebrew, 5 in Aramaic) appears in all the books of
the OT; it is especially common in the historical books, followed by the prophetic books
(above all Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, as well as Zephaniah and Zechariah) and the
Psalms. The plural (847 occurrences in Hebrew, Ll in Aramaic) appears in all the books
except Obadiah, Haggai, and the Song of Songs. The dual ydmayimlydmnyim (or
ydmayimlydtrfiyirz) appears only 5 times: Ex.16:29;21:2L; Nu. 9:22; ll:.191, Hos. 6:2.60
There is also a strange plural form with the ending -6(ltdmimd)found 5 times: Ex. 13:10;
Jgs. 11:40; 2l:19; t S. L:3; 2: L9.61 It always follows miyydmir4 with which it constitutes
a fixed adverbial formula meaning "year by year."62

3. Phrases. This formal survey has contributed little to the meaning of
y6mlydmtmlyOmnm. The semantic content of the words can be seen more directly and
more clearly in their various combinations with otherwords and their extended semantic
field, since ydm and yamtm, and to an extent also ydmam, are seldom syntactically
independent. They are usually associated closely with another word or word element,
more frequently than as subject (182 times) or as object (81 times;.or The compound
expressions are multiform and can express various shades of meaning.

a. The repetition of the indefinite sg. ydm ydm, "daily," expresses distribution (e.g.,
Gen. 39:10;64 possibly also in Ugaritic6s). The repeated words can also (esp. in later
documents) be linked (ydz waydm, Est. 3:4) or expanded by the addition of a preposition

5r E. Jenni, "ot1il 'ohm Ewigkeit," THAT, 11,228-243.
52 ldem, THAT, 11, 370-385.
s3 For the form, see GI(, $100g; BZe, $529y; Meyer, II, $39; D/SO, 108,55.
5a S.Mandelkern,VeterisTbstamentiConcordantiaeHebraicaeatqueChal.daicae(NewYork,

2IOSS1; Jemi, THAT, 1,708; KBL3 has a different count.
5s THAT, I, 708; also G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz zum hebriiischenAl(Stuttgart, 21966).
s6 Mandelkern; BHS, but not BIII(.
s7 Cf. K. Rudolph, "Ierem io.. HAT, 12 C1968), Ll4.
58 Cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), ll0; KBL3, 396a.
5e Cf. Sabo, Saclwrjag-14,222.
60 Cf. Meyer, II, S43.
61 cf. c(, $90h.
62 See II.4 below.
63 Lisowsky,594ff.u Synt, $L29a.
6s Cf. UT 2062:A(= pft|d, V 88), 10 (lower edge), and no. 1100; but negatively, KTII, 2.47.
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$tdm Uy6m, Neh. 8:18; expanded in tum to l"'e1-ydm WyOm, 1 Ch.12:23[22]; ct.
d"bar-lbidbar-lli/bar-ydm b'ydm6, "as each day requires," 8.9., Ex. 5:1312 Ch.
8:L318:14; also l"ydm Uydm, 2 Ch.24:Ll; cf.. EyOm UyOm, "as on every day," 1 S.

18:10).00 Similar in meaning is l<ol-y6m, "every day" (Ps. 140:3[2]), expanded to
b"f;ol-yOm (e.g., Ps. 7:12llll).67

b. As the preceding section has already shown, the word is used frequently with
prepositions, as is also true of other words connected with time.68 The prepositional
phrases, some of which appear to be formulaic, usually function adverbially to convey
temporal meaning; precise differentiation is often difficult.6e Of 2,304 occurrences of
ydmlydmtm in the Hebrew OT, 1057 (45.9qo) involve a preposition (esp. with the
singular). The most common is Zr" (as is also true for 'e10), which appears 728 times
(68.9Vo),590 times with the singular and 138 with the plural. We find 'ad 127 times (7
timestlf'a{, each time following min to indicate a period of time), P 7l times, F 76 times
(in this context not a comparative particle in the strict senseTl), and min 66 times. By
contrast,ydman is used with a preposition only once: with b" in Neh. 9:19.72

c. The meaning "day" is more or less weakened when a prepositional phrase withyim
(or occasionally y"mA\ is itself linked with a verb. The most important usage of this type
is b"ydmwith an infinitive (almost 70 times) as a general indication of time or a temporal
conjunction meaning "when," although the basic meaning "day" need not be totally
absent (cf. the important passage Gen. 2:4b following the seven-day schema of cre-
ationT3). Other prepositions than trr are also f.ound ('aQ, lf , 1", min), as are other forms of
the verb (perfect and imperfect).74 In l*v. 14;57, with the meaning "when" in a noun
clause, ydmhas lost all trace of the meaning "day)'

d. In addition, important common formulas expressing time are composed of preposi-
tional phraseswithydm (rarely ydmtm) and a demonstrative pronoun. These formulas
also have a variety of adverbial meanings.

The formula 'aQ-hayydmhazzeh,"to this day," "until now," appears 84 times.Ts It also
appears in an abbreviated form ('a/-luyy6a "until now," Gen. 19:38) and an emphati-
cally expanded form ('adletem lwyydm hazzeh, "until this very day," l.ev. 23:14; Josh.
lO:27; Ezk. 2:3; cf. the corresponding formula b"'egem hayydm hazzeh, which appears
13 times and often in a shorter form). In this formula, the definite sg. hayy6m, which is
very frequent (some 350 occurrencesT6) with a variety of meanings, constitutes the

66 SeealsoBD4 g7e;Jenni,THAT,l,716,94;K8L3,382;d.DISO, 108,$9, ll;KN,lll,l0.
67 ct. GK st27b.
68 Cf. Jenni, THAT, ll, 228-235, 372-77 on '6hm and 'e!.
6e Cf. BDB,39b-401a; Jenni, THAT, Tll-721; KBI3, 383f., S10.
70 See Jenni, THAT,ll,372t.
7t (bid.,373.
72 8D8,401, S1.
73 C. Westermann,Genesis 1-11 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 198.
74 Jenni, THATl,711, with tull citations; also BDB,40Oa, g7d.
75 Childs, 280.
76 Jenni, THAT,l,7l4.
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semantic focus.T The formula 'd-hoyy6m hszzeh thus emphasizes the present status of
the narrator (or redactor) or of what is narrated,T8 but also-through the prep. 'al-+he
continued existence of a situation into this present. When the prep. min, "from," also
appears, it increases the sense that an important span of time is involved (e.g., Ex. 10:6;
Jgs. 19:30; I S. t2:21.te1his formula serves to express the importance of some historical
datum for the present, or else to confirm it with the aid of the present (e.g., Dt. 6:24;
lO:15;29:27128]; 1 K. 3:6;8:24; elsewhere primarily in Deuteronomy, Deuteronomistic
literature, and the Chronicler's history).

When the formula establishes a connection with an event in the distant past, it
sometimes serves to explain a name or a present phenomenon (as in Gen. 26:33; Josh.
7:26; Jgs. 18:12;2 Ch.2O:26),. Under such circumstances, scholars are not agreed as to
how to treat the etiological question. Disagreeing with Alt80 and-with some modifica-
tion-Noth,8l Childs82 concludes that this formula "seldom has an etiological function
of justifying an existing phenomenon, but in the great majority of cases is a formula of
personal testimony added to, and confirming, a received tradition."83

Another formula, even more important theologically, isbayyOm hahit', "onthat day,"
which occurs much more frequently than the one just discussed (208 times according to
Mandelkem).84 Of these occurrences, 69 (33Vo) are in the Deuteronomistic history and
109 (52.4Vo) in the prophets. Of the latter, 45 are in Isaiah and 17 in Zec. 72-14. T\e
only occurrence in the Psalms is Ps. 146:4.s The formula can sometimes be shortened
to bayydm (Jgs. 13:10) or expanded by the addition of prepositional and adverbial
elements.s6 In the first instance it denotes a specific point in time, a "day" that can be
emphasized ("on the same day") or reduced to a mere "then." This affects primarily the
use of the formula as an adverb of time in texts refening to the past,87 in which it can
refer to a specific "day" in the past (e.g., Gen. 15:18 [Fa1' Ex. 14:30; Josh 9:27), the
simultaneity of two events (e.g., Gen. 26',32;Dt.21:23), or even some future "day" (e.g.,
Dt. 31:17f.). In future-oriented (primarily prophetic) texts,se the formula often gives the
impression that the "day" can refer not just to some short period but equally well to a

77 See above all DeVries, L39-277, with a discussion of all the relevant texts.
78 M. Noth,Konige 1-16, BKOclt (1968),180.
7e Childs,280.
80 A. Alt, "Josua," Werden und Wesen des ATs. BZAW 66 (1936), L3-29 = K&chr I (1953),

r76-192.
81 M. Noth, "Der Beitrag der ArchAologie zur Geschichte Israels," Congress Volume, Oxford

1959. SW7 (19fi),262-?32=Aufsiitze anr biblischenLandes- undAltenumshrnde $leukirchen-
Vluyn, 1971), I,34-51.

82 P.292.
83 See also B. O. tong, The Problem of Etiological Narrative in the OT. BZAW lO8 (1968),

6-8, 90-93.
84 Cf. H. Gressmann, Der Messias. FRLANI, 261431(1929),83; Sab6, Saci arja *14, 26L.
8s Cf. [rfCvre.
86 Jenni, THAT,l,7I5.
87 DeVries,5T-136.
88 Cf. Munch,8.
8e DeVries, 28L-33I.
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lengthy period of indefinite duration (e.g., Isa. 2:20;3:18; 4:2;7:18; Jer. 4:9; Am. 8:3,9;
Zec. L4:6f.), which is otherwise generally expressed by the pl. ydmtm, "days."m Here
the formula approaches such similar formulas asbayydmim halam(md), "in those days"
(e.g., Jer. 3:16; 5:18; Znc,8:6)er or fr'etlwhi', "in that time" (e.g., lsa.2O:2; Jer.3:171'
4:l).m Here it also comes close to the special prophetic expression y6m YHWH, "day
of Yahweh."e3 In the prophetic texts, bayydmhahfr'appears to be used especially in later
strata of tradition and largely for redactional purposes: sometimes to link,ea sometimes
to interpolate passages,es sometimes to construct a framework (esp. in ZEc. l2f.).e6
Without losing its nature as a temporal adverb, the formula thus takes on functions that
lend it the character of an "eschatological term"; in later prophetic traditions it became
a characteristic of eschatological style.eT

Contrary to Gressmann,9s who attempted to demonstrate that "the expression 'on that
day' is presupposed as an [eschatological] terminus technicus even before {16s,'8e
Munch seeks to show that the eschatological interpretation is totally unnecessary because
the formula can be understood in all contexts as a temporal adverb. Although his view
has found general a@eptan@, a certain one-sidedness in his analysis and his insistence
on posing the question as an either/or have been criticized.lm What had been a sharp
controversy over this question seems now to have been replaced by a more judicious and
nuanced functional description.

e. Semantically important are the genitive phrases defining ydmlydmtm, which are
many and various.l0l In construct phrases the noun appears most frequently as nomen
regens @6mly"m€) but also not uncommonly as nomen rectun, (1t6ry hayydmlyamtm,
hayyamim) qualified by other nouns or phrases. It can also further define other nouns or
circumstances.

As nomen regens, y6z usually refers to a specific day, the nature of which is defined
by the following nomen rectun. Either y6m or fmA can be defined more precisely in
calendrical terms (e.g., ydm-habdei, "day of the new moon," "first day of the month"

lEx.40:21;y6m hakkese', "day of the full moon" fProv. T:20l;l5efie1ly"mA hainma%fleh,
"[six] workdays" [Ezk. 46:ll), a usage especially typical of the cultic sphere (e.g., ydm
haiiabbal "dayof rest,""Sabbath"[Ex.20:8,11];ydmm6'df, "festival day,"par.y6m

90 See below.
91 Cf. Gressmann, Der Messias, 83-84; also used of the past; cf. Jenni, THAT,1,720.
92 Cf. Gressmann, Der Messias,83f.; Wilch, 47-104; J. G. Pl<iger, Literarlcitische, formge-

schichtliche und stilkritische Untersuchungen anm Deuteronomium. BBB,26 (1967),218-225.
e3 See IV.3.b-e below.
e4 Munch, t5-20; DeVries, 310-14.
es DeVries, 297-3tO.
e6 Sebo, Sacharja 9-14,264-66.
e7 Cf. IV.3.e below.
98 Der Messias, S2-87; cf. idem, Der [Jrsprung,336.
99 Der Messias, 86.
1o See the review by W. Rudolph, OLZ, q O%7),621ff.; Sebo, Sacharja 9-14, 262-63;

De Vries, 57-58,285f.
10r Full citations in Jenni, THAT,l,Tll-14,718-7?-O; cf. BDB, KBL3.
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hag YHWH, "day of the festival of Yahweh" [Hos. 9:5]; also further defined, e.9., ydm
f,rt'A, "day of blowing the trumpets" [Nu. 29:tl; ydm g6m, "day of fasting" [Isa.
58:31).toz

The nomen rectum can also define the nature of the day meteorologically (e.g.,y6m
haggeSem, "day of rain" [Ezk. l:281; ydm haileleg, "day with snow" [2 5.23:20]; yOm

qdd.?m, "day with an east wind" [Isa. 27:8]), with reference to human activities (e.g.,ydm
qd;i4"harvest day" [Prov. 25:1,31;ydmmill.tnmd, "day of battle" [Hos. l0:L4];fmA Sdpa
"days of a hireling" [Job 7:1], "time of servic€" [kv. 25:50]; ym€'Ef,el, "days/time of
mourning" fGen.27:4ll) or important events of the past (e.g., y6m F'fkA, "the day of
your departure [from Egypt]" [Dt. 16:3]; ydm-hammaggEpA, "day of the plague" [Nu.
25:18]) or the future (e.g., lsa.22:5;Jer.46:10;Znph.1.:1.5f.; and other passages referring
to the day of Yahwehlo3). Historical events are also involved when the nomen rectum is
a proper name, whether geographical $tdm mi/ydn, "day of Midian" [Isa. 93P]; cf. Jgs.

7:9ff.1; ydm frftfrla[y]im, "day of Jerusalem" lPs. 137:7; cf. Lam. 2:16,21;4:18,21f.;
also ydmyizf"el,"day of Jezreel" [Hos. 2:2(1:17)toa);ydm mass6, "day of Massah" [Ps.
95:8]) or personal $fm€ dnwil, "days of David" [2 S.2l:1, with reference to David's
reign]), or divine (above all in the prophetical expressionydz YIIWH, "day of Yahweh,"
with reference to God's future intervention in historytos;.

In more general terms, the noun can also be connected with something negative (for
either the community as a whole or an individual, e.g., ydm'€l, "day of calamity" [Dt.
32:35;Prov.27:L0l;lMydmpar6,"day of distress" [Gen.35:3; Ob.l2);y1mra'A,"day
of trouble" [Ps. 27:5]10) or something positive $t6m 16[6, "day of prosperity" [Eccl.
7:14, in contrast to "day of adversity"ltoa). With respect to a particular individual, it can

be used in the sense of "birth" (e.g.,ydm hulledel [Gen. 40:20; cf. also Hos. 2:5(3); Eccl.
7:1] or justyrim6, "his day," i.e., the day of his birth [Job 3:1]) or "death" $tdm hammiwel

[Eccl. 7:1]; ydm m616, "day of his death" pel 52:341or just ydm6, "his day," i.e., the
day of his death [1 S. 26:10]). The plural construct (fm€\ usually linked with hryytm,
"life," can denote the life span of an individual.loe

As nomen regens, y6m (more than 20 times) or y"zi (3 times: l*v. 13:46; Nu. 6:5;
9:18; otherwise absolute [12 times]) can also be qualified by a subordinate clause with

"fler (3 times with ie-).110 The qualification is usually historical, the subordinate clause
naming the event that marks the particular day (e.g., the exodus [Dt. 9:7], the occupation

lDt.27:21, or the laying of the cornerstone of the temple [Hag. 2:18]; with reference to
God, thedayofcreation [Dt.4:32Torthecomingday of intervention [Mal.3:17,21(4:3))).

toz C;7. Jenni, THAT,l,7l2f .; also IV.2 below.
103 Cf. Jenni, THAT, 1,724; also IV.3.b-e below.
r04 H. W. Wolff,Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 28.
10s See IV.3 below.
106 Cf. M. SabO, -i$ 'eZ Ungliick,', THAT,l,l23t.
107 Additional citations in Jenni, THAT, l,7l3f.
108 But see IV.3.e below.
loe Cf. Jenni, MAT, I, 718f.
tlo lbid.,7t2,7t9.
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The reference can also be personal, as when Jeremiah curses the day of his birth (Jer.
20:t4; cf. Job 3:3). In some passages, even the sg. y6m goes beyond "day" and means
something like "time"; this meaning is clear in the passages with the plural. Nevertheless,
the phrase y"rn€l(hay)yAmtm'oJer always represents no more than the conj. "as long as"
(cf.Irv. 13:46).

As nomen rectum, ybm can be used to qualify other words, e.g., in the phrase g"nubtt
ydm, "stolen by day" (Gen. 31:39;111 gf. sl5s the strange form b,ri1t hayy6m, "my
covenant with the day" [Jer. 33:2Ol).It can also qualify other words having to do with
time, e.g., b"'ere! ydm, "in the eve of the day" (Prov. 7:9).112 The temporal qualification
can become spatial when travel and distance are involved, as in derel3 ybm, "a day's
journey" (Nu. 11:31; I K. 19:4).tt3 The singular can also sometimes be used in the
extended sense of a human lifetime, e.g., Job 30:25, where (iEh-y6m, "one whose day
is hard," stands in parallel to'ely64 "poor." But an extended period of time is more
usually expressed by the pl. (hay)yAmim (cf. also such idioms as 'Al yamtm, "an infant a

few days old" [Isa. 65:20]; (l")'Arek yamtm, "length of days," "as long as I live" [Ps.
2l:5(4);23:6; marbb yamim, "after many days" |sa.24:22)), especially with respect to
human life.1la The formulaic expression b"'ahorilhayyamtmis generally used in the sense
"time to come" (e.g., Gen. 49:1),tts then the "future" and the "end of time" (e.g., Isa.
2:AMic. 4 : 1 ; Hos. 3 :5; Ezk. 38 : 1 6; Dnl. l2:28;l 1 0: 14). u6

The construct phrase can sometimes be broken down and represented by the prep.
l",rr7 

"u"n 
when ydm is nomen regens $6m I"YHWH [Ezk. 30:3; cf. Isa. 2:121.34:8; in

Zec. 14:l in the context of the verb b6' often used in connection with ydm ot yAmim).tr8
f. Closer to the genitive qualification is the relatively rare qualification by an

attributive adjective, as in such formulas as (le)y6m tamim, "(about) a whole day" (Josh.
L0:13, as a measure of time, "the bright portion of the day"ue), or yilm t6f,, "a good

[happy] day" (1. S. 25:8; also Est. 8:t7;9:19,22), as descriptive of a festival (cf. mA',!tm
16[tm, "cheerful feasts" [Zec. 8:19]). There are also negative expressions likeydm'tufii,
"day of disaster" (Jer. 17;16; cf. v. 17), yhm ra', "evil day" (Am. 6:3), arrd yOm mar,
"bitter day" (Am. 8:1,0), in the sense of a day of disaster for the people. The connection
with the y6m YIIWH is clear; it is also called "bitter" or ga/61, "great," or described
predicatively as being qardf,, "near" (7nph. l:7 ,74; cf. Ezk. 7:7).120

g. As one might expect, a word hke y6m or yamtm appears relatively often with

ltt GK, $901;Synt, $77c.
1r2 See also Jenni, THAT,1,709.
tt3 cf.BDB,398, g2a.
114 See the detailed citations in Jenni, THAT, l, 7l8f .
lls Seebass,224-28.
116 Gressmann, Der Messia,S 84; Staerk; more recently Buchanan, Kosmala, Lipirflski,

Schreiner; see also IV.3.e below.
tt1 $yn1, $l!,a.
118 E. Jenni, "N'l! Ai'kommen," THAT, l, 266t.
119 For a different view, see KBI3, $2.
r2o 8.g., H. W. Wolff, "Ioel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 275; see also IV.3 below.
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numbers,l2r especially to indicate a date. Events may be dated (e.g., Ex. 16:1), as may
prophetic revelations (e.g., Hag. 1.:1). Above all, however, in cultic and legal contexts
we find references to the "seventh day" of the week and other times of festival (e.g., Gen.

2:2; Nu. 28f.; Josh. 5:10; 1 K.l2:32f..).In these cases, the wordy6m can sometimes be

omitted (e.g., Hag. 2:1,10 and in the statements in Ezekiel conceming revelations). In
| 5.27:1, yilm:efaQ means simply "one [indefinite] day"; elsewhere (A)yAm'el.cdd is

an adverbial phrase indicating a particular day or simultaneity (cf., e.9., Gen. 27:45;l-ev.
22:28; 1, K. 2O:29; Isa. 9:13[14]; Znc. l4:7 is uniquelz). In 5 passages, ydlybmayim is

used for "two days.'123

4. Related Words and Expressions. a. Shictly speaking, the opposite of yOm is -)t)n)t) layilllayl| "night" (233 occunencesl). The two words, however, often
constitute an hendiadys denoting a 24-hour "day" (St6m walaylA, "day and night," or
adverbially "by day and night" [e.g., Gen. 8:22;lsa.28:19; also withydmam instead of
y6m, e.g., Ex. l3:2lrxl or in the opposite order with the same meaning layl6 wdybm

[e.9., L K. 8:29]), which can also be expressed by ydm alone (e.g., when counting days,

asin i"lolelydmtm, "tlvee days" [Est. 4:16], or in the distributive phrasey6z ydrq "day
by day," "daily"ne1.It is therefore appropriate to call "night" the "correlata of day."rn

b. In addition , ydm also appears with a series of other words relating to time, often to
complete the sense. It can be used, for example, with the terms designating the nearest

days to the present: 'elmbl, "yesterday"l2s (ydm 'etmdl lPs.90:41), and malwr, "tomor-
row"l2e (ybm nfihar [e.g., Prov. 27:ll; cf.. hayydm frmbar "today and tomorrow" [Ex.
19:10]; bayyilmhi'ahEr, "next day" [2 K. 6:291), or with words referring to distant times,

as in the expressions fmA qderu "days of old" (e.g., lsa. ?3:7; Mic. 7:20 lcf.. ydmim

miqqelem (Ps. 77:6[5]), and yamtm qalmdntm, "former days" (Ezk. 38:17), and y"mA

'6hm, "daysof the past" (e.g., Am. 9:11; Mic. 5:l(2)lcf..y"m6!'6ldm (Dt. 32:7)]), which
relate to the past (cf. the general expression ydmim ri'ldntm, "former days" [e.g., Dt.
a321. Other expressions refer to the future (e.g., P'drek ydmim and U'ah'ri1
hayyamtmrn) or its conclusion (e.9., leqes hayyamtn, "at the end of days" [Dnl. 12:13];
cf.'eyqep, "time of the end" [e.g., Dnl. 8:17]).u

c. We also findy4m associated (often pleonastically) with terms for divisions of time
such as Sabfra', "week" (e.g., YlaSd ldfoi'im ydmtr4 "for three weeks" [Dnl. 10:2f.]),

121 See tlre exhaustive references in Jenni, fIAT,l,7lDt.,7l6f..; cf. also Gtr( $129; Syzr, $$84b,
86.

12 See IV.3.c below.
la See II.2 above.
lu Jenni, THAT,1,708; for a different count, see KBI3, 502.
125 See Mandelkern, 473f.; 6.. BHKIBHS on ler. 33:20,?5.
16 See IL3.a above.
127 AuS,ll2,63O.
128 K8L3,99.
tze KBL3,54L.
130 See II.3.e above.
131 See alsoJenni, THAT,l,72L.
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l.rb{e!, "motth" (e.g., @eS ydmim, "for a month" [e.9., Gen.29:14}' cf. yeral.t yamtm

[e.g., Dt. 2l:l3l'5, and Sand, "yeaf' (e.g., fm€ 5an6, "days of the year" [Job 3:6];
Ynnpyimydmir4"two full years" [e.g., Gen. 4l:ll).132

The parts of the day themselves are expressed by related words like -'1?) bdqer;

"morning" (214 occunences), solf,rayim,"midday" (23 occurrences), and 'eref,, "eve-
ning" (134 occurrences), not sharply differentiated. The phrase b€n ha'arbayim, "be-
tween the evenings" (Ex. 12:6, plus 10 other occurrences in Exodus and Numbers),
probably means "at dusk."133 Sometimes y6m canbe replaced by words of this sort (cf.
the circumlocution'ereb bOqer, "evening morning," for "day" [Dnl. 8:14]) or be linked
with one of them (e.g.,b"'erely6m, "inthe eveningof theday," Unelep, "at dusk" [Prov.
7:9]). More frequently, however, y6m is connecled with other more descriptive words
(e.g.,UyOm'6r,"brigtday," "broad daylight" [Am. 8:9]; lbm hayy6r4 "the heat of the
day" [e.g., Gen. L8:1]; 'q4!-nekbn hayydrn" "until full day" [Prov. 4:l8l; min-hn'6r
'aQ-mah'si1 hary6m, "from light to the haH of the day," i.e., "from morning to midday"

[Neh. 8:3]; rliilluyydry "quarter of the day" [Neh. 9:3]).14
d. Finally, we must mention certain passages where the pl. ydmtm takes the place of

.Ia-26, the usual word for "year" (876 occunencesl3s). Thus fqupdl hayydmim (1 S. 1:20)
alternates with fiApa1 hattand (Ex. 34:22;2 Ch. 24:23) to designate the "turning of (the
days oQ the year" (cf. also miqqq ydmtm layydmim, "at the end of each year" [2 S.

M:26)\. Annual repetition is probably also meant by the phrase ze[ah hayydmim, "yearly
sacrifice" (e.g., 1 S. 1:21).tr0 More general in sense are the expressions miyydmtm

ldmimdt37 andlayydmi4 "annually" (Jgs. 17:10; cf. also IS.27:7;29.,3\.rn

IIII. General Usage. This survey of the forms ofy6z lydmtmtogether with its phrases

and semantic field has brought to light its wide range of usage. The formal and syntactic
manifestations of the singular and plural have been seen to be analogous, so that it is not
necessary to treat the singular and plural separately. There is nevertheness a sigrificant
difference: y6z always designates some fixed point in time, whileyamtm often expresses

temporal duration by indicating periods of time of various sorts. The plural can also
sometimes mean "time" in general, as Kimchi already obsewed; l3e cf. also kol-hayydmtm,
"for all time, forever" (e.g., DL 4:40),rQ in 1 S. 2:32 negated with lD', to mean "never."141

132 see also G& 9131d.
133 Cf. Jenni, THAT, I, 709; for a different vievt, *e BLe, $518; AuS, lll (1928), 619f.,628f .;

Anclsr L82.
134 See III.1 below.
135 Jsry1f, THAT,l,722.
136 See M. Haran, "7-eba\ hayyamim," W 19 (1969), Ll-22; also P. Joiion, "[.ocutions

h6bra\ues," Bibl,3 (1922),7Lf..; for a different view, North, 446'48.
137 See IL2 above.
r38 See BHKIBHS; K8L1,383.
13e C. von Orelli,DiehebriiischenSynonymaderZeitundEwigkeit(l*ipzig,L87L),52f.;Ban,

106, citing Nu. 9:22.
t4 Cf. BDB, 400, $7f.; Jenni, THAT, l, 718.
141 cf.BDB,3gg,96.
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The plural can thus move in the direction of a general (and abstract) notion of time,
although it is usually held that such a notion does not appear to be present in the OT.142

However this may be, the word ydm is central to the Hebrew understanding of time. Not
only is it the fundamental word for division of time according to the fixed natural

alternation of day and night, on which are based all other units of time (as well as the

calendar),la3 but it also exhibits a wealth of extended and metaphorical meanings, as we
have to some extent already seen above. These two usages will provide the general outline
for our further semasiological discussion,le which will be followed in turn by a discussion
of the various theological aspects based on both major divisions.las It is important in this
regard not to make to sharp a distinction between "secular" and "religious" usage.

The word ydm and its narrower semantic field appear (for no great reason) to have

taken second place in scholarship to other important words related to times such as -
dl19'6lam,"etemity,uLuand-t'ly ce-[l4TAsubstantialportion oftheylmmaterialhas
been analyzed by DeVries, but there is still no detailed monograph discussing all the
material against the background of the other words having to do with time. There are

widely divergent opinions about the Hebrew notion of time in general.l€

l. Literal Usage. The fixed natural basis of yriz is "light.'t+e "Day" in the narrow
sense refers to the daylight periodts0 in contrast to "night."lsl The relationship of"day"
to "night" is essentially that of "light" to "darkness,"ls2 although night is not totally
without light. The sun,ls3 which is superior in strength to the moon and the stars,lsa gives
the day not only light but heat; the middle of the day (cf. Neh. 8:3), when the day is "full"
(cf. Prov. 4:18), is also the "hot time" (Gen. 18:1; Neh. 7:3).tss Jgs. 19:4-L6,20,25-27 is
instructive with respect to the periods making up the day.156

The day as "daylight" is the temporal center to which the other major words of time
relate in two sequences. The first starts with the beginning of the day in the "morning"
(baqerrs), marked by sunrise and the (morning) light preceding it (cf. Neh. 8:3) and the

v2 E.g., DeVries, 39; for a different view, see Ban, 100-6.
143 Jenni, THAT,1,722;DeYies,42; also Aalen, Begrffi, lO-20.
14 See IV.1-2 below; DeVries, 343-46, makes a different but similar distinction.
14s see IV below.
16 E. Jenni, "Das Wort '6lnm im Nt," ZAW 64 (1952),197-248;65 (1953), 1-35.
147 Wilch' see also II.2 above.
1{ See the survey by Wilch, 2-19. Cf. now also DeVries, as well as H. H. Schmid, "Das

Verstiindnis der Geschichte im Deuteronomium," ZT\K, 64 (1967), l-t5.
lae + .'t,fN,6r; se,bo, THAT, l, g4_90.
tso KBL3,3BZ.
151 see II.4.a above.
152 Aalen.
153 - P|DU, lemel; cf. T. Hartmann,"UiaU) .lerne.f Sonne," THAT,ll,987-89.
154 See IV.L below.
15s See also II.4.c above.
156 See Dalman andAnclsr.
1s7 see II.4.c.
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"dawn" (\ahar).154l,rnou"sbackward to "last night" or "yesterday evening" ('eme.I [e.g.,
Gen. f 9:34]), then to "yesterday" ('etmdl [e.g., 1 S. 4:7]; fmOl le.g.,2 S. 15:20]) and
"day before yesterday" (.iil,i6rz, "three days ago" [e.g., Ex. 5:8]), and finally to the far-off
past, the days that lie "before " (Odeml.rss'[re other starts with the end of the day in the
evening ('eref,), with "dusk" (netep le.g.,2 K. Z:511.te0 It moves forward to "tonight"
(hallayli [e.g., Gen. 19:5], as correlate to hayy6r4 "today") and "night" (layld le.g.,Ex.
L3:21)), then to "tomorrow" (mal.tdr [e.g., Ex. 8:25(29)l) and "day after tomorrow"
(fhayydm] ha\*li(tt, "the third day" [e.g., 1 S. 20:12]), and finally to the distant future,
the days that lie "aftef' ('al.tar; cf.'alport6 *that which comes after," "future").161 Jt is
noteworthy that only the days immediately before and after the present "day" have
special names, while even the next but one are merely enumerated, as is true in gen eral.t62
Neither the days of the month nor the days of the week have special names, but only
numbers; the exception is the Sabbath (iabbal [e.g., Isa. L:13) or ydm haiiabbalfe.g.,
Ex. 20:8]).to: This merely underlines the fundamental importance of the "day" even for
longer units of time.

When longer units are involved, however, we are not dealing with the day as

"daylight" but with the calendar day of twenty-four hours, for which Hebrew (unlike
Aramaic and Syriacl#) does not have a special word. This "full day" includes "night"
as a temporal complement; the "night" belongs to the preceding day (cf., e.g., Gen.
19:33f.; 1 S. L9:1.1, and such phrases as ydm wdlayld and hallayli, "tonight").16s From
its outset at creation (Gen. 1:3-5),166 ydm as "full day" had the same beginning as yilm
in the narrower sense, namely morning, and the "minor temporal sequence" remains the
same:' e1mdl,' eme1, baqer-(lny)yOm: erel, (hal)layld, mabdr

The evidence on this point, however, is rendered ambiguous by the cultic regulations
governing observance of the Sabbath and other festivals. l*v. ?3:32 stipulates that the
Day of Atonement shall be a day of absolute rest(Sabbal SabbaPnral on the tenth day of
the seventh month (Lev. 23:27); it is noteworthy that v. 32 expressly sets this observance
on the "ninth day of the month, beginning at evening," that it may last "from evening to
evening." Thus we find a kind of competition between a calendrical enumeration of days
beginning in the morning and a cultic determination of the festival (Sabbath) that begins
on the evening of the preceding day. But the cult also reckoned days as beginning with
the morning (cf. the sacrificial regulations in kv. 7:15.22:30; the mitigation proposed by

Hartmann,990f.
E. Jenni, " d.fi qe de m Yorzeit," THAT, ll, 5 87-89.
See IL4.c. above.
E. Jenni, "tilt 'ir danach," THAT,l,110-18; also II.3.e above.
See II.3.g above.
See [V.2 below.
See J. L,evy, Chaldiiisches Wrterbuch iiber die Targumim und einen grossen Theil des

rabbinischen Schrifnhums (l*ipzig 1867), I, 329f ., 336; A. S. van der Woude, "?Dtt 'zs stark
sein," THAT,l,2@.

16s Anclsri l8L.
166 gss IV.1 below.
167 K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT, lV (1966), 303.
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Stroes168 is not valid). In the cultic realm, however, the vespertine beginning of the day

gradually increased in importance, although certain inegularities show that a long process

was involved: compare l*v.23:5f.. with Ex. 12:8,18; also Nu. 33:3 and Neh. 13:19f. with
reference to the Sabbatfu.t0e $61i1g from the cultic sphere, this manner of defining days

gradually extended throughout Jewish life until it became normative. For a long time,

however, there were nonconformists, as Thlmon has shown.170

There is yet another factor, however, that complicates the evidence respecting the "day"
as a "full day" in its temporal calendrical function in the context of larger units of time.

The "full day" is determined not only by daylight and the light of the sun,171 but also by

the moon Oareafu, lpaSeEl.ttz This is not especially apparent in the case of the "week"
(Ja!0a), whose sevenday period is hard to reconcile with the lunar cycle of aboutzg ll2
days, or with the 5Gday period comprising seven weeks plus a holiday, which has left
traces in the calculation of the Feast of Weeks and the Jubilee Year (cf. l*v. 23:15f.

[compare with Ex. 23:16; 34:22; Dt. 16:9]; l*v. 25:8'73) and has influenced later

apocalyptic writings like Jubilees and 1 (Ethiopic) Enoch as well as the Qumran docu-

6916.173 The moon instead exhibits its calendrical sigrrificance primarily in the "month"

$era$ +ll1) ydrdab "moon"; + Ofi @fle|lchndheshl,"new moon," "first day of the

lunar month," "month"), above all in the cultic sphere (including not only the "new moon"

but also the "full moon"174). The moon also enters into the computation of the "year"
(Sand" alsoyamhnt7s). This latter is based on much more complex observations than the

simple alternation between day and night: there is a conflict between the solar year (of
365 days and some "hours" [Aram. Ja?, "short interval of time,"l76 e.g., Dnl' 3:6; not in

the Hebrew OT]) and the lunar year (of some 354 days [plus additional intervals spread

out over an extended period to reconcile the discrepancy with the solar year]). In the OT,

these different ways of calculating the year are combined in a "luni-solar" year.l77 One

can also observe influences from Israel's neighbors, especially Mesopotamia and

Egtrpt;178but thiswould raise the largerquestion of the calendarinthe ancientNea1B351.l7e

168 P.470.
r6e Morgenstem, HUCA, 10 (1935), 15-28; Anclsr.
170 Pp.187-198.
171 see above.
r72 see II.4.c above.
r73 Morgenstefi, VT, 5 (1955), 3476; Segal, Baumgarten, and Anclsr; also A. Jaubert, "[r

calendrier des Jubil6s et de la secte de QumrAn: Ses origines bibliques," W,3 (1953),250-264; idera
"Lr calendrier des Jubil6s et les jours liturgiques de la semaine," W 7 (1957\ 35-61; E. Kutsch, "Der
Kalender des Jubiliienbuches und das Alte und das Neue Testament " VI, 1'l (1961),39-47 .

174 see IV.2 below.
175 gs6 II.4.d above.
176 GesB: "hour"; KBZ.' "moment."
t77 segal. Anclsn
178 see I above.
17e Nilsson; Kutsch; J. van Goudoeveg Biblical Calendars (kiden, 21961); M. Weippert,

"Kalender und Zeitrechnwrg," BRLZ, 165-68; J. Licht, "Calendar," Enclud 5, 43-53; also

S. Mowinckel , Zwn israelitischen Neujahr und zur Deutung der Thronbesteigungspsalmen.

AIWAO,ll,l95A2.
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Besides general questions having to do with the calendar, in the modern period the
question touched on above of whether the day begins with morning or evening has been
the subject of lively discussion. The so-called "morning theory" was revived by
Dillmannls0 and has been supported most vigorously by Cas5u16.181 It has been developed,
with various modifications and historical nuances, by many scholars.l82 Zeitlin and Stroes,
on the other hand, have attempted to defend the traditional "evening theory" to the widest
extent possible. The question deserves further traditio-historical analysis.

2. Extended Usage. The chronological and calendrical usage of yOmlydmtm is natural-
ly central. But the word has also been used in many extended senses, in which it may
take on a special meaning or lend its meaning to characterize other objects.

If we start from the observation thatydm refers in the first instance to "daylight,"rsr
the meaning "full day" (twenty-four hours) is itself an extended temporal sense. More
important, however, are the cases in which the focus of the meaning is not on the "day"
as such, but on a "time" or situation characterized in a particular way. This holds true
primarily for the pl.ydmtn, which not rarely has the meaning "time," often in combina-
tion with some additional attribute (e.g., HmA '6hm, "as in the days of old" [Am. 9:11];
y"m€ '€fol "days/time of mouming" [Gen. 27:4ll)]u It is also true, however, for the sg.
y6m (e.9., ydm qdgtri "dayltime of harvest" [Prov. 25:13]; y1m gdrdtt, "daylsituation of
my distress" [Gen. 35:3]).r8s Something similar is probably involved in the more or less
stereotyped adverbial use of both y6m and ydmtmlfmd in the sense of "when."lffi In
addition, (hay)yamtmly"m0 with reference to an historical period or epoch can be linked
with the name of a king (e.g., btm€ dnwid, "in the days/reigrr of David" [2 S.2l:ll; cf.
also Jgs. 8:28; 1 K. 16:34); it also appears relatively often in the titles of books (se7er
dif,rA hayydmtm, "cluonicles"; cf. L K. 14:19; Neh. 12:23; 1 Ch. 27:24; Est. 6:1;.taz
Similarly, y6m can refer to an historic event defined more closely by the context (e.g.,
y6my"rfi.ldlafylim,"the day/catastrophe of Jerusalem" [Ps. 137:71; cf. Ob. 12-14;with
reference to Babylon: kt ba' ydm"ftd'eltqadtikd, "for your day has come, the time when
I will punish you" [Jer.50:3l]).taa

Especially noteworthy is theuseof hayydm, "today,"l8e alone or in compound phrases

180 A. Dillman n, Die Genes is (L*ipzig, 6 1892), 22.
181 U. Cassuto,A Commentary on the Book of Genesis (Jerusalem, 4L965),I, 28-30.
r82 E. Kdnig, "Kalenderfragen im althebriischen Schrifttum," ZDMG,60 (1906), 605-@4,

esp. 605-612; B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora, Genesb (1934; repr. New York, L974),35-37;
idcm, The First Bak of the Bible, Genesis (abridged Eng. trans., New York, L974), 4; Anclsr;
Heawood; most recently DeVries, 42, and Steck, 175.ls See III.1 above.

1& See also Jenni, THAT, l, 719-721.
l8s Additional citations in II.3.d-f above; also Jenni, THAT,l,7l2f..;DeYries,44f.
l& For details, see II.3.a-d above; Jenni, TIIAT,l,7Llf.,7l8f..
187 Pu6hg1 discussion in BDB,399a.
ls Further discussion in Jenni, TIIAT, 1,713, and IV.3.a below; on the important tem, yilm

YHWH, "day of Yahweh," see IV.3.b-e below.
18e See II.3.d above.
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to refer not to a single day but to the present time of the speaker in contrast to a past

situation or past events (e.g., lannnf,t hayyilm yiq@rE' Ppmtm hir6'eh, "he who is now

called a prophet was formerly called a seer" [1 S. 9:9]) or, more c,ommonly, to convey

actuality. This latter usage is especially common in Deuteronomistic exhortation (e.g.,

Dt. 11:1-9,13,26,32;28:1; total renewal isemphasized in 27:9;;tso Ite crucial importance

of "today," the present, for the future is revealed (cf. Josh. 24:15\.
In the personalrealm,yOm can also be a time of special importance for an individual.

The single wordyilm6, "his day," can ret'er not only to the day of someone's birth or

death,rel but also to the day/time that marks the end and judgment of the wicked (Ps.

37:13; Job 18:20; cf. also Ulo'-ydnd, "prematurely" [Job 15:321). The pl. ydmim

frequently refers to the days of someone's lifele2 and can thus be a term meaning

"lifetime" or occasionally "advanced age" (Job 32:7).
Furthest removed from the temporal sense is the use of ybmlyamtm in a spatial sense,

to indicate distance in the form of a journey.le3

As a general rule, it is often difficult to make precise distinctions among the extended

uses of the word.

IV. Theological Usage. We have seen that the wordyOmlydmirn is the fundamental

term for time, with a wide and varied range of uses.l% The transition from what might
be called "seculal' usage (in temporal and extended senses) to explicitly religious or

theological usage is also fluid and therefore difficult to define precisely. The information
cited in the preceding discussion has often contained a "theological" element. It is
theologically significant, for instance, that the days do not have names but are simply
counted,les for this deprives them of any independent significance. In the OT, "days"-or
the opposites "day" and "night"-are not expressions of divine powers; instead of being

deified, they are made entirely subject to Yahweh, the God of Israel.le6 "Days"-and
"time," to the extent that "time" can be spoken of in the OT-belong to God; this finds

various forms of theological expression.

!. Creation. God is lord of days and time because he is the creator of light and

darkness, day and night and seasons (cf. Ps. 74:16f.; Isa. 45:7; also Ps. 139:11f.; Jer.

33:20). We have here a universal creative causality on the part of God comprehending

both day and night that does not find corresponding expression in Gen. 1, a passage of
central importance for the theology of creation. In the latter, there seems instead to be a

certain polarity of light and darkness, in which light is the first thing created by God.

Like the rest of his creation, it is viewed with approval and called "good" (6! [Gen.

ls See also DeVries, 139-277, esp.252-277,337.
lel see II.3.e above.
192 For citations see Jenni, THAT,1,718f., also II.3.e above.
le3 See II.3.e above; BDB,39{3, g2b.
1% See also Jenni, THAT, 1,722$.al; DeVries, 337.
195 see III.1 above.
1% Cf. Aalen,Begriffe, 16; Schmidt, 100; Jenni, THAT,l,723; I. Ta-Shma, "Day andNight,"

EncJu4 Y, L374-76.
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l:3-4al),1e7 while the same is not said of dur1or"s5.1e8 Jfiere is then a "separation" (hibdtl)
between light and darkness (v. 4b), and above all a "calling" of the light "day" and the
darkness "night," which can be seen as further acts in the process of creation.lry This
incorporates darkness/night at least functionally into God's creation, but the "day" as

"daylight" when the sun gives its light maintains its preccdence.
The other important theological point of Gen. 1:3-5 is the constant alternation of day

and night as a fundamental element of creation.m It is confirmed after the Deluge (Gen.
8:22; cf. Jer.33:20), and will not come to an end until the eschaton, in the glorious final
revelation of Yahweh (7*c. 1.4:7)-n1 Thus "time takes precedence over space in P's
presentation of creation; creation does not begin with the division of space, but with the
division of night and day as the basis of time."T2 This also makes it possible to present
the seven-day schema of the first account of creation and to link it with history.20:

The division between day and night is also the subject of important statements in Gen.
1:L4-18 (see also Ps. 136:7-9), this time in connection with m"'drd7, "lights" (Gen.
1:14-16), or "light" and "darkness" (v. 18). The tension between this section and w. 3-5
has been variously judged.2Oa It is noteworthy in any case that there is no longer any trace
of the lighVday versus darkness/night polarity; there also seems to be a neutral balance
between sun and moon. Their temporal functionality is emphasized, not just with respect
to "days and years" but also with respect to "seasons/festivals" (m6',@im), so that we
find here an element of cultic theology. The same is true at the end of the account(2:2f .),
which deals with the seventh day, on which God "rested" (idbat).ns

Ultimately the "lights" and stars in Gen. 1:14-18 are presented only as instruments
for measuring time; they are robbed of their traditional power to affect human destiny.
As parts of God's creation, they are servants rather than masters of time.m6

God's sovereignty over time as Creator extends from the cosmic level to the "days"
of each individual, as we see above all in texts that have been influenced by Wisdom
Literature (e.g., Ps. 39:5-7[4-6];90:9f.,12,14; 102:4,12,24f.13,1L,23f.1; Job 7:6; 8:9;
lO:20; 17:'1.,1.1.; also Ps. 31:16[15]: b"yAtkd'ifidlAy, "My times [future] are in thy hand."

2. Cult. God's sovereignty over the time of each individual finds expression in the
theology of the cult, an important element of which is the division and anangement of
days and seasons.rT

1e7 N. J. Stoebe, "aiu fib gat," THAT,I, 659f.
198 See, e.g., von Rad, IDiff, 11,943; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 124; idem, Isaiah 4046.

OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 161f.; SabO, THAT, l, 88.ls Steck, 158, 163, 165, contra Schmidt, g5-1m.
20 See esp. Steck, 166-777.
2or sEbo, THAT,l,89.
202 1ryss1srmann, Genesb 1-11, 114.
203 lbid., 112f.; Steck, L73-75.
2u Cf. Schmidt, 109-120; Westernann, Genesis 1-11, 126-134; for a different view see Steck,

95-118.
20s See IV.2 below.
2ffi See I above.
2v On the effects of the cult on the calendar, see III.1 and IV.1 above.
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Special days belong to God and are therefore "holy" (qa@t; cf. Neh. 8:9; also y"mA

habU'dltm, "(feast) days of the Baals" [Hos. 2:15(13)]); they are therefore governed by

certain regulations or rituals. In addition to days set apart by special circumstances (e.g.,

y"m€ niddi, "days of [menstrual] uncleanness" ll.ev. 12:21) or events in the life of the

family (e.g., Gen. 21:8) or the community (e.g., Isa. 58:3; 7*c.7:1tr.),2m there were

regularly recurring festivals throughout the year with various cultic observances.Te

First there is the most frequent festival, the Sabbath; as the day of rest concluding a

seven-day week, it defines the smallest cultic temporal unit. This festival is merely

described in Ex. ?3:L2; 34:21; in the Decalog (Ex. 20:8-11 and Dt. 5:L2-15) and

elsewhere it is mentioned by name @6m haiiabba).2lo It became much more important

with the passage 6f 1ims.2u
Alongside the Sabbath, Am. 8:5; Hos. 2:13(L1); Isa. L:13 speak of the "(day of the)

new moon" (badei; see also Nu. 10:10; 1 S. 20:5,18f.,26f..\.2r2 This bespeaks a cultic
rhythm regulated by the moon,2l3 which was considered 'lord of the calgnd31"214 1,

Mespotamia and is mentioned before the sun in Ps. 104:L9 in its function "for the festivals"
(1"m6'"Qtm). The moon had a cultic significance that cannot be overlooked, as is attested

by the ritual in the latest cultic calendar (Nu. 28f.) for the "day of the new moon" (Nu.

28:11-15)(cf .I*v.23:24;Nu.29:1; andsuchlate textsasNeh.10:34[33] and 2Ch.zsla],),.
The cultic calendars (8x.23:14-17 34:18-23;l*v.23; Nu.28f.; Dt.l6:l'17;cf. Ezk.

45'L8-25zts)regulate primarily the thLree great pilgrimage festivals. It is noteworthy that

the earlier calendars (Ex. 23,34) arc entirely agrarian, while the later (that of H in [rv.
23 and that of P in Nu. 28f., as well as Ezk.45) reveal a calendrical interest in certain

fixed days. The day of the new moon on the first day of the fint month and half a year

later on.the first day of the seventh month was especially important, but so was the

fifteenth day of the same months. This may indicate that the "day of the full moon" (ydrn

hakkEse', e.g., Ps. 81:4[3]; Prov.7:20) was also of great cultic importance.
Thus in the calculation of "days" (and more generally of time) we find not only an

observable tension between the sun (or daylight) and the moon (or evening/night), but also

a certain element of competition between them in the theologies of creation and the cult.

3. History. God is lord of time, not only because he created the constant alternation

between day and night, thus laying the foundation for the course ofhistory, but because he

208 Cf . Anclsr,468; DeVries, 46f.; see also II.3.e above.
2@ See G. B. Gray, Sa qifice in the OT (1971),271-2114; H.-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel (Eng.

trans., Richmond, 1966), 26-92;Anclsr, 468-517; J. B. Segal, "The Hebrew Festivals and the

Calendar," -IS$ 6 (1961),7+94.
210 + ttfll iabbaL
211 lkaus, Worship in Israel, 78-88; Anclsr 475483; F. Stolz, "n:U SD, aufit<iren, ruhen,"

T HAT, 11, 863-69, with bibliog.
2r2 IGaus, Worship in Israel,76-78; Anclsr 469f..
213 see III.l above.
214 Ikaus, Worship in Israel, 43.
zrs Anclsr 468-474; presented somewhat differently by Kraus, Worship in Israel 2G36.
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also intervenes mightily in the course of history. In the context of the theology of history,

the most important expression of his activity is the genitive phrase y6m YHWH, "day of
Yahweh." It occurs 16 times, all in the prophets (from the southem kingdom): Isa. 13:6,9;

Ezk. l3:5; Joel 1:15; 2:l,lli 3:4(2:31); 4:14\3:14); Am. 5:18(twicn\,20; Ob. 15; 7*ph.
1:7,14(twice); MaL3:23(4:5). In 3 passages the genitive is replaced by /": Isa. 2:12;Ezk.
30:3; and (expanded by the addition of M', "comes") Zr*. l4l.In 8 passages there is an

additional qualification: ydm'elralyHWH (Ezk 7:L9; Zeph. 1:18) andyOm-'apYtIWH
(Znph.2:2,3;lam.2:22),"thedayof thewrath ofYahweh";y6mnnqdmI:YHWH (sa.34:8),
"the day of vengeance of Yahweh" (cf. Jer. 46:.lO); ydm zebah YHWH (7*ph. 1 : 8), "the day

of sacrifice of Yahweh"; also yOm nfhtund . . . la'danay (lsa. 22:5), "a day of confusion . . .

for the Lord Yahweh." Apart from I:m. 2:22,which is retrospective, these citations also

are all from the prophets. Oddly enough, the expression does not occur in Daniel.
Modern scholars have interpreted these observations very differently. Early on, the

primary question concemed the (pre-prophetic) origin of the "notion" or "idea" of a
special "day of Yahweh." Gressmann hypothesized a very ancient complex of es-

chatological ideas involving salvation and deliverance, rooted in nature mythology,
which underwent further development in the OT. In opposition to this theory, Mowinckel
explained the eschatology of the prophets and their talk of the "day of Yahweh" on the

basis of the Israelite cult, especially the enthronement festival of Yahweh; many have

followed his lead.216 More critically, eernf and Herrmann2lT have suggested Israel's
traditions of(theological) history as a better interpretative background, as have Couturier
and most recently Preuss and van Leeuwen. Von Rad, on the other hand, has proposed

interpreting the particular phraseology of the "day of Yahweh" primarily on the basis of
traditions associated with the ancient holy war. He has been followed more or less by
Mtiller and Schunck, while Lutz has modified von Rad's theory substantially.2ls Jeremias

has studied the relationship of the day of Yahweh to ideas associated with theophany.2le

In contrast to the earlier approach,22o scholars today generally attempt to understand the

"day of Yahweh" within the terms of the OT itself. Scholars (still) often inquire into the

origin of the expression; but, despite many theories, they know almost nothing about

what (if anything) it was before Amos, but only what it developed into among the

prophets. And the picture is puzzlingly varied.
a. As we saw above, ydm as nomen regew can take on an historical aspect in the

context of an attributive nomen rectumiDl one might speak, for example, of "the day that

the l-ono spoke to you at Horeb out of the midst of the fire" (Dt. 4:15) or "the day when

216 See, e.g., C. J. Lindb^lom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia,L962),316-322; A.S.
Kapelrud, Joel Studies. UUA, 194814; Gruy, Sacrifke in thc OT.

217 S. Henmamr,DieprophctbchenHeilserwarrungenimAT. BWANT,85[5/5] (1965),120-24.
218 See also H€l6wa, who also cites the notion of the covenant; also Fensham, who speaks also

of ancient Near Eastern "treaty-curses"; the most negative is Weiss, who prefers to see the concept
as Amos'invention (cf. also Carniti).

2te Cf. also Bourke, as well as Wolff,Joel and Amos, 33f.
2m Bnt cf. I-argement and [rmaitre.
22r see II.3.e above.
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you came out of the land of Egypt" (Dt. 16:3; to be "remembeted" fzdllafzz] cultically;

cf. the frequent use of actuallr,inghayydm in Deuteronomy22j).ln this way special times

were indicated that had important (transforming) significance for the life of the people;

what was important, however, was not the actual point in time, but the event recorded.

"The concept 'day'describes the eventful historical character ofa mighty happening and

its effects.za This is also true when the nomen rectum is a toponym ("day of Midian"

[Isa. 9:3(a)]; "day of lezreel" [Hos. 2:2(l:ll)l; "days of Gibeah" [Hos. 9:9; l0:91)-22s

WhenYHWH isthe nomen rectun associated withy4m he has a time to act, a time to

intervene in "history"; what will take place then, he alone determines. The relative

chronology is necessarily not uniquely defined (e.g., future), being defined in each

instance by usage and context; but the future is most common. The most important

element, however, is God's act.

b. The earliest passage is Am. 5:18-2D,which states metaphorically that Yahweh has

appointed a"day" when he will intervene, from which no one can escape. This "day"
will bring the opposite of what the people hope for from Yahweh, namely disaster

("darkness") rather than deliverance ("light"1.zN Amos'speech is a judgment discourse

linked with history (v. 27); it constitutes an integral part of his general message of
judgment, in which he proved in many ways to be breaking new ground (cf., e'g., what

he says about the qEg, "etd," of Israel in 8:2).
In like fashion, the form and phraseology of Isaiah's discourse concerning the "day

of Yahweh" in Isa. 2:(6-11),12-17(18-22) is part of his proclamation ofjudgment for the

people in the present day. The same is true in 22:5, where the mention of the "day" is
followed at once by "a concrete description with reference to his historical 691ng11."227

The "day of Yahweh" of which Amos and Isaiah speak, each in his own historical

setting, thus refers to the immediate future of the people, which will be radically altered.

c. In the prophets that follow Amos and Isaiah, mention of the "day of Yahweh"

appears to have become a prophetic theologoumenon of a very different kind. Highly

informative in this regard are both Zeph. l:7-2:32x and Ezk. 7:2'4,5-27,22e the latter

being a literary composite. ln Z,eph. l:7f.,14'16; 2:2f., a series of attributes (some

synonymous) describing the "day," referring in part to changes in the natural realm, in

part to God's wrath and human fear, and in part to the "nearness" (qdr6[) of the "day,"
gives the impression of more or less stereotyped phraseology. In Ezk. 7:2-4,5ff., similar-

ly, terms like haq@s, "the end," ra'd, "disaster," and hayydm, "the day," which appear

elsewhere in various contexts, are juxtaposed in baroque abundance. The "day of

222 11. Birint, "\)l znkar [zakharl," TDOT, lv, 64'82; w. Schottroff, "'1Dl zlq gedenken,"

THAT,1,507-518.
223 Mandelkem,466.
2u Herimann,lZl.
25 See II.3.e above; also Jenni, THAT,l,720; Preuss, 173.
2% sabo,THAT,l,89.
227 H. Wildberger,lesaja. BKXII (1972),LO6.
228 A. S. Kapelrud, The Message of the Prophet Zephaniah (Oslo, 1975), 27-33; cf .80-87.
22e W.Zimmerll Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 193-214.
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Yahweh" is still a coming day of God's judgment upon Israel, albeit upon other nations
as well; but it is no longer just an "application" of the prophets' message: it has in large
measure become an independent didactic theme.a0

In a sense the exile marked a turning point. Now-in I:m. l:12; 2:1,21f.., for
example-people look back upon the "day of the wrath of Yahweh." With the fall of
Jerusalem and the temple, the "day" has already come and the prediction has been
fulfilled (cf. also Ob. 15; Ps. 137:7). But the "history" of the "day of Yahweh" has not
thereby come to an end.

In postexilic prophecy, the formation of the didactic tradition continues. The "day of
Yahweh" gradually becomes the nucleus around which crystallizes a complex es-
chatological drama, as we see above all in Joel t4l-3) andZnc. 12-14. The "day of
Yahweh" can bring both disaster and deliverance; it can come to both Israel and the
((nations."231 The final stage is the apocalypticism of Daniel, where ydm YHWH is
replaced by qe* "errd," and other fixed terminology.ts2

d. Although with the passage of time the eventful nature of the "day of Yahweh" came
increasingly to be emphasized, along with other attributes, its temporal nature still was
preserved. This is shown by the various words for time that cluster about the "day of
Yahweh": bayydmhahtt',"onthatday"; bayydmtmluhem, "inthose days";ba'Elhahl',
"in that time"; hinneh ydmtm ba'tm, "behold, days are coming"; U'abort! hayyamtm, "at
the end of the days."233 Most of these formulas, which have undergone some develop-
ment and take on eschatological character only in the later texts, not only define an

eventful point in time, but refer to actual "days" or "time," the "time of the end."
e. Within the context of prophetic eschatology, which is largely a question of definition

among the preexilic prophets, too much irnportance should not be attached to the y6m
YHWH;ztt n"vertheless, the expression makes an essential contribution to the theocentric
emphasis of the prophetic (eschatological) message: it is God who holds the initiative in
doing mighty acts, it is God who holds dominion over time, over the "history" of the
people of Israel and of the nations.

V. Qumran. Usage in the Qumran documents, including eschatological usage,

agrees essentially with that of the OT.23s We can observe, however, a gteater interest in
calendrical questions.B6

230 See, e.g., trlijrller, 7 4-7 6.
231 See Lutz; Saebo, Sacharja 9-14,252-317; also Preuss, 178f.
232 For citations see von Rad,TDNT,ll,946.
233 $ee II.3.d above; also Gressmann, Der Messias,83f.; Preuss, 174-76, with citations and

bibliog.
234 Von Rad,IDM4 11,944.
235 ps1 citations see Kuhn, 86f.; also P. Benoit, J. T. Milik, and R. de Vaux, Zes grottes de

Murabb'dt, DJD,ll (1961), 292;M. Baillet, Milik, and de Vaux,Ies 'petites grottes'de Qumrin.
DJD,lll(L962),306 (315); J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Suoll of Qumrdn Cave 11 (11QP(| DJD,
IY 96; J. Allegro, Qumrin Cave 4. DJD, V (1968), 99; and J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer
(Munich, 19 60), ll, 216.

236 Talmon.
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vI. LXX.In the LXX,y6m is almost always renderedby hEm€ra,which emphasizes

the chronological character of the word.237 Most of the other words used to translate y6m

appear only once; exceptions include bios (12 times) and lcair6s (3 times).zls
SebO

See Delling, TDNT, 11,947; Jenni, THAT, 1,726; and esp. DeVries, passrn (cf. 367c).

See G. Delling, "rune6;," TDNT' lll, 458f.

ilJlr yona;:in rdr II; )1D sozdl;;t1'lDl fmima

Contents: I. Terminology and Etymology !. yAnd; 2. tOr ll; 3. gAfrl; 4. f mtni;5' [XX. II'
Ancient Near East: 1. Natural History; 2. Representations on Cultic Objects; Goddess and Dove;

3. Akkadian Literature;4. Egyptian Literature. III. OT: 1. Symbolic Usage;2. Gen.8;3. Gen. 15;

4. Sacrifice; 5. Ps. 56:1; 6. Ps. 68:14.

I. Tenninology and Etymology. Hebrew has several terms for "dove"; their

distribution varies in the OT and the Semitic dialects.

l. y6n6. The noun yfu,A is usually associatedl with the rcolynh >'nh G,Aa'w-ru42
lJgar. tant . *'nl "the [rain?] [of the heavens],"3 OSA 'n)/). This root refers to a soft

yt4nd. F. S. Bodenheimer,AnimalatdManinBibleLands@ng.frarc.,Iriden, 1960);id.enAnirnal
Lifi in Palesttue (Jerusalem, 1935); B. Brentjes, "Nutz- und Hausv0gcl im Alten Ment," w
ialle-Wttenberg, ll (1962), 635-702; E. D. van Btren, The Fawu of Ancierx Mesqotamia as

Represented in Art ArAr, 18 (1939), 8&89; iden, Synbob of the Gods in Mesopotamian Art AnOf
zi $gqr; G. S. Cansdale,Animals of Bible Lands (Exeter, 1970); M. E. Cohen, *The Identification

of tie hrkt " JCS, 25 (1y73),?n3'2l}:- G. Delman, AnS, VII (1942)' ?5G2%; G. R. Driver, "Birds in
the oT, II. Birds mLtfe,' PEQ,87 (1955), 129-t4O;J. Feliks, TheAnitrulworld of the Bible (Ene.

trans.,TelAviv, 1962);H.Greeven,"rcpocqri,"TDMYI,63-72;O.Keel-truandU.Winter,Wgel
als Boten OBO, 14 (1977), esp. 11-91; S. Krauss, Tahaudische Archiiologie, II (tef t; rc_ry. !ti!
desheim, 1966), 138-1,10;W. S,McC\llough,"Dove," IDB,l,fl66f..iidetry"Ptge,on" IDB,lll,8l0;
iden" 'Twtledave," IDB,IV, 718f.; S. Mowinckel, "Den kurrende due," NlX 65 (1965), t87'194;
A. Parmelee, A ll he Birds of the Bible (New York, 1959), 53-58, 236ff.; W. Pinney, Tle Animals in

tte Bible (Philadelphia, 1% ); G. M. Rinatdi "Nota fnzi A6ruA)1," BA,8 (1966)' 10; A. Salorten'

VdgelundVogetfang imAltenMesopotamicn.AnAcScFen ser. B, 180 (1973); A Steier"'Taube," P\
t;/NZ 1tqli1,247r-?Sn;w.Wessely, Die syrnDo liscle, mythische und allegorixhe Bedcuang dcr

Taube bei den alten Hebriient Wicner israelitisclesJahrbuclt, 1846.
I GesB, 295; KBL3, 384; Dive\ 129.
2 EAtt6,tl.
3 wUS, no.3(X; UT,no.2507.
4 W. W. Miiller, Die Wurzeln mediae md tertiae YIW im Altsiidarabbchen (diss., Tiibingen,

t962),26.
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munnuring sound like that of falling rain.s In the OT, the root yn& (par.'d$al lsa.3:26;
19:8) appears as a verb of lamentation and mourning for the dead; here, too, the murmuring
sound of the mourners probably preceded the formation of the descriptive verb. The

onomatopoetic background can still be seen when the cooing of doves is used as an image
for mouming (cf. Isa. 38:14; 59;11). In Nah. 2:8(Eng. v. 7) "moaning like doves" appears

in parallel with "beating their breasts."6 The name of the prophet Jonah is also associated

with the dove and interpreted metaphorically as referring to his personal nature or message.

There are few occurrencns of y6nd outside the OT. The word does not appear at all in
East or South Semitic, being found only in Northwest Semitic. The earliest usage is in
Ugaritic. Whitake/ lists 7 passages,8 the meaning of which is disputed. In KfU, 1.39,
we have a list of sacrificese that includes sheep, doves, cattle, lambs, and heifers. Line L

(dqt i' ynt i'm dq1 5'm), however, which contains our term ynt, has been interpreted by
Dussaudlo as a rubrical superscription, "Ritual of rejoicing, lament of rejoicings, ritual
of rejoicings." This would make ynt a term for a mouming rite. kr KTU, 1".4L, too, we
are dealing with a list of sacrifices, but the text can hardly be made coherent; cattle and

sheep, among other animals, are mentioned as being the usual creatures taken from flocks
and herds for sacrifice. The role played by ytqrt (ll. 10, 16) in this context cannot be

defined more precisely.ll The same context appears rn KTU, 1.87; Herdnerl2 adopts
Gordon's earlier suggestion that ynt be taken as a by-form of y4 "wine." The text of
KTU,1,.109 is identical withKTU,l.46inll.l-23.1n short, Aistleitner's statementr3 that
yr, means "dove" needs further clarification. All that can be said with confidence is that
all the occurrences are in sacrificial formularies listing the sacrifices specific to the
individual gods of the Ugaritic pantheon.

In Jewish Aramaic we find ydntii' and y1ni'; in the Galilean dialect we also find
yawni' (cf.. Syr. yaunq "dove"l4 and Mand. ya una).ts Here it is a preferred sacrifice and

is therefore blessed. In Targum and Midrash, the spirit of God at creation is likened to a
dove;16 the Targum containspolemic against a divine image like a dove on Mt. Gerizim.lT
In Midrash Qinnim, the dove serves as a purification sacrifice for a woman after
childbirth. The term has not yet appeared in the Qumran documents.

s cf. KTU, l.3lll,24; alsorlll4 1.1 III, 14.
6 SeealsoP.Seethaler,"DieTaubedesHeiligenGeistes,"EiZe,4(1963),115-130,esp. 120.
7 PP.313f.
8 KTU, 1.39, L; 1.41, 10, 2l; 1.46 l, L2; 1.87, ll, 23; L.LO9, 6.
e E. P. Dhorme,CTA; cf. M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Legend

of Aqh6tu," UF,7 (1975),l7l-2L5.
10 R. Dussaud, "Br0ves remarques sur les tablettes de Ras Shamra"" Sya L2 (1931),70.
11 Also KTA, t.461, 12; d. J. C. de Moor, "Studies in the New Alphabetic Texts from Ras

Shamra ll," UE 2 (L970),317 .
12 A. Herdner, "Un nouvel exemplaire du rituel RS 1929, No. 3," Sy4 33 (1956), 110f.
t3 wUS, no. 1185.
t4 LexSyP,3N.
ts MdD, 185b.
16 Hag. L5a.
17 See the citations inWM, 11,229.
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The word yOnd ocrws 33 times in the OT 5 times in Genesis (J's account of the

Deluge), 9 in lrviticus, and once in Numbers (sacrificial regulations), 6 times in the

Song of Songs, 3 in Psalms, twice each in Hosea and Trito-Isaiah, and once each in

2 Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Nahum.

2. tdr IL The word t6r II is likewise an onomatopoetic term for the "turtle"-dove.18

This word has found its way into all the languages of the Meditenanean world; cf. Akk.

turtu, Gk. tryghn or tryg6s, I'at. turtur. Egyptian, however, in gry has developed a

different onomatopoetic term for the dove.le The word f6r also does not appear at

Qumran. It occurs L4 times in the Ol primarily in connection with sacrificial regulations

and in parallelwithyinfl:g times in Leviticus and once in Numbers. It also appears once

each in Gen. 15:9 (J), Psalms, the Song of Songs, and Jeremiah.

3. g6zdl. The word g6fil means "young bird" and hence "young dove" (Gen. 15:9);

cf.Arab. lauzalandSyr. azgalla, "youngdove."InDt.32:11, gdzdlalsomeans"young

eagle." The word appears in the OT only in these 2 passages.

4. y"mtmd. Job's daughter is named y"mtmd (lob 42:L4\. This word is analogous to

Arab. yamimafiin, "dove." According toDivet,m ymimd (like Akk. summatu, "dove,"
and Arab. fiamamatun, "dove") is based on the voiced m that is characteristic of roots

that refer to soft sounds; he claims it is a dialect word from Arabic.
often fmimd is explained on the basis of lJgar. ymmt. limm as an epithet of the

goddess 'fux1,21 a variant of the more common ybrn t. limm. But the meaning of the latter

phrase is itself obscure. It is interpreted as "mother of nations" by Albright,22 Cassuto,23

Dahood,2a and others; "lover" by van Selms;5 "beautiful sister of princes" by Driver
(similarly Gray); "relative [sister] of Baal" by Ginsberg% and de Moor;27 and

"progenitress of heroes" (cf. Heb. flamQby Kaiser;28 cf. ' d)) ybm.

5. LW. The LXX uses peristerd 32 times to render ydn 6.2e Ps. 56:1 (superscription)

('al-yilna1'Elem fhbqim), which is probably corrupt (read'dlim instead of 'elem),was

not understood by the LXX: hypdr toil hort tort ap6 t6n hagibn memakrymmdnou (LXX
55:l).1n7*ph. 3:1, the IXX renders the proper name with peristerd.In Jer.46:16(26:16);

18 GesB, 87 4; KBLZ, 1023; Driver, 130.
te wbAs, v 181.
20 PP.Lzgff.
2t KTU,1.3 II,33.
22 W. F. Albright, "Recent Progress in North-Canaanite Research," BASO& 70 (1938), 19n.6'
23 U. Cassuto,The Goddess Anath (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, l97L), @f.
24 M. Dahood, Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology. BieOr fi (1965), 60.
25 A. van Selms, Marriage and Family Life in Ugaritic Literature (-ondon, 1954),70.
26 H. L. Ginsberg, "The North-Canaanite Myth of Anath and Aqhat," BA SOR, yl (1945), 9ff.
27 I.C.deMoor,"StudiesintheNewAlphabeticTextsfromRasShamral,"U4l(1969), 183.
28 W. C. Kaiser, Jr., The IJgaritic Pantheon (diss., Brandeis, L973), 154f.
zs Only 29 are counted by E. C. dos Santos,An Expanded Hebrett Indexfor the Hatch'Redpath

Concordance to the Septuaginr (Jerusalem, 1973),79.
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5o:16(27:16). the LXX renders hoyyona as Hellenikds, while Aquila and symmachus
prestme y6n6.

All 14 occurrences of ,6r II are rendered by tryg6n. The common Greek termspftdssa,
pdrdix (= prE), etc., are not used by the tXX.

In Gen. L5:9, the IXX uses peristerd for gOznl. The name fmim6 is a hapax
legomenon in Hebrew; the t)(X calls Job's daughter Hem6ra.

[. Ancient Near East
l. Natural Hisrory. As early as the fourth millennium B.c., numerous species of dove

or pigeon are found throughout the ancient Near East.m Paleological evidence going
back to the Pleistocene has even been found in the prehistoric caves of Zuttiyeh.3l The
most common species are the slate-blue rock pigeon (Colwnba livia),the domesticated
white pigeon (c. livia domestica), the ringdove (C. palumbes) with its white neck ring,
the red stock dove (C. oenas), and the ash-gray turtledove (C. rurru7)3z Many colum-
baries (dovecotes) have been found, primarily from the Greco-Roman period.33As arule,
these contained a series of niches for nests, but Galling doubts that they were used for
raising doves. Such structures have repeatedly been interpreted as housing burial urns,
even in regions where cremation was demonstrably not customary.3a In any case, the
frequent identification of dovecotes with funerary columbaria is not sufficient basis for
concluding that doves served as vehicles for the soul.3s

2. Representation on cultic objects; Goddess and Dove. The dove is often taken as
an attribute of Ishtar (cf. the Greek etymology peristeni > perafi-lita4 "birds of Ishtar. "
Scholars cite a terra-cotta dove found in the Asherah temple at Nahariyah (17th century
B.c.) and the lead doves from the Ishtar temple of Ashur (13th century);36 s1. also the
dove figurines from the vicinity of the Ninma! temple of Babylon and the dove-shaped
attachments of gold and lapis lazuli from the royal cemetery at Ur. The earliest repre-
sentation of a dove dates from the Ubaid period (4th millennium) at Tell Aryachiyah.37

The dove motif appears frequently on cultic objects as early as the beginning of the
third millennium (miniature terra-cotta house from the Ishtar temple at Ashur, stratum
IX38), on cultic vessels from the shrine of Astarte (?) at Beth-shan, at Nuzi, and in
Phoenician temple replicas.3e There is an important connection between the dove and
the rosette of Ishtar.4o

30 Salonen,85.
31 Bodenheimer, Animal and Man, 2, 3.
32 ldem, Animal Life in Palestine, 771.
33 Aus,vll,256-29o.
34 Cf. Y. Yadin, Masada (Eng. trans., New york, lg(fl), 134-39.
35 Greeven,65.
36 Keel-Wintet4L-47.
37 Van Btten,Fauna, S.
38 lbid., g9.
3e See W. Fauh,Aphrodite Parakyptusa. AAWLM, L96716,356.
40 E. D. van Buren, "The Rosette in Mesopotamian Afl,,, ZA, N.s. l1[45] (1939), gg-107.
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When a goddess is depicted with birds, the identification of the birds with doves is

usually disputed. There is little doubt, however, about the dove on the shoulder of a
(war)goddess wearing a cloak and carrying a seven-headed club depicted on a cylinder

seal from Alalakh VII (1800-1650;.at *tt goddess with a dove, attested iconographi-

cally from the beginning of the second millennium, might be identified withthe b'lt flmm

rmm, "lady of the high heavens," of Ugaritic literature.

At a very early date the "Syrian" form of the goddess with a dove spread west through

Asia Minorto Greece,where the dovebecame an attribute of Aphrodite and Eros/Adonis,

and then of Atargatis/Derketo. Doves were worshipped as sacred to Atargatis at Ash-

kelon, Paphos (Cyprus), and Dodona. 
Botterweck

3. Al*adian Literature. Salonena2 lists (with citations) several possible Akkadian

words for doves or pigeons of various kinds. Of these, the only certain ones are

summatulswnmu (he masculine is much rarer)' sukanninulSulrannunn\ and

amursdnulurfidrulllarassannz(?), "wild dove" or "ring dove." The latter, found primari-

ly in lexical lists and omen textrs, is called a forest bird and is associated with the god

Dumuzi, since its call was interpreted as re'fr, "shepherd." According to one text,43

someone sighs like an urianu. The terms summatu and summt/a appear primarily in

literary texts of all kinds, especially in similes (someone weeps or mourns like a dove)'as

In the account of the deluge in the Gilgamesh Epic, a dove is the first animal sent forth

from the ark, as in Gen. 8:8f.6 Dove droppings are used medicinally as a drug. The most

common word for "dove" in letters, documents, and sacrificial rituals is sukannInu.4T

Pigeons were popular as food+ccording to an Old Babylonian letter,€ three hundred

cost two shekels of silver-and were often used for sacrifice during the first millennium,

especially in the period of the Chaldean kings. In early Babylonian documents, a few

women are named su mmatutq "Dove." Aspecial association with the goddess Ishtar has

been suggested on the basis of certain monuments, but to the best of my knowledge there

is no evidence for it in the texts. 
Von Soden

4. Egyptian Literature. The dove (Egyp. wrjt, plt mnwt') does not play an important

role in Egypt As a domestic fowl it is almost unknown. Together with geese and ducks,

however, doves are common in the ceiling decoration of palaces and burial chambers.

Doves also appear in sacrificial lists, and their eggs were part of the food provided for

al D. Collon, TheSeallmpressionsfromTellAtclanalAlalokh.AOAT'27 (1975), no. 12, 180'
42 Pp.Lt4ff.,250tr.
c3 srx52,52.
cq Cf. also AHw, II (1972), 1058a.
45 For examples, see Salonen, 255ff.
qt Gilg. Xl, 146-47 ; rcad summatu.
47 AHw II, 1055a.
48 F. R. Kraus, Bri4e aus dem British Museum Gr 54. AbB,7 (1E77),159.
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the dead, so that they were popular as funerary offerings.ae Like anything that flies, the
dove could be looked on as a soul-bird, the form taken by the ba of the departed as it
rises to the heavens.s0 The fact that the dark ringdove was considered an attribute of
Persephone, the goddess of the dead, may provide a religio-historical parallel. The dove
had special significance in connection with the enthronement of Osiris and Horus. When
the ceremony was completed, doves (identified in part with the sons of Horus) were
released in all directions to proclaim this enthronement "to the whole world."5r

III. OT,
l. symbolic usage. In the language of the or, the dove appears as a symbol of love.

Their attractive billing and cooing, as well as their supposed fidelity, probably helped
shape the image of the dove. In cant. 2:14, for instance, the bridegroom addresses his
beloved: "o my dove, in the clefts of the rock, in the covert of the cliff, let me see your
face, let me hear your voice." In cant. 5:2;6:9, the bridegroom extols his bride as a
perfect dove. She uses the same figure in describing the beauty ofhis eyes: they are "like
doves beside springs of water, bathed in milk" (5:12). The turtledove appears in2:12 as
a harbinger of spring; its voice is heard when the flowers appear on the earth.

In the Song of Hezekiah (Isa. 38:14), the sick king likens his moaning to that of a
dove; a similar statement is made concerning the people who moan looking for justice
(Isa. 59:11). The queen and her entourage who have gone into captivity are described as
lamenting and moaning like doves (Nah. 2:8[7]). Ezk. 7:L6 compares the fearful
survivors to doves moaning on the mountains.

Those who are called back from exile hasten home eagerly like doves (Hos. 11:11).
In Isa. 60:8, too, the speed with which doves fly to their cotes provides an image for the
westerners hastening home. In Ps. 55:7(6), the psalmist wishes for the wings of a dove
in order to escape the enemy and find rest. In Hos. 7:1.1, the vacillation of Ephraim is
likened to "a dove, silly and without sense"; Israel has been running to and fro between
Egypt and Assyria, to its own destruction (cf. also Hos. 8:1; 9:15).

Since doves are birds of passage, their instinct and sense of order surpasses that of
human beings, who do not know what they owe Yahweh (Jer. 8:7).

According to Jer. 48:28, Moab is to leave the city and dwell like doves that nest in
the clefts of the rock or in the desert, rather than being captured in the cities by the
enemy.

2. Gen.8. In the story of the Deluge (Gen. 8:6-12,13a), a raven ('dref,) anddove@6nd)
help Noah pilot the ark on the high seas. Noah first sends forth a raven and then a dove
to find out whether the water has receded from the earth so that he and his passengers
can leave the ark. The second time the dove returns with a freshly plucked olive twig
Qayil firdp) in its mouth. The sending forth of birds is a widespread motif in stories of

49 R. A. Caminos, "Ei," L*Ag,I, 1186.
s0 Cf. H. Kees, Der Gdtterglaube im alten Agpten. MUAG, 45 Clg77),46t.,407.st lbid., t29ff.

37
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shipwreck or flood.52 ln contrast to Gen. 8, in the Gilgamesh Epicsr first a dove (Akk.

summatu)was sent forth and then a swallow (sinuntu\,both of which returned. The raven

(Aribu) saw the water was ebbing; he "ate, fluttered, croaked . . . and did not return."54

The different sequences of birds and several other features have led to the conclusion

that there were two versions. According to Westermann,5s an earlier form of the bird

episode included three sendings ofa dove; the single sending of a raven (v. 7) represents

only the remnant of a variant of 8:6-12. According to this theory, the Yahwist merely

gave narrative form to an already extant tradition. On the other hand, Keels6 and others

maintain that the threefold sending of the dove has replaced an earlier variant with the

raven. Keel raises the question whether the dove's displacement of the raven could have

resulted from the popularity of the dove as the bird of 'Anat/Astarte; the stronger raven

would have served primarily as an aid to navigation. Cassuto emphasizes the cultic

contrast between raven and dove: the raven is unclean, the dove clean. The dove's retum

with the olive twig announces deliverance.

3. Gen. /5. In Gen. 15:7'12,17-21, a turtledove (tdr) and young pigeon (gdzaD play

a sacrificial role within a rite of self-obligation and solemn covenantal promise of the

land: Abraham is to take a heifer, a goat, and a ram, each three years old, cut them in

two, and lay the halves out to form a passage. He is also to take a turtledove and a young

pigeon, but he is not to cut them in two. In a deep sleep, Abraham sees a smoking firepot

ind a flaming torch passing between the pieces. Much evidence (e.9., Jer. 34:18 and the

treaty between Barga'yah of Ktk and Mati'-'el) suggests that the undividedt6r and gdAl
and the provision of three sacrificial animals were not part of the original rite of dividing

animals and walking between the halves but were intended to reshape the rite as a

sacrificial ritual without eliminating the self-deprecation. The date of the passage is hotly

debated. Westermann thinks in terms of a "late stage in the history of the patriarchal

promises . . . a period when the possession of the land (w. 7 -21) and the survival of the

leople (w. 1-6) was [sic] in danger, and the old patriarchal promises were newly revived

io 
"r 

to give surety to God's promise in a time of national danger."57 According to

Zimmerli, however, "there is much to suggest . . . that the narrator is here reproducing

an ancient tradition long antedating the Deuteronomic period, with its distanced talk of

Yahweh's presence in the holy place."sa

4. Sacrifice. Among all the birds, only the pigeon was used for sacrificial purposes:

Lev.I;14;5:7,11; 12.6,8; L4.22,30; 15:.14,29; Nu. 6:L0. This may be connected with the

s2 Cf. A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and OT Parallels (Chicago, 21963)t C. Westermann,

Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 399ff.,444tr.; Keel, 79ff.
s3 xI, 145-154.
s4 Line 154.
55 Genesis 1-11,445.
s6 PP.90-91.
s7 Genesis 12-36 (Eng.trans., Minneapolis, 1985)' 217.
58 W. Zmmerli, 1. Mose 12-25: Abraham. ZBKU2(1976)'56.
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fact that pigeons were the first birds to be domesticated. There is no way to determine
precisely when sacrifice of pigeons became an element of Israel's cult.

According to Elliger,se in the case of the burnt offering of birds in kv. 1:14ff.<b-
viously added by a later hand-we cannot even say whether such a sacrifice was actually
practiced. Possibly it was not considered a fully sufficient burnt offering, and was not
accepted until much later under the pressure of social conditions. The question is whether
we are dealing with an ancient sacrificial practice "that was not accepted until relatively
late . . . in the priestly circles of the exilic period"6o or with a postexilic attempt to regulate
the sacrifice ofpigeons "occasioned by the altered economic situation" ofthe postexilic
community. The other legislation dealing with indigence (I-ev. 5:7ff.,1tff.; l2:8; l4:21tr)
suggests postexilic origin or acceptance. Originally a substitute for costly sacrifices,
intended to help the needy of the postexilic period, prgeon sacrifice finally became a
full-fledged burnt offering with a ritual analogous to that of the great burnt offerings.

The indigence clause in Lev. 5:7-lo allows turtledoves (artm) or young pigeons
(b"na-yond\ to serve for a sin offering: "If he cannot afford a lamb, then he shall bring,
as his guilt offering . . . , two turtledoves or two young pigeons for yahweh, one for a sin
offering and the other for a burnt offering" (v. 7). If even the two pigeons are more than
he can afford (v. 11), he can offer-according to a further clause in w. 11-13-a tenth
of an ephah of fine flour as a sin offering.6l In any case, however, the bloody sacrifice
of a pigeon is superior to the cereal offering. That the sacrificial animal may be offered
as an intact surrogate, the head of the pigeon is not to be severed when it is used for a
sin offering (v. 8). In the sacrifice offered for the purification of a woman who has given
birth, a year-old lamb is brought to the priest at the entrance to the tent of meeting as a
burnt offering and a young pigeon or turtledove as a sin offering (l*v. 12:6). Here, too,
an indigence clause (v. 8; cf. Luke 2:24) commttes the year-old lamb to the burnt offering
of two turtledoves or young pigeons (cf. kv. l:14; 5:7; 14:22; [15:30]).

When someone who is poor (dal) offers a purification offering, in cases of indigence
(I*v. l4:2L-32) the two lambs are commuted to two turtledoves or young pigeons (v.22)
and the amount of flour from three tenths to one tenth (v.2lb); one pigeon serves as a sin
offering, the other as a burnt offering. The regulations goveming purification sacrifice for
a man (r.ev. 15:13-15) or a woman (w. 28-30) on the eighth day after the cessation of his
discharge or of her flow of blood provide for a sin offering and burnt offering of two pigeons
(t6r or yoni) each (vv. 14,29).In like mannet a Nazirite who has accidentally come in
contact with or close to a dead body (Nu. 6:6-12) offers a purification sacrifice of two
turtledoves or young pigeons as a combined sin offering and burnt offering at the entrance
to the tent of meeting, after a seven-day waiting period (Nu. l9:lt,l4,l6) following the
shaving of his head (Nu. 6:9). This determined the conditions for the reinstitution of his
dedication as a Nazirite. Since purification sacrifice became increasingly common, pigeons

Qteristerd) were later offered for sale in the courtyard of the temple (Mt.2l:l2par.).

K. Elligel Leviticus. IIAT,lY (1966),32.
Ibid.,33.
cf. ibid.,74f.
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5 . Ps. 56: I . A minor textual change ('al-ydnfi 'Eltm nstead of. 'elem) connects the

"dove" of the superscription in Ps. 56 as "dove of the far-off gods" with the Syro-

Canaanite deity 'Anat/Astarte/Atargatis.62 WinteF discusses the statuettes of doves,

their representations on miniature terra-cotta houses and pots, and the association

between dove and goddess.

6. Ps. 68:14. The interpretation of. kanpA ydnd nehpd bakkesep in Ps. 68:14bc(13bc)
is obscure. Since Gunkel, many have interpreted the dove with wings covered with silver
and gold as a valuable item of booty; others6a interpret the dove as an image of Israel or

as a symbolic name for the the paredra of Yahweh ('Anat/Astarte). Keel6s has argued

convincingly that the dove is a messenger of victory: "Even if Israel-like Reuben in
the past (cf. Ps. 68:14a[13a] with Jgs. 5:16)-efrains from battle [to wit, stays among

the saddlebags], the wings of the dove are covered with silver and gold to proclaim the

victory of Yahweh . . . to all the world."66 The parallelism between m"f,aSS"r61 (Ps.

68:12b[11b]) andydnd (v. 1a[13]) is enlightening.6T

On the NT use of the dove as a symbol of the Holy Spirit, see Greevenfi and the

comms' 
Botterweck

62 Greeven, Caquot, Lipiriski, Winter, etc.
63 Pp.37-80.
6a Delitzsch, Mowinckel, Caquot, etc.
65 Pp.34ff.
66 1ba.,34.
67 Already pointed out by B. D. Eerdmans, The Hebrew Book of Psalms. OTS, 4 (1947),328.
68 Pp.67tr.

1l1r vatad:1ll'1 vahad: lrl! vahid:11ll' vahdaw
-f r- . -, . .r J

Contents: L 1. Etymology and Extrabiblical Occurrences; 2. Semantic Development. II. 1. OT;

2.1-XX;3. Qumran. III. The Term and lts Meanings: 1. Noun and Verb; 2. Adjective and Adverb.

IV. Ecclesiological Usage at Qumran.

ydhad. H. Bardtke, "Der gegenwirtige Stand der in Palistina neu gefundenen hebriiischen Hand-
schriften: 44. Die Rechtsstellung der Qumran Gemeinde," ThLZ, 86 (1961), 93-104; A. M. Denis,

"Die Entwicklung von Strukturen in der Sekle von Qumran," in J. Giblet, Vom Chrisus ntr Kirche
(Ger. trans., Vienn4 196),21-60; B. W. Dombrowski, "Jnr;l in lQS andtd nolv6v: An Instance of
Early Greek and Jewish Synth esis," HThR, 59 (196),293-307 (d. dden, diss., Basel, 196?63); Y. M'
Grine, "Die Miinner des Yahad-Essene\" Sinai, 32 (1953), llff., repr. in A. Schalit, ed., Zur
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L t. Etymologt and Extrabiblical Occurrences. Although the root ylwhd is found
in almost all the Semitic languages, its etymology has always been disputed. on the basis
of a relationship with - lllll 'ehnd l'echadh], the meaning"one," ..single,', ..unique,,

has been 5uggested.l This traditional theory postulates a triliteral root, such as appears
in the majority of instances. But thebiliteralformhadfem.l.t d.d',,,one,,, found primarily
in Aramaic, must then be explained as a consequence of the loss of a compound sftewa
before {2,2 or, less probably, on the basis of a biliteral root, as suggested by christian:
"Etymologically,the wordbelongstotherooth4 'separate'(cf.Arab.l,adda,.(de)limit,,
' distinguish,' ha ( il da,' diverge,''rrrove away')."3

The earliest occulrences of the root yftd are found in Ugaritic texts. Here yftd means
"alone," "sole,"4 or (as in later usage at Qumran) "community"s in the religious sense.
AIso ancient is the Canaanite gloss yclr dwtni inthe El Amarna tablets, which undoubt-
edly means "together with (me)."6 The root is attested in such Amorite personal names
as yafiad4 in which it functions as an appellative or even as a theophorous element.T
This usage does not appear in the or, even as a monotheistic term. The root appears as
a verb in the Old Aramaic Zakir inscription8 in the haphel form hwhd; here it means the

Josephus-Forschurrg. wdF,84 (1973),29+336; M. D. Goldman, "kxical Notes on Exegesis,"ABR,
1 (1951)' 57-67, esp.61ff.; E. Koftnahn, "Rechtsstellung und hierarchische Struktur des'Itt! von

!umran," Erbd 42 (1961),433442; "Die staatsrechtliche Stellung der essenischen Vereinigungen in
der griechisch-r<imischen Peride," Bibl 44 (1963), 46-61; t. Maier, "Zum BegriffTl'tr in din Texten
vonQumran,"ZAWT2(19(0),148-166(d. idet4Erscleinung,WesenundldeologiederAssoziation
von Hirbet Qwtran ruch dem "Marunl of Discipline" (IQS) [diss., Vienna, 1958]); R. Marcus,
"Philo,Josephusandthe Dead SeaYahad," JBL,7L(1952),207-9; J. Mauchline, "The Uses of yAri, D
and IAHDAW in the or," cuosT 13 (t947-49 [1951]), 5t-53 (cf. p. Nober, "Nota brevis a
J. MAUCIILINE [pp. 51-53] edito de yalwd et yahdaw cum concordantia Mandelkern contra
dictionaria moderna consentit," w, 30 [1952),371); J. c. de Moor, "t exical Remarks concerning
Yyl\ad arlYaldaW" W, 7^(I957),35G55; L Rost, Dre Vorsrufen von Kirchc und Synagoge im Ai
BWANT,7814/241 (1938,21967); idcnt, "Zm Struktur der Gemeinde des Neuen Bundel im t ande
Damaskus," Wl 9 (1959), 393-98; P. Seidensticker, "Die Gemeinschaftsform der religi<isen Gruppen
des Spiitjudentums und der Urkirche," SBFLA, 9 (1958/59), 94-l9B; S. H. Siedel, eumian.
Bibliotlrcca carmelitica,IV2 (1963); w. R. Stegner, The self-understanding of the eumran Commu-
nity compared with ke self-understanding of tlrc Early clurch (diss., Drew, 1960); E. F. Sutcliffe,
"The General Council of the Qumran Community," Bibl, q (1959), 971-9g3; S. Thlmon,..The
Sectarian lltr----a Biblical Noun," W 3 (1953), 133-140; p. wemberg-Moller, "The Nature of the
YahadAwrdngtotheMarualofDbciplinemdRelated Documents,'DeadSeascrutlstudies 1969.
ALUos,6 (1966{8), 65{1; D. Yellin, "Forgotten Meanings of Hebrew Roots in the Bible, 9: ?tt',"
J*rtbh Sadies, | (1927),449.

I Goldman; de Moor; G. Sauer, "1llll ehad eine{' THAT,l, t04.
2 vG, l, ?s7.
3 V. Christian, (Jntersuchungen zur Laut- nnd Formenlehre des Hebrriischen. SAW,

22812 (1953),173.
4 Wuf,no.1153.
5 W, no.1087; cf. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic t exicography lll,' Bibl, 46 (1965),318: pqr

y l1d,_ " ov ersr,u of the (religious) community. "
6 CAD,VII(1960),321;M,19(1922), 108;renderedbyDISO,106,as..moiseul,,'..mealone.,,
7 APNM,2lo.
I KAI,zozA,4.
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,.assembly" or muster of military forces. Jewish Aramaic uses the pael in the sense "leave

algne," "define," and the hithpael in the sense "be alone together," with reference to a

husband and wife.e In South Semitic the root is very common. In Arabic alone it has

given rise to more than ten different formations, all of which center on the meaning "one,"
;unique,"..together',; cf. the verb wafiada, "be unique," "be incomparable," Il "unite,"

V "be alone," "constitute a unit," VIII "be one."10 These meanings are already attested

in Old South Arabic, e.g., Qat. wl.td, "together,"11 and Thamudic. Ethiopic haswehada,

"be little," declaratively "belittle," and Tigr. wallada, "be united,"t2 found later in Ge'ez

and Amhar. and and the other dialects of the northern coast of Africal3 and in Mehri

tad.la ln SyriaC, Overtones Of "Separated," "eremitical," "monastic" are Clearly present

in the meaning.ls Finally, several derivatives appear in Middle Hebrew and Christian
palestinian:yalwd "be joined," piel "join";yihfid""uniqrueness," "aloneness" (=yihfida'

etc.).16

Akk. (w)edu(m), "unique," "alorre,". "sole,"u is undoubtedly connected etymologi-

cally with our root, as the Phoenician and Punic formyad8 and Amharicle may suggest.

SemantiCally, A1<k, iitan, "one," rarely "unique," and its numerOuS derivatives iS Similar

to our root,2o but is closer to'elmd.

2. Semantic Developmenr. Of the proposed attempts to trace the semantic develop-

ment of the root, that of de Moor is most convincing. According to this theory, the basic

meaning iS nOt "together," nOr dOeS it develOp vi3 "311"-"311 One" tO "algne," aS

suggestid by Goldman; it is in fact "one": as a verb, "be one," as a noun, "unity,"

"eilirety." ihe semantic development then moves from corporative "be together"

through "together (apart from others)"2l to "alone."
to ttris form can be appended the old Semitic locative -cw (originally -r22), giving

yahdaw (variantyahdAyw fJer. 46:L2,2L;49:31).8 Most recently, Aartunz has interpreted

e K8L3,387.
to Wehr, 1054.
11 RES 3566,7;cf. ContiRossini, 136, "one," "single," "unique";RyNf; l(1934),7' - - -72 TigrW,433; W. l*sla\ North Ethiopic and Amharic Cognates in Tigre. AION, 4212, Sup.

3t (t982),82.
i: Lrsluu, Etymolo gic al Dic tionary of H arari (Berkeley, 1963), 22'
t4 vG,1,484.
Ls Lexsyr,300; cf. also Mand. iahid;MdD, 185.
t6 wrM,ll,232-35.
t7 CAD,IV (1958), 36ff.; cf. GaG' 57tc.
18 Cf. Plautus Poenulus 932.
19 See above.
20 cf. cAD,vll,275-78.
21 cf. christian.
22 vG, 1,465; Mauchline.
23 Foiadifferentview,seeJoion;cf.BLe,$65',wheretheendingisinterpretedasapronominal

suffix: "together with him."
2a K. fartun, "Die hervorhebende Endung -w(V) an nordwestsemitischen Adverbien und

Negationen," UE 5 (1'973),l-5.
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the form as a compound of *wahda (originally a noun in the accusative) + *-w(D
(emphatic particle), synonymous with the simple formyalp/. Finally, after the OT period
the wcw was lost once more; now the adverb is simply y/rd or (par. lpnyw) yhyd. We must

remember in this discussion that the semantic development exhibits bipolarity: the

elements "alone"s and "together" run in parallel.% Subsequent development within the

context of the OT and at Qumran is discussed below.

III. l. OT.ln the OT, y&d occurs 154 times (plus 4 conjectural emendations and 7

occurrences in Sirach). The verb o@urs 3 times (qal: Gen. 49:5 [J];[sa. 14:20; Job 3:6

[conj.]; piel: Ps. 86:11; Sir. 34:24 fcnn|l), the noun only tvrice (Dt. 33:5; 1 Ch.

12:18[Eng. y.l7l).27 As an adverb,yahad occurs 43 times (plus 1 conjecture and 1

occurrence in Sirach), yaf;dnw 96 times (plus 4 occurrences in Sirach), and yahil 12

times.
The Dead Sea scrolls exhibit quite the opposite distribution: among 133 occurrences

(115 according to Kuhn), we find the verb 6 (7) times, the adverb 22 (25) times, but the

noun yal.tad 101 (87) times and yalt@ 4 times. The form yahdaw has totally vanished

from use and may therefore be considered a purely OT form, preserved at Qumran only
in 1QI5'.28

The distribution of the root in the OT does not exhibit any peculiarities. It is found
from J (for E, cf. Gen. 22 [6 times]) to Chronicles, and is especially frequent in Isaiah
(34 times), Jeremiah (19 times), the Psalms (32 times), and Job (16 times). It appears

only 24 times in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic history.

2. DO( The LXX is unable to provide a uniform rendering for the verb and the noun;
it also misreads yahtd 7 times as yddfl, translating it agapafis; elsewhere it uses

(correctly) monogenis (4 times) and mon6tropos. Aquila prefers monach6s.2e The most

common rendering of yaha/ is ept t6 aut6 (13 times) in the sense "as a whole, in all"30

or "together, at the same place.":l For this usage cf. also the parallelism with en ekkl4sia
in 1 Cor. ll:I8,20.32 Also common-especially in Job-are homothymadd4 "of one
mind," "together," andhdma, which is etymologically related to hom6s, homort,33b:utis
more spatial in meaning. The adv. yahdaw is translated hdma (39 times), ept t6 aut6 (29

2s Mauchline, Goldman.
26 A different view is taken by Sawr, TIIAT, I, 105; the ambivalence is also discussed by

Koffmahn,434f.
27 Cf. Talmon,1,34tr., who finds the noun also in Ps. 2:2 andEzr.4:3.
28 The problem is discussed by de Moor, 352f.
2e The history of the two Greek terms is discussed by F.-E. Morard, "Monachos, Moine:

Histoire du terme grec jusqu'au 4" sidcle," FreibZPhTh,20 (1973),33241L,esp.347-357; cf. also
idem, "Histoire du terme grec jusqu'au 4" siEcle," Archiv fi)r Begriffsgeschichte, L8 (1974), 167tr.

30 De Moor, 335.
31 Bauer.
32 See also E. Ferguson, "'When You Come Together': Epi To Auto in Early Christian

Literature," Restoration Quarterly, 16 (1973), 202-8.
33 + lnR'ebad ('ecladh).
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times), and homothymad6n (7 times). Only once do we find mdnos (Isa. 10:8), probably
a misreading; we may therefore assume that the numerical element of the basic meaning
was hardly felt in actual usage (cf. katd m6nas in Ps. 141:10[IXX 140:10] and the

translation otyali/).

3. Qumran The occurrences cited by Kuhnv are clearly concentrated in the Manual
of Discipline: the verb occurs 5 times in lQS; the noun yftd occurs 62 times in lQS, 8
times in 1QSa, 3 times in lQSb; yrryd o@urs only in CD; the adverb occurs 9 times in
lQS and once in lQSa (additional occurrences in lQH and 1OM). In the OT the

derivatives of yhd are used absolutely for the most part; in the Dead Sea scrolls, however,

the noun enters into a wide variety of constructions. We find yhd as nomen rectum in the
phrases sere( lwya\rd, "rule of the community"; 'Eselhayyahafl, "council of the commu-
nity" (lQS 3:2);3s 'ani€ hawabad., "men of the community" (5:1,3); s& luwahad,
"council of the community" (6:L9); mi31€ haryfud, "laws of the community" (6:15);
Uril lwyyaha4!, "covenant of the community" (8:16f .); M1hayyahaol, "house of the

community" (9:7); Sulhan lwyyalal, "table of the community" (lQSa 2:18); 'edat

hayyabd, "congregation of the community" (lQSa 2:21), and finally m6reh luyyal.ta/,
"teacher of the community" (CD 20:1). Of particular importance for the understanding of
yal.taj are the phrases in which it functions as nomen regens: yal.taQ 'eme!" "community
of faithfulness" (lQS 2:24);yahaQ ?.rd, "community of the council (of God)" Q:6);yalpl
'6lamtm, "community of the eternal ones" (3:12); yaha! q@et, "community of holiness"
(9:2), and especially yaft al 'el, "community of God" (l:12; 2:22).

IIL The Tbrm and lts Meanings.
l. Noun andVerb. Dt. 33:5 and 1 Ch. 12:18(17) are generally considered the only OT

occurrences of the noun,36 with the meaning "community," "agreement." In the difEcult
verses of the Blessing of Moses, ya{a/ iiQA yiird'd probably means something like an

"ancient Hebrew Parliament,"3T which meets when the leaders (rd'tim) of the tribes are

gathered (Dt. 33:4f.). According to I Ch. 12:18(17), David proposes to form ayahaS at

Zrklagwith thirty followers, assuming that they have come in friendship. In both cases,

yahad denotes a political entity, a preinstitutional confederation.
The verb does not appear in political contexts. In the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49), the

patriarch renounces fellowship with the qahal of Simeon and kvi; his &a0d4lwill not be
joined with them because of their cruelty (v. 6).38 This 'Joining" (pat ba' b'; cf. Job 3:6)
obviously brings blessing, whereas its refusal entails curses and scattering (Gen. 49:7).
Because of his wicked deeds, the king and ruler of Babylon will not be "joined" with the

34 Kuhn, 87ff.; Nachtrtige, 198.
35 See G. Vermds, "'Car le Liban, c'est le conseil de communautd': Note sur le p6sher d'Hab

t2,3-4," Fes*chriftA. Robert. Travaux de l'lnstitut Catholique de Paris, 4 (1957),316-325.
36 But cf. LexHebAram; GesB,' Talmon, 134ff .
37 M. Sulzberger, The Am ha-arez, the Ancient Hebrew Parliamenr (Philadelphia, 1910).
38 M. Dahood, "A New Translation of Gen.49,6a," Bibl,36 (1955), 229,takes tElal even here

ftom fidy, "fix (one's gaze)l' and translates: "let not my liver be seen in their assembly."
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dead in the grave but will remain unburied and alone (Isa. 14:20;3e the usual term for
"being gathered to one's fathers" is the niphal of 'asap [cf. Gen. 25:8]).

The piel of yldn Ps. 86:11 is especially difficult because it is unique. Only from the
use of the hiphil of yarti, "instruct," "teach," in syntactic parallelism in v. lla can one
arrive at the meaning "direct toward a single goal" (contra the LXX and Syr.).{ The
oppressed psalmist prays for renewed concentration: yalEd l"fif,i l"yir',A #mek4 "Make
my heart solely fear thy name!"

The emendations are not universally accepted. Vogtal reads dah4 in Sir. 31:14. In Ps.

122:3, cxtatra Gunkel, the adve6 should probably be read. Job 3:6 (readngyelwd with
the LXXa2) uses the verb metaphorically: cursing himself, Job wishes no longer to
"share" in the days of the year, i.e., he does not want to live any longer.

2. Adjective and Adverb. The adverb and adjective qualify an activity by lending it
the connotation "together," "simultaneously," "in all."

a. When applied to impersonal objects,yahad andyahdnw are often synonymous with
kol "all" (esp. Isa. L0:8; cf. zto:S). Vegetation may lie together on the ground or be burned
up together (Isa. 18:6; 27:4;6O:13);a variety of heesmay be planted together (Isa.41:19).
Mixed fabric of linen and wool may not be worn (Dt. Z2:ll).It is fo6idden to plow with
an ass and an ox together (Dt.22:10), but the peaceful coexistence of otherwise hostile
animals is a favorite image to represent cosmic peace (Isa. 11:6f.). The OT speaks of
various objects as going together: fields and furrows (Job 31:38), ramparts and walls
(km. 2:8), houses, fields, and wives as the spoil of war (Jer.6:12). The simultaneous
appearance of chariots and horses characterizes the judgment of God (Isa. 43:17). All
flesh perishes together (Job 34:15) or finds salvation together (Isa. 40:5). In the technical
description of how the miSl<nn isbuilt,yafidaw has a technical architectural sense that is
hard to define precisely; it probably refers to the solid mortising of boards @x.26:24;
36:29). Metaphorical usage is found in Dt. 33:17; Job6:2;17:16; Prov. 22:18;Isa.45:8.

b. In the interpersonal realm, the adjective and adverb have a wide range of usage. A
military context is especially co[rmon: "to be together against someone " (Isa. 9:2frl2ll),
conspire (Neh. a:2[8]), encamp together (Josh. 9:2; 11:5; Jgs. 6:331'2 S. 10:15), plunder
(Isa. L1:14) and kill (2 S. 14:16), take flight together (lsa. 22:3; Jer. 46:,21; cf. Ps.

48:5f.[4f.]; l4l:LO conj.), be captured together Qsa.22:3; Jer.48:7;49:3; Am. 1:15), or
perish together (1 S. 3l:6;2 S. 2:16; 2l:9;1Ch. 10:6; Jer.46:12). We often findyahad
in descriptions of hostile conspiracy (Job 16:10; Ps.2:2;31:14[13]; al:8[7]; 7l:10;74:6
conj.,8; 83:6[5]). When God intervenes they will be put to shame together (Ps. 35:26;
40:15[14]; 70:3121 conj.) and be destroyed together (Ps. 37:38). In all these cases, yabd
has the meaning "together against others"; only rarely does it clearly mean "against one
another" (Dt.25:11; 1 S. 17:10; 2S.2:13).

3e Cf. Talmon, 138.
40 Cf. H.-J. Krars, Psalmen. BK XY (s1978), in loc.; E. Jenni, Das iebriibche Pi'el (Ztnch,

1968); K8L3,387; etc.
41 E. Vogt, "Einige hebrdische Wortbedeutungen," Bibl 48 (1967),72-74.
42 Cf. F. Horst, Hiob. BK ){Vlll (1968), 37 .
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In the forensic realm, yaba{ refers to the joint status of the parties, equality before
the law and identity of punishment (cf.Isa.43:9;50:8; Jer.6:ll,2l;13:14;51":38).In
everyday life people live together, go together, meet together, build a house together, and

eat together (Gen. 13:6 [twice]; 22:6,8,19;36:7;Dt.25:5; Jgs. L9:6; Ezr. 4:3; Job 2:ll;
Jer. 41:1; Am.3:3).tt Common action is also important in the liturgical and cultic sphere:

it is possible for people to transgress the law together (Jer.5:5; cf. Isa. 66:17), but it is
also possible to respond together to God's word (Ex. 19:8; cf. 24:3) and praise his name
(Ps. 3a:a[3]). Frequently yclad expresses common human fate (Job 3:18;21:26;40:13;
Ps. 49:11[10]; 62:10[9]; Isa. 1:31; 42:L4). In the prophetic notion of the reunited
kingdom, yahad describes the new community of the people of God (Ps. 102:231221;

122.,3; Jer.3:18; 50:4; Hos. 2:2[1:11]).
A few passages, especially where the adj. ydl.i! occurs, bring out the numerical aspect

of the basic meaning. In the context of the sacrifice of Isaac (Gen.22\, it is repeatedly

emphasizedthathe isAbraham'sben-hayyaS!,"only son" (Gen. 22:2,12,16),especially
beloved by his father (cf. Prov. 4:3). The specifically sacrificial context of the expression

ben-hayya|t0/ and its development in the NT are discussed by Cocchini.aa In Jgs. 11:34,

the reference to Jephthah's "only" daughter, reinforced by the statement "beside her he

had neither ('itr) son nor daughter" (v. 34bp), emphasizes the dramatic weight of
Jephthah's oath.

"Mourning for an only son" ('efol ya[il) is almost proverbial as a metaphor for the

situation at the eschatological judgment (Jer.6:26;Am. 8:10; Z,ec.l2:lo\.a5 In Akkadian,
the loss of an only son could be mourned through the use of the personal name

fiabilwedwn, "the only son is dead," which indicates clearly that the later son who bears

it is a substitute for the departed.6
In prayer, being "alone,"47 like being "small"48 or "poor,"49 is reason to expect one's

prayer to be heard (Ps. 25:16), because God cares especially for the desolate (Ps. 68:7[6]).
Metaphorically,ydl$l can also stand for the sole human good, one's life (par. nepei:Ps.
22:2ll?-01; 35:17), and thus by synecdoche for a human person under the aspect of
helplessness. It has been suggested that harydlfd was later used as a messianic title for
Bar Kochba.so

c. The transition to the use of the the adjective and adverb in religious and theological

a3 On Neh. 6:2, see also R. Schiemann, "Covenanting with the Princes: Neh VI 2," W
17 (1967),367ff., who suggests the meaning "let us covenant together" on the basis of the par. y's
yhdw in Neh. 6:7. On Ps. 133:1, see A. Y. Brawer, BethM, lSll O97AB), 62tr.,134.

s F. Cocchini, "Il figlio unigenito sacrificato e amato," Sndi sotrica-religiosi, I (1977),
30r-323_

as AccordingtoWW.GrafvonBaudissin,.AdoniswdEsrnunQripzig,t9ll),89ff.,lheydl1@
lament preserves a remnant of the cult of Adonis.

46 AN,296f.
a7 + 'I'tf bdddd lbadlrndhl; also H. Seidel, Das Erlebnis der Einsamkeit im AT. TMrb, 29

(1969), esp. 29f.
48 +1u? qa!6n.
ce -)1 dnl.
s0 M. Philonenko, "Un titre messianique de Bar Kokheba," ThZ, Ll (1961),434f.

___l
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contexts is not sharp. People are called on both individually and together to know God,
to recognize and understand his works (Job 34:29;lsa. 4l:20;45:20t.). At the same time,
it is a source of dismay and terror to see the works of idols (Isa. 4l:23), for they are
powerless. Therefore the idols shall be put to shame together (Isa. 44:ll;4516), and the
whole Babylonian pantheon will bow down together (lsa.46:2). Their worshippers call
on them in vain (qara' yal.ta{, "call on together" [Hos. 11:7], probably denotes a cultic
act; cf. the similar expression in Ps. 55:15[14]), and their priests and princes will go into
captivity together (Jer. 48:7). The God of Israel, on the other hand, is powerful. He calls
all things and they stand forth together (sa. 48:13); he fashions the hearts of all and
observes all their deeds @s. 33:15). God forgives (sa. 65:7) and shows mercy (Hos.
11:8) in the immediacy of his decrees. God and humanbeingscan draw near forjudgment
together (,1p, foU 9:32; lsa. 4l:l; 43:?5). Since God's judgment is universal, both the
helper and the one who is helped will perish together (Isa. 31:3; cf. Jer. 50:33); but he
delivers his own and gathers the remnant together (yal.tad iir4 Mic. 2:12; qa[as, Je:.

31:8). When he delivers, all are joyful together (Jer. 31:13), and the praise of God unites
the human and material world in a cosmic community of praise (rnn, Job 38:7; Isa. 52:8).
When fortunes are reversed, according to Deutero-Isaiah, the lft6d WIWH will be
revealed (Isa. 40:5), and all flesh (tol . .. yal.rdaw) will see it.51 The ordinances of the
Lord are both true and righteous (Ps. 19:10[9]), thus fulfilling a norm that cannot be met
by human works.

IV. Ecclesiological Usage at Qumran.In the postexilic period, there formed within
the Jewish religious community a variety of groupss2 espousing the fulfillment of the
Torah of Moses as completely as possible. Many ha[frrdl. "associations,"s3 are known
to us, preeminently that of the Pharisees. Following traditional ecclesiological terminol-
ogy, such groups called themselves b"ri1, qdhnl, 'edd, 'am, sbQ, and'es1;s4 there was a
group of Pharisees, for example, who called themselves the "holy congregation (q ahala)
of Jerusalem."Ss The Essene groups also had a variety of names for themselves. The
Damascus group, for example, called themselves the "new covenant" (b"rtl hab,dniA
[CD 8:21]), while the group with the rule lQSa preferred the term "community of Israel
('esa1 yiSrA'el at the end of days" (lQSa 1:1); the Qumran group merely called
themselves yal.ta{ (always in the sg.), a term the Damascus group borrowed for them-
selves after recension B (CD 2O:1,14,32).

51 It is inappropriate to treat yaldaw here as a noun derivingfromfiy, meaning "face," as
suggested by M. Dahood, "Some Ambiguous Texts in Isaias," CBQ, n (1958), 46tr., or to render
it by an irrelevant "above all," as suggested by K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK X.lll (1978), l,2l;
it stands in emphatic synthetic parallelism with /rol.

s2 Cf. Seidensticker.
s3 +'lnf bahar lbac harl; J. Neusner, "HBR and N'MN," RevQ, 5 (1964/ -66), 119-t22 lreply

to G. W. Buchananl; J. A. Fitzmyer, "The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire I and II,"JAOg 81 (1961),
188f.

5a Cf. Rost,passint; G. W. Anderson, "Israel: Amphictyony:'AM; KAHAL;'ryAll," Trans-
lating and Understanding the OT. Fes*chrift H. G. May (Nashville, 1970), 135-151.

55 Bab. Yoma69a.
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Various explanations have been put forward to account for the choice ofthis particular
term, which became absolutized as the central ecclesiological concept at Qumran.
Dombrowski attepted to demonstrate thatyahad translated Hellenistic Gk. td l<oin6n, a
term of religious and cultic provenience (but cf. Phoen. gaw, * iIlll {wryyi [{viyyah)).
Since, however, the essential core of what is referred to is bonowed with the term, the
process of hellenization would have had to have been much further advanced than was
actually the case. Furthermore, the equivalence between ycly/ and td l<oin6n could not
have escaped the ancient historiographers Philo and Josephus, who obviously had
difficulty finding a Greek equivalent for the term the Essenes of Qumran used to describe
themselves (thiasos, h6milos\.se As a corporate body recognized by civil law, the yahaS
may have been comparable to a Hellenistic association.sT

The element of "being one," "being a community" inherent in the root may have given
the Essenes of Qumran occasion to breathe new life into the word by turning it into a

noun, since it embodied programmatically the essence of their new community of faith.
The noun yabad was able to express not only the "communal solidarity" of the group
but also the "unity" of its members and the "uniqueness" of the community as the "only
souroe of blessing."ss This yaha/ presents itself as an organized body, clearly esoteric
and cut off from the outer world, distinguished internally by its well-defined hierarchy
and cenobitic way of life, realized in daily life through the purity of the sacra communio.
But yaha/ can refer not only to the monastic group of insiders but also to nonmonastic
groups affiliated with the Qumran community.se It is their stated purpose to return (+
ll!, Jr}) to God (1QS 3:1) "in gracious humility, in merciful love and concern for
righteousness, each toward his neighbor" (lQS2:24), in strict obedience to the Torah of
Moses (CD 15:7tr ). In the hostile environment of the desert by the Dead Sea (cf. Isa.

40:3), this yabad shaped an internal structure that was able to take ancient prophetic
traditions (Jer.31:31ff.) and fill them with new spirit, in clear contrast to the hellenizing
tendency of orthodox Judaism.6o

Fabry

s6 Cf. Marcus.
s7 Bardtke, Hengel.
s8 Koffrnahn.
5e Wemberg-Mgller, Sutcliffe, et al.
60 Cf. also Maier, Koffrnahn, Siedl, and J. Murphy-O'Connor, "The Essenes and Their His-

tory," RB, 81 (L974),2L5-244.
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Contents: I. 1. Root; 2. Derivatives; 3. Etymology;4. Versions. II. 1. Occurrences; 2. Object;
3. Stems; 4. Semantic Field. III. 1. *Wait for God"; 2. "Endure"; 3. Forms.

I. l. Root. The rootyh/ is not definitely attested outside of Hebrew. The proper name
yl.tlb'l may indicate its occurrence in Phoenician, but more likely this name is only a
by-form of yhnb'P occasioned by a phonetic shift. In Arabic, wftl would be the best
equivalent phonetically, but the meanings attested so far s'ggest that this is a different
root.3 The meaning of Syr.'auldF also points elsewhere. On the other hand,yft l, "wait,"
is found in the Dead Sea scrollss and in later Middle Heb. yihfrl, "expectation."6 The
supposed by-form hyl is discussed below.T

2. Derivatives. From the hiphil we have the derived noun t6hele6 "expectation,"
"hope"; cf. the form tOheli in the Dead Sea scrolls (lQH 9:1a) and Middle Heb. yihfrl.
An adj. yal.ttl, "expectant," "patient" has been proposed8 on the basis of a single
occurrence in Lam. 3:26, but it is better to read this word as a verbal form.e Whether the
name yahl"'el derives from y&Io is dubious.ll

3.Etymology. Varioushypotheses have been proposed with respect to the fundamental
meaning of the root. ln KBL2'3, the meanings of whl in Arabic ("be stuck in the mud,"
"be in a bind") and Old South Arabic ("be undecided," "grant a respite") are cited,
together with Syr. 'auldl, ("despai/'), so that the basic meaning is sought primarily in
objective and subjective affliction, from which arises an attitude of waiting (for help,
deliverance, etc.). Kopf, however, seeks to explain the root on the basis of the Arabic

yal.tal.R. Bultmann, "i\nt," TDN[.lI,5l7-521;E. Jemtt,Das lrcbrdische Pi'el (Zurich, 1968),
249t., 256ff.; L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch,,' Vf,
8 (1958), 176f. =Sndies inArabic andHebrewLexicography (Jerusalem, L976),L33tt.; A. Weiser,
"rr,otro1irD," TDNT, yl,182-t96; C. Westermann, "Das Hoffen im AT," ThWat, 4 (L952153), L9-70
= Forschung amAT, I. ThB,24 (1964), 219-265; idery "ln, yhlpi./tri. warten," THAT,1,727-730;
H. W. Wolff, A nthropology of the OT @ng. hans., Philadelphia, L974), I4%.;W. Zimmeili, Man
and His Hope in the OT. SBf, N.s.20 @ng. trans. 1971), 5-10.I KA|,49,L5.

2 KN,90,2.
3 cf.KBL3,389.
a LexSyt; 30la.
s See II.1. below.
6 wTM,1,235.
7 See I.3.
8 GesB, KBL2.
e See II.1. below; I(8I3.
ro KRL2.
II KBL3. IPN,2O4.
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noun l.tawl, "power," claiming that other verbs of waiting have etymologies connected
with being strong, firm, and powerful.l2 Similarly, he connects - ;l'lP qdwd, "hope,"
"await," with Arab. quwwa, "strength," and postbiblical hmtn, "wait," with Arab. matin,
"firm," "strong." The root l.tyl,t3 formerly considered a by-form of.yhl, he identifies with
Heb.hayil, "strength," "might,"andArab.fiawl, "power." Inotherwords, Kopf considers
hyl the true root and yhl the by-form. Weiser takes still another approach, deriving yftl
from hyl, "be in labor," "give birth";ta the basic meaning of yhl would thus be "a state

of painful expectation." So far none of these etymologies has been able to carry the day.

4.Versions. The Greek Bible usually translatesyft/with hypomdnein(7 times), elptzein
(13 times), epelptzein (6 times, limited to Ps. 119), or diakipein (nvice). The noun
tdl.relel, "expectation," is rended by such words as e/pis (nvicn),hypdstasis, or kartchema
(once each). It seems that the LXX interpreted the root primarily in the sense of future
hope, but we must remember that in the LXX elpizein emphasizes the element of personal

devotion and confidence.ls For the Vulg., the element of future hope is primary:16 it
usually translates expectare (13 times, plus 19 times in the Psalms iu.rta Hebraeos) or
(super)sperare (19 times in the Psalms iuxtaL)A( andlam.3:21), only rarely praestolari,
"wait," sustinere, or Wrseverare. Tlte latin rendering of t6l.tele1 agrees with these

observations.

III. l. Occurrences. The root occurs 48 times in the MT: there are 41. occurrences of
the verb (24 in the piel, 15 in the hiphil, and 2 in the niphal), 6 occunences of the noun,
and L of the "adjective." A more detailed picture of its frequency and distribution depends
on examination of the numerous forms assigned by emendation to another root(e.g.,l.ttl,
"be in labor," "tremble," or hlll hiphil, "begin") or added to the statistics.

a. Jer. 4:19 must certainly be excluded: the kcthibh 'ahfrlA, "I must writhe,"l7 is
supported by many manuscripts and the ancient versions; it is clearly preferable in the
context to the qere'6htld.

In 2 S. 18:14, Joab's statem ent b'-f;En'ohtld l"@neylg yields no understandable sense

as recorded in the text;l8 it should probably be read lnkat'dlell| "thus I will make a

beginning" (from ft/l;.le
In Ezk. 19:5, the ndh'ld (usually understood as a niphal of yhD of the text contradicts

the immediately following statement 'dAdA fiqwdfik; it is therefore best to follow
Zimmerlim in emending it to n6"lA "was destroyed" (niphal of y'l I).

12 Cf. + n9a banhltutachl I; - il)n hd@fchdkhdhll.2.a.
13 GesB:)'n 11I.
t4 GesB.r,nL
15 Zimmerli,9f.
16 + ;lrn ha[n phdkhahll.3.
t7 Rudolph.
18 Cf. H. W. Hertzberg, 1 & II Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1964), 354.
le See KBI3.
20 W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. L979),389, following Comill.
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b. In 5 passages (Gen. 8:10; Jgs. 3:25;Job 35:14; Ps. 37:7;Mic.l:12),we find verbal
forms from an otherwise unattested root hyPr identical in meaning with yhl. These forms
are probably distorted forms of the latter root (to be read as wafyahEl lGen. 8:LOl, yih,h
[Mic. 1:12], wayydhtltr [Jgs. 3:25], and whdlol /6 [Job 35:14 and Ps. 37:7; hiphil]).
Another piel results if the unexpected niphal wayyiyydhel in Gen. 8:12 is taken like the
piel wafyafiE/ in v. 10. There are 2 additional hiphil forms if the qere wayyOhel is read
in 1 S. L3:8 and VyAfitl in [:m. 3;2G2 instead of the difficult "adj." wyahtl.

When these emendations are included, the data concerning yftl change accordingly:
the verb appears 44 times (27 times in the piel and 17 times in the hiphil), the noun 6
times, for a total of 50 occlurences of the root. The root appears in such early texts as J's
narrative of the Deluge (Gen. 8:10,12), the story of Ehud (Jgs. 3:25 conj.), the tradition
of Saul's rise and fall (1 S. L0:8; 13:8), and the cycle of Elisha legends (2 K. 6:33). The
noun tdhele! appears frequently in the first collection of the Proverbs of Solomon (Prov.
10:28; I1.:7; 13 12). Ezk. 13:6 appears to date from around 587 s.c.,zt but there is no
certain occurrence of the root in the prophetic traditions of the monarchy (possibly Mic.
1:12). The occurrences in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 42:4; 5l:5) and Lamentations (Lam.
3:21,24,26; noun in 3:18) are exilic, and the occurrences in the secondary Micah passages

(Mic. 5:6[Eng.v.7l;7:7) are postexilic. Also probably postexilic are most of the 20
occurrences (21 including an emendation) in the Psalter (Ps.31:25[24];33:18,22;37:7
conj.; 38:16[ 5];42:6,12[5,11]; 43:5; 69:4131;71:14;119:43,49,74,81,114,147;130:5,7;
l3L:3; 147:ll; noun in 39:8[7]), as well as the 9 (10 including an emendation) in Job
(Job 6:11; 13:15;14:14;29:21,23;30:26;32:ll,16;35:14 conj.; noun in41:1[9]). There
are at least 6 occurrences in the Dead Sea scrolls (lQH 7:18; 9:10; 11:31; fr.4:17; CD
8:4; for the noun, cf. lQH 9:14).

2. Object. As in the case of other verbs of waiting and hoping,za yhl frequently has an
object or goal in view.

a. In the majority of cases, the object waited or hoped for is mentioned explicitly (30
times with /", 3 times with 'eI). One may wait or hope for Yahweh or God (2 K. 6:33; Ps.

3l:25{241;33:22;37:7 conj.; 38:16[15];42:6,12[5,11];43:5; 69:4{31;130:7; 131:3; Lam.
3:24; Mic. 7:7; also Job 13:15 conj.; 35:14 conj.), God's word (Ps. 130:5;
119:74,81,1L4,147), ordinances (Ps. 119:43), law (Isa. 42:4), steadfast love (Ps. 33:18;
147:ll; cf. 1QH 9:10; 11:31), arm (Isa.51:5), help (l-am.3:26), or tulfillment of the
prophetic word (Ezk. 13:6). With t6l.tele1, too, Yahweh can be named as the object of
expectation (Ps. 39:8[7]; negatively in I-am. 3:18). Elsewhere expectation can have as

its object other human beings (Job 29:21,23; Mic. 5:6[7]), human speech (Job 32:11), or
a change of fortune that will bring light (Job 30:26) or good (Mic. 1:12 conj.).

b. In a smaller group of texts there is no reference to an object. What matters is not

See L3 above.
Following BIIS and Rudolph.
Zimmerli, Ezekiel I, 298.

- il)fi haki [chakhnh),il1l qawd, 1)V Sbt; itDl sap,h.
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who or what is awaited but how long someone must wait. Noah twice (thrice?) waits
"seven days" (Gen. 8:10,12); the receding of the waters (8:11) is the end and goal of his
waiting, but the passage is clearly stressing Noah's inactivity during each seven-day
period. Saul, too, waits "seven days" and is forced to watch the people begin to scatter
(1 S. 10:8; 13:8); his waiting for Samuel ('a8-b6't [10:8]; lamm6'el [13:8]) is clearly in
the background, but the main point is equally clear, namely that Saul must wait seven

days with the burnt offering, doing nothing. Similarly, the servants of Eglon have to wait
for him "until they are utterly at a loss" (Jgs. 3:25 conj.).2s Job 14:14 probably is an

example of waiting for a certain period: a word from God (v. 13) would enable Job to
wait out all the days of his service, "till my release should ame"'('aQ-b6 h4tpa6\.20

c. Even smaller is the group of passages in which neither the object waited for nor the

duration of the waiting is mentioned. In this "absolute" usage even more than in the second

group the attitude of "waiting" itself becomes the focus of attention.Accordingto Ps.71:14,
the psalmist will "hope continually" in the midst of "scom and disgrace" (v. 13). The same

patient endurance and waiting is expressed in both l-am.3:21("therefore I have hope"; cf.
3:24: "therefore I will hope in him") and Job 6:L1 ("What is my strength, that I should
wait?"). Ps. 1L9:49 is probably also an instance of absolute usage: "while I have hope"

Qil.taltt shonld probably be read instead of the MTyr& altani usually taken as a causative).
In Job 32:16, the context suggests silent, submissive "waiting" on the part of Elihu. Job

13:15 is not included here, since 16 "yahel should be read and there is an object waited for.

3. Stems, As our initial survey has shown, the verbyh/ actually appears only in the piel
and hiphil. The distinction between the piel meaning "wait" and the hiphil meaning "adopt
a waiting attitude"2T has been supported and elaborated by Jenni.28 His thesis is based on
observation that the usage focuses sometimes on the object waited for, sometimes on the
subject doing the waiting.2e On this criterion the distinction must stand or fall.

The piel of ya- lwl regiarly names a specific object or at least implies such an object;30
it "always involves a specific expectation."3l This is true to the extent that L9 of.the Vl
instances of the piel in the MT mention an object waited for. It appears to be true therefore
that emphasis on the object is characteristic of the piel. But it is also true that the piel
can be used without an object, and there are occasions when the hiphil is used with stress

on the object. The piel appears without an object in Job 6:11; 1.4:t4;Ps.7l:t4;119:49;
and probably32 in Gen. 8:L0,12. The context does not support the claim that an object of
exPectation is "imPlied."33

2s See II.L above.
26 Cf. F. Horst,Hiob. BK,XVJ/L (1968), 179,210.
27 KBL2, 377f.; KBL3 , 389.
28 Pp.249f.,256ff.
29 See II.2 above.
30 Jenni,25'7.
3t lbid.,249.
32 See II.2 above.
33 lenni,257.
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The hiphil of. ydlwllike the hiphil of all transitive verbs-designates an "intemal
causative action"'34 this would imply as a rule that it should mean "cause oneself to adopt
an expectant attitude." When the hiphil forms are interpreted in this way, the subject
should be the focus of interest and the object should stand in the background. The first
point is well illustrated by passages like 1 S. 10:8; 13:8 conj.; Job 32:16, which speak of
a "temporary waiting with no specified object."3s The only problem is that the piel can
also be used to express this very type ofwaiting. Further doubts are raised by 3 passages

of theological importance (2 K. 6:33; I-am. 3:24; Mic. 7:7) in which, despite the clear
focus of expectation on Yahweh, the "modal nature" (1st person sg. impf.) of the hiphil
forms is used as evidence that a determination on the part of the subject is emphasized.
At least Ps. 71: 14 (piel) exhibits the same "modal nature," and hiphil passages emphasiz-
ing the object that do not exhibit the same modality include Ps. 38:16(15); 42:6,12(5,11);
43:5; 130:5, as well as the conjectural forms in Job 35:14; Ps.37:7; andLam.3:26.

We may conclude that it is no longer possible to demonstrate a clear semasiological
or syntactic distinction in usage between the piel and the hiphilof.ydlwl. If the proposed
differentiation ever did exist, the "interpenetration of the two meanings"36 must have
begun long before theological usage appeared. Whether the accent is on the waiting
subject or the object awaited must now be determined in each case from the context.

4. Semantic Field.T\e semantic field ofyftI includes above all the synonymous verbs
that appear in parallelism, in the larger context, or in semantically related contexts. The
root is especially common in conjunction with - illl @w6, "wait, hope" (Job 30:26; Ps.

130:5; Isa. 51:5; Mic. 5:6[7]; l-am.3:26 [cf. v. 25]; lQS 11:31). For the :usr, of tilhelelin
parallelism withtiqwdfuiqwel4"hope," see Ps. 39:8(7); Prov. 10:28; 11:7; lQH 9:14. Ps.

33 ends with a confession expressing confident hope in Yahweh; here yhl appears (w. 18
and 22) in conjunction with lalsd (v. 20) and batah (v. 2l).In lQH 7;18, too, yhl is used
in parallel with a verb expressing confidence: - l9!l fr'an, "rely on." In more detail:

a. In several passages, the context exhibits a semantic relationship between yftl and

- ilDT dam6ldamahlllldmmldwm, "be silent."37 This is clearest in Job 29:21(cf.v.23),
where .fm ', "hear," ybl" "wait," and dmry "be still," stand in series; the same is true in
Ps. 37:7 ("be still before Yahweh and wait for him" [reading hdtyzll). This usage suggests
readng r,6f, ydhil dfrmam, "it is good to wait in silence," in I-am. 3:26 (cf . v. ?3) and dim
l"potAyw wh61Ol 16, 

*be still before him and wait for him," in Job 35:14. The same
cluster of ideas appears in Ps. 39:3(2);62:2,6(1.,5) and possibly also in Ps. 65:2(1).

b. The usage of ylrl often involves the notion of expectant "looking." In Mic. 7:7, for
example, yftl stands in parallel with sdfr, "look," a verb that by itself can have the
connotation of "waiting" (cf. Ps. 5:a[3]). The same cluster of ideas appears in a lament in
Ps. 69:4(3): "My eyes grow dim with waiting (reading miyyaldt) for my God." In other
passages, too, "my eyes grow dim" expresses expectant waiting @s. ll9:82,t?3;Jer.L4:6).

Ibid.,256.
Iba.,257.
rbid.,258.
rv.1,3.
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c. AII waiting expects as its object something good; the corresponding conc€pts
therefore also belong in the semantic field of y&/. But not all waiting is fulfilled. That
someone awaits good only to receive evil is a frequent complaint: "When I waited for
light, darkness came" (Job 30:26) (yftl; similarly Mic. 1:12 conj.); cf. Job 3:9; 30:26; Ps.

69:21(20); Isa. 5:7; 59:9,1l.; Jer. 8:15; l3:t6; 14:19 (qwh); Job 3:21 (lkh).ln the light of
such disappointment one can speak of "lost" expectation (Lam. 3:18ltdhelell) or hope
(Job 8:L3; Ps. 9:19[18]; Prov. 10:28; ll:l;Ezk. l9:5;37:ll ltiqw6l).38 hst hope turns
to humiliation (Isa. 30:3); cf. the contrary in Ps. 22:6(5) (bth);25:3;lsa.49:23 (qwh).

IIL l. "Wait for God." We find theologically relevant usage in the first instance
when waiting has God as its object.3e The formulaic expression "wait for Yahweh" refers
to God as the source of all good for which one can hope: God alone is the source and

reality of what is awaited; cf. the motivations in Ps. 130:4,7: "For with you/Yahweh
is. . . ." Because Israel knows Yahweh to be such a God on the basis of the past, it waits
"for Yahweh"; because it can never possess him as such a God, it "waits" for Yahweh.

It is surprising how infrequently in this context we find any statement of what is

expected from Yahweh. I-am. 3:26 speaks of waiting for his saving intervention (littifi'qt
YHWH; cf. Isa. 5l:5 f'el-rra'i]); Ps. 33:18; 147:11 speak of waiting for his hesed

(translated by Kraus as "gracious favor and saving faithfulness"). According to Ps.

It9:74,81,114,147; l3O:5, what is awaited is God's "word" (dafrr); according to Ps.

ll9:43, it is God's "ordinance" (miipa!); according tolsa.42:4, it is his "law" (tdrd).ln
all three cases, an actual utterance (oracle of salvation?) is probably intended. But if
expectation focuses on an event, specifically the "saving intervention" ofYahweh,a0 in
the majority of passages this "intervention" seems to consist in a favorable reply. The
formula seems to have this same meaningin2K.6:33. After all the disasters that have
befallen him (2 K.6:24-30), the king of Israel considers it pointless to "inquire" (2 K.
3:11)41 again of Yahweh through Elisha: "This trouble is from Yahweh! Why should I
wait for Yahweh any longer?" Elisha's immediately following oracle of salvation (2 K.
7:1) shows that the expression of despair is unjustified.

As a participle, the formula appears in the phrase m"yal.tolim l"YIIWHll"hasd6 (Ps.

3l:25[2\;33:18;' I47:I1 (frequently par. yir'A YHWH42).Ps.3l:?5(24) makes it clear
that "waiting for Yahweh" does not refer to an inherent characteristic of the devout: truly
to wait for Yahweh requires special strength and courage.

2. "Endure. " The use of yftl without an object, often too quickly termed "secular,"
also has theological relevance.43 In several instances the "waiting" is motivated by a

specific relationship between the one who waits and God. It is at least open to debate

- llll 'abad l'abhadhl,\r.2.
See II.2.a. above.
Westermann, THAT, l, 728.

- U't'l darat ldnrash),lll.l.
+ g-p ydrd'.
See II.2.b, c above.
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whether the seven-day wait of Gen. 8:10,12; I S. 10:8; 13:8 is purely a narrative motif
or represents a traditional display of patient expectation (cf. Vulg. expectare). Clearly
theological usage is found in Ps. 71:14 and l-am. 3:21(cf.. also Ps. Ll9:49 conj.): the
"endurance" of the devout in the face of alienation, persecution, and suffering is
grounded in an ongoing relationship with God. This meaning is also present in Job 6:11
and 14:14.

3. Forms. The question of the formal setting of yhl in its theological usage has been
answered by Westermann through his reference to the "confession of trust" in individual
laments.4 In fact, confessions of the type "I hope/wait for Yahweh" are common in
individual laments (Ps. 119:43,49,74,114,L47; 38:16[15]; 39:8[7]; 130:5; with qwh:Ps.

56:5,12[4,1.1]; 1,19:42; 143:8; with ftsft: Ps. 7:2[1];11:1; 16:1; 3l:2111;71:I; etc.).
It must not be overlooked, howev er, that yll is used in other sections of the lament.

The "confession of trust" is often preceded by a passage lamenting disappointed hope
or expectation (cf. Job 6:ll;30:26; Ps. 69:4[3]; Lam. 3:18 [also Ps. 69:21(20)]). The
question mah-qqiwwtliYHWH (Ps. 39:8[7]) should possibly be understood as a lament,
like mah:6htl I"WIWH 'N in2 K. 6:33 andmah-lcl<afii ld-'.yahel in Job 6:11. One may
exhort oneself to wait; cf. Ps. 42:6,12{5,11); 43:5; l-am. 3:21,V1; Mic.7:7; and the
Qumran fragment lQH fr 4:14. Waiting appears as a vow (with qwh) in Ps. 52:11(9); cf.
Job 14:14. One may also exhort others to wait (Ps. l3O:7;131:3;l-am.3:26). The whole
congregation is called to follow the example of the individual. The "confession of trust"
thus reflects a trajectory of experience moving from lament through reflexive exhortation
to a confession that isjoyous albeit still in need ofratification.

Barth

44 Cf. H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, Einl. in die Psalmen. HKAT, sup. (1933; e1975), with respect
to "statements of confidence."

Wf;] yalas;Vt12 yahas

Contents: 1. Occurrences; 2. Meaning; 3. Theological Implications.

l.Occurrences. BiblicalHeb.yl.t!,likethecommoncorrespondingJewishAram.llls,l
is traditionally rendered "enter one's name in the family register, be enrolled," or, as a

ydlpf. F. Schulthess, "Zwei etymologische Versuche," ZAW 30 (1910), 61f.
1 WTM, s.u.
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noun, "registration, genealogy."z 5"lrurthess is probably right in connecting it with Arab.

wft.i, "wild beast, being solitary in contrast to domestic animals," as a verb "grow savage,

alienated," assuming an original meaning "isolated."3 But his identification of those who
are "isolated" with the Jewish "diaspora" is highly improbable. The actual usage of yft.f

certainly admits some oonnection with Arab. wlr.I but does not involve any element of
"foreignness" in the sense of "diaspora."4 The root is unattested in other Semitic
languages.

The root yhf appars 21 times in the OTI only once as a noun (seper hayyaha,f, Neh.

7:5b, if this form is not in fact to be read as a hithpael inf.s). Elsewhere it is a verb, always
in the hithpael; finite forms appear only in 1 Ch.5:17; 9:1 and possibly 2Ch.3l:19;F-zr.
8:3 (if the form in these 2 passages is not in fact also the hithpael inf.6). The plural
padiciple with the definite article occurs twice (Ezr. 2:62par. Neh. 7:64). But even here

1 Esd.(D(X Esd. A) 5:39 en t6 katalochism6 appears to read the Hebrew hithpael
infinitive (the noun lcatalochism6s also represents the hithpael inf. of yhf in lJ(X 1 Ch.

4:33; 5:17;9:22;2 Ch.3t:17).7 Here, too, therefore, the plural participle could be a

comrption of an original hithpael infinitive. In the other 14 passages (19 if we include
Ezr.2:62 par. Neh.7:64;Ezr.8:3; Neh.7:5b;2 Ch.31:19)--in other words, the vast

majority-we find the hithpael infinitive of yN.
The word o@urs only in the Chronicler's history and always in the context of a list

of names; the only exception is the uncertain 2 Ch. 12:15. With good reason, therefore,
many scholars deny or doubt that the word or the entire unit in which it appears belonged

to the original form of ChroniclerEzra-Nehemiah.8 The occulrences are not distributed
evenly through the (secondary) units of the Chronicler's history, appearing in only a

small fraction of them, sometimes in high concentration (e.g., 1 At 7:5-9; 2 Ch.
31:16-19). Often within these (secondary) texts yhf itself appears to be a secondary

addition, primarily to introduce or conclude an existing list (1 Ch. 4:33; 5:17;7:5,40;
Ezr.8:l;also 1 Ch. 5:7I?l;9:1[?]). If the list in Nehemiah 7 is in fact borrowed from Ezra

2,e the occurrences in Neh. 7:5a,b are also secondary, added to introduce the list. The
Vulg. has no equivalent for the 4 occurrences in 2 Ch. 3l:16,17,18,19, probably bearing
witness to an earlier Hebrew text in which yhf did not appear, so that here too ylr.f is

2 Cf. KBL3, s.u.
3 Cf. also KBI3, s.v.
a See 3 below.
s A. Kropat, D ie Sy nax de s Autor s der C hronik BZAW 1 6 ( I 909), 5 7; A. B. Ehrlich, Ra nd glos -

sen zur hebriiischen Bibel (l9M-1914; repr. Hildesheim, L968), in loc.; W. Rudolph, Esra und
Nehemia. HAT, XX (1949), 11, n.2; and others.

6 See, e.g., KD on Ezr. 8:3.
7 On Esdras A as a direct translation of a Hebrew prototype see Rudolph, IIAT, X){, xv-xvi;

R. Hanhart, "Text und Textgeschichte des 1. Fsrabuches,"MS4 12(1974),11; and others.
8 See, e.g., M. Noth, Aberlicferungsgeschichtliche Studien (L943) (first part translated as Ifte

Deuteronornistic History. JSOTSup, 15 [Eng. trans. 1981]); Rudolph, HAT, XX; idem,

Chronikbilcler HAT, XXI(1955;31968\, in loc.
e Cf. U. Kellermann, Nehemia: Quellen Aberli{erung und Geschichte. BZAW lO2 (1967),

24-26,wirh bibliog.
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probably a secondary addition. In 1 Ch. S:l,yhS is probably part ofa secondary gloss.

In 2 Ch. 12:15 and possibly also in I Ch.7:5,10 yhJ is a gloss, as it probably is in Ezr.
8:3, since it does not appear in the sentences of 8:4-14 that have a structure parallel to
that of 8:3. The syntactically awkward introduction of yN in several passages also
suggests its secondary nature.

The late and abrupt appearance of yN, the fact that most of its occurrences are

literarily or textually secondary, its highly uneven distribution in the Chronicler's history,
and finally its pregrant, almost technical meaningll are most readily explained by the
hypothesis thatyhf belonged initially to the language of a separate self-contained group
responsible for (some of) the passages where the word has been interpolated secondarily.

The language and ideology of this group were incorporated into postbiblical rabbinic
Judaism.

The IXX renders the noun yahaS in Neh. 7:5(LXX 17 :5) as synodia. F or the hithpael
of yft.f we find lratalochismds (5 times), aritlan6s (4 times), synodia (twice), l<anlochia,
enlcanlogizei4 syllochismds, and lcatarithmein (once each). The ptcp. milyal.riim in Ezr.
2:62was not understood and was transcribed as methoesim (Lucian: genealogotlnres). It
is noteworthy that only once (1 Ch. 5:1) do we find the translation genealogeisthai.

2. Meaning. The genealogy of the sons of Simeon (1 Ch. 4:24-27\ and the list of their
settlements (vv. 28-32) are summarized by 1 Ch. 4:33; mdYbalam in v. 33ba clearly
refers to vv.28-32, andhilyahSdm in v. 33S tovv.24-27.Although the genealogy in w.
24-27lists successive generations,hilyal.tddmalongsidem69blamcan no longer express
the genealogical relationship of the individual members in a temporal sequence of
generations; it expresses a relationship that is present and timeless. Our word interprets
the true genealogy of successive generations as a list of those who are counted among

the sons of Simeon without regard for their temporal sequence. Elsewhere, too, the

relationship ascribed by yN involves membership in a family or group of families (cf.
l"miip"@fiyw. .. P@l:dbtam [1 Ch.5:7]; wa'ohAhem. . . miifhdl [1 Ch.7:5]; frb"n€ N
[1,Ch.7:71;P@l"ddam. . . bA!"b6!am[1 Ch.7:9]; etc.). But nowhere doesy/rJdocument
the temporal succession of generations in a genealogy; it assigns someone to a specific
circle with reference to the present and therefore timelessly. Thus althoughyl.t3 almost
always involves the notion of genealogical membership, the "enrollment" referred to is
not meant diachronically but synchronically.

The nominalized hithpael ln.t. yilyalp; usually refers no longer to the process of
registration but by metonymy to its result: not the list, genealogy, or the like that is
produced,l2 but concretely "that which is written down in the genealogical registers,"l3
"those who are inscribed genealogically,"l4 i.e., the individuals or clans recorded. This

IO Cf. BHK.
ll See 2 below.
t2 Cf.. KBL!; E. K<inig, Hebriiisches und aramriisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (l*ipzig, IglO;

6'719371, s.u.
13 GesB, s.v.
14 LexHebAram, s,v.
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is easy to see in all the noun clauses where the infinitive as subject or predicate noun
conesponds to another noun that is logically or grammatically plural. It is "their
en1sll6d"-not "their enrollment" or "their genealogical register"-that number so and
so many (l Ch.7:5,7,9,40).

In 1 Ch. 4:33, hiEahSam occurs in parallel with the concrete pl. m6trld1dm. Just as

mdtrblam refers to the settlements listed in vv. 28-32, so hiEahidm refers to the sons
of Simeon named in w.24-27. It does not mean "their genealogical register"ls but
concretely those who are reckoned among the sons of Simeon.l6 The same is true in Ezr.
8:1 (hi4tal6dn in conjunction with the concrete rd'flA \bl€hem).lnEzr.8:3, also, the
hithpael infinitive probably has the concrete metonymic meaning (cf. the parallel
statements in Ezr. 8:4ff.). In 2 Ch. 31:16-19, the concrete translation "those recorded" is
probably preferable to the traditional rendering, as also in 1 Ch.5:1 ("but not for those
recorded as having the right of primogeniture") and I Ch- 5:7 ("among those recorded
in the genealogical register"). The @ncrete metonymic meaning of the infinitive in most
passages also explains why the conjectured original infinitive was replaced by the
participle inBzr.2:62par. Neh. 7:64andby the nounfta1ryafta.f in Neh. 7:5b. Only rarely,
then, does the hithpael infinitive mean the process of registration or enrollment (possibly
in Neh. 7:5a); it usually conveys the result, the fact that specific individuals or groups
are among those enrolled.

Nevertheless, the finite verb always looks back to the completed process of enroll-
ment; with the possible exception of I Ch. 5:17 , it is resultative or factitive in character
(1 Ch. 9:1 and, if the finite verb is actually used, 2 Ch. 31:19; Ezr. 8:3).

We sometimes find - )ID l<AUb or - 'lDD seper in conjunction with yfu (1 Ch. 9: 1 ;

2Ch. L2:L5;Ezr.2:61par. Neh. 7:64;7:5b), so thatylef probably always evokes the idea
of a written document. Therefore the notion associated withy/rs probably had its setting
in some institution, although we cannot give any details of its form.

3. Theological Implications. The enrollment in Israel or one of its subdivisions
referred toby yhi is not intended as a registration of all those actually present, as is clear
above all from Ezr. 2:,62 par. Neh. 7:64. This enrollment has both a positive element of
inclusion and a negative element of separation. When a person is enrolled in Israel or a
group within Israel, that person is also differentiated and separated from others. This
establishes an unforced association with Arab. w[i, "be alienated," etc.

It is also clear that the enrollment referred to by yhi does not serve to impose
obligations on those who are enrolled, but to recognize their rank and privilege and to
give them certain rights. For example, those who cannot demonstrate that they are

enrolled among the priests lose their priestly rights (Ezr. 2:62 par. Neh. 7:64), while
enrollment results in the recogntion of priestly rights (2 Ch. 31:16-19). Similarly,
enrollment among the warriors no longer has the demands of a real battle in view, in
which those enrolled would have to perform certain duties; it is a distinction of honor

15 LexHebAram; KBL\, s.v.
16 GesB, s.v,
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(l ch.7:5,7,9,40). Those who are enrolled in Israel (1 ch.9:1) or the returned exile
community (Ezr. 8:1; Neh. 7:5b) are singled out thereby as full members of the people
of God.

The enrollment referred to by yhi therefore has little to do with a numbering of the
people like that related in 2 S. 24 or with a registration like that involved in the Roman
tax census. It is connected instead with the OT notion of an enrollment in a list entailing
and guaranteeing certain rights and privileges for those so enrolled and setting thr- 

"puifrom others (cf., e.g., Ex.32:32f.; ps. g7:6; Isa. 4:3; Ezk. l3:9.).n
Inylaf, therefore, we catch sight of an understanding according to which if one is fully

to belong to "Israel" a personal enrollment in Israel or one of its subdivisions is requirei
over and above one's membership by birthright. In this view, membership in Israel by
birth is no longer automatically identical with ..Israel,'as 

a theological entity.
Mosis

]1 S:: L, Koep, "Buch, tV," RAC,IT (1954), 725-731, with bibliog.; E.Z*nger,.,ps 87,6
und die Tafeln vom Sinai," in won, Lied und Gottes.tpruch. Festschrtft i 2iegler FzB,2 (lg:72),
rI,97-103.
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I. l. Root. The original meaning of yayin cannot be determined. Derivation from
a root vei (l-at. vieo), "wind,'l is totally hypothetical. Also uncertain is the derivation
from yand, "oppress," with a basic meaninB "press."2 The word obviously came into
common usage with the cultivation of wine grapes.3 Since the Akkadian word for wine
is lcaranu, the Hebrew word can hardly have a Semitic origin. Rabina suggests Hittite
or Anatolian origin, probably correctly. Cf..Heb.yayin, y€n,Ugar.ya Arab. and Ethiop.
wain (also meaning "grape"), OSA nya yyn ("vineyard"), Akk. izu (a loanword), Hitt.
wiyana ("grape"), Gk. otnos, Lat. vinum, and the analogous Indo-European terms. As
synonyms we find sobe', "fir,e wine"S (lsa.l:22) and Aram. h"mar (Ezt.6:9;7:22;Dnl.
5:1,2,4,23).

2.IXX. The IXX almost always translatesyayin as oinos (144 times), thus interpret-
ing it as synonymous with rird.i. Three other words are each used once: glefikos (Job

32:!9, more specific than the lvII), oinopilret (Prov. 23:20, for s6f,c' yoyin), and
symp6sion (Est. 7 :7, Ior miiteh hayyayin).

IL Cultural History of l{ine.
l. Manufacture. Tlte pre-Israelite inhabitants of Canaan undoubtedly knew how to

make wine. In a document written ca. l78O B.c., an Egyptian named Sinuhe, a friend of
King Sesostris I (cc. 1980-1935), relates his adventures in Palestine. In his description,
he writes: "There were figs there and wine grapes and more wine than water. . . . I had

bread to eat every day and wine as an everyday drink."6 The patriarchal narrative of the

Bible also presupposes the presence of wine in Canaan (Gen. 14:18; 27:25,28,37);from
the time of the monarchy on, the use of wine was cornmon.

The actual process of winemaking began with the grape harvest in August and

September. The clusters were cut off with special knives and collected in baskets.

Sometimes they were then spread out in the sun (usually in the vineyard itself) for up to

fourteen days in order to increase the sugar content of the fruit. Usually, however, the
grapes were dumped at once into the winepress. This consisted of two round or
rectangular basins, the press itself and a catch basin, both hewn out of rock or dug in the

ground, covered with stones, and coated with pitch. The pressing basin (gc1) covered an

Karthlisa, 19f. (1965), 109-111; S. M. Paul, "Classifications of Wine in Mesopotamian and
Rabbinic Sources," IEI, 25 (1975), 4244; C. Rabin, "Hittite Words in Hebrew," Or, 32 (L963),
113-139; E. Schtrer, A History of the Jetish People in the Age of Jesus Christ, ll @ng. trans.,
Edinburgh, 2tglg); A. van Selms, "The Etymology of yayh, 'Wine'," JNSL, 3 (1974),76-84;
C. Seltman, Wne in theAnci.entWorld(landon, 1957); N. Shapira, "The Wine Industry as to the
Ancient Hebrew Sources," Koroth 3 (L962),40-75; A. A. Wieder, "Ben Sira and the Praises of
Wine," JQR, N.s. 61 (1970), 155-166; Y. Tapletal, Der Wein in der Bitul. BSL 2OlI (1920).

I Hehn,93.
2 Van Selms, 82.
3 +JDl gepen (gephen).
4 Pp. t3gr.-
5 KBL2: "beer of wheat."
6 AOT,57.
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area of abut 16 square meters (172 sq. ft.); it was 20 to 30 centimeterc (8 to 12 in.) deep,
and tilted toward one side or corner. The catch basinT was lower and smaller, about 1

meter (40 in.) deep; it was connected to the press by a channel. The grapes were trodden
by barefoot men or boys (dnraf;yayin baf @[tm [Isa. 16:10; cf. Jer. a8:33]) or weighted
down with large stones. There were also pressing beams with one end inserted into the
rim of the basin, so that large round stones lashed to them could be pressed down on the
grapes by lever action. The resulting grape j uice was poured into earthenw arc Wts (nabe I
[Jer. 13:12]) or wineskins made from skins of goats or lambs (no'd [Josh. 9:4,131);within
six to twelve hours it would begin to ferment.

This must is refened to in the OT as - OlTn QirOS), from the Semitic root wr!,
"press out." Cf. Mic. 6: L5: "You shall tread must, but not drink wine." This term includes
both unfermented must and the alcoholic must that has begun to ferment, which, like
wine, can "take away the understanding" (Hos. 4:11).4 It is often associated with grain
(dagan) andoil$tishar), especially in the context of firstfruits and tithes (Dt.1.4:23;18:4;
Neh. 10:40[Eng. v. 39]; 13:12; etc.). Apoetic synonym is ?sis, "sweet must." At Qumran,
/ird.f was drunk with the community meals, probably mixed with water (lQS 6:4ff.; lQSa
2:77f..,20;lQH 10:24); possibly yayin has here been replacedby frr65.

After fermentation, the wine must not be left on its lees (cf.. Ymarim in Ps. 75:9[8]);
it should be drawn off into other containers. Often a kind of siphon was used, and the
wine was filtered through a sieve or a piece of cloth. Sometimes the jugs were labeled
with the kind of wine or place of origin. Special wine regions included kbanon (Hos.
14:8[7]), Helbon near Damascus (Ezk. 27:18), Samaria (lK.2l:l; Jer. 31:5), Heshbon,
Sibmah, and Jazer in Transjordan (Isa. 16:8f.; Jer. 48:32), En-gedi (Cant. 1:14), and
Eshcol near Hebron (Nu. 13:23).

2. Storage; Varieties. Wine was stored in a cellar near the house. The abundance of
limestone made the region well adapted for such cellars. There were also special storage
chambers for wine in the wine cellars of the kings, in fortresses, and in the temple (1 Ch.
27:27; 2 Ch. 11:11). Wines that had been aged were prefened to younger wines. In
ancient Palestine, it was probably a dark blue variety of grape that was cultivated, from
which was made the common red wine (Prov. 23:31; cf. Isa. 63:2 or "blood of the grape"
inDt.32:14; Sir. 50:15; 1 Mc. 6:34).

To fortify wine or give it a more pleasing taste it was mixed with pepper, wormwood,
or incense; it was then called mixed or spiced wine (mdsaklmese& [Ps. 75:9(8); Prov.
9:2,5; 23:30; lsa. 5:22; 65:111 or reqah lCant- 8:2]). Wine mixed with myrrh was used
as a narcotic (cf. Ps. 60:5[3]). The wine recovered from the skins was made into vinegar
(bomeil, considered a good thirst quencher when diluted with water (Ruth 2:14). The
custom of drinking wine mixed with waterlobably in the ratio of two or three to
one-seems to have made its first appearance in the Hellenistic era (cf. 2 Mc. 15:39). In
lsa, l:22, at least, the watering of wine is looked on as something bad. "Strong drink"

7 
-a?'yeqeb.8 Cf. W. Rudolph,.F/osea. KAT XIIV1 (1966), 110.
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Gektu), probably a kind of beer, was distinguished from wine (Lev. 10:9; Nu. 6:3; Dt.
29:5; Jgs. t3:4; L S. 1:15).

III. Appreciation.
l. Nourishmen. Water was drunk with food, but at a full meal wine was normally

passed (Gen.27:25;lCh.12:40f.[39f.]; lsa.22:13). Wine is therefore often mentioned
in conjunction with bread (Gen. 14:18; 1 S. 16:20; 25:18). It formed part of the diet of
both governor (Neh. 5:15,18) and laborer (2Ch.2:9,14U0,151). Wine was taken among
the provisions for a journey (Jgs. 19:19), and it was stored in the garrison cities (2 Ch.
ll:.ll1,32:28). Jesus Sirach includes "the blood of the grape" with grain, milk, honey,
and oil as the most important foodstuffs (Sir. 39:26).

2. Pleasure. Wine cheers "gods and men" (Jgs. 9:13; Ps. 1M:15; Eccl. 10:19; Sir.
3l:27); it was considered a source of pleasure that was a necessary part of any feast (Isa.
5:12). In a luxurious house, the room in which banquets were held was called the
"wine-drinking room" (b€1 miiteh hayyayin [Est. 7:8]). There were plenty of occasions
for festive celebration: the weaning of a son (Gen. 21:8), a wedding (Jgs. 14:10), the
vintage (Jgs.9:27), sheep shearing(l5.25:2,36f.), the building of a house (Prov. 9:1-6),
the enthronement of a king (1 At 0:40139]), the making of a covenant (2 S. 3:20f.), a

visit from friends or others one desires to honor (2 K. 6:23; 1 Mc. 16:15). The Temple
scroll even mentions a special festival devoted to wine. Wine was drunk after the meal,
and the atmosphere of celebration was heightened by singing, music, and the garlanding
of guests with flowers (Isa. 5:12;28:L;Wis.2:7f..). Exchange of toasts was not unknown.e
Women usually did not take part in these festivities (25.13:23-32), although they were
allowed to drink wine. Wine was drunk from earthenware cups or bowls; only the wealthy
could afford drinking vessels or precious metal. Glass goblets came into extensive use
in the Hellenistic period.

3. Comfort. Because wine cheers people up, it is especially recommended for those
who are sad (Eccl.2:3,10,24;Zec.l0:7;cf. the "cupof consolation" forthosewho moum

[Jer. 16:7]). It was also thought that wine was helpful to those in despair or distress,
helping them forget their sorrows (Prov. 31:6f.). "The wine is for those who faint in the
wildemess to drinlg" was Ziba's response to King David when the latter was seeking
retuge (25.16:2\.

ry. Drunkenness and Abstinence. In the earliest period of Israel, the effects of
overindulgence in wine were considered offensive at worst; the prophets and wisdom
teachers, however, warned vigorously against heavy drinking and pointed out its terrible
consequences. Isaiah hurled his invective against those who are heroes at drinking wine
and strong drink (Isa. 5:l'1,22), and Tobit counseled his son not to let drunkenness
accompany him on his way (Tob. a:15). Various harmful effects are listed: drunkenness

e Dolle\272.
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causes people to reel and stagger (Ps.707:27;Prov.23:34), it causes them to be ill and
vomit (Isa. 28:8; Jer. 25:27), it reddens the eyes (Prov.23:29), brings unconsciousness
(Jer. 51:39,57), encourages mockery (Hos. 7:5) and wrath (Sir. 31:30), lessens modesty
(Lam. 4:21), takes away understanding (Hos. 4:11), impoverishes the drinker (Prov.
23:21; cf. 2l:17), and makes leaders incapable of executing their office (Prov. 31:4f.).
Horrible examples are recounted involving the drunkenness of Noah (Gen. 9:21), I-ot
(Gen. 19:31-38), Nabal (1 S. 25:36-39), David (2 S. 11:13), Absalom (2 S. 13:28), Elah
(1 K. 16:9f.), Belshazzar (Dnl. 5:2), Holofemes (Jth.12:20;13:4-10), and Simon (1 Mc.
16:15f.).

Abstention from wine was unusual. It involved in the first instance wine with any
relationship to pagan religion (Dnl. 1:8; cf. Dt. 32:38). We are also told that Daniel drank
no wine for three weeks because he was mourning (Dnl. 10:2f.). The cultic functions of
the priests must not be endangered by intoxication; officiating priests were therefore
forbidden to drink wine under penalty of death (Irv. 10:8-11;Ezk.44:21\. Nazirites, too,
had to renounce any beverage made from grapes for the duration of their oath (Nu. 6:3;
cf. Jgs. 13 and An.2:12). Finally, the Rechabites drank no wine because they sought to
preserve their nomadic way of life without fixed dwellings, agriculture, or viticulture
(Jer.35).

V. Cult- Wine was not incorporated into the cult until it had become a daily
beverage. In the nomadic and desert period, water was probably used as a drink offering.
The Rechabites'avoidance of wine probably points in this direction. All the passages in
the law pertaining to the use of wine in the cult belong to P (Ex. l2:l-20'29:38ff.; Nu.
15:5; also Dt. 26:1-8). The first evidence for the use of wine during the celebration of
Passover dates from the Hellenistic period (Jub. 49:6). The Samaritan Passover, in which
wine is not used, is also an argument that the association of wine with Passover is late.

The phrase nnsa[ yayin denoted both the offering of drink offerings to foreign gods
(Dt. 32:38) and the offering of wine as part of the cult of Yahweh(Ex.29:40;l-ev.?3:13;
Nu. 15:5,10; ?3:7,14; Hos. 9:4). With the exception of Gen. 35:14, however, the offering
of wine alone or the use of an altar intended solely for this purpose was not a customary
cultic act, either public or private. Wine was instead a complement to the sacrifice. A
precisely prescribed amount accompanied all burnt offerings: with the sacrifice of a lamb,
1.14 hin; of a .ram, 1/3 hin; of a bull, ll2 htn (Nu. 15:5-L0; 28:14; l*v. 23:13\. The daily
moming and evening sacrifice also ended with a libation of wine, as did the concluding
sacrifice for Nazirites. The table for the bread of the Presence also held flagons of wine
(Nu. 4:7), and wine was a necessary part of sacrificial meals. The sacrificial wine kept by
the Irvites was poured out of bowls at the foot of the altar of burnt offering (Sir. 50:15)
or sprinkled over the sacrifice with which it was burned ("a pleasing odof' [Nu. 15:7; Jub.
7:5]). Wine is mentioned as a beverage of the gods in Dt. 32:37f. and Jgs. 9:13. In the
ancient Near East, sacrifice represented actual food and drink for the deity.l0 This notion
may lie behind Ezk. 44:'7, where Yahweh speaks of lahmt, "my food" (cf. Nu. 25:2).

10 Cf. KTII, l.I4ll,66-79, etc.
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VI. Metaphorical Usage. The importance of wine in the life of Israel is clear also

from its metaphorical language, in which '\vine" can symbolize both joyous and

disastrous circumstances. The abundance of God's blessing is seen when those who are

delivered from Babylon can buy wine and milk without money (Isa. 55:1). The wisdom
teacher equates wine with life (Sir. 31:27), and the consumption of wine with the inward
strength given by wisdom instruction (Prov. 9:2,5; Sir. 40:20). The thoughts that arise in
the breast are like new wine, still fermenting, which looks for an exit and bursts even
new wineskins (Job 32:19), whereas wine on its lees symbolizes the quiet life of Moab,
far from the bustle of the world (Jer. zE:11). ln Z,ec.9:15, "drinking blood like wine"
means victory over Israel's enemies; in Ps. 78:65f., God is compared to a wanior rising
from wine. In the Song of Songs, the caresses of the bridegroom and the love of the bride
are sweeter than wine (Cant. L:2,4; 4:L0; 5:l;7:10[9]). lnDt. 32:32, wine stands for the
salvation or peace of the gentile world. Finally, the paradisal age to come will be so

abundant that people can wash their clothes in wine (Gen. 49:11), the mountains and

winepresses will overflow with must (Joel 2:24), atdYahweh will provide for all nations
a banquet with the best wines (Isa. 25:6).

The cup of wine in the hand of Yahweh signifies God's judgment of wrath upon Israel
and other nations. Sinners must drink this cup to the dregs (Ps. 75:9[8]). In Jeremiah's
vision of the cup (Jer. 25:15ff..,27\, he is to address all the nations, that they may drink and
stagger and fall before the sword that Yahweh is sending. At Yahweh's instigation, disaster
comes upon the nationsbecause they have drunkthewine from the goldencupof Babylon,
i.e., the cupof luxuriousBabylon (Jer.5L:7;d.7*c.12:2,where asimilar image is applied
to Jerusalem). To drink of God's cup means to bring misfortune upon oneself (Jer. 49:12;
l-am.4:2'1.;Ezk.23:.31tr; Hab. 2:16). When God gives his people wine to drinb he is

treating them harshly (Ps. 60:5[3]) or destroying them totally (Jer. 13:12ff.).
In the Dead Sea scrolls, yayin appears only 4 times, always metaphorically. In a

quotation from Dt. 32:33, the wine of the wicked is the poison of serpents (CD 8:9;
19:22), interpreted allegorically as the the sinfirl path of all who are far from God (CD
8:10; 19:23).

Dommershausen
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I. Verb.
l. Etymologt and Basic Meaning. The root yt{r occurs in Hebrew and in Jewish

Aramaic. It is related to Ethiop. wakaha and Arab. waka'a as well as the root nkh.LThe
basic meaning is "set right,"2 "show what is right."r The verb is found in the niphal (3

times), hiphil (54 times), hophal (once), and hithpael (once). Most of the occurrences are

in the prophets (13), Psalms (7), Job (17), and Proverbs (10). There are hilo derived
nouns: $kebd (4 occurrences) and tdlsabat (24 occunences).

2.Lru ThelJXtranslatesthe 3 occurrencesof theniphalby alethertein, diel€nchein,
and Clenchos. The hiphil is usually translated by eldnchein (4L times). The double
translation with eldnchein and pai.deileiz reflects the variety of meanings conveyed by
the hiphil of ykh.a Other translations include aeldnchein (3 times), dlenchos (twice), and

hetoimdzein (tvrice). Once each we find dieldncheiry blasplwmefn, and oneidtzein. The
hophal is translated by elinchein and the hithpael by dieldnchein.

3. Forensic Usage. A. Forensic usage has its setting in judgment in the gate (lsa.29:21;
Am. 5:10) and its preparatory stages. This "normal procedure" provides the basis for
other forms of legal dispute. We findyti for example, in the context of the king's judicial
function (Isa. 1"1:3f.; Hab. 1:12)s and the seeking of a legal decision from the deity in the

temple (Isa. 2:4; Mic. 4:3).6 In particular, E pictures a resolution of conflicts in the
patriarchal period, where one of the parties has the status of a g€q leadingup to a b"ril
after the analogy of judgment in the gate (Gen. 21:25ff.; 31; cf. also Gen. 20:l-l7,bnt

Orient. MVAG, 3612 (1932); K. Elliger, Srudie n anm Habahtk-Kommentar vom Tbten Meer BHTh,
15 (1953), 50; A. Gampeg Gott als Richter in Mesopotambn und im AI (Innsbruck, 1966);
B. Gemser, "The R0b- or Controversy-Pattern in Hebrew Mentality," Wisdom in Israel and in the
Ancient Near East. Festschrift H. H. Rowley. Slll; 3 (1955), 120-137 = Adhuc Loquitur. POS, 7
(1968), Ll6-L37;A. Guillaume,IlebrewandArabicLexicography (repr. triden, 1965),9; F. Horst,
"Recht und Religion im Bereich des Af,," EvTh, 16 (1956), 49-75 = Gottes Recht. GSAT. ThB,
12 (1961), 26O-29L, esp. 289; idern" Hiab. BK )(yVl (1968), 85f.; G. Liedke, "717: ikh hi.
feststellen, was recht ist," IIIAT,l,730-32; V. Maag, Tbrt, Wortschaa und Begriffswelt des Buches
Anos (Lriden, 1951), t52-54; G. Many, Der Rechtsstreit mit Gott (NB) in Hiobbuch (drss.,
Munich, 1971), 91-100; W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SIANI 15 (1967), 166-186; I. L. Seelig-
mann, "Zur Terminologie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen Hebriiisch,"
Hebrtiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W Baumgartnen SVT, 16 (1967), ?51-278; R. de Vaux,
Anclsr; R. R. Wlson, "An Interpretation of Eaekiel's Dumbness," VT, 22 (L972),91-104, esp.

98-102;H.W.Wolff,IIosea.Herm@ng.trans. 1974),76,113;E.Wiirthwein,"DerUrsprungder
prophetischen Gerichtsrede," ZThK 49 (1952), l-16 = Wort und Existenz (G6ttingen, 1970),
ttt-t26.

I KBL3,39Lfl.
2 Horst.
3 Liedke.
4 Cf. G. Bertram, "ro6eixo," TDNT, y,621.
5 Cf. J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der sptiten Kdnigszeit Israels.

WMANT,35 (1970),101f.
6 Cf. H. Wldberger,"Iesaja. BId Xlt (1972),84.
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without explicit mention of a Urtl). There is good reason to include in our study the
passages mentioned in these texts.

B. The ptcp. mdlliah obviously refers to the one who oversees the procedure. In Job
9:33 (cf. Prov. 24:24f.), the m6pah delivers the judgment that is binding upon both
parties, functioning as an umpire. This is brought out very clearly by the Lxx, which
uses elanchan in parallel with mesites. In Am. 5:1.0, the milf;iah must have a different
function. If we follow wolfF and Rudolph8 in reading the passage in the light of Am.
5:7 and L2, the reference cannot be to a judge, since it is the judges who are accused of
perverting justice. lnlsa.29:2'1., for the same reason, the m6lStah can only be someone
who demands justice, whether by making an accusation (cf. Job 40:2; Ezk. 3:26) or by
defending his own cause. The term m6l1fah, therefore, can denote both judge or mediator
and the parties involved. The use of the same term for a variety of functions is not
accidental, but is rooted in the nature ofthe proceedings. This peculiarity also explains
why modern translations must often be remarkably vague.

C. a. The finite forms of the verb can describe the function of the milktah in the 3rd
person. when the party doing the judging is the subject, we often findykh following -gDlli ipt in synonymous parallelism (lsa.2:4;11:3f.; Mic. 4:3; Hab. l:12). Gen.2i:25
usesyk{ for the action of the plaintiff. The nature of the Israelite lawsuit as an interaction
between parties is reflected in the use of the hithpael (Mic.6:2)orniphal (Job 23:7, where
a nominal clause using the ptcp. takes the place of the 3rd person impf.).

b. In addition to this general narrative usage, the finite forms appear in the rhetorical
forms associated with the preparatory and official stages of a lawsuit, as detailed most
recently by Boecker.

(1) In the appeal of the defendant, the accused uses the 3rd person jussive to appeal
to the court for justicee after denying the charge (Gen. 31:36f.) or declaring his innocence
with the formulaic cry lO' hamas Ukappay (1Ch. 12:18[Eng. v. 1Z]; Job 16,17,21).

(2) A witness who wishes to bring a charge before the court @s. 50:7) announces his
intention in the lst person ('al . . .'6l3iheka, Ps.50:8). Such a witness also uses the 1st
person within the indictment to conclude the list of circumstances justifying the accusa-
tion @s. 5o:2t). Hos. 4:4, an obscure passage, also involves the introduction to an
indictment, in which the proposed punishment follows the charge (cf. the emendations
proposed in the comms.). The present text at least shows that the negative jussives
'al-yardf, #'al-y6[al, by expressly rejecting charges against other parties, bring their
entire force to bear on the one attacked.

Regardless of whether it is possible to recover complete forensic discourses in Job
1.3, the chapter is full of juristic terminology.ro Job is accused unjustly; he seeks to
demonstrate his innocence in a formal proceeding, two phases of which are recorded:
vv. 3-12 and 13-27 .In the first section, he seeks to defend himself against the charges of

I H. W. 'tVoltf, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),246.
8 W. Rudolph, Amos. KAT, Xllllz (197t),194.
9 Boecker,44.
10 Horst,BK, XW1, 186.
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his friends, who presume to speak for God. In the second, God himself is the plaintiff;
Job, sensible of his innocence, demands to know the meaning of the accusations. The

court to which he appeals-God in both cases--appears in the 3rd person, introduced

by the prep. 'el (vv.3 and 15). Acomparison with Ps. 50 is illuminating. As in Ps.50:8,21,

the adversary is addressed in the 2nd person. It is therefore reasonable to assume that in

Job 13:3, as in Ps. 50:8, the plaintiffvoices his accusation in the 1st person, albeit in the

periphrastic form hillSul.r'elpas.tr Job 13:L5 corresponds to Ps. 50:21. In Ps. 50:16b-20,

the plaintiff lists the charges in detail and summarizes the accusation in v. 21-, whereas

in Job the plaintiff simply summarizes the charges as darki. The list of charges in the

indictment has been replaced by the counterstatement of the defense. It will be seen from

this discussion that we have in Job 13:3 and 15 elements of an indictment: the exordium

in v. 3 and the summary of the charges in v. 15.

(3) Distinctfrom the indictment isthe stipulative complaint,l2 which has as itspurpose

the demonstration that one of two sides is correct. It, too, can be preceded by an appeal.

An exhortative niphal plural is used to address the opponent, urging that both parties

present their dispute together to a court for decision (Isa. 1:18).

(4) In the defendant's response, the accused dismisses the plaintiffs with a question

that expects a negative answer, in order to go on to present his own side of the case. When

referring to the action of the plaintiff, the question usesy,tf in the 2nd person; apart from

this, the formulation exhibits considerable variation (Job 6:25f.; 19:5).

(5) Abimelech's inclusion of Sarah in his harem (Gen. 20) is objectively a h"!a'A
g"d6lA (v. 9), although he considers himself innocent (cf. v. 5) and considers Abraham

ihe true offender. Through God's special providence he has avoided sleeping with a

married woman, a crime punishable by death according toDt.22:22 (cf' Gen. 20:3), but

there remains an act of defamation impugning Sarah's honor. According to Gen. 20:16,

this is righted by payment of a sum referred to as a "covering of the eyes" and a

declaration of Sarah's innocence on the part of Abimelech. The 1,000 shekels are for

reparation to her; but they are given to Abraham ashet ba'al, just as nDt.22:19,29 the

fine imposed on the offender is given to the father as the head of the family. The payment

of this fine and the further declaration W'16-lihyeh l"ii(d (v.19) are easy to visualize in

a procedure that restores honol as in Gen. 20:1,6. ln Gen. 20, the clause introduced by

hinnEh and its continuation, a noun clause incorporating a niphal participle (the pronoun

is not needed in this casel3), represents the decision resolving the conflict. It constitutes

a formal judgment of innocence, pronoun@d by the opponent.la

c. The action denotedby ykb is verbal (Job 1.3:3,13; Ps.50:7), taking the form of
argument and counterargument (Job 13:22). The plaintiff charges the defendant with
offenses against the law and morality: he has forgotten the torah of God (Hos. 4:6), which

On the use of the infinitive, *e BLe, $$332t, 382.
Boecker,68f.
Cf. GK, $1 16s; the emendation proposed there, reading the 2nd person perfect, is unneces-

sary.
ra Boecker,l24.
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has a special interest in protecting the interests of one's neighbor (compare Ps. 50:18-20
with Ex. 20:14-t6; Gen.2l:25 with Lev. 5:2316:41and 19:13; Job 22:6-9 with Ex.
22:251261; Dt. 24:6; Ex. 22:1f.l2f.l; Dt. 24:L7tr.). The defendanr seeks to be declared
innocent; his complaint is characteruedby the question of the nature and extent of the
offense (Job 13:23; cf. Gen. 20:9;31:36;1 K. 18:9; Jer. 37:18). The plaintiff, having
described his own ways (Job 13:15), must respond. The concluding verdict of the judge
restores the broken relationship of the two parties (Job L6:21; cf. Isa. 2:4 par. Mic. 4:3).
It helps establishjustice (Isa. 11:4). Therefore a verdict ofinnocence can be brief(Gen.
2O:16), whereas a different verdict stated with equal brevity would be vacuous. It must
be pronounced as a directive that reshapes the world (Isa. 2:3f.). Anyone refusing to
submit to this authoritative word must bear the consequences, since it ultimately means
death (sa. 11:4).

D. Yahweh (El, Eloah, Elohim) is the source of justice; he is supreme plaintiff and
judge, not only on behalf of his people Israel (Ps. 5O:8,21; Isa. 1:18; Mic. 6:2) and
individuals (Gen.3l:42;1 Ch. 12:18[17]; Job L3:lO; 16:211'22:4)but also on behalf of
the nations of the world. Therefore God appears repeatedly as subject of y&lr or with the
verb in his mouth (cf. the passages listed above). As source ofjustice he is the final court
of appeal, to which one turns in utrnost need (1 At D:18[17]; Job 16:21). Since God
does not hold court when the outcome is unknown, the meaning of ykh often moves in
the direction of "punish." But it is not just isolated rhetorical forms that are assigned to
God. These forms can also be integrated into other forms having a different setting. In
the prophetic judgment discourse, which can be spoken by a prophet as mediator (2 K.
l9:4),1s Yahweh calls on his people to show wisdom. Ps. 50 exhibits a further develop-
ment of the prophetic judgment discowse; it is a festival psalm in which Israel is charged
with its sins, probably by a IJvite.16

4. Pedagogical Usage. a. To the extent that the hiphil ofyHr has pedagogical import,
it usually appears in conjunction with ysrlmfr.sa717 (Job 5:17; Ps. 6:2[ll;38:2ll];94:10;
Prov. 9:7; Jer. 2:19). The object is introduced directly as a noun or suffix (2 S. 7: 14; Job
5:17;Ps.6:2[ll;38:2[ll;141:5;Jer.2:19)orbytheprep.tr(Prov.30:6)or/"@rov.9:7f.;
15:12;19:25). As can be seen from Prov. 9:8, the variation in construction is semantically
irrelevant. It is nevertheless striking that the prepositional construction appears only in
Proverbs, where there are just 2 occurrences of a direct object; the relative clause
introduced by 'zlshould probably be included with the prepositional constructions. This
cannot be more than a stylistic peculiarity, especially since there is no discernible
conelation between the form ofthe verb and the syntax ofthe object. The hophal provides
the passive. In this usage,yHl belongs to the vocabulary of wisdom. Its locus is primarily
the aphorism stating a lesson from experience. Very rarely it is recorded as professional
instruction in the form of advice (compare Prov. 9:8 with 9:7) or as a liturgical petition

ls Cf. Jeremias, 141.
t6 lbid., L27.
l7 +aDr ydsar.
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in sickness and distress @s. 6:2[1]; 38:2[1]). ln2S.7:14;Jer.2:19, also, where the word
appears in the mouth of a prophet in a promise or threat, we note a sense of the connection
between guilt and punishment.

b. The activity denoted by ykb is a function of a father, the natural disciplinarian of
his sons (2 S. 7:14; Prov. 3:12), or a teacher (Ps. 94:10)-in general, of a sage whose

company is sought (Prov. L5:12; 25:L2; cf. L3:20; 15:31). Although it is a mark of love
and affection (Job 5:17; Prov. 3:12), it is devoid of pity. Its words are harsh (Prov.

28:23ltoless so than the beatings designed to reinforce them. The rod is the instrument
of discipline (2 5.7:14; Ps. L41:5); even when it does not achieve its intended purpose

it is worthwhile, since it cannot fail to have a beneficial effect in the eyes of an

unsophisticated third party (Prov. l9.'25).ra What provokes yHr is a mistake on the part

of the learner, transgression of a commandment (hiphil of 'wh, 2 S. 7:14). The nature of
the response is revealed by Prov. 30:6, an admonition that in its original form (as

preserved, e.g., by the Egyptian Instruction of Ptah-hotep [from the time of the Middle
Kingdom, 2150-1750 B.c.l)le demanded that the learner perform every task exactly as

stated.2O The biblical version may be aimed at someone copying sacred texts, inculcating
absolute accuracy (cf. Dt. 4:2; l3:L172:32]). Although the mistake is specific, it is also

typical, so that it must be prevented from becoming habitual. This is true even when the

situation changes from a specific sociological context to something broader. In Jer.2:18,
the error consists in relying on treacherous political coalitions instead of Yahweh. The

act of yl& itself reveals and specifies the mistake. The intensity of the attack on the

self-esteem of the person involved is shown by the conclusion of Prov. 30:6: ". . . and

you be found a liar." The disciplinary rigor that unmasks the transgressor is inescapable.

But this is just one side of the situation. The other side is the resulting incr ease of da'a1,zr

knowledge and insight (Ps. 94:10; Prov. 19:25; Jer.2:19) into the order that determines

the course of the world and the connection between an act and its consequences. What

Israel suffered n 721, and Judah in 701 was the consequence of apostasy from Yahweh

(Jer.2:19).
c. There are two typical responses to the act ofy&h (Prov. 9;8): one may accept it with

love('dhab) or reject it with hate (Sanz). These attitudes are fundamentally unalterable.

As experience shows, they are inherent in the person of the "scoffef' (les,22 Prov.9:7;
15:12;19:25)or the "wicked" (raia',23 Prov. 9:7) and the "wise" person (Prov. 9:8), who

has "understanding" (na$n,24 Prov. 19:25). The nature of the /e=s is revealed in his

stubbornness (Prov. 13:1; d.?3:9;27:22),whereas a joyful willingness to learn charac-

terizes the hakan ot nabon (Prov. 1:5; L4:6; 19:25; 21':ll). Therefore the teacher is

18 W. McKane, Prwerbs. OTL (1970),5?5t.
19 A}JET3,4L4,
20 For a different interpretation, see S. Morenz , Egyptitn Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y.,

t973),223f..
2t +!l: ydda,.
22 +7:) 1is.
zt -961 rdla..
24 +1.J bin.
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counseled to act according to this observation and not even bother to reprove a scoffer,
but to devote his attention tothe hakftn (Prov. 9:8). In the ideal relationship between
student and teacher, the latter finds a receptive ear for his reproofs: "A golden ring, a
costly jewel-a wise reprover to a listening ear" (Prov. ?5:L2).

d. Yahweh as the subject of yki is a special case of a more general process, the
"theologizing" of wisdom; Prov. 30:6 has already provided an eloquent example. yahweh
acts as a father acts toward his son (Prov. 3:12); he is the sage who teaches knowledge
(Ps. 94:10). The reproof that issues from love may take the form of sickness or some
other disaster, which can take on the role of subject (Jer.2:19). As a result, sickness and
distress can be interpreted as the consequence of error, as an act of reproof on the part
of Yahweh (Job 5:17f.; 33:19; and esp. Ps. 38). In this case they do not represent a final
punishment, but convey the possibility of a new beginning (Job 5:18) realaed through
joyous public confession of sin (Job 33:27-29; cf. Ps. 38:19[18]). This "theologized,,
wisdom entered into the second stratum of Nathan's prophecy,25 providing the interpre-
tive schema that makes history bearable (25.7f,$.

5. Derived usage. a. In wisdom disputations yki designates the argumentative
refutation of the position taken by the other party. There are certain formal requirements
for such a discourse ifthe opponent is to accept it (Job 15:3; 32:12).

b. In one instance yfri designates the revelation of the divine will in an oracle, which
is recognized when a previously announced sign comes to pass.26 The person in question
appears as the immediate object of the verb, so that the translation "appoint" is ap-
propriate (Gen. 24: 14,44).

II. Noun.
l. Forensic Usage. AII the discussion concerning the meaning and usage of the verb

applies also to the nouns tdpa$a1 and tdftz|ti, which are derived from the hiphil.zz In
forensic vsage, tdkaba! refers to a formal statement of one's position (Job 13:6; 23:4;ps.
38:15[14]; Hab.2:l). From God's mouth it is the verdict that effects punishment, through
which justice is accomplished (Ezk. 5:15; ?5:17). The form fikel.i, found only 4 times,
is restricted to the latter meaning (2K.19,.3 par. Isa. 37:3; Ps. 149:7; Hos. 5:9).

2. Pedagogical Usage.In pedagogical usage, the n oun t6l1aha6 often used wi th mfisar
(Prov. 3:11; 5:12;6:23; lO:17;12:t;13:L8; 15:5,10,32), means "reproof, rebuke, cen-
sure"; it belongs to the genre of threat and invective (l:23,?5,30; 5:12),a addressed to
the learner by the teacher (5:13). The rod reinforces the words (29:15).If the reproof is
not heeded<f. such expressions as "ignore" (la' 'aba;1:25), "despise" (na'as;'1,:30;

25 L. Rost, The Succession to the Throne of David Historic Texts and Interpreters, 1 (Eng.
trans., Sheffield, 1982), 50f.

26 Cf.P. van Imschoot, BLz, s.u "Orakel."
27 GK $85p;82e,961n.
28 Cf. C. Kayaa, Sadien zu Proverbien 14. WMANT, 22 (1966),119ff., 61f.
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5:12),"be weary of' (qtg;3:11), "reject" ('azab; lO:17), "hate" (sdni';12:1; 15:10),
"stiffen the neck" (hrqSd 'drep; 29:llthe consequences are stupidity (12:1), error
(10:17), misfortune (5:9-12\, and death (15:10). Obedience, however-described by
such terms as "return" (5A[; L:23), "heed" (iamar;13:18; 15:5), and "hear" (fldma';
15:31)--$rings wisdom (29:15), the spirit of wisdom (l:?3), prudence (15:5,32), honor
(13:18), and life (6:23; 15:31). Moreover, tdkahat is true love (27:5). God's tdlsnba! is
heard by the psalmist in his sickness (Ps. 39:12[11];73:1,4).

G. Mayer

III. Qumran. The verby/<{u appears at least 18 times in the Dead Sea scrolls, almost
exclusively in the hiphil, with the meaning "reprimand." The noun tdkabat appears 9
times. Its meaning ranges from a "reprimand" in the presence of witnesses in the sense

of correctia fraterna (lQS 6:1) through "corrective punishment" as an act of God's
judgment (1QH7:29;9:24,33;12:31) to the torturing, "chastisement" (and execution?)
of the Teacher of Righteousness by the "man of lies" (lQpHab 5:10).

The situation is reversed at the eschaton, when the Essene of Qumran becomes the
instrument of God's vengeance, undertaking the "chastisefir€Dt" (= punitive extermina-
tion) of the wicked (lQpHab 5:41.2t

Fabry

2e Cf..H.Fabry, Die Wurzel S0B in der Qumran-Literatur. BBB, 46 (1975), 1(f,.

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Occurrences, l)(X; 2. Meaning. II. Phoenician and Aramaic. III.
OT Usage: 1. Human Beings; 2. God; 3. Without Infinitive; 4. Jacob;5. Qumran.

y d kdl. W. Grundmann, "6rivopot," TD M ll, 284-3L7 .

On Gen. 32: R. B. Coote, "The Meaning of the Name Israel," HThR" 65 (L972), 137-142;
O. Eissfeldt, "Non dimittam te, nisi benedixeis mihi," Milanges bibliques. Festschrift A. Robert.
Travaux de l'lnsdrut catholique de Paris, 4 (1957),77 -81 (= Klschr lll, 412-76); K. Elliger, "Der
Jakobskampf am labbok" ZThI{ 48(1951),1-3L=KlSchr.ThB,32 (1966), l4L-173; G. Gevirtz,
"Jacob at the Ford (Gen.32,23-33)," HUCA, 46 (1975),5G53; H.-J. Hermisson, "Jakobs Kampf
am Jabbok (Gen. 32,23-33)," ZTLK 71 (1974),239-261; J. L. McKenzie, "Jacob at Peniel: Gn
32,24-32," CBQ, 25 (1963), 7l-76; F. van Trigt, "[: signification de la lutte de Jacob prds du
Yabboq," OTS,1.2 (1958), 280-309.

On Hos. 12: P. R. Ackroyd, "Hosea and Jacob," W L3 (1963),245-259; F. Diedrich, Die
Anspielungen auf die Jakob-Tradition in Hosea 12,1-13,3. FzB, 27 (1977); M. Gertner, "An

7t
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I. l. Etymologt, Occurrences, DO(. The verb appears in Northwest Semitic, prob-
ably (according to the most commonly accepted interpretation) as early as the Phoenician
Karatepe inscription (ca. 72-0 B.c.).1 It also appears in Egyptian, Biblical, and Nabatean
Aramaic, as well as in the Aramaic of Qumran, the Targum, and the Talmud. The root is
probably based on the biliteral */, expanded by the prefix y or the interpolation of lr
(Aram. kht).T\e verb appears 193 times in the Hebrew OT,4 times in Sirach, 8 times in
the Dead Sea scrolls, and 12 times in Biblical Aramaic, always in the qal. The LXX
usually translates itwithdlnamci and its derivatives, but sometimes withischfa or poiid
and their derivatives.

2. Meaning- The most frequent meaning is "be able" or "succeed";2 other meanings
include "be allowed," "be superior," "be victorious over," "grasp," "beat," and "endure."
According to K<ihler and Elliger, the latter three constitute the primary meaning; but their
rarity makes this highly unlikely.

U. Phoenician and Aramaic. In Phoenician we find the sentence wbymty 'nk'it
tkl hdy dl . . . ,3 "In my [the king's] days a woman was able. . . ." The rest is left
untranslated by KN, but is rendered most recently:a "In my days a woman was able to
rejoice in spinning the spindle"-i.e., the image of a land at peace. A different division
of the consonants in whichyt/ does not occur, and therefore a different translation, has

been proposed by van den Branden.s
The verb appears frequently in the Aramaic of the Ol Hermopolis, Qumran, the

Talmud, and the Targum; it is often identical with the semantically related verb l<hl. Here,
too, its meaning is usually "be able." Once, in DnL7:21, it means "prevail."

The verb has a specialized juristic sense in the Aramaic of Elephantine: when negated
it means "waive the right to go to court" (Vogt: non habere ju.r. . .).6

Soggin

IIL OT Usage.
l. Human Beings. In OT Hebrew, ydftdl is usually used with the infinitive construct

(usually with /", sometimes without). It is noteworthy that in most instances the verb is
negated or otherwise represented as being uncertain (conditional clause: Gen. 15:5; 1 S.

Attempt at an Interpretation of Hosea ){'ll," W 10 (1960), 272-2U; E. M. Good, "Hosea and the
Jacob Tradition," VT, 16 (1966), t37-157; W. L. Holladay, "Chiasmus, the Key to Hosea XII 3-6,"
W t6(196),53-64; J. Vollrne\Geschichtliche Rilclblickeund Motive in der Prophetie desAmos,
Hosea und Jesaja. BZAW LL9 (1971), 105-1 15.

I KN,26.
2 GesB\1, BDB, LexHebAram, confia KBL23.
3 KN,26il,5.
a E. Lipifski, "From Karatepe to Pyrgi," RS{ 2 (L974),48.
5 A. van den Branden, "Inscriptions ph6niciennes de Kuatep," Melto, I (L965), 44f.
6 Cf. the waiving of this ngil in BMAE 3, L2; and in BMAE 10, 15; a contract for the transfer

of a house; and Af; 15, 31, a marriage contract.
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17:9; Isa.47:12; question: Ps.78:19f .;2Ch.32:13f..;with'filay, "perhaps": Nu.22:11;
unreal condition: Jer. 13:23; but positive in Ex. 18:23; I K. 3:9). In 2 K. 16:5, for
example, we read: "they were not able to do battle with [the enemy]." We also find: "they
could not conquer it" (Isa. 7:l; cf..1 S. 17:9 ['rn ]; Nu. 22:ll l'frlayl); Jgs.2:14l'amaQl;
Josh. 7:12f. lqfim; cf. Ps. 18:39@ng. v. 38); 36:13(12),where qttm more likely means

"rise up"]); "they could not drive them out" (Dt.7:17; Josh. 15:63); "he could not see"

(etc.) (because he was blind: Gen. 48:L0; 1 S. 4:15; lK. l4:4; because it was dark: 1 S.

3:2; cf.. also Ps. 4O:13[12], describing suffering as a consequence of sin). Moses cannot

"carry the people" alone (Nu. ll:L4;Dt.1:9); because of his age he could not longer "go
out and come in" (Dt. 3L:2). The descendants of Abraham cannot be counted (Gen. 13:16;

cf. 15:5; both passages use conditional clauses). Jephthah cannot take back his vow (Jgs.

11:35). The king of Assyria boasts that no one can be saved from his hand (2K. 18:29

par. Isa. 36:14; the parallel in 2 Ch. 32:13-15 is more expansive: even the gods canot

save). The wicked are like a sea t}rat cannot rest (sa. 57:2O; ler. 49:23). Often human

impotence before God is stressed: when God has acted, Laban and Bethuel can do

nothing (Gen. 24:50). David cannot bring back his dead child (2 S. l2:?3). Job cannot

(stand) before God's majesty (Job 31:23, without inf.). Balaam cannot say anything
except what is put in his mouth by God (Nu. 22:18,37,38\. Cf. also 1 S. 6:20: "Who is

able to stand before Yahweh?" (the answer is "no one"). Ecclesiastes in particular

emphasizes human impotence: no one can make straight what God has made crooked
(Eccl. 7:13; cf. 1:15). "All things are full of weariness; no one can utter it" (1:8). No one

can find out the work of God (8:L7), and therefore no one can dispute with God (6:10).
lsa.47:LlstatesthatBabyloncannotavert(kprpiel,par.li'1e!"'tlah"rah)thethreatened
disaster. The idols ofBabylon "cannot save the burden" (Isa. 46:2). Gold cannot deliver
on the day of Yahweh's wrath (Ezk. 7:19;7nph. l:18).

We see another aspect of impotence when custom or tradition forbids something.

Jacob's sons cannot give their sister Dinah to be the wife of someone uncircumcised
(Gen. 34:14). The Egyptians cannot or may not eat with Hebrews (Gen.43:32). Because

of a vow, the other Israelites cannot give their daughters to a Benjaminite (Jgs. 2l:18).
Ruth's ga'el1 cannot redeem the field from Naomi because to do so would impair his
own inheritance (Ruth 4:6).

In a further specialuation,ya&o/becomes a legal term meaning "be permitted by law":
"you may not put a foreigter over you" as king (Dt. 17:15); a man who has two wives

"may not treat the son of the loved as first-born in preference to the son of the disliked"
(21:16); "you may not evade" the duty of restoring something lost by your neighbor
(22:3); "she shall be his wife and he may not put her away all his days" (22:19,29). Cf.
the cultic law in Dt. 12:17: one may not eat within the towns the tithe of grain or wine
or oil, but only before Yahweh in the sanctuary.

Cultic prohibitions use negated ydlgdl. T\e Israelites must not come up to Mt. Sinai
(Ex. 19:23); the Passover must not be sacrificed within any of the towns of the land (Dt.

16:5); someone who is unclean must not keep the Passover (Nu. 9:6); Joshua states that

7 -)\\ ga'al.
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the people cannot serve Yahweh, for he is a holy and jealous God, who will not forgive
their transgressions (Josh. 24:19); Moses cannot or must not see the face of God (Ex.
33:20); Moses could not enter the 'ohel m6'eS"because the cloud abode upon it, and the

lcabfl of Yahweh filled the tabernacle" (Ex. 40:35); cf. I K. 8:11: the priests could not
enter to minister because of the cloud, because the kabod of Yahweh filled the temple
(par. 2 Ch. 5:14; cf.7:2).

Ringgren

2. God. Theologically, the verb should be especially appropriate to the omnipotent
God of Israel; it is rarely so used, however, and then often in negative expressions: Nu.
14:1.6;Dt.9:28;2 Ch.32:14:, Job 42:2; Ps. 78:19f.; Jer. 18:6; 2O:7;44:22; Hab. 1:13. In
the 2 passages from the Pentateuch, Moses in his prayer supports the theory that the

nations might doubt God's omnipotence if Israel perished in the desert instead of entering
the promised land. In Jer. 44:22,God cannot bear the evil doings of his people; Habakkuk
states that his eyes are so pure that he cannot look on wrong. In the 2 Psalms passages

and in 2 Chronicles, God is the subject of a blasphemous statement casting doubt on his
omnipotence. Only in 3 passages doesydlldl appear in a positive context with God as its
subject: Jer. 18:6 underlines his omnipotence with the image of the potter, who can do
whatever he wants with his clay; in Jer.2O:7, he deceives and prevails over the prophet;
and according to Job 42:2, God can do all things and no purpose of his can be thwarted.

In the Aramaic portion of Daniel, God appears 4 times as the subject of ykl: 3:17,29;
4:34(37);6:21(20). The 6 passages where angels or human beings are the subject stress

that they can do nothing without God, not to speak of acting against him (2:10,27,47;
 :15[18]; 6:5[a]; 7:21)-EvenDaniel can interpret dreams only with God's help (5:16 Q).
The frequent use of ytl with God as subject, rare elsewhere, is characteristic of Daniel.

Soggin

3. Wthout Infinitive. Without an infinitive, yaf,d sometimes means "bear" or "en-
dure," sometimes "be superior," "prevail over." The former meaning is found in several
passages. God cannot endure "iniquity and solemn assembly" (Isa. 1:13). Neither can he

endure (par. szrhiphil) the haughty and arrogant (Ps. 101:5). According to Hos.8:5, the

Israelites cannot be pure by their own efforts(niqqdyrin as obj.). Jer. 38:5 says, "The king
can do nothing against you." Cf. also Job 42:2,mentioned above (ftaf.

The meaning "prevail" appears in the following passages: Gen. 30:8 (Rachel at the

naming of Naphtali: "I have wrestled with my sister, and have prevailed");.Gen.
32:261'251and Hos. l2:5@) (Jacob at the Jabbok, discussed below); Jer.2O:7 (discussed

above); lsa. 16:.12 ("when Moab comes to his sanctuary to pray, he will not prevail");
Ps.21.:12(ll) ("if they devise mischief, they will not prevail"); Ps. 13:5(4) (the enemy

says, "I have prevailed over him"); Nu. 13:30 (Caleb encourages the people, saying, "We
are well able to overcome it"); Jgs. 16:5 ("that we may bind him [Samson] to subdue

him"); Jer. 1:19 ("they shall not prevail against you"); Jer. 20:10 ("perhaps he will be

deceived, then we can overcome him"; cf. v. L1: "my persecutors will not succeed"); Jer.

38:22 (the women deported to Babylon lament: "Your trusted friends have deceived

lhisstfil you [the king of Judah] and prevailed against you"); Ob. 7 ('all your allies have
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deceived [n,i'hiphil] you [Edom] and prevailed against you"); Ps. 129:2 (enemies have

afflicted me, but "have not prevailed against me"); Est. 6:13 (Haman cannot prevail

against Mordecai).
Ringgren

4. Jacob.In Gen. 32:23-33(22-32), a nanative ascribed to J, the subject of. ykl in
v.26(25) is not God but a mysterious "man," who did not prevail against Jacob. This is

confirmed in v.29(?3) by the popular etymology of Jacob's new name "Israel."8 Hos.

l2:4b-5(3b-4) refers to tle "rn:anl'first as %l6him, 'God,'then as -'1xlD mal'a$ a

"messenger" or "angel," probably the earliest identification of the "man." Note, however,

the different prepositions ('e1 and ' eI) and the different v erbs (SarA and Sarar [or sw4 in

which case wayyasar should be readl); d. the discussions cited in the bibliography. We

need not devote space to the problems posed by the second verb.e While the text in Gen.

32:26(?5) is quite clear ("When the man saw that he did not prevail against Jacob, he

touched the hollow of his thigh . . ."), v. 29(28) is replete with problems. The usual

translation is: ". . . for you have striven with God [or "gods"] and with men, and have

prevailed." A different translation is possible, however: ". . . for you have striven with

God [or 
.,gods"]-indeed, you have prevailed over men." This rendering, reading the

waw iny,r im as asseverative, is supported by Coote, although the verb at the end of the

clause with l,yal"-consecutive is peculiar. Another possibility would be to delete "with
men," but this would yield a lectio facilior

In any case, the meaning of our verb in this context is clear: on one occasion a human

being strove with a divine being and prevailed. It need not concem us whether the divine

being was a form of - )R 'elro or some other divine being, as suggested already by

Hosea. What is important is that, although Jacob did not finally emerge victorious, he

nevertheless was able in some measure to impose his will on his opponent. Of course

this bald statement could not be allowed to stand: the divine being becomes a human

"man" in J; and in Hosea, who was probably closest to the oiiginal tradition, the entire

episode is a further sign of the sin of Jacob, which lives on in the sin of Israel.
Soggin

5. Qumran. In the Dead Sea scrolls, yH occurs some 10 times (to the extent that the

texts are intact), only negated. It appears in statements representing the anthropology of
the Essenes at Qumran. By themselves, human beings are not able (ykl) to perform any

actions: to understand God's glory (1QS 11:20), to tell of his wonders (1QH 11:24), to

stand before him (lQH 7:29),to guide their own steps (1QH 15:13,14,21).The express-

ion lw' ykl becomes the term for human impotence as God's creatures.
Fabry

8 + )91!rr yigrd'el.
e lba.
10 Eissfeldt.
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1ll yaua;11.t, yete!; itl'l1 ya&n; nnl2 yaFdfrt;1,?l ya@;nirfta firdfut

c-ontents: 1. Etymology, occurrences, Meaning; 2. Birth and Descendans in or rheology; 3.
Genealogies; 4. Verb with God as Subjec-t; 5.yeled mdyalt!;6. Figurative Usage; T. eumran.

t. Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning. The root *wld (Akk. wahdu alongside later
aladq Arab. and Ethiop. walada'1is apiously attested in the Semitic languages,l mostly
as y/d (syr. ile!). The basic meaning, "bring forth (children)," is universal; its variants
in the corresponding verbal stems are roughly the same.

The verb (including the piel ptcp.) occurs 492 times in the or, most often in the qal
and hiphil. It is relatively most frequent in Genesis and Chronicles, where it is found
primarily in genealogies and in the patriarchal narratives of Genesis. The detailed
dishibution is as follows:2 Genesis, 170; 1 Chronicles, 117; Isaiah, 23; Jeremiah,22;
Exodus and Job, 15; Ruth, 14. Of the occurenoes, 237 arc in qal (90 in Genesis,26 in
1 chronicles,LT tn Jeremiah, 15 in Isaiah), 38 in the niphal (10 in 1 chronicles, T in
Genesis), 10 in the piel (8 in Exodus,2 in Genesis),27 inthe pual (11 in Genesis), 176
in the hiphil (80 in 1 chronicles, 59 in Genesis, 9 in Ruth, 6 in Isaiah), 3 in the hophal
(Gen. 40:20; Ezk.16:4f..), and I in hithpael (Nu. 1:18).

Nouns derived ftomyld include tfih["child" (Gen. tl:30);yelS,.child, boy,,(89
times);yaldt, "girl" (3 times'1;yah/fr1" "youth" Q times);yillfr,,.born,, (5 times);yali/,

_ y!W: F. Btichsel, "1evuitrr," TDM 1,67G75; M. David, Die Adoption im altbabylonischen
Recht. Leipiger rechgwissenschaftliche sudien, 23 (1927); H. Donner, "Adoption oder
Legitimation?" OrAnt, 8 (1969), 87-tl9; G. R. Driver and J. C. Miles, IIre Babylonian Laws, I
(Odord, 21956); K. Galling, "Goliath und seine Riistung,,, Volune de Congrds, Gin?ve 1965. SW,
15 (1966), 150-169; P. Humbert, "yahv6 dieu g6niteur?" Asiatbche sntdien, rg/lg (1965), vt7-
251; B. Jacob, Der Pentateuch (r*ipzrg, 1905); E. Jenni, Das hebriiische piel (btrich,'196g);
J. Kiihlewein, "1r' jtd gebercn," THAi 1,732-36; T. kscow, "Das Geburtsmotiv in den messi-
anischen weissagungen bei Jesaja und Micha," zAW 79 (1967), 172-207; E. upifski, "tr r6cit
de 1 Rois XII 1-19 i la lumi0re de l'ancien usage de l'h6breu et de nouveaux textis de Mari," W,
24(L974),43O-37; E. C. B. Maclaurin,'ANAK/'ANAE," W L5 (1965), 48-474;A. Malamat,
"organs of Statecraft in the Israelite Monarchy," BA,z8(1965),34-65 (repr. in E. F. campbell and
D. N. Freedman , d., BA Reader,III [Garden City, 1970], 163-19g); idery *Kngship and Council
in Israel and Sumer: A Parallel,""IifES, 22 (1963),247-?53; p. D. Miller, Jr.,,,yiledinthe Song of
Lame*h," JBL 85 (1966), 477f.; G. Sauer, "Bemerkungen zu 1965 edierten ugaritischen TextJn,"
ZDMG, 116 (1966), 235-24L; J. Scharbert, "Der Sinn der Toledot-Formel in der Priesterschrift,"
wort4ebot4laaDe. Festschrift w. Eichrodt. ATLANT,59 (1970),45-56; R. de vaux, Anclsr;
P. Wemberg-Mgller, "The Contribution of. the Hodayo, to Biblical Textual Criticism," 2?r/2,s,
4 G9e), 133'175; P. Weimar, "Die Toledot-Formel in der priesterschriftlichen Geschichtsdarstel-

\yrpi' B-2, N.s. 18 (1974), 65-93; F. Willesen, "The Yalid in Hebrew Society," StTh tZ (1958),
t92-210.

I KBL3.
2 Kiihlewein,732f.
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"son" (13 times); bdA, "birth- (4 times); mal4el "descendants" (22 times); t^l"d6l,

"offspring, generation" (39 times); the personal names "htW (father of Jehoshaphat;

2 S. 8:16, etc.) and n^hd (l At 2:29); and the toponyms m^lild (Josh. 15:26, etc') and

fitad (L Ch. 4:29) or 'elt^lid (Josh. 15:30; 19:4), which means "place of prayer for a

child."3 The following forms are found in the Dead Sea scrolls: yAkd 6 times); ydltrj
(5 times); bdn OQH37; cf.let 13:21); mdladm (4 times); tal"d6! (8 times).

The IXX translates as follows (in order of frequency): qal: tilaei4 genndn, gi(g)nes'

thai, genrut6s (gtnailc6s), tikna poiei4 telotopoiei4 paidion, toket6s mitEr; niphal:

tiktein, genndn passive, gi(g)nesthai, ap6gonos e{twi, gdntdsis, genndtds,' pual:

apilgonos genndn, ttbeinpassive, gl(g)nesthai;hiphil: genruin, gi(g)nesthai" (ek\tiktein,

teknopoiein; hophal: tiktein passive, ginesos; hithpael: epaxonein (episWptein) katd

gdnesin; yele/: pais, hui6s, paidfon, paiddrion, t€knory ncanias, neanbkos, drs(rpn,

ne6teros, n(epss6s;yald6: pais, pai.disl<E, kordsion;yillil: gewtdn, tilaein; ydli/: hui6s,

ildg)gonos, gened; + bAt: oil<ogenis; lEdi: t6las, tiktein; yal"lfr1: (ek)gennda ne6tEs;

m6ledet: gi(g)nesthai; +'ereg: patris, ginesis, genedS syng€neia; + bAE: endogenis; +

'abtkai homopdtrios, phyl6; t6l"l61: gCnesis, syngineia" gened.

In line with the basic meaning "bring forth," the qal is used with a male subject in

genealogies (Genesis, 1 chronicles), but also in Prov. 17:21;23:22,24; in these instances

it means "beget." Since, however, the causative hiphil was available for the meaning

"beget," the qal with the meaning "bear" is rcserved for women, as Jer. 30:6 suggests.

Animals can also be the subject of yld(Gen.30:39; 31:8; Job 39:1f.; Jer. 14:5; Ezk.3l:6;
also Jer. 1.7:1L [the partridge, which lays eggs]); this usage expresses an element that

human beings and beasts have in common. The qal and hiphil are also used figuratively.

The niphal and pual function as passives to the qal, meaning "be born." In the construc-

tion "N was born to (/') A.," the niphal appears in Gen. 4:18;21:5; Nu. 26:60 with 'e1

before the name of the son; this probably sigrifies an impersonal construction,4 em-

phasizing the relationship between father and son. The piel means "assist at birth" (Ex.

1.: 16);5 its participle came to mean 'midwife' @x. 1:15). The hophal is represented only

by the infinitive in the expression "day of birth." The hithpael means "gain recogtition

by having onself entered in the genealogical registers."0

2. Birth and Descendants in OT Theology. For Israel, the patriarchal period is

dominated by the motifs of land and offspring, which are accented variously by the

different strata of the Pentateuch. While J stresses the theme of the land, E emphasizes

the people. The Yahwist, to whom recent scholarship ascribes a substantial portion of the

pre-P texts of Genesis, reshapes the traditions concerning the patriarchs into a family

history, in which procreation and birth play an essential role. In these processes J already

3 G. R. Driver, "Problems of the Hebrew Text and language," Altesumerxlicle Studien.

Festschrifi F. Ndtschen 884 1 (1950),58f.
4 KBL3,97b.
5 Jenni,210f.
6 KBLZ.
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sees Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob/Israel, the representatives of related tibes looking for a
place to settle, as constituting a sacral lineage that merges into the people oflsrael through
the twelve sons of Jacob. In them is fulfilled the divine promise of descendants, a promise
developed also by P and other late strata along with the promise of the land. God's
promise of (many) descendants, fulfilled in their birth, is probably a heritage from the
earliest nomadic history of Israel as attested in the pafiarchal nanatives. It is not limited
to regions settled by seminomads. In the Ugaritic legend of Keret, King Keret, having
lost wives and children and then taken a mate according to El's counsel, receives El's
promise: "She will bear you seven sons,"7 and "she will bear you a daughter.,,S The
promise is fulfilled.

Schreiner

Also,y/d appears some 40 times in ugaritic with the meaning "bear," in the causative
"beget."e It refers both to the realm of the gods ('Anat bears Ba'al an ox.10 the wives of
El bear attractive deitiesll) and to the human world (a son is born to Keretl2 and to
Danell3).

Botterweck

In addition to the birth of the patriarchs (Isaac: Gen.2l; Ishmael: Gen. L6; Jacob and
Esau: Gen. 25:19-26; the sons of Jacob: Gen. 29f.), the birth of deliverers (Moses: Ex.
2:l-10; Samson: Jgs. 13; Samuel: 1 S. 1) can be variously emphasized and traced to
Yahweh's will. The savior belonging to the Davidic dynastic (Isa. 9:5f.[Eng. w. 6f.]) and
the son of. the 'alma (sa. 7:14) are also born in response to God's word and act. Thus
God guides the history of the nation as it continues and develops. At the same time, the
fate of the individual shows that it is ultimately God who bestows life. It is true that the
OT depicts procreation and birth quite straightforwardly as purely human activities, in
contrast, for example, to the divine origin of the king described by the royal ideology of
the ancient Near East.la But it is well known that human birth is also God's gift and a
demonstration of his favor. P describes it as the result of divine blessing (Gen. 1:28;
5:1-3).

In the pre-P strata this conception finds nvo forms of expression: in the interpretation
of names and in the motif of the patriarch's barren wife. Eve says, "I have gotten a man
with the help of Yahweh" (Gen.4:1) and "God has appointed forme anotherchild instead
of Abel" (:25). [n the names they give their children, Jacob's wives proclaim that
Yahweh has seen their misery and heard their prayer, that God has brought justice,

7 KT(J, 1.15 u, 13.
8lbid.,lll,7tr.
e WIJS, no.1166; UT,no.1097.
to I<T(J,1.10 III, 21.
tt KTIJ, 1.23,58tr.
72 Kr[J, l.l4lll,43.
t3 KT[J, l.l7 ll, 14.
la Cf. 4 below.
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bestowed riches and reward, and taken away their shame (Gen. 29:31.-30:24). Sarah

(Gen. 16:1) and Rachel (30:l-7,22-24), both barren-a reproach (30:23) or even a divine
punishment (20:l7f.lgive birth only when Yahweh speaks his effective word or God
remembers them. In the case of such a birth, God's intervention is plain to see: it is a
sacral event of history. The Deuteronomistic history interprets the birth of Samson (Jgs.

l3:2f..) and Samuel (1 S. 1:5,17) similarly (cf. Lk. l:7,L3).In this context, the formula
"she conceived and bore N" (Gen. 4:L, etc.) takes on special significance (Jgs. 13:3-7;
I S . 2:2L); it occupies a central place in the firlfillment of God 's promise (Gen. 2l:2; 2 K.
4:L7) and, in a different form, in the promise itself (Gen. 1.6:1.1,; Isa. 7:L4; cf.. also Lk.
l:31).

Schreiner

In Hos. l:2, the prophet is to take a prostitute as his wife and with her beget yal"/A
f,nfintm, because Israel has committed harlotry forsaking Yahweh and following Ba'al.
The names of the children-Jezreel, Not pitied, and Not my people (w. 4,6,9|--sym-
bolize concretely Israel's sin and Yahweh's judgment. At the nadir of his prophetic
ministry Jeremiah curses the day of his birth (Jer. 75:lO;20:14; cf. Job 3:3).

Botterweck

3. Genealogies. Various stems (qal, hiphil, niphal, pual) of. yld oe*w most often in
genealogies, especially in Genesis and I Chronicles. P uses the hiphil for "beget"; the
pre-P material, introduced at the earliest by the Yahwist, also uses the qal in this sense.

The variation does not support the conclusion that the hiphil "desigtates the true physical
father and progenitor," whereas the qal "evades or avoids any guarantee of actual

fatherhood and legitimacy."ls The hiphil seems to be prefened in vertical genealogies

traced from father through son, grandson, etc. (Gen. 5; Ruth 4:18-22); the qal, in
horizontal genealogies that attempt to list all the offspring of a pahiarch (cf. Gen. 10;

22:20-Vl).In the present form of the text, the latter are structurally hybrid. They may be
introduced by a passive ("A was born to B": Gen. 4:18; 10:1; etc.), list offspring ("the
sons of C are": Gen. l0:22f.; etc.), and include matriarchs ("D bore E": Gen. 22:20tr.;
etc.); they are intended to express relationships between tribes and clans. Vertical
genealogies trace the line of descent from the patriarch to an important descendant (Gen.

5; 6:10; ll:10-27). Both may be used for historical purposes, especially when expanded
by the interpolation of narrative elements. It is an open question whether they were
"circles of narratives"l6 that developed out of them or ancient materials linked by means
of genealogical traditions.

P uses the term tdl"d6!, "generations," "begettings," in combination with the
genealogies in the sense of "tribal histor!," as a structural signal that the sacral history
leading up to the people of Israel is being dealt with. Especially frequent in the Creation
Narrative and the story of Jacob, the formula 'elleh tdPddl expresses the fact that both

Jacob.
C. Westermann,Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 12.
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standwithin God'sblessing,whichfindsexpression in fertility and increase.lTThe import
of Gen. 2:4a is: "This sums up the 'genealogy' . . . of heaven and earth, after they were
created"; "heaven and earth" are, as it were, the pahiarchal ancestor, and the t6l"g61 are
the creatures formed during the seven days of creation. Thus any theogony or divine
cosmogony that views creation as an act of begetting and birth is rejected, and the
relationship existing among all creatures is emphasized.l8

4. Verb with God as Subject. Begettings and births of deities like those recorded
(sometimes in coarse detail) in Ugaritic mythologyle are foreign to Yahwism; according
to the or, Yahweh has neither mate nor children. The few passages (Dt. 32:[15],lg; ps.
2:7;l'XX 110:3[LXX 109:3]) in which God appears as subject ofy/d must be interpreted
figuratively against a mythological background.2o This is shown by the fact that Dt. 32: 18
takes s04 "rock," as its subject (cf, also Jer. 2:27), andin Ps. 2:7 yahweh says during the
enthronement of the king: "Tbday I have begotten you." The MT of ps. 110:3 is pointed
asyaP/u1eyl=<4 "your youth," blurring the mythological image. The king is not a son of
Yahweh physically, nor even formally adopted by him.2r His special relationship to and
legitimation by Godz are declared by allusion to the formulary of adoption, of which
the OT says nothing in narrative, law, or heaty: "You are my son,, (ps. 2:7;cf.25.7:14;
Ps. 89:27[26]); "I will make the nations your heritage, and the ends of the earth your
possession" (Ps. 2:8;.zr

Schreiner

Boecker, however,z maintains that Ps. 2:7 and2S.7:14do refer to the institution of
adoption. Precisely because there is no other evidence for this institution in the OT, the
statement nPs2:7 in which God installs the Davidic king in office by declaring him to
be his son attracts special attention for ears attuned to the language of the oT though
its use of this unusual legal form.

Botterweck

The or has even less to say about the human race in general being the physical
offspring of God. Isa. 66:9 (yld hiphil) says only that Yahweh "causes to bring forth,"
opening the womb. The same is probably true of lQSa 2:11.2s And Gen. 5:3 together

Weimar,92f.
Scharbert, 53-56.
Esp. in I(IU, 1.28, but also in the Ba'al texts:.1(71l, t.5 Y,22; 1.15 [I, 5; and the hymn to

Nikkal: KTU, 1.71,5.
20 Humbert,250.
zt _1a ben.
22 Donner,113f.
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23 Cf. CH gg 4f. and the treaties cited by David.
24_ H. J. Boecker, "Anmerkungen zur Adoption im N,- ZAW f5 (1974),86-89, esp. g9.
25 See, however, D. Barth6lemy and J. T. Milik, eumran Cave I. bJD, i 1teSg, 117; J. Maier,

Die Texte vom Toten Meer (Munich, 1960), [ 158.
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with 1:26 makes it clear that the human "likeness to God" is transmitted through ordinary
procreation.26

5.yeleQ andydlfl.They"hdim whose counsel Rehoboam follows (1 K. 12:L-19) are

not children but-as the IXX (sfntrophoi)shows-friends who have grown up with him
or possibly an institution contrasting with the "elders (of Israel)," comprising the royal
princes.2T The reference in Gen. 4;?3 may also be to young men or warriors. It is
theologically significant that Jer. 3L:20 rcfers to Ephraim as Yahweh's favorite child, and

that Ezr. 10:1; Neh. 12:43 include women and children in the congregation of Yahweh.
Like Bab. [wlilid bttiryx the yW bayit is a "homeborn" slave, required by Gen. 17

to be circumcised. This group of dependents ("retainers") could have special duties, e.g.,
military service (Gen. 14:14). The "children of Anak" (Nu.13:22,28; Josh. 15:14; cf. Dt.
9:2) afi the "children of Raphah" (25.21:16,18) are probably such a "troop." ler.2:14
denies that Israel is a slave or a homeborn servant of Yahweh, and is therefore not totally
within his care and protection.

6. Figurative Usage. Sometimes the basic meaning "bring forth" appears in figurative
usage: the wicked bring forth lies @s. 7:15$41), mischief and evil (Job 15:35), and that
which does not endure ("straw," Isa. 33:11). The proverbial pain of those "giving birth"
is cited in similes (Isa. 13:8; Jer. 22:23;Mic.4:9f.; etc.; 1QH 3:7,11;5:31). Finally, when
the city of Jerusalem (Zion) gives birth (Isa. 51.:18; 66:7), the people's increase through
God's grace is both image and reality.

Schreiner

7 . Qumran. In the Dead Sea scrolls, yld appearc some 16 times, ylwd 5 times (4 in
1QH), and twldwtS times (4 in 1QS). TheverbyA appeas in various contexts (bearing
children: CD 7:7;19:3; cattle grving birth on the Sabbath: CD 11:13; God's bringing
forth the Messiah: lQSa 2:11; birth pangs as a sign of the end: lQH 5:31), but ylwd is
limited to the phraseylwd'5h "born of woman," referring to the creaturely vulnerability
of human beings (cf. Sir. 10:18: genn8masin gynaikdu Matt. 1l:11,: gewatoi gynaikin).
The noun twldwt usually refers to human generations (1QS 3:13; 4:15), the generations
of Israel (CD 4:5), or the generations of the Qumrancommunity (1QM 3:141'5:l;10:14).
In a more general sense, however, it can also mean "origin" (of truth or wickedness, LQS
3:19).

Botterweck

Cf. EnEl l, tst.i AO72, 109.
Malamat.
Driver-Miles, 222.
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l), yu,lli yur;nll; y"um

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Meaning, Occurrences. II. Original Usage: 1. Death and
Catastrophe; 2. Communal Day of Prayer. III. Prophetic Usage: 1. Judgment against Foreign
Nations; 2. Judgment against Israel.

I. l. Etymology. The root yll, both verb and noun, occurs in various Semitic
languages (Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic). It is also closely related to Arab. walwala and
Amhar. wailawa, "wail" (cf. waile, "alas!"; walale, "cry of pain"). There is a possible
occurrence in Neo-Punic,l but no immediate analog in Akkadian2 or ugaritic. The
phonetic similarity to Gk. ololfm or alaldza (cf. Lat. ululo) neednot indicate etymologi-
cal relationship: it is probably due primarily to the often-suggested onomatopoetic nature
of the root. This probably accounts also for the similarity to - ))!t ft/I II: if the latter
originally designated peals ofjoy, y// denotes exactly the opposite, a shrill scream of
agony.

The verb appears 30 times (always in the hiphil); ylEl x,anrs oncn, y"hl6 5 times.

2. Meaning, Occurrences. The verb y// is usually translated ..wail, lament.', This
rendering seems appropriate for the polished language of the postbiblical period-Mid-
dle Hebrew, together with contemporary Syriac and Aramaic documents. For the biblical
period, however, it must be clear that we are dealing with an extraordinary phenomenon:
an inarticulate, shattering scream such as is found in primitive funerary laments3 and in
the face of sudden catastrophe.

The related root '// Il,a i1s derived interjection 'aPlay, "woe is me!" (similar to Amhar.
'alle, Al<k. alh, and Egyp. Aram. atlali), and the associated root'll II (if the single
occurrence in Joel 1:8 is not to be emended to a form of y//s) all belong to the same
semantic field.

Semantically related words include above u11 - p9l z'q (e.E- Isa. 14:31; 15:4f.; Jer.
25:34; 47:2; 48:20,31; Ezk.2l:L7lEng. v. 121; Hos. 7:14; cf. t'dq6 [Isa. 15:8]) and its

y//. A. Baumann, "Urrolle und Fasttag," zAI4i 80 (1968), 3 5o-373; H. w Heidland, "6Lo),ri(or,"
TDNT, V, 173f.;H. Jahnow, Das hebriiische Leichenlied im Rahmen der Volksdichnng. BZAIV,
36(1923),2-57;W. laruen,Mouming Cry andWoe Oracle. BZAW 125 (1972),89f.; E. peterson,
"&l,n\nla," TDNT, l, 227t.; M. Saebo, Sacharja 9-14. WMAN| 34 (1969), 229-233;
H. Mldberger, Jesaja. BK, X/2 (L978),514; H. W. Woltr, "Der Aufruf zur Volksklage,,, ZAW
76 (1964),48-56 = GSAT. ThB,22 Cr973),392401.I KAI,l6t,2.

,z 'Ilte ahlu, "work cry" "work song," cited by KBLs and its derivatives belong with - ))ir
hilt.

,1 Jahnow,40.
4 Cf.KBL3.
s Cf. H. W. Wolff, ,/oel and Amos. Herm. (Eng. trans. 1977), in loc.
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variant f '{ (e.8., Isa. 65:14; cf. s"'aqd fJer.25:36;48:3;Zeph.1:10]), - TDD spd (e.9.,

Jer.4:8;49:3; Joel 1:L3; Mic. 1:8; cf. mispod [Mic. 1:8]); - hN 'df,all'abhatl(e.g.,
Joel 1:1.0; Mic. 1:8), and other terms denoting mourning customs such as putting on Saq

shaving the head, and covering oneself with ashes. The occasion evoking lamentation is

describedbymeansof-?TU tdd(e.g.,lsa.23:1,14;Jer.25:36;48:20;49:3;JoelL:10;
Zec. ll:2f.) and similar words denoting destruction and devastation. This observation

confirms the usage described above. In Isa. 65:14, rnn is used as an antonym ofy//.
The only occurrence of y"lEl, DL.32:10, is unrelated to the other occurrences of the

root in both form and content and poses substantial problems of interpretation. What is

clear is that the word describes the horror of the desert. The various translations proposed

("auditory hallucinations," "howling of wild beasts") are not really convincing; the text

is very possibly corrupt.
The occurren ces of. f ldli, by contrast, are all in the same semantic realm as the verb;

this is underlined by the observation that 1r lald always appears in immediate conjunction
with verbal forms of y/I (compare Isa. 15 :8 with 15 :2f .; Jerr 25 :36 with 25:34; Znph. l:lo
with 1:1L; Ze*.ll:3 with 11:2).

Isa. 52:5 should be dropped from the list of occunences of the verb yll; the verb here

is a formof ft//III.6Joel L:8 should probablybe added; the original textlikely rcadh€hh,
as in Joel l:5,11,13.7 The proposed inclusion of tf tdhl€nfr in Ps. 137:3 as an additional

ocsurrence is to be rejected.
The LXX translates yll and its derivatives primarily by means of olo$zn (18 times)

or ololygm6s (nvice) (throughout Isaiah; Jer.48:2O,31[IXX 3l:20,31]; Ezk. Zl:l7lBng.
v. 121; Hos. 7:14; Am.8:3;7*c.ll:2),5 times by means of a/aldzt (ler.4:8;25:34[LXX
32:341;47:2129:21; a9:3[30:19]) or alalagm6s (Jer.25:36[32:36]), and 7 times by means

of threni (Jer. 51:8[28:8]; Joel 1:5,[8],11,L3; Mic. 1:8; Z,eph. L:ll; Z,ec. ll:3\. The
meaning described above is confirmed above by Ezk 3O:2, where y// is translated by the

lamento', o'. The verb olo$zd is used almost exclusively to translatey//, whereas alalda
(representing the hiphil of rw) and even more thren6 (above all for the pilpel of qyn)

are more widely used for other purposes.

II. Original Usage.
L Death and Catastruphe. From the preceding discussion, one would expect to find

yll andy"lnld primarily in the context of lament for the dead. Strangely enough, however,

the root.appears only in prophetic texts (with the exception of the single occurrence of

flal in Dt. 32:10, which probably involves another roots). In the few accounts of
mourning for departed individuals there is no occurrence of ylL Neither does it occur in
similar contexts in the prophetic books. This observation demands explanation, although
the lack of direct evidence makes any theory hypothetical. In fact, yII appears not to have

been a term commonly used for lamenting the dead; it must have had a specialized usage.

KBL3.
See above.
See I.2 above.
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It has often been noted that the OT is much more retic€nt about mourning rites than
the rest of the ancient Near East. This is due to theological reservations about many
manifestations of the cult of the dead. Now in Hos. 7:14, yll occurs in a context where

it denotes a form of idolatry that Israel should avoid. This might explain why y// does

not appear in OT accounts describing mourning for individuals.
There is more involved, however. Later Judaism, though having fewer reservations

about the funerary customs of its neighbors, made hardly any use of the root y// in this
context. In the prophetic books the root always appears in contexts involving major
catastrophes affecting a whole land or people, whether Israel or some other nation. Is
this perhaps what distinguishesy/Hts use only when the entire community is affected,
not just an individual? If so, it would never have been part of normal lamentation for the
dead, because it expresses affliction in the face of unimaginable catastrophe, moving
everyone to pity. The very use of y// would then suggest the ultimate degree of
lamentation, an extraordinary wail of agony.

2.CommunalDayof Prayer. The extraordinary natureof thislamentation wouldallow
yll to sigralize total catastrophe. [n such situations it was important to assemble all the
people, the entire community affected, as quickly as possible in order that they might
jointly make a final effort to obtain the aid of the deity and thus avert disaster. The term
"@mmunal lament" has come to desigrate such assemblies in Judah. Since, however,
their purpose was not merely to lament the disaster at hand but above all to avert
catastrophe through prayer, the term "@mmunal day of prayer" would be more accurate
and will be used in the following discussion.

Wolffwas the first to point out that therc were fixed rhetorical forms for the opening
phase ofsuch a day ofprayer; they have been preserved in the prophetic books, but must

have been usable originally without the participation of prophets. In the context of this
"summons to lament" the rooty/Iplays a crucial role: it appears in 8 of the 11 texts Wolff
assemblestodefinethisgenre(Isa.1.4:3L;23:'1.-141'ler.25',341,49:3;E2k.21,:t7$2);Joel
1:5-14; 7*ph. 1.:lL;Z.ec. ll:2; absent only in lsa.32:lL-14; let 6:2,6; and-significant-
ly-in 2 S. L:24, a lament for a departed individual). It appears also in 4 of the 8 texts
Wolff cites as partial example (Isa. L3:6; Jer. 4:8; 51:8; Ezk. 3O:2f.; absent n Jer.7:29;
22:10,20; and-again a lament for an individuaL2 S. 3:31). The root y// is thus one of
the most regular elements of the "summons to communal lament."

Taking the term "communal lament" as his point of departure, Wolff examined the
genre to determine whether it involved elements of lamentation for the dead. This is
indeed the case, as he showed convincingly. But more is involved than an expression of
grief or pain over the disaster. The "summons to communal lament" serves primarily to
introduce the "@mmunal lamentation" that follows.

This sigralizing purpose appears, for instance, in the motivation (introduced by ti)
for lamentation, which almost always follows the "summons to lament." Visual signals

were also addressed to those who were not yet informed: torn clothing, .fa4, ashes

sprinkled on the head, etc. Above all, however, there were auditory signals that could
not be missed: weeping, wailing, the sounding of the lament (spd). But shrill, earthshak-
ing keening, y'hl4 was probably the first thing to catch attention, followed perhaps by
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the sound of.the Sdptu, which appears in conjunction with yII in Jer. 4:5; loelZ:l;7nph.
L:16.

The course of events may be pictured somewhat as follows. First the catashophic

occasion was recogrized through some circumstance as being imminent or already at

hand. Then individuals would begin to lament and observe the customs of mourning,

attracting the attention of others. Their questions would evoke the motivation just

mentioned, conveyed in short, abrupt sentences, describing the disaster that had come to

pass (often expressed by means of Jdd; cf..lsa.23:L,1.4;ler.?5:36;48:20;49:3;7**.l1:3)
or was coming (often expressed by means of forms of bw'; cf. Isa. 13:6;'l'4:37;23:1).
As a result, the populace would assemble at their sanctuary or some other appropriate

spot. In this context, Wolffmakes the interestingobservation that the impv. hAhl["wail,"
is usually addressed to specific groups. This chimes completely with the situation during

the opening phase of a communal day of prayer: as a rule, it was impossible to address

the entire populace immediately but only a portion, whose first task was to spread the

news of the catastrophe by summoning the rest to a day of communal prayer. This is
clearly the situation behind Joel 1, where first the sleeping drunkards are awakened (v.5),
then another group (v. 8; probably not specilied because of textual comrption, as

discussed in the comms.), and finally the vinedressers (v. LL) and priests (v. 13). In Zeph'

1: 1.0f., the same situation is reflected in the naming of places in Jerusalem.

This discussion should make it clear that y// has a substantial range of usage in the

"summons to communal lament." It is also reasonable to assume that most of the

instances not included by Wolff have their original Sia im Leben here. This holds above

all for the occurrences of. f hh in Isa. 15:8; Jer. 25:36; Z,eph. 1.:lO; Ze*. L'1.:3; but also

the occurrences of the verb in Isa. 15:2f.; 16:7; Jet. 47:2;48:20,31,39; Am. 8:3; Mic. 1:8

seem to fit in this context. ThusyII appears to be a characteristic word for the initial phase

of a communal day of prayer. This may also explain the relative rarity of the root: it
denotes something truly extraordinary.

III. Prophetic Usage.
l.ludgmentagainstForeignNatians. The originalusage, still discernible inprophetic

texts, must be distinguished from the special usage of the prophets. Their purpose is to
proclaim judgment. This purpose can be well served by usingy// to describe a catastrophe

or even by employing the forms associated with a "summons to communal lament" in
direct address, thus involving the listenen immediately in a catastrophic sinration.

The root appears primarily in proclamations of judgment against forergn nations,

above all in the so-called "oracles against the nations." Is it that yII was more to be

expec,ted in the case of foreigr nations, familiarwith the cult of the dead, than in the case

of Israel? Or do we find an echo of treaty language like that of an eighth+entury Aramaic
treaty,e which threatens f lnlt instead of the music of the harp if the treaty is broken? In
any case, there are 19 occurrences of the verb or f lal6 in the context ofjudgment against

foreigr nations.

e KN,222A,30.
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Several entities are threatened with '\uailing": all the nations (Jer. 25:34,36), Babylon
(Isa. 13:6; Jer. 51:8), Egypt @zk. 30:2), the Philistines (Isa.14:31; Jer. 47:2), Moab (Isa.
l5:2f.,8; '/..6:7; Jer. 48:20,31,39), Ammon (Jer. 49:3), Tlre (Isa. 23:1,6,14). Sometimes
particular representatives of the people in question are addressed, e.g., the "shepherds"
(i.e., leaders: Jer. 25:34), or particular cities (Jer. 49:3); a foe may be introduced in
symbolic terms (Isa. 23:1,6,14).

The threats of judgment are pronounced by the prophets in the name of Yahweh, even
though not usually in the immediate context of the threat of wailing. In Isa. 13:6; Ezk.
30:2, the judgment is referred to explicitly as the "day of Yahweh."lo It is always
assumed, however, that those addressed are to seek refuge not in Yahweh but with their
own gods (cf., e.g., Isa. 15:2). This means that from the standpoint of the prophet these
nations have no chance, even if in face of imminent catastrophe they assemble for a kind
of day of prayer and call upon their gods. Fundamentally, then, there is a note of irony
in the summons to foreign nations to "wail": all their crying will be to no avail.

2. Judgment against Israel. There are 15 passages where Israel is threatened with
"wailing" (9 if we do not count repetitions in the same section). But the motivation is
sometimes entirely different than in the case of foreign nations. In Isa. 65:14; Hos. 7:14,
for example, it is the idolatry of the people that will lead to catastrophe. Hos. 7:13-15
contrasts right with wrong conduct toward Yahweh: here y// appears primarily as a sign
of idolatry.tt In Isa. 65:L3-L5, the fate of those who have remained faithful is contrasted
with the fate of those who have fallen away. Such a charge of idolatry obviously makes
sense only in the case of the people of Yahweh.

In the case of Israel, too, particular representatives may be addressed,t2 e.g., the
"shepherds" (Znc. ll:3) or princes (Ezk. 2l:l7ll2l), as may symbolic figures (Ze c. ll:2).
As we have already seen,l3 the call to "wail" can be addressed sequentially to various
gronps among the people (Joel 1:5,[8],11,13) orvarious areas of the city (Zeph.1:10f.).
Am. 8:3 probably refers to female singers (iard) who are to break forth in lamentation
instead of their usual songs.la

It is obvious that the threats of judgment spoken by the prophets against their own
nation should be uttered in the name of Yahweh, in Jer. 4:8 with explicit reference to
Yahweh's wrath. Unlike the oracles against the foreign nations, however, these threats
express a conscious solidarity of the prophet with those addressed. This finds explicit
expression in Ezk. 2l:L7(12'); Mic. 1:8, where the prophet calls upon himself to begin
the lament, thus involving himself in the imminent catastrophe. Here we see that threats
of judgment against Israel have a function fundamentally different from that of oracles
against the nations. In the latter, the coming catastrophe is irreversible; in the former,
there is always the chance for repentance. By identifying himself with those who lead

-d1r ydm.
Cf. II.1 above.
See III.1 above.
See II.2 above.
Cf. the comms.
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the lamentation, the prophet calls his people to communal lament. If they then assemble

for a communal day of prayer, there is still hope for change.
Bawnann

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit. III. OT: 1

Geographical Names; 2. Neutral Usage; 3. Mythology; 4. Tte Exodus; 5. Jonah; 6. Tlre; 7. Idioms;

8. Summary. IV. 1. IJ(X;2. Qumran. V. The Bronze Sea.

I. Etymolory. Heb. ydm (< yamm\ conesponds etymologically tolJgar. ytq Phoen.

ym, and Aram.yam(na). Al<k.ydmir is a West Semitic loanwoard. The normal word for
"sea" in Akkadianistdmru (earher tifimtu), corresponding to Heb. - E'lilh f,hdm. Arabic
wes bal.tr; cf. Ethiop. bahr Arab. yamm appears already in the Koran (for the Red Sea

and the Nile), but is nevertheless to be considered an Aramaic loanword.2 Egyp. im and

Copt. eiom are likewise Semitic loanwords.3

III. Ancient Near East. l. Egypt. The native Egyptian term for "sea" iswj/ wri "the
great green";a from the New Kingdom on, the Semitic loanword iz is also found.
Egyptian religion also speaks of the primal o@an, nnx; Nun, the cosmic sea from which
the creator-god came forth at the beginning, which still surrounds the world, and from
which the sun emerges every morning;s it is embodied by the Nile.6 There is no clear
distinction between the sea and the primal ocean. As early as the Pyramid texts, w3dwr

yam. A. H. W. Curtis, "The 'Subjugation of the Waters' Motif in the Psalms; Imagery or
Polemic?" JSS, ?i (1978), 245-256; E. P. Dhorme, "lr ddsert de la mer (Isate, XXI)," RB,

3l (1922), 403-6 = Recueil Edouard Dlorme (Paris, 1951), 3014; G. R. Driver, "Mythical
Monsters in the OT," Srudi orientalistici in otare di Giorgio Levi Della l4rl4 I (Rome, 1956),

234-249; O. Eissfeldt, "Gott und das Meer in der Bibel," Studia orientalia Ioarni Pedersen
septuagenario (Copenhagen, 1953), 76-84 (= K6chr,III [1!]661,256'264);H.GlurrrJrel,Schdpfung
undChaos in(JrzeitundEndzeit (Gdttingen,21921); A. Heidel, TheBabylonianGenesis (Chicago,
2tXl); O. Kaiser, Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypte4 Ugarit wd Israel BZAW,
78 (L962); H. G. May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of MAYM MBBIM,'Many Waters'," JBL,
74 (1955),9-21; S. I. L. Norin, Er Spaltae das Meer CB,9 (Ger. trans. 1977); P. Reymond,I'eag
sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. Sf4 6 (1958); A. J. Wensinck,The Ocean in thc Literature of
theWesternSenrites. yAWA, N.s. 1912(19L8; repr. 1968).

I AHw I (1965),514.
2 S. I. Fraenkel,DiearamiiischenFremdwArter imArabischen(l*iden,1886), 231.
3 See II.1 below.
4 WbAS,I,269; also kmwri"the greatblack," ibid,v,l?5.
5 

-D1ill1 fbm.
6 Kaiser, 10-32.
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refers to the cosmic sea.7 Usually, however, w3dvw refers concretely to the open sea, asi

in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor,8 where we read, for example: "We were at sea
when the storm broke loose," and: "I was cast up on an island by a wave of the sea."e
When the sailor wakes up the next morning, he sees a gigantic serpent coming out of the
sea-an echo of mythological notions associated with the primal ocean.l0In ch. 175 of
the Book of the Dead, we find the notion that the world will some day return to its initial
state, so that only the primal ocean (Nun) will be left.ll

There are also scattered suggestions that the sea is a power hostile to life.l2 The
Instructions for Merikare do not mention the sea explicitly, but include among the good
deeds done by the creator-god the destuction ofthe "greedy creature of the water" (szt
n mw). And in proverb 11..13 of Papyrus Healst,l3 we read: "As Seth charmed the sea
(wjlwr) so Seth will charrr you, disease of the Asiatics." This passage probably refers
to Seth as the helper of the sun-god, in which role he every evening slays the serpent that
bars the path of the sun-bark.la The same idea is found also in incantation L89 of the
great Berlin Medical Papyrus: "They [the incantations] are beneficial to him [the sick
person] . . . as when the sea (im) hears the voice of Seth."ls This last example uses the
Semitic loanword irz as does the Astarte papyrus,l6 which is unfortunately poorly
preserved. In it we read how the sea demands tribute from the gods, whereupon the
goddess Astarte comes against him naked and probably overcomes him.lz Obviously the
influence of West Semitic (Ugaritic?) mythology is at work here.r8

2, Mesopotamla Akk tdmtt4 "sea,"le is used as a general geographical term: tdmtu
etttu, "the upper sea," refers to the Mediterranean; tdmtu iaphtu, "the lower sea," is the
Persian Gulf. The phrase "from the upper sea to the lower sea" denotes the entire known
world. A memorial preserved in a Neo-Assyrian copy lists the lands that King Sargon
"conquered three times by his own hand"; these include lands "beyond the upper sea"
and "beyond the lower sea."2o

7 \n 9O2,1505a; d. Kaiser, 33.

^ 8 A. Erman, The Ancient Egyptians: A Sourcebook of Their Writings (Eng. trans., New York,
21966),2w.

e Kaiser,34.
10 G. Ianczkowski, "Die Geschichte des Schiffbriichigen," ZDMG,103 (1953), 363,368.
11 Following H. Kees' translation; see S. Morer:z, Egyptian Religion @ng. trans., Ithaca, N.y.,

L973), 169.
12 Kaiser,31ff.
13 A. Gardiner, "Notes and News," JEA,19 (1933), 98; see G. Posener, "Lallgende lgyptienne

de la mer insatiable,"A.IPfl, 13 (1953/55),469tr
la Book of the Dea4 108; Kaiser, 87f.
15 W. Wreszinski, Der grosse medizinisclrc Papyrus des Berliner Museums (l*ipzig, 1909),

44,1O2.
t6 ANET,LTt-
17 Kaiser,81ff.
18 See II.3 below.
re AHwll(L972),1353f.
m Bb4, 11,377f..
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Historical inscriptions often mention kings who reach the Mediterranean ("the great

sea": Ashurbanipal2l) and there wash or purify their weapons (Sargon;22 Ashurnasir-
palts). Tiglath-pileser kills a na$iru in the midst of the sea;2a Shalmaneser boards a ship
and sails to the midst of the sea.2s The sea in its concrete sense is mentioned, for example,
in a hymn to the sun: "You pass over the sea, broad and wide, whose inmost interior is
unknown even to the lgigi-gods. Your rays descend into the ocean; even those . . . ofthe
sea behold your light."% This passage emphasizes both the breadth of the sea (cf. the
hymn to the moon:27 "Your divinity is like the distant heavens, awesome as the broad
sea") and its depth: the rays of the sun reach even into the depths of the sea.

The sea is mentioned together with other parts of the cosmos to express the totality
of the world: Sama5 is said to pass every day over sea, ocean, mountains, earth, and sky;28

the Erra epic lists land, cities, mountains, seas, days, life, and animals to express universal
judgment.2e Expressions like "birds of the sky" and'fish of the sea" are cornmon.

In Sumerian cosmogony, heaven and earth emerge from the primal sea, Nammu, also
called abzu A Babylonian didactic poem describing creations says that when "Aps0
had not yet been created," "all the lands were sea." According to EnEl, however, the
freshwater ocean Aps0 and the saltwater sea Tiamat were separate from the beginning,
although they both "mingled their waters." Ea puts Aps0 to sleep through a spell and

establishes his dwelling place upon ic Aps0 is the fresh water that is under the earth.
Tiamat, however, creates discord and is finally beaten and slain by Marduk. He divides
Tiamat's body into two parts, making the firmamentof the heavens out of the upperpart;
then he places guards to see that the heavenly waters are not let out. Over Apst he sets

the earth like a heavenly throne. Nothing more is said of the lower half of Tiamaq
Heidel3r thinks that it provided the material for the creation of the earth.

The earth thus rests upon Aps0 and is surrounded by water. ANeo.Babylonian world
rap,32 which claims to be a copy of an earlier original, shows a circular continent
surrounded by a "river," the so-called nAru marrat4 "bitter river" or "gircular river."33

There is also a text extolling a river @Aru) as creator of all;3c this river appears to be the
Euphrates, and the text served as an incantation.

2t Aor,34o.
22 BuA,II, 368.
23 Aor,34o.
u lbid.,339.
2s 1ba.,342.
26 BuA, ll, L67; BWL, 128,35f.
27 BuA,II, 165 = A. Sltiberg, Der Mondgott Nanna-Suen in der srmrciscten Aberlieferung

(Uppsala, 1960), 167, 14.
28 Aor,245,11.27tr.
2e lba.,222,11.37tr.
30 lbid., L30f.
31 P.116.
32 BuA,ll,378f.
33 lba.,lLL.
34 AOT,130.
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The largest reservoir in the temple, which served various cultic purposes, is called
apsfi,brstnottdmtu; it is often likened to the Euphrates or Tigris.35 There is obviously a

mental association connecting water, apsi, river, incantation, and life.

3. Ugarit. The Ugaritic texts speak occasionally of the sea in the literal sense. One

text36 speaks of El's going along the shore of the sea (par. "the shore of the ocean

[thml"); the same text37 speaks of the fish from the sea (par. "the birds of the heavens");
finally, the length of El's phallus is compared to the sea.38 In one passage we find the
pair qdmlym in the sense "east"f'west."3e The other occurrences either refer to the
goddess called "Athirat of the *a" ('1rt ym)q or use ym as the name of a god who
contends with Ba'al.al

The nanative goes roughly as follows: "I-ord Sea" (zblyn) reigns as king, with the

approval of El; he is also called Et nhr, "Judge River,"42 an epithet recalling the

Babylonian practice of ordeal by watera3 and the notion that the river of creation has

healing powers.# Yam sends messengers to the assembly of the gods, demanding that

Ba'al be handed over to him. El agrees and declares Yam to be lord (b?) and master
('dn\ls But Ba'al refuses and attacks Yam. Kothar-wa-Uasis promises him victory and

makes weapons for hirn with which to conquer Yam.a6 Yam finally collapses and falls to
the earth. Astarte rejoices at the victory: "Yam indeed is dead! Ba'al will be king!"a7 This
victory is alluded to in another text.4

What enemy arose against Ba'al,
what foe against the rider of the clouds?
Have I not conquered Sea, El's favorite?
Have I not destroyed River, the great god?
Have I not curbed the dragon (rzz), curbed him indeed?
I have conquered the sinuous serpent,
J/yt with seven heads.
I struck El's favorite, the earth,
I destroyed the young bull of El, Atak. . . .

The question is whether sea/river is identical with the "dragon," "serpent," and 5/yr that

3s Bu.A, 11,77.
36 KTA, L.23,30.
37 L.63.
38 Ll. 33f.
3e KTU, L.4Y11,34.
40 IbA., L4 l, 14, Zli lll, ?5, 27, 29; L.6 l, 4, 45, 47, 53.
al Kaiser,44ff.
42 KTIJ, 1.2, passim.
o, E.9., CH, $ 2.
aa See II.2 above; Heidel, 75; Kaiser,57f.
4s KTU, L.21,36f..,45.
46 lba., ry 1-5.
47 L.32.
48 lbid., t.3lll,3744.
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follow (one textae identifies the serpent with S/yr and both with Lotan/I-eviathan). The
text is not clear. A plurality of sea monsters is suggested by the fact that the whole passage
is a list ofvanquished enemies; it goes on to lisiseveraiothers that cannot possibly be
identical with Yam. It is also worth noting that the battle between Ba'al and yam does
not issue in the creation of the world, which instead appears to lie already in the past.
What is at stake in the contest is sovereignty.

III. OT,
l. Geographical Names. As a purely geographicar term yam o@urs alone and in

various phrases.

a. simple ydm or hayyam refers to the Meditenanean sea (Jgs. 5:17 even uses the pl.
yammtm), which can be further described as tnyydm nassadlleosh. 1:4), yam ylisitm
(Ex. ?3:31), hayydm ha'olyrdn (Dt. tt.Vt), or yam yap; 1ir.3:7). Since this sea
constitutes the entire western boundary of theland,ydm'becami the term for the direction
'lwest": mrydm means "from the west,',ya mmd means..westward.,,

b. The phrase yam hammelaft refers to the Dead Sea (Gen. 14:3); it is arso calredya-rn
hdardf,,i,"seaof thesteppe"(bt.:rtz;cf.simple hayydminEzk.47:g,acontextthat
also speaks of. hanraf,i) or hayyam haqqojmilni "theiastern sea" (Ezk. 47:lg).

c. The phrase ydm-sfrs, "sea of reeds," sometimes denotes the body of water where
the Israelites were delivered from the Egyptians (Ex. l3:lg), sometimes the Edomite
seacoast (Gulf of Aqaba: Ex. 23:31: Nu. 14:25; I K. 9:26).

d.TheseaofChinnerethiscalledydmkinneretlkinn"rilG,lu.34:11;Josh.l2:3;13:27).
e. Isa.21:1 speaks of ami/bar-yam, "wildemess of the sea,,; since Babylon is trre

subject of the oracle, the reference may be to the persian Gulf or the..river- (ndhar)
EuPhrates.so

2. Neutral usage. The only completely neutral usage of yam is in the expressions
miyyam, "from the we st," andyammd, "westward," as well ," , f"* strictly geographical
passages, 

"..F1lrl_ 
gt-y|.,..on the west side,', ..toward 

the west,, 1nx.2l:tZ;3g:t2j, rafts
on the sea (1 K.5:23[Eng.u. 9]; 9:27;r0:22),the isrands of the sea (Est. 10:1; Isa. 11:11;
cf. Jer. 25:22:"beyond the sea"), carmel by the sea (Jer.46:1g), fi'6pyammtmlhayyam,
"theshoreofthesea"(Gen.49:13;Jgs.5:17; Jer.47:7;nzx.zs:to),i"ndirg*"rr"ng.r,
across the sea (Isa. 18:2), or the phrase d! a1ld"g€ hayyam,..fish of t'he sea,, (Gen. tZ{2A;
9:2; Nu. Ll:22; Job 12:8; ps. 8:9[8] [pai. '6Er,orh6t yammim];Ezk.3gi,:20;Hos. 4:3;
Hab. 1:14; 7*ph. l:13; cf. also lrv. 11:ff.: ..creatures in the sea;;;.

The sea is spoken of quite naturally as part of the world created by God, but it does
not enter into fixed phrases like "heaven and earth." The Creation account of p speaks
of the heavens, earth, and the sea (Gen. 1); Ex. 20:11 refers to this account in its
motivation for the Sabbath commandment ( cf . Ex. 2}:4:heaven, earth, water). The psalm
in I ch. 16:31f. calls on heaven, earth, sea, and fields to rejoice; ps. 9g:7f. speaks ofsea,

4e lbid., 1.5 I, 103.
50 See Dhorme and the @mms.
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floods, and hills; Hos. 4:3 says that the beasts of the field, the birds of the air, and the

fish of the sea mourn and languish. Other combinations also occur: Er,cl. L:3-7 speaks

of earth, heaven, wind, and sea (Reymond5r finds here echoes of Egyptian and Sumerian

cosmology); Ps. 135:6 speaks ofheaven, earth, sea, and deeps (thdmbt); and Job 11:8f.

lists heaven, Sheol, earth, and sea. These are clearly instances of random combinations

of elements vividly representing the whole.

3. Mythology. According to the Creation account in R the earth was originally covered

by the primalsea(rhbm), called "waters" in Gen. 1:2. On the second day, God created

the firmament to divide the waters into an upper and a lower portion; on the third day,

he distinguished the earth ("the dry land," hayyabbdsA) from "the *as" (yammiln; Ge*
1:10).

Ever since, the earth has rested in the cosmic sea upon its foundations, the mountains.

God founded (Jasa41sz the earth upon "the seas" and established (lOt5tl}sz it upon the

rivers (Ps. 24:2).Even here we find a certain confusion with respect to the terms "primal
sea," "physical seq" and "cosmic ocean," a confusion that recurs in various contexts.

The words f,hbm, yar4 and nAhAfr are used interchangeably for the cosmic ocean that

surrounds the earth. For example, we read in Ps. 72:8; ?-ec.9:10 that the king will have

dominion "from sea to sea" (niWdm 'd-ydm) and "from the River to the ends of the

earth" ('al-'opsi: arel). The parallelism suggests that ydm arrd nahar refer to the cosmic

ocean and the worldwide rule of the king, but as they stand yiln could refer to the

Mediterranean or the Persian GulFs and nihir to the Euphrates . Joel2:?.0 speaks of the

eastern (qadmOnt) and western ('al'rdn) soas as the exfteme limits to which the

"northerner" will be driven. The same meaning may be found in Zec. 14:8 (water flowing
to the eastern and western seas), but there the reference could also be to the Mediterranean

Sea and the Dead Sea.

This "sea" appears as a power hostile to God and to the world, confronting God at the

beginning of the world. At Yahweh's rebuke,s the deep (fhAm) or the waters (mcyim\

covering the earth fled (Ps. 104:6f.). Thus he set a bound (fUq for the sea, which it can

nolongerpass;cf.Jer.5:22,whercaboundor{rd4issetforthesea(1tdm),andJob38:8-10,
where Yahweh sets the sea doon and@q.

The Psalms and other poetic texts contain references to this primal event that sound

more or less mythological. "By his power he stilled the sea; by his understanding he

smote Rahab. By his wind the heavens were made fair; his hand pierced the fleeing

serpent" (Job 26:12t.\. "Thou dost rule the raging of the sea; when its waves rise, thou

stillest them. Thou didst crush Rahab like a carcass" (Ps. 89:10f.[9f.]). "Thou didst divide

P. 167, n. l.
-10, ydsad.
+11) lfrn.

-1i1.f nihar,
See II.2 above.
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the sea by thy might; thou didst break the heads of the dragons (tannintm\ on the waters.
Thou didst crush the heads of Irviathan" (Ps. 74:13f.). with the exception of Rahab, the
same figures are involved as in the Ugaritic texts:57 dragon, Leviathan (Lotan), the
fleeing serpent. Again, the question is whether these are identical with Yam (the sea) or
are Yam's helpers. In Job 26:l2f.,the serpent even seems to be associated with the clouds
that darken the heavens (cf. the Egyptian serpent Apophis5s).

Allusions to this myth appear in various contexts. Hab. 3:8 asks: "was thy anger
against the rivers, or thy indignation against the sea?" Nah. 1:4 speaks of yahweh's
rebuking the sea and drying up all the rivers. Isa. 5O:2,"8y my rebuke I dry up the sea,
I make the rivers a desert," may refer to the exodus, as may ps.77:17(16), ,,When the
waters saw thee, O God, . . . the deep eham60 trembled,,, since v. 2\(19)goes on: ,,Thy

way was through the sea, thy path through the great waters (mayim rabbim)." This last
verse recalls Isa. 43:16: "Yahweh makes a way in the sea, a path in the mighty waters
(mayim'azztm)," but this passage has no explicit connection with the exodus.

Although the primal sea has been vanquished, it is a real and ever-present threat. Ps.
463t.(2t.) considers what would happen were the mountains to fall into the midst of the
sea (ulfu yatnmim): the psalmist would have no fear, because yahweh is his refuge.
According to Ps. 68:23(22), Yahweh's enemies may be in the depths of the sea (m"gul61
ydm),bu.t he will draw them out and shatter (mal.q, v.22l2ll, as in the mythological
texts) their heads.

Job 38:16 speaks of the the springs of the sea (nib"ki ydm) nd the recesses of the
deep (thom) as distant places that no human being can ever reach. In Job 213:l4,ydm and
fhdm stand in parallel, expressing the idea that wisdom is not found anywhere in the
world, but is found only with God.

The sea also plays a role in apocalyptic literature: the four beasts of Daniel 7 come
up out of the sea (v. 3; possibly an allusion to passages like Isa. 17:L2f.;Jer. 6:23, where
the raging of the nations is compared to the roaring of the sea, but more likely a reference
to the primal sease). An eagle emerges similarly from the sea in 2 Esd. 11:1, and a human
being (the Messiah) in 2 Esd. l3,,2f. (cf. l3.25,51,52f: the depths of the sea are
unsearchable).

Ever since Gunkel's schdpfung und chaos in urzeit und Endzeit (1895), scholars
have generally assumed that there was an Israelite creation myth describing Yahweh's
battle with a sea monster, an account that came into being through the influence of the
Babylonian creation myth. Against this theory, Heidel has pointed out that Tiamat is
never explicitly called a dragon,m that the word f,h6m cannot be derived directly from
"Tiamat," although the two words may share a common origin,6l and that the passages
cited by Gunkel do not refer specifically to creation and therefore cannot be derived

See II.3 above.
Kaiser, 144.
O. Pldger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, XVII (1965), 108.
Pp.83tr
rbid.,98t.
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directly from the myth of Marduk and Tiamat.62 Kaiser63 cites the Ugaritic parallels

and points out that several passages are connected unambiguously with the motif of
creation, while others clearly locate the battle with the sea monster in the period after
creation (cf. Ugarit). Norin theorizes that the battle myth is West Semitic in origin, was
known in Egypt (Astarte papyrus), and thence found its way into the exodus theme of
the Israelites.

Since the battle motif does not appear in the Sumerian account of creation, it is even

conceivable that the battle with the "dragon" derives from West Semitic mythology,
whence it was bonowed by the Babylonian creation epic, which is relatively late. In any

case, the greatest similarity is benveen the lsraelite and Ugaritic ideas.

A.Thc Exodtts. The sea plays a crucial role in the narratives describing the deliverance
of Israel from Egypt. The lsraelites arrive at the shore of theyam-sfip (Ex. 13:18 [E]);
they encamp by the sea opposite Baal-zephon Qa:2lPl), where the pursuing Egyptians
find them (v. 9). At the command of Yahweh, Moses stretches out his hand over the sea

and divides it(baqa'; v. 16 [P]). According to E, the division of the sea is brought about

by a strong wind (v. 21a; d.v.2lb: the sea becomes dry land and the waters are divided).
Thus the Israelites pass through the sea (v.22) and the Egyptians pursue them into the

midst of the sea (UtOk haWdm). Again Moses stretches out his hand over the sea, and

the sea returns (v.27), killing the Egyptians (cf. 15:19).
This nanative is interpreted in the Song of the Sea (Ex. 15:1-18), where the sea appears

as an instrument in the hand of Yahweh: he throws horse and rider into the sea (v. 1 par.

v.2l); he casts the army of Pharaoh into the sea (v. 4); the blast of his rage makes the

waters of the sea congeal (qp'; r.8); he blows on the enemy and the sea covers them
(v. 10). Then v. 12 strangely says that the earthswallowed them up (v. 12), but 'ereshete
probably refers to the underworld.

The Psalms often refer to these fundamental salvific events. The division of the sea

is often depicted in terms of the battle myth described above. Ps. 74:13a, for example,

says: "Thou didst divide the sea by thy might"; v. 13b speaks of the "dragons on the

waters," and v. 14 of lrviathan. Verse 12, however, speaks of salvation "in the midst of
the earth." It is therefore not clear whether the passage is referring to creation or the

exodus; v. 15 speaks of drying up the streams, which could allude to the exodus, but w.
16f. speak quite clearly of the order imposed on the world by creation. Ps. 78:13,
however, is clear: "He divided the sea and let them pass through it, and made the waters
stand like a heap Q80." Verse 53 of the same psalm states that the sea overwhelmed
their enemies. Ps. 33:7, however, is ambiguous: 'He gathered the waters of the sea like
a nEs!(wineskin?)"; since Ps.78:13 uses the sameword in referring to the exodus miracle,
the present verse may also allude to this deliverance as evidence of Yahweh's power. The

preceding verse in Ps. 33, however, clearly speaks of the creation of the world. Ps.

77:20(19) is ambiguous on its face: "Thy way was through the sea. . . , yet thy footprints

62 lba., Lutr.
63 Pp.140ff.
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were unseen." The next verse, however, shows that the reference is to the deliverance of
the people through Moses and Aaron.

Ps. 66 speaks of the wonderful deeds of Yahweh (v. 5); more specifically: "He turned
the sea into dry land; men passed through the river Qrahnr) on foot" (v. 6). Here, then,
the miracle of the exodus parallels the crossing of the Jordan. The same is true in ps.

ll4:3,5, where the sea is personified: it sees God and flees. The context exhibits
theophanic features. Ps. 106:7 states straightforwardly that the Israelites rebelled
(wayyanrfi) against God at the yam-sap.s verse 9, however, uses the verb ga'afis for
Yahweh's intervention against the Seabf Reeds. The same juxtaposition o{ ga'ar and
"drying up" appears also in Nah. l:4.66 Despite the rebellion of the Israelites' fathers,
Yahweh came to their aid "for his name's sake" (Ps. 106:8).

Deutero-Isaiah occasionally uses similar expressions to allude to these same events.
He looks for the imminent deliverance of Israel as a new exodus, and cites the deliverance
from Egypt as an proof of Yahweh's power: "Thus says yahweh, who makes a way in
the sea, a path in the mighty waters, who brings forth chariot and horse . . ." (Isa. 43:16f.).
Now he will do something new, something even more wonderful (v. 19). In Isa. 50:2, the
words "by my rebuke I dry up the sea" do not refer unambiguously to the exodus event;
in 51:10, however, the same expression is clearly associated with the exodus, for the
verse goes on to speak of a redeemed people passing through the sea. The preceding
verse clearly alludes to the battle myth, mentioning the slaying of Rahab and the dragon
in the 1rm€ qe/em and dbr6l '6hmtm.67

Trito-Isaiah also refers to the exodus miracle: Yahweh brought Moses, the shepherd
of his flock, out of the "sea" (Nile?); he divided the waters and led his people through
the depths (thnm6!) "to make for himself an everlasting name,, (sa. 63:12).CI

S.Jonah. The sea also plays an important role in the story of Jonah, who, we are told,
wanted to flee fromJoppa to Thrshish in ordertoevade thecommand of Yahweh. Yahweh,
however, causes a geat storm upon the sea (Jon. 1:4), so that the mariners throw the
cargo into the sea to lighten the ship (v.5). When the crew makes inquiry Jonah responds
that the storn was sent by Yahweh, the God of heaven, who made the sea and the dry
land (v.9). They then ask what they should do to still the sea (v. 11), andJonah replies
that they should throw him into the sea (v. 12). The storm continues (v. l3), but subsides
when the mariners throw Jonah into the sea (v. 15). The sea is thus not simply a
geographical entity; it obeys Yahweh and serves his purposes. In ch. 2, an interpretive
psalm, Jonah says that Yahweh cast him into the sea (v. 4[3]). The choice of the words
m";trld, ydm, and nihar points up the cosmic sigrficance of the sea; v. 6(5) also uses
f,hbm, andv.7(6) speaks of the underworld.

For discussion of the text, see 8IlS.

-a9\ gd'ar.
See above.
For a discussion of the time referred to, see Kaiser, 141f.
On the text, see 8I1S.
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6. Tyre. A third concentration of passages involving yAm apryals in Ezekiel's oracles

conceming Tlre, the great Phoenician seaport. It is mighty on the sea (Ezk. ?5:17), dwells

at the entrance to the sea and trades with the peoples on the coastlands (27:3), is built in the

heart of the se x (Tt:4\, andis the place to which all the ships of the sea resort to trade (27:9).

Ezekiel likens Tlre to a ship heavily laden in the heart of the seas (27:25); now, however,

the east wind comes and wrecks it Ulib yarnm?m (v.26), so that it sinks (v. 27). Now it lies

srlefi(ledttmd;orshouldwe rcadnidm4"destroyed"?)intheheartof thesea(v.32)."Once
your wares came from the seas. . . , now you are wrecked by the seas, in the depths of the

waters" (Uma%maqq€-nnyim; w. 33f.). In ch' 28, the prince of Tlre says that he is

enthroned "in the seat of the gods, in the heart of the seas" (v. 2); but in his arrogance he

will be thrust down by his enemies into the Pit, and will "die the death of the slain in the

heart of the seas" (v. 8). Thus the sea, formerly the source of Tlre's wealth, will also be its

destruction. Here we also note the motifs of the netherworld and the realm of the dead.

Similar notions appear in Isaiah's oracle crncemingTlre (Isa.?3:?-4,11); cf. also7*c.9:4.

7. Idioms. The notion of tJre sea in general is illuminated by various idioms making

use of the wordyam.
Thewidenessof theseaisproverbial.Ps. LO4:25 speaksof the"greatandwidesea"

(hayydm gddbl ttftub yad.syim). Job L1:9 states that the nature of God is "longer than

the earth, and broader than the sea." Isa. 1.L:9 also probably alludes to the compass of the

sea: just as the waters fill the sea in enormous volume, so the knowledge of God will fill
the land or the earth.

,.Beyond the sea" (mZ'efor layydm) is the greatest possible distance, comparable to
,,high in the heavens" (Dt. 30:13). When the psalmist says that he cannot flee from God

in the "uttermost parts of the sea" ('o|"rtt ydm; Ps. 139:9), he is speaking of the most

remote place he can imagine. Both passages contain overtones of the sea as a cosmic

entity, since the heavens and the dawn appear as parallels.

The depths of the sea challenged the imagination even more. The wordya-z altemates

with synonymslike fhbmandm"sfrli, "depth"; we even find the phruge mesfrl^lyam(Miic.

7:19: God will cast sins into the depths of the sea, i.e., he will forgive them totally; Ps.

68:?il22l: God will bring his enemies back from the depths of the sea). The bottom

(qarqa) of the sea is for Amos the most distant hiding place he can seek (Am. 9:3, par.

heaven, Sheol, and the top of Mt. Carmel); as in Ps. 139,6e he cannot escape God even

there. The roots of the sea(flodA hayydm) and the clouds (Job 36:29f.) represent the extent

of God's dominion. The phrase "the springs of the sea" (Job 38:16) also refersto the depths

of the sea, for it stands in parallel with "the reoesses (tleqer) of the deep (f,hdm)." "llre
heart of the sea(s)" (lab yaml?nl; Ps. 46:3[2]; Prov. ?3:34;Ezk. ?3:2,8) also refers to its

depths; cf. Jon. 2:4(3), "Thou didst cast me into the m"$14 into the heart of the sea."

The motion of the sea naturally attracted attention. Its wavesT0 and breakersTl are often

See above.
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mentioned; the two words somerimes appear together @s. 42:g[7]; Jon. 2:4[3]). Figura-
tively they refer to death and suffering. In Job 9:8, the "heights of the sea,' (uin gyam
may refer to its waves-or is the reference to the heavenly ocean?

The thunderous roar of the sea is sometimes mentioned. ps. 65:g(7) speaks of the
la'6n of the sea and its waves, parallel to the hamilnof the peoples: both will be silenced
by Yahweh (cf. Ps. 46:4131;89:10[9]). In Isa. 17:12f., the two roots.la'd and hama rcfer
again to the roaring of the sea, this time as an image for the tumult of the attacking
nations. Isa.5:30uses nah"mal-yat4"theroaringof thesea,"asanimageof impending
doom.

The sea can "thunde/' (ra'am; Ps. 96:11 = I Ch. 16:32; ps. 9g:7), ..be tempestuous,,
. (sd'a\ Jon. 1:11), "borl" (ra1al.t, Job 4l:23[31]),,,be stirred :up. (raga.; Isa. 5i:15, with

God as agent; the result is the roaring Vtanq of the waves), and "siorm" (hi1gd'as, !er.
5:22)- Jon. 1:15 speaks of the sea's "tage" (za'aO. The wicked are like the tossing

Vigraq sea, which cannot rcst(hasqet ln' yfrkat)and whose waters toss up mire and dirt
(Isa.57:20).

But the sea can also quiet dowr.(Sagq, Jon. 1:11),..stand up,, (.ono/) and..be
congealed" (W', Ex.15:8), or "stand up in a heap,, (ngb; Ex. 15:g; ps. 7g:13).

other verbs used with ya-rz include ra'4.r, "shake" (Hag. 2:6), rdgaz,.be afuaid,. hyl,
"tremble" @s.77:17[16l), nfrs, 

-"flee" 
(ps. 104:7; 114:3,5), and hpiruphal, ,,take fligiht,,

(Ps. 104:7). The sea can rise ('dla Ezk- ?i:3; sfip, Dt. l1:4), return to its normal livel
(.100, Ex. 14:27), or sink ("depart": halab Ex. 1,421;' dznl Job 14: 1 1).

8. Summary.It is impossible to summarize the theological significance of the sea
in a simple formula, for or usage is not uniform and consistent. In many cases, ydn
simply refers to the sea as a geographical entity; in other cases, however, it is
associated by both language and context with the primal sea f,h6n, which clearly
continues to exist in the sea of the present, or with the cosmic sea surrounding thl
circle of the earth, which is occasionally also called a ,.river', 

@ahar).It follows that
the context in which the sea occurs is rarely neutral theologically. On the one hand,
the sea is a negative entity, a hostile element tamed by God, a chaotic world in
opposition to the civilized world. Remarkably, it shares this feature with the dry and
barren desert. We can even be told that the sea comes upon Babylon and covers it with
its tumultuous waves, but with the result that the cities become a desert and the land
a land of drought (Jer. 5L:42t.). Desert and sea are the two elements of the world that
are hostile to life.t2

on the other hand, the sea is subordinate to God and must obey him. He has ..made,,

it (Ps. 95:5; Jon. 1:9), and set it a bound that it cannot pass.73 He calls for the waters of
the sea and pours them out upon the surface of the earth (Am. 9:6). Not only attacking
enemiesTa but also the majesty of yahweh can be compared to the waves of the sea (pi

cf. ILc,l-ll,47l-74.
See above.
See above.
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93:4). Not only destruction and death but also the unfathomable nature of Yahweh can

be symbolized by the depths of the sea (Job 11:9).7s

ry. 1,. Ln( In the LXX, ydz is almost always translated by tluilassa; only rarely do

we find such circumlocutions as pardlios (Gen. 49:13; Dt. L:7; Josh. 11:3; Job 6:3) or

parathahissia.s (2 Ch. 8:17). Josh. 15:46 reads a proper name lemnai or Gemai; Ex.
36:27,32 are based on a different text.

2. Qvunran. The Dead Sea scrolls useya-rz several times in a purely geographical sense,

especially in the Habakkuk commentary (lQpHab 5:12;6:1;11:14f. [all quotations];

3:10f., in the commentary referring to the Kittim; also 1QM 11':L0[yam sfrpl). Elsewhere

it usually appears in metaphors and similes, together with thdm and/or m"sttl66 often

with verbs referring to the raging or roaring of the sea. Examples include: "They made

my soul like a ship on the high *a (bittf shbl ydm\ (lQH 3:6f.); "Their sages are like

sailors on the deep soa @f sfi161), for their wisdom is swallowed up by the raging of the

*as(baltm^tyanmtm) when the depths (firbmbt) foam up" (1QH 3:1af.); "I was like
a sailor on a ship in the raging of the seas Qa'ap yammirrr)" (lQH 6:22f., followed by an

allusion to Ps. 42:18[17]). Another passage (LQH2:12) states that the wicked rage like

tempests (nolfib, a word found in the Mishnah) of the seas, and then quotes lsa. 57 :20.

God is also called the creator of the sea and the primal deep (lQH 1.;141' l3:9; cf. lQM
10:13). We are told in 1QS 3:4 that the wicked cannot even be purified or "sanctified"

by the water of the sea and rivers.

V. The Bronze Sea. The bronze sea $tam hanrflaleg 2K.25:73;1 Ch. 18:8; Jer.

52:17), sometimes called lnyydm nA.fiS, "the molten sea" (1 K' 7:23;2 Ch. 4:2), or

simply ydm(1K.7:V4;2K.16:17),was a container forwater in the temple of Solomon,

used by tle priests for their ablutions (2 Ch. a:6). It had a diameter of ten cubits and was

five cubits high. Originally it rested on twelve bronze bulls, butAhaz removed them and

set it upon a stone pediment (2 K. L6:17).It was destroyed by the Babylonians when they

took Jerusalem (2 K. 25:13\.If the vessel is comparable to the bronze laver of the

tabemacle (Ex. 30:L8), it probably stood at the entrancp to the temple, in front of the

altar.
Although it is never expressly so sta0ed, the bronze sea probably corresponded to the

"sea" in the Babylonian temple,76 which representedthe apsL.11

Ringgren

See above.
See II.2 above.
Cf. W. F. Albright, Arci aeology and the Religion of Israel (Garden City, 51968), 144f.
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}'Dl, fi^tn; lDr ymn hiphil; 'J[r, fmdnt; '|rDl, y"mtnt; r|'Dl, yamini; iuQl
yimnd;1Q,8 t€man

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. Meaning. II. Usage: 1. Right Hand;2. South;3.
Joy. III. Theological Usage. IV. Qumran.

I. l. Etymologt. The nounycrnfur, from which the verb appears to be a denominative,
is attested in Akkadian (imnu, imittu),I Ugaritic,2 the Siloam inscription,3 and Aramaic
(Imperial Aramaic, Nabatean, Palmyrene,a Syriac), as well as Arabic, Old South Arabic
(both verb and noun),5 and Ethiopic (ycrnan'S.ltdoes not appear in Biblical Aramaic and
has not yet been found in Phoenician or Punic. It thus belongs to the stock of common
Semitic words.6 In Egyptian, we find lmn, "right," and the synonymous wnmy, as well
asimnt$t), "west(ward)"; in Egypt the direction of orientation is toward the south, where
the sources of the Nile are found.

2. Occurrences. The notnydmtn appears 139 times in the Hebrew OT; it occurs once
in the Siloam inscription, 3 times in the Hebrew tex of Sirach, and 10 times (Kuhn) in
the Dead Sea scrolls. From the noun comes the denominative verb, found only in the
hiphil (5 occurrences). Other derivatives include the adj. frnant, "rigfit," "south," found
33 times in the or and once in the Dead Sea scrolls, and the gentilicsy,raini (13 times),
ydmint (once), and yamnd (4 times). The word ftmin appears 24 times as noun or
adjective and 10 times as a toponym, from which derives the gentilic t€ntdni (8
occurrences). The tXX usually translates the word with dexiis and its derivatives.

In antithetic parallelismyamiz appears primarily with fmd'1, "Left".? in synonymous
parallelism it appears with -* 1, ya4 "hand," or - !l"ll frda', "am," twice in Ps.
144:8,L1withpeh" "mouth" (word and action).

Similar parallelisms are found at Ugarit, e.g., ymn par. Sm'1,8 yd par. ymn,e and ymn
par. p.ro

ydmin. H. Cohen and L. I. Rabinowitz, 'Right andl*ft," Enclud, XIY 177-180; M. Dahood,
"Congruity of Metaphors," Hebrtiische Wortforschng. Festschrilt W. Baumgartten SVT,
t6(1967),4049; W. Grundmann,'6eEroS," TDtIdll,374O;G. M. Rinaldi, "Nota UtnJn (jdmin)
'la destra'1," 80, l0 (1968),162.

1 AHw,I (1%5), 377-79.
2 w(JS, no. 1179.
3 I(A1,189,3.
4 DISO,IO9.
s ContiRossini.
6 Cf. P. Fronzaroli, "studi sul lessico comune semitico,"Az{.1{I8 N.s.20(1965), 258,265,268.
7 See below.
8 KT(I, 1.21, 40 1.23, 63t.
e KT(J,L21,39;1.4VII,40f.;1.1011,6f..;l.l4II,l4f.;1.1.5II, 17f;L.L61,41f.,47f.;7.19

IV s6-58.
t0 KT|J, 1.23,63t.; d. M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Hebrew-Ugaritic parallel pairs,',RSi I
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3. Meaning. Three meanings may be observed in the use of.ydmtn (1) The first and

most common is "right" (side, hand, etc.) or "to the right." When associated with "hand,"

it frequently takes on the figurative meaning of "might" or "power." (2) Frequently the

word and its derivatives mean "south." (3) Less common (but implicit in personal names)

is the meaning "favorable side" (larus fausnm). The connection between the first two

meanings is obvious: the south is to the right when one looks in the direction of sunrise

("orienting oneself'). The relationship, if any, between the first two meanings and the

third can no longer be determined; it may suffice to point out that in many ancient and

modem cultures the right-hand side is also the "good" or "favorable" side, so that the

right hand is extended in greeting and things are passed from right to left. The fact that

most people are right-handed may have played a part. There is no good reason to postulate

two homophonous roots.

II. Usage.
l. Right Hand. In both biblical and extrabiblical usage, the most frequent meaning

of ydmtn atdfrfint is the "right" hand or side. In this sense ya-min often appears with

S"rnb'\, either literally, to indicate that something is located to the right or left of a person

or object (Ex.14:22,29; 2 S. 16:6; 1K.22:19;Neh. 8:4; 7nc.4:3,1l),or in the extended

senSe of "in all directions," negatively "in nO directiOn," "not at all" (Isa. 9:19[Eng.

v.201;54:3;Ezk.21:2L[76];tr Ze*.12:6). Especially noteworthy is the phrase "turn to

the right or to the left" Qnn6: Gen.24:49; nAlA: 2 S. 2:21) and the negated expression

"turn aside to the right or to the left," i.e., "not turn aside at all" (natd: Nu. 20:17; 22:26;

2 5.2:19; sflr.' Dt. 2:27; I S. 6:12; metaphorically of a judge's verdict: Dt. 17:11; of
careful observance of the law: D15:32;17:20; Josh. l:7;2K.22:2=2Ch.34:2;lsa.
3O:21; cf.. I Mg 2:22; with reference to idolatry, DL 28:14; Josh. 23:6). The verb

conveys the same meaning in 2 S. 1,4:19. Achoice is presupposed in Gen. 13:9 (verbal

in part). The inability of the Ninevites to tell left from right indicates their lack of
judgment (Jon.4:L1).

Sometimes we are told quite neutrally that someone uses the right or the left hand

for a particular purpose. The men of Gideon hold torches in theirleft hands and trumpets

in their right (Jgs. 7:20).The Song of Deborah states that Jael held the tent peg with
her (left?) hand and the mallet with her right hand (Jgs. 5:26). The left hand holds the

bow; the right hand holds the alrows and draws the bow (Ezk. 39:3). When lepers are

cleansed, the priest holds oil in his left hand and with his right hand sprinkles it before

Yahweh. Then he touches the leper on the tip of the right ear, on the thumb of the right

hand, and on the great toe of the right foot (I*v. l4:15f..,26f..). The blood of the guilt

offering is applied similarly (l*v. L4:14,25). In the Song of Solomon, the bridegroom

supports the head of his beloved with his left hand and embraces her with his right

(Cant. 2:6;8:3).

(1972),Intro. 7d, nos. 218a,d, 239a,240ad,461a; M. Dahoo4 "Hebrew-Ugaritic Pai6," RSB II
(1975), no. 54a.

11 The text is discussed by W. TjLmme:iJri, Ezckiel L Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),430.
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With like neuhality we are sometimes told that the right hand is used for some action:
to give bribes (Ps. 26:10), to hold an idol (lsa.44:20), to restrain a contentious woman
(Ptov.27:1,6), to give victory (Job 4O:14), or to cast lots (Ezk. Zt:27[22]). Asignet ring
is worn on the right hand (Jer. 22:24;sir. 49:ll). God's right hand bestows blessing (ps.
16:11) and bears the cup of his wrath (Hab. 2:16). In some cases there is no special
emphasis on the right hand, in others there are overtones of the preeminence associated
with it.

When both "Ieft" and "right" are mentioned, "right" almost always comes first (22
times). The exceptions are Gen. L3:9; Ezk. 4:4;16:46.In some sense the right hand is
privileged. Jacob blesses Ephraim with hs right hand and Manasseh with his left,
implying that the younger son receives the greater blessing (Gen. 48:14,19). The right
hand is thus the place of honor: the queen mother sits at the king's right hand (1 K.
2:19), as does the king's bride (Ps. 45:10[9]). The king is to sit at yahweh's righr hand
(Ps. 110:1), and is the "the man of Yahweh's right hand" (Ps. 80:18[17]), with the
possible suggestion that the king is the channel for Yahweh's power. The text of Dt.
33:2 is corrupt: 'dS dn! is at Yahweh's right hand. The proposed emendations are not
convincing.12

Since the right hand is used to carry out actions, raising someone's right hand means
increasing his power (Ps. 89:43[42]). When Yahweh grasps someone by the right hand,
the person whose hand is grasped is strengthened (srael: Isa.41:13; Cyrus: Isa. 45:1; cf.
Ps. 63:9[8]; 73:23, and Alr*.. qdta sabaulalazu for leadership and guidancetr;. yahweh
causes his glorious arm to go at the right hand of Moses, thus giving him powerful aid
(Isa.63:12). In Eccl. 10:2, the right-hand side is the side ofgood fortune and success.

Since time immemorial, the "right hand" has been used figuratively in the sense of
"power" or "might."

Inthissenseya-minmay appear(inparallelism orotherwise)with - ?!ya /(Ps.74:ll;
89:1a[13]; 138:7; 139:10; Isa. 48:13) or - 9l"lt trda' (Ps.44:4[3);98:1), or by itself
(Ex.15:6,12; Ps. 18:36[35] [not in the par. 25.221;48:11[10]; 63:9[81;78:54;80:16[15];
118:15f.; larn.2:3f..). These passages refer to the right hand (i.e., the might) of yahweh.
But it is also possible to speak of the "right hand" of the king (Ps. 21:9[8], withya{) or
other human beings @s. 144:8, withyd!; Job 40:14, by itself).

Here, too, the fact that most people are right-handed plays a role. Jgs. 3: L5 emphasizes
left-handedness as being unusual, although the meaning of the word used ('irar) is
uncertain (cf. the LXX's translation amphoteruddxros, which is hardly likely); cf. also
Jgs. 20:16. Once (L Ch.l2:2) the verb has the sense "use one's right hand" (and thus
shoot with both hands); elsewhere it always means "go to the right." The right hand,
then, is the active or powerful hand.

Soggin

12 See the comms.
13 AHw,ll(L972),9O9.
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The right hand plays an especially important role in gestures. The raising of the right

hand was considered a gesture of affirmation, especially in the context of a treaty (e.g.,

Ezk.l7:18)or oath (Gen. l4:22).re Kopf15 identifies the right hand used to swear an oath

with the oath itself on the basis of terminology, because ya mtn, like AIab. ymn, can itself

also mean "oath."
Fabry

Dahoodl6 has asked why the Psalms never mention the left hand, and looks for the

explanation in the fact thatyd/ andydmfz often appear in parallel. In these cases he takes

ydQto detote the lefr hand, e.g., Ps. 89:14(13): "strong is thy (left) hand, high thy right

hand" (cf. Isa. 48:12f.: with his [left] hand God formed the earth and with his right hand

he stretched out the heavens). This explanation is possible, but more likely is the

suggestionlT that the parallelism is meant to be incremental: might par. great might. But

it is also possible to interpret the parallelism as identical, both terms referring to God's

might in general. Cf. the similar parallelism between sa{,"side," atdyamin in Ps. 91:7:

"A thousand may fall at your side, ten thousand at your right hand." The only passage

where the proposed interpretation is likely is Jgs. 5:26.18

2. South.Wefindydm?nfor "south" in such passages as Josh. l7:7; I5.23:19,24;2 S.

24:5;2 K. 12:10(9); Ps. 89:13[12] (opposite $aP"); Ezk. 10:3. We find y"mani inthe
same sense in L K. 6:8; 7:39; 2 K. ll:11; 2 Ch. 4:LO; 23:10; Ezk- 47:lf . (all with kn$p

or kelep). Ps. 48:11(10) has also been cited here,re but that is unlikely. In many of these

passages the translation "right" is also possible, but then the meaning of the expression

would be totally uncertain, since the location of the speaker is unknown.

The word tcnun, on the other hand, found 20 times (plus Sir. 43:.16), clearly means
,,south." In 4 passages it is a technical term for the south wind (Job 39:26; Ps. 78:26;

Cant. 4:16; Zec. 9:14).It appears also as a toponym for a region in the northem Hejaz,

a usage distinct from that of Modern Hebrew (= Yemen)' Aharoni2o suggests that the

region is identical withmwldn .

3.Joy_T\e naming'of Benjamin (Gen. 35:18) may be cited to illustrate the meaning
..favorable side" (latus faustum\ and hence 'Joy." The child, named by his mother (as

was customary) ben:6ni "son of my sorrgw," is renamed at once by his father "Son of

the right hand," i.e., "child of happiness."2l This double meaning is also found in Arabic,

14 See esp. Z. W. Fallq "Gestures Expressing Affirmation,"JS$ 4 (1959), 268f.
,s I-. fopl "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch," W 9 (1959),257

= Studies inArabic and Hebrew Lexkography (lerusalem, 1976), 198f.
1o PP.4off.
17 M. Dietrich and O. toretz, "Zur ugaritischen L,exikographie (l)," BiOa 23 (L966),I30.
18 See above.
re M. Palmer, "The Cardinal Points in Psalm 48," Bibl, 46 (L965),357f.
20 y.Aharoni,TheLandoftheBibk@ng.trans.,21979),442;cf..F.M.Abel,Giographiede

la Palestine, I (Paris, 1933),2U.
2l Noth.
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where yamana means both "go to the right" and "be happy": c{. the name of the region
al-yaman, Yemen, Arabia meridiotwlis or Arabia /e/rx. Although in Israel the name
"Benjamin" also suggests the location of the tribe on the southern edge of an Israel that
at the time had nothingto dowithJudah, the account of the namingshowsthatthe element
of happiness also played a role. Cf. the words ya-rnfu, ydm?ni, and fmini used as names
for persons and places.

The name "Benjamin" appears some 170 times as binydmi4 7 times as the variant
ben-yamin (or ben 'ti y"mtnt or ben lwymtnil. These compounds are ancient, and
probably lie behind the name of a seminomadic tribe in the vicinity of Mari (18th-17th
centuries): pgT4gMEs-ramina, often read as west Semitic binu-yamina. But it is also
possible to read the logogram asAkk. maru-yamtna, in which case it would simply mean
"southern lanG," without any echo of the OT name.22

III. Theological Usage. The right hand of Yahweh is "terrible in power" (Ex. 15:6;
possibly read E'd6ri inf. abs.23); it "laid the foundation of the earth and . . . spread out
the heavens" (Isa.48:13); it "strengthens" or "supports" the worshipper (ps. 18:36[35];
the expression doe s not appear in the parallel @rt 2 S. 22:36, and is therefore deleted by
several comms.2a). In Ps. 63:9(8), an expression of trust, the worshipper finds himself
upheld by the right hand of Yahweh; even in the uttermost parts of the sea, the right hand
of Yahweh would hold the psalmist @s. 139:10). Yahweh's right hand-.together with
other parts of his body-ather than the courage or might of God's people effected the
occupation of Canaan (Ps. 4a:4[3]; 48:11[10]; cf..78:54;80:16[15]). Yahweh's ,,right

hand is full of righteousness (or'renown'?5)" (Ps. a8:11[10]); when he "holds back,, or
"withdraws" his right hand, God's people suffer (Ps. 74:ll;l-am.2:3f.). His right hand
is "high" (Ps. 89:14[13]); "his right hand and his holy arm have gotten him victory,'(ps.
98:1; cf. 118:15f.; Ex.15:12).

But the "right hand" of the king can also do wonders (Ps. 21:9[8]; a5:5[4]). The
terminology recalls that used for the God of lsrael: "Your [the king's] (left) hand will
find out all your enemies; your right hand will find out those who hate you" (Ps.21:9[8]).
The verb used in each instance is tim&', which must probably be translated "overtake,"
"grasp."zo 11e second timgd' is often emende dto timltas, following Synmachus and the
Targum, but without real reason. In Ps. 45:5(4), the king appears as a victorious ruler:
"Irt your right hand teach you dread deeds (ndrd'61)t'.' or27 "Your right hand takes

22 Cf. K.-D. Schunck,Eezjamin. BZAWi 86 (1%3),3-8.
23 W.L. Moran, "The Hebrew t anguage in its Northwest Semitic Background," inThe Bible

and the Ancicnt Near East. Festschrift w E Albright (1961; repr. Garden city, 1965), s472, esp.
60 and n. ,18, with bibliog.

24 For a discussion of the problem see also G. Schmuttermayg Psalm 18 und 2 Samucl 22.
SIANT, 25 (L971), 147f. Schmuttermayr favors deleting the word, although he cannot provide
convincing reasons; see the criticism of E. Zenger's review, BZ, N.s. 20 (1976), 2b5f.

zs -V1t gd4.
26 M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, XVI (1965), 133, a suggestion already made by G. R. Castellino

(Libro del Salmi [T\rrin, 1955]) on the basis of 1 S. 23:17.
27 Castellino.
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dreadful aim!" (the text is comrpt). The same image appeius where the "right hand" of
ordinary mortals is mentioned. Noteworthy is Ps. 144:7f., where deliverance "from the

many waters" stands in parallel with deliverance "from the hand of aliens, whose mouths

speak lies, and whose right hand is a right hand of falsehood." Also noteworthy are the

ironic words of Yahweh in Job 40:14: Job is challenged to equal God in competition;

only "then will I [Yahweh] also acknowledge to you, that your own right hand can give

you victory." The implicit assumption, as elsewhere in the OT, is that this is beyond the

ability of the human right hand.
Soggin

ry. Qumran. The word ynryn appeats some 13 times in the Dead Sea scrolls; its

usage remains by and large identical with that of the OT, refening to the mighty "right
hand" of God, which creates (1QH 17:18) and vouchsafes the worshipper protection

(lQH 18:7). Thus it is also the first inscription on the standards in the decisive

eschatological battle (lQM a:7). The Essene worshipper at Qumran seems himself
protected by God at his right hand (1QS L L:4f.). The negated meri smvs lw' ymyn wsm'wl,

"(turning aside) neither to the right nor to the left" (lQS l:15; 3:10), denotes straightfor-

ward obedience to the Torah.
Fabry

Contents: 1. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Qal;3. Hiphil.

!. Etymology, Occurrences.T\erootyand occurs in Middle Hebrew (hiphil, with the

sense "take advantage of," "annoy [verbally])," Jewish Aramaic(aphel, "oppress," "take

advantage of," "annoy"), Old Aramaicl ("oppress,"'afflict"), Old Assyrian (warw'um,

"put pressure on," "afflict"), and possibly also Arabic (waru, "be weak"). In OT Hebrew

we find 4 occurrences of the qal participle (in addition to Ps. L23:4, wherc ga'oydnim

shouldbe readfor {"AyOnim'1and 14occurrences of varioushiphil forms, limited almost

exclusively to laws (Covenant Code and Holiness Code) and prophetic oracles that refer

to laws (6 in Ezekiel). The D(X translates the qal participle with(mdchaira) Helleniki
(twice), megdlE (Jer. 25:38[D(X 32:381), and peristerd (Znph. 3:1). The hiphil is

translated lakortn, 4 times thlibein.
2. Qal. The qal participle appears primarily in the phrase here| hayy6nd, "sword of

violence." This phrase occurs in 3 passages in Jeremiah, the first being 25:38, which

concludes the commentary on the vision of the cup of wrath (25:15ff.) and may not derive

1 Sefire inscription, KA I, 223 B, L6.
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from Jeremiah. The land (Judah? the land of the enemy?) has become a waste because
of the (his?) violent sword (read haherel or harbi hayydtth; lf frn has intruded from the
following clause) and because of his (Yahweh's? Nebuchadnezzar's?) fierce anger.2 In
Jer.46:16, an oracle concerning Egypt, the mercenaries say to each other, "Arise, and
let us go back to our own people and to the land of our birth, from the violent sword." A
similar statement appears in Jer. 50:16, in an oracle concerning Babylon: "From the
violent sword every one shall tum to his own people, and every one shall flee to his own
land." This verse alludes to Isa. 13:1.4, and is undoubtedly secondary. Finally, Zeph. 3:l
refers to Jerusalem as a rebellious (mOf'A), defiled (nig'dl6), and violent lg1nq city. It
is clear from the following verses that the prophet is castigating violent officials, unjust
judges, and deceitful prophets.

3. Hiphil. The hiphil means "oppress," "do violence to." It appears first in Ex.
22:20(Eng. v. 21), in the Covenant Code, which prohibits "oppressing" or wronging3 a

resident alien (ge-r). The prohibition is based on the fact that the Israelites themselves
were resident aliens in Egypt. This prohibition is repeated in the plural in the Holiness
Code (Irv. 19:33) on the same grounds (v. 3b), but with the additional requirement that
such a resident alien be treated like a native('ezrdh)andloved as oneself. The regulations
governing the purchase of property during the Jubilee Year ([rv. 25:14,17) forbid
oppressing a neighbor ('ah 'arnil), probabty on the grounds that an emergency sale is
usually involved: it is wrong to take advantage of another's distress.a

Dt.23:17(16) prohibits "oppressing" an escaped slave: he must not be returned to his
master but allowed to dwell where he pleases. [n the Covenant Code, the law against
oppressing a gdr is followed by a law against "afflicting" ('nlr piel) widows or orphans
(Ex.22:211221). This combination reappearsnlet22:3, where the following admonition
in Deuteronomistic prose is addressed to the king and his people: "Do justice and
righteousness. . . , and do no wrong (ya-zd hiphil) or violence (hzs) to the alien (g€r\,the
fatherless, and the widow."

Ezekiel uses a somewhat different vocabulary. In Ezk. 22:7 (and22:29) we find the
charge that "the fatherless and the widow are wronged in you"; but in the discussion of
individual responsibility in ch. 18 we are told that the wicked oppresses the poor and
needy ('tutt rf'eQydn: v. 12; the language is that of the Psalms) and the righteous does
not oppress anyone (w. 7, 1.6). In the program at the end of the book, finally, the prince
is forbidden to oppress the people (45:8) or to take any of the inheritance of the people,
"thrusting them out of their property" (46:18): all are to enjoy their inheritance un-
molested.

Outside this tradition stands a passage in Deutero-Isaiah, where God promises to make
the people's oppressors (m6nayil5) eat their own flest1 "that all the world may know that

2 Against the the reading that finds here the "dove" of Ishtar (proposed by L. Saint-Paul Girard,
"[,a coldre de la colombe," RB, 40 llg3Ll,92t.), see A. Condamin in Bibl, 12 (1931),242f.

3 -7n) hha;.
a K. Elliger, Z aiticus. HAT, Iy (1966), 353.
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I am Yahweh, your savior and redeemer" (Isa. 49:?5). This category also includes Ps.

74:Sif.ntnnm is to be emended to either nirEm(qal)or n6@m (hiphil), so that the enemies
are saying, "Irt us oppress them."

In the Dead Sea scrolls, ynft appears only in 4QpPs37 3:7, in the pesher on Ps. 37:20.
Here it is the leaders of wickedness who have "oppressed" the people of God, a clear
allusion to the persecuted status of Qumran.

Ringgren

l)1, Wnae; P)i' yanEq; rtll1' yoneqet

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2.Ugaitic;3. OTOccurrences. IL OTUsage: 1. Qal;2. Hiphil;3.
y6rEq;4. yOneqel.

I. l. Etymology. The verbal rootynq, "suck," is attested in variousAramaic dialects,l
Ugaritic,2 and Akkadian (erEqu);3 Egyp. Sn$ "suck(le),"4 originally a causative, proba-

bly belongs here also.

2. Ugaritic. The occurrences of this root in Ugaritic are especially interesting. One
passage states that the son of King Keret "will suck the milk of Atirat and drink (nss)
from the breasts of virgin 'Anat."S The "merciful" gods Sahar and Salim are repeatedly
said to suck the breasts of Atirat and Rahmai.6 In the last passage, the text continues:
"One lip to the earth and one lip towards heaven, and the birds of the heavens and the
fish in the sea go into her mouth, and they hasten from piece to piece as they are ready
and from right and left (they are placed) in her mouth, and are not satisfied."

3. OT Occurrences. The OT contains 8 occurrences of the qal and 10 of the hiphil;
there are also 11 occurrences ofthe qal ptcp.ydneq, "suckling," and 5 occurrences ofthe
hiphil ptcp. m€neqe1, "wet-nurse." The qal ptcp. y6neqe4 which means "sucker,"
"shoot," occurs 6 times. There is also 1 occurrence of yntqd, "shoot" (Ezk. l7:4).

The l)(X usually translates thEldzein (Isa. 60:16: with esthiein) and often uses

tropheilein for the hiphil;y6neq is rendered nipios.T For m€neqelthe LXX uses tr6phos.

I DISO, 109; also Syriac and Mandaic.
2 WUS, no. 1188.
3 AHw,l(1965),217.
4 wbAs, lv, l74.
s KTU, l.l5 11,26.
6 KTU, t.23,24,59,6r.
7 Cf. G. Bertram, "vrllrloE," TDNT,fV,912-14.
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II. OT Usage.
l. Qal.The qal forms have the primary literal meaning "suck" (Job 3:12: "Why [were

there] breastS for me to suck?"; Cant. 8:1: "Oh that you were my brother, who sucked

my mother's breasts"). The other occulrences illustrate metaphorical usage. Dt. 33:19,

for example, says of Zebulun: "They suck the affluence of the seas," i.e., they enjoy the

bounty oi the sea; and Isa. 60:16 says of restored Zion: "You shall suck the milk of

nations, you shall suck the breast of kings," i.e., draw in the wealth of the gentile world'

In Isa. 66:10f., the inhabitants of Jerusalem are summoned to rejoice "that you may suck

Onq\ andbe satisfied with her consoling breasts, that you may drink deeply (mss) and

Ue retrestred ('ng hithpael) at her abundant mother's breast" (in v. 12, wtnaqtem should

be emended to vfy6naqtAm). Jerusalem is thus depicted as a mother and her inhabitants

as suckling children, nourished abundantly by her.

Job 20:16 presents a different image: "He (the wicked) will suck the poison of asps;

the tongue of a viper will kill him."

2. Hiphil. The hiphil is usually used in the literal sense of "suckle, nurse": Gen.2l:7

(..Who would have said to Abraham that Sarah would suckle children?");32:1'6(15)
("thirty milch camels"); Ex. 2:7,9 (nursing the infant Moses); 1 S. 1:23 (Hannah nurses

Samuit); I K. 3:21("I rose in the morning to nurse my child"); Lam. 4:3 ("even jackals

suckle t'heir young"). Only in Dt.32:13 do we find figurative usage: God "made [Israel]

suck honey out of the rock, and oil out of the flinty rock."

The ptcp. mAneqelmeans "wet-nurse" (Gen.24:59;35:8;2K' ll:2 par' 2 Ch' 22:ll),
figuratively in lsa. 49:23: "Kings shall be your foster fathers and their queens your

nursing mothers."

3.y1nEq.T\ewordy6fiqmeans "suckling," "infant"; it appears frequently with its near

.ynony.n 'Alr1.t Su.u"l telli Saul to slay "man and woman, infant and suckling" (me'dlEl

v*'aQ-yineq)among the Amalekites (1 S. 15:3). He slays the inhabitants of Nob: "men and

women, children and sucklings" (l 5.22;19). Jeremiah asks whether the Israelites mean

through their sins to cut off "man and woman, infant and child" ('6lZl vfy6nEq; Jer.44:-7)'

Lam.1:lllaments that infants and sucklings faint in the streets of the city, and in I:m. 4:4

y6n"qtm and 'dlnlim appear again as victims of hunger and thirst. The combination

obviously means that even the littlest are wiped out or fall victim to disaster. Dt. 32:25 uses
..the sucking child" and "the man of gray hus" $t6naq 'im-'X SebA)to stand for the entire

population is victims of war. In Joel 2:12-17 (a call to lament), the prophet says: "Gather

('sp) the people . . . assemble (qbs) the elders; gather ( sp) the children, even nursing

infants" (v. 16). In other words, the entire populace is to be summoned'

Elsewhere the referencr is to little, helpless infants. Moses, for example, asks whether

he is expected to care for the people as a nurse carries the sucking child (Nu. 11:12). Isa.

11:8 paints a picture ofnature at peac€ by saying that the sucking child shall play over the

hole of the asp. Ps. 8:3(2) is usually interpreted similarly: mippt'6l"ltmvfyOn"qimyissa/tn

tl - )'ly 'wl.
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'az, "By the mouth of babes and infants thou hast founded a bulwark," i.e., even the rittrest
and weakest can protect against the hostile powers of chaos because Yahweh supports
them. The I)o( and Syriac interpret 'dz as "praise," with the meaning that even the
babbled praise of small children is pleasing to God. Both interpretations are problematic,
as is the attempt to connect the passage with the preceding verse: "Thou, whose glory
above the heavens is chanted (rni from tnni; Jgs.5:11) from the mouth of babes. . . .,'
But the prep. min does not normally express agency, although it does appear frequently
in the expression "take refuge from (mrz) something." Then 'ozaiuldbe taken asma'dz,
and the translation would run: "From the mouth of the y6n"qtm thou hast founded a
bulwark." In this case, y6n:qtm can only be a reference to the mythol ogscal ynqm of the
Ugaritic text about the "merciful gods.'ry Since Ps. 73:9f. sounds like an echo of the same
text,1o and the verb rnsft recalls the rzss of the Keret text, it is not unlikely that Israel was
familiar with the myth. Early Jewish exegesis reinterpreted ps. 8:3(2): '6plim#'y6n"qtm
was understood to refer to Israel as a weak and helpless nation. Rashi even finds a reference
to the priests and l.evites.11 The use of y6fiq in Isa. 53:2 is discussed below.

4. y6neqe1. Like y6neq in Isa. 53:2, ydneqel means ,'sucker,,, ,,shoot,,, ,,sprout.,' It is
found only in figurative usage.

Ps. 80:9ff.(8ff.) describes Israel as a vine that Yahweh has transplanted from Egypt;
v. l2(ll) says that it sent out its shoots to the river. Hos. 14 describes the restoration of
Israel in terms of fertility, and says in v.7(6): "His shoots shall spread out." The double
allegory of Ezk. 17 speaks twice of an eagle that breaks off the topmost twig of a cedar
(v. 4: y'niqd; v.22: ydneqel). The first time he plants it in a "land of trade," the second
time on a high mountain. The first image represents the deportation of the king to Babylon
as a prisoner, the second represents the restoration of Israel.

The other occurrences are in Job, where images taken from the plant world depict the
fate of the wicked: he thrives in the sun and "his shoots spread over his garden" (Job
8:16), but soon he is destroyed (v. 18); he cannot esc.ape his fate: "the flame will dry up
his shoots" (15:30). By way of contrast, see l4;7: "There is hope for a tree, if it be cut
down, that it will sprout again, and that its shoots will not cease"$ut human beings die
and are laid low (v. 10).

Finally, yonEq appears with this meaning in Isa. 53:2: the servant grew up "before
him" (Yahweh?; "before himself," i.e., "privately"?;tz o, emend to Ppdt€nfi,,,before
us"?) "like a shoot and like a root out of dry ground"-n1 fu1ags of iniignificance and
weakness.

Ringgren

_ 
e_H.-\inggren, "Psalm 8 och Kristologin,"SEd, 37f.(lg7}-73), 17f.; similarly C. Schedl,

"Psalm 8 in ugaritischer Sicht," Fu[ 38 (1964), 183-85; cf. also W. Rudolph, ...Aus dem Munde
der jungen Kinder und Sduglinge. . . '(Psalrn 8,3)," Beitrtige zur Alttestamentlichen Theologie.
Festschrifr W. Zimmerli (Giittingen, L977), 388-396.

10 H. Ringgren, "Einige Bemerkungen zum LXXIII. psalm,,, VT,3 (1953),265tr.
11 Cf. Bertram,921.
12 S. Nyberg, "Smlirtornas man," SE{, 7 Qg4Z),49.
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1Ql yasad;'rloi fsfi;;tlloi fsfila;1Qi fsd; TPID /iIgrD nfisa!(d);

rPiD /:1JPiD m6sd!\6);1QD masfid

Contents: I. General: 1. Root;2. Cognates;3. Statistics;4. Basic Meaning. II. Bible: 1. Nouns;

2. Verb. III. Theological Usage: 1. Yahweh, t-ayer of the Earth's Foundations; 2. Inaccessibility to

Human Knowledge;3. Foundations kid by Yahweh;4. Foundationof the SecondTemple;5. Base

of the Altar.

I. General.
l. Root. Besides the rootysd I, "found," "foundation," the lexica are probably correct

in seeing a rootysd II, "close together," inPs.2:2;31:14(Eng. v. 13); this root is a
secondary formation from - ?10 s6d.1 It is possible thatysd I and swdlysdll go back to

a common Semitic ancestor with a basic meaning something like "bind together, join."2

The actual usage of Heb. ysd I and its cognates in other Semitic languages exhibits no

traces of this hypothetical basic meaning, however, so that the postulated common

ancestor of ysd I and swdlysd II is irrelevant to the meaning of ysdl.3
In the Dead Sea scrolls, the rootsysdand swdare so confused that it is often impossible

to identify distinct meanings.a But here we are obviously dealing with a semantic

development that is characteristic of Qumran. In any case, "biblical usage exhibits a

firmly established semantic distinction between the two words,"S so that we cannot draw

any conclusions aboutysd I in the OT from the language of Qumran.

2. Cognates. Heb. ysd I is the same root as OSA mw,f4 "base,"6 and Arab. wisdd (-
Jewish Aram. 'rssd/a), "cushion," "support." It is also conneCted with Syr. saffa,

"grapevine slip." In lJgaitic,ysd I appears as both noun and verb.7 Whetherysd in Ugar.

ydsad.B.Couroyer, "Un 6gyptianisme biblique: 'Depuis la fondation de ltgypte'(ExodeV,
18)," nB, 67 (1960), 4248;W. Foerster, "rlt(lr;' TDM 111,100G1035; A. Gelston, "The Foun-

daiionsof the SecondTemple," W,16(1966),232-35;P. Humbert, *Note surydsadetses d6riv6s,"

Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgartner. SVT, 16 (1967),135-142; E. Jenni, Das

hebriiische Pi'el (Zurich, L968),2ltf.; H. Muszyriski, Fundament. ArrBibl,6l (L975), esp. 46-65;

W. H. Schmidt, 'IDr jsd griin den," THAT,I,736-38; K. L. Schmidt, 'tep6ltog," TDNI' lll, 63f.
I Cf.. GesB, KBL3, etc.,s.v.
2 Cf. F. H. W. Geseniu s, Thcsaurus philologicus crtticus linguae lrcbraeae et chaldaeae Veteris

Testamenti, II (Leipzig, 21835), 601-3.
3 Cf. also H.-J. Fabry, "'IlD: Der himmlische Thronrat als ekklesiologisches Modell," Bau.s-

teine biblischer Theologie. Festschrifi G. J. Botterweck BBB,50 (L977),102; a different position

is represented by Muvytiski,46f.
+ Cf. Muszydski, 46, n. 109, with bibliog.
s lbid., 47; cf. 52.
6 Cf. W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitrige zum hebriiischen [rxikon," ZAW 75 (1963),

304-316.
7 WIJS, no. 1L89; UT, no. 1117; see II.l.c below.
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bnys& and the Phoenician namebnys/D is to be identified withysd I is disputed.loAlso
uncertain is the reading ysdh (=Heb. y"s@d) on the stela of Yehimilk of Byblos.l1

Ak'k. i.ldu, the same root as Heb. ysd I,12 exhibits a range of meanings corresponding
quite closely to that of Heb. ysd l.lt refers first to the foundation of a building, which
guarantees its solidity and permanence; it then comes to mean the unshakable foundation
of an entire city, land, or kingdom, as well as the firm foundation of human existence
and the reliability of some particular human conduct. Finally, it can refer to the lower
portion or base of an object such as a jar, or the lower portion of a plant or part of the

For "foundation," Biblical Aramaic uses 'rJJin, borrowed from Akkadian. Like
Sumero-Akk. uisu,ts it is found almost exclusively in the plural (Ezr. 4:12; 5:16;
6:3).t0 In Jewish Aramaic, however, the rootysd I occurs frequently alongside the root
ss. r,

3. Statistics- In the OT, ysd I appears in a variety of substantives and as a verb. Since
Akkadian and Arabic have substantives derived fromysd but no verbs, the use of the root
as a noun is probably primary. No adjective forms are found. In addition to the g0
occurrences of the root in the MT listed by Lisowsky, ysd is found in Sir. 16:19 (f s6d6
fi@D and can be postulated confidently in Sir. 1:15 (them4lion ai6nos; cf. ),"s6d.6lam
[Prov. 10:25]); Sir. 10:16 ("destroy hdos themelibn g6s,,; cf.'a/ haysilQ bdh[ps.l37:71);
Sir. 50:15 ("pour out els themdlia thysiastcriou"l cf. 'el-y"s54 mizbah [kv. 4:7; etc.j);
and probably also Sir. 3:9 (elaizortn themdlia, in antithetical parallelism with stertzein
oil<ous).In Jth. 16: 15, however, the leaping of the mounta ins ek themelbn is more likely
to reflect Heb. maqdm (cf. Job 9:6; t8:4; Isa. 13:13).

Of the 80 occurrences in the Ml roughly half (41) involve the verb. Half of these
(20) represent the qal and a quarter (10) the piel; there are 2 occurrences ofthe niphal,
6 of the pual, and 3 of the hophal. The hiphil and hithpaer are not found. of the 39
occurrences as a noun, about half (19) involve y,s@ and a third (13) m6sdd

4. Basic Meaning- Nlooourrences of the Hebrew rootysd I and of its Semitic cognates
exhibit the same basic meaning: ysd reflects the way of life of a settled population
accustomed to erecting permanent buildings made of durable materials. It refers in the
fint instance to the foundation of a permanent building or the laying of such a foundation.

I WUS, no. 1190; Uf, no. 1118.
9 KN,29,2.
10 cf. PNII, t02, 14r..tt cf.KAI,rO,t4.
12 AHw I (1965), 393f.; uncertain : GesB, KBL, etc.
t3 Cf.NIw.
14 lbid.,il(t972),960.
15 Cf. GaG $ 61h.
rc Cf. LalingAram and KBL, s.v.
t7 cf. wTM, s.u.
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The primary emphasis is on the element of stability and permanence provided by the

foundation or its laying.
This basic meaning can be extended so that ysd refers to the "founded" building as a

whole or to the construction and "founding" of the whole; it is no longer limited to the

foundation or its laying. But the basic meaning can also be restricted so that the element

of permanence implicit in the notion of a foundation recedes or vanishes entirely, and

what iS "belgw" in COntraSt tO "above" iS emphasized, Or what iS "first" in COntraSt tq

what is "last." Occasionally the notion of "beneathness" is augmented by the element of
hiddenness, so that it is unexpected and astonishing for this "foundation" to come to

light.
In the OT, these various elements appear first of all in the "seculaf' area of ordinary

buildings. Then ysd appears in the context of building the sanctuary or Zion, either

initially or (in predictions for the glorious future) finally. Like the notion of a structure

as a whole, ysd can also be transferred to other spheres. It is used metaphorically in

hymnic praise of God as the creator and foundationJayer of the earth or in statements

about the foundation and creation of the earth. In addition, ysd can refer to laws and

commandments that are fixed and unalterable.

IL Bible.
l. Nouns. a. The sg. f s6Q appears 9 times in the context of propitiatory consecration

of an altar (Ex.29:t2; Irv. 8:15; 9:9; cf. the passages that speak of [re]consecrating an

altar without mentioning its y"sfi [Ex. 30:10; Lrv. L6:1.8f.; Ezk. 43:20; cf. also Ex.

29:36t.1)or in connection with the sin offering (Lnv.4:7,18,25,30,34;5:9).18 The priest,

in order to (re)consecrate an altar or to offer sacrifice on behalf of himself, the ruler, or

the people, is to take the blood of the sacrificial animal and "give" it on the horns of the

altar or "sprinkle" (nzhhiphil, Lev. 5:9) it on the "side" (4ir) of the altar. He is to "pour

out"le the rest of the blood on the y"s6/, the base of the altar. In contrast to the "horns"

of the altar, which are atop it, and also in contrast to its "side," Jtrsrd designates the lower

part of the altar, the base or foot that rests upon or is embedded in the earth. The y"s@

postulated in Sir. 50:L5 has the same meaning.2o

InEzk. 13:14,they"s,rd(sg)isthefoundationonwhichawallisbuilt;inHab.3:13,
it is the foundation of a house resting directly on bare rock; in Ps. 137:7, it is the

foundation of a city, probably more particularly of the city wall. In Mic. L:6, the pl.

y"silQtm has the same meaning. Destruction "lays bare" (- 1)\ gald lgalahl\ (lE?k.

13:14; Mic. 1:61; -;lty il, [Hab. 3:13; Ps. 137:7]) the foundation. In these 4 passages,

then,they"s6|anditspluralin -tmrefertoadeeplyburiedfoundation,whichistherefore
secure as well as being covered by the structure erected upon it. The "laying bare" of a

hidden foundation depicts radical destruction. Sir. 10:L6 speaks in similar hyperbole of

destruction heds themelfin ge's (probably ='aly"s68€ teEl; cf ' Sir' 16:19)'

+ NUn hata' (chan').

-1DVi tapak.
See III.5 btlow.
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Job 4:19 describes human frailty in terms of a fs& itself the element lending
petmanenoe and stability, that rests not upon rock but upon "dust."2r lob 22:16 depicts
the insecurity of the wicked by saying that their /s6l flows away beneath them like a
river. According to Prov. L0:25, on the other hand, the righteous has a fs6/ '6ht4 a
foundation that endures forever and bestows pennanence. Sir. 1:1.5 expresses the enduring
presence of wisdom among humankind by stating that she has laid for her dwelling place
among them an enduring foundation (themClios aiSnos, probably - ys,6d'6lnnt).These 4
passages usey"sdglas a wisdom metaphor expressing permanence and enduring presence.
Insir.16:19, thepl.fs@iry alongsidethe"rootsof themountains" (qis!€harim;cf.Jon.
2:7[6]), refers to the foundation of the earth, on which it rests secure and unshakable. Both
the singular and the plural in -02 thus always refer, literally or metaphorically, to a concrete
structural element: the lowest portion of a building, its foundation.

Tivicewefindaplural ofy"s@in-6t.Iam.4:LlsaysthatthefireYahwehhaskindled
inzion has destroyed "its foundations" $rs6la1eyhd).In contrast to Ezk. 13:14; Hab.
3:13; Mic. 1:6; Ps. 137:7 (and Sir. 10:16), which speak of destruction that..lays bare,, or
reaches the foundation (sg. or pl. in -im), here the pl. fsfiill itself designates the object
of destruction. The word refers therefore not just to the foundation but by metonymy to
all the buildings of Zion. The translation "to the ground"22 is not precise. The plural in
-6I exhibits the same metonymous extension in Ezk. 30:4, which declares that th e f s6/61
of Egypt---undoubtedly meaning all its buildings-will be destroyed. Isa. 54:11 is
discussed in ll.2-a below.

The sg. fs@d (Ps. 87:1), like the par. "gates of Zion,,, is also an example of
metonymy; it refers not to the foundation but to the structure as a whole, which belongs
to Yahweh (note the masc. suf.).23 The metonymy of f sfr/d in ps. 87:l also supports a
common emendation in Isa. 23:13, which replacesy"sd/oh, "he founded it," withy"sfrjL,
"a foundation (laid by seafarers)."24

The metonymous meaning "(entire) structure" thus distinguishes the pl. f s6!61from
the singular and the plural in -lm and associates it with ysffi.2s It also argues against
the common emendation in Isa. 40:21 of mifdol (ha'dres) to miyy"sfila1 or misueal
(ha'ares1.z6 T\vo other occurrenc€s of fs@ are textually problematic: 2 C}r.23:5 (sa'ar
ha1tcs6l; cf.2K. 11:6: ia'ar s0r) and F-2r.3:12 (uyosQ6; qal inf. of ysd or scribal error
for bts@6?\. Also textually problematicisfsttdinBn.T:9 (no equivalent in 3 Esd. g:6,
a direct translation, prior to the IXX, of a Hebrew originalz).

2t +frDg'dpdr.
22 Cf., e.g.,- H.-J. Kraus, Klagelieder (Threni). BK, XX (1956), 71; W. Rudolph, Dje

Klag_eliede4 KAT, )(\IlU3 (1962),24.6; A.Weiser, Klagelieden ATD, XVll2 (195g), 99.
23 For a different view, see Humbert, 139, and Muvyriski, 50.

'1 Cf B.Dthm, Jesaia. HKAT, lWl (1902) and othlrs iz loc.; for a different interpretation,
see KBL3, etc., s.v. ysd I.

25 Contra Muszyrtuki, 48.
26 See II.l.c below.

. ]z- cf.-w.,Rr{olph, Esra und Nehemia. IIAT, xx (1949), xv-xvi; D. Hanhart, Text und rbxtge-
schichte dcs 1. Esrabuches. MSU, 12. AKGW 3192 (1974),11; etc.
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b. In 2 Ch. 8:16, the "day of the foundation (mfisdd sg.) of the house of Yahweh" is

contrasted with the time of its completion. Herc mfrsddundoubtedly refers not to part of

the structure but to an actionl the laying of the cornerstone and the start of construction.

It is likely that the sg. mfrsd/ has the same meaning in the difficult passage Isa. 28:L6:

not the foundation as a structura! entity but the act of laying the cornerstone.a Yahweh

will lay a "cgmerstqne of value, Of a sure foundation," i.e., a precious comerstone set

after the fashion of a deep foundation. The phrase mfisdd mfrssd{, "deep cornerstone-

laying,,' is thus syntactically an adnominal phrase describing the precious cornerstone;

Uut iiircorporates the verb ysd twic€ to describe-adverbially-the act of laying the

comerstone, in which the precious cornerstone is set deep so as to be especially secure

and unshakable.2e Isa. 4O:2'l' is discussed in II.1.c below.

The emendati on of mfisdftto mfisad n 2 K. 1.6: L8 is arbitrary and unnecessary. In Isa.

30:32, mhsddA is undoubtedly a scribal error for mfisard, "punishment." In Ezk. 41':8,

the qere mwsdwt is preferable to the kcthibh mysdwt;btt mwsdwt is the plural ot m6sdd,

notif. m1sadlmfisadi.3o The noun mfrsddi cited in the lexica3l is therefore unattested,

even through textual emendation.

Our conclusion is that mfisddoccurs only in the singular and refers to the laying of a

comerstone for a building.
c.ThenounrzdsdClformsapluralinboth -Otand-im"withoutanydetectablesemantic

differencp. The singular is not found. According to Jer. 5L:26, no stone shall be taken

from the ruins of Babylon for use as a cornerstone ('ef,en l"PinnA), no stone FmOSd6t.

In parallel withpinnd, m1s,:d6tcannot denote the act of laying a foundation; it must refer

toihe actual foundations. Similarly mifdA d6r'wddbr in Isa.58:12, in parallel with

horb1t '6lam, refers to the foundations left standing after buildings are destroyed.

According to Ezk. 4t:8 (Q), the m6f,d6t (not mfif/613) of the side chambers of the

temple ari 6 cubits high. In these 3 passages, mOfdiml-6|refers to the foundations of a

structure, raised to a certain height so that the building proper can be erected upon them.

The same meaning attaches to the haPax legomenon massdd in I K' 7:9 (in contrast to

hatf p dlil, "corbel"?).'t=he 
notion of "foundations on which the structure as a whole is built" is then extended

to the structure of the cosmos. One may speak of the "foundations of the mountains"

(m6f/A hartm: Dt.32i22; Ps. 18:8[7]) and the "foundations of (the vault of) heaven"

im6sd6t hasldmayim:25.22:8 if the text is correct; cf. Ps. 18:8[7]). Most commonly,

however, we hear of the "foundations of the earth" (m6f d€ 'areg: Ps. 82:5; Ptov . 8:29;

Isa. 24:L8; Jer. 3l:37 Mic. 6:2; nilf,dbt taful: 2 5.22:16 par. Ps. 18:16[15]). It is
noteworthy that in these phrases not only td@lbut also 'eres and hArtm always appear

without the article.

Contra Humbert, 140; MuszYtski, 50'
See III.3 below.
See II.1.c below.
Cf. also Humbert, 140f.
See II.1.b above.
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There is a precise parallel in Ugaritic. The costly materials of which certain objects
are made for a goddess are called dbbm d msdt'rs.33 T\e msdt'rs are thus the rocky
foundations of the earth from which valuable materials are recovered and on which the
earth or land rests.

The text of Isa. 40:21 (mofQ61hn'tue;) is undoubtedly corrupt (mzrd'i as a parallel
term;'ereswithanarticle; m6fdotusedinaconcretesense).Theemendationmiylrsueal
or mtsu/a1ha'res is often proposed, but runs against the familiar metonymous usage of
y"sfidAlfsddbt 3a A possible reading is (lrla' h'f,tnb1em) mimmfisa@ ha'oeg,..from the
foundation of the earth," assuming haplography of one of the tluee adjacent mems and
assimilation of mfrsd{ read as m6sdd to the otherwise common plural.3s

When "foundations" are mentioned in a cosmic context, there are often overtones of
pelmanence and solidity lentby such "foundations" to the mountains, the vault of heaven,
or the earth. Just as Yahweh assigns a limit to the sea, which its waters cannot pass, so
he establishes "the foundations of the earth" (Prov. 8:29). Therefore the cosmic order is
distnrbed when the foundations of the earth (Ps. 82:5; Isa. 24:18), the heavens (2 s.22:g),
or the mountains (Ps. 18:8[7]) tremble. Usually, however, the emphasis is on the
inaccessibility of the cosmic "foundations."36

Finally, the cosmic "foundations" can be used in merismus. Such double expressions
as "foundations of the mountains/earth" (Dt. 32:zz; ps. 18:8[7]), "foundations of the
heavens/earth" (2 S. 22:8), "foundations of the earth/mountains,, (Mic. 6:2), ,founda-

tions of the earth belowheavens above" (Jer.3l:37), and "foundations of the earth/bot-
tom of the sea" (2s.22:16 par. Ps. 18:16[15]) include the extreme poles of the cosmos
or the inhabited world, in order to express the totality of the world or its..bases,,(cf. also
lK.7:9:thetempleof Solomonisbuiltentirelyof hewn stonesmibbayilAmihfts,"inside
and outside," and frmimmassdd 'ad-hatfgatpl, "from the foundation to the top layer
under the roofbeams"). In these expressions the idea ofpermanence originally associaied
with "foundations" vanishes totally. They resemble similar meristic expressions without
m6fd6tl-im that speak simply of heaven and earth or earth and sea.

2. Verb. a.Ps.102:26(25) states that Yahweh founded Osd qal) the earth and that the
heavens are the work of his hands (ma'.seh yadeyka). The qal of yasaQ stands in chiastic
parallelism with ma%$eh and therefore cannot refer to the ldying of the foundations of
the earth, but must designate the completed work of its creation as a whole. The same is
true in all passages where yasaS with the "earth" as object stands in parallel with the
"spreading out" Qph, nth) or "establishing" (hun) of the heavens (ps. 104:5 [..heavens,'
in v. 2]; Prov. 3:L9; Isa. 48:13; 51:13,16; 7,ec.l2:t; cf. ps. 78:69). The meristic double
construction comprehends the creation of the entire cosmos, andyasad oomprehends the
whole creation of the earth.

WUS, no.1189' UT, no. 1117.
See II.L.a above.
On m,frsad see II.1.b above .

See III.2 below.
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When the heavens are not mentioned, yasaQ refers to the entire process of creation.

lnPs.24:2, it alternates with kbnZn.In Ps. 89:12(11), it refers not only to the circle of
the earth (OEDbut also to all that is in it (m"tb'Ah\; it stands in parallel with bArA'in

v. 13(12). In Job 38:4, it introduces the entire process ofcreation, the individual aspects

of which are detailed in the following verses. According to Am. 9:6, Yahweh has built
(bAnO his upper chambers in the heavens and founded {gasa{) his vault upon the

earth-i.e., he has built it as a whole upon the earth as its foundation.

Even in the few passages whereyasa{refers not to the creation of the earth by Yahweh

but to some other activity, it denotes the activity as a whole. According to 2 Ch.3l:7,
they began in the third month to lay tp $dsa{)37 many heaps of provisions (%re-m61: 6b)

and finished the work in the seventh month. The number of heaps precludes takingyasa4f

as being limited to "setting out the bottom layer" (of a heap).38 Furthermore, killfr, "they

finished," does not contrast withydsaQ but with l6bEllfi, "they began." Here, therefore,

yasaQ refers to the entire act of piling up the heaps, from the first to the last. In 2 Ch.

24:27,ydsad refers to construction work on the existing temple, and therefore cannot be

limited to the laying of foundations.
This evidence must be taken into account when we determine the precise sense ofysd

qal in figurative usage. Ps. L04:8 means not just that Yahweh "appointed" (as most

translations say) the mountains and valleys a place, but rather that he prepared (yAsal)

this place. According to Ps. 119:152, Yahweh not only gave the law ('edti pernanence,

but created and established it @dsa[\. According to Hab. 1: L2, he did not merely "assign"

an existing enemy for punishment but created @asa{) it for this very purpose. Isa. 23:13

is discussed elsewhere.3e

In Isa. 54:11, wisdddtayils "and your foundations," "and your newly built buildings,"
should probably be read (with lQIs' and the D(X and in chiastic parallelism with
'of,anayilg "your stones") for wtsadttb "and I will found you." Yahweh is promising to

encrust the buildings of rebuilt Zion with sapphires (cf. Tob. 13: L6; Rev. 21:18-20). The

noun fsildilt has already been discussed.o
The niphal of ysd, which appears twice, has the same comprehensive meaning. The

"founding of Egypt" (Ex. 9:18) refers to the entire process of establishing the Egyptian

kingdom. In Isa. 44:28, the niphal of ysd stands in parallel with bazd and means the entire

rebuilding of the temple.
Although ysd qal and niphal----unlike the piel, pual, and hophal-refers to the entire

process of construction, it differs clearly from general, unspecific verbs of "making"
such as 'a,ff. Tlvo semantic elements present in the basic meaning of the root ysd,

"foundation (laying)," modify and characterize the construction referred to by ysd qal

and niphal. The first is that of building "from the ground up," which implies something

new, even something unique and primordial. This element is obviously determinative

GK, $$ 69n,71.
W. Rudolph, Chronilbiichen IIAT, XXI (1955), 304.

See II.1.a above.
See II.1.a above.
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when the qal of ysd is used to describe creation.4l But it cannot be overlooked in the
other passages as well (with the possible exception of 2 Ch. 24:27).

Second, there are overtones of solidity and permanence in many passages where the
qal or niphal of ysd appears; this is almost always true in connection with the creation
of the earth (cf. Ps. 24:2and [figuratively] ll9:L52). Often, however, this element is not
dominant. In parallel with the "sreation" (- Xl: bArd'), "spreading" (nati), or
"making" ('a.fi) of the heavens, the OTcan speakof the "founding" (ysdqal) of the earth,
as well as its being "spread out" (* yPf rq': Ps. 136:6; Isa. 42:5;44:24\, "made" ('dSA),
"established" (+ Jl) lwn), or "formed" (- ']It ysr: Isa. 45:18). Other verbs are
substituted for the qal ofysdwithout changing the meaning or function of the expression
as a whole.

b. Josh. 6:26 pronounces a curse upon anyone who rebuilds the destroyed city of
Jericho: he will lay its foundation (ysd piel) at the cost of his first-born and set up its
gates at the cost of his youngest son (cf. I lL 16:34, quoting Josh. 6:26). According to
1 K. 5:31(17), great and costly stones are quarried so that the foundations of the First
Temple can be laid (ysd piel) with dressed stones. Here the laying of a foundation is
distinguished from the subsequent construction (bAnAi t K. 5:32[18]). In 1 K. 6:37,the
pual of ysd refers to the laying of the foundation for the temple, in contrast to its
completion (- ;r): lcnld) in v. 38; a similar usage appears in 1 K. 7:10. According to
Zec. 4:9, the hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foundations (ysd piel) of the Second
Temple and will also complete (Ds) it.

The laying of the foundation for the Second Temple to mark the beginning of
construction is described in Ezr.3:10 with the piel of. ysd, in Ezr.3:6; Hag. 2:18; Znc.
8:9 with the pual. In Ezr. 3:11, the hophal has the same meaning, and possibly also in
2Ch.3:3 (text?).

In all these passages, then, the piel, pual, and hophal ofysd have the precise technical
meaning of "laying the foundations" on which the building can then be built and
completed.a2 This usage is cleady distinct from that of the qal and niphal, which refer to
the construction of the entire building.a3 In these passages, the element of permanence
also retreats into the background. The laying of the foundation is mentioned solely to
mark the beginning of construction, in contrast to the completion of the building.

The situation is different in Isa. 14:32;28:16; and probably also Ps.8:3(2), where
Yahweh is the subject of the piel or hophal of ysd Here the emphasis is primarily on the
trustworthiness and permanence of the building, because Yahweh has laid its foundation.a

The precise meaning of ysd piel, "lay foundations," argues against the common
conjectural emendation of yissa! in Isa. 28:L6 to y6sE8 (qal ptcp.). The participle
expected after hinn"n$s has to be the piel ptcp. m"yassd! (as in lQlso, but not lQlsr).

41 Cf. also CD 2:7.
a2 Cf.Ienni,2l2.
43 Contra Schmidt, 736.
aa See III.3 below.
4s Cf . GK, gg 116p,q, 155-56.
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Nter ny, which can easily be confused in Phoenician script with m,6 the lz of the piel

participle was omitted by haplography.

The notion of "making secure" also explains the metaphorical usage of the piel to
mean "command" in Est. 1:8: by his orders, the king has laid an unshakable foundation,

which must govern the actions of his officials. Also similar is 1 Ch.9:22: the appointment

of the gatekeepers of the temple by David and Solomon is such that this institution will
last like an unshakable foundation through ages to come. Ezr. 7:9 is discussed in II.l.a
above.

The metaphor in Cant. 5:L5-legs "founded" (pual ptcp. of ysd) upon "bases of fine

gold,' ('a/n€-ptufprobably serves simply to express the distinction below/above,

together with the notion of security (cf. Sir. 26:18).

III. Theological Usage.

L. Yahweh, Layer of tlrc Earth's Foundations. Ps. 24:2 states that it is Yahweh who

"founded" (ysd qal) the earth upon the seas. The compound noun clause, as is generally

true of this type of construction,4T does not describe the (past) act of creation, but depicts

Yahweh as founder of the earth, who as such possesses fundamentally and for all time

proprietary rights over the earth and its inhabitants (Ps. 24:1). The mention of Yahweh's

"foundation" [vsd qal) of the earth in Ps. 89:12(11) has the same import. Isa. 48:13 also

uses a compound noun clause to speak of Yahweh's "founding" (ysd qal) the earth. Here,

too, then, the reference is not to creation as an event ofthe past; v. 13, continuingv. 12b,

declares what Yahweh (or his hand) is: the one who founds the earth and spreads out the

heavens.

Ps.102:26(?5) likewise does not use the qal of ysd to describe a former act in which

Yahweh laid the foundations of the earth; rather, it describes the earth as having been
,.previously" $pAfin) "founded" by him and the heavens as the work of his hands in

order to make it clear that Yahweh-unlike what he has made-remains forever himself.

The qal of ysd speaks here directly about the earth, but indirectly about Yahweh himself.

In Ps. 78:69, the permanence of the sanctuary Yahweh has built upon Zion is illustrated

by the heights of the heavens andby the earth, "which he has founded for ever" (ysdqal).

Here, too, yasad does not describe the act through which the earth was founded, but as

inPs. 102:26(25) characterizes the earth as something founded by Yahweh and therefore

permanent.
The doxology in Am. 9:6 confesses Yahweh as "building his upper chambers in the

heavens and founding (yrd qal) his vault upon the earth." The "founding" ascribed here

to Yahweh refers directly to his heavenly sanctuary, but this is understood primarily as

a part of the cosmos (cf. the similar statements about creation in the doxologies of Am.

4:13; 5:8), so that Am. 9:6 also speaks of Yahweh as "founder" of (part of) creation. Ps.

8:3(2) is discussed in III.3 below.

46 Cf. ANE? no. 286, esp. ll. 7, 13, 17.
47 See, e.g., B. D. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung in den Psabnen Abhandhngen zur

evangelischcn Theologie, 1 (Bonn, 1960), 177'182: also Gtr(, $$ 142a-e' etc.
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The ptcp. y6sdQ appears in Isa. 5L:13; zxc. l2:1; ps. 104:5. Isa. 51:1.6 uses the
gerundive infinitive with I'- in apposition with Yahweh. Hereysddoes not denote the act
of creation but describes Yahweh in his nature as founder of the earth and creator of the
cosmos.

Thus none of the creation passages involving ysd speaks of a prior act of creation; all
describe Yahweh, present either speaking or addressed, as the one who founded the earth
and stretched out the heavens, i.e., created the cosmos and its order.

In all these passages it is clear that Yahweh's "attribute" of being founder of the earth
and creator of the universe explains why he acts in the history of Israel, why he acts on
behalf of Zion, the house of David, the psalmist<hoosing, building, deliveiing, saving.
This association with acting in history does not detract in the least from the description
of Yahweh expressed by yasai and other creation terminology. The earth and heavens
as the product of divine "foundation" and creation are not replaced by Israel as the
beneficiary of Yahweh's saving acts in history; neither does Yahweh the creator of the
world vanish into the God who deals with Israel in history. Quite the contrary: the nature
of God as creator of the universe manifests itself anew in his historical treatment of Israel.
Wheh Yahweh acts in the history of Israel, he does so fundamentally in his nature as
creator of the universe.

Furthermore, in these passages (with the possible exception of ps. 104:5) yahweh is
not described as the "founder" of the earth and creator of the universe with the naive
simplicity of spontaneous praise, but in the sense of a confession demanded (when
Yahweh presents himself as Creator) or offered (when one speaks of Yahweh as Creator),
to which the person addressed by Yahweh must assent or to which the worshipper feeis
called upon to assent. In this assent one decides to acknowledge Yahweh as',founder',
of the earth and creator of the universe, while acknowledging also that, as Creator, he is
also the God who deals with people in history.

2. Irwccessibility to Hwnan Knowledge. Like the "planting', (b) of the mountains
and the "establishing" (kwn) of the heavens, according to prov. g:29 the .,marking out,,
(hwq; text?) of the "foundations of the eafih" (m6fda 'dre;) is among the works of God
done "from the beginning" (mE'@; mE'6lam; naro's; b"terem). Although the earth's
foundations support the human world, the laying of these foundations is set in that
primordial "age" a@essible only to yahweh and his wisdom, but beyond the ken of
human beings.

In Prov. 3:L9, the discourse praising wisdom and calling on those listening to seek it
out is intemrpted by the emphatic statement that it is Yahweh who is primarilyioncerned
with wisdom: it is by wisdom that he "founded" Cvsd qal) the earthand established the
heavens. In this context, emphasis on the association of wisdom with yahweh and on its
fundamental role in the creation of the universe (compound nominal clause!) can only
serve to restrict the accessibility of wisdom to human beings. only in part and only
indirectly can one gain the wisdom that belongs completely and directly to yahweh alone,
which is found in his work of creation.

According to Job 38:4, the laying of the earth's foundations esd qal) together with
the sinking of its bases Qb), etc., took place in a primordial age inaccessible to human
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thought. Jer.3l:37 says it is simply impossible for mortals to measure the heavens and

explore the ,,foundations of the earth" (mif46:"r"r). On the other hand, Yahweh's

theophany lays bare (-:f)f gah lgahhl) these foundations and lets the channels of the

sea be seen (- ;txt r'h:2 5.22:16 par. Ps. 18:16[15]). When the fire of God's wrath

burns "to the depths of Sheol" ('a/-f'Al tahttl) and sets on fire the "foundations of the

mountains" (m\fdC hirtm), it reaches to the farthest and deepest limit of the cosmos,

inaccessible to mortals, so that there can be no refuge @t.32:22).
In these passages the founding of the earth or the laying of its foundations denotes a

"time" and "place" reseryed tO YahWeh alOne aS the "beginning" and "base" of the human

world. It is simply inaccessible to mortals and thus illustrates the limits imposed upon

them.

3. Foundations Laid byYahweh. According to Isa. 1.4:32b, it is Yahweh who laid the

foundations of Zion. This fundamental act on Yahweh's part makes it possible for the

"afflicted of his people," i.e., the afflicted who are his people, not only to have a sense

of security but also to find in Zion a secure and indestructible refuge (- ilO|l has6:

v.32b0).
The precise meaning of Isa. 28:L6 has been extensively debated.a8 The concluding

clause, which probably states both the result and the purpose ofwhat precedes, speaks

of ..one who makes himself Secure," "one who believes" (hamma'omtn). The key word

of the first clause is ysd which appears in 3 variants. Yahweh presents himself as laying

a foundation stone in Zion (m"yassE{ [emended]ae). It is a precious stone-probably
not a gemstone, but rather a stone exceptionally well suited for the foundation of a

building, i.e., one especially solid and well shaped (cf. "precious stone" in this sense

also in 1 K. 5:31[17]; 7:9-ll). Yahweh will lay this foundation stone, which is of
particular excellence, as a "sure foundation."so Besides the special quality of the stone,

there is thus also the extraordinary care with which Yahweh himself will lay the

foundation. The whole statement built around the root ysd thus emphasizes not the

hiddenness and invisibility ofthe foundation stone5l but the solidity and security given

Zionby Yahweh's work.
Thus the element of security expressed in the second clause of Isa. 28:16by the root

'mn parallels the same element expressed in the ffust clause by the rootysd. The security

of faith is a response to the security of Yahweh's saving work, visible and concentrated

ir,Zion,which precedes faith and makes it objectively possible.
ps. 8:3(2) is also debated. If the first three words are appended to the preceding verse

and'oz canbe taken l*e mabz b mean "fortress,"52 the Passage States that Yahweh has

a9 See IL2.b above.
50 See II.1.b above.
sl Cf. e.9., Duhm, 175.
s2 A. Deissler,..Zur Datierung und Situierung der'kosmischen Hymnen'Pss 8; 19; 29," Lux

Tua Veritas. Festschrift H. Junkr (Tiet, 196l), 47 -58; L A. Soggin, "Textkritische Untersuchung

von Ps. VIII w.2-3 und 6," W 2l (1971),568-570; etc.
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laid the foundations (vsd piel) of the heavens, providing for his worldwide dominion a

security against which enemies cannot prevail.s3

4. Foundation of the Second Tbmple. According to Haggai, hardship and want will be

replacedby the blessing of Yahweh if Israel sets aboutbuilding the house of Yahweh (Hag.
1:8; 2:15-19).Hag.2:18 dates the change of fortune from the day the foundation was laid
(ysdpual) for the Second Temple. This dating, however, is most likely a latergloss, added

after the laying of the foundation and probably also after the completion of the temple.
Therefore the salvation proclaimed by Haggai cannot be considered final and complete.
The gloss relativizes the salvation announced while lending precision to its time.

lt7*c.8:9, the prophet proclaims a new age of salvation on the day the foundation
of the Second Temple is laid (ysd pual). According to w. 9-13, the promised salvation
means that the land will yield a rich harvest and Israel, now despised by the nations, will
be honored once more. According to 7*c.4:6b-10a, the day of foundation-laying (ysd
piel, v. 9) for the Second Temple appears insignificant, but the completion of the temple
will assuredly come to pass and be a day of rejoicing (v. 1.0a).

According to Ezt.3:8-13, there was great rejoicing (v. 10) when the foundation for
the Second Temple was laid (ysd piel, v. 10; hophal, v. L1). But this rejoicing and the
change for the better it signals are reduced by the fact that sacrifice is offered even before
the foundation is laid (ysd pual) (v. 6) and above all by the continued weeping of the
previous lamentation even during the rejoicing (w. 12f.).

In all these passages, then, the beginning of work on the Second Temple marked by
the piel, pual, and hophal ofysd inaugurates a new age of salvation and prosperity, but
it is clearly represented as provisional and imperfect.

5. Base of the Altar. The blood placed on the horns of the altar when it is consecrated
and in the course of a sin offering represents an essential element of the propitiatory rite,
but the pouring out (+ ]Btti SdWlS notziraq or the like!) of the remaining blood at the
base $t"s6[) of the altar probably sewes primarily to dispose of the additional blood
properlysa and return it to God, its proper owner (cf. Dt. 12:16,23-27; l5:?3; I*v.
17:10-14).

Unlike the homsss of the altar, therefore, thefs@ is (at least originally) not a ritually
significant part of the altar. In Sir. 50:15, however, "blood of the grape" is poured out at
the base of the altar "for a sweet-smelling savor"; this is therefore a sacrificial ritual and

the f s68 of the altar is here ritually significant.
The same may be true in kv. 5:9, where the remainder of the blood is not poured out

at thefs@but "drained out" upon it (zsft niphal; cf. [rv. L:15, where the blood is drained
on the "side" of the dtar).

s3 Cf. +?1, yAanaq.
54 R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschbhte des Opfers im alten Israel. WMANT, 24 (1967),

145-47,218-220.
ss +11y' qeren.
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Rev. 6:9f. (cf. 16:6f.) says that the souls of those slain "for the word of God and for
the witness they have borne" are "under the altar" (hypokd6 tort thysiastEriou) and cry

out to God. This notion appears to assume that the base of the altar was included in the

sacrificial ritual as suggested by Sir. 50:15 (and Lrv. 5:9?) and to be connected with the

idea that blood unjustly shed "cries out"56 to God (cf. Gen. 4:10, etc.).
Mosis

s6 +l9l zd'ae.

contents: I. Etymology, occurrences. II. Independent Verb: 1. "Add";2. canon Formula;3.

"Increase"; 4. Oaths; 5. Used Absolutely. III. Auxiliary Verb: 1. With Infinitive Construct; 2.

Parataxis. lY. y sp l' sp I sph I swp. Y. Qumran. VI. [XX.

I. Etymology, Occurrences. The verbal root /sP is found in Phoenician ("add"),t

Moabite ("add"),z and various Aramaic dialects.3 It also appears in Old South Arabic as

wSf, (*add,- "increase")4 and in Soqotri as sef "augment."s Akk. (w)apdbu, "add,"
"increase,"6 and sibtu, "interest," are semantically comparable, although the sibilant

raises problems.

There are 214 ocotnences of the root in the OT: 33 in the qal, 6 in the niphal, and L76

in the hiphil.

U. IndependentVerb.
L. *Add." The independent verb (qal and hiphil) is usually found with an object plus

'al, with the meaning "add something to something."
When restitution is made for holding back proPerty, a fifth of its value is to be "added"

Qn'fi"mtiil|y\sep'al:l*v.5:l6,24lEng.6:51; Nu.5:7). Likewise when something sacred

to Yahweh is redeemed, e.g., tithes, a fifth of the value is "added" (qal: kv. 22:141'

27:L3,15,L9,27; hiphil: l*v.27:31). To the three cities of refuge three others (?l) are to

be "added" (Dt. 19:9; cf. Nu. 36:3f. [niphal]). Yahweh "adds" years to a human life (2 K.

KN, 10, Ll; t4, t9.
KN, 181,2L,29.
DnL 4:33(Eng. v. 36); DISO, 109, always in the haphel or aphel, "add."
ContiRossini, 141; E. Ullendorff, "The Contribution of South Semitics to Hebrew Lrxicog-

raphy," W 6 (1956),196 = Is Biblical Hebrew a Language? (Wiesbaden, 1977), 195.
5 lrslau, Contributions, 24.
6 cAD,V2(r968),352f.
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20:6; Ps. 6l:7161; Isa. 38:5 [hiphil]), but it is also possible to say that someone "adds year
to year" in the sense of letting the years run their course (Isa. 29:1 [qal]). Yahweh says
through Jeremiah that it does not matterhow many sacrifices are offered ("add your burnt
offerings to your sacrifices": Jer.7:2L [qal]) because he requires obedience (w.22-28;
cf.6:20).

The expressionysp 'cl sometimes means "do something even worse." Samuel is to pray
for the people because they have added to all their sins the evil of asking for a king (1 S.
12:19 [qal]). Elihu accuses Job of having added rebellioa @eta) to his sins (hatta') (Job
3a:37 [hiphil]). Baruch says that Jeremiah has added sorrow to his pain (Jer. 45:3 [qat]). Iri
the concluding section of the Holiness Code, I-ev.26, w. 1,4-17 state the punishment for
transgressing the law; whoever refuses to obey despite the punishment will be punished an
additional sevenfold (rfydsapti %lCkem makki ieba': v.2l; cf. v. 18: ysp + inf.; w. VI and
28: ieba' without ysp). The iame construction is used in the positive sense of "surpass" in
Eccl. 1:16: higdalti rfhdsapfr bobnd 'al kol-',ier-hahd Pfinay, "I have acquired great
wisdom, surpassing all who were before me." Compare k*1.2:9, r.fgdSahi vfhdsapti
mikl<ol .. . , i.e, "(although) I became greater and surpassed (in riches) d[who were before
me, I retained my wisdom" (summarizing 2:ar8|,. Solomon's wisdom and wealth surpassed
the rumors that the queen of Sheba had heard (hdsapfi hol_ona wd!6b'el hatYmt'6llK.
10:7]; the construction with 'elis rare; the par.2Ch.9:6hasyasapti'al).

The hiphil of ysp with 'al can be expanded with t, "add jusi as much again." In Dt.
1.:L1, for example, Moses wishes that Yahweh will make the Israelites a thousand times
as many as they are $tosep 

%bkem kilem'elep f'drntm). In 2 S. 24:3, Joab wishes
similarly for a hundredfold increase of the people in the light of the census (with 'el; cf.
I Ch.2l:3 with 'aI).

2. Canon Formuh. The hiphil of ysp with 'al is used as the opposite of gara' min (-
917 gdra) inDL4:2; l3:l(12:32): lA' gstpit 'al-haddnfur . . . vf lb' ligr'A mimmennfi,
"You shall not add to the word which I command you, nor take from it" (the so-called
canon formula). The formula has an Egyptian parallel: the conclusion of the Instruction
of Ptahhotep reads: "Thke away (ity) no word (md.t), add (iny) no word, replace none
(/c.r) with another (k.t)." |t is dubious, however, whether the formula refers to the actual
number of words. It can also be translated: "Do not say one time this and one time that,
and do not confuse one matter with another." In this case the formula guards against a

change in wording.8 The 2 passages in Deuteronomy refer to the commandments given
by God. The prohibitions are actualized with a warning against idolatry. Obedience to
the commandments given by Yahweh-and only to them-is required of those who
would live in and possess the promised land. The warning against apostasy indicates that
in its present literary context the formula defends the substance of Yahwism and is not
intended to define a canon.

Prov. 30:6 says that it would be deceirful to add anything to the words of God, using

7 W. Zimmerli, Prediger ATD,I{VI/L (1962),I54.
8 S.Morerrz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973),224.
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only the first part of the formula. The prohibition against taking anything away appears by
itself in Jer. 26:2, where Yahweh enjoins Jeremiah to speak kol-hadd"f,drtm. From the
reaction of those listening, we may conclude that this refers to the content of the words, not
their extent. On the other hand, Jer.36:32 (niphal) says that the scroll written by Baruch to
replace the one bumed by Jehoiakim received additions. We are not told whether these were
made by Jeremiah himself, were written at his dictation, or represented later expansion.

In Eccl. 3:1.4, a similar formula appears in a totally different context. The work of
God cannot be affected by anyone. Everything goes its familiar course, and no one can
either add to it or take away from it.e Referring to the Decalog, Moses says in Dt. 5:22:
"These are the words that Yahweh spoke, wln' ydsap wayyikf bem" ("he added no more,
and he wrote them . . ."), i.e., he wrote them after he stopped speaking. The idiom is
probably short forysp + 'al had.dafir or ysp l"dabberto

3. "Increase. " Addition that results in an increase in size or number can be expressed
by means of the hiphil ofysp + object or with'al and no object. Ezra,for example, says
that the men who married foreign women have "increased the guilt of Israel" (t"h6stp
'al-'aima! yiird'El: Ezr. 10:lo; cf. Prov. 23:28). when the northern Israelites tooi
prisoners from Judah during the Syro-Ephraimite war, certain Ephraimite chiefs said it
would be bad enough to attack Judah and Jerusalem (rabbd'aimd lanfr), but to take
kinsfolk as prisoners of war would add to the guilt (l"hastp'al-hatto'1anfr we'al-
'aimd1€nfi:2Ch.28:13).Isaiahsaysthatthepeoplehaveforsakin Ca*DtheirGodand
increased their rebellion (tistpfi sard: rsa. 1:5). According to Ezk. 23:14, the harlotry of
Oholibah(i.e.,Jerusalem)exceededthatofhersister(Samaria) (watt1sep'el-taznfi1€hi).
Rehoboam threatens to lay upon the people an even heavier yoke than that laid by
Solomon (' 6stp' al-'ull:kem: I K. l2:tt,l4 par. 2 Ch. 10: 1 1, 14). Nehemiah laments that
by breaking the Sabbath the people have increased the wrath of Yahweh against Israel
(hiphil ptcp.: Neh. 13:18; cf. Nu. 32:14: lasepe! tconj.l).

In wisdom Literature, the hiphil of ysp oiten appears in connection with .,wisdom,,,

"knowledge," or the like. The person who is already wise may increase in wisdom by
listening to the proverbs(leqah: Prov. 1:5). "Give instruction to a wise man, and he will
be still wiser (wyehtram:N); teach a righteous man and he will increase in learning
(wy6sep leqalr)" (Prov. 9:9). In the group of 4 sayings that discuss the speech of the wise
(Prov. 16:21-24), ydstp leqal (vv. 21,23; cf. Sir. 6:5) appears instead ro mean "increase
persuasiveness."ll one who is wise increases the persuasiveness of his speech by
speaking pleasantly. The emendation of we'al b ala'al, "an expert speaker promotes
learning," in Prov. 16;2312 is unnecessary.

9 For a discussion of this passage and the canon formula, see W. Herrmann, "Zu Kohelet 3,14,',
Festschrift A. Alt. WZleipzig, 3 (1953154), 23-95.

10 G. Vermds, "The Decalogue and the Minim," In Memoriam paul Kahle. BLAW lo3 (196g),
236.

1r B. Gemser, .!pnl chc Salomos. IIAT X]y'l C1963),7(X.; Ringgren, Spri)ch. ATD, Nl/1,67 ,70.12 R. B. Y- scott, Proverbs-Ecclesiastes. AB, xvtl] (1965),T05; w. McKane, proverbs. orL
(1970),490.
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The commandments of wisdom lengthen life and give increase of. Sdl6m to those who
do not forget them (Prov. 3:2;cf.9:1L [hiphil, conj. niphal]13). But increased knowledge

brings increased sorrow @ccl. 1:18; Dahoodla takes y6sfo as the hiphil inf. const. and

suggests a Phoenician background for the proverb "to increase knowledge is to increase

sorrow"). The fear of God prolongs bfe (tdsip yamim), while wickedness shortens it
(Prov. 10:27). The upright are appalled at a fate like that of Job, but the righteous holds

to his way and "increases in strength" (Job 17:9).

Sometimes ysp is linked with Uralfl and great success. We see this most clearly in
Ps. 115:14, where yds€pYHWH 'cl is interpolated between the br&-clauses (w. 12f', 15).

Unlike idols (vv. 4-8), the God of Israel, the Creator (w. 15f.), can increase the family.
In Gen. 30, the name "Joseph" is given two explanations. According to E (v. 23), the

name derives from 'sp: God has taken away the reproach of Rachel, since she has finally
borne a son. According to J (v.24),the name is connected with the hiphil ofysp and looks

forward to the birth of another son, Benjamin.
Trees will increase their yield (I*v. 19:25\ if certain rules are observed when they are

planted and when the harvest is gathered. No one can increase his own wealth; it depends

completely on the blessing of Yahweh Qrov.10:22). When Job humbled himself before

Yahweh and was blessed by him, among the results was a doubling of his possessions (Job

42:10\.In his castigation of David, Nathan says that Yahweh, who has given David so

much, could have added "this or thal" (kildnnah vfknl@nnnh:2 S. 12:8). In the first of 3

sayings concerning generosity (Prov. lL:24-26),we are told that the spendthrift grows all
the richer (ysp niphal +'6\,but one who withholds only becomes the poorer; it is clear

from w. 25f.that the spendthift is one who gives freely and is blessed in retum (cf. Prov.

19:4). An oracle of favor addressed to Hezekiah (Isa. 37:31 par.2K.19:30 [qal]) states

that the surviving remnant of Judah will "add roots" below and bear fruit above, i.e., will
flourish once more. The lament in Isa. 26 contrasts Yahweh's ability to increase the land

and the nation with the inability of the people themselves to do so (w. L6-18). Isa'

29 17 -24, an oracle of salvation, says that after the destruction of the enemy the meek will
increase their joy in Yahweh (v. 19). Pharaoh was afraid that if the Israelites multiplied
(rbh:Ex.l:10,12,20) they could 'Join" (ysp niphal: v. 10) the enemies of Egypt in case of
war. The psalmist in his lament says confidently that, just as he has always praised God
(Ps. 71:5f.), he will have further occasion to do so (v. 1a). Ezk. 5:16 states that Yahweh

for punishment will bring more and more famine upon the people (absent from the IXX).
According to the version of the Chronicler, David provided a great portion of the material

for building the temple, and he exhorts his son to add to it (1 Ch. 22:14).Isa. 15:9a,b is a

crux. Kaiserls is certainly right in saying "even more" is a highly abstract way of refening
to additional disasters. There is the further problem that the form ndsapdE (niphal ptcp.'

fem. pl.) stands unique; substantive forms ofysp are not found elsewhere.

13 Ringgren, 41; Scott, 74;McKane,224.
la M. Dahood, "Qoheleth and Northwest Semitic Philology," Bibl, 43 (1962),349-365, esp.

350f.
15 O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),69f.
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4. Oaths. The oath formula kdhya'oSeh'"lAhimlYI-IWH P . . . wkAhy6sfo, "may God
do thus and so to," "may God punish,"l6 is most often spoken of oneself: li or l" + a
personal name: Saul (1 S. 14:44), Jonathan (1 S. 20:13), Abner (2 S. 3:9), David (2 S.

3:35; 19:14$31), Solomon (l K.2:23), Jezebel (l K. L9:2), Ben-hadad (1 K. 20: 10), the
kingof Israel(2K.6:31),Ruth(Ruth 1:17).Itmaybenotedthatin 1K. l9:2;20:L0the
verbs are in the plural because \lAhim refers to foreign gods, not Yahweh. In 2 instances
(1 S. 3: 17; 25:22), the oath refers to someone other than the speaker. ln 3:17 , Eli adjures
Samuel not to conceal a word of what Yahweh has said to him during the night. ln25:22,
David pronounces the oath against his enemies, promising to slay every male member
of the house of Nabal ('OfbC, "enemies of," does not appear in the IXXI).

Perhaps this formula lies behind the questions in Ps. 120:3: "What will he do to you
and what more, you deceitful tongue?"

5. tlsedAbsolwely. Tlte hiphil of ysp is occasionally used absolutely with a negative,
sometimes to emphasize the niphal of lAyd (knmnhfr la' nihydld tlrktuahtt 16' 16sip,
"such as there hasnever been, nor ever shall be again": Ex. 11:6; cf. Joel 2:2), sometimes
to indicate that the action of the immediately preceding verb has ceased ('ayin ffrptrrt
tflo' Ebstp, "the eye which saw him will see him no more": Job 20:9). We find this most
clearly in Dt. 25:3: "forty stripes may be given him, but not more (/o' y6sty); lest, if one
should go on to beat him with more stripes, your brother be degraded in your sight." Cf.
also Job 34:32: "lf I have done iniquity, I will do it no more" (cf. Nu. ll:25). The hiphil
ofyqp also appears in the context "thus far and no farther": 'ad-pdh !Ab6' w,"ld' tdstp,
"thus far the sea shall come, but no farther" (Job 38:11). At the end of the book of Job,
Job humbles himself and says that he has answered God twice, but will not do so a third
time (Job 40:5). Prov. 19:19 may contain an instance of the absolute hiphil used
positively, but the text is difficult and certainty is impossible.

III. Auxiliary Verb.
l. With Infinitive Construct. The verb ysp is often used as an auxiliary with the

infinitive construct in the sense "continue to do something," "do something again" (once
in the qal, 21 times in the hiphil; with /" + the qal lrr,t.12 times, with the hiphil 64 times).
The idiom is often underlined by the addition of '&. Of the 98 occurrences, 53 are
negated and come at the end of a passage. The main verb in these cases rarely appears
earlier in the passage. For example, Gen. 38:26 reads v/'lo'-yasap '54 1"4a'til, but v. 18
reads wayyap6' 'eleyha. The exceptions are: Gen. 8:L2; Jgs. 13:21; L 5.27:4 (qal); Dt.
19:20; Josh. 23:13; Jgs.10:13; Isa. 5l:22; Am.7:13 (hiphil). The situation is generally
reversed in the case of positive ysp with the infinitive: in 25 cases the main verb appears
earlier, as in Nu. 22:23,whichreadswayyak bil'am e!-hn'ag4 and v. 25, ryhich reads
wayydsep Phakkbph.In 20 cases the verb is different.

16 Cf. J. Pedersen, Der Eid ben den Semiten (Strasbourg, l9l4), Ll7f.; South Arabic parallels
are cited by Ullendorff, W 6 (1956), L96.

17 H. J. Stoebe, Das ers te Brch Samuelis. KAT, Vlllll (1,973),448.
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2- Paranxis. The hiphil sometimes appears in parataxis with the main verb, e.g., Gen.

25:l: wayydsep'a[rdhim wawtqqab'iiid, "Abraham took another wife"; cf. also Gen.

38:5; 1 S. 19:21; 25.18:22;1 Ch. 14:13; Est. 8:3; Job 36:1; Dnl. 10:18. The two verbs

can also be juxtaposed asyndetically, as in Hos. l:6: lO' '6sip'61'ora|Em, "I will no more

have pity.,, cf. also Jgs. 11:L4; Prov. 23:35; Isa. 52:1. The main verb and the auxiliary

can travi different subjects: lO' 16stpi yiqt"fr-ldb "you shall not continue that they call

you," i.e., "you shall not continue to be called" (Isa. 47:1,5).

Iv. ysp/'sp/sph/swp. The infinitive construct ofysp shouldbe sepel'r8ln some cases

the Masoretes have apparently vocalized spt as fp66 from sapA, "throw away" (Nu.

32:14;lsa.30:1), which would give a very strange meaning. In Isa. 30:1, the context

demands something like "add sin to sin." In Nu. 3214, "inctease anger" is a natural

expression after the mention of anger in w. L0,13.

The weak impf.. yd's€p, from'asap, "collect," can be written without the aleph, in

which case it can be confused with the hiphil imperfect of ysp. In Nu. 11:25, wf ld' yAsdryt

has been read as both 'sp and swp (cf. w. l6,24,31,and BHS), but the Masoretic pointing

is quite possible, i.e., ysp qal used absolutely, "they did not continue," namely to

prophesy.le The episode of Eldad and Medad in Nu. 11:26-29 is an independent passage

intemrpting the continuity between w. 25 and 30, which say that Moses and the seventy

elders returned to the camp when the period of ecstasy was over.20 The text of 2 S. 6:1

begins withwayydsep'68 +'e1 + object + U, a construction not found elsewhere. The

LXX reads 'sp, which fits the context better.2l On the other hand, we also find the hiphil

imperfect of yqp written with an aleph @x.5:7; 1 S. 18:29).

some passages are very obscure. In 1. S. 15:6, 'asipl5awasread by the LXX as the qal

imperfeciof 'sp Qtrosth6 met'autort),while many moderncommentators prefer to read

'"itrkA from spft. Lisowsky lists the same fonn 'dsipftd('el-"barcyka) in2 Ch.34:28

und", y"p (= LXX prostttham) although it is followed by ' sp (vf ne" saptd ' el-qi[rdtey@

l=l,XXprostethisel) and the construction does not favorysp'

V. Qumran. The Dead Sea scrolls exhibit certain peculiarities. The object is

introduced by 'ef (lQpHab 6:1.: hiln; ll:15 qAl6n?). The hiphil infinitive construct is

contracted to l6sip (lQpHab 8:12; 11:15). In the 3 occulrences of the niphal (lQS 6:14;

8:19; CD l3:ll),-ysp refers to one who joins the community. The only instance of y.qp as

an auxiliary (lQS 2:11) uses an asyndetic construction.In lQH l:35,hdstpfi appears as

an antonym of jbr hiphil. The semantic distinction between ysp and 'sp is obscured:

v,fy6stpfi (lQpHab 6:1) is the pesher of wyaspehfi (5:14); cf. tfya'aspih0 (Hab. 1:15);

compale also qbs hiln (lQpPrab 8:1L) withysp 'owOn'aSmA (8:12)'

18 Cf. BLe, $ 379q, and the Mesha inscription,KN, l8l,2l.
le cf. II.5.
20 In part contra M. Noth, Nurzbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 86-91.
2r Cf. ysp in I S. 5:22 and J. Blenkinsopp, "Kiriath-Jearim and the Ark," JBL, 88 (1969), 15 1.
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VL LXX. The IXX usually usesprostithdnai to translateysp, which it also uses to

translate 'sp (17 times) and sl (6 times). In Prov. 7l:24,thentphal is rendere dby pleiona

poiein (active). The second hemistich :Ulses syndgein (Nn), which representsysp in 2 S.

3:34 and 'sp in2 S. 6:l,n while f,pfi in Isa. 29:1 and Jer. 7:21was read as sl. Other

translations ofysp includepr6sthema (I*v.19:25), dfnasthai (lsa.24:20), analambd.nein

(Job 17:9), hyperbatnein (Job 38:L1), analfskein (Prov. 23:28), and irchesthai (Prov.

23:35).In Job 40:32(4 L:8\, mlkcti gindsttd shows that the LXX took 'al+6sap (in pause)

in an absolute sense: "it will not happen again"; the Vulg.'s translation nec ultra addas

loqui asstmes the addition ol Pdsbbr. Free translation or hebraizing paraphrase are

found in Gen. 8:10 Qtdlin empostdllein),F,x. 1O:29 (opthtsomai; cf. v.213: prostheinai

idein), Prov. l:5 (soph6teros 6sthai), Prov. 16:21 (hoi dc glykei"s en l6ga pleiona

akortsontal alld t6:23 Qfior1sei epigndmoslnEn [hapax legomenon]), lsa. 29:19

(agallidsthai[?]), and Jer. 38(31):12 Qrcindn 6tl. The [xX leaves ysp untranslated in

Gen.37:5; Isa. 15:9; 37:31;Ezk.5:16 (cf. 2 S. 19:14[13): prostithCnai). 
Andri

22 Cf..IV above.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. IXX. ll-ydsar;1. Semantic Field; 2. Instruction;

3. Correction; 4. Punishment .lY. mfisAr:1. Semantic Field; 2. Body of Knowledge; 3. Content; 4.

Discipline, Punishment. IV. Theological Usage.

I. l. Etymotogy. Cognate forms of the root r"sr are found in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and

Arabic. A7d<. eseru in 4 places has the meaning "to instruct."l Two Ugaritic occurrences

yasar. G. Bertram, ":rorbeitrl," TDNT,Y,596-6?5; R. D. Branson,A Srudy of the Hebrew Term

X:6 (Oiss., Boston, 1976); G. R. Driver, "studies in the Vocabulary of the OT. VI[," ./TS,

36 (1i35),293-301; L. Dirn, Das Erziehungswesen im AT und im antil@n orient. MUAG, 3612

(1932);d. Gerleman, "Bemerkungen zum alttestamentlichen Sprachstil," Studia Biblica et Semi-

iica. iestschrift T, C. Vriezen (Wigeningen, 1966), 108-114, esp. 112; H.-J. Kraus, "Geschichte

als Erziehung: Biblisch-theologische Perspektiven," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrifi

G. von Rad (itlunich, 1971),258-274,esp.207-272=Biblisch+heologiscltcAulsrize (Neukirchel-

Vluyn, 197)), 66-83; idem, "Paedagogia Dei als theologischer Geschichtsbegiff.," fvTh,
8 (ig48l4g),3t5-SZl M. Sebo, "tor isr ziichtigen," THAT, 1,738-742; J. A. Sanders, Suffering

as-Divine biscipline in theOT andPost-Biblicalludaism (Rochester, 1955); D Ygllir,'iI?I f]!
.,tor,,, Sinar, 65i1969), 139f.; R. B. Zuck, "Hebrew Words for 'Teach,' " BS, 121 (19&),228-235.

I AHw,l (1965), 249;Sabg (728) associatesysr with asdru, AHwl,79.
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in ritual texts2 have the meaning "instruct"; a third forms part of a personal name.3 The

association of wsr with the Arabic root.fwy' is supported by the existence of OSAy,lr4

"explain," which also derives from the root.fuz:s The root appears 6 times in the Dead

Sea scrolls, with the meaning "instruct."6 This meaning is retained in later Hebrew.T The

basic meaning of the root, "instruct," is therefore attested in all the comparative material.

2. Occurrence.s. The verb appears 43 times in the MT, and the noun 51 times. The

hapax legomenon ylssdr (Job 40:2), despite its formal parallelism with gibbd48 most

likely deiives from swre The nouns in Job 12:L8; Prov.7:2?should be read as forms of
'sr.10 Thus we arrive at a total of 92 occurrences. The verb appears most often in the piel

(32 times),5 times in the niphal,4 times in the qal, and once each in the hiphil and in a

late form (Ezk.B:a8)that combines the niphal and hithpael.ll

More than a third of the occurrenoes are found in Proverbs (39 nouns, 5 verbs). There

are 15 (8,7) in Jeremiah, 10 (1,9) in Psalms, 6 (1,5) in Deuteronomy, 5 (4,1) in Job,4 (4,0)

in 1 Kings (2 of which are repeated in 2 Chronicles), 1 (1,0) in 1 Ctronicles,4 (2,2) in

Isaiah, :lS,O; in kviticus, 2 (l,l) in Ezekiel, 4 (1,3) in Hosea, and2 (0,2) in Zephaniah.

Neither noun nor verb is found in the earliest literature of the OT, and both are rare

in postexilic texts.l2 The root is found primarily in texts from the period of the rnonarchy,

bui is also common in exilic texts. The dating of the earliest passages of Hebrew literature

is connected with the problem of dating the earliest strata of Proverbs and Deuteronomy

and the question of whether I K. 12:11,14 are the ipsissima verba of Rehoboam. When

yasar aid mfisar ftst appeaf, the word has already developed a range of meanings

somewhat removed from the basic meaning "insfruct."
It is most common in Wisdom Literature, which appears to be its natutalSia imleben;

but its use in cultic texts from Ugarit cautions against supposing that the word had a

single point of reference in Hebrew society.from which it penetrated into others. Its late

upp"u-n"" could in fact suggest that it already,covered a wide semantic range when it
was borrowed from Canaanite. 

Branson

KT[J, 1,5 Y 4; 1, 16 VI, 16.

KTU,4,281,29.
f. Sarttr, Etymologische Srudicn ztnt semitischen insbesondere anm hebrtiischen Lexicon

(t*ipzig 1893), 55.' t vi W. Mtitter, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen trxikon," ZAW 75 (1963),

304-316, esp. 310.
6 Cf. J. Murphy-o'Connor,

7 8 (L97 l), 2LO-?32, esp - 221.
7 Jastrow, 583.

"ALiterary Analysis of Damascus Document VI,2-VIII3," nB,

8 S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, J ob- ICC (L921' rcpr. 1977)' 325.
e M. H. Pope,Job. AB, xv (31979), 318.
r0 lbid., 89; W. McKan e, Proverbs. oTL (1970)' 340.
11 c& $ 55k.
r2 On tlie dating of Prov. 1-9, see R. J. Clifford, *Proverbs IX: A Suggested Ugaritic Parallel,"

vr, ?5 (1975),298-306.
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3. LXX. Except in 1 Ch. 15:22 (drchan), the D(X always uses paideilein to translate
yasar The noun mAsar is usually rendered by paid(e)ia; from the same root we find
apa{deutos for' €n mfrsAr in Prov. 5:23, paidertein in Prov. 13:24.; ?3 :13, and paideutd s
in Hos. 5:2.|n Prov. 8:33, mflsaris translated sophia and identified withholgni.

Botterweck

II. yAsan

l. Semantic FieA. T\e semantic field of ydsar is relatively restricted, since it is
associated with only a few words in any significant number of occurrences. It appears 5
times with + l1)r ykl.r, "rebr*e." Except in Ps. 94:10@ng. v. 9), the words are used in
synthetic parallelism (Ps. 6:2[1]; 38.,2[ll; Prov.9;7; ler. 2:19). Ps. 6:2(1); 38:2(1) are
identical: each psalm is an individual lament and the verse is part of the introductory
cry for help.tr The psalmist prays that Yahweh will not "rebuke" Okh)him in his anger
('ap) nor "chasten" (yrs) him in his wrath (lEmd). Jer. 10:24 prays similarly that Yahweh
will not "correcf'(ysr) the prophet in his anger ('ap).'I\e association of Yahweh's anger
with ysr is feared by the one to be corrected, for the result is destructive. On the other
hand, ydsar can be limited by mi.tpal in which case it refers to controlled punishment
"in just measure," which is not destructive but constructive and helpful (sa. 28:26; Jer.

10:24;30:lL;46:28).

2. Instruction The primary purpose of instruction $nsar) is to communicate
knowledge in order to shape specific conduct. It is usually addressed to a child. Proverbial
wisdom requires parents to fulfill this duty zealously to assure that the child will develop
properly as a productive member of society (Prov. 19:18; 29:17). A slave @rov. 29:19)
or a fool (Prov. 9:7) can be instructed, but with them mere words are ineffectual. It is
nevertheless appropriate to strengthen the weak through instruction (Job 4:3).1a Yahweh
instructs in many ways and on various topics. He instructs the farmer in his work (Isa.
28:26) and the prophet in the perspective of God rather than the human (Isa. 8:11).
Yahweh instructs both nations and individuals (Ps. 94:10,12); "his heart"ls can instruct
his people even in the middle of the night @s. 16:7). Dt. 4:36 states that Yahweh
instructed Israel directly from heaven when he made known his commandments at Sinai.
Instruction can come through obsewation; the rulers of the earth are admonished to be
instructed by Yahweh's support of the Israelite king and not to be rebellious (Ps. 2:10).
The nations are also to understand that the destruction of Judah the harlot is Yahweh's
punishment for her idolatry (Ezk B:a$.

3. Correction The verb ya-s ar often appears with the meaning "correct," i.e., instruct
someone by using punishment to "correct" what has been done. The responsibility of
parents to employ this kind of instruction was considered obvious (Dt. 21:18).

13 Cf. C. Westermann, Pra ise and Lament in the Psalms (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1981), 68ff.
14 Pop€, 35, contra the root ysr II proposed by KBL3,4g6.
ls M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, XVI (1966), 87.
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There is a series of passages in which Yahweh "corrects" or punishes those who have

sinned against him. According to Hosea, Israel is "chastised" for wicked deeds (Hos.

7:lZ; l0l.lo); there is no suggestion that this chastisement is intended to instruct and

restore the nation.16 In the Psalms, sickness is often looked upon as a punishment from

God, intended to bring the psalmist to repentance (Ps. 6:2[1]; 38:2lll;39:12[11]).
Jeremiah (Jer.l1:Vl) prays that God's punishment will come upon the people for the

purpose of restoration, but he knows that God's intervention is destructive when not

modified by mitfit.
God's chastising influence is revealed in historical events; they can also point to even

worse actions should the people reject instruction and chastisement. Chastisement

Oasar) can come through the tribulations of the wilderness (Dt. 8:5), siege (Jer. 6:8), or

the dispersal of Epkaim (Jer. 31:18).
Thc consequences of God's rigorous discipline can include preservation of life (Ps.

118:18) and the strengthening of the people (Hos. 7:15; here the more common verb

hizaq in parallel with yasar explicates the unusual meaning of the latter rather than

suggesting an unusual rootl).

4. Punbhmenr. The verb appears 3 times in the last chapter of the Holiness Code (Irv.
17-26). Tlvice God seeks through harsh treatment to correct the people's error (Irv.
26:18,23). The third passage (v. 28) speaks of punishment for lack of repentance in the

face of earlier chastisement. An exilic interpolation in Jer. 30:10f.18 similar to one found

also in Jer. 46:T|f..re speaks likewise of punishment. "Instruction" in these verses comes

through punishment, which is intended to be remedial.

Evil itself (ra) can be the driving force of punishment. In Jer.2:19, Judah is

condemned for making alliances with foreign nations, thereby breaking their covenant

with Yahweh. These new alliances will rebound upon Judah; instead of the security they

are intended to bring, they will be the instrument of Judah's destruction. Their act of
infidelity toward their God initiates a disastrous chain of events that leads eventually to

the punishment of Judah.
ih" ur" of yasar in the sense of "punish," with no suggestion of remediation, could

derive from the concept of corporal punishment of students (cf.. m'frsdr below). In this

case it refers more to the act of discipline than to its result, namely instruction. The next

step was the loss of any pedagogical connotations. Dt. 22:18 says that corporal punish-

ment shall be inflicted on a man who falsely charges his wife with not having been a

virgin. Here there can be no pedagogical ove(ones, since the man obviously cannot bring

the charge a second time. The elders of the city are to whip the offender'

Rehoboam's response to the Israelites' request to have their obligations toward the

royal court lessened is contained in 1 K. l2:ll,l4 (par.2 Ch. 10:11,14). Although this

Cf. H. W Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 99, l2'l , l84f .
Contra Driver, JTS,36 (1935),295.
J. P. Hyatt, "The Book of Jeremiah: Introduction and Exegesis," IB, Y, LO24f-

J. G. Janzen, Studies in the Tbxt of Jeremiah. HSM, 6 (1973),94.

l6
t7
18
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speech is recorded in an exilic work, it may record the authentic words of Rehoboam. It
uses yasar in the sense of "oppress," speaking figuratively of "chastising" with whips
and scorpions to describe oppression of the people. There are no pedagogical overtones
in this speech.2o

III. mtsar':,
l. Semantic Field. In Proverbs, raisdr is associated directly with tdkahatzr "reproof,"

in 9 passages (Prov. 3:11; 5:12:6:23; lO:17; l2:l;13:18; 15:5,10,32).1n3:ll;5:l2,the
reproof is a source of affliction for its recipient; in all the other passages, tdkal.ta!
represents verbal censure or oral reproof.22 The connection between affliction and mfisdr
is obvious when blows are involved (nkh: Prov.3:11; Jer. 2:30; 5:3). The verb laqah,
"receive," is used with mfisdr 6 times in Jeremiah (Jer- 2:30; 5:3;7:?8; t7:23; 32:33;
35:13), as well as in Prov. 1:3; Zeph.3:2,7.Those who receive mfrsar learn from
experience and conform their conduct to acceptable standards. Not to receive mfisar
means to reject the proffered instruction. In addition, mttsar is associated with hopnd
(Prov. 8:10f.; 23:23), biruA (4:l;23:23), seleq frmififit (1:3), da'a1 (19,27;23:12), and
t6rA (l:8; 4:Lf..; 6:23).It can .5e identified with yir'alYHWH (15:33) and derived from
Yahweh (3:11).

2. Body of Knowledge. The noun mttsdr can be used for a body of knowledge to be
assimilated. In 4 passages it refers to the totality of a father's instruction (Prov. 1:8; 4:1;
13:1; 15:5). The "father" can be a parent (1:8) or a professional teacher whose authority
derives from a store of practical wisdom gained through experience (4:1; 13:1).23 The
son (or pupil) must learn (Sdma) the instruction of his father so as to profit from it.

As the body of knowledge to be learned, rzfisar can take on the meaning of a necessary
quality that is needed to master the problems of life. One is urged to acquire mfisar at
any price (Prov. 8:10; 23:23), since it provides the basis for wise conduct in the future
(Prov. 19:20). It is therefore closely associated with "knowledge" (da'a1: Prov. 8:1.0;
l2:l; 19:27;23:12) and "wisdom" (fiofund: Prov. 1:2; 79:20;?3:?i): all are necessary if
one is to achieve proper standards of behavior. Whoever neglects mfisdr will have no
success in life but will suffer poverty and disgrace (Prov. 5:12; L3:L8) and even loss of
life (Prov. L5:23). On the other hand, to learn (iama) mitsdr is wisdom (Prov. 8:33) and
thus the correct way of life (Prov. 6:?3; 10:17).It is necessary not only for survival but
also for attainment of happiness and prosperity.z

In 2 of the latest passages in Proverbs, mftsar is associated theologically with yir'a1
YHWH (Prov. 1:7; 15:33):x the fear of God is the source of leaming and wisdom. The

20 E.L. Curtis and A. A. Madsen, Chronicles. ICC (l9l0,repr. 1952),362f.
2t +Jl): ylh.
22 Sanders,38.
23 McKane, 303; R. N. Whybray, The Book of Proverbs. CBC (1972),77 .

24 McKane,307.
2s lbid., 487.
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incorporation of Wisdom Literature into the religion of Yahweh gave rise to an awareness

that the knowledge needed to deal successfully with life must ultimately be religious

knowledge. Thus rnfisar represents the content of religion which is necessary to lead a

life that is pleasing to Yahweh.

3. Content. In one series of passages, mfisar refers to a specific point to be learned

rather than the entire body of knowledge. One who is wise gains insight into the results

of idleness while observing the poor condition of a vineyard belonging to a sluggard

- (Prov. 24:32). The same notion is used by the prophets Ezekiel (Ezek. 5:L5) and

Zephaniah (zeph.3:7) to describe the desired effect of God's punishment on sinners.

In Ps. 50:17, the wicked are punished for refusing to leam, a notion that agrees with
the Deuteronomistic interpolation in Jet 17:23.% In both instances the commandments

of the Decalog are not observed and thus the covenant is broken.27 Refusal to accept

instruction includes failure to observe the requirements of the covenant.

In 3 passages, prophets accuse the people of not hearkening to Yahweh's voice or

word (Jer. 7:28;35:13;7*ph.3:2). The same notion appears inler-32:33,where it is the

message of the prophet that is involved. In all 4 passages, Yahweh or the prophet is

rejected. The prophet's message is identified with the voice of Yahweh, so that rejection

of the former means rejection of the latter also. The teaching of their message (mfrsdr)

is rejected, i.e., there is no alteration in the conduct of the people based on the prophet's

appeal.
In the difficult passages Job 20:3; Jer. L0:8, mlsar appears also to mean verbal

instruction. In Job 20:3, Znphar states that Job's words represent an "insulting censure,"

which he cannot accept. In Jer. 10:8, which is obscure, Jeremiah seems to be saying that

the sages of other nations either instruct others on the basis of what their wooden idols

have said to them or that they teach others to worship idols. In either case, what they

teach is worthless.

4. Discipline, Punishment. The noun mfisar is associated not only with the content

but also with the method of instruction. According to the wise, education of the young

requires strict discipline. Deliverance from folly comes through the rod (Prov.22:15).

Life itself is assured by discipline reinforced by corporal punishment (Prov. 23:13).28 In

fact, a father who dotes on his son by not disciplining him neglects his covenant

obligations to him (Prov. 13 :24).2e

Lack of mfisarbings death, the worst punishment @rov.5:23). Those who busy

themselves with wickedness (L5:L0) and folly (16:22) find chastisement in their self-

chosen way of life, for the harsh discipline they sought to evade is replaced by destruction

and death.

W. W. Nichols or,, The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 1-25. CBC (1973), 154.

Branson, 10ff.
C. H. Toy, Proverbs. ICC (1904,repr.1977),433.
Branson, 80f.
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Only twice is mftsAr in the sense of "punishment" associated with Yahweh without
any overtones of correction or redemption. In Hos. 5:2, Yahweh .announces that he is
about to chastise the house of Israel, and to become himself their complete punishment.
Jer.30:12-17 speaks of healing the incurable wounds of Judah, but in the meantime the
people must for their sins accept a terrible punishment at the hands of their enemies
(v. 1a).

In most cases mfrsar is redemptive when it comes as Yahweh's punishment. It is
intended to restore the one on whom it is inflicted to proper conduct. Yahweh expects
that Israel will learn from everything experienced and suffered at the time of the exodus
and wilderness wanderings, and that they will be true to the covenant @t. 11:2).
Nevertheless, ler. 2:30;5:3 show that the people remained disobedient even when
Yahweh multiplied their anguish with repeated discipline.

The sage likens the rzisar of Yahweh to the way a father disciplines his beloved son:
it is an expression of love, seeking to make the believer even better (Prov. 3:11f.).sA
similar usage is found in Job 5:17.31 The punishment inllicted by Shaddai is pedagogical
(Job 33:16; 36:10). The latest passage in which this notion is found is Isa. 26: L6,32 where
Yahweh's chastening of his people awakens repentance.

Isa. 53:5 contains an unusual luse otmitsdri combining two different meanings. First,
the kings or nations (52:15b) leam through observation and experience. In addition, they
receive this instruction through the suffering of the one who suffers their punishment.
This act works redemptively in that the punishment occasioned by sin is borne (vicarious-
ly) by a third party, for the sake of those who are instructed by the suffering.33

IV. Theological Usage. For the sage, discipline was an essential element in the
proc€ss of educating a pupil. Folly and wickedneSs pave the way for destruction (Prov.
5:23). The only way for the pupil to save his life consisted in willingness to bear the
rigorous discipline of instruction (Prov. 6:23). The pragmatic approach of the sage is
based on the doctrine of the double way: the way of life is secured by wisdom, insight,
and prudence; but the path of disgrace and death lies before the undisciplined fool who
follows his own inclinations (Prov. 4:13; 10:17; 15:10). When the wisdom school came
increasingly under the influence of Yahwistic theology,a wisdom was looked upon as

Yahweh's gift, which could be acquired through study of the law. The way to succeed
was associated with the proper undersianding of the One who ordains creation. Therefore
mfisdr was associated with the fear of Yahweh, i.e., an understanding of the rules for a

successful life depends on learning the principles of true religion (Prov. 1:7; 15:33).
Yahweh instructs people-a oommon function of the deity in the religions of the

ancient Near East. He teaches things that bear on everyday life (Isa. 28:26), but his

30 McKane, 294; Whybrray, 25.
3t Toy,65.
32 Cf. B. Otzen, "Traditions and Structures of Isaiah XXIV-XXVII," W 24 (1974),196-?fr6,

esp. 204.
33 Sanders,l5f.
34 Cf. M. V. Fox, "Aspects of the Religion of the Book of Proverbs,"IIUC4, 39 (1968), 55-69.
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greatest revelation is contained in his covenant. The covenant goes beyond the limits of

a written law code; it includes all the liberating acts before and after the Sinai event' The

history of Yahweh's redemption is both instructive for his people and binding upon them

(it. i:zo;ps. 50:17; 94:Li; Jer. t7:?i). yahweh can teach through a variety of means:

tt e ta* @t. 4:36), direct communication (Isa. 8:11), dreams (Ps. 16:11), prophets (Jer'

7:28;32:33;35:|3; Znph.3:2), suffering (Prov. 3:11), observation of the suffering of

others (Zeph. 3:7). Recipients of his instruction may be individuals, the people of Israel

and Juiah, or even the larger collective of the nations (Ps. 2:10; 94'.lO;Ezk.5:15). On

the international plane, Ya-hweh uses historical events to teach not only Israel but also

the other nations to fear him (Ezk. 5:15;23:48)'

one series of passages presents Yahweh as using corrective discipline to convey or

repeat a specific teachiig. i{e confronts the people in order to engender repentance, i'e',

,"uAy oU"Oi"nce to his Jo-mundmenS. This confrontation can take place through the

pr"""hing of a prophet (Jer. 7:2f!; Znph' 3'])-, but usually comes through a form of

suffering imposed on the sinner (Irv..?.6:18,23; Job 5:1.7;36:10; Ps. 6:2||\;38:2llh

39:L2lLi); isa. 26:L6; ter. 2:30;5:3; 6:8; 10.24; 31':18)' Suffering itself does not

necessariiy effect forgiveness; it works as a spur to repentance- This educational and

beneficial punishment is part of God's righteousness; as long as it leads to correction' it

is part of the operation of ihe covenant (Pr. O'21f 1; f"t. l0.24)3s 11 3- 9a1y'es, 
something

is learned through observation of the suffering Lf others (Ezk. 5:15; 23:48; Zeph' 3:7)'

only in L passage does the suffering of an individual appear to be redemptive: it works

vicariousty on ulut of those who observe the suffering (Isa. 53:5).36-

Those who reject correction experience Yahweh's actions as punishment rather than

restoration. Acceptance of correction is not a matter of insight but an act of will: refusal

to obey provokei Yahweh's anger (Jer' 10:24)' Only in a few passages does yasar or

mfisar'iivolve the notion of punlshment without pedagogical overtones (I*v'26:28; Jer'

30:tL,l4;46:2g; Hos. 5:2; 1b:10). yahweh can even use the destruction of one nation to

instruct another; the sentence of condemnation can touch one nation and be instructive'

i.e., redemptive, for another (Ezk. 5:15; Znph'3:7)'

The use of yasarlmttsar tells us something not only about Yahweh, but also about

human beings. It is a fundamental notion that people need instruction not only to deal

with the complexities of life but also to serve Yahwih. Thit intttuction can come through

observation Qnph.3:7), revelation (Dt. 4:3), or suffering (Prov. 3:L1). In response, one

can choose between teurning obedience to Yahweh on the one hand and refusal to be

instructed on the other. The-concept denoted by ydsarlmfisdr thus becomes a matter of

the will and of the intellect, since ieople have the ability to resist Yahweh' Yahweh can

employ corrective discipline, Uui t oman beings can resist it (trr,. 26)' As a final

possibility, wt 
"n 

,o.*r" rejects Yahweh's plans for salvation and is therefore punished,

tt ut prni.fr*ent can Uecome an object lesson to warn others (Ezk' 5:15)' 
Branson

35

36
A. A. Anderso t,The Book of Psalms, l' NCBC (1972' rcpl 1981)' 88'

Sanders, 15f.
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Contents: I. Distribution: 1. Semantic Description; 2. West Semitic Derivatives;3. OT. II. With
Human Subject: 1. Appointment of Others; 2. Collective Self-Appointmen! 3. Self-Appointment
in P. I[. Relationship Between God and Human Beings: 1. God as object; 2. God as Subject; 3.
"Meeting."

L Distribution.
l. semantic Description. The root w'd apparently part of the common Semitic stock,

consists morphologically of a biliteral root .d 
together with the augment w, a combina-

tion that Akkadian suggests has fientic significance in its semantic structure.l It sets off
an independent section of the complex system of the preformative and afformative
compounds based on the root element 

.d, 
whose "original semantic connotation"2 has

to do with "recurrence." whether this meaning is really inherent in the hypothetical
basic word is dubious, especially since the Akkadian lexemes based on d like the prep.
adi, "up to," or the noun adanum, ('ad-an1,l "term," have more to do with the semantic
element of "termination" than "iteration." While adanum (=lJgar. 'dn) cannotbe taken
as an Aramaic loanword,4 since it is found in old Babylonian, an Aramaic origin for
Akk. adir (pl. ad€), "oath,'s "adfl-agteement,"6 suggested by several,T is definitely
possible although not certain, especially because a terminative sememe can be dis-
cerned in the semantic modification found here. This certainly does not contradict the
hypothesis of a primary expansion of the element 'd, ot, more likely, a secondary
derivation from the root w'd.8 There would be further evidence for the notion of spatial
and temporal limitation as the semantic content of primary compounds of .d if there

ya'aQ.B. W Dombrowksi, "The Meaningof theQumranTerms'T'WDH'and'MDH,, ,, R*e,
7 (1969-71), 567-574; M. G<irg, Das Zelt der Begegnung. BBB,27 (t967); J. Hoftijzer, ..8x. xxi
8," W, 7 (1957),388-391; L. Rost, Die Vorsufen von Kirche und Synagoge im AT. BWANT,
7814124) (l%8;2L967): G. Sauer, *1Y, j'd bestimmen," THAT, t,742-46, R-. Schmitt, Zelt und
Lade als Thema alttestamentlicher wissenschafi (Giitersloh, L972); J. A. Thompson, "Expansions
of the 19 Root,",/SS, 10 (1965), 222-240; W. P. Wood, The Congregation of Yahweh (diss., Union
Theological Seminary, Richmond, 1974).I Cf. GaG, $ 103b.

2 Thompson,223.
3 AHw,I (1965), 10b; cf. GaG, g 26r.
4 Contra G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Roots and Words," WO, 7/5 (1950),412.
s AHw,l, l4a.
6 cAD, U1. (L964),13t-34.
7 J. A. Fitzmyer, "The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire I and II," "/AOg 81 (1961), L87; idem,

The Aramaic Insuiptions of Sefire. BietOr, 19 (1967),23f.; Thompson, 236f.; T. Veijola, "Zu
Ableitung und Bedeutung von hz'-td I im Hebriischen," Il4 8 (1976),347f.

8 Cf. Thompson,236.
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were contamination with the Sumerian loanword d-drtladfi, Alrk. adf+ "(daily) job,"e

but this is uncertain.

2. West Semitic Derivatives. Derivatives of w.d are found above all in West Semitic.

Ugaritic texts contain the synonymous nouns 'dtro and n %4tt '"t...bly." Another

possible derivative is t'dt, meaning "plenipotentiary."t2 There is a Canaanite word

mw'd(t), "council," found in the Egyptian story of Wen-amon,l3 but neither it nor the

Ugaritic evidence permis us to draw any direct conclusions about the distribution and

semantics of the root in the Canaanite area. It is clear, though, that here also the semantic

contribution involves termination. In spite of all contextual variation, purposive deter-

mination is the characteristic semantic element even in the later dialects, including Syr.

wa'dA,.,appointed time, signal orplace," with denominative forms in the pael and ethpael

meaning "meet"'l4 Middle Heb. and Aram. wly'd, "appoint,'ls and related nouns.16

Whether "iddan, "time," belongs here is a matter of debate.l7 Analogous usage appears

inOldSouthArabic, Amharic, andArabic.l8This rootis also anelementinthe Phoenician

personal ntme imny' d.re

3. OT. T\e OT exhibits extensive use of the nominal derivatives - i1?9 'EdAn and

-'I91D m6'ed, to which - 111T9 ?0/ should possibly be added,2l and, with certain

reservations, - ng 'E! (.*'idt1,"6rt almost certainly tot'ed.23 There are also 2 hapax

legomena: m6'a/, "place of assembly(?)" (Isa. l4:31\,2a and mft'ddd, "agreement"

(Josh. 20:9).2s In contrast to the early dialects, the various verbal stems occur with
remarkable frequency: y'd qal5 times, niphal L9 times, hiphil 3 times, and hophal

twice.
Proposed emendations findy'din 1 S. 21:3(Eng.v.2);22:6; Ps. 132:6' In 1' S. 21':3(2),

MT ywd'ty is usually emended on the basis of IXX diamemartirqmai to hw'dty,26btnt

e AHw,l,L4a.
to -il1g 

.eda.

tt +191D m6'ed.
tz WUS, no. 1195; interpreted differently by Uf, no. 1832' See Veijola 346.
L3 1i.7t.
t4 CSD, 108b; cf. Thompson, 230.
ls Jastrow,583f.
16 Cf. Thompson, 230; KBL3, 4o0b.
r7 GesB,918b(negative);KBL3,1[[lb(positive);butcf. I.1 aboveforadiscussionoftheearlier

equivalents, and Thompson ,232, for a different view.
18 Cf. Thompson, 230ff.; KBL3, 400i Saue\ 7 42.
re BDB, 416; cf. Beru, L78f., 324.
2o But see Thompson,230.
21 See III.3 below.
22 Cf. BLe, $ 61j; also E. Jenni, "nY. 'et Zeil," THAT, ll,37L.
23 + rlg .wd; d. Diver, 4r2.
24 K8L3,529;ct.Rost,T,andesp.thediscussionbyWildberger,Jesaja.BK,Xlz(1978),574.
2s KBL3, 529b; cf . M. Noth, Das I uch J osua. HAT, vll C 197 l), l22f .; Rost, 7 .

26 S. R. Driver, Budde, er a/.
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nw'dty7l and y'd4tza have also been proposed.2e Certainty is impossible, especially in
the light of still other conjectures.3o

The proposed rcadrngnw'dfor nwd'in 1 S. 22:6 is unnecessary.3l Instead of MTy'r
(usually taken as a poetic form of the toporrymqryty'rm32),the qal formya'aQ, appended
asyndetically to bfidh has been suggested recently ("In the field he appointed").33 There
is no real need for emendation, however.y

Attention should also be called to the personal name nw'dyh (Ezr.8:33; Neh. 6:14),
which represents an additional occulrence of the niphal.3s Whether the personal names
m'dyh (Neh.12:5) and mw'dyh (Neh. 12:17) also belong here is uncertain.36

The Greek renderings of the LXX exhibit such a varietyrz that it is impossible to speak
of a specific sememe. Only the translationgnosthEsomai(8x.25:22;29:42;30:6,36;Nu.
l7:1,9[al requires special notice: it is clearly based on confusion withyd'.In the Dead
Sea scrolls, only ywmy'wd in lQM 1:10 adds to the forms found in the OT; it refers to
the predetermined day forthe destructionofthe sonsofdarkness (cf. also lQM 13:14,18).

II. With Human Subject.
l. Appointment of Others.In the casuistic law of female slaves @*21:7-11). the qal

of y? plays a double role as a verb. The interpolated relative clause'oier-lo' y"'adak
(v" 8) in the first subcase defines a circumstance that is legally significant but is not the
immediate object of the protasis. It is not necessarily legitimate formally to equate the
procedure referred to here by y? with that which follows in v. 9.38 The construction with
I" supports the semantic orientation: purposive appointment.

The word /o' should not be deleted; it is an orthographic variant of 16.3e In order to
retain the negative particle, an emendationto yd'h has been proposed.{

No less problematic are semantic interpretations like those proposed by Cazelles and
de Boer,41 but without sufficient supporting evidence.42 Hoftijzer himself would extend

27 Klostermann, Dhorme.
28 Bostr<im.
2e See the discussion by H. J. Stoebe, Das ers te Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vlllll (1973), 392t.
30 See, e.g., D. W. Thomas, "The Root !f! in Hebrew," "ITg 35 (1934),299t.
3r Stoebe, 409, c{rltra KBL3, 4O0b.
32 Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalras 60-150 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),480, et al.
33 A. Robinson, "Do Ephrathah and Jaar Really Appear in Psalm 132 o?," ZAWi 86 (1974),221.
3a The passage is also discussed by E. Vogt, "Benjamin geboren 'eine Meile'von Ephrata,"

Bibl,56 (1975),35.
3s cf. III.3 below
36 M. Noth (IPN,250) knows "no convincing etymology" for either form, but cf. KBL3, S2g,

576.
37 Cf. Rost, 107ff.
38 Contra M. Noth, Exodas. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 169.
39 Contra GesB,3O6a; cf. similar examples n K8L3,487a.
40 K. Budde, "Bemerkungen zum Bundesbuch," ZAW 1l (1891), 99-114.
4r H. S. Cazelles, Endes sur le code de l'alliance (Pais,lg4b),48' (equser"); p. A. H. de Boer,

"Some Remark on Exodus xxi 7-11: The Hebrew Female Slave," OrNeet;1948, 165 ("keep").
42 Cf. Hoftijzer,389.
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the relative clause in Ex. 21:8 to include the following vhepdnh with an implied logical
subordination: "who is not taking the decision about her to let her be redeemed." This

interpretation does not take sufficient account of either the function or the construction
(cf. v. 9!) of the verb; it is therefore best to retain the translation "who has appointed her

for himself,"a3 in the sense of "appoint for sexual intercourse."44

The second subcase, which follows, uses the prefix conjugation ofy'd (long form) in
the protasis to indicate a circumstance that is now immediately relevant legally, reflecting

the change of the person who is the indirect object (with l") of. y'd (Ex. 21:9). Here the

verb functions extratemporally.as In contrast to v. 8, where it is the owner who is

displeased with his slave, this verse deals with appointment of the woman for the

purchaser's son. In this case she is have the same legal rights as her owner's daughters,

whereas v. 8 enjoins her sale to another party (redemption), albeit not a fureigner.

Emancipation is out of the question (v. 7), regardless of whether the "rightsda daughter"

(miSpay habban6) are "to some extent identical to the rights of a wife."6
The expression y'd (qal) /" is thus used for a formal appointment or assignment to a

particular person. More specifically, its semantic force in a legal context involves

authority over a woman for the purpose of incorporating her into a marriagelike

relationship. This shows that from a very early date y.d was used in legal terminology.oT

The juridical significance of y'd qal also finds expression in the position of the

paronomastic relative clause 'Jery"'d@ appended to the noun m6'od in 2 S. 20:5. The

reference is to a period of three days within which Amasa must call the men of Judah

together (v. 4). The requirement laid down by David is apparently aimed at defining a
kind of martial law duringmobilization. Amasa's delay beyond the appointed time gives

rise to the official assumption that he is siding with the rebellious Benjaminite Sheba,

which settles his fate. To go beyond the time limit set by the king is in itself an offense

of lese majesty, which does not require independent conviction. Note the skillful way in
which vv. 6-10 present the consequences of disregardingy'd.$

2. Collective Self-Appointment. Tlte earliest occrurence of the niphal of yZ is in the

proverbial question recorded in Am. 3:3: lfyel"fft trnayimyahdaw bilti'im-n6'adfi.T\e
emendation of n6'ddtto ndda'it (following the LXX) is problematic not only formally
(being based on the analogy of yada\t in v.2) but also semantically.ae The position of
the verbal phrase indicates its extratemporal and substantiating function: going together

43 Cf..,e.E.,Noth,Exodus, 169;B.S.Childs,TheBookofExodus.OTL(1974),448;andalso
BHS, in loc.

aa Noth,Exodus, 179.
4s Cf.G.Liedke,GestaltundBezeichnungalttestamentlicherRechtsiitze.WMANT,39(1971),

38.
46 Noth, Exodus,179.
a7 Cf. G<irg, 168.
a8 Cf. also Rost,6.
4e Cf. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 179-188; W. Rudolph, Amos.

KAT, )(llll2 (1971),'L5l; et al., contra D. W. Thomas, "Note on fTpil in Amos III,3," JIS, N.s.

7 (r9s6),6et.
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is inconceivable without prior meeting. The semantic connotations are limited to the

realm of everyday life;so 6"ro'r" the climax of the series of questions in v. 8, there are

no compellini grounas for broader interpretations such as would see here an allusion to

the relaiionshipbetween Yahweh and the prophet.sl Amos' initial purpose is clearly just

to seek accEp6nce of an obvious truth;52 there is no need to suggest a formal appoint-

ment.53 tn spite of Rudolph's argument,s4 however, we should not think in terms of a

chance .""iing, precisely because it is not chance that leads people to go together, but

rather their having "appointed" themselves to do so: the niphal of y'd suggests a

"constructive" meiting. The characterization of the saying in v. 3 as part of a "didactic

disputation"ss is supported by the evidential argumentation, which reflects the language

of legal discourse.s6

In foU 2:11, the construction of the narrative tense wayyiwwdnS0 with yaldaw

followed by l" + infinitive indicates a collective purpose that Job's friends, who have

arrived from various places, intend to carry out. Horst's statementsT that it is "of little

consequence" whether the niphal of y.al is meant to emphasize the element of "common

agreement" or of "(agreed-upon) meeting" is somewhat off the mark. The meeting of the

fr]ends is not an end in itself. It is not based on a formal agreement to meet, but is oriented

toward the purpose of the visit. The emphasis of the niphal of y7 is therefore in this case

also on the final purpose, which is also a manifestation of the terminative semic nucleus.

Collective self-appointment can also be directed against others. The aggressive

concentration of Canaan's forces to do battle with Israel finds literary expression in a

cumulative series of narrative verbs (Josh. 11:4f.), in which wayyiwwatu/0 with its

summary mention of the kings paves the way for the confrontation (v' 5). Here, too, the

niphal oiy'd implies less a meeting by appointment than agreement for the purpose of

making an active threat; in other words, it points forward. The more this menacing

opposiiion dominates the narrative, the more impressively can the scenario of the

ya-trwetr war unfold (w. 6tr.). In Ps. 48:5(4)ff., poetic transformation places the niphal

of y'dinthe stative (n6'"1fr)horder to document the enormous threat. It is true that early

traditions are here elevated "to the level of a visionary demonstration"; but the passage

represents not so much a "historicizing variant to the primordial battle of chaos in

creation rnlth5"58 as a threat on the part of those who agree to "appoint" themselves

Israel's enemies, a threat based on historical experience but raised to a higher plane as

the enemy in the wars of Yahweh and finally given cosmic overtones'

In Neh. 6:2, the aspect of collective conspiracy can still be heard in the apparently

so Rudolph,154.
s1 wolff, 184.
s2 lbid.
s3 Cf. also Rudolph, 155.
s4 P.151.
s5 Wolff,183.
so Gorg, 168.
5z F. Horst, Hiob. BKxvlll C1974),33.
s8 H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988)' 475'
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neutral voluntative message P\i wniwwaa/a yaftdnw, with its designation of a specific
rendezvous, concealing the true purpose of Nehemiah's opponents. what seems to be an
offer to talk matters over is in fact a malicious ultimatum. The intended meeting is even
glossed as a calculated ambush (v. 2b). In any case, a purposive meeting is intended, as
Schiemann's rendering ("let us covenant together," citing the parallel phrase y's yahdiw
in Neh. 6:7)se brings out.

Shemaiah's suggested meeting inthe bAylw'"lahtminorder to capitalize on the right
of asylum (Neh. 6:10) also makes use of the formula niwwd'EQ'el (future punctiliar); in
this case, too, the element of purpose is semantically significant. At the same time, of
course, the words of this counselor are no less deceitful: Nehemiah considers Shemaiah
an ally of his opponents, who seek to embarrass him (w. 11ff.). For all that, the niphal
ofyT appears even in this passage in the context of legal usage expressive of purpose.

3. Self-Appointment in P The occurrences of the niphal of y'd in contexts dealing
specifically with cultic law constitute a distinct group. The altematives of "designating"
oneself (i.e., deciding) for or against the cultic community are brought out especially in
those passages that have been influenced by the terminology of P.

In Nu. 14:35, in a "general oath"o placed in the mouth of Yahweh, P states that
rebellion against the leaders of the people (ct.l4:2f.\ is also rebellion against Yahweh.
Judgment will overtake the entire congregation ('edA), characterized as ra'6 and
paronomastically with the appositional phrase hann6'a@m 'dldy; lheir reprobation
follows from their collective opposition to Yahweh. This self-appointment, too, has a
purpose: a total reversal of course; it therefore meets with radical judgment. In Nu. 16:11.,
a secondary text of P, the rebellion is again formally against the leadership (Aaron), "but
indirectly against Yahweh."6l Above all, the group around Korah is represented here as

a revolutionary cell, which-undoubtedly with "opposition to the Jerusalem priesthood"
in the background62 is described in the words of Moses (w. 8-1L) as an "anti-congrega-
tion," an 'eQh within the '€di. with the judgmental phrase hanni'aSm 'al-yHWH in
apposition, again by way of paronomastic explanation. The same holds true for what is
probably an even later interpolation in Nu. 27:3,63 where the noun'e/6 is also accom-
panied by the explanatory phrase hanni'aSm'al-YHWH. Here Baentsch interprets the
act of rebellion "not as a revolt of the lrvites (as in F), but (as in P) as a movement
within the community, involving members of all the tribes";64 but the text does not
provide any compelling grounds for such a distinction.

Although in Pg and F the niphal of y'dwith 'al appears to indicate hostile self-
appointment, I K. 8:5 (par. 2 Ch. 5:6) represents a special case. The text is part of the
exposition of Solomon's so-called dedication prayer; among other things, its language

R. Schiemann, "Covenanting with the Princes: Neh VI 2," W 17 (1967),368t.
S. E. McEvenue,TheNanativeStyleof thePriestlyWriter.AnBibl,50(1971), 113.
B. Baentsch, IIAT, VZ (1903),546.
M. Noth,try'azbers. OTL (Eng. trans. L968),125.
cf. iba.,ztt.
Baentsch,636.

59

60

67
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64
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has many elements typical of P. The congregation accompanying Solomon, called

kol-"/a1yi:ira'd, is describ ed as hann6'd@m'ahyw. Here 'cl does not indicate opposi-

tion. Nevertheless--as in the constructions just discussed---{he priestly language is

unmistakable;65 there is no reason to break up v. 5 and assign hami'ddim'dlaw to an

earlier stratum.66 Nu. 10:3f., which contains instructions relating to the function of the

trumpet signal, also betrays a late phase of priestly redaction,6T involving an association

of the "petitiv e"8 n6'a@ with the terms'E& and'ahel m6'e1(v.3), further evidence of
the semantic interdependence typical of the P tradition.

III. Relationship Between God and Human Beings.
l. God as Object.The semantic afEnity with legal language is both clear and distorted

in those passages where the hiphil of yZ touches the relationship between God and

human beings. In the parallel threats of Jer. 49:72-21(against Edom) and 5O:44-46

(against Babylon), we find the rhetorical question mtyi'tlenni as a "formulaic phrass"6e

in the mouth of Yahweh. Using words that in each case follow a variant of the

incomparability formula (mt knmdnt),likewise in the form of a question, Yahweh refuses

"all responsibility for his violent acts"7o and at the same time discredits all alien ambition

for power of whatever provenience. Here it is the foreign nations of Edom and Babylon

(the oracle against Edom probably having been composed later after the model of the

oracle against BabylonTl) whose aggressive self-importance leads to their own destruc-

tion. The causative interpretation of the hiphil of y 
.d 

eliminates all possibility of human

influence on God's authority to decide.

This incompetence in the face of God's omnipotence is especially clear in Job 9:19,

where the formula in question reappears in the context of Job's lament. Horst finds here

a function different from that in the Jeremiah passages: it "does not mean that God cannot

be summoned because he refuses to be summoned, but that Job himself, who wishes to

be summoned, will not be."72 It is unnecessary, however, to distinguish two different
functions for the formula, since the entire context of v. 19 addresses the question of divine

autonomy. It is this unfathomable autonomy with its absolute omnipotence to which Job

objects in his despair. God is not a legal authority open to human claims. Instead he stands

above any rebuke and determines his own justice (miipdt).

2. God as Subject. Yahweh's legal function finds its most graphic expression in the

judgment signalized by the traditional image of his "sword." Against Ashkelon and the

65 E, Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kilnige. ATD, XV1 (1976), 86.
66 M. Noth,Konige 1-16. BKINL (1968),178.
67 The literary question is discussed by D. Kellermann , Die Priesterschrifi von Numeri I t bis

t0 to. BZAW, t20 (L970),I46t.
68 Cf. M. G<irg, review of W Gross, Bileam. SIAN'4 38 (1974), ThRv,73 (1977), 19.
6e Horst, 149.
70 lbid.
7t W. Rudolph, I eremia. HAT, xll C1968), 269.
72 Horst, 149.
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seashore, there (ia-rn) Yahweh has appointed (v?qal) his sword (Jer. 47:7); the instrument
of death has become, as it were, "a living entity, an organ of the deity," and Nebuchad-
iezzx is the "agent" of Yahweh's will, "like his sword."73 The second part of the ,,Song

of the Sword" inEzk.2l:13-22(8-17)7a apostrophizes the sword's function, addressing
it directly as an "instrument of judgment."7s The hophal of y'dinv.2l(16)76 describes
the "mysterious" directing of the sword, more specifically the turning of its ,,face,,, in a
kind of personification.TT

Mic. 6:9 also involves the threat of punishment; here it is a "rod" (rz atteh)thatYahweh
has appointed (y'd qal). There is no need to emend the text.78 Neither is it necessary to
interpret the feminine suffix of the form y'dh as a "neuter."7e The much-debated
occurence inJel24:l (MT) can also be interpreted against the background of fixed legal
idiom. The hophalmtfr'ddm serves not only to describe the position of the two symbolic
baskets of figs before the hdlgl YHWH but also to indicate their mysterious provenience.
Yahweh appoints this sign for salvation and for disaster. According to Driver,8o derivation
from the root y'd causes it "to bear a sense alien to its whole usage.,, Like the
interpretations of Driver ("ripe" or "test figs") and rhomas8l (derivation from a
hypothetical root y'd, "place"), the alternatives suggested by Rudolphs2 (based on the
root 'md) are not convincing. But the forensic context allows for a corresponding
dimension in yZ The fate of the deportees and that of those remaining in Jerusalem ii
symbolically appointed or determined: according to Jer.24:lo, the sword is among the
disasters that will come upon the Jerusalemites.

3. "Meeting. " The relationship to Yahweh takes on specific nuances when the niphal
of y7, otherwise used collectively, is used at the very heart of p's theology for a mode
of revelation of the deity.

The passages can be categorized on the basis of the conjugation used and the nature
of the clause. The main clauses in Ex- 25:22; 29:43 use the suffix conjugation; the
subordinate relative clauses inEx.29:42;30:6,36; Nu. 17:19(4) use the prefix con-
jugation. In both cases the verbs clearly refer to future time. The main clauses are also
short and imitate the formulaic style of the pre-P rituals so as to gain a share in their
authority.

73 Rudolph,27.
74 For a discussion of the structure of this passage, see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1979), 431.
7s lbid.,43z.

_ .76 tlrreisnocompellingreasontoemendmu'adillomfr'edet(fem.sg.),asproposedbyG.R.
Drivef'Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," BiDt, 35 (1954), 154t.-

77 Zttrmerli,434.

lt fgl!: rarious suggestions, all of which are rightly rejected, see w. Rudolph,Micha. KAT,
XIIV3 (197s), 115.

7e lbid.

19 G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes on the ,Wisdom of Jesus ben Sirach',,,,I8I , 53 (1934),2gg.
11 D. W. Thomas, "A Note on ErlftD in Jeremiah 24,1,- JTS, N.s. 3 (1952), 55.
82 HAT, xII,134.
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According to Koch,83 one of the two short clauses in Ex. 25:22 (with r'rr + suf.

conjugation) belongs to the prototype used by P; but a group of five units can be

reconstructed even without including v. 22,tt 
", 

thal v.22 may be thought of as originat-

ing with P. The local reference of the niphal of y'd is indicated by iam in the first short

clause, but is detailed only in the following clause, where the locative phrases mE'al

hal*appdrelandmibbAn *ne hakl1rubtm are added. These undoubtedly reflect the layout

of the Jerusalem temple with its cherubim throne.

Despite P's interest in defining the locus of the niphal of y'd in the words of Yahweh,

the semantic weight must not be shifted to a one-sided "emphasis on place."85 As

elsewhere in P, there is equal emphasis on those addressed and above all on the element

of purpose: the event of "meeting" takes place in order that the parties to the "meeting"

may speak together. This relationship is documented in Ex.25:22onthe one hand by the

association of the niphal of y.d with l"kd and on the other by the verbal phrase wilh the

piel of dbr and'itfka following after iam. L-ast but not least, the locative orientation is

influenced by P's readily observable love of paronomasia, reflected here at least from

the perspective of P-probably not without 1e356186-i1 the relationship between y7
and'd@1 (v. 21b).

Furthermore, P obviously does not insist that the meeting takes place exclusively

above the arh since the second o@urrence of the niphal of y'd in an independent clause

(Ex.29:43) luses iammd to refer back to the entrance to the'ohel-m6'e[ a locality that

already plays a role in the tabernacle tradition outside of P.87 The use of short clauses

here, which is also undoubtedly imitative, includes a collective group addressed by

Yahweh n6'aQ, as one would expect from the public position of the entrance to the tent

of meeting. Similarly, the relative clause in v. 42, which links the niphal of yfol with a

term of address (lAkm), the locative iammd, and an expression of purpose (PQabber

'Oleyf;d Sdm), probably involves an effort to bring the "collective" and "individual" uses

of y 'd niphal under a single roof. With the statement of purpose, P once again does justice

to the basic terminative aspect of the root. The interest in a paronomastic correspondence

$t'd---+n6'efi is again obvious.
Despite the impression the passage gives of combining heterogenous elements, the

context ofthey'd niphal occurrences in F;x.29:43-46 "in its present form represents a

pointed summary of P's ideas about the significance of the sanctuary as a whole together

with its priesthood."88 The thematic line is formalty discemible in the series of lst person

singulars of the suffix conjugation. It leads fromn6'adtt (v. a3) through qi.ddaitt (v. 44)

to idkantt (v. 45), demonstrating simultaneously the need to understand the dynamism

83 K. Koch, Die Priesterschrifi von Exodus 25 bis Leviticus 16. FRI,ANT,'N.s. 53[71] (1959),

tzf.
84 M. Gorg, "Eine neue Deutung fir kipporet," ZAW 89 (L977), lL5; idem, "Kerubin in

Jerusalem," BN, 4 (1977),I7f.
85 Schmitt,227.
86 Cf. M. Gtirg, "Zur 'Lade des Zeugnisses'," 8N, 2 (1977), 14.
87 Cf. Gorg, Das Zelt der Begegnung,60, etc.
88 Koch,31.
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of both qdi piel and .I/<n from the perspective of y? niphal, i.e., from the programmatic
self-appointment Yahweh undertakes for the sake of the meeting. To interprety? niphal
from the perspective of ilot, as Schmitt proposes,se seems inappropriate to the internal
logic of w. 43-45. The niphal of y.d signalizes the fixed point of contact, the necessary
precondition for Yahweh's "sanctifying" and "dwelling," acts that are certainly not to
be understood as being restricted to the temporal plane, but advise against the assumption
of permanent static presence.

The other occurrences of y.d niphal with the deity as subject do not diverge fundamen-
tally from the aspectual correlation observed here, although formal variations appear:
thechangeofaddresseefromPka(Ex.30:6,36)told(ez(Nu.l7:Dpl)atthesameplace
within the sanctuary; paronomastic reference to'efi1alone (Ex. 30:6) or in conjunction
with 'ohel m6'ed (30:36; Nu. 17:19[4]). Even in the fixed idioms of p, then, the
terminative semic nucleus can still be seen.

Gtirg

8e P.227.

Contents: I. Occurrences, Etymology, Semantic Field, LXX. II. 1. Prophetic Polemic; 2.
Wisdom Texts.

I. Occurnences, Etymology, Semantic Field, LXX. The verb y'I appears gram-
matically only in the hiphil, semantically only in theological usage, never in secular
usage. It occurs 23 times within the OT, as well as twice in Sirach (Sir. 5:8; 38:21)
and once in the Dead Sea scrolls (1QH 6:20). The OT occurrences divide neatly into
two groups:l a prophetic group, which includes the single Deuteronomistic text (1 S.
12:21;lsa.30:5 [twice],6;44:9f. [trvice];47:12;48:17;57 72;let2:8,L1;7:8;1,2:L3;
16:19;23:32 [twice]; Hab.2:18); and a Wisdom group (Job 75:3;21:L5;30:13;35:3;
Prov. 10:2; 11:4). The proposed emendation in Ps. 16:2f.2 has found few supporters
and is therefore disregarded. The verb usually means "profit" or "benefit" someone;
it is used intransitively in the sense "profit from something" only in Job 21:15; 35:3;
Jer 12:13.

y7 H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen in AT. BWANT, 92l5ll2) (197L), 16I, l7O,
208f ., 224, 239 : M. Sebo, " ?rr j', hi. niitzen," TIIAT, l, 7 4r.48.t Cf. Saebg.

2 KBL3,40L.
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The word's etymology is disputed.3 Guillaumea proposes a metathetic form of Arab.

'ala,,,prosper." Possible derivatives include orly t'lh and twl't in Sir. 30:23; 41:14, and

probably also the form - )y'): Uliyya'al;s it was formerly common to suggest a

tonnection with ya'e!, "mountain goat,"6 but most scholars today rightly reject this

etymology.
The virb usually appears in the imperfect, negated by lo', being used primarilyz to

say that something does no, profit. Besides Ir', the negatives bal, bilti" and 'aydn also

appear. The verb is used affirmatively only in Isa. 48:L7 (with the explanatory term +
]i'l arr in ttre niphal) and Jer. 2: L1. (with a positive reference to + TII) kab6o; in these

cases, as might be expected, it is associated with Yahweh.

Among oth"r *ord" that refer to the futility of idols or one's own human efforts, y'l
is associaied especially with the hiphil of - )31 zi'l, the nouns + '11! zr (cf. Isa. 30:5),

and - 1nn fihfr (l S. 72:2L; Isa. 44:9), as well as bASel and herp6 (Isa. 30:5). Other

verbs used like y'l include yrb, y5', and skn; they appear commonly in conjunction with

y'l.8 In Wisdom passages, the semantic field includes both * 93I Ds'e andyl'1r6n, used

affirmatively and in implicitly negative questions.

The LXX usually uses opheletn for the hiphil of y'd as well as dpMlein; rarely we

find dphtlEma (Jer. L6:19), hphelos (Job 15:3), or anbphelas (Isa. 44:10; Jer. 2:8).

Occasionally symphirein is used.lo The only noteworthy exceptions are L S. l2:2lwith
peratnein and Job 35:3 with poiein

III. l. Prophetic Polemic. The primary use of y'l hiphil is prophetic criticism and

polemic. Isa. 30:5, a woe oracle with motivation,ll calls Egypt a people that cannot profit.

Verse 6, which begins a new section, picks up the theme of v. 5.12 According to Jer. 12:13,

Israel will not profit from what it has sown.l3

Starting with Jeremiah (although the idea appears earlier; cf. Hos. 8:6; lo:5-7;13:2),
the futility of idols becomes a common theme, often expressed by means of y'l
Deutero-Isaiah, the Deuteronomistic history and the isolated late text Hab. 2:18 stand

in the line of tradition that begins here.

3 Cf.Sabg,746.
4 A. Guillaume, ..Hebrew and Aramaic lrxicography," Abr-Nahrain, 1 (1959/1960 [1961];

repr. lriden, 1965), 26.
5 B. Otzen, TDOT, 11,131-36.
6 Cf. still E. Kdnig, Hebriibches und aramiiisches lildrterbnch ztm AT (Iripzig, 1910;

6'7L937),L54.
7 See II below.
8 For a discussion of the semantic field with references see Preuss, ?39 alnd t6l.
9 D. Kellermann,TDOT, II, 205-8.
10 Cf. K. Weiss, "(igor," TDM Ix,69-78.
11 O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL @ng. trans. 1974), in loc.
12 For analysis of the argument, see F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und dic anderen Wlker beim

prophetenlesija. BZAW L3i(t976),1L6f .,120f.,139; W. Dietrich,"/esajaunddiePolitik BEvTh,

74 (t976), r39tr.
r3 + !.ll zr..
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Jer. 7:8 states that deceptive wordsl4 will be of no avail (cf. Job 15:3). According to
Jer.23:32, these are the words of the false prophets; according to 2:8, they are spoken
by prophets who prophesy in the name of Ba'a115 and go afterl6 idols that do not profit.
one must not trustl7 in these words. Israel has even managed to exchange its mighty
Yahweh for an idol (Jer.2:ll: sg.!) that does not profit-lossibly a reference to the calf
at Samaria. According to Jer. 16:19b, the nations will recognize that their fathers have
inherited lies, worthless godsl8 in which there is no profit. This statement takes on special
importance for being placed in the mouth of the nations themselves.

False gods cannot profit and therefore neither can their images, since the mocking
and polemic texts of the OT explicitly identify the false gods with their lifeless and
powerless images. This is the argument of Isa. 44:9f.,1e which states that the idol in which
the heart of its maker delights and its products are profitless. So are Babylon's enchant-
ments (sa. 47:12\, to which people have looked for help. lnlsa.57:12, too, the ..works,,

(ma"Seh2o) that will not help are probably idols, as the continuation in v. 13 shows, which
uses affirmation (elsewhere only in Isa. 48:17) alongside the negative. Isa. 57:3-13
resembles the judgment scenes in Deutero-Isaiah. The only true refuge is in Yahweh,
who bestows his promise.

It is wrong to turn aside after2l idols of vanity (ahA: I S. 12:21; Isa. 44:9), since they
cannot profit or save, warns the Deuteronomist, echoing the words of the prophets (cf.
also Deut. 13:14).

The vigorous polemic of Hab. 2;18, a late exilic interpolation comparable in content
to Isa. 2:18; 19:3; Mic. 5:l2f.(Eng. w. 13f.), cannot avoid emphasizing the helplessness
of idols, asking what profit there is in a deceitful idol, the work of human hands. Such
rhetorical questions (cf. Job 2l:15;35:3,where the questions are not rhetorical!), where
the answer is already known, are common in texts that make fun of idols: questions of
this type are typical of hymns, and mockery of idols is equivalent to hymning yahweh.

lsa.48:17 is the only prophetic text (not without reason put in the mouth of Yahweh)
to say that it is Yahweh alone who teaches Israel what profits, by being a God who leads
the people.22

As a consequence, the verby'/is used from the time of Jeremiah on to state the futility
of idols. Deutero-Isaiah and the Deuteronomistic history extend the theme. But this
development merely conceptualizes what is already implicit in narrative form in the
earlier OTtexts discussed above, which recount the futility of foreign idols without using

la -1?Vi iqr.
t5 -lg) ba'al.
16 + !'ltf; 'al.tor€ ('achar€;, - 1);i hnbk (hatakh).
17 + Ig! Mtah (batach). The hiphil o1 - JDR 'dman is never used of idols, but only of

Yahweh.
ta - ):;t hef,el (hebhet).

19 - )DO prr; for a discussion of Isa. 44:9-20 and its literary analysis, see preuss, 208ff.
zo -;tDg 

.ih.
2r + 1111 'al.tor€ ('achor€); -'l'lO srir.
22 +1a1 drkhiphil;cf. K. Koch, "!'17. dereft(derekh),'TDOT,lll,2gO.
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y'1.23 Tlte word itself appears at the moment when the Babylonian threat and subsequent

exile raise the question whether other gods can "help" when Yahweh seemed defeated.

In this time of distress and temptation, when people need "help," Jeremiah explicitly

rules out one such source of help. Other exilic texts and authors follow his lead. This

prophetic criticism and polemic is thus linked with the prophets'view of history and their

.rirug. of judgment; it is quite distinct from the other realm in which y'l is used,2a

namely Wisdom Literature, where the argument and train of thought involving y'l are

far different. But it is clear likewise that the prophetic polemic texts mocking false gods

and idols are not to be derived from Wisdom tradition,2s which indeed makes use of y'l
but never in the context of polemic against idolatry (Wis. 13-15 is late both historically

and traditio-historically, and exhibits a mixture of forms).

2. Wisdom Texts. Alongside the texts illustrating prophetic polemic, whose purpose

is a call to repentance, there is a group of Wisdom texts usin gy"l that includes 2 passages

from Proverbs and 4 from Job. They all speak likewise of what does nor profit, usingy'/

only in grammatical negations or with negatively critical meaning. A favorite theme of

Wisdom is to ask what brings profit.
Prov. 10:2; 1L:4 are wisdom aphorisms enshrining the knowledge that treasures

gained by wickedness (10:2) and riches (11:4; cf. Eccl. 1L:4) do not profit on the day of

wrath; only $"daq626 catdo so. "Day of wrath" refers here not to some last judgment but

to an earthly crisis, in which-because of the world order established and maintained by

Yahweh-injustice cannot bring forth good.

In the book of Job, where Satan himself indirectly asks what "profit" there is in Job's

piety (Job 1:9), Eliphaz charges that Job's words, which are in fact the words of a sage,

cannot bring any profit, any good (15:3; cf. Sir. 5:8). Job raises the meaning and usage

to a new level by insisting that even praying to - iTI2 iadday is profitless (Job 21:15'

with the pl.,,we"; cf.22:2f.with skn; Mal. 3:14) and that his opponents are aiding (y'l
without negation but in a negative sense) his fall (Job 30:13). Job 34:9, in the second

speech of Elihu, uses skz in critical-albeit distorted-reference to Job's words in 21:1.5;

and 35:3 also criticizes Job's position that there is nothing left to help or profit him. In

both passages, Job's statements appear in the form of a quotation, intended to remind

him once more of his words, which Elihu considers culpable and erroneous. In addition,

the discussion on the theme of "profit" underlines the Wisdom roots of the book of Job.

The infinitive of y'l with /" is used in 1QH 6:20 in a sense somewhat different from

OT usage: God has ordained what "profits" or "promotes" the way of his holiness (cf.

Isa. 48:17 with reference to the comrpt text).
Preuss

23 See Preuss, 161.
2a See II.2 below.
25 G. Fohrer, Into. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968),382, and esp. G. von Rad, Wsdom in

I sr ae I (Eng. trans., Nashville, 197 2), 17 7 -185.
26 +?1y gq.
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contents: I. 1. Etymology, Basic Meaning;2. statistics and Distribution;3. Synonyms;4. Dead
Sea scrolls; 5. Lxx. II. Semantic Domain: r. physicar usage; 2. Figurative usage; 3. Religious
Usage.

L l' Etymology, Basic Meaning. Etymological studies of the verbal and adjectival
derivatives of the roots y'p I and 'yp II in Biblical Hebrew yield the following picture:

a. The rooty'p I is among the triliteral roots with ano'lLgnalyodhas the firstiadicalr
it should be considered in parallel with - g\t yaga',.,bJ1become) tired.', It therefore
has nothing to do with the root y) II, a variant of=the root 

-,wp p wrth an oigrnal waw
as the middle radical. Unlike yg', y'p I is not part of the common Semitic root stock.
Apart from Biblical Hebrew and its Middle Hebiewpiel form meaning,,tire,,,3 it is found
also in the Arabic forms wagaga and wa'afa, "run, hurry.,, It is still"unclear whether it
really occurs in Christian palestinian Aramaic.a

on the basis of Akkadian, Arabic, and old south Arabic parallels, Zolli has proposed
distinguishing y'p r from a hypothetical y'p l,s which arose by metathesis from yi. and
means "rise up," "shine." The uncertainty in assigning ths semitic cognates to the
different roots makes this theory less than convincing. T[e Arabic forms fafa.a, .,grow
up,"''rise up," andwaf'u(n),.height (of land),.,,tall building,,,6 as well as O-Seyf.get
up,"7 to which may be added Ugar. yp', ..arise (?),,,8 ..be 

"*"[rd,", 
.""rn to be connected

with the hypothetical Hebrew rootyp'II, which must be distinguished from the Hebrew
root yp' I,10 ""r*a to shine,,, ..shine forth,,, ,,reveal oneself,,,tr with its Akkadian
cognates (w)apfi, "be visible,"rz and iapfr, "make visible.,, It is therefore improbable to

tJ9t y'p l;lllya'ep;l'y 'yp il;l.'f; ,dyep

y'p l. M.Z. Kaddari, "The Double Meaning ot ' !y9f F,9) in the Bible,,, Tarbiz, 34 (1965),351-55lHeb.llvl- [Elg. summary]; s. segert,-*Zur Habakkuk-Rolle aus dem Funde vom Toten
\.1e-r,-t!ti'!ror,22 (1954),444-4s9, espl+szt.;E.z.oli,..Not a rlrri"G;; biblica: rI1y,,,Bibt,27 (t946), L27t.

-- .' cf. R. Meyer, -EIeD rdbche Grammarr( II @erlin, 3Lg6g),13g; w. Gesenius-G. Bergstriisser,
Hebriibche Gramtnatik, ll (eL9?i; repr. Hildeihei m, 1962),' l?i.2 cf.KBL3,402.

^ 
3 G' Dalman,Aramiiisch'neuhebriiisches Handwcirterbuch an Targum, Talmud und Midrasch

ffefS; repr. Hildesheim,lg6'l), tgs; Jastrow, jgj.
: 9f f. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinun @erlin, 1903), g5a.
s Not identical with y'p ll n kBil, 403.

: cf' c. R. Driver, "Ezekiel: Linguistic and rextual problems,,,giDl, 35 (1954), 15g.7 ContiRossini, 164.
8 UT,no.ll33.
e w(JS, no. 1215; cf. F. L.rvloriarty, "A Note on the Root yp',- cBe, L4 (rg5z),62; pNIJ,

144f.; J. Maieg Die Texte vom Toten Meer (Munich, 1960), II, 149f: 
' \

10 +rlryp..
Lr I(8L3,405; cf. E. Jenni, "95rip. hi aufstrahlen,,, THAT, 1,753-55.t2 CAD, t/2 (t968), 2014; d. CiC, SS 103b, 106o. See aiso ApNM, 212f .
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think in terms of a single rootyp' in the Semitic languages from whichy'p can be derived

by metathesis.
Isa. 8:23@ng. 9:1) contains the hophal ptq. ma'dB which can hardly come fromy'p

I.ls It is derived traditionally from 'wp II, "be dark,"la but has recently been associated

with *'yp, "gleam.'ls Others derive it from - !19 wp l,"fly," and associate it with

SyrianArab. 'awwafa, "release, let go," so that it has the meaning "escape" (Vulg. reads:

et non poterit avohre de angustia sua).t6

In Dnl. 9:2l,we find the difficult phrase rnu'ap bt'ap, taditionally rendered "totally
exhausted" (lit., "exhausted in exhaustion") and associated etymologically with y'p I. It

is reasonably certain, however, that the hophal ptcp. mu'ap (written mfr'dp in many

Hebrew manuscripts) should be considered an instance of the root y'p II,17 which

probably represents a by-form of 'wp, 1, "fly," and is connected with Arab. wgf' "run,
Lasten." Znllits has proposed heating this hophal as a metathesis of yp', "rise up,"

"shine," but this is problematic. The nounf ?phas been considered an aramaism,le but

it is preferable to consider it as a type of a native Hebrew noun form.20 It appears to

derive fromy'p II and mean "flight," so that the phrase mu'dpbt'dpshould be translated

"in swift flight" (lit., "in flying flight"; cf. LXX, Theodotion, Vulg., and Syr.).2'

b. The adj. yd'Epis certainly a qhtil form.2z Apart from emendations (Jgs. 4:21; 1 S.

18:28; 2 S. 21:1i) it is relatively rare (Jgs. 8:15; 2 S. 16:2; lsa. 40:29; 50:4) and

undoubtedly derives from y'p I.
c. The Hebrew root 'yp II appears to have developed by metathesis from y'p \.ts lt

may have a cognate in the Syriac verb 'dp, "be tired."24 Kaddari's attempt on the basis

of Ps. 63:2(1) to associate 'yp II with 'yp l,"be dark,"zs which appears to be a by-form

13 S. Mandelke m, Veteris Tbstamenti Concordantiae Hebraicae atque Clwldaicae (LSSS;

repr. 1971),491.
14 Cf.BLe,$490d.
15 H.L.Ginsberg,"AnUnre@gnizedAllusiontoKingsPekahandHosheaoflsrael(Isa8:23),"

F estschrift B. M aui. Eretz-I srae4 5 (1958), 62*, 64* ; KBL3, 529.
16 Cf: A. Guillaume, "Paronomasia in the OT,"JSS, 9 (1%4),290;G. R. Driver, "Isaianic

Problems," Festschrifi W Eilers (Wiesbaden, 1967), 46,49; H. Wildbergey Jesaja' BK Xll
(1e72),3s6.

t7 KBL3,q2.
18 P.128.
le E. IGutzsch , Die Aramiiismen im AT (Halle, L902),37; M. Wagnet, Die lexikalischen und

grammatilulbchen Aramiiismen im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch. B^w 96 (1966), 122; KBL3,

402.
20 Cf. Meyer, II,24, $ 34.6.
21 Cf. l. A. Montgomery, Daniel. ICC (1927),372; O.Pl6ger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT, X\tlll

(1965), 133f. Keil and=Meinirold take a diffeient approach, retaining "totally exhausted" and letting

the phrase refer to Daniel.
22 Meye\11,25.
23 Cf.-t. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitbchen Sprachen (21894; repr. Hildesheim,

L967),19, $ 106; Ges4 583.
2a LetSyr,5L6.
2s cf. KBL2,7W.
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of 'wp II (cf. Akk. upA, "clotrds")% and had an original waw as its middle radical,2T is
not convincing, because all the evidence suggests that'yp II developed by metathesis
fromy'p I, preserving an original etymological yodh.The same problem affects Kopf's
proposal28 to derive + ilMll t6'EM from the double root'yp II and y'p I.

All 5 occurrences of the verbal derivatives of the qal form of the root 'yp ll (Jgs. 4:21;
1 S. 14:28,31;2 S.2l:L5; Jer. 4:31) are disputed. In each instance with the exception of
ler. 4:31, the MT reads wayya'ap, which is usually emended to wayyi'ap (defective
writing of wayyt'afe) and treated as a verbal form of y'p. Proposed emenditions in Jgs.
4:21 include tf'$ep, "tired, exhausted,'30 and wayya'ep, "and he fainted."3l More
substantial emendations are wayyigwa', "and he died,"32 ind wayya'ap (from 'wp), "he
twitched convulsively."33 Others find these conjectures contrived3a and suggest (more
appropriately to the text) hrya'ep "he went to sleep exhausted," i.e., "he went to sleep
from exhaustion."35

The context makes the MT of 1 S. 14:28 difficult: wayya'ap, from 'yp II, "and the
people were faint." Some scholars36 eliminate the statement aJ a gloss, others propose
substantial emendation: wya%yop, "languish," as part of a curse formula;37 wayya'aQ,
"take as witnesses";38 wayy6/a', "cause to know";39 wayyeref,, "agree,"4o Since the
major versions support the Ml these proposals appear arbitrary. TheMT wayyd'ap can
easily be derived from'yp II (not with Ehrlich from'Ap, "fly"), so that the vocalizltion
wayyt'ap (fromy'p I) is unnecessary. The words do not appear to belong to the curse
formula;al they can also be retained as the MT in v. 31 with the meaning "but the people
were utterly exhausted" (wayyd'ap),a because the context states that Saul made the
people swear not to eat any food (v. 24).

26 cf.. K8L2,689.
27 Cf. J. Barth, Etymobgische Studien zum Semitischen insbesondere zum hebriiischen Lexi-

c on (l*ipzig, 1 893), 33.
28 L. Kopl "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwdrterbuch," y7; 8 (1958),

188f. (= Sudies in Arabic and Hebrew Leicography perusalem, 19761, L@t.).
2e cf. GK 5 72t.
30 BDB, Moore.
3l Bertheau.
32 Ehrlich.
33 G. R. Driver, "Problems of Interpretation in the Heptateuch," Milanges bibliques.

Festschrift A. Robert. Travaux de l'Instirut Catholique de Paris, 4 (L957),74; d. R. G. Boling,
Judges. AB, VI A (1975), 98.

34 W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche lJntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB, 18 (1966),
48.

3s Keil, Budde, Gray, BHS.
36 Wellhausen, Ehrlich.
37 Caspari and others.
38 H. P. Smith, S. R. Driver, Budde.
39 Dhorme.
4o Klostermann.
4l Keil, van den Bom, Hertzberg, Stoebe.
42 Cf.H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vlllll, (1973),265,268.
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The emendations in 2 S.2l:L5 proposed by Wellhausena3 eliminate the lectio dif-

ficilior of theMT (wayyd'ap diwd, "and David grew weary") in part on the basis of the

LXX, with the suggestion that the name of the Philistine should stand here. Hisconjecture
wayyaqom d@, "and Dod rose up," a@epted by manf but rightly rejected by Ehrlich,as

is as arbitrary as the proposedwayyi'ap.6 On the other hand, Joiion takes 'dy€pin2S.
17:29 as a perfect.aT

In Jer. 4:31, the qal pert. 'Ay"pA which appears without particular difficulty in the

statement "my soul is faint before the murderers," has been emended conjecturally to
'oyep6,* i.e., changed into a feminine adjective. The versions, however, support the MT,

and the conjecture is unnecessary.ae

In short, there seem to be no compelling reasons to eliminate the readings of the MT
in these passages and treat the forms otherwise than as derivatives of 'ypll.

d. Like itssynorrymya'ep the adj. 'Eep,"tted," isaqa1ilform. Whether itisaprimary
adjectives0 or a derivative of the verb depends on whether one recognizes the existence

of a verb 'yp II. Since there are no compelling reasons to reject this root, it seems

reasonable to assume that the adjective derives from the verb. This appears to agree with
Syriac; in which the adj. 'aytft', "weary," appears alongside the verb from which it
derives.5l

e.Asurveyofthesemanticrelationshipsbetweentherootsy'pI afi'ypllinBiblical
Hebrew and their mutual relationships as well as their meanings in theh contexts makes

it difficult to come up with a clear definition of their basic meaning. The sense "(be or

become) weary" appears to stand in the foreground, giving rise to such meanings as "(be
or become) faint," "(be or become) powerless," "(be or become) exhausted."

2. Statistics and Distribution.The rooty'p I appears in its verbal and adjectival forms

in only five of the books of the OT. The verb appears in the qal in three of the literary
prophets (4 times in Isa. 40-66, 3 times in Jeremiah, once in Habak*uk); the adjective

appears in two historical books (once each in Judges and 2 Samuel) and in Isaiah (twice).

The derivatives of 'yp II are distributed among ten of the OT books. The verb appears in
the MT of the historical books (4 times) and in one of the literary prophets (Jeremiah);

the adjective appears in the Pentateuch (twice in Genesis, once in Deuteronomy), in
historical books (trvice each in Judges and 2 Samuel), in hymnic poetry (twice in the

Psalms), in Wisdom Literature (once each in Job and Proverbs), and in the literary
prophets (4 times in Isa. 1.-39, once each in Isa.4G-55 and Jeremiah).

a3 J. Wellhaus en, Der Text der Bilcher Samuelis untersucftr (Gtittin gen, l87L), 210.
44 H. P. Smith, Dhorme,Elnglert, et al.
45 A. B. Ehrlich,RandgbssenzurhebrtiischenBibel,Ill(repr. Hildesheim, 1968),331'
46 Cf. W. Caspari, Dle Samuelbiicher. KAT,Yll(1926),649.
47 P. Jotion, "Notes philologiques sur le texte h6breu de 2 Samuel," 8iDl,9 (1928),312.
48 GesB, KBL2.
4e E. Konig, Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Wcirterbuch zumAT (l-eipzig,1910;6'71931),326.
so Meyer, II,25.
sr LuSyr 516.
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3.Synonyrus.Asasynonym of 'dydpinthesenseof "tired"wefindtheadj. lag€a"sz
in the sense of "exhausted," the semantic nuance conveyed by the verb - dDIl tmm,

"exhausted, be wasted," or the like, is comparable. In one instance (Job 22:7),'Eep
seems to have been used instead of - llDl ,omo', "thirsty" (cf. Job 5:5),53 although here,
too, a nuance of physical fatigue seems to be included.

4. Dead Sea Scrolls. The literature from Qumran uses 'yp in the form of its or-
thographic variant "p (cf.Isa. 50:4fa in the context of words that refresh someone who
is "tired" (1QH 8:36).s5 If the difficult reading fpym n 1QH 7:10 stands for either
l'ypyms6 or ly'pym and is neither a qal participle of 'wp, "those who fly,"s7 nor the plural
of an Aramaic loanword bp{, "branches,"s8 which simply does not yield an intelligible
sense, it is a further instance of the word group y'p I and 'yp II. In this case, it would be
a statement depicting God as the one who uses the Teacher of Righteousness to lead the

"tired" on the right path (cf. Isa. 50:4).5e

5. Lm. The IXX uses a surprising variety of Greek terms to translate the Hebrew
roots. The verbal forms of. y'p I are rendered 4 times (Isa. 40:28,30f..; 44:12) by means

ofthecommontermforbeinghungry,peindn.6oThetermsoligopsyche/n, "beexhausted"
(Hab. 2:1.3),6t lapifin, "become tired" (Jer. 2:24),a2 and ekletpein (Jer. 51:58[LXX
28:58])63 are used once each. For the adjective derivative ya'€p lhe translators twice
chose eHfein, a term for being powerless (Jgs. 8:15; 25. 16:.2\, and once peindn (lsa.
40:29).T\etranslalion en lcaird lonika dci in Isa. 50:4 does not correspond to the Hebrew
text.

The five MTverbal forms of 'ypllare translated 3 times by eklfein (1 S. 14:28; 2 S.

2l:15; Jer. 4:31) and once each by ekpsychetn (Jgs. 4:21 [LXXA]) and kopidn (l S.

14:31). The adjective is rendered once each by kopidn (Isa. 46:1), oligopsychein (Jgs.
8:4 [I.XXA]) , dnydros, "waterless" (Ps. 143:6[IXX142:61), and dbatos, "inaccessible"
(Ps. 63:2[1][LXX 62:21), twice by eHlein (2 S. 16:14; 17:29),3 times by eHetpein
(Gen. 25:29f..: Jgs. 8:5 [LXXB]), and 5 times each by peindn (Dt. 25:18; Jgs. 8:4

52 +!l: ydga..
s3 E. P. Dhorme, A Comm. on the Book of JoD (Eng. trans. 1967; repr. Nashville , 1984), 328.
s4 M. Wallensten,Thc NEPR and the Submisiion in Suffering Hymn from the Dead Sea

Scrolls. UNHAI,2(1957), in loc.
ss Cf. M. Mansoor, The Thanl<sgiving Hymns. STDJ,3 (1961), 158.
56 G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit. SIUNT, 2 (1963),181, n. 10; S. Holm-Nielsen,

Hodayot: Psalms from Qumran- AcThD, 2 (196O),131f., n. 10, etc.
s7 T. H. Gaster,The Dead Sea Soipnres (Garden City,3t976),246.
s8 Cf. the translations of Bardtke, Dupont-Sommer, Maier, [-ohse, and Ps. 104:12; Wagner,

92t.
se J. S. Licht, ed., Megilot la-hodayot (The Thanksgiving Scroll) (Jerusalem, 1957) [Heb.], in

loc.
60 Cf. L. Goppelt, "rctvrio," TDNT,V[,|2-22.
6r Cf. D. Lys, "The Israelite Soul according to the LXX," W 16 (L96), 225.
62 Cf. F. Hauck, "6oq," TD]lu"{'lll,827f.
63 Cf.BIIs, Segert.
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[LXXB],5 [D<XA]; lsa.5:27;28:12)anddips|n, "thirsty" (Job22:7; Prov.25:25; Isa.

29:8; 32:2; Jer. 3l:251241[LU 38:251\.6a The appearance of these nine Greek terms

does not reveal any particular system of translation, but suggests conceptual points of
contact and overlap within the group of Hebrew roots. Each occurrence must be

examined individually.

II. Semantic Domain.
L. Physical usage. In the early part of the Jacob-Esau cycle in Genesis (Gen.

25:27-34), there appears in the context of of the rivalry between the two brothers a

statement about Esau's fatigue brought about by physical exertion while hunting (w.
29f.), which led him to sell his birthright. In addition to the objective physical tiredness

or exhaustion of the individual, there is the physical exhaustion of large groups. The

strenuous journey through the desert left all Israel "tired('Ayep) and weary" (Dt. 25:L8),

and those who lagged behind out of weakness fell victim to a vicious attack by the

Amalekites (cf. Ex. 17:8-16). Military operations cause real physical weariness and

exhaustiontothosewhoengageinthem(Jgs.4:21;658:4with'ayepandv.t5withyd'€p1,
1 S. 14:28,31 ;2 S. L6.2 with yd'Ep and v. 14 with'dy€p; 17:29 with'ay€p and v. 2 with
yagEa';21:L56). By contrast, Isaiah describes the outstanding physical condition of a

rapiaty advancing army and its constant readiness for battle as follows: "None is weary

[for MT 'yp, lQIs, reads the synonymous y'p, further evidence for the synonymy of the

two adjs.67], none stumbles" (lsa.5:27). Eichrodt comments: "Even if we grant extensive

poetic license, such language does not apply to any earthly people, but suggests a

superhuman foe that will put an end to Israel'"68

In a number of passages, it is clear that physical fatigue is occasioned by actual bodily

weakness caused by lack of food (Gen. ?5:29f..; Jgs. 8:4f.; 1 S. L4:28,31 2 S. 1'6:2,14)

and/or drink (2 S. 1.6:2; Job 22:7;Prov. ?5:25; Isa. 29:8; 4412). Here the sequence in

25.L7:29*"hungry,weary,thirsty" (ra'eyao*'uruotl:same'70'l-isinformative,show-
ing that in some contexts "tired" is similar to the other two ternis (cf. Job 5:571). The

phrase nepel %yEpd in Prov. 25:25 (ct.ler.3l:25\ is more appropriately translated "tired

throat"72 ihan the traditional "thhsty throit,"73 6"""ut" both dust and thirst tire the throat,

which is rejuvenated totally by cold water (cf. Isa. 29:8). Isa. 44:12 demonstrates that

y'p canalso refer to someone wearied by thirst; the text, formerly often emende d to 'yp,

is now supported by lQIs' also.

64 Cf. G. Bertram, "6lgri,ro," TDNT,ll,227-29.
6s See I.1.c above.
66 See I.l.c above.
67 Contra Ehrlich, IV (repr. L968),23.
68 W. Eichrodt, Der Heilige in Israel, Jesaja 1-12. BAT' L7/l (1960), 117.
69 + fg'l r?.
7o + llDI sa-me-'.
7r G. Fohrer, D as B uch H iob. KAT, Xyl (1963), 357 .

72 Cf. W. McY:ane,Proverbs. OTL (1970),590.
73 B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT, XVI e1963), 113.
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2. Figurative Usage. Ps. 63:2(1) uses the phrase "dry and thirsty [it., weary] land";
on the masculine form 'dydpfollowing the fem. sily 6" cf. L S. 15:9; I K. 19:11; Jer.20:9.7a
The expression is a simile describing the yearning of the praying one, who seeks

longingly God's help. Ps. 143:6 states similarly that the worshipper praying for Yahweh's
help (cf. Ps. a23[2])yearns for God like a parched land thirsting for water (1LQPso reads

b'rg'yph).
Prophetic texts employ the image of a weary, exhausted land.75 The image of the

shadow of a massive rock in a 'fueary land" (Isa. 32:2) symbolizes the protection and

help that, in the coming age of salvation, each will give those in national or social need.

Quite different are the images of the hopeful who run or walk toward the future with and
through Yahweh, never growing weary (sa. 40:31.).76 But Jeremiah can represent the
daughter of Zion (Jerusalem) symbolically as a woman attacked by murderers, painfully
crying out in fear, "Woe is me! My soul is exhausted before murderers" (Jer.4:31).77

3. Religious Usage. The exclamation "Give rest to the weary" (Isa. 28:12) provides
a suurmary insight into the Yahweh message found in the prophet Isaiah. The "weary"
one ('ayep) refers not just to "city dweller and peasant"T8 but collectively to every
Israelite of Isaiah's time, exhausted by all the chaos of war and exploitation. The motif
ofgiving restTe calls on natural and supernatural forces to give the weary rest by bringing
about a state of peaceful and wholesome well-being (Isa. 30:15; cf. Ex. 33:14;Dt.3:20;
12:10;25:19). In the final analysis, the change in the condition of the weary is a divine
act of salvation.

The prophesied deliverance upon Zion (Isa.29:1-8)ao ir a divine eschatological event,
illustrated by the image of a dreamer who "awakes faint, with his thirst not quenched;

so shall the multitude of all the nations be that fight against Mount Zion" (v.8). The
futility of the politics of power practiced by the nations, which amass wealth, honor, and

security through exploitation and forced labor, is sharply attacked by Yahweh's judgment
saying: "Nations weary themselves only for fire" (Hab. 2:L3 par. Jer. 51:58; cf.
1QpHab81; inJer.5L:58, mostscholarsfollow MKass, D(X,Theodotion, and Syr., reading
yt'Ap instead of MT vfyA'e7t, which is repeated unnecessarily in v. 64).

Some of the most profound theological statements using our catchwords are found in

7a Cf. also GK i L3Vl; E. Ktinig Hisnrisch-comp,rative Syntax der hebriiischen Sprache
(l*ipzig,1897; repr. 1981), $$ 334f.; Kaddari, 354f. Arbitrary emendation like that of M. Dahood,
Psalms II. AB, XVII e1979), 97, is therefore unnecessary.

7s Cf. AuS, Yl (1939), L22t.
76 See II.3 below.
77 See I.1.c above.
7 8 B. Dthm, J e saj a. H KAT, llu | (4 1922, 5 

1 968), 1 98.
79 Cf.. G. von Rad, "There Remains Still a Rest for the People of God," The Problem of the

Hemteuch and Other Esscys (Eng. trans. 1966; repr. [.ondon, L9U),9+102.
80 Cf. H.-P. Miiller, IJrspriinge und Strulduren alttestamentlicher Eschatologie. BZAW,

109 (1969), 86-101.
81 Discussed by K. Elliger, Sudien zwn Habakuk-Kommentar vom Tbten Meer BHT4,

15 (1953),56; Segert, 452.
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Isa. 40-55. Yahweh is the Creator and the [,ord of history; he shows himself as one who
"does not faint (y'p) or grow weary (yg)" (Isa. 40:28). He is therefore an inexhaustible
souroe ofstrength for the faint$ta'ep v.29), whom he constantly succors. Even youths
and young men, the very symbols of robust physical strength, become "faint and weary"
(v. 30). Unlike them, those who hope in Yahweh will constantly renew their strength
through their God (cf. Ps. 84:8[7]; 103:5): "they shall run and not be weary $tg'), they
shall walk and not faint$t'p)" (Isa. 40:31). The images of running and walking without
fatigue show that those who hope are traveling the way with Yahweh (cf. v.27); their
fundamental stance of faith rests on the promise that their strength will constantly be
renewed, so that they can always go forward toward the future with confidence. This
promise shows that the t ord of history is also I-ord of the future of each one who hopes
in faith. This notion is very close to the promise n Jer.3I:?5 that the "weary soul" will
be refreshed and replenished.

The taunt song mocking idols in lsa.44:-9-2ff2 presents an enornously stark contrast
to the description of the untiring God of Israel in Isa. 40:28-31. Just as the craftsman who
makes idols himself grows weak and weary in the process (44:12), so the god he makes
can have no attributes superior to those of its maker.83 Furthermore, the god of the idolator
becomes itself a burden in the hour of need (Isa. 216:1).& The contrast could not be more
pointed: the images of the great gods of Babylon must be carted off in disaster8s and are
only burdens, unable to save; Yahweh, the unimaged God of Israel, has borne his people
in the paste and will continue to carry, bear, and save them (w. 3f.). These contrasts furnish
their distinctive component of the biblical image of Yahweh's incomparabilitysT and
represent an essential element of the polemic against idols in the message of Isa. 40-55.

The third Servant Song (Isa. 50:4tr ) states that the servant of God knows he is sent
to the weary $ta'epinv. 4 is to be taken collectively)88 to sustain them with a word (lQIs,
and IQIsD support the MT with ,'lrr).8e As in Isa. 40:28-31, the weary here appear to
include those who hope,eo i.e., those who do not give up waiting and hoping, those whose

82 Cf. J. C. Kim,VerhiiltnisJahweszuden anderenGdtterninDeuterojesaTa (diss., Heidelberg,
1963), 53-61; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT, 92!5lL2l(197t),
208-215.

83 Cf. G. A. F. Knight, Servant Theology. rTCO984),79.
84 C. F. Whitley, "Textual Notes on Deutero-Isaiah," W ll (1961),459, deletes maiia'

la'\?F as a gloss; but see C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trarrs. 1969),777.
8s-Cf. Preuss, 217ff.
86 Cf. J. J. Rabinowitz, "A Note on Isa 46 t," JBL, 73 (1954),237.
87 Cf. C. J. Labuschagne, The Incomparability of Yahweh in the OT. POS, 5 (1966).
88 The LXX is discussed in I.5 above. The proposed emendations are arbitary: hanep, *the

doubting (Duhm, 379); lbfpay, "those who despise me" (J. Morgenstern, "The Suffering
Servant-a New Solution," VI 1l [1%l], 294,311);ct. H. S. Cazelles, "trs po6mes du Serviteuq;
RSc& 43 (1955),53f.

- 8e Cf. C. R. North, The Second Isaicft (London, 1964),201; P. E. Bonnard, Le Second Isaie.
EA 6n2\ in loc.; oontrathe many proposed emendations.

90 Contra F. W. Praetorius, "Bemerkungen zu den Gedichten vom Knechte Jahwes," ZAW,
36 (1916), l2f .; Cazelles, 54.
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relationship to God is exposed to seemingly perpetual danger. With the word that he

himself receives from his God, the servant gives to the weary sustaining and life-giving
strength.

Hasel
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I. l. Etymology. The root on which y's is based appears in West Semitic but not in
East Semitic. It is found already in Proto-Sinaitic $'4 "advise, give counseVoracle"),1
in Arabic (wa'aza, "admotish, advise, warn"; wd'ig "preachet'';'iza, "sermon, instruc-
tion, admonition"; wa'z and wa'7n, "admonition, sennon, exhortation"),2 in Old South
Arabic ('2, "admonition"),3 in Punic (y.c "counselor"),a in Imperial Aramaic (peal ptcp.
y'1, "counselor": Ahikar 12;'1h, "counsel": Ahikar 28; etc.), in Biblical Aramaic (peal
ptq4.. y'l "counselor": Ezr. 7:14f.; ithpeal, "take counsel": Dnl. 6:8[Eng. v.7); 'eyA',

"counsel": Dnl.2:14), and in Jewish Aramaic.s The cognate Ethiop. ma'ada6 is similar.
In East Semitic (Akkadian) the verb for "counsel" is malahqt which appears as rnl& II
niphal in Neh. 5:7 ("take counsel with oneself'), as well as in Biblical Aramaic in Dnl.
a:zaQfl (* m" h b "counsel ").8

In Biblical Hebrew, the verb appears in the qal, niphal, and hithpael. The by-form 'us
also occurs. Since this latter appears only twice in the imperfect plural ('rr+ft),, it might
represent instead an erroneous pointing (instead of %n) on the part of the Masoretes,
influenced by the Jewish Aramaic by-form 'ws,10 especially since no imperative forms
of ya'as occur in the OT.ll There are 2 nominal derivatives: '€gd and m6'efi.

The basic meaning is usually taken to be "advise," but this does not account for the
observation that in nearly half (!) of its occurrences the noun 'eV can mean "plan." Apart
from the qal participle, which means "counselor," the same is true for the verb: in the
qal, there is a rough balance between the meaning "advise" on the one hand and

"determine, plan" on the other. The common translation "counsel" (rather than "plan")
merely glosses over the difficulty. It would be legitimate only if there were both an
objective connection between the two meaningsl2 and this connection proved to be
etymologically and linguistically probable for y'g and 'esA. There is etymological
evidence, however, only for the meaning "advise, admonish"f'advice, admonition," not

E. Cothenet, and H. Lign0e, Les tutes de Qumran,II (Paris, 1%3); G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der
Gerechtigkeit. SIUM 2 (L963); K. G. Kuhn, Nachtrdge; E. [-ohse, Die Ttxe aus Qumran
(Munich, 21971); J. Maier, Di e Texte vom Tbten Meer (Munich, 1960); M. H. Segal, Sele r Ben Sira
(Jerusalem, 31972)lHLeb.l; J. Wonell, "ill9: 'Counsel'or 'Council'at Qumran?" W,20 (1970),
65-74.

1 Albright,43.
2 Wehr, 1082a.
3 Mtiller,3LO,citngClH,54l,56,64,94,"admonirio";erroneouslycitedinKBL1,403a,with

the meaning "order."
4 DISO, 110; but RE$ 906, l. l, has y's!
5 K8L2,1082b; Jastrow, 585a, 1101b; WM, ll, 252a: "advise"; pael: "take counsel."
6 LexlingAeth,2l0: "counsel, exhort, esp. with reference to what the future may bring."
7 AHw,tl(t972),593f.
8 See Wagner, no. 170.
9 See below.
10 Cf. Jastrow, l056a; WM, III, 628b.tt Cf.. BLe, $ 383: "after the analogy of the lrry u.rb."' similarly W. Gesenius-C. Bergstrdsser,

Hebriiische Grammatilq I C1918; repr. Hildesheim, 1962), $ 26d, n.d.
12 Fichtner, GoftesWeisheit,2g: "insofar as a counselor initiates a 'plan'through his 'counsel,'

thus prompting a specific 'decision."'
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"intend, determine, plan"f'purpose, plan." Did the root in Biblical Hebrew undergo a

unique semantic development?
Although it is correct to say that Isaiah was the first to use 'Zpd for Yahweh's

"(historical) plan,"l3 it is unlikely that the usage that speaks of Yahweh's plan in general

derives from this prophet, not to mention the use of 'e-$ with the meaning "plan." Both

meanings of 'e-s.d are found in early proverbial literature; in Prov. 19:20f., they even occur

in two adjacent proverbs (v. 20: "advice"; v.2l: Yahweh's "plan"). In Jgs' 20:7, which

is traditio-historically early,t4 the context shows clearly that 'epi @ar. dafir) does not

mean "counsel" but denotes the "plan" that, in the words of the Irvites, the Israelites

assembled at Mizpah are to "come up with" (lubtr lakem difir f'Efi h'l,m). Even 2 S.

1.6:20, where the same formula or idiom occurs, cctn atleastbe taken in this sense.ls

Even more noteworthy is the fact that in the literarily early framework of the Balaam

narrative (Nu. 24:L4 Ul) the qal of yd'cs can have the meaning "utter an oracle," which

Albrightro furthermore notes as a meaning of the root in the Proto-sinaitic inscriptions.lT

It is therefore quite possible that the original meaning of ya'as was "utter an oracle."

Since people seeking advice would make use of the oracle, the root could take on the

meaning "advise" and the person uttering the oracle Could become an "adviser"; the

substance of the oracle, the revealed plan of the deity for the future, could become

"advice," in that it would show the colrect course of action in accord with the plan of
the deity. This hypothesis at least does justice to the importance evidence of Nu. 24:14.

In this case Isaiah, by using ?-M regularly in the sense of"purpose, plan," would be

hearkening back to the original meaning of the noun, in the sense that a divine "plan"
was revealed in the oracle. Since there is no clear evidence for use of the verb to mean

"determine, plan" before Isaiah (!), this meaning would accordingly not be original, but

would derive from the noun ("plan"). Thus the semantic development would be: "utter

an Oracle" > "givelreCeive advice" > "plan." The meaning "advise" wOuld then (COntra

Irwin) not be secondary to that of "conceive a plan." We must probably follow Irwin,

however, in taking the primary meaning of '€$ to be "plan" rather than "advice."

2. Occurrence.s. The verb y'g occurs 57 times in the OT in the qal (22 of which are

the act. ptcp. aS a technical term for "adviser" or "counselot''),22 times in the niphal,

and once in the hithpael. The by-form '1"{ occurs nvice (Jgs. 19:30; Isa. 8:10). of the

nominal derivatives, 'eV occurs 86 times and m6'efi 7 times. Not counting the 4

occurences in Aramaic passages, the root occurs a total of 175 times in the OT. This

13 See III below.
1a Irwin,57-61.
Ls cf . ibid., 63f.
16 See above.
17 Cf. already F. H. W. Gesenius, Lexicon manuale hebraicurn et chaldaicum in Veteris

Testamenti Libros (l*ipzig,1833) [Lat.], 432: "predicl, announce what is to come; Num. 24' 14.

Jes41,28";also LexltebAim,3lg,citingArab.wa'aTa,"inthebroadersense,announcesomething
to someone with authority in order to give counsel, with the accusative of the person and thing:

Nu 24,14."
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does not include the occurrences of 'efi ll, "disobedience, rebellion" (Ps. 13:3[2];
106:43),18 or'efi III, "wood" (Jer. 6:6).

The occurrences are distributed very unevenly, being concentrated primarily in Isaiah
(36, of which 27 are in Isa. l-35),2 Chronicles (19),2 Samuel, Psalms, and Proverbs
(17 each), Jeremiah (13), and 1 Kings and Job (12 each), so that eight OTbooks account
for 80 percent of the occurrences. In view of the root's meaning, it is remarkable that
only 29 occurrences (scarcely lTVo) are in Wisdom Literature (Job, Proverbs).

II. General Usage.
l. Qal. When the 22 oc*unences of yd'a as a technical term are omitted, we are left

with 35 occurren@s of the qal. Of these, only 5 appear in narrative (2 S. 16:23; l7:7;
1 K. 12:8 lpar.2 Ch. 10:81, 13); the other 30 appear in direct discourse or (like Prov.
12:20) wisdom aphorisirs. The occurrences in direct discourse include words of Jethro
(Ex. 18:19), Balaam (Nu. 24:14), Hushai (2 S. 17:11,15), Ahimaaz and Jonathan (2 S.

17:21), Nathan (1 K. 1:12), Jeremiah (Jer. 38:15), the psalmist (Ps. 16:7; 62:5[4]), and

Job (Job 26:3), as well as 18 instances of Yahweh's words, all (except for Ps. 32:8) in
prophetic discourse (10 in Isaiah, 3 in Jeremiah, plus 2 Ch.25116; Ezk. ll:2; Mic. 6:5;
Hab. 2:10). This surprising observation is explained in part by the fact that in the 17
prophetic passages (beginning with Isaiah) ya-'cs does not mean "advise" but "plan,"
whereas in 16 of the other passages (excluding Nu. 24:14: "proclaim [the future]"; Ps.

62:5141: "plan") it means "advise."
The following constructions deserve notice: ya-'as introducing direct discourse (2 S.

l7:ll); with /", "advise someone" (Job 26:3); with the accusative of the person, "advise
or counsel someone" (Ex. 18:19; 2 S. 17:15; Jer. 38:15). There is frequent use (11 times)
of the figura etymologicars ya'ap 'ds6, 5 times meaning "give advice" (4 with double
acc.: "give advice to someone" [1 K. 1:12; 12:8 (par. 2 Ch. 10:8), 13]) and 5 times
meaning "plan" (4 having Yahweh at least as the logical subj. [Isa. 14:26 (pass.); 19:17;
Jer. 49:20;50:45]). With only a single exception (Isa. 32:8), yn''cs in the sense of "plan"
has negative connotations, which are underlined by the use of the conjunctions 'el and
'al, "against" ('el: Jer. 49,20 50:45; 'al: lsa.7:5; 14,26;19:12,17;23:8; Jer.49:30). As
the object planned we find ra'd, "evil" (Isa .7:5);'osayra ', "evil plan" @zk.lt.'Z);zimm6,
"wicked devices" (Isa. 32:7);bdieL "shame" (Hab.2:10); and the infinitive constructions
l"haddtab, "to thrust down" (Ps. 62:5141) and l"haibttek4 "to destroy you" (2 Ch. 25:16).

The distribution of the Hebrew "tenses" of y's is also interesting. The vast majority
of occurrences of the finite verb involve the x-qdtal tense, used for making direct
statements. Only 4 times (each lst person sg.) do we find the x-yiqtdl form, which
indicates a certain future: once in the introduction to an oracle (Nu. 24:14), twice in the
introduction to advice @x. 18:19; lK. l:12), and once in a temporal subordinate clause
with conditional overtones (Jer. 38:15). Only once each do we find the forms qdlal-x
(Hab.2:10) andyiEol-x (Ps.32:8; Lst person sg.). There are also 3 instances of qal

KB L2, 7 26f . ; cf .. Div e4 E xpT, 57 (19 45 I 46), l92f .
Ct.GK $ 117p.

18
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participial forms,3 active (2 verbal [Isa. 19:17; Ezk.ll:Z1and L substantival [Prov.
12:20: y6"9A 5al6ml) and 1 passive (lsa. l4:26i ha'e$ hayf'qd).Remarkably, the

narrative tense is not found.

2.'wt. The by-form 'ry qal appears in only 2 passages (Jgs. 19:30; Isa. 8:10), with
the meaning "conceive a plan," each time in the imperfect plural ( ugr). Like yi20 'ws

can appear infigura etymologica with the cognate object 'e-M (Isa.8:10); the same

situation may have obtained originally in Jgs. 19:30.21 In Jgs. 19:30, there are positive

connotations to "framing a plan" (d. also Jgs.2O:7), whereas the connotations in Isa.

8:10 are negative. Mere advice is not the point of either passage: the lrvite to whom the

original text of Jgs. !9:30 probably assigned the wordsz is not looking for mere advice

but for a concrete plan to avenge the crime of the people of Gibeah.

3. Niphal. The niphal relates to the meaning "advise" of the qal. The reflexive sense

"seek advice for onself'appears only once (Prov. 13:10); the reciprocal sense "take
counsel together" predominates. Only in 1 passage (l K. 12:28) do we find the meaning

"take counsel with oneself." In 4 passages (lK.12.6,9 [par. 2 Ch. 10:6'9]) the meaning

is "recommend after consultation,"23 with emphasis on the result of the consultation; in

this specific instance, the presence of a superior authority (King Rehoboam) allows only

advice, not a decision. Only in 1 passage (2Ch.30:23) is the meaning clearly "decide";
this meaning is no more appropriate to I K. 12:28thanto 2 Ch. 25:17;30:2;32:3-u

The niphal of y'.r is used with a grcat variety of prepositions: yahdnw, "together with"
(lsa.45:21,; Ps. 71:10; 83:6[5] l+ ldbl; Neh. 6:7); 'ef (1 K. 12:6,8 [par' 2 Ch. 10:6,8]; tsa.

4O:L4); 'im (L Ct,lr. l3:L; 2 Cxr. 32:3); ' el (2 K 6:8; 2 Ch. 2O:21).It can also be followed by

a finite verb (1 K.l2:28;2Ch.?5:17) or by an infinitive, whether it means "decide" (2Ch.
30:23) or "take counsel" (2 Ch.30:2;32:3). The latter usage suggests that the consultation

has as is subject matter a plan that can become a firm decision with the agreement of all

concerned, especially the authorities (cf. 2 Ch. 30:4; 32:3). A following finite vefu (1 IC

12:?3;2Ch.?5:17) indicates that the cbnsultation has resulted in a decision.

The niphal ofy'g can be used in both positive and negative senses. Positive usage

appears in 1K. t2:6(par.2 Ch. 10:6);'1Ch. 13:L;2Ch.20:21;30:2,23;32:3;neganve
usage in lK.1218,9 (par.2 Ch. L0:8,9), ?3;2K.6:8; 2 Ch. 25:17; Neh. 6:7;Ps.7'l':10;
83:6(5); lsa.45:21.

Syntactically, the narrative tense predominates (13 occurrences). The asseverative

past (x-qdtaD appears nvice (Ps. 71:10; 83:6[5]), the optative future (x-yi$ol) once (Isa.

45.21). There are also 6 verbal constructions with the participle indicating simultaneity

(sg.: Isa. 210:14; pl.: I K. L2:6,9 [par. 2 Ch. L0:6,9]; Prov. 1.3:10).

See above.
Cf, BHK, BHS, iN IOC.

Cf. BHIQ, BHS, in \oc.
KBL3,40,3A.
Conta K8L3,403a.
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4, Hithpael. The reciprocal sense "take @unsel together" can also be expressed by
the hithpael (Ps. $:a[3]). In this single passage and interestingly also in the single
occurrence of y'r ithpael (Dnl. 6:8[7]fa negative a@ent is heard: in each case, the
subject is enemies who "take counsel together" against the devout or the worshippers of
Yahweh (like Daniel). In Dnl. 6:8(7), the result is a request to the king. In both passages

the reflexive stem of y's./y'I suggests conspiracy.

5.y6'Eq. The qal ptcp.y6'es occurs 23 times, including the conjecturedyri'osayft in Isa.

47:L3.x Italwaysinvolvesthemeaning"advise,counsel."Like Aram.ya'EtinEzr.T:14f..,
it has acquired more or less the nature ofa technical term for "counselof'or "adviser." A
semantic development is clearly observable. The wise are convinced that "in an abundance

of counselors" (Urdf, y6'e,s) there is safety (Prov. LL:14; 24:6).The first passage clearly
refers to political advisers (e.g., of a king). The originally political meaning of Prov.ll:|4
is shifted to the private sphere by the identical words in 24:6: "waf.'(v. 6a) is now a
metaphor for "the battle of life."% Yet another passage in the book of Proverbs (Prov.
L5:22) speaks of a multitude of counselors: "Without counsel (sr6l) plans (mah"tA86) go
wrong, but with many advises(Ur6! yitsirz) they succeed." Since Proverbs never speaks

elsewhere of a single counselor, the preference of the sages for "an abundance of
counselors" is all the more significant, especially since the masterdisciple relationship
would naturally make us think of the sages as individualists. But instead of finding success

in the advice of a single sage, they recommend @nsulting "an abundance of counselors,"
who obviously (as in Prov. 15:22) assemble for "@unsel" or to form a "council" (sfol).

Of course, as the advice of Ahithophel (2 S. 16:20-?3; 17:l-3) shows, an individual
can also give advice, i.e., propose a plan. Such advice, however, at least according to the
passages from Proverbs, does not absolutely guarantee success (cf. the advice of Hushai
in 2 S. 17:5-14, which is, to be sure, deliberately misleading). The plan advised by a
single individual will not miscany, however, if it is approved in a "consultation"
involving "an abundance of counselors" (Prov. 15.,22). It is therefore not absolutely
necessary that the "counselors" who gather in "council" themselves have a plan to
propose as their counsel. Their primary function is to arrive at a positive or negative
decision about a plan. When a plan is under discussion, it is clearly important that as

many "counselors" or "advisers" as possible be involved (Ptov. 15:22; cf. ll:14;24:6),
else the plan can miscarry. The account in 2 S. 17, where contradictory advisers give
contradictory advice, could almost be read as a cautionary tale illustratingProv. 15:22.

The 3 passages from Proverbs reveal two further points about the nature of. a y6'es.
The term yd'e} ("adviser") does not in the first instance designate an official function;
any competent and experienced male could act as y6'eJ in a specific case. He need not
necessarily belong to the class of "sages"; it is hard to imagine that in a specific case a

private individual (cf. Prov. 24:6!) could have had recourse to "an abundance" ofsages
as counselors.

2s KBL2, 39oa; KBL3, 385b.
26 Cf. Gemser, in bc.
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The first official "counselor" mentioned is Ahithophel, David's adviser, who went

over to David's rebellious son Absalom (2 S. 15:22) and became the latter's personal

adviser (cf. 2 S. 15:34; t6:2O-23; l7.l-23). According to the Chronicler, David had his

own uncle Jonathan as "counselor" (1 Ch. 27:32) in addition to Ahithophel, whose place

was taken by Jehoiada, the son of Benaiah (1 Ch.27:34). Hushai appears instead as the

king's "friend" (2 S. L6:16; 1 Ch.27:33), probably a position of trust. The Chronicler

likewise states that the queen mother Athaliah served as "counselo/' $t6'ege1) to her son

Ahaziah (2 Ch.22:3). She and other members of his house became for the young king

"counselors to his undoing" (2Ch.22:4;cf. v.3). These latter (except for the queen

mother) do not appear, however, to have functioned as official royal counselors. The

existence of such an office is also assumedby 2Ch.?5:'1,6, where King Amaziah says to

a prophet of Yahweh who appears uninvited: "Have we made you a loyal counselor?"

Perhaps this passage reveals one of the Chronicler's biases: prophets of Yahweh are

spurned, and as a result poor advisers are allowed to function within the Davidic court,

to its downfall. The Chronicler does not reject the office of royal counselor in itself, as

the example of David's uncle Jonathan shows (L Ch.27:32). In addition, Zechariah, a

gatekeeper toward the end of David's reign, is rather surprisingly called a "shrewd

counselor" (1 Ch. 26:L4\, an expression that can hardly refer to official office. The

Chronicler also emphasizes that the Davidic kings, when faced with important decisions,

took counsel (for good or ill) with the men surrounding them and even with the people

as a whole (y's niphal: 2 Ch. 10:8f.; ?5:17 lfor illl; 1 Ch. 13:1';2 Ch. 10:6; 20:21;30:2;

32:3lfor goodl).
Isaiah implies that the offic.e of counselor in Jerusalem and Judah antedates his own

period (Isa. 3:3). The counselor is named with other officials (such as judges, prophets,

ild"o, and men of rank) and representatives of a variety of seemingly indispensable or

influential professions, whether serious or trivial (such as mighty men, soldiers, diviners,

magicians, and experts in charms); they are refened to collectively as "stay and staff,"

i.e., the guarantors of social and political order in the human world-wrongly, as the

oracle in Isa. 3:1-7 reveals. Yahweh, whose support people have forgotten, will remove

these false props (v. 1). Similar statements appear in Isa. 19:11 with reference to the "wise

counselors of Pharaoh," in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 47:1,3) with reference to the counselors

of Babylon, and in Mic. 4:9 with reference to the counselors of Zion.

The mention of counselors in immediate conjunction with the (somewhat dubious)

magicians in Isa. 3:3 might suggest that Isaiahwas rejecting the office of counselor. This

is by no means the case. According to Isaiah's oracle in lsa. t:24-26, after the judgment

uponJerusalem Yahweh will restore the judges of that city asat the first.and its counselors

(councils) as at the beginning (v.26). By "beginning" Isaiah clearly means the period of

David, when the office of royal counselor (Ahithophel!) was of the utmost importance

to the monarchy and the state. Something similar is expected for the counselor of the

eschaton. Thus in Isaiah the office of counselor takes on eschatological overtones.

Like Isaiah and the later prophets already mentioned, Job also bears witness to God's

power over the (mighty) counselors (Job l2:17).The fascination in which they were held

by ordinary citizens can also been seen in the words of the very same Job (3:14)' who

would like to exchange his wretched life for the rest they enjoy in Sheol.
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The word yi'eglya'etappears for the first time as a clear term for a formal office in
Ezra (Ezr.4:5;7:28;8:25; cf. 7:14t.).En.4:5 speaks of the venality of the Persian king's
counselors, who used the enemies of the Jews to frustrate the rebuilding of the temple.
The few passages of clearly theological significance (sa. 9:5[6]; 41:28) will be discussed
in greater detail below.

6.'efi. Tlvo of the 86 occurrences of 'e-M I are to be rejected: in Isa. 47:13, yi%fiyik
O6'ei should be read,27 and in Prov. 27:9 probably 'agqef,e1.a The conjectural emen-
dation 'asbd in Hos. 10:6,2e however, is not convincing, since the MT yields good sense .30

Semantic ambiguity is characteristic of 'dsd ("advice" or "plan"); the two meanings
appear with roughly equal frequency in the total number of passages (8a). The picture
changes at once, however, when we consider the narrative and poetic passages in
isolation. In the poetic and prophetic passages, "plan" dominates "advice" by roughly
two to one. Only Proverbs is exceptional, where 7 passages have the meaning "advice"
(Prov. 1:25,30; 8:14; 12:15;19:20;2O:18;21:30) and only 2 the meaning "plan" (19:21;
20:5). In narrative (nonprophetic) texts, the meaning "advice" occurs 22 times; the
meaning "decision, purpose, plan" is found only 5 times with some assurance (Jgs.20:7;
Ezr.4:5;10:8; Neh. 4:9[15]; I Ch. l2:20ll9l). Here the ratio is roughly four to one .

7 . Distibution of 'e;A in the OT. The distribution of ?,s. ri between the poetic/prophetic
portions of the OT on the one hand and the narrative portions on the other is itself
interesting. Of the total of 84 occunences, only 27 , rouglrly one third, appear in narrative
texts outside the prophetic books. The noun ?sA is thus a term associated with poetic
literature. Ofthese latter 57 occurrences, 9 each appear in Proverbs and Job, again rougNy
one third; there are 1.1 occunences in the nonapocalyptic sections of Isa. 1-35 and 4
additional occurrences in Isa. 40-{,6, for a total of 15. The noun ?sd also appears

frequently (8 times) in Jeremiah, but much less often in the other prophetic books (twice
in Ezekiel, once each in Hosea, Micah, and Z€chariah). With 28 occurrences, therefore,
?.sd appears much more frequently in the prophets than in Wisdom Literature (18
occurrences). The ratio shifts somewhat in favor of Wisdom when one realizes that of the
9 occurrences in Psalms, 5 are in psalms that are influenced by Wisdom (Ps. L:1; 33:10f.;
73:24; ll9:.24). Even so, however, prophetic texts predominate over Wisdom Literature
(28 occurrences to 23). In a certain sense, the evidence specific to ?1r? confirms our geileral
observations about the occurrences ofy's and its derivatives.3l Even though there is a
certain association of '4d with Wisdom Literature, our findings are surprising.

8.'esA: Thc Function of Sages? If, as is usually assumed, ?? and yi were typical

See above.
B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT, XVI e1963), in loc.; K8L2,726b.
cf. K8L2,726b.
Cf. de Boer, 49f.; H. W. Wolff, Ilosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), in loc.
See I.2 above.
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examples of Wisdom terminology, itwouldbe hard to account forthe statistical evidence.

This relationship is all the more surprising, since the often-cited passage Jer. 18:18 seems

to prove the opposite: "For the law shall not perish from the priest, nor counsel from the

wise, nor the word [of revelation] from the prophet." Do these words not establish the

prerogatives of counsel for "the wise," the sages who, as a class, were established

relatively late in comparison with the priests and the prophets? Can this really apply to

those who composed Msdom proverbs (cf. Prov. 22:17;?A:23) or those who collected

such proverbs, the "men of Hezekiah" (Prov. 25:L)? If so, it would be very strange that

the authors of Prov. LV29 came to speak only 3 times of the source, function, and

meaningof "counsel"('eV:Prov. 12:'1,5;19:20;21.:30;cf..also22:221m6'egAl)andin3
other passages of a human or divine "plan" ('efi: 20:5,18; 19:.21). Prov. 21:30 even

denigrates the importance of human counsel: "No wisdom, no understanding, no counsel

can avail against Yahweh." Strange "sages" indeed who so downplay the significance of
their most important task, the giving of counsel and advice! Their emphasis on the need

to have an abundance of advisers if successful decisions are to be made (Prov. 11:14;

15:22;24:6: all the instances of y6'eJas a technical term in the book of Proverbs) points

in the same direction, as does the total absence of y's as a finite verb in Proverbs (in Prov.

L2:20 we find only the ptcp. in the construct phrase yd'o-s € Sdl6m).

This also puts Ezk. 7:26b in a new light: "They seek a vision from the prophet, but

the law perishes from the priest, and counsel from the elders." At first glance, the "sage"

in this triplet of offices appears to have been replaced by the "elders" (tqentm),32

especially since the Ezekiel passage draws on the beginning ofJer. 18:18. Fichtner has

suggested33 that "the 'sages,'influential and diplomatically important in the preexilic
period, had exhausted their energies and left the field to the elders," assuming of course

that the elders had previously played a less significant role.
The reality of the situation is probably ratherdifferent.It istrue thatthe "elders" (fqentm)

to whom Rehoboam turns for advice in 1 K. 12:68 should not be taken as official
representatives of the fibes of Israel; but they could very well-in the service of the

king-have taken the place of the tribal elders, who ceased to be consulted during the

absolute monarchy of Solomon (d. v. 6: "who had stood before Solomon his father"). In

the narrative of the Davidic succession, we are told that the "elders of Israel" passed

favorable judgment on the counsel of Ahithophel (2 S. 17:4; cf. v. 15). Already in the time

of David, therefore, it was their duty to judge the quality of advice given by a royal

counselor! Both cases involve political advice, for which one would better tum to people

who, like the "elders" in the time of David or the elders at the court of RehoboorlHr evon

the elders in the days of Ezekiel-were more familiar before the destruction of Jerusalem

with affairs of state than to the "wise," whose primary duty was haining future officials.

Even Jer. 18:18 fits in this context. The three groups mentioned are to be understood

as enemies "united in their common hatred of Jeremiah."34 Unlike the officials beholden

+l?l znqen.
P.77 = Gottes Weisheit,2l; cf. also Stiihli, 751f.
W. Rudolph,"Ieremia. HAT, XII e1%8), 125.
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to King Jehoiakim, the temple priesthood, and the cult prophets, the nonpolitical sages
had no vital interest in eliminating Jeremiah. Jer. 18:18 probably refers to them hyper-
bolically as "the wise" because they had been through the school of their Wisdom
teachers and could draw on the experience ofthese sages in reaching their decisions.

We may conclude, therefore, that in the OT period "giving counsel" was the task of
political officials who had been trained in Wisdom, not of the "sages" as such, who were
not directly concerned with concrete political decisions. There is no evidence that they
were consulted like oracles in specific cases. Their relationship to the real political world,
where good advice and good advisers were important, was only indirect, since they had
charge of haining future officials. Only for this reason, then, did they occasionally find
it necessary to speak of (political) "counsel" in their proverbs. This understanding of the
tqEnbn as those responsible for giving 'eM developed above all by Irwin, makes it
necessary to revise at least in large part the standard theory "that the root y's belongs in
the realm of Wisdom."3s The role played by "advice" and "advisers" in the Proverbs of
Ahikar36 cannot be cited as evidence to the contrary for Ahikar, "the wise and skitlful
scribe . . . , the counselorofall Assyria,"37 is not represented as an ordinary sage but as

a high state official. In this role he functions as "counselor." Ahikar's "wisdom," which
in that relatively early work of Wisdom Literature is understood to be a prerequisite for
such office, obviously is intended to serve as an example for the sages' disciples, who
were themselves seeking political office. Only in this sense is there an affinity between
the root y's and wisdom or Wisdom Literature, an affinity already suggested by the
appearance in the semantic field of y'-s of the roots byn, filon, Skl" and their derivatives.
It was the task of "the wise" (as a professional class) to theorize about "advice" and
"advisers," but not to be available as advisers in specific cases. The latter function was
most likely performed by a different professional class, the "elders," whose education
probably qualified them to be called "wise" in the broadcr sense of the word (cf. Jer.

18:18).
Unlike the revelation of the divine plan through seers like Balaam (cf. Nu. 24:14!),

the advising done by the elders is to be understood as a secular function. To interpret'e$
as a term for revelation after the analogy of the prophetic dafirta is to overinterpret Jer.
18:18; Ezk. 7:26. Furthermore, Irwin overlooks the fact that, in contrast to the prophetic
dabf firA as specific "instruction" on the part of the priests (Jer. 18:18; Ezk.7:26) conld
hardly have been a term for revelation. In later times, it is true, the entire tdrd was
considered to have been revealed to Moses; but concrete priestly t6rri is to be understood
as the application of priestly sacral traditions to specific cases. The two passages under
discussion mention the three groups together not because they were thought to be (in
varying degree) bearers of revelation, but because they were most influential in the
political arena. If the giving of '€yi originally had anything to do with revelation of a

stehli,751.
See I.1 above.
Ahikar Lf.;AOT,454.
Irwin, 199, etc.
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divine plan, the reference here is not to the institution ofthe "elders" but to the ancient

system of seers and oracles (cf. Balaam!). At best, one may think of the "elders" charged

with giving advice as secular "su@essors," trained in the school of the wise, to seers like
Balaam. The revelation of a divine plan would then have been replaced by communica-

tion of appropriate human advice, anived at with the help of wisdom, not divine
revelation. Ahithophel, the official counselor of David and later of Absalom, was a kind
of secular seer, for his contemporaries ascribed to his counsel the significance of a
(prophetic) oracle (2 S. 16:23).

9. Verbs with 'efi. In discussing the usage and meaning of 'efr, it is instructive to

examine the verbs with which it appears as object. There are no fewer than21. of them.

Of these, 4 can be used with both meanings ("advice" and "plan") of ' E$: ya'ap, "advise,"
"decide" (11 times infigura etymologics, as discussed above);yhb, "give, present" (only
pl. impv. tnbfi: Jgs. 20:7 fa planl; 2 S. 16:20 [advice]); Sdma', "hear" (Prov. L9:20

[advice]; Jer. 49:?-O;50:45 [Yahweh's plan]); prr hiphil, "frustrate" (2 S. 75:34; 17:14

[Ahithophel's advice]; Ps. 33:10; Ezr.4:5; Neh. 4:9[15] [a plan or plans]).

Thnee verbs take'E$ as an object only with the meaning "advice": 'tuab, "forsake,"
i.e., "not follow" (1 K. 12:8,13 lpar. 2 Ch. 10:8,13] [the 4dvice of the elders: subj.

Rehoboam]); pdra', "ignore" (Prov. 1:25 [the advice of Wisdom]); s/</ piel, "make

foolish" (2 S. 15:31 [Ahithophel's advice: subj. Yahweh]).
There are 1.4 verbs that take 'e-.si as object only with the meaning "plan." Of these, 7

have human beings as the subject; in the case of the other 7, God or Yahweh is the subject.

The first group comprises: 7g "decide" (Isa. 8:10); b6'hiphil, "get" (Isa. 16:3lQl); str

hiphil, "hide" (Isa. 29:15); bdJ hiphil, "confound" (Ps. 14:6 [the plans of the poor]); bia
"understand" (Mic. 4:12 [Yahweh's plan]); &5t hiphil, "darken" (Job 38:2 l= 42:31

[God's plan: subj. Job]); n 's, "spurn" (Ps. L07:1.1 [the plan of the Most High]).
The second group, with Yahweh as subject, comprises: bl'piel,"confound" (Isa. 19:3

[Egypt's plan]); bqq "make void" (Jer. L9:7 [the plan of Judah and Jerusaleml); yafu',
"know" (Jer. 18:23 [the murderous plans of Jeremiah's enemies]); ml' piel, "fulfill" (Ps.

20:5141[the plans of the Davidic king]); ,i/z hiphil, "accomplish" ([sa. 44:?5 [the plan

announced by Yahweh's messenger]); 'a56, "bring about" (Isa. 25:1 [a wonder of
planning:3e subj. Yahwehl; Isa. 30:1 [a plan that does not come from Yahweh:40 subj. the

people of Judahl);p/'hiphil, "have wondrous plans," "prove oneself wondrous in plans"

(lsa.28:29).ar

10. Phases and Resul* of 'efi.The passages cited illustrate the following phases and

results of advice: it is "advised" (yd'ot) or given Ohb); it may be "heard" (iama),
"ignored" Q*ra), or "forsaken" ('aob).A third party, human or divine, may also

"frustrate" someone's advice (prr hiphil).

Cf. BHI(,BIIS,' in the MT, ?rd! is the direct object.
Needlessly read by Dahood, 57f., as an archaic accusative of ?s, "wooden idol."
Cf . K8L2,726b, qntra KBL2,760a; for additional discussion, see Mury-Amsler.
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The range of possibilities is even richer with respect to the phases and results of a

plan. It may be "determined" or "decided" (S)a'a;, ,l); it may also be "presented" (Jhb),

"gotten" (hi'hiphil), "understood" (bin),or "known" (ydda).It may be "hidden" from
a third party (srrhiphil), "canied out" ('a,ff), or"accomplished" (5/z hiphil), forexample
when God "fulfills" it(ml'piel). But a plan can also be "spurned" (n '.s) or "confounded"
(bd,I hiphil), not to speak of being "confounded" (bl' hiphil), "laid waste" (bqq), or
"frustrated" (prr hiphil) by Yahweh.

ll. The Courcel of Ahithophel and the Counsel of the "Old" vs. "Young" Men. Like
a plan, advice can either.succeed or fail-the latter often not for internal reasons but
because a third party, human or divine, intervenes.

How this can happen when advice is given is illustrated by the two narratives that
focus on the different outcomes of two such incidents: 2 S. 16:15-17:23 and 1 K. l2:l-19
(par. 2 Ch. 10:1-19).

The similarity of the two stories is immediately apparent: in both cases poor advice
supplants good advice, although only in the case of Hushai's advice to Absalom (2 S.

17:5-14) is there malicious intent. The story of the Davidic succession (2 S. 9-20; 1 K.
1f.), in which Ahithophel's double advice (2 S. 16:20-22; l7:l-4) and Hushai's
counterproposal constitute the focus of a crucial episode (2 S. 16:15-17:23), was
probably known to the author of 1 K. 12:1-19 within the framework of the Deuteronomis-
tic history;42 but the literary dependency is probably not so great that this author could
have used "the actual events of this still familiar but nevertheless 'private'and possibly
even 'naive' narrative"43 to invent the contradictory advice of the "old men" and the
"young men." The differences between the two stories are too great. In each case

Absalom requests advice from a single individual: Ahithophel the Gilonite (2 S. 15:12),
David's former official adviser, who had gone over to Absalom's side, and Hushai the
Archite (25. 15:32.37; 16:.15-19), David's "friend," who was only feigning his shift of
allegiance. The contradictory advice ofeach in turn is accepted by the king's son and the
"elders of Israel" (2 S. l7:4; cf. w. 1-3) or Absalom and "all the men of Israel" (2 S.

17:14; cf . w. 5-13). Rehoboam, on the other hand, asks the advice of the "old men" and

the "young men" (1 K. 12:6-ll), i.e., two groups of advisers. On the surface, it seems

that in each case the king accepts the advice that flatters him the most. Hushai flatters
Absalom the military leader, who can already see himself at the head of a victorious army
of all Israel (cf. 2 S. L7:ll-13\. The "young men" similarly flafter the boastful and

ambitious Rehoboam (cf. 1 K. 12:11[par.2 Ch. 10:11]). The narrators, however, see

Yahweh's governance of history at work here: it is Yahweh who saw to it that
Ahithophel's wise advice was not followed, because he had already determined
Absalom's downfall (2 S. 17:14). David's prayer that Yahweh would turn the advice of
Ahithophel into foolishness (2 S. 15:31; cf. I K.22:20-23) was answered; and Hushai,
whom David had sent to Absalom for this purpose, thus served as the instrument of both

Cf. Rost, 136-38 (= Das kleine Credo,242tr.).
M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BKI)&t (1968),270.
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David and Yahweh. The foolish advice of the "young men" served likewise in

Rehoboam's case to realize a prophetic oracle of judgment against the house of David

(1 K. 12:15 [par.2 Ch. 10:15]). Human advice is subordinate to the divine plan of history.

To overstate the case: in the last analysis, Hushai's advice was accepted and acted upon

not because it was appealing but because it was in conformity with Yahweh's plan; the

same is true of the advice given by the "young men" to Rehoboam. Whether or not a

plan is successful depends on whether or not it agrees with Yahweh's plan. Thus both

narratives, which seem to speak in quite secular terms of contradictory advice, carry

overtones oftheological notions articulated explicitly above all in Isaiah but also in Prov.

l9:2l.aa

12. Semantic Nuances of 'ey. There are several points to be made with regard to the

semantic nuances of 'elA.In the realm of "advice," when used in parallel with'imr€-' Ol

(Ps. 107:11), tilkatlat (Prov. 1:25,30\, or mfisdr (Prov. 19:20), it can take on the sense of

"admonition." In some passages, where it occurs in parallel withhokmA or f,lftni, what

is involved is not so much advice as the ability to discover the proper ways and means

(Prov. 21:30; Jer.49:7; less certainly Dt.32i28; Job 12:13).as

Isa. 19:LL calls "the wise counselors of Pharaoh" 'efr nib'Ar| "stupid counsel," using

abstract for conCrete ("counsel" for "c9unselors").46 'I'he emendation babnA par'Ah

yaasfi'efi nib'arA4l has little support, not least because the qal and niphal of ba'ar are

used exclusively of persons.4 Bergmeier proposes similarly to take the abstract express-

ion ,sal ft|im (Job 10:3;21:.16;22:18: Ps. 1:1), usually translated "counsel of the

wicked" (Ps. 1:1) or "plan of the wicked" (Job), concretely in the sense "company of the

the wicked." It is questionable, however, to base a translation on the relatively late and

restricted usage of the Qumran community (discussed in IV below) and simply disregard

the 4 other OT passages with talak b"'e$ (2 Ch.22:5) or Um6'esd (Ps. 81:13[12]; Jer.

7:V1; lllic.6:16). These very passages show that hhlak ts'e-.$ means "follow some

specific counsel or decision." Neither can we ignore the climactic progress in Ps. 1:1

noted by Kraus4e (- halak - 'mtad + yaia!): the "company," one might say, is not

reached until the third stage, the m6iab /dsim. Furthennore, "follow the company of the

wicked" would not really fit the imagery of Ps. 1:1. The 3 passages from Job are textually

and literarily too problematic (glosses?) to cast further light on Ps. 1:1. Bergmeier5o

translates Job 21:16: "Do they not have their prosperity in their own hand, is the company

of the wicked not far from him?" The argument presented elsewhere by Job or the author

of the book would lead us rather to expect: "Is (the avenging) God not far from the

wicked?" It is therefore correct to retain the traditional rendering of.'E$ as "advice,

aa See III below.
45 GesB, S 610b.
46 Cf. B. Dthm, Jesaja. HKAT, lll/l (41922,51968), 143.
a7 Noted in BIIS and accepted by O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. L974), in loc.
a8 Cf. Duhm.
4e H.-J. Kraus, Psalms I-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis' 1987)' 115.
so P.231.
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counsel" or (in the Job passages) "plan." In Ps. 1:L, however, it is reasonable to
understand 'osa! fsaim more precisely as "the maxims or ethical principles of the
wicked."5l

In the sense of "plan," 'efr can take on the specific meaning "decision." This is true,
for instance, when 'esd is the result of deliberation (cf. Ezr. 10:8). In L Ch. 12:20(19\,
b"'efr is used almost adverbially in the sense of "purposely";52 there is no reason to find
a reference to asking a sage for advice.s3 The phrase 't5'esA can mean not only "adviser,
counselor" (Isa. 40:1.3; Ps.ll9:24) but alsewhen "plan" is the underlying meaning-
"man of the plan," i.e., the one who carries out or performs a function in a plan (Isa.
46:ll). Another construct phrase with specialized meaning is "pa1 idl6m (Z,ec.6:13),
which can be interpreted as either "agreement in plans"s4 or (in a weakened sense)
"peacefu I understanding."ss

Like the verb ya'as, the noun 'e-M, whether it means "decision, plan" or "advice,"
does not belong to the purely intellectual sphere. This is suggested by the phrase 'e-M

Ag"bfir6, "@unsel and strength," which occurs 3 times (2K. 18:20 [par. Isa. 36:5]; Isa.

tl:Z; cf.. Job 12:13). [n the first passage it is the opposite of *bar *pagyim, "mere
words." In Isa. 29:15, similarly, 'e-M stands in parallelism with ma"Seh, "work," and in
Prov. 8:14 with tfi5iyy6, "suc@ss." Pedersen rightly says with respect to this specific
element of. 'es6: "It means that the canying into effect is the normal expansion of the
counsel. Therefore counsel and action are identical."56 De Boer, Kaiser, and Irwin have
accepted Pedersen's view.57

13. m6'8s6. The noun m6'esd appears 7 times in the Ml always in the plural. Only
once (Prov. 22:?-0) does it mean "advice"; elsewhere it always means "plan, decision,"
with universally negative overtones. With only 2 exceptions (ler. 7:24; Prov.22:20), it
appears with 3rd person plural suffixes. There are 3 occurrences of the formulaic
expression halak Um6%gd4 "follow (evil) decisions" @s. 81:13[12]; Jer. 7:24; Mic.
6:16). Prov. 22:?.0 also uses the prep. U with m6'8fr;3 other passages (Ps. 5:11[10];
Prov. 1:31; Hos. LL:6) use min. Oddly, m6'E$ never appears as subject or as accusative
object.

Even more than ?;s4 m6'dsd is a favorite term of poetic and prophetic literature; it is
not found in narrative. Only in Prov.22:?n does it appear in a nontheological context.
Once it o@urs in an individual lament, in a petition against the enemies of the psalmist
(Ps. 5:11[10]). It occurs 4 times in oracles (Ps. 81:13[12]; Jer.7:V4; Hos. 11:6; Mic. 6:16)
and once in the words of divine Wisdom (Prov. 1:31!-a total of 5 times in the mouth of
a nonhuman speaker. Hos. 11:6 and Mic. 6:16 are prophetic judgment discourse; the

5t GesB, $ 610b; cf. Kraus, 116.
K8L2,726b.
De Boer,54.
GesB, $ 610b.
K8L2,726b.
P.t29.
De Boer, 56; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 255f .;lnvin, 192f.
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closely related passages ler.7:24 and Ps. 81:13(12) are prophetic invective based on a

theological interpretation of history. All the passages except Prov. 22:20 associate m6'esA

directly or indirectly with God's judgment+ven Prov. 1.:31, which threatens punishment

for rejecting the counsel of Wisdom. The wicked are punished not only for their (evil)

"plans"(Hos.11:6)butalsoinsuchaway@s.5:11[10])thattheyfall"through"theirown
evil plans; their punishment can even consist in having to be sated with their "plans" (Prov.

1.:31, par. "the fruit of theirway").In Ps.5:11(10),mb'epd has overtones of malice.In Mic'
6:L6, the personal suffix refers to the house of Omri and Ahab, whose (evil) decisions have

been followed by the inhabitants of Zion. An element of stubbomness can be noted in Jer.

7:24;Ps.81:13(12), where ffrtrfr! libbdm appears as a parallel term.

The MT of Hos. 11:6 (mimnw"g61€hem, "on acfrount of their plans") is disputed, since

the motivation of the judgment oracle seems to be an afterthought, in conflict with v. 5

and not really appropriate to the context, where one would expect a further punishment

(like that stated in v. 6a). But the various emendations proposed in the comms. (most

recently Rudolph: a garbling of ma'"flo1€hem from ma"S6, "preparation") are even less

satisfactory, since they involve major alterations in the text. It is more attractive to follow
Driverss in his conjecture of a previously unattested noui ma'ogA, "disobedience,"se so

that the text would mean "for their disobedience." Drivefl finds this noun also in Ps.

81:13(12). Since, however, "on account of their plans" fits the context of Hos. 11:6,61

the MT should probably be retained (cf. also Hos. 10:6).

On the other hand, l"m$ "sa$ il lob 29:27 is often emended to l"m6'osa1t,62 a reading

found in many manuscripts. There is no compelling reason, however, to accept the

conjectural emendation, although many support it.63 Furthermore, the prep. Fmd as a

longer poetic form of /" appears in 3 other passages in Job (and only there): Job 27:14;

38:40;40.4; it has cognates in other West Semitic languages (Ugaritic and Amorite).64

If we disregard the special case of Prov. 22:20,m6'EfiinJob29:2lwould have a positive

sense that it does not have in its other 6 occurrences. Finally, the fact thatm6'Afi appears

elsewhere only in the plural (even in Prov.22:20,where it means "advice") argues against

the emendation. The variant reading of the manuscripts is probably best explained as an

inadvertent combination of two words either orally or in writing, which led in turn to a

pointing based on m6'€yA.

In Isa. 41:21, Begrich6s has proposed emending 'osun61€l3em to m6'os61€1,<em, pos-

tulating on the basis of the context an additional meaning of. m6'€fr ("proof'). This

emendation has little to recommend it: it is unclear how the meaning "proof' could

develop out of "advice" or "plan." Furthermore, 'osum6!€km is appropriate, with the

ss Festschrift F. Ntitscher 54.
ss Cf. 'e$i II, discussed in L2 above.
60 Festschrift E Ndtscher,54.
o1 Wolff,200.
oz 8.8., G. Hcilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT, xYil eL952), in loc.
63 KBLZ,504b; KBL3,529b; Stiihli, 751.
64 KBL3,505b, with bibliog.
6s P.44i cf. now also K8L3,529b.
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meaning "yOur Strong OneS" in the Sense Of "your arguments,"6 SO that no emendatiOn

is needed. BIIS therefore omits the conjectural reading still found in BHI( on the basis

of the Peshitta, whose rendering is best explained as deliberate alteration of a Hebrew

word no longer understood by the translators of the Syriac version.

On the other hand, an emendation of ba'osfimayw in Ps. 10:10 to b"m6%solAyw

deserves serious consideration,6T since "through his plans" is much more appropriate to

the context, dominated by verbs refening to malicious conduct, than is the reading of

the MT ("through his [use of] violence"?). The emendation also fits the negative

connotations of m6'Efr, "plan," and the standard usage of prepositions with this noun.

Finally, the entire MT of Ps. L0:10 is corrupt.

III. Theological Usage.
I.Isaiah and Prov. 19:2l.Fichtner's study of Yahweh's plan in the message of Isaiah

shows that Isaiah, as the first of the writing prophets, came to speak of Yahweh's plan

and developed a corresponding theology. This insight on Fichtner's part must not be

generalized to mean thaty'.g "was first used theologically by Isaiah."68 11e theologically

significant statement about Yahweh's "plan" ('e-sri) in Ptov.l9:2lmust not be overlooked

or treated as having been influenced by Isaiah: "Many are the plans (mah'iabdt) inthe
mind of a man, but it is the plan of Yahweh (";aIYHWII) that will be established." Of

course this proverb does not provide grounds for thinking of an historical plan on the

part of Yahweh like that in Isaiah's message, but it can be understood to mean a divine

providence that can interact with human plans. The sages were well aware of Yahweh's

plan and the discrepancy between human plans and the plan (or decision) of Yahweh. A
similar idea appears in Prov. 2l:3}f.,as well as in Gen.50:20 (the Joseph story). If Isaiah

was trained among the sages, as Fichtner has suggested convincingly in his essay, it is
even easier to understand his repeated prophetic references to Yahweh's (historical) plan,

which is clearly universal. As we have seen,6e the sages themselves had precursors who

spoke implicitly of a divine plan: seers like Balaam, who revealed to Balak, the Moabite

king, the future of his people in an oracle from Yahweh (Nu. 24:L4: ya'alD.

2. "Counsel." The noun 'e-sd appears in theological contexts with both meanings:
,,counsel, advice" and "plan, decision." The same is true of the verb yd'as bl6'es).lt is

noteworthy, however, that the meaning "counsel" for both verb and noun is relatively

rare in theological contexts. The earliest text is undoubtedly 2 S. 17:14. Here the author

of the history of the Davidic succession (25.9-20;1 K. 1f.) gives the theological reason

why Ahithophel's undoubtedly superior advice did not prevail over the advice of Hushai,

which was to be fateful for Absalom (and Ahithophel!): "Yahweh had ordained to defeat

(prr hiphil) the good counsel of Ahithophel, so that Yahweh might bring evil upon

66 cf. KBL2,728b; also C. Westermann,lsainh 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 81, as well as

Ges4 $ 611b.
67 Gunkel, Kraus, in loc.; KBLI,504b; BHI(; cf. BHS.
68 stiihli, 752.
6e See II.8 above.
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Absalom." what appears superficially to be a clever intrigue on the part of Hushai,
indirectly occasioned by David himself-war canied on by other, underground means-
is understood theologically to be the earthly manifestation of a mysterious divine
providence, a concrete act of historical intervention on the part of Yahweh. As most
commentators emphasize, the defeated Ahithophel may well have committed suicide
because he saw clearly that Absalom's cause (and his) was lost after Hushai's advice was
accepted (2 s. l7:?3); from the historico+heological perspective of the narrator,
however, this was merely the final result of the fact that Ahithophel's plan was brought
to nought by Yahweh himself, who thus demonstrated his superiority to the cunning
adviser of kings and princes. Both the wise counsel of Ahithophel and the counselor
himself were defeated by Yahweh, who governed the fate of David, his chosen king.

The tragic fate of Ahithophel and his famous counsel, later realized to be correct (cf.
2 s. 17:14), were long remembered in Israel. Perhaps it lies behind prov. 21:3e which
is probably the next earliest text and may or may not antedate Isaiah: "No wisdom, no
understanding, no 'counsel'can avail against Yahweh." The best and wisest counsel, the
counsel of Ahithophel, was doomed to failure in the face of Hushai's appealing but
basically foolish counsel, because Yahweh willed it so.

It is therefore easy to understand why Isaiah expects that in the age of salvation
Yahweh will give the kingrfrah'Esd frfitrd (Isa. 11:2; cf. prov. 8:14). The parallel noun
{bhrd makes it clear that Isaiah is notlhinking of 'asri that remains in the reilm of theory
but of 'e-sri that leads to acts of power (ct.2K.18:20 [par. Isa.36:5]). He means the
God-given ability that enables the king to find ways and means to carry out his
purposes,T0 not the ability to advise others. The throne name pele' y6'es of the expected
king (Isa. 9:5[6]) could be understood as "who (himself) knows wonderful counsel,'(cf.
Mowinckel:7l "the wonderfully endowed ruler, who always 'knows counsel"') rather
than "who counsels wonders."72 Probably, however, Isaiah's preference for ?-sri in the
sense of "plan" means that we should follow WildtrergerT: in accepting the translation
"who plans wonders." In practice there is little difference. And since this king will enjoy
the charisma of this mighty "counsel" (or better: "plan"), which is in conformity with
the will of Yahweh, he will not fail like an Ahithophel (or an Absalom). of course the
prophet was probably thinking primarily of the title y6'a borne by the kings of Judah
(cf. Mic. 4:9)---often, as he was to discover, with no basis in fact. In a similar vein, he
promises in an oracle that, after a purifying judgment (sa. 1:25), yahweh will once
against restore to Jerusalem "counselors" as at the beginning (v.26: yd'.sayift).

Isa. L9:11, possibly not from Isaiah but quite in agreement with his thought, calls "the
wise counselors of Pharaoh" a "stupid counsel" ('egi nifi'arA; cf. also vv. 3,LZ).
According to Isa.3:3, a threat that is authentically Isaianic, yahweh will remove from
Jerusalem and Judah the "counselors" (y6'e-s) along with other officials and dignitaries
(cf. also Job 12:17).

70 See the discussion of Jer.49:7; hov. 21:30 in II.12 above.
71 Mowinckel,298.
72 KBL3,3B6a.
73 P.316.
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In Jeremiah, too, in an oracle against Edom (Jer. 49:7'22), Yahweh asks ironically

(v.7; cf. v. 8) whether the prudent there have lost the gift of "counsel," i.e., the ability

io recognize that Edom is ripe for judgment and to draw the appropriate conclusions

(such as the need to take fligh|. An oracle of Ezekiel (F-2k.7:26) states that in the last

phase of Jerusalem's downfall counsel ('e-sd) perishes from the "elders" (tqentm\ of
judah-those who by virtue of their office , so to speak, are responsible for giving counsel

in political questions (cf. also Jer. 18:18).74

Deutero-Isaiah speaks no more of Yahweh's counsel than does his great prototype

Isaiah, although he speaks all the more of Yahweh's plan.Ts He makes it clear nevertheless

that there is no one Yahweh need "consult" (Isa. 40:L4: ya'ag niphal). Furthermore,

among the (so-called) gods there is none able to "counsel" him (41:28: tr'Cny6'et),i.e.,
addreis and answer him.76 The "survivors of the natiOns," however, must take counsel

together (ya'as niphal), i.e., those who have escaped from a Babylon already seen as

fallen, in order to understand their desperate situation, brought about by Yahweh (45:21).

Babylon cannot be helped by many "counselors" (47:13:. cxnj. y6";ayi{\'
When human counsel fails, who can give counsel? In Jer. 32;19, a later writer

reinterpretingJeremiah's prayer(32:17-25)78 gives a clearanswer: Yahweh alone is great

in counsel ('asrd) and mighty in deed ('"ltliyyri). A similar statement appears in Job 12: 13

('d$par. t[find),after Job has just questioned the wisdom of the aged (v. 12). In general,

later Wisdom passages speak with some frequency of God's counsel, or more precisely

the counsel of (divine) Wisdom. Personified Wisdom says of herself in Prov. 8:14: "I
have ,counsel, ('efi) and 'help' (tusiyya),I have 'insight' (bfua) and I have 'strength'

(tbfir1.- According to Prov. 1:25,30, on the other hand, people have ignored or refused

the "counsel" of Wisdom. In contrast to them stands the wise and devout poet of Ps. 119,

who states inv.Z4that Yahweh's testimonies are his delight and his "counselors" ('anJ€
tpali). Tivo passages in the Psalter speak of counsel given directly to the petitioner. In
pi. :2:S, the psalmist cites a divine promise that he obviously has received in the form

of a priestly oracle of salvation:7e "I will 'instruct' (it, hiphil) you and 'teach' (yard

hiphil) you the way you should go; 'I will counsel [you]'('itsd), my eye is upon you."

fs. f O:Za appears also to allude to such an oracle: "I bless Yahweh 'whogivesme counsel'

e"'apai).- According to Kraus,8o this counsel consists in Yahweh's showing the psalmist

the path oflife (v. 11).

In Ps. 83, a communal lament, the verb y's (hithpael and niphal) appears twice with

clearly negative meaning. *Against thy people they lay a 'crafty plan'(sd1), 'they consult

together' (y's hithpael) against thy protected ones" (v. 4[3]). As v. 6(5) shows, this

co-nspiracy is directed against God (or Yahweh) himself: "For they [the gentile nations]

7a See II.8 above.
75 See below.
76 Westermann, in loc.
77 cf.KBL3,385b.
z8 Rudolph, HAT, Xll, 271.
7e Cf. Kraus,371.
80 |bid.,241.
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'conspire with one accord'(y's niphal, Ieb yabad); against thee 'they make a covenant'
(lara1 brtl)." A specific historical reference is most unlikely. What is recorded here is
rather the article of faith, well supported by the evidence of Israel's history, that the very
existence of God's people is constantly threatened by other nations. Israel's under-
standing of itself as God's people leads it to interpret this threat also as a threat against
Yahweh.

3. "Plun. " The focus of theological usageof yd'q and its derivatives rests indisputably
in the meaning "determine, plan." of the 27 passages that speak of the plan of yahweh or
God, more than haH(15) are in the book of Isaiah (verb: lsa.l4:V1,26,27;19:12,17;23:g,9;
noun: 5:19; 14:26; 19:17;?5:l;28:29;44:26;46:1O,11). These passages are concentrated
in Isa. 1-39. In 11 additional passages, 3 of which are in Isaiah, human "plans" (verb or
noun)areassociateddirectlywithYahweh(Neh.a:9[15];Job5:13; l0:3;22:L8conj.;ps.
33:10; Isa. t9:3;29:15;30:1; Jer. l8:?3;19:7; Nah. 1:11 1y6'e{D. Finally,8 additional
occurrences of y'5 w.s, ar,d 'e d in the writing prophets speak of human plans in the
context of a divine oracle (yi: Isa. 9:5[6]; Jer.49:30;Ezk.ll:2;[Iab. 2:10; 'ws: Isa. 8:10;
?,s.ri: Isa.8:10; Jer. 49:30;Ezk L1:2; outside of oracles, cf. also Isa. 16:3; Hos. 10:6).

outside the writing prophets, the yt and'esd of human beings associate with God or
Yahweh in only 8 passages (2 Ch.25:16; Neh. 4:9[15]; Job 5:13; t0:3;22:18 conj.; 38:2
[par.42:31; Prov. 19:21). Since we may assume that these passages with only one exception
(Prov. 19:21) were influenced by the writing prophets, it is appropriate to speak in the case
of yd'as and 'esd of typically prophetic semantic variations, but not-at least in the case
of 'esA(cf.Prov.19:21!)---oflanguagecreatedbylsaiah.Itisquiteconceivablethatlsaiah
was the first to take the step from ?sd ("plan") to ya'ag in the sense of "determine, plan,"
doing so in the service of his special kerygma concerning the plan(ning) of yahweh. His
point of departure, both linguistically and theologically, could well have been the experi-
ence of the sages articulated in the the dictum of Prov. 19:2'1,.81 Of course he could also
havearrived atthenewusageofyd'asviathe royal titleyd?s ("the onewhogivescounsel";
cf. Mic. 4:9), thanks especially to his experience in the temple, where he had a vision of
Yahweh as king (Isa. 6:3). But it is dubious to conclude on the basis of Jer.49:20;50:45
$fi'ag 'epd) not only that it was a traditional royal prerogative and duty to frame a plan,82
but that this planning was already expressed by yd'as even before Isaiah, since the 2
Jeremiah passages could have been influenced by Isaianic usage and the royal title in Mic.
4:9 does not yet have such a specialized meaning.

4. Isaiah. Even in the early phase of Isaiah's ministry the notion of yahweh's plan
played an important role in his preaching. We may come to this conclusion on the basis
of an invective against Isaiah's detractors among his own people (Isa. 5:18f.), to which
the commentators assign an early date.83 It contains an apposite quotation from the words

See III.1 above.
H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK, Xll (L972), 189.
Cf. Kaiser, Wildberger.
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of the scoffers: "Let him make haste, let him speed 'his work' (ma"Sehfi) that we may

see it; let the 'plan' ('e-s.c) of the Holy One of Israel draw neaf' (v. L9). According to

Wildberger, the "plan" that is mocked refers to Yahweh's govemance of history, "to the

extent that it involves Yahweh's judgment against his people."

When Isaiah speaks of humanplans in connection with Yahweh (Isa. 7:5;8:10;29:L5;
30:1), he always has in mind intentions and actions that oppose Yahweh's plan or at least

are not shared by Yahweh. Therefore these human plans are bound to fail when they

encounter Yahweh. The evil plan (ya'as . . . rd'A) of Aram (and Ephraim) against King
Ahaz and Judah (Isa. 7:5) is doomed to failure: "It shall not stand, and it shall not come

to pass" (u. 7b). Isaiah says something similar in the oracle against the nations (8:9f.;

genuineness disputed), which may be dated in the early period of the Syro-Ephraimite

wan84 "'Frame a plan' ('u;fi 'egi\, but it will come to nought; 'make an agreement'

(dabb"rfi dafir), but it will not stand, for God is with us" (v. 10). The plan devised by

the nations against Jerusalem and Judah is bound to fail, because Yahweh is in league

with Jerusalem and Judah.

But even the plans of the authorities in Jerusalem and Judah must fail if they are

contrary to Yahweh's historical plan. Isa. 29:15;30:l bring us to the period of the

anti-Assyrian revolt against Sennacherib led by Hezekiah(703-702B.C.). The woe oracle

29:L5f.is directed at those "who hide deepfrom Yahweh their'plan'('e-..M),whose'deeds'
(ma"ieh) are in the dark" (v. 15). This secret plan that is contrary to God's will is also

the theme of the woe oracle in 30:1-5: "Woe to the rebellious children-an oracle of
Yahweh-who carry outa'plan'('eV), but not mine,whopourout alibation,butwithout
my spirit, that they may add sin to sin" (v. t;.as Verse 2 defines this plan more precisely

as the policy, doomed to failure, of making alliance with Egypt.
In the context of Isaiah's message, these passages present a problem: it would seem

that only Yahweh's plans for judgment and disaster upon his people and the nations are

inevitable and bound to defeat human plans, whereas Yahweh's plans for salvation for
Jerusalem and Judah can be "crossed" by human actions. What is left of the conclusion

to the prophet's parable of the peasant (lsa. ?3:?3-29; authenticity disputed): "He [i.e.,
Yahweh] is wonderful in his plan, excellent in his success" (v. 29bs0)! What are we to

think of the effectiveness of Yahweh's wisdom as depicted by this parable, wisdom which
Mury and Amsler describe by saying that Yahweh "is no less wise, no less inventive, no

less skillful than a peasant. His action in history is no less confusing in its diversity than

the various operations demanded by agriculture. But it is no less effective precisely

because, like these operations, it varies according to the particular times and circum-

stances in order to achieve its purpose"?S7

The solution probably lies along the lines suggested by Dietrich:s "When Yahweh

has said 'No,'there are no longer any 'ifs' or 'buts.'The situation is quite different when

Cf. Wildbergel BK, X, in loc., with bibliog.
Following Kaiser's translation.
Cf. Mury-Amsler,2.
Ibid.,5.
P.242.
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Yahweh's 'No'to one nation means 'Yes'to another. Such promises remain irrevocably
in force only when those concerned act according to the promise." This does not indicate
vacillation on the part of Yahweh, as Dietrich emphasizes in the same passage: *To think
so would indicate a failure to see that, according to Isaiah, Yahweh never plans disaster
against anyone without cause; there is always antecedent human sin, i.e., abuse of the
freedom to choose between right and wrong." Although "Yahweh always plans disaster
in response to previous human misconduct, he never plans salvation as a response to
antecedent right conduct.'r8e {s5yfia's conquest of Israel is due to Israel's sin, not
Assyria's merit; similarly, the promise of salvation toJudah (Isa. 7:4-9;cf .v.7b) is rooted
in the evil plans ofAram and Ephraim (cf. v. 5), not in the virhrous conduct ofJudah and
Ahaz.%

The degree to which Isaiah's theologoumenon of "Yahweh's plan" influenced the
prophet's "school" can be seen in the frequency with which other parts of the book of
Isaiah useya-'as and 'e-sd theologically in the sense of "plan." Before turning our attention
to Deutero-Isaiah, we shall examine the other occurrences in Isa. 13-23. The chapters in
question (Isa. 14, L9,23) are today held by some (e.g., Kaiser) to be totally inauthentic,
by others (e.g., Wildberger) to derive only in part from Isaiah.

The first and third sections (w. 1b'4, 11-15) of the prophecy against Egypt (Isa.
19:1-15) are relevant here; according to Wildberger,el both may be Isaianic. Intervening
in history Yahweh empties out the spnt QAa$ of the Egyptians and confounds their
plans ('aM) (v. 3). The confusion of Egypt's "plans" (or better: "planning") results in a
general sense of helplessness, articulated in the need to consult idols and the spirits of
the dead. Pharaoh's wisest counselors are at a loss (cf. v. 11). Thus the prophet can ask
ironically (v. t2): "Where then are your wise men? kt them tell you and make known
what Yahweh of hosts 'has determined' $ta'ase'S against Egypt." What is new is that
Yahweh's "plan" no longer affects either directly or indirectly segments or political
divisions of the people of God. It has become a pure historical plan directed against a

foreign nation; the text at least makes no mention of Judah or Jerusalem. In addition,
Yahweh's plan serves to put the foreign sages to shame (v. 12).1n a first supplement to
this oracle against Egypt (w. 16f.), a later hand has constructed a remarkable association
between Yahweh's "plan" against Egypt and the land of Judah (v. 17): "The mere mention
of this land will provoke terror, because it will recall immediately the irrevocable
decision of Yahweh of hosts."e3 If this interpretation is correct, v. 17 must be considered
in part a correction of v. 12, where the wise (i.e., the political advisers of the country)
are incapable of understanding the substance of Yahweh's plan against Egypt (i.e., the
conrse of history). ln v. 17 , however, mention of the land of Judah makes the Egyptians
tremble in fear at Yahweh's plan. They know that irrevocable disaster with Yahweh as

its source threatens them or has already overtaken them.

Ibid.,243.
cf. ibid.
BKX,7U-8.
Following Kaiser's translation.
Wildberger, 8K, X,732.
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The prophecy of disaster against Assyria on the basis of Yahweh's irrevocable

decision (lsa. L4:24-27) bears clearer marks of Isaianic authorship than Isa. 19, although

Kaiser% disputes its authenticity also. Duhmes and Wildbergere6 date the passage in the

time of Sennacherib's invasion of Judah (701). We are told 3 times (lsa. l4:24,26f.) that

Yahweh has "determin ed" (yd'as) his "plan" ('e-sd). Yahweh's historical plan for Assyria

is irrevocable. Significantly, it will be realized "in my land" (v. 25), i.e., in Judah. This

plan extends to more than Assyria: it is "purposed concerning the whole earth" (v. 26).

This probably means that the plans for world dominion of Assyria, which was once

Yahweh's instrument (cf. Isa. 10:7-1L) but has grown arrogant through misunderstanding

its function, will be shattered in Judah, Yahweh's land. It is an overreading to find in Isa.

14:26 a universal plan of world history or "the establishment of a new order over the

nations"'e7 Yahweh's planning is "guided by each particular hour of history."eS

Despite the opinion of Rudolphee and Eichrodtlm to the contrary, it is unlikely that

Isaiah was the author of the oracle over desolate Phoenicia (lsa.23:1-1'4), which speaks

of Yahweh's plan against Tyre (w. 8f.). The entire section gives the impression of being

a retrospective lament rather than a prophecy. In addition, the alternation of question and

answer in w. 8f. has cultic overtones (cf. Ps. 24:3f.,8,10). The author interprets the

catastrophe that has befallen Tlre (Isa. 23:5-lL) as the realization of what Yahweh
,,planned', 

Oa'o;) against that city. The passage distantly recalls Isa. 19:1L-15, except

that in ch. L9, as is typical of Isaiah, Yahweh's plan destroys the (political) wisdom of
Egypt (cf. w. 11f.), whereas in ch. 23 it destroys the glory and renown of the Phoenician

trade center (w. 8f.).

5. Deutero-Isaiah. ln the context of the Cyrus oracle in [sa. 44:2445:7, Deutero-

Isaiah says n 44:26 that Yahweh "confirms" (qwrn hiphil) the "word" (dnldr) of his

servants (conj.) and "performs" (J/m hiphil) the "plan" ('e-M; not "counsel") of his

messengers. This refers to Yahweh's concrete historical plan for his people, which he has

proclaimed through ,,his messengers" (mal'a\qw), i.e., his prophets. It is easy to see

how Isaiah's great "disciple" borrowed and developed his predecessor's approach: Isaiah

spoke repeatedly of Yahweh's historicalplan;lot Deutero-Isaiah thinks of all theprophets

as "messengers" of Yahweh's plan. It is their function to disclose Yahweh's plan for

history-now no longer a plan for judgment, but a plan for salvation (cf . 44:26-28\. Cyrus

himself appears as the fulfiller of Yahweh's purpose (v. 28); he is the human instrument

who carries out the divine plan proclaimed by the prophets.

Deutero-Isaiah speaks a second time of Yahweh's 'e--sd in connection with Cyrus (Isa.

ea Isainh 13-39,46f.
es P.123.
e6 8K,X,568.
97 Eichrodt,31.
e8 Wildberger, BK X, 569.
99 Festschrift F. Baumgtirtel, 173f.
lm Pp.111f.
101 see above.
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46:9-ll, esp. 10f.). Yahweh declares that his "plan" will stand (qwm) and that he will
accomplish all his purpose (kol-l.rep$, v. 10; cf. 44:28). He will do this by bringing from
a far country "the man of his plan" ('13 %sd1i lQl), i.e., C)rus (46:11). As 'iJ 'dfi, as
Yahweh's chosen instrument, Cyrus will accomplish the divine plan proclaimed by
Yahweh's messengers (prophets; cf.44:26). For Deutero-Isaiah, then, Yahweh's histori-
cal plan takes the concrete form of a plan of salvation for the people of God; a foreign
ruler-and here is a change from Isaiah-is charged with bringing to the people of God
not judgment but salvation.

6.IsaiahApocalypse.In the context of a proleptic hymn of thanksgiving (Isa. 25:1.-5)
within the great Isaiah Apocalypse (Isa. 24-27), the author gives thanks to Yahweh for
having destroyed "the city" Q5;2),"asymbol of the whole concentration of power hostile
to God."r02 He sees in this event the fulfillment of "wonderful plans Qtele' 'esittozl
formed of old, faithful and sure" (v. 1). Probably the author sees in the expected fall of
the city that is hostile to God the fulfillment of such oracles against foreign nations as
Isa. L3, 14, and 21.1s Probably he also thinks of Yahweh's pele' '€$t in terms of the
pele' y6'es of 9:5(6); this would be tantamount to an apocalyptic reinterpretation of the
Davidic expectations enshrined in9:l-5(2-6). Here for the first time one might speak of
God's "universal plan," described as "wonderful plans" (25:l).

7. Jeremiah. There are no clear allusions to Yahweh's "plan" or "planning" in
Jeremiah. The references to his historical plan ('.sa1-YHWH'oier yA'as) against Edom
(Jer. 49:20\ and Babylon (50:a5) occur in the context of inauthentic oracles against
foreign nations. Jer. 49:20f. is identical in part with 50:45f. and is literarily dependent
on the latter.lOs In the oracle against Edom in 49:30-32, however, which Rudolph
considers authentic, the prophet says that Nebuchadn ezzarhas"made aplan" $ta'a; 'e;6;
v. 30) against the inhabitants of Hazor, a plan of conquest, behind which Yahweh himself
ultimately stands (cf. v. 32). Yahweh's situation is quite different in Jer. 18:L3-17, an
individual lament of the prophet; here there is a "plan" to murder Jeremiah, a plan
"known" Oado'; v. 23) to Yahweh. It is therefore appropriate for Jeremiah to pray for
vengeance against his enemies. Jer- l9:7 (in the context of the Deuteronomistic supple-
ment 19:2b-9) distantly recalls Isa. 19:3; Yahweh will make void (lit., "devastate," bqq)
the "plan" of Judah and Jerusalem on account of the sin committed in Topheth. Since no
concrete plan on the part of Judah and Jerusalem is mentioned, this probably means that
Yahweh will reduce them to a state in which it is impossible to frame a reasonable plan,
a state of total bewilderment.

8. Ezekiel. In a judgment oracle addressed to the leading men of Jerusalem @zk.
11:1-13), Ezekiel calls twenty-five men assembled at the east gate of the temple, "men

102 6.1r.. Isaiah 13-39, L97.
103 cf. BIls.
le Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39,'1.98.
1os cf. Rudolph, HAT, xII, 29lff.
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who devise iniquity" (hol.aybim 'dwen) and "give counsel of iniquity" (hayya%stm

'.ga1-rd) (v.2). This refers to unpatriotic inhabitants of Jerusalem (cf. v. 3), not the elders

from whom "counsel" ('e-ni) perishes (7:26).

9 . Book of the Twelve. In the Book of the Twelve there is only 1. reference to Yahweh's

"plan" ('e-ni), and that in a passage whose authenticity is disputed. Mic.4:L2 states that

the nations assembled against Jerusalem do not "know" Odda) "the thoughts of

Yahweh" (msbflbiltYHWA and do not "understand" (btn hiphil) "his plan" (%{a$),

which consists in having gathered them like sheaves to the threshing floor, i.e., to their

own judgment. Unsuspecting, therefore, they do their part before Jerusalem to ac-

complish Yahweh's historical plan against them. In Hos. 10:6, it is the (political) "plan"

of Israel (i.e., the northern kingdom) that brings about its shame. The prophet Nahum

(Nah. 1:11) encourages his fellow citizens with a reference to Sennacherib, who had to

retreat from Jerusalem: "who plotted evil against Yahweh Qwieb 'al'YHWH ra'A), and

counseled villainy b/6'el b"Wa'a[)." For Nahum, the prophet of salvation, the plan of

conquest directed against Jerusalem was ultimately directed against Yahweh himself.

Habakkuk stands in the wisdom tradition when he speaks of the anonymous world

power (probably Babylon) in his second woe oracle (Hab. 2:9-11): "You have 'devised'

Qd'a;td)shame to your house" (v. 10a). The imperialistic plans of the foreign ruler bring

his dynasty to shame because he fails in his intended purpose, namely "to be safe from

the riach of harm" (v. 9).106 Indeed, he "forfeits" his own life (v. 10;'toz

we can summarize what the writing prophets (outside the book of Isaiah) say

concerning human plans or planning by stating that human planning, above all political

planning, must generally fail and indeed tum to shame when (as in Jer. 49,,30'32) it does

not agree with Yahweh's historical plan. Thus the usage of ya'as and 'eV in the

non-Iiaianic writing prophets keeps fundamentally within the theological region already

defined by Proto-Isaiah. In later prophecy of course, in contrast to Isaiah, the plans of

the foreign nations against Judah and Jerusalem no longer fall in any sense within the

framework of Yahweh's historical plan. It is astonishing that, except for Mic. 4:L2 and

the 2 secondary passages Je r.49:2O;50:45, Isaiah's theologoumenon of "Yahweh's plan"

did not have any influence outside the book of Isaiah.

10. Psalms. only 4 Psalms (Pss. 14, 33,73,106), 3 of them exilic or postexilic, speak

of Yahweh's "plan" or of a human "plan" associated with Yahweh.
ps. 14 is a relatively early lament with a hopeful conclusion; it has been influenced

by prophecy and wisdom.r08 It states that evildoers (cf. v. 4) will be put to shame (hij
hiphil) "through the plan of the poor one" (%pa1-'ani; probably in the sense of "their plan

agiinst the poor one"), "for Yahweh is his refuge" (t. 6). If the hiphil of bdi is understood

106 161r1u1io, following W. Rudolph, Habakuk- KAT,XllU3 (1975), in loc.
rot 91.;6i4.
108 Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK, XY (1972), 105; cf., however, Psalms 1-59, 27'o: "T\e

lament, which certainly is comparable to prophetic indictment, reaches its climax in the question

of despair in v. 4."
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transitively, it would refer to a (vain) attempt to bring "the plan of the poor one" to shame;
another possible meaning is "act shamefully on account of the plan against the poor
one."lo Perhaps the most likely interpretation of %sa1-'aziis that supported, for example,
by Kraus: "breviloquence." However one translates, we are dealing with another passage
where a plan with which Yahweh is not in agreement fails. The special element here is
that this plan is directed against the poor, i.e., those who are especially dependent on
Yahweh for protection.

Ps. 33, a hymn, contrasts "the plan of the nations (tsa! -giyimpar. mabtrbdt'ammtm),,
and "the plan of Yahweh ('oga1 YHWI{)" (w. 10f.). Yahweh "frustrates (prr hiphil)" the
plan (or better, collectively: "plans") ofthe nations (v. 10), but his plan "stands ('amal\
for ever," and "the thoughts of his heart (m ahfbdt libbi) to all generat ions (l"Qor waQor),,
(v. 11). The context (v. 12) suggests that the reference is to plans ofthe nations that affect
the people of God. They are therefore bound to be defeated by Yahweh's universal
historical plan, in which the people of God play a central role. There is a similarity to
Proto-Isaiah (the subordination of the plans of the nations to the sovereign historical plan
of Yahweh), but there is an even greater difference: Yahweh's historical plan has become
eternal, independent of concrete historical situations; there is no longer any possibility
that even a limited attack of a foreign nation upon the people of God could be in harmony
with Yahweh's historical plan as a plan of judgment against Israel (cf. Isa. 10:5f.).

Ps. 106 is an historical psalm exhibiting the influence of Deuteronomy. Verse 13 states
.that the fathers in the desert, greedy to satisfy the desires of the flesh, quickly "forgot"
(SabD Yahweh's "(saving) works" (ma'.Sdyw) and did not "wait fof' (hkh piel) his
"plan" or "counsel" ('esi),i.e., its fulfillment. Yahweh's 'Efihere takes on the contours
of a plan of salvation for God's people. The disaster springs from the inability to wait
patiently for the salvation determined in Yahweh's plan.

Ps.73:24 is exceptional in that it speaks of Yahweh's "plan" (not "counsel"!) for the
individual believer: "According to thy plan (ba%sdfkO thou dost guide me, and after-
ward thou wilt receive me in glory." Here 'E$ does not mean "counsel," despite the
arguments of Irwin, who, taking the interpretation of 'asd n v. 24 as "advice" (which he
rightly sees to be highly problematical), concludes that the basic meaning of 'e-ni is
"purposg,"ll0 revealed as God's purpose in the political arena by the "elders" (F-2k.7:26)
in concrete cases in the form of advice.lll In fact, the petitioner has been influenced by
wisdom ideology: he is convinced that, in accordance with the divine plan ('e.sa) of
salvation, Yahweh will guide him through life to his final destiny (being received in
glory). The psalmist may possibly have in mind a particular plan of salvation for each
individual believer.

Prov. l.9:2L, which contrasts Yahweh's abiding 'aM to the many "plans" (mal.t"id!61)
in the mind of a man, has already been discussed.l12

roe KBL3,Llzb.
110 11*in,56.
r1r cf. ibid, L12_L32.
112 See III.I above.
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ll.Job. On the basis of Prov. 19:21, it is easy to see why the book of Job speaks twice

of God's "plan" and 5 times of mortal "plans" (God: Job 38:2 [par. 42;3J;mortals: 5:13;

10:3; 18:7; 2l:16b [par. 22:18b]).
Following the lead of traditional wisdom, Eliphaz states (Job 5:13) that God "takes

the wise in their own craftiness, so that 'the plan of the wily' ("qa1nipnlim) is brought

to a quick end (mhr niphal)." Likewise drawing on the notion of actions that lead to their

own consequences, Bildad states (L8:7) that the wicked is brought low (.II& hiphil) by
,.his own plan" (%gc-16). But this is just what Job contests (10:3) when Yahwetr-in
contrast to his conduct toward Job--causes his light to shine on (yp'hiphil) the "plan of
the wicked" ('"sa1 fiaim), probably a reference to the salvific appearance of Yahweh

in glory his epiphany."ll3 f[i5 passage is not a gloss!

Job 2l16 22:18, however, are secondary glosses. The statement that "the plan of the

wicked is far from him,"114 i.e., God (21:16bffnl22:L8bl), is only a slight variation of
Job 10:3: God does not look with favor on the plan of the wicked but rather ignores it,

refuses to countenance it. In a rhetorical question (Job 38:2 lpar.42:31), God makes it
clear that it is Job who ,,darkens" (h.I/c hiphil, 38:2) or "hides" ('Im hiphil, 42:3) the "plan"
('epa) by words without knowledge. The "plan" that Job darkens, "tuming the clear

course of will and action into trackless dflrkness,"ll5 is "God's will and action in creation

and governanCe Of the world."116 ThiS "plan," Fohrer goes on tO say, "is On the one hand

the order of the universe, which Job calls into question and finds arbitrary, and on the

other God's unfathomable will and action, impenetrable to the human eye." What is new

is the extension of 'agri from the realm of history to the order of the universe, reali2ed

primarily in the natural realm.

12. Chronicler's Hbtory. Apart from the isolated passage JgS. ?-O:7 discussed in I.1
above, it is surprising that in OT nanative it is only in the relatively late Chronicler's

history that we find ?sA with the meaning "decision" (l At D:20ll9l;Ezr.4:5; 10:8;

Neh. 4:9[15]) andya'as with the meaning "decide" (2 ch. ?5:L6). The only passages that

are important theologically are Neh. a:9(15) ('dti);2 At 25:16 Oa'o$).The earlier

passage (Neh. 4:9[15]) occurs in the memoirs of Nehemiah. In it, he glorifies God because

the enemies have refrained from their planned attack on the unfinished walls of Jerusalem;

he ascribes this respite to God's having "broken," i.e., "frustrated" (prr hiphil) "their plan"

(%sdtdm) by giving Nehemiah knowledge of it so that he could take preventive measures

(cf. Neh. al-Sl7-Ml'). The terminology (hEper ?rd) is conventional (cf.F-2r.4:5; Ps.

33:L0; also tsa.8:10; L4:27;and2S.L5:34;17:'l.4,where ?sdhasthe meaning"advice");
what is new is Nehemiah's understanding that the enemies themselves understand their

failure as being due to the frustration of their plan through (the) God (of the Jews).

The verse 2 Ch.25:16 is interesting in that the root y's appears no less than 3 times

113 F. Ho6t, Ilrob. BK, ){VUI (1968), 154f.
r14 conj.. cf. BHK.
lls G. Foher, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (1963), 499.
116 lba.,500.
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in it: y6'4 "counselof'; 'e:!d, "counsel"; and ya'as, "determine." When King Amaziah
haughtily rejects the intervention of the anonymous prophet (cf. 2 ch. ?s:15), the latter
recognizes that God has "determined" (gd'a;) to destroy Amaziah.

ry. l. Sirach. In the extant Hebrew sections of Sirach, the concordancellT reveals
the following occurrences of ya'as and its derivatives: The qal appears only 4 times in
the form of the ptcp. yd'eg "counselor" (Sir. 37:7[twice],8;44:3). The niphal (..take
counsel") appears once (37:10), since the form hy';h n 4:28 derives from another root
(I-XXag6nbai;cf.'afiIl).tta *" r'rhpael likewise occurs once (39:32: hiEa'asti; LXX
estar{chtl@n). The noun 'aM appears 6 times (30:21[marginal gloss in manuscript B];
35:L9;37:13; 41:23 [= 42:ll; 42:8; 47:23).In L1:9, the reading of manuscript A ('rbr)
should be followed rather than that of B ('sft).

In the "praise of the fathers," Sirach begins (44:3-6) with twelve categories to be
included among the famous men of the past. In third place (v. 3), following "rulers of
the earth in their royalty" and "famous men in their power," and preceding "seers of all
things in their prophetic office," we find "counselors in their understanding" (hayy6',stm
bifbfmdm\. The mention of "counselors" in third position is significant; it is probably
connected with Sirach's admiration of the wise, which is evident in the following six
categories (w. 4f.). He also devotes an entire section to counselors and the advice they
give (37:7-18). All the more surprising, therefore, is the skepticism revealed by the
introductory statements concerning contemporary "counselors" (vv. 7f.): "Every coun-
selor 'points with the hand $tdntp ydd),"' i.e., points the way to the one seeking advice;
"but there is y6'es deref,'dhyw. " Hamp,llr *hose translation is generally followed here,
emends 'alayw to'awl6 (v. 7): "counselors who point the wrong way." The ambivalent
nature of the "counselors" is underscored by a reference to their price: "Be careful before
the 'counselor' and find out in advance what he requires" (v. 8a-b). The counselor,s
egoism can also influence the substance of his counsel (w. 8c-9). verses 1.0f. are
summarized in v. 10 with a double warning: "Do not take counsel" ('al tiwwa'Es, niphal)
and "Keep your plans secret." Several categories ofthose who are inappropriate coun-
selors are named: (v. 10) someone who is envious (b^yh with the 2nd person sg. suf.;
the parallelism with mqn' makes Segal's translationl20 "father-in-law" unlikely); (v. 11)
a woman (concerning her rival); a merchant (concerning business); a man of ill will ('flf
ra') (concerning generosity); alazy man (about his work); a lazy slave (about his hard
service). Instead, Sirach recommends (v. L2, still echoing the niphal of ya'as in v. 10)
seeking a counselor who is extremely conscientious and devout, who is devoted to the
interests of the inquirer and will stand helpfully by his side. The "counselor's" ethical
and religious qualities are therefore crucial.

The most important source of counsel, however-and this is new vis-i-vis the OT

117 Barth6lemy-Rickenbacher, 159f., 309.
r18 Cf. also Diver, ExpT, 57 (1945/46),193: "made himself stubborn, resisted."
lre V. Hamp, "Das Buch der Spriich," Efl lY (L959), in loc.
rfr In loc.
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traditiOn-is one's own conscience: "But heed the 'counsel of conscience' ('"{ol lefib),
for there is nothing more faithful to you than this" (Sir. 37:13). As a sage, Sirach wams

vigorously (4t:l2l= 42:ll) against the indiscretion of "revealing any secret counsel (/rol

s1d 'e$A)."'fhe noun 'esd can also refer to something disreputable; 42:8, fot example,

speaks in passing of the lustful old man who "takes counsel with himself' (nwll'gh)
concerning unchastity, i.e., is looking for sex.

The other 3 occurrences of 'eV fall within the spectrum of "consideration--decision."
The sage cautions against doing anything "without consideration" (Wln' 'e-M), if only

for selfish reasons (35:19). But consideration must not degenerate into "scmpulosity":
yf'al talsitl"kA ba%sAfkd (30:21, manuscript B, first marginal reading). As a fateful

"decision" ('r-g) of the past 47:23 speaks of the decision of Rehoboam (cf. 1K. l2>,

through which (ba%Ap6l) he "plunged the people into depravity [disunion?]" (hiprta).
The only occurrence of the hithpael is in Sir. 39;32, in a hymn of praise (w. 16-35): 'al

bn mEr6'i hiEa'astt ffhitbdnanti frb*tdb hinnahfr. Here the meaning is somewhat

different. The statement could be translated literally: "Therefore from the beginning 'I
came to a decision'and turned my attention [to what I had decided] and set [it] down in

writing [as a hymn of praise]." In other words, God's wonders in creation and history

(39:16-30) evoked from the sage the decision to celebrate them in a hymn.

There is no trace of.'E$ used in the sense of "plan," above all in the theological sense

of "God's historical plan" after the manner of Isaiah. Despite the "praise of the fathers,"

therefore, Sirach does not appear to have developed a more profound view of history'

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.T\e Dead Sea scrolls use 'e-sri with impressive frequency. Kuhn's

concordance and its supplemsnll2l list no fewer than 83 oocurences. The verb, however,

is suprisingly rare, with only 4 occulrences: 2 of the qal active participle (lQH 3:10;

6:2L) and 2 of the niphal (1QS 6:3; CD 3:5).

It is uncertain whom pele' y6'€g in 1QH 3: L0 refers to: the male child born of the

pregnant womantD or God, who is to be understood as the implicit subject of ygyh (read

as a hiphil: "causes to break forth"l.tz: Maier124 also connects pele' with God, but does

not do justice to the echo of the title in Isa. 9:5(6), separating yd'es from pele' and

interpreting the former as a predicate: "The wonderful one takes counsel with his power"'

Furthermore, the niphal would seem to be impossible. The most likely interpretation

appears to be that of Mowinckel; as he points out,15 gbwr in 1QH 6:29ff. is a second

divine title that recalls Isa. 9:5(6). The painful birth does not look forward to the Messiah

but rather symbolizes "the coming deliverance of the Qumran community."tzo4a"otd'n*

to Jeremias,r2T it is the "Teacher of Righteousness" who is speaking here, saying that

121 116s61.5t.,216.
w l).gf.; cf. Carmignac-Guilbert, 194f.; Lohse' 121-
123 Mowinckel,zg7t.
Lz4 In loc.
12s Mowinckel,298.
126 lbid.
r27 p. 17.
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God himself, as pele'ya a (lQH 3:1.0), "one who plans worders,"l28 will bring this
(eschatological) deliverance of the community to pass "with his mighty powerr' ('uz
{f,fird16,likewise an allusion to Isa. 9:5[6]). In other words, the imminently expected
deliverance of the community appears to be the realization of a wonderful plan on the
part of God. But Belial, too, is at work. He is present to ,,counsel,' (y6'e{) or ,,plan(?)',

"with their hearts" ('im l"fi[dm), i.e., with the apostate (1QH 6:21f.). The outcome of
this counsel or plan is maltiebet riS'A, "awicked plan" (leH 6:22).

Like the qal, the niphal is used ambivalently (leS 6:3; cD 3:5). In the community
Rule, 1QS 6:2f. requires that members of the community share common meals, common
prayer, and common "advising" $thdyw';w),which will be discussed below. According
to cD 3:5f., the Israelites in Egypt demonstrated their hardness of heart by ,taking
counsel togethef' (lhy'i against the commandments of God.

Because of the wealth of occurrences, we can discuss ?-M only cursorily. Remarkably,
it has the meaning "advice" or "admonition" in only 8 passages: leS 9:9,17 (,,the
admonition of the law"); lQS 6:4 (the "counsel" of members of the community); leS
6:22;9:2 (the "counsel" of an individual member); leS 8:23,25 (in case of his temporary
exclusion); 4QpNah 2:9 (of those who "lead Ephraim astray"). In CD 5:12, citing Dt.
32;28,'Esbgin effect means "insight." In 4 passages we find the adverbial phrase u'esa,
"upon consideration" (lQpHab 3:6[twice]; 4:11; lQS 7:ll; CD 12:8). Some 16 times
we find the meaning "decision" or "plan": 13 times as God,s decision (1eS 1:13; 2:23
['6hmiml; 3:6; 6:9; ll:18,22;lQH 1:5; 4:13; 6:10;16:8; leH fr. t3:7;leSb 5:25), 3
times as a plan contrary to God (lQM 13:11; 4QpNah l:2;2:6).

In the rest of the passages (more than 50), the meaning of 'e$ ranges from '.consul-
tation" through "@uncil" to "assembly" as a term for a specific form of community. we
find the sense of "community" with negative overtones in 4epNah 3:7f. Unique to leSb
3:28 is the phrase "assembly of all flesh" ('"ga1 k6l basar) as a term for the human race.
Several constructions with 'e,M refer to the Qumran community and its organs or at least
to functions of the community and its organs; the precise meaning cannot always be
determined in each instance. In lQS 6:'!.6,'"sa1 hirabbim probably denotes an actual
assembly of the total community. Aspects of the community are mentioned in leS 1:g,10,
"the assembly of God" (";a1 'EI)i lQS 10:2, "the assembly of understanding" ('orr,
tttiiyya); and 1Q38 8:L, "the (inner) circle of thy assembly" (sN %sarkk 

[with reference
to God]). The community is frequently called the ,.holy assembly,, ('.;ag fhaqlqAgei:
lQS 2:25;8:21; lQM 3:4; lQH 6:5[?];7:10; lQSa 2:9;CD2}:24).Above all, however,
no fewer than 23 passages call it %sc1 

fhaylltafta@, "assembly of the community,,
(lQpHab 12:4; lQS 3:2; 5:7; 6:3,L0,12,14,16; 7:2,22,?l; 8:1,5,22; Ll:g; 1e14 10:6;
lQSa 1:26f.; 2:2,11;1QSb 4:26; 4Qplsd 1:2; 4QFlor 1:17). One passage (1eS 8:11)
speaks of the "assembly of the men of the community" ('osa1 'anla hayyaha/\, another
(lQS 3:6) of the "community of his counsel" (yabad ,gt6), i.e., the community that
realizes God's plan.tzl

lu See III.2 above.
129 See above.
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This last passage casts some light on the community's understanding of itself as 'e-s1i.

It considered itself to be a yaha/, "community," i.e., an intimate society, based on an

'e1d, a ,,deciSion" or "plan" of GOd. Since the community was reminded repeatedly of

the plan when it met in council ('rr.,a in the sense discussed above), it could think of itself

aS the "Community counciV@unsel." Thus 'e-M does nOt mean simply "Community" but

rather a concrete 4c, of community associated with the councils of the group. In this

respect, Worrell's description of the Qumran 'E$ as a "reciprocal consultation in a

prescribed s€tting"l30 is accurate.

Finally, we must discuss briefly the meaning and usage of another phrase that is

characteristic of Qumran: 'anSA 'Esd (+ suf. or gen.). The expression does not refer (as in

Isa. 40:1.3) to "advisers," but to persons who are "advised" or (better) "determined" by

the one whose 'EsA they belong to, so that they constitute his followers or together with

him form an active community. On the one hand, we hear of 'ani€'egdwho are associated

with God (lQpHab 6:1L,13; lQSb 4:24; also 'rw.! 'sftrw, lQSa 1:3) or with the "Teacher

of Righteousness" (lQpHab 9:10; 4QpPs 37:2,18[19])--ultimately the Qumran commu-

nity. On the other hand,'anfl€'esd are mentioned who belong to the "house of Absalom,"

the apostates (lQpHab 5:10) or (aQpNah 1:5) the "lion of wrath" (possibly Alexander

Jannieus). It is typical of the dualistic thought of the Qumran community that 'anie 'esA

in conjunction with differentiating terms should be used as the community's self-desig-

nation and also as its desigration of its apostates and opponents.

Thus the noun ?gd-obviously on account of its inherent double meaning (both

theological and anthropological), found already in the OT-was especially appropriate for

the Qumran community to use as a linguistic expression of theirunusual self-understanding.
Ruppert

tn P.74.
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Contents: I. 1. Occurrences and Meaning; 2. Etymology. II. Jacob in the Pentateuch: 1. The

JacobTraditioninJ,E, atdP;2.InterpretationoftheFigureofJacob;3.JacobandIsrael.III.The
God of the Fathers: 1.El;2. "The Mighty One of Jacob";3. "The God of Jacob." IV. Historical

Considerations. V. Jacob in the Prophetic Canon: 1. Jacob the Individrral;2. Jacob as a Designation

of the People. VI. Jacob in the Psalms: 1. Jacob the Individual; 2. Jacob as a Designation of the

People. VII. Jacob in Deuteronomy. VI[. Summary.

yanqdblyaqq&. P. R. Ackroyd, "Hosea and Jacob," W L3 Q963),24_5-259; W. F. Albright,

"Northwest-Semitic Names in a List of Egyptian Slaves from the Eighteenth Century 8.C.," JAOS,
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I. l. Occurrences and Meaning. According to Lisowsky-Rost, the name "Jacob"
occurs 349 times in the OT, according to Mandelkern 345 times. Kuhn cites 9 occurrences

74 (L954), 222-233; idcm, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (1968; repr. Winona kke, 1978);
A. Alt, "The God of the Fathers," in Essays on OT History and Religion @ng. trans. Garden City,
1966), 1-100 = KlSchr, I (1953), 1-78 [Germanl; idem, "Erwiigungen tiber die Landnahme der
Israeliten in Paliistina," PJ,35 (1939),8-63 = KlSchr l, L26-175; J. Bright, A History of Israel,
(Philadelphia, 1959; 31981); W. Caspari, "Der Name Jaqob in israelitischer Zeit." Fistschrift
G. Jacob (l-e,ipzig,1932),24-36; P. Diepold, /sraels Land. BWANI, 95[5/15] (1972); M. Dietrich
and O. l-aretz, "Zur ugaritischen Irxikographie (I)," BiOa 23 (1966), 127-133; H. Eising,
Formgeschichtliche Untersuchung zur Jalabserziihlung der Genesis (diss., Miinster, 1940);
O. Eissfeldt, "Religionshistorie und Religionspolemik im Af," Wdom in Israel and in the Ancient
Near East. Festschrift H. H. Rowley. SI4',3 (1955),9+102= KlSchr, III (1966), 359-366; idem,
Die Genesis der Genesis (Tiibingen, I958,2L96L); idem, "Jahwe, der Gott der Ydter," ThLZ,
88 (1963), 481-490 - KlSchr, rv (1968), 79-91; idem, "Jakobs Begegnung mit El und Moses
Begegnung mit Jahwe," OLZ, 58 (1963), 3?5-331 = KlSchri fV (1968), 92-98; idem, "Palestine in
the Time of the Nineteenth Dynasty. (a) The Exodus and Wanderings," CAH3,IV2. XXVI(a),
307-33O; idem, "Jakob-lra und Jakob-Rahel," Gottes Wort und Gottes Land Festschrift H. W
Hertzberg (G<ittingen, 1965), 50-55 = KlSchr lY, 170-75; idem, "Der kanaaniische El als Geber
der den israelitischen Erzviitern geltenden Nachkommenschaft- und Landbesitzverheissungen,"
Festschrifi C. Brockelmann. W Halle-Wuenberg, 17 (1968), 45-53 = KlSchr Y (1973),50-62;
idem, "Renaming in the OT," Words and Meanings. Festschrift D. W. Thomas (Cambridge, 1968),
69-79 = KlSchr, Y,68-76 [Ger.]; D. N. Freedman, "The Original Name of Jacob," IEJ, L3 (1963),
1.25f.; T. E. Fretheim, "The Jacob Traditions," Int, 26 (L972), 419-436; J. C. L. Gibson, "Light
from Mari on the Patriarchs," "ISg 7 (1962), 4462; A. Goetze, "Diverse Names in an Old-
Babylonian Pay-List," BASOR, 95 (1944), L8-24 (ct. W. F. Albright in 19, n. 6a); E. M. Good,
"Hosea and the Jacob Tradition," VT 16 (1966), L37-l5l; C. H. Gordon, "The Story of Jacob and
Laban in the Light of the Nuzi Tablets," BASOR, 66 (1937),25-27; idem, ..The patriarchal
Nanatives," "Iiy'ES, 13 (1954), 56-59; H. Gressmann, "Sage und Geschichte in den
Patriarchenerziihlungen," ZAW 30 (1910), 1-34; W. Gross, "Jakob, der Mann des Segens," BjDl
49 (1968), 32L-344; H. Gunkel, "Jacob," What Remains of the OT and Other Essays (Eng. trans.,
New York, 1928), 151-186; A. H. J. Gunneweg, Geschichte Israels bis Bar Kochba, ThW 2
(31979); M. Haran, "The Religion of the Patriarchs: An Attempt at a Synthesis," ASTI,4 (1965),
30-55; S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in OT Times (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 2tggt); l. U.
Heuschen, "Jacob of de genadevolle uitverkiezing," ETL, 45 (1%9), 335-358; G. Htilscher, "Zur
jtdischen Namenskunde," Vom AT. Festschrift K. Martl BZAW, 4l (L925), 148-157; J. Hoftijzer,
Die Verheissungen an die drei Erzviiter (Lriden, 1956); W. L. Holladay, "Chiasmus, the Key to
Hosea XII 3-6," W 16 (1966), 53-64; H. B. Hufftnon, APNM; G. Jacob, "Der Name Jacob,"
Linerae orientales, 54 (1933), 16-19; A. Jepsen, "Zur Uberlieferung der vatergestalten,"
Festschrift A. Alt. W Leipzig, 3 (1953/54),265-281 = Der Herr ist Gott (Berlin, 1978), a+6-75;

J. O. trwis, An Analysis of Literary Forms in the lacob Narratives (diss., Southem Baptist
Theological Seminary, [.ouisville, 1964] V. Maag, "Jakob-Esau-Edom," ThZ, 73 (1957),
418-429=Kultur,KulturkontaktundReligion(Gtittingen, 1980),99-110; idem,"DerHirtelsraels:
Eine Skizze von Wesen und Bedeutung der Viteneligion," SchThU,28 (1958), 2-28 = Kultur
Kulturlontald und Religion, lll-144; E. Meyer, Die Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstiimme (lX)6;
repr. Darmstadt, L967),27I-287; J. G. Mitchell, A Study of the Jacob Tradition in the OT (diss.,
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, l,ouisville, 1970); S. Mowinckel, "'Rahelstiimme' und
'lrastiimme'," Von l-Jgarit nach Qumran. I'es*chrifi O. Eisskldt. BZAW,77 (1961), LZ9-150;
M. Naor, ":pq: unO);1V,.,'t ZAW 49 (1931), 317-321;E. Nielsen, Siechem: ATradiltio-Histori-
cal Investigatioz (Copenhagen,21959),222-24O; M. Noth, /PN; idem, A History of pentateuchal
Traditions (Eng. trans. t972;repr. Chico, Calif., 1981), 54-58, 79-101,L98-201; idem, "Maiund
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in the Dead Sea scrolls, and Starkl lists 3 additional occurrences of y,qwb in palmyrene
texts, where it is interpreted as a Jewish masculine name.2 The form ya% qd[d in I Ch.
4:36 is also the name of a Simeonite with the suffix -r2.3 In the Jewish diaspora and..from
the final period of the temple, the name 'Jacob'was quite common among scholars . . . ,
and in the first century e.o. it was not uncommon among others.,'4 In the NT, the personal
name is used in the form lak6b for the son of Isaac (Mt. l:2;I*.3:34;Jn. 4:5f.; itc.) ano
the father of Joseph (Mt. 1:15f.; cf. Lk. 3:23) andin the hellenizedformldkbbos for the
son of 7*bedee (Mt. 4:21; etc.), the son of Alphaeus (Mt. 10:3; etc.), the son of Mary

r87

Israel: Eine Personennamenstudie," Geschichte und AT lestschrift A. Alt. BHT|, 16 (1953),
\27'152 = Aufstiae zur biblischen Landes- und Alteratmshtzlc (Nieukirchen-Vluyn, tllt1, li',
213-233; idena The History of Israel @ng. trans., New york, ,tsfi); M. oliva, Jicob en lietei.
Itstituci6n san Jer6nimo, 3 (L975); E. otto, "Jakob in Bethel,,,'zAW, gg (1976). 165-190:
{r d_e Pury, Promesse divine et l€gende cultuelle dans le cycb de lacoo, i-rt. iis (rgiil;W Richter, "Das Geliibde als theologische Rahmung der iakobsiiberlieferungen,', nZ, N.3.It (L967),27-52;L. Rost, 'Die_Gottesverehrung der Pitriarchen im Lichte der ientateuchquel-
len," congress volume, o{9! 1?!9 sw 7 (1960),346-359; H. H. Rowley, ..Recent Discovery
andthe Patriarchal Age," NRI, 32 (L949/50), 44-79 = Tfis gsrvunt of the Lord and Other Essays
o!.t!e_qTC\965), 283-318; L. Ruppert, "Herfunft und Bedeutung o.ri"ttu-iiuoition bei Hosei,,
Blbl' 52(197L),488-5(X; L. Sabourin, "t-a lutte de Jacob avec Ethim,"Scien ces eccl€siastiques,
19 (1958), 77-89, 256f.; J. Scharbert, "Patriarchentradition und Patriarchenreligion,;
lgrkiinligung und Forschung. lEyfh, 19 (1974),2-22; t. B. Schildenberger, "Jakobs niichtlicher
Kampf mit dem Elohim am Jabbok (G1,32, 23-33)," Miscellanea Bibli;. iestschrift B. ubach.
S_"rrp*-! /9"!!enr4 1 (M_g!Eenat, 1953), 69-96;L. Schmidt, ..Uberlegungen zumJahwisten,,,
EyTh,37 (1977),230-247; w. H. Schmidt,The Faith of the or: A Histo-ry (Eng. trans., philadel_
phia, 1983), 5-27; H. Seebass, Der Ernater Israel uid die Einfiihrung'di, J"oh*rr"iehrung in
{gnaan._BZAW 98 (1966); idem,,,Die Stdmmeliste von Dtn. X\)I(lll,; W,27 (1977), tSg_iOe;
idem,."l-andverheissungen an die v?iter," EvTh,37 (L977),210-zi9; w. Staerk, itudi"n rui
Re-ligions'_und Sprachgeschichte des ATs (Berlin, 1899), I,'2r-53,77-:$; [, 1-13; J. K. Stark,
IryP_! 9..Slguemagel, Die Einwanderung der israelitischen Stiimme in lianaan (Berlin, 1901)jw. H. Stiebing, Jr., "when was the Age of the patriarchs?. BAR, l/z(1g7s),tl-zl;r.L.
Thompson, Tlre Historicity of the patriarchal Nanatives. BzAw 133 (lgli);R.-de vaux, ..Les
patriarches h6breux et les d6couvertes modernes," RB, 53 (1946)1,321-347; ii 1i-9+a1, nt_z+l;
56(L949),5-36;idenr"TheHebrewPatiarchsandHistory;'The'BibleandiheAncicntNearEast
(Eng. trans., london, L97l),[L.-lzl; idem, Thc Early Hinry of Israel(Eng. trans. philadelphia,
1978); T. c. vriezen, "[-a tradition de Jacob dans os6e xr,'; ors, r ob4;), 64-78; L. wachter,
"Israel und Jeschurun," Schalom: Studien zu GlaubeundGeschichte Is;aels. iestschriftA.Jepsen.
4lbl L/!.6 (\1tt1,58-64; G. walris, "Die Geschichte der Jakobtradition,,, w Ha1"-witt"iberg,
13 (1%4)' 427-440 = "Die Jakobtradition und Geschichte," Geschichte und lJberlieferung.Ar;i
2113 (1968), 1344; idem, "Die Tradition von den drei Ahnvdtem ,- zAw sr lieoe;] rs-+o;
H. Weidmann, Die Patriarchen und ihre Religion im Lichte der Forschung seit Julius Wellhausen.r{l4M..Yl t-I-l (fe!!), P. Weimar, "Aufbau und Struktur der priestelrschriftlichen Jakobsge-
schichte," luv a0 Q974), 174-203; H. wuthnow, Die semitischZn Menschennamen in grieZh-
ischen Inschriften und Papyri dcs vorderen Orients. Sndien zur Epigraphik und papyruihtnde,
l/4 (l*ipzig, 1930); S. Yeivin, "Ya'qob'e1,,,"I&t, 45 (1959), 16-18: 

"
For 3_{{itional bibliog., see - E,IJ}B 'a[rahnm (,abhraham) ana - )N??] yiSra'ct.I PNPI,26.
2 lbid., gl.
3 IPN,38.
4 Hdlscher,152f.
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(Mt.27:56; etc.), and for others.s The name also occurs in a variety of forms in Greek

inscriptions and papyri.6

The other OT passages refer either to the patriarch Jacob or to all or part of the people

of Israel who claim him as their genealogical ancestor. Even though it is sometimes

difficult or impossible to determine which meaning is intended, the majority of the

occurrences refer to the patriarch: the individual Jacob is clearly meant in 208 OT
passages and 5 passages in the Dead Sea scrolls. Most occurrences are concentrated in
Genesis (180 total, 178 individual), Deuteronomy (11/7), Psalms (3411), Proto-Isaiah
(15/0), Deutero-Isaiah (2310\, Trito-Isaiah (4/1), Jeremiah (16/0), hmentations (3/0),

Hosea (3/2), Amos (6/0), Obadiah (3/0), Micah (1110), and Malachi (4/0); the name does

not appear at all in Judges, Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of
Songs, Joel, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, or Zechariah.

2. Etymology. The name "Jacob" is always derived by popular etymology in the OT.

Gen.25:26a, assigned by EissfeldtT to the source stratum L but by Noth8 and others to

J, associates the name "Jacob" with'eqe!, "heel," because Jacob took hold of Esau's

heel when he was born. The story that recounts the blessing of Esau and Jacob by their
almost blind father Isaac tells how Esau was cheated of the blessing due him as first-born
and has him say: "He is indeed rightly named Jacob, for he has defrauded ('aqa[) me

two times: he took away my birthright, and behold, now he has taken away my blessing"

(Gen.27:36 [J]). Here Jacob's action is to be taken positively, as a reason for Israel to

rejoice over its superiority to Edom. The popular etymology reappears in Hos. tZ:4(Eng.
v. 3), which incorporates both Genesis traditions but with a clearly negative perspective:

the fact that Jacob (among other things) "defrauded ('aqrb) his brother in the womb" is

used by the prophet as grounds for threatening judgment. In Jer. 9:3(4), finally, "Every
brother is a defrauder" (kol-'ah'dq6f, ya'qdf,) can be seen as an allusion to the name

"Jacob" and its interpretation as "defrauder." Rudolph, following Erbt, actually trans-

lates: "Every brother defrauds like Jacob."e

Thus the OT associates the name "Jacob" exclusively with the root'qb, meaning

"heel" as a noun and "defraud" as a velb.lo This leads Ackroyd to say that 'qb literally
means "overtake, supplant," figuratively, "deceive."ll It is noteworthy, as Ackroyd points

out, that neither Hosea nor the Pentateuch tradition was aware of what is generally

accepted today as the true etymology of the name "Jacob."
According to this theory the name is a hypocoristic form of what was originally a

theophorous name belonging to the class of statement-names made up of a divine name

s W. Bauer, A G reek-English Lexicon of the NT and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago,
2L979),367f.

6 Wuthnow,55f., 159.
7 O. Eissfeldt, H uateuch-Syrwpse (21962; repr. Darmstadt, 1973), 44* .

8 Noth, A History of Pentateuclul Traditions,29.
s W. Rudolph, Jerenia. HAT, xll e1968), 64, citing W. Erbt, Jeremia und seine Zeit

(Grittingen, 1902), in loc.
10 Cf. also Ugar.'qb: UT, no. lX)1;WUS, no. 2086.
tl P.249.
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and the imperfect of a verb. Its full form, not found in the OT, was "Jacob-El." By means
of textual emendation, Freedman finds this full form in Dt. 33:28:

Israel dwells in safety,
By himself Jacob-"El" [reading 'dl for 'el and shifting the word to this stichl "settles"
[reading 'mfor'€nl:
(His is) a land of grain and must,

[yea,] His skies also drip with dew.

Outside the OT, however, occurrences of this name are plentiful.l2 At A5nakkum
(Chagar Bazar) in Upper Mesopotamia, the name ia-afu-qi-ub-el is found in texts of the
eighteenth century s.C. In texts from Kish, the name appears in the forms ia-a[-q,i-ub-el
and ia-qrt-ub-el. In the form ia-qil-ub-el it appears among the texts found at Tell Farmal.
Texts from the first dynasty of Babylon contain the name ia-qu-rtb-el and even the
hypocoristicon ia-qrt-bi. On Egyptian scarabs of the Hyksos period we find ia'qob-'r
and ia'qob-h4 probably to be read "Jacob-E1."13 Lists of Thutmose III, Rameses II, and
Rameses III include a Palestinian toponym ia'qob-el.

This survey shows that "Jacob" was from the outset a masculine personal name, a

hypocoristic form of "Jacob-El," and that this name was familiar among the Arameans
but uncommon among the Canaanites and Phoenicians.la Etymologically, it is of a type
that is especially common in Mesopotamian West Semitic onomastics;Is it is in fact"a
simple personal name like German 'Hinz'or 'Kunz'."16 Since the root'qb appears in a
whole series of such names (cf. Aqbi-il, fSlaqba-afium, lfllaqba-fiammu]),bnt also in
the Egyptian slave names 'qb' and'qbt6,,tt the Aramaic name'aqfrba',18 and in several
cuneiform names from Ugarit (abdi-ia-qub-bu, ia-qub-ba'al, ia-qub-bi-nu, ia-qub-ia-
nu),te we may second Noth's statement that "the name 'Jacob' is a typically
Mesopotamian West Semitic name."T

As to the interpretation of the name, the attempt to understand it as a divine name2l
may be judged a failure, especially since the Ugaritic name Abdi-iaqubbu cited above
must be considered "pseudo-theophorogs."22 Jacob (who cites the earlier literature)
proposes to interpret the name on the basis of ya'qfrb, "heath cock," with the meaning
"he follows after (the heath cock)"; this suggestion has rightly found no support. Today
Noth's interpretation23 is generally accepted. Citing the root'qb, "guard, protect," found

12 Cf. already Gressmann, 6-9; now Rowley, The Servant of the Lord, 290f.; Gibson, 51;
de Vaux, The Early History of Israel; APNM, 203f. (with citations).

13 For a different interpretation, see Albright, Yahweh,50, n. 10; 133, n. 1.
la R. de Yaux, Die Patriarchenerztihlungen und die Geschichte. SBg 3 e1968),4.
15 Noth, Aulsritze, ll, 225.
16 Gressmann,9.
17 Albright, JAOS,74 (1954),23L.
18 KA(,24L,1.
te Cf . PRIJ, lll, 247, 261; also PNU, lllf., 317, 337 .

2o Aufsritze,ll,225.
2r Meyer,282,286f.
22 PRIJ,lll,26l.
23 IPN, 777f.,197.
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in Old South Arabic and also in Ethiopic, he translates the name "Jacob" as "the deity

has protected"24 or "may (the deity) protect."s Similar translations are proposed by other

scholars.26 This interpretation has recently been questioned by Dietrich and Loretz2T on

the basis of a Ugaritic text containing the root '4b with the meaning "follow closely, be

near."Z8 This root is also found in Amorite and Phoenician; it confirms the proposed

translation of 'qb in a Phoenician inscription as "continuation."2e In this case, our name

would mean "He (El) is near," which is very attractive.
At this point a further observation is necessary. The OT tradition makes a distinction

between the names "Jacob" and "Israel," in that the former, "neutral"30 name is solemnly

changed to the theOphorous name "Israel," which contains the element "El." This is hard

to reconcile with the forrn "Jacob-El," however, whether "El" is taken as an appellative

or as a proper name, because this theory presents us with a name that is formally and

semantically indistinguishable from "Israel." Furthermore, if (as is universally assumed)

the "El" in "Israel" is the name of the well-known Canaanite deity, there are additional

difficulties with the traditional understanding of the pre-Palestinian patriarchal religion.
There are two possibilities: either (1) the seminomads did not come to know El only
when they settled in Palestine, but already called their patriarchal God by this name;3l

or (2) the name "Jacob," although theophorous in origin, in its hypocoristic form had

long lost its religious associations and was nothing more than a neutral personal name

in the OT period. The latter possibility is the easiest to reconcile with the OT tradition.

II. Jacob in the Pentateuch. The interpretation of the name "Jacob" as a common

masculine personal name has not been without influence on the interpretation of the OT
Jacob traditions.

l.TheJacob Tradition inJ, E, and P As even our cursory survey shows, the focus of
these traditions is in Genesis. In it, or in part of it, the figure of Jacob is in fact thematic:

Gen.2746 or 25:1945:22.The assignment of these chapters by literary criticism to J,

E, and P-in other words, the documentary hypothesis-is generally accepted by OT
scholarship, although this does not mean that the observations of what is called the new

documentary hypothesis are rejected. But this means that we must deal with Jacob figures

characteristic of J, E, and P, not to mention the possibility of an equivalent Deuteronomis-

tic figure. The Yahwist has special importance in the context of these considerations

24 lbid., t78.
2s lba., 197.
26 Gibson,51; J. J. Stamm, "Ein ugaritisch-hebrlisches Verbum und seine Ableitungen," ThZ,

35 (1979),9; de Vaux, Die Patriarchenerzrihlungen, 4; idem, The Early History of Israel, L99;
Herrmann, 54, n. 36; Freedman, 125; Bright,78.

27 P.t3l.
28 KTIJ, 4.645,1: "the field of the snr people, which adjoins [the tenitory o\ ayly."
2e KAI,37B,1; il,55.
30 So described repeatedly by Eissfeldt, most recently in KlSchr, Y,74.
31 Cf. most recently W. H. Schmidt,25ff.
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because, as far as we know, he was the first in history to write a connected account of
the patriarchal tradition.32 In the Joseph narrative, J may call the father of the brothers
"Israel" rather than "Jacob" (Gen. 37:3,13; 43:6,8,11; etc.) because in the course of J's
nanative the people of Israel already begins to emerge distinct from the patriarch.33

The question of J's own achievement-its extent and nature<an be answered only
tentatively because the texts often do not admit clear answers. It is highly probable that the
association of the patriarchal deities with Yahweh goes back to J precisely because E and
P do not follow his lead, and it is likewise reasonable to ascribe the association of the
traditions with Israel to him, because it coincides in the realm of political history with the
unionforthe firsttime of allthe "Israelite" tribes in theempireof David.vWe may therefore
alsopossibly ascribe toJ the genealogical associationofthe patriarchs asgrandfather, father,
and son. But it remains an open question whether J linked the tradition of the patriarchs
with that of the exodus and occupation or found them already so linked. I:st but not least,
the question of J's "intention," of his overall theme or kerygma, is variously answered.

As to the linking of the patriarchal tradition with that of the exodus and entry into
Canaan, von Rad in particular has looked on J as the author of this connection,3s while
WolfF6 and probably also Smend,37 following Noth,38 ascribe this linkage to the pre-J
tradition. We must probably accept the latter view that the motif of the entry into Canaan
belonged historically to the bedrock of the patriarchal tradition;3e as Alt has shown,o the
promise of the land and the fulfillment of this promise were a central element of the
patriarchal religion. But at this early stage in the history of traditions, the two themes were
very closely associated: they referred to the individual pariarch. In its present form,
however-and here we may follow von Rad-J not only presents the patriarchs as

genealogically related (a notion that may be ascribed to Jbecause it is easiest to understand
against the background of the Davidic period, i.e., the period of J) but also describes the
fulfillment of the promises to the patriarchs, which did not come about until the early days
of David, when the process of occupation was complete. J is therefore more likely to have
forged this connection than to have incorporated it as it stood,al although this does not
mean that J also linked the exodus tradition with the tradition of the entry into Canaan.

32 Cf. most recently L. Schmidt.
33 Cf. H. Donner, Die literarische Gestalt der alttestamentlichen Josephsgeschichte. SHAW

197612, 39; also Jepsen, Fesfsclr rift A. Alt, 277 .

34 See esp. Wallis, Gescftrc hte und Uberlieferung,20ff., who identifies characteristic features
of the early J, J, and E in the Jacob-Esau tradition.

35 G. von Rad, OI Theologlt, I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962), 168ff; idem, Das formge-
schichtliche Problem des Hemteuch. BWANT, 78141261(1938), 54f. =Gesammelte studie4 l.
ThB, 8 (1958),67f.. Ct. Weidmann, 148.

36 H. W. Wolff, "Das Kerygma des Jahwisten," EvTh, 24 (1964),73-98 = GSAT. ThB, 22
(197 3), 345 -37 3, esp. 347.

37 R. Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation @ng. trans., Nashville,7970), LL4f.
38 A History of Pentateuchal Traditions, 40ff.
3e \bid.,54ff.; most recently, de Pury.
ao PJt,KlSchril,64.
al Cf. Mitchell.
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It is not so easy to answer the question of J's purpose, at least with respect to the Jacob

tradition. According to von Rad,42 J's message may be found in his addition of the birth
oracle (Gen. 25:23) at the beginning of therJacob narrative, in his inclusion of the

powerful Bethel and Penuel narrative (Gen. 28,32), and finally in his placing the prayer

of Gen. 32:9-12 in the mouth of Jacob himself. The meaning of J's Jacob narrative is

therefore that "God is concerned with Jacob; he is to be the ancestor of the people of
God, and therefore God desires to lead him wherever he goes." Jepsen also suggests that

"belief in the divine guidance of Jacob" is the work of J.a3 But it remains an open question

whether this really describes the unique contribution of J, because both the birth oracle

(Gen. 25:23) and the blessing of Isaac (27:27tr.) do not derive from J and may even

antedate J's work, although both presuppose the identification of Jacob with the people

of Israel and Esau with the Edomites.aa No one doubts that by including these passages

J incolporates their message and makes it his own; the only question is whether J does

not have something of his own to add.

On the basis of Gen. I2:l-4, Wolff has identified the catchword "blessing" as J's

characteristic term for "interpreting the overall history of Israel from Abraham's depar-

ture down to the empire of David."as This word, of course, is also found in the tradition,
associated both with Jacob (Gen.27:29) and with Israel (Nu. 24:9); and, if Jepsen is right,
the central theme of the pre-J Jacob tradition was "the struggle to be blessed by the

deity.'46 But the deliberate transformation of the word in Gen. 12 and its climactic
position in the final clause, "In you all the families of the earth will bless themselves,"

are the work of J. For the Jacob tradition this meansaT that J can trace the blessing to a

second generation through the genealogical linkage of Jacob (and Esau) with Isaac (Gen.

27). There is also an element of tension: the blessing can be lost (Gen. 25, 27\.

Furthermore, because Gen. ?3:14 clearly alludes to Gen. l2:3 and therefore must derive

from J, the expansion of Jacob in all directions means for J the realization of the blessing.

Finally, Wolff points to Gen. 30:27,31, which speaks of Jacob's blessing in the form of
large flocks and of the blessing that extends to Laban indirectly through these flocks.

The covenant between Jacob and Laban at the conclusion of these narratives is also

ascribed to J, who, Wolff maintains, is concemed to establish friendly relations between

Israel and its neighbors, even "econcimic aid based on the model of Jacob."48 Even if
these expressions sound all too modefn, in the catchword "blessing" Wolff has indeed

put his finger on an important-possibly the most important-theme of J.ae For J, Jacob

epitomizes Israel standing unique in the world, happy because richly blessed.50

42 t,t7tf.
a3 F es*chri[t A. Alt, 279-281.
44 For a different view, see Woltr, GSAI 349, n.20; cf. also Maag.
4s P.356.
a6 Festschrift A. Alt, 274.
a7 Wolff, 364f.
48 P.365.
a9 On the sources ofthe Pentateuch, see also Rost, 347-350.
50 See also J. Coppens, "l,a ben6diction de Jacob," nVolume duCongrCs, Strasbourg 1956.

sw 4 (L957),97-rr5.
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In addition, Fohrer points outsl that in the patriarchal narratives J seeks to represent
the relationship between God and humankind, both saying that God does not desert the
sinnerbutstayswith him, speakingtohim andguidinghimwith hisgrace, and also seeking
to describe the attitude such a person should have toward God: he should be faithful like
Abraham, patiently accepting like Isaac, hopefully expectant like Jacob, and humble like
Joseph.sz Whether these deep theological statements really belong to J remains an open
question, even if it is correct to say that all the features typical of the entire Jacob complex
or even the whole complex of the patriarchal narratives dre most likely J's interpretative
contribution. J linked the patriarchs genealogically, subsuming them all under the theme
of "blessing promised and bestowed" (and possibly also "blessing mediated"). He also
gave thematic shape to each individual patriarchal figure, emphasizing in Jacob the
resoluteness and obstinacy that leads to outstanding success, as well as Jacob's hust in
God's help that prevents him from forfeiting the blessing. The figure of Jacob as depicted
by J glows with joy and satisfaction, and even with a kind of pride.

In E, as the thematic unity of the total work would lead us us to expect, the Jacob
tradition is shaped stylistically by the notion ofan oaths3 and the figure ofJacob is refined
ethically and morally. Unlike J, E does not ascribe Jacob's wealth to a shepherd's trick
(Gen. 30:25-43) but to divine intervention (Gen. 31:2-12), and indicates similarly that
the blessing of children (Gen. 33:5) and great riches (v. 11) come from God. We may
note in general that E repeatedly theologizes secular material (cf. Gen. 3L:50 with v.48;
also 30:6,8, 1. 8,20,23).s4

A final step in the interpretation of the Jacob figure is taken by P, who substantially
abbreviates the tradition he incorporates. For the most part, P's patriarchal narrative
comprises nothing more than lists and summary statements. It is impossible to construct
from these a Jacob figure typical of P. Furthermore, Gross has pointed out that for P Jacob
represents merely a passing phase between the covenant with Abraham and the people
of Israel. only in Gen.27:4G43:9 does P become more expansive.ss Here he recounts
Isaac's solemn sending of Jacob to Aram in order to find a legitimate wife, tuming J's
account of Jacob's flight into a formal mission. P also continues the process of purifying
the ancient tradition of all its objectionable elementss6 and makes the relationship
between Esau and Jacob more harmonious. Finally, the patriarch is significant for P as
a witness in the disputes of his own period concerning mixed marriages. Outside of
Genesis, P cites the covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Ex.2:24) and the oath
sworn to the three patriarchs to give them the land @x. 6:8). It must remain an open
question, however, whether we can follow WeimarsT in saying that for P Jacob is the man
of the blessing as Abraham is the man of the covenant.

5r Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968), 150.
s2 See also O. Kaiser, Intro. OT @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1975), 85-91.
s3 Richter.
54 See also G. von Rad, Gencsis. OTL (Eng. trans. 1961),25f.
55 Cf. C. Houtman, "What Did Jacob See in His Dream at Bethel?" W 27 (1977),337-35I.
56 Von Rad, Genesis,282.
s7 P.202.
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2. Interpretation of the Figure of Jacob. When we address the problem of how the
figure of Jacob was interpreted in the oral tradition, we must face two questions: (1) Is
the figure of Jacob an individual, or does it represent a tribe or some similar group? (2)
What is the meaning of the change of Jacob's name to "Israel"?

Today it is generally recognized that the figure of Jacob is human, not divine, a

conclusion supported by the etymology of the name. This means that we should be able
to equate Jacob with others who bear the same name and treat him as an individual.s8
Alt's examination of the form and substance of the patriarchal religion led to the same

conclusion. Ifeach patriarch received a revelation and founded a cult, then he must have
been a human individual.se And it would even be legitimate to follow Gunkelo in
exploring the oral tradition. Gen.25:27 , which describes Jacob as a quiet man, dwelling
in tents, suggests that he was a herdsman, Esau a hunter.6l We might therefore interpret
the Jacob-Esau narratives as a legend of class conflict and even question its historical
value.62 Those who interpret the figure of Jacob along these or similar lines are therefore
forced to deal with the question of how the legendary figure of Jacob could become the
ancestor of the historical people of Israel. Gunkel63 thinks this happened in the latest

stage of the tradition, on the grounds that the element of tribal history is secondary with
respect to the element of legend.o+ Albright65 even thinks that very ancient ethnic
traditions have been incorporated into the patriarchal narratives.

Even today, however, there are still those who support the tribal interpretation of the
patriarchs, first proposed by Steuernagel but later greatly modified in detail. We shall
not go into the problems this theory presents with respect to Abraham and Isaac. It claims
that behind the figure of Jacob-at least in the Genesis nanatives-there stands a group,
so that we should in fact speak of the "Jacob tribe,"66 the "Jacob poople,"67 11r"

"proto-Israelite Jacob g'oup,"68 or the like.6e This interpretation is supported by the
observation that at least in the extant souroes Jacob represents less a nomadic individual
than a seminomadic group trying to achieve permanent settlement. Furthermore, unlike
the name "Abraham," which is never used for the people, and the name "Isaac," which
appears in parallel with "Israel" only in Am.7:9,'1.6, the name "Jacob" (as seen above)

is used constantly as a parallel term for Israel. Elsewhere in the OT, too, we note that

De Yanx, Die Patiarchenerzihlungen, 5f.; Albright, Yahweh, 56; etc.
/Jt, KlSchr,1,47f.
Pp. 169-181.
Most recently Noth, A History of Pentateuclul Traditions, 95-99; Maag, TlrZ, L3 (1957),

423tr.
62 Already Gressmann, now Thompson.
63 P.181.
64 P.t54.
6s Yahweh 56.
66 Eissfeldt, Die Genesb d.er Genesis, 6L; KlSchf Y,74.
67 Mowinckel, 132; Gunneweg, 18f.
68 Wallis, Geschichte und Ilberlieferung, 17.
69 SimilarconclusionsarereachedbydeVaux,TheEarlyHistoryoflsrael266;Seebass,EvIi,

37 (t977),2t2.
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groups are personified; the sons of Jacob, for example, stand for the Israelite tribes
bearing their names. It is therefore probably also legitimate to look on Jacob as

representing a group. This is not to deny that this group preserved a memory that their
ancestor had functioned as recipient of a revelation, even though it is scarcely possible
to say more on this point, since it lies beyond the horizon of the present narratives in
Genesis, which now deal with the residence of the patriarchs in Canaan.

3. Jacob and Israel. We must accordingly interpret "Jacob" as the "Jacob group,"
distinct from the later twelve sons of Jacob. Similarly, in order to deal with the
relationship between "Jacob" and "Israel" within the tradition of the Pentateuch, we
might interyret "Israel" as an originally independent group that later merged with
"Jacob." That Jacob and Israel were originally "two legendary figures" was already
suggested by Georg Jacob.70 MowinckelTl also saw in them two originally independent
entities of the tradition, reflecting the history of two different groups. Seebass, finally,
attempted to demonstrate the independence of the patriarch Israel, who was especially
associated with Shechem.T2 Without going into the problems connected with the name
Israel, we note only that according to Gen. 32:23-33(22-32)the change of Jacob's name
to IsraelT3 takes place at the threshold ofthe settled territory of Canaan and in the context
of what is therefore Jacob's first encounter with the god El. According to Gen. 33:18-20,
it leads to the formal introduction of El-worship among this group, now called Israel; the
altar set up at Shechem to commemorate the event bears the confessional name "El is
the Elohim of Israel."Ta This means that we may see in "Israel" a new name for the Jacob
group, with religious associations connected with the worship of El, but not a tribal group
originally independent of the Jacob people and later merging with them.

The next question is whether we can determine more precisely who belonged to the
entity called "Jacob." The tradition that Jacob was the father of twelve sons who embody
Israel as a whole means that as an entity Israel includes Jacob, but that Jacob and his
twelve sons-i.e., Israel-are not identical. They are identified, it is true, in Gen.25:23;
27:29,40,where "Jacob" means the people of Israel and "Esau" means the Edomites; but

70 P. Lg.
71 P.L32.
72 Der Erzvater Israel; EvTh, 37 (1977), 212t.
73 Cf. O. Eissfeldt, "Non dimittam te, nisi benedixeis mrhi," Miltnges bibliques. Festschrilt

A. Robert. Travaux de l'Institut Catholique de Paris,4 (1957),77-81 = KlScha III (1966), 472-16;
F. van Trigt, "[,a signification de la lutte de Jacob prds du Yabboq: Gen xxxii.23-33," OTS,
12 (1958), 28G309; J. L. McKenzie, "Jacob at Peniel: Gn32,24-32," CBQ,25 (1963),71-76;
R. Barthes, "The Strugglewith the Angel: Traditional Analysis of Genesis 32:23-33," inStructural
Analysis and Biblical Exegesis, ed. Barthes, er al. @n9 trans., Pittsburgh,I9T4),21-33;K. Elliger,
"DerJakobskampf amJabbok," ZThK 48(1951), L-31=KlSchnThB,32(1966),l4l-173;H.-1.
Hermisson, "Jakobs Kampf amJabbok(Gen 32,23-33)," ZThK,Tl (1974),239-261; G. Hentschel,
"Jakobs Kampf am Jabbok (Gen 32,23-33F--eine geunin israelitische Tradition?" ErfINt,
37 (1977),13-37; A. de Pury, "Jakob am Jabbok, Gen.32,23-33," nA, 35 (L979),18-34.

7a Eissfeldt,KlScftrilll,4l2-16;IY9698; FestschriftD.W.Thomas, T5f.;onGen.33:20,cf.
also M. H. Pope, E/ in the Ugaritic Tats. SW, 2 (1955),15; I. Mihalik, "Some Thoughts on the
Name of Israel," Theological Soundings, 1973, 17-19, esp. 15.
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these national aphorisms belong to a later stage of the tradition.Ts That both sayings, or

at least the verses mentioned, are anachronistic in the context of the Jacob-Esau

narratives is shown by the clear distinction made elsewhere between Jacob and his sons,

who represent this very Israel (cf. also the awkrvard formulations in 1 K. 18:31; 2 K.
L7:34),both with respect to living conditions and political circumstances and also with
respect to religion.

In terms of living conditions, Jacob is described as a tent dweller (Gen. 25:27;

32:2212ll;33:18; etc.) and a prosperous shepherd (Gen. 29:7ff.;30:25ff..; etc.); this is

also the way he lives in Canaan. Jacob's sons, however, take up agriculture during the

conrse of the occupation, just as the "Jacob" who represents the people in Gen. 27:27-29

is described as a farmer. It is true that hanshumance can account not only for the entry

of the patriarchs into Canaan but also for its occupation by the Israelite tribes and even

the migration of Israelite groups to Egypt suggesting that these th,ree complexes of
events, although historically distinct in the OT tradition, all belong to the extended

phenomenon of "Israel's" occupation of the land.

There is nevertheless an important distinction to be preserved. The patriarchs,

including Jacob, are concemed to establish peaceful coexistence with the Canaanites,

whom they recognize as rulers of the land and from whom Jacob purchases a piece of
land near Shechem (Gen. 33:19). The OT tradition, however, despicts the later occupa-

tion proper as a military operation, expressing the claim of the Israelites to rule the land

of Canaan, which actually belongs to them. There is also a religious difference. The

patriarchs, again including Jacob, worship El as their God. Gen. 31:53 also mentions the

pabd of Isaac, by whom Jacob swears, and Gen. 49:24 speaks of. an 'abtr of Jacob. For

the later Israelites, however, Yahweh alone is God. We must neoessarily conclude that

Jacob is not identical with Israel, and the Jacob people are not the sons of Israel. To this
point the argument is relatively clear.

If we go on to ask who these Jacob people were or into what familiar groups they

were absorbed, any answer must be hypothetical. We observe that the Abraham tradition
centers on Hebron, the Isaac tradition on Beer-sheba, and the Jacob tradition on central

Palestine and Transjordan; the traditions do not overlap but generally cover the later

territory of Israel. This observation suggests associating Jacob with the Israelite groups

dwelling in the vicinity of Shechem and Bethel as well as Mahanaim and Penuel. For

the historical period, this means the tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh and possibly

Benjamin, as well as the tribe of Gad in Gilead. Following Alt, Noth76 therefore

designates the "house ofJoseph" as the locus ofthe Jacob traditions. Since Abraham and

Isaac are associated with southern Judah and the Negeb, this would mean that there is

no patriarch associated with Judah itself.77 In addition, the "house of Joseph" was quite

probably the locus of the exodus and occupation traditions, which makes its identification
with Jacob unlikely. According to Gen. 34, finally, Simeon and lrvi formerly (i.e., before

7s Cf. H.-J. 7-obel, Israel und d.ie Vdlkcr (inaugural diss., Halle, 1967).
76 A History of Pentateuchal Traditions, lO7-9.
77 So W. H. Schmidt, 23.
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the entry of the "house of Joseph") dwelt at Shechem; this almost rules out the "house
ofJoseph" as the original locus ofthe Jacob tradition.

The tribes just mentioned are in fact possible candidates. Since the birth narrative
assigns both sons to Leah, distinguishing them from the Rachel sons Joseph and
Benjamin, one might also consider the other children of Leah: Reuben, Judah, Issachar,
and Zebulun.Ts This hypothesis is supported by the observation that, besides the special
tradition associated with Simeon and Levi in Gen. 34, tribal traditions connected with
Reuben (Gen. 35:21f.) and Judah (Gen. 38) have been interwoven with the Jacob
narrative; this might indicate that these traditions, which go back to the patriarchal period,
deal with earlier events than the traditions associated with the other Israelite tribes. As
concerns Issachar, AltD has shown on the basis of several Amarna letters that this tribe
could have settled in the plain of Jezreel much earlier, possibly as early as the fourteenth
millennium s.c. This conclusion is probably also applicable to the other kah tribes. As
concerns the tribe of Reuben, Reuben's genealogical status as the first-born and his
association with the Transjordan indicates that this tribe dwelt originally in the territory
of Gilead and may even have been the locus of the Jacob tradition, as Jepsen8o assumes;
indeed, Jacob's tomb was at one time located in the Transjordan.8l

Last but not least, it may be pointed out that these archaic traditions still reflect the
seminomadic life of these tribes, as seems appropriate for the Jacob people. Gen. 35:21f.
speaks of pitching tents and locates Reuben's transgression at Migdal-eder, "Flock
Tower," probably in the Transjordan. Gen. 34 assumes that Simeon and [rvi are not yet
permanently settled (w. 10, 17), possess herds of cattle (w. 5, 23), and take flocks and
herds and asses when they plunder Shechem (v. 28). Gen. 49:6 says that they both
hamstring oxen, suggesting a way of life that has no use for oxen. Finally, Gen. 38 also
depicts Judah as a herdsman.

m. The GodoftheFathers.
1. EL The Genesis narratives associate Jacob with Shechem and Bethels2 west of the

Jordan and with Mahanaim and Penuel or Peniel east of the Jordan. In our tradition, this
association is established in each instance by a revelation of the local deity. At Bethel it
is El-bethel who appears to Jacob, promising him descendants and possession of the land,
whereupon the patriarch sets up a massebah, which he calls Bethel (Gen.28:lO-22);
another version has him build an altar and call the place El-bethel (Gen. 35:1-7). At
Shechem Jacob sets up an altar or, more likely, a massebah, which he names 'el'"lahe
yisrd'd (Gen.33:20). After Jacob had been blessed by Elohim (or better: El) and renamed
Israel, he called the place Penuel or Peniel, "Face of El" (Gen. 32:31[30]). We may
confidently assume that here, too, Jacob worshipped El. With regard to Mahanaim, E

78 Eissfeldt, CAH, lV2. XXV(a) (1975),316f..; idem, KlSchr lY, 770-75; Jepsen, Festschrifr
A. A1t,274,276; for a different conclusion, see Mowinckel, 129tr.

7e Klschr I, 165-68.
80 Festschrift A. Alt, 270-73.
81 Noth,A History of PentateuchalTraditions,88, n.260.
82 On the transfer of the tradition from Shechem to Bethel, see Otto, 165ff.
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speaks of the "angels of Elohim," and the toponym is interpreted as meaning "Camp of
Elohim" (Gen.32:2f .11f.]), so that one might ask whether these hints suggest a tradition

that Jacob worshipped El at Mahanaim.83 As Eissfeldt has repeatedly pointed out,& all
this evidence suggests that Jacob or the Jacob group in Palestine worshipped the

Canaanite god El; the local El deities there are hypostases of the one El. Furthermore, it
was this El who promised Jacob descendants and possession of the land. Up to this point
the situation is relatively clear.

2. "The Mighty One of Jacob. " Problems arise when one attempts to define the

relationship between El and the god(s) of the fathers in our tradition. We owe to Alt the

observation, still generally accepted, that each of the patriarchs was associated with a

particular patriarchal god, the "god of the father."85 Over the objections of Hoftijzer,
Rost86 finds a reference to this type of religion in Gen. 31:53 (E): two seminomadic
groups, represented by Jacob and I:ban, agree to delimit their grazing area and reinforce

this agreement through an oath. Jacob calls on the Elohim of Abraham and l,aban on the

Elohim of Nahor as witnesses to the treaty. In the same context we are told that Jacob

swore "by the paha/ of his father Isaac." Yerse 42 makes it clear that the word'abtw,
"of his father," is secondary: the original name of this god is paha/ yishnq.87 The same

verse also indicates that this deity seems to have been an independent entity alongside

the God of Abraham.
The situation is made even more complex by the mention of the' af,tr of Jacob in Gen.

49l.24.88 We thus have two divine appellatives associated with Jacob, each made up of a

noun followed by the name of the patriarch, since we are certainly justified in assuming

that the "Mighty One of Jacob" was worshipped by the Jacob people just as the pahad

of Isaac was worshipped by the Isaac people. To the extent that the figure of Jacob was

individualized and appended to the (Abraham-)Isaac narratives, the divine appellatives

had to be included in the process. Thus the paha/ of Isaac became the God of Jacob's

father Isaac, worshipped by Jacob. In the same way, Abraham, the father associated with
Isaac, became the ancestor of Jacob, and the God of Abraham became a "god of the

father" worshipped by Jacob. This shows that the Mighty One of Jacob was the

patriarchal deity of the Jacob people, and at an early stage may have been called only
"the god of my/our father."89

On the basis of this terminology, Alt demonstrated convincingly that this religion is

83 Cf. C. Houtrnan, "Jacob at Mahanaim: Some remarks on Genesis xxxii 2-3," W,28 (1978),

3744.e Most recently in Die Genesis dcr Genesis, 63-64; KlSchr, y, 50-62.
8s Essays,17ff.
86 P.353.
87 On palaQ yishaq, *e J. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT. A8ibL25 (1965),177ff.; N. Krieger,

"Der Schrecken Isaaks," Jud, 17 (1961), 193ff.; D. R. Hillers, "palad yr;ldq," JBL, 9l (1972),

90-92;-fiD Phd.
88 + 1r1; 'dbir ('Abhir).
8e Cf. W. H. Schmidt, 19f.
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associated with a nomadic society; the deity is linked not to a place but to a person. The
deity goes with the group. Gen. 31 agrees with this observation in that it deals with
"delimitation of the grazing areas of two nomadic tribes" on the fringe of the settled
territory.m But if this type of religion is associated with seminomadic groups, then the
promises of descendants and territorial possession are substantially earlier; they were
made to the fathers not at the sanctuaries of the settled tenitory but in the open
countryside.el This is only natural: on the one hand, the substance of what is promised
corresponds to the needs of nomadic shepherds in search of land; on the other, the
acceptance of these promises and their realization by the El deity at the sanctuaries of
the settled territory is quite comprehensible after the fathers settled there and ceased their
nomadic existence.

Now Rost points oute2 furthermore that Gen.46:L also speaks of "the God of his father
Isaac," who thereupon introduces himself: "I am El, the God of your father" (v. 3).
Whatever questions the text may raise, it is important that it sees worship of the fathers'
God and worship of El as identical. The sanctuaries of the deity El in Canaan antedate
the arrival of the patriarchal groups, and the patriarchs did not come to know El in the
desert but in Canaan. Rost therefore concludese3 that for at least a period the fathers' God
and El must have been worshipped side by side. A part of the people that had already
settled worshipped El with the Canaanites, while another part, still nomadic, held fast
"to the God of the fathers, whom they brought with them from their desert wanderings."e4
Attractive as this theory is, it founders on the identification of the God of the fatherswith
El in Gen. 49:25, as well as Gen. 48:3; Ex. l5:2.es This is also the primary objection to
Eissfeldt's view that the renunciation of foreign gods alluded to in Gen. 35:4; Josh
24:2,14f.. refers to the pre-Canaanite patriarchal deities.e6 He is correct in recogrizing
that the deities and symbols involved are not merely pre-Mosaic but pre-Canaanite. It is
most unlikely, however, that the term "foreigl gods" (Gen. 35:4) or "the gods which your
fathers served" (Josh. 24:14f .; cf.24:2) refers to the "God of the fathers" identified by
Alt, sinc€ Gen. 35:4 speaks of earrings in the same breath as foreign gods, which are
much more apt to have been something like the teraphim of Rachel (Gen. 31:30ff.).e It
is true that Gen. 49:24 speaks of the 'd[tr of Jacob in parallel with the Shepherd of the
Rock of Israel, who, as the locative particle .ic-rn shows, is associated with a particular
site and that in v. 25 the parallelism between "El Shaddai"es and "the God ofyour father"
identifies the God of the fathers with El. This does not prove, however, that El and the

eo Rost,354.
e1 Noth,AIllstoryofPentateuchalTraditions,54-56;ideryTheHistoryofIsrael, 133-35;cf.

Jepsen, 27 0; W. H. Schmidt, 20-22; Gtnnew eg, 18.
e2 Pp.354f.
e3 lbid.,355.
e4 lbid.,355.
es Cf. Haran,35-37.
e6 KlSchr,III, 363; [Y,97; CAH,IV2. XXVI(a) (31975), 311.
e7 Cf. also Weidmann, 159, 172f.
e8 Following BIIS.
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God of the fathers were originally the same deity.lo Instead, the pre-Canaanite cult of the
.,Mighty One of Jacob" coalesced with the worship of El at various local sanctuaries

during the occupation of the land by the Jacob people; more precisely, the "Mighty One

of Jacob" absorbed El and as a result of this process acquired local ties. The fact that the

patiarchs occupied the ancient sanctuaries and finally came to be looked on as founders

of the local cults demonstrates their inner vitality and explains how El could be absorbed

by the God of the fathers.lm

3. "The God of Jacob." Thesame process is suggested by the phrase "the God of

Jacob,"lot *5ich appears L6 times (17 counting the IXX of Ps. 24:6!LXX23:6], or even

L8 if we read "the God of 'Jacob' " in 2 S. 23:3102). It is also possible that ay has dropped

out by haplogaphy in Ps. 114:7 and that we should rcad'"bhA ya'qdb.'o' The phrase
*El of Ja@b" appears uniquely in Ps. L46:5; it is an open question whether "El" is a

prop€r name or an appellative. If the latter, the meaning would be the same as that of the

common expression "the God of Jacob."

It is noteworthy that this phrase appears only 4 times in narrative passages (Ex.

3:6,15f.; 4:5), and then always in association with "the God of Abraham" and "the God

of Isaac" (3:6,L5; 4:5) or in the expression "the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob"

(3:16). The other occurrences are all in poetic texts. The Psalms have the most, with 10

occurrences (Ps. 20:2[1]; 24:6; 46:8,L2[7,lll;75:10[9]; 76:7161;81:2,511,41;8a:9[8];

94:7). Two more are found in the last words of David (2 S. 23:1,3) and 1 each in Isaiah

(Isa. 2:3) and Micah (Mic. 4:2), identical late postexilic passages. This survey is not

very encouraging as to the independence and antiquity of the phrase. The earliest

occurrence that can be dated with some confidence is 2 S. 23:1,3, where David calls

himself "the anointed of the God of Jacob" and "the favorite of the songs of Israel" and

affirms that "the God of 'Jacob' " and "Rock of Israel" has spoken to him and promised

him an eternal dynasty. The language points clearly to Jerusalem and perhaps to the

time of David. One gains the impression that this terminology for Yahweh is a

Jerusalemite theologoumenon, an impression confirmed by the Psalms passages, the

majority of which appear to be preexilic and-like Isa. 2:3 par. Mic. 4:2-to be

associated with Jerusalem. Protection is ascribed to the "God of Jacob" in Ps. 20:2(1)'

help in 75:L0(9), strength in 81:2(1), and military might in 76:7(6); in Ps'

46:(4),8,12(31,7,11),we are told that "Yahweh Sabaoth is with us, the God of Jacob is

our fortress,;' ind in Ps. 84:9(8) "Yahweh Sabaoth" appears in parallel with "the God

of Jacob," probably expressing the element of power associated with this term for God.

We shouldgive serious consideration, therefore, to Kraus's theoryl0a that "the Mighty

99 Contra Eissfeldt.
lm Cf. Herrmann,48,50; also W. H. Schmidt,22-25.
101 Cf. also G. Wanke, Die Zionstheologie der Korachiten in ihrem traditionsgeschichtlichen

Zusammenhang. BZAW 97 (1966),5+58.
102 with BIls.
103 See the comms.
104 H.-J. Kraus, Psalnts 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis' 1988)' 280'
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One of Jacob," the ancient name for the God of the patriarchs, established the tradition
of mighty protection provided by "the God of Jacob."10s More particularly, it is possible
that the term "God of Jacob" is an extension of the archaic phrase "Mighty One of
Jacob," which also appears in the Psalms (Ps. 132:2,5; cf .24:6\; their similarity in usage
and meaning make this a reasonable assumption. The parallelism "Yahweh" par.

"Mighty One of Jacob" (Ps. 132) is equivalent to the parallelism "Yahweh" par. "God
of Jacob" (Pss. 20, 24, 46,84,94; cf.. 114,146), and both express strength and help,
protection and assistance, reinforced by the use of "Sabaoth" with "Yahweh" (Pss. 46,
84). But the term "Sabaoth" itself points to Jerusalem. All this evidence makes it likely
that the title "God of Jacob" represents a Jerusalemite equivalent to "Yahweh," first
used in the time of David. J adopted the expression in Ex. 3:16; 4:5 to summarize the
pre-Yahwistic worship of the God of the fathers and El, and this usage was followed
by E in Ex. 3:6,15.

Finally, Wildbergerlo6 suggests that both the earlier term "Mighty One of Jacob" and
the later term "God of Jacob" were associated with the ark (cf. Pss. 24, 132) and were
brought to Jerusalem with it.

IV. Historical Considerations. A nomadic group of herdsmen from the region
around Safa107 tracing its origins back to Jacob and worshipping the "Mighty One of
Jacob" as its god settles on both sides of the central Jordan, obviously during trans-
humance. This process is entirely peaceful and encompasses the region surrounding the
cities of Mahanaim and Penuel, Shechem and Bethel. Its date is entirely a matter of
guesswork. Since the events of Gen. 34 take place before the arrival of the Moses group
and since Gen. 49:14f. can be dated around the period of I:baiah, we can assume that
the Jacob people came into Canaan a century or two before the entrance of the Moses
group, although several features appear to go back to an earlier date.108 The period around
1800-1500 n.C. is supported by many.lOe Because the archaeological evidence is am-
biguous, it will not be discussed here. For the OT tradition, the most important element
of this process is the adoption of the indigenous worship of El. This deity incorporates
and lends appropriate support to the immigrants' desire for land and offspring already
aroused by the Mighty One of Jacob. Thus the pre-Canaanite worship of the Mighty One
of Jacob coalesces with the Canaanite cult of El. Henceforth El is solemnly proclaimed
to be the God of Jacob or (because the change of Jacob's name to "Israel" is also involved)
the God of Israel. The patriarchs attract to themselves the local traditions of Canaan,
reshaped so that they themselves appear as the heroes.

AIso H. Wildberger,"Iesaja. BK, XlL (1972),63.
Ibid.
Wallis, ZAW,81 (1969), 35f.
See above the histories of Israel: Noth, The History of Israel,135f .;Bright,67-72; Eissfeldt,

Die Genesis dcr Genesis, 6-10; de Yavx, The Early History of Israel,265f.; Herrmann, 45, 49-51.;
Gunneweg, 17-20; also Gordon, JNES, 13 (1954), 56-59, changing his position presented in
BASO R, 66 (1937), 25 -27 .

t@ Albright; Rowley, 305.
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V. Jacob in the Prophetic Canon. When we examine the appearances of the name

"Jacob" in the prophetic literature, we note that it is used for both the patriarch and the

people (or part of the people) of Israel.

l. Jacob the Individual. "Jacob" as the name of the patriarch appears very rarely in

the prophets. Isa. 58:14 speaks of him as the father of God's people; Ezk.28:25;37:?5
state that Yahweh gave the land to his servant Jacob; Ob. 10 speaks of Jacob as the brother

of Esau/Edom; and Mal. 1:2 states that Yahweh loved Jacob but not Esau. All of these

passages allude to the familiar tradition. It is also possible that the phrase "the pride of
Jacob" in Am. 8:7 ("Yahweh has sworn by the pride of Jacob"); Ps. 47:5(4) ("He chose

our heritage for us, the pride of Jacob whom he loves") alludes to the Jacob tradition
reduced to proverbial dimensions.llo

The Jacob tradition is clearly drawn upon by Hosea.lll Hos. 12:4a(3a) ("In the womb

he ounvitted his brother") alludes to Gen. 25:26inconjunction with v. 23 and also Gen.

25.28-34 in conjunction with 27:36. Hos. D:ab(3b) ("In his manhood he strove with
Elohim") recalls Gen.32:23-33(22-32); both use the verb Sdr6. Hos. l2:5a(4a) ("He

strove with an angel and prevailed") might also suggest the event at the Jabbok,ll2 [gf
Gen.32 speaks of a "man" (Gen.32:25,29124,281) or "Elohim" (vv.29,31128,30]), not

an "angel." Gen. 32:2(l), however, does speak of angels. It is hard to decide whether

Hosea was familiar with still other Jacob traditions, these narratives had not yet taken

on fixed form, or Hosea was simply alluding to them freely.llr The next clause of Hos.

L2'5(4)("Hewept and sought his favor") is likewise hard to interpret, even if Jacob rather

than the angel is the subject. Goodl14 thinks the reference is to Gen. 35:8; Holladaylls
suggests Gen. 33:4 (weeping) and Gen. 32:6(5); 33:8,10,15 (seeking favor). Others, like
Wolff,ttolir6afreereferencetoGen.32or"aspecialelementofthePenuslllsdilisn."uT
The continuation (Hos. 12:5b[ab] goes on to say that God "met him at Bethel and there

spoke with 'him'," once again making quite free use of Gen. 28:10-22;35' 1-7.118 Finally
Hos. 12:13(12) speaks of Jacob's fleeing to l-aban (Gen.27:41-45;29:l-14), as well as

his doing service for kah and Rachel (Gen. 29:15-28). For the sake of topicality, in this

last passage Hosea calls Jacob "Israel." All in all, the prophet exhibits extensive

familiarity with major portions of the Jacob tradition, which he draws on freely to

110 H. W. Wolff,Joel andAmos. Herm(Eng.trans. 1977),3?3.
111 See also I. H. Eybers, "The Use of Proper Names as a Stylistic Device," Semitics,2 (L91ll

72), U; F. Diedrich, Die Anspielungen auf die Jakob'Tradition in Hosea 12,1-13,3. FzB,

27 (1e77).
112 W. H. Schmidt,33.
113 See esp. Good, 1,lO-151; Rudolph (Hosea. KAT, Xllul 11966),222) deletes the statement

on unconvincing grounds.
rrt Pr.14711.
lls PP.56f.
116 H. W. Wolff,Hosea. Herm(Eng.trans. 1974),212.
117 Q11s, 776,n.60.
1r8 Good,146,149.
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emphasize his message of judgment. Like E,l1e he interprets these negatively,lm as does

the allusion in Jer. 9:3(4).121

2.Jacob as a Designation of the People.Hoseaand Jeremiah both draw on the Jacob

tradition for the purpose of identifying the nation with its ancestor, so that the sin of the

people is prefigured in the misconduct of the patriarch. Now we come to the numerous

p"riug6 in which "Jacob" is used to refer to the people. This occurs most frequently

where "Israel" and "Jacob" are used in parallelism, usually with Jacob mentioned first

(Isa. 9:7[8]; LO.20; L4t; 27:6; N:27; 4'!':8,14; 42:24; 43:1,22,?3; 44:.1,5,21,23; 45:4;

46:3;48:1,12;49:5f..;Jer.2:4;30:10par.46:27;31:7;F-zk.?-O:5;39:?5;M;ic'l:5;2:12;
3:8f.; Nah. 2:3121; exception: Isa. 41:8). Other names appearing in parallelism with
..Jacob" include Jeshurun (lsa. 44:2),Judah (Isa. 65:9; Jer. 5:20; Hos. 12:3121), Ephraim

and Judah (Hos. 10:11), Samaria (Mic. 1:5), Zion (Isa. 59:20), Abraham (Mic. 7:20), and

Joseph (Ob. 18).

Each instance must be examined to determine to which portion of the nation the name
..Jacob" refers. When only Judah or Joseph is mentioned, it is clear that the name refers

to the southem or the northern kingdom. It is not clear what is meant b] "Jeshurg1."12z

The name can also be used for the people of the Exile (Deutero-Isaiah) or the postexilic

community (Trito-Isaiah), but the real problem is that "Jacob" can refer to both the entire

nation and to individual parts of it.
This observation is confirmed by the passages in the prophetic canon where "Jacob"

appears independently without a parallel expression. For example, "house ofJacob" (Isa.

i St.; grtl; l4:l;29:22;58:1; Ezk. 20:5; Am. 3:13; 9:8; Ob. 17; Mic' 2:7) can refer to

the northem kingdom, the southern kingdom, and both components of Israel together.

The "pride of Jacob" obviously refers to the arrogant claims of Samaria (Am. 6:8), just

asthesimpleword"Jacob"in Am.l:2,5referstothenorthernkingdom. InMic.5:6f.(7f.)'

the "remnant of Jacob" refers to the Jewish 9616; unqtalified "Jacob" in Jeremiah (Jer'

10:25;30:7,10;31:11;46:27t.)referstothepeopleofJudah;thephrase"servantJacob"
without any parallel expression in Isa. 48:20 refers to the exile community (cf. also the
,,tents of Jacob" in Jer. 30:18; Mral.2:12); unqualified "Jacob" inlsa.29:22, "glory of

Jacob" in Isa. 17:4 (cf. v. 3: "glory ofthe sons ofIsrael"), and "guilt" ofJacob (lsa.27:9)

all probably refer to the entire nation; and the phrase "sons of Jacob" (Mal' 3:6) or "seed

of Jacob" (lsa. 45:L9,?5; ler.33:26) has the same meaning as just "Jacob'"

Finally, there are various divine appellatives employing "Jacob" and understood as

titles of Yahweh: "King of Jacob" (Isa. 41:21), "Holy One of Jacob" (lsa.29:23, par.

"Godof Israel"),."Portionof Jacob"(Jer. L0:16;51:1.9),andof courseonceagain"God

of Jacob" (Isa. 2:3 par. Mic. 4:2) or "'God' of the house of Jacob" (lsa.29:22) and

"Mighty One of Jacob" (lsa.49:26;60:16, par. "Yahweh"; cf. Isa. l:24:the"Mighty One

l1e Cf. Ruppert.
rzo 1ry614 ges ea, 208; Rudolph, KAT, Xlll/1,224, contra Acktoyd,245-?59 '
121 RudolPh, Ir4T, Xll, 64.
rzz 9L t64isll1er; Seebass, W, 27 (t977), 160f., 166, 169l. Judah's associated non-Israelite

neighbors Caleb, Cain, Othniel, and Jerahmeel, which is unlikely.
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of Israel"). These expressions illuminate the real meaning of the name "Jacob." Just as

"Jacob" and "Israel" can stand in parallelism, so the corresponding divine appellatives
can be used in parallel construction. This shows that between Yahweh and Jacob there
is a correlation like that between Yahweh and Israel. In the visions of Amos, for example,
we are told that Jacob cannot stand because he is so small (Am.7:2,5); Yahweh can be
moved to repentance, but finally brings judgment upon Israel (7:8f.; 8:2).

This connection finds even clearer expression in prophetic idioms associated with the
semantic field of "Jacob." Isa. 2:6 refers to the "house of Jacob" also as "thy [Yahweh's]
people"; Mic.2:7 addresses the people's rejection of the prophet's message by asking,
"Is the house ofJacob 'cursed'?" This question can be understood fully only against the
background of the rich blessings associated with the house of Jacob. According to van
der Woude,12r this phrase also reflects the covenant at Sinai, so that "Jacob" is the name
of the covenant people. Isa. 14:1 says that Yahweh will again have compassion on and
choose Jacob-Israel, so that even aliens will "cleave to the house of Jacob." Like Jeremiah
(Jer.30:10;46:28),Deutero-Isaiah(Isa.41:8;44:1f.,27;45:4;48:2}\addressesJacobas
the servant of Yahweh. In this context Jeremiah uses the terminology of ransom (Jer.
31:11)anddeliverance(30:7,10;46:27);Deutero-Isaiahspeaksof theelection(Isa.41:8;
44:lf.;45:4), redemption (41:14; 44:23; 49:26 par.60:16), calling (48:12), creation
(43:1), and again the ransom of Jacob @8:20). Trito-Isaiah (Isa. 58:1) refers to Jacob as
"my people," and finally Ezekiel @zk.2O:5) speaks of the choosing of Jacob in Egypt,
reinforced by God's oath.

In the OT prophets, then, the name "Jacob" clearly means Israel as the people of God,
the community of Yahweh. This lends support to Wolff's theoryrzt that in Hos. 10:11
"Jacob" refers to the old tribal league and in Hos. 12:3(2) to Israel's sacral past.l5 On
the one hand, Jacob is held up to the people as a negative example, reflecting their own
sinful failure; on the other hand, the patriarch, chosen by God and endowed with the
promises of great blessings, is for the prophet the prototype of the blessed people of God.
In him the election of Israel is already prefigured, its liberation and redemption, its
deliverance and call. Jacob typifies God's faithfulness toward his people, a source of
comfort in deepest depression. When the nation as a whole is addressed as a spiritual
entity it can be called "Jacob." This name is obviously chosen because there is no danger
of its being misunderstood in a political sense; none of the political manifestations of
Israel throughout the course of history (with the exception of the original Jacob group)
was ever called "Jacob." This is probably also the reason for the usual sequence
Jacob/Israel in parallel construction. Finally, when Deutero-Isaiah can say (Isa. 43:1)
that Yahweh created Jacob, and when Ezekiel speaks of God's choosing Jacob in Egypt,
there is logic in their words: they are speaking of the birth of the people of God in its
historical beginnings.

123 A. S. van der Woude, "Micah in Dispute with the Pseudo-Prophets," VT, 19 (1969),U4-
260, esp.247f.

r% Hosea, t85.tx lbid.,2tr.
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VI. Jacob in the Psalms.
l. Jacob the Individual. The picture of Jacob in the Psalms differs little if at all from

that drawn by the prophets.tzo Ps. 105:9f. speals of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob/Israel as

three individuals with whom Yahweh made a covenant. The Israelites now assembled

for worship, called "all the seed of Jacob/Israel" in Ps. 22:24(23), are to remember this

covenant and give thanks to Yahweh for it. This worshipping comrnunity is addressed in

Ps. 105:6 as the "offspring of Abraham, his servant, sons of Jacob, 'his chosen one' " (cf.

1 Ch. 16:13). This form of address expresses Yahweh's fidelity to the covenant and his

oath to Israel; Ps. 105:?3 goes on to speak of the coming of IsraeVJacob to Egypt, and

v. 24 speaks of "his [Yahweh's] people." The same notion appears in Ps. 77:L6(15),

which calls God's redeemed people "sons of Ja@b and Joseph," and in Dt.33:28, where

the "assembly of Jacob" (Dt. 33:4) is called the "fountain of Jacob." Negative features

of the Jacob tradition do not appear in Israel's poetry.

2. Jacob as a Designatian of the People. We have already alluded in passing to the

fact that the people of Israel understands itself to be sons of Jacob; this idea will now be

examined in detail. In addition to this expression, we also find once again the phrase

"house of Jacob," used in Ps. L14:1 for Israel on its departure from Egypt. The notion

that we might have here a secular usage of "Jacob" is ruled out by the mention of the

"God of Jacob" in v. 7; here, too, "Jacob" is understOod in relationship to Yahweh, the

God ofJacob.
In the poetry oflsrael, too, "Jacob" and "Israel" appear frequently in parallel. In the

tribal sayings, the relevant passages are Gen.49:7;Dt. 33:L0. The passage in the Blessing

of Jacob that speaks of the scattering of Simeon and kvi in JacobAsrael originates as a

prbphetic curse and really belongs under V.2 above. According to the Blessing of Moses,

the lrvites are to instruct JacobAsrael in the law; here the reference is roughly equivalent

to the congregation of Yahweh. Whether this comprised all Israel is dubious, because the

sayings preserved in the Blessing of Moses suggest a North Israelite group of hibes,

centering on Tabor.127 There are also several occurrences in the Balaam oracles of J (Nu.

24.5,7),whichhave overtones of secular nationalism, and E (Nu. 23:7,10,21,23[trvice !]),

which bear a much more marked religious stamp, clearly using "Jacob/Israel" to refer to

the people of God, blessed, chosen, and protected by Yahweh.

Thus in the early period the name "Jacob" is more nationalistic than religious; in the

later period the religious meaning comes to dominate and finally completely displaces

the nationalistic meaning.lx We observe the same phenomenon in the Psalms. Ps. 14:7

par. 53:7(6); 135.4; 
-1..47:19, which are probably postexilic, think of Jacob(/Israel) as the

congregation of Yahweh, to whom he has given his words and ordinances (147:19),

whom he has chosen to be his own possession (135:4). Also in the late Psalms are

126 Cf. w E. Barnes, "A Note on the Meaning of lpy' (fP9! rnli) in the Psalter," /IS,
38 (1e37),40s-410.

izt C,1. p1.-1. Zobel, "Die Stammesspriiche des Mose-Segens (Dtn 33,6-25): Ihr 'Sitz im
lrben,"' Klio, 46 (1965),83-92.

128 See also i.dem, "Das Selbstverstiindnis Israels nach dem AI," ZAW 85 (1973),281-294.
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passages that speak of Jacob alone. Ps. a7:5($ calls the land given to the people by God
"the pride of Jacob whom he loves"; Ps. 79:? (par. Jer. 10:25) describes the fall of the
nation in 586 s.c. by saying that the heathen "have devoured Jacob" (cf. also l-am.l:17;
2:2f..);Ps.85:2(1) (Q) bears witness to the "restoration of the fortunes of Jacob" in the
exilic period, ascribing the reversal to God's forgiveness of his people's iniquity (v. 3[2]);
Ps.87:2 states that God "loves the gates of Zion more than all the dwelling places of
Jacob"; Ps. 99:4 affirms that God has "executed justice and righteousness in Jacob," and
therefore calls on the congregation to extol him.

In preexilic texts, however, it is often not so easy to determine whether "Jacob" refers
to a religious or a national entity. Nu. 24:19, a difficult text, says that "one out of Jacob,'
will exercise dominion over Fdom, probably an allusion to David's victory over Edom.
This would mean that "Jacob" refers to Davidic Israel, as is the case in the Balaam oracles
of J discussed above. The Song of Moses, which is probably also a very early example
of Israelite poetry,l2e assigns "Jacob" to be Yahweh's people (Dt.32:9) when El Elyon
apportions the nations to their national deities. In fact, the term "Israel" does not appear
in Dt. 32.130 And if we read w. 14f. as " 'Jacob ate and was satisfied,'Jeshurun waxed
fat, and kicked,"r3t we have a reference to the apostasy of the people once they settled
in Canaan..Here the national and religious elements are so intenvoven that neither can
be said to dominate; both are present in the name "Jacob." ps. 78, also probably
preexilic,l32 uses the doublet Jacob/Israel in vv.5,2l,7l.Verse 5 speaks of the,,testimony
in Jacob" and the "law in Israel" established by Yahweh that the works of God and his
commandments might not be forgotten (v. 7); v. 21 speaks of yahweh's anger at Jacob's
lack of faith in the desert, and v. 71 mentions David's reign over "Jacob his [yahweh's]
people and Israel his inheritance." Here, too, the element of nationalism-the importance
of the people constituting the Davidic state-is intimately associated with the religious
element implicit in the concept "people of Yahweh." This is also true in ps. 44:5(4),
where God's favor finds expression in ordaining "victories for Jacob,"133 and in ps.

59:14(13), which speaks of God's ruling "in Jacob."
we come finally to the divine appellatives compounded with "Jacob" in the poetry

of Israel; the most important is the expression "God of Jacob." It has been shown abovel34
that this is clearly a Jerusalemite theologoumenon appearing around the time of David.
It must be recalled here that in 2 s. 231,3 our name refers to the people of the Davidic
state,whoworshipYahwehastheGodof thisstate (cf.v.2),therebygivingitareligious
cast. This is quite consonant with the references to the "God of Jacob" in the preexilic
psalms Ps. ?fr:?ll); 46:8,12(7 ,ll),76:7(6);81:2,5(1,4);84:9(8), and (with texrual emen-
dation) Ps.24:6; ll4:7.To these should be added the postexilic passages ps. 75:10(9);

129 O.Eissfeldt,DasLiedMosesDeuteronomium32,l-43unddasLehrgedichtAsaphs,Psalm
78. BSAW L04ts (19s8),41-43.

130 Qn v. 8, cf.BllS.
l3l Cf. BHS.
132 Eissfeldt, Das Lied Moses, 37-37.
133 Qn the text, cf.BtlS.
134 UI.3.
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94:7, as well as Ps. 146:5, which speaks of the "El of Jacob." We have already discussed

the theory that this phrase is a further development of the divine appellative "Mighty
One of Jacob," which is also found in the Psalter (Ps.132:2,5; cf.24:6 t)(X [D<X 23:6])

and conveys the same meaning.

VII. Jacob in Deuteronomy. The name "Jacob" does not occur in the legal corpus

of Deuteronomy; it appears, however, in the introduction and conclusion, always in

combination with the two other names "Abraham" and "Isaac." It clearly refers to the

patriarch. lnDt.9i27, the patriarchs are called "thy [Yahweh's] servants," a phrase used

also in Jeremiah and Deutero-Isaiah. They are depicted in a positive light, in contrast to

the rebellious people. This suggests two characteristics of Deuteronomy: it has only good

to say of the patriarchs, and it distinguishes them from Israel, because they belong to the

pre-Egyptian era of Israel's history. Dt.29:12(13) goes on speak of a covenant between

Yahweh and Israel in the land of Moab, which he promised to the people and swore to

the patriarchs, a concept found nowhere else in the OT.

In Deuteronomy we frequently find (with minor grammatical variations dependent

on the context) the expression "the land that Yahweh swore to your fathers, Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, to give them" (Dt. 6:10; 34:4; similarly 9:5; without naming the

patriarchs individually: 6:18,23;7:13;8:l;10ll;ll:9,21;26:3,1'5;28:11; similarly 19:8;

3l.7,20ff.).In 1:8; 30:20, the fathers are also described as recipients of the land, which

probably reflects the ancient tradition. The description of the land "which Yahweh swore

to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, to give to their seed" also appears in the Pentateuch (Ex.

33:1 [J?]; similarly Gen.5O:24 [J?]); the land promised to the patriarchs is also mentioned

in Nu. 32:11 as well as in P (Ex. 6:8; cf..2:24) and lrv. 26:42.Whether there was any

mutual influence and how it might have operated will not be discussed here. For our
purposes it is more important to note that Deuteronomy pictures the patriarchs as

recipients of Yahweh's solemn promise of the land, formulated as an oath; the fulfillment
of this promise is the gift of the land to the people of Israel.r3s We also find in passages

that do not mention the patriarchs by name but speak of them summarily the further

statement that Yahweh swore a covenant oath with them, which he will now keep with
Israel (Dt. 7:8,12;8:18; etc.). Such a covenant is also presupposed in 2 K. 1,3:23;Ps.

105:9f. Its substance, according to Deuteronomy, is the election of Israel and the enduring

nature of Yahweh's mercy expressed in this election. This affirmation of Yahweh's

faitMulness clearly represents the core of what Deuteronomy considers the theme of the

"patriarchs." They are powerful witnesses to God's faithfulness to his word, to God's

love toward his people, and to their unmerited election.

V[I. Surnmary. In conclusion, we may say that the significance of Jacob in the

poetry of Israel is substantially the same as in the prophetic literature and that

Deuteronomy differs only in reserving the name exclusively for the patriarch. The earliest

evidence for the use of"Jacob" to designate the people goes back to the early Davidic

13s Cf. Diepold, 77 -81, 86f.
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Period, or-if Eissfeldt is correct in dating the Song of Moses around the middle of the
eleventh century B.c.+ven to the pre-Davidic period, a dating that would also be
supported by the tribal sayings. This evidence suggests that both national and religious
notions were associated with the name "Ja@b" and that the national element even
predominated on occasion. with the passage of time, however, the religious meaning
came increasingly to the fore. "Jacob" became a term incorporating something like the
historical idea oflsrael. And ifit is correct to say that in parallel constructions the second
element defines the first more precisely, since "Jacob" usually comes first and "Israel"
appears to be a term with much stronger religious overtones, the name ,,Jacob,, probably
came once more to express the element of national unity and solidarity.

Zobel

contents: I. Forests in the Syro-Palestinian Region. II. Etymology and Meaning: L. "Forest" or
"T:hicket";2."Honey"? III. OT Usage: 1. Proper Names and Geographical Terminology; 2. General
Usage. W. Theological Usage.

I. Fonests in the Syro-Palestinian Region. In the prehistoric era, extensive forests
covered large portions of the Mediterranean region.l It is possible to reconstruct the
former presence and nature of these forests in Syria and Palestine, in part on the basis of
scattered studies in paleobotany and pzrleogeography,2 in part on the basis of some

ya'ar D. Baly, Geographical Companion to the Brble (New york, 1963); H. Bardtke, ..Die

Waldgebiete des jordanischen Staates," ZDPV 72 (1956), l@-122; G. Dalman, AuS, I (1929),
73-89, 254-261; A. Eig, On the Vegetation of Palestine (Tel Aviv, L927); H. Gilead, ...t9rii
;{d1lEil," BethM, 16r)(1974175),276-282 [Heb.]; G. Giordano, "The Mediterranean Region," in
s. Haden-Guest, J. K. wright, and E. M. Teclaff, eds., A world Geography of Forest Resources
(f'{ew York, 1956),317-352; R. Gradmann, Die Steppen des Morgenlandes in ihrer Bedeutung fi)r
die Geschichte der menschlichen Gesitrung (Stuttgart, 1934); iden, "Paliistinas Urlandschift,"
ZDPV 57 (1934), 161-185; c. Houtman, "De jubelzang van de shuiken der wildemis in psalm
96:12b," Loven en gelwen. Fes*chrift N. H. Ridderbos (Amsterdam, 1975), l5l-174; B. S. J.
Isserlin, "Ancient Forests in Palestine: some Archeological Indications," pEe,86 (1955), 87f.;
H. F. Mooney, "Southwestem Asia," in Haden-6uest-Wright-Teclaff, 42I-440; M. Nadel,
";l'lyDl Drrl?ni Ei'1'1;1 n]DV," Lelondnfr Sond,5714(1954),51-60 [Heb.]; E. Orni and E. Efrat,
GgWqoht of Israel (Jerusalem, 3197L); L. Rost, "Jiidische Wiilder," pJ; 27 O93t), tlt-t}Z;
U. !,!gw!oU "The Topological Factor inthe gapiru Problem,,,Festschrift B. Landsberger AS,
16 (1965), 375-387; ider4 "T\eWoodlands of Ancient Westem Asia,,, JNES, 26 (1967),ZOt-Zll;
W. van 7*ist and J. A. H. Heeres, "Paleobotanical Studies of Deir 'All4 Jordan," PalCorient,
L (1973),21-37; M. Tnhary, Phnt Life of Palestine: Israel and lordan. chronica Botanica,
33 (1962); idem, "7*'1v, rilt txaD:!2 DrD].tp n]tyr !i!.'tpr,,, EMrq,; III (195g), 726-735
IHeb.].

1 Rowton, "/iy'ES, 26 (1967), 263tr.
2 Gradmann, ZDPV 57 (1934), 174;van Zeist-Heeres,35ff.
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evidence found in ancient literature and documents3 as well as graphic evidence,4 and

in part on the basis of very meager remains of earlier vegetation.s A brief outline of
botanical geography will help define the meaning of the term "forest" in the OT.

The flora of Palestine comprise no less than 718 genera and 2,250 species of plants

(cf. Germany with 2,680, Great Britain with L,750),6 which vary depending on the

climate and type of soil from forests with dense stands of trees to clumps of desert grass.T

The botanist A. Eig has attempted to define three phytogeographic regions in Palestine:8

(1) the Mediterranean region, comprising the greater part of Cisjordan and a broad area

in Transjordan from Yarmuk to Petra, with an annual precipitation in excess of 350

millimeters (14 inches); (2) the Irano-turanic region, comprising a nalrow strip of
Cisjordan to the southeast of the Mediterranean region, delimited by the Hebron-

Jerusalem-Nablus-Tiberias watershed, and the part of Transjordan described above with
extensions to the northeast into the Syrian desert; it receives 150 to 350 millimeten (6

to 14 inches) of precipitation annually, has a continental climate, and loessial soil; (3)

the Saharo-sindic region, the largest of the three, comprising about half of Palestine

together with Edom and large portions of the Negeb, with an annual precipitation of only

25 to L50 millimeters (1 to 6 inches). Apart from a few smaller regions (e.g., the Sudanic

penetration zone in the vicinity of the Dead Sea) and transition zones, and areas

edaphically unsuited to forest growth, the first of these three regions is characterized by

forest and maquis (e.g., Carmel and Galileee). The remains of prehistoric vegetation

indicate that the mountains and valleys of Palestine were formerly covered with a variety

of growth, including forests of pine and oak and savanna woodland, as well as evergreen

maquis.l0 The human (cf. Isa. l4:8;37:24;60:13) and animal (lsa.7:25;27:10\ popula-

tions were important ecological factors, clearing and killing forests at an early date; the

regenerative strength of vegetation later replaced these forests in part by a cover of
maquis and garigue.ll In part, however, the human population put the soil to other use,

adding the destructive effects of erosion to the mix.12

If one takes "forest" to mean a dense growth of trees, one must picture the forests of
the Mediterranean region, and especially Syria and Palestine, differently than those of
Europe or America. They include maquis, Meditenanean woodland or scrub, made up

of hardwood, low evergreens, and bushes 4 meters (12 to 15 feet) tall. Without human

3 ANET3,227,240,268f.,307,477;cf.25f.(thestoryofWen-amon);M.Broshi,"lY2,"EMiqr'
lll, 724f.; Rowton, JNES, 26 (1967),261-277 .

4 ANEE nos. 350, 374, etc.
s AuS,l,76; Gradmann, ZDPV 57 (1934), l7l;7nhaty, Plant Life,71ff.
6 Cf..7nhary,ibid,39.
7 For maps, see Baly; Zahuy, Plant Life; Survey of Israel, Atlas of Israel (Jerusalem, 1970),

ch. VI.
8 7nhuy, Plant Life, 50ff.,232f. (studies of Eig); Orni-Efrat, 164-174; M. du Buit, "Palestine:

E,cologie v6g6tale," DBS, vL LM4-1050; Aths of Israel (Jerusalem, 2teZO;, ctr. Vt.
9 AuS,l,75.
ro Zohary, Plant Life, 67ff.
11 Gradmann, Die Steppen des Morgenlandes, 44; iderv ZDPV 57 (1934), l7l-
12 Rowton, Festschrifi B. Landsberge4 378.
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interference, under suitable ecological conditions maquis can revert to forest; the trees
may belong to a single species or to several (cf., e.g., the pine forests of Aleppo with
their maquis and garigue shrubberyl3). It is therefore impossible to make a clear
distinction between evergreen forests and maquis.la A forest with tall trees often may
have a dense understory of bushes and shrubs.15 "Garigue" is scrubland with a rich
groundcover of plants reaching a height of 1 meter (3 feet). Finally, besides these
"forests" there is batha (bafi [Isa. 5:6]), a word coined by Eig in L927 for low
Mediterranean shrubbery no taller than 50 centimeters (20 inches);16 such terrain is also
called moorland. Today, apart from the remnants of ancient forests on Mt. Carmel, in the
Lebanon, in Transjordan, etc., and the extensive reforestation projects in Israel,17 garigue
andbathapredominate in large areas of Palestine; forthe oTperiod, howeveE one should
think in terms of substantially more dense and tall forest. In contrast to the situation in
Syria and Palestine, nothing like the forests of the Syrian and Canaanite mountains was
known in Mesopotamia,l8 Egypt,le or Arabia.20

II. Etymology and Meaning.
l. "Forest" or "Thicket. " The word ya'ar occnrs in only a few Ugaritic texts2l and

some toponyms and personal names.22 The translation varies between "forest," "scrub,"
etc., on the one hand23 and "razor" on the other.2a ln KTIJ, 1.5 VI, l7-'1.9,2s many
scholars rightly translate y'r in gr. b'bn ydy. psltm. by'r yhdy. lfim. wdqn as ,,razor.,,26

ln KTU, 1.4 VII, 36, however, y'r clearly involves the notion of a forest: b. b'1. tjfid
y'rm inJ. hd. gpt ga "the enemies of Ba'al attacked the forests, those who hated Hadad
the cliffs of the rocks." Here, as occasionally in the OT, there is a close relationship
between "forest" and "mountain." Synonymy, however, is not implied;27 there is no

13. Zohary, Plant Life, lll; idem, EMiqa 726tr.; Rowton, Festschrift B. Landsberger;380f .
La Zohary, Plant Life, 83.
15 Rowton, Festschrifi B. Landsberge4 376.
16 Eig,37-49,esp.37ff.
17 J.Weitz, "State of Israel: Afforestation,' Enclud, lX,787-790.
18 Mooney,428.
le Giordano,34L.
20 Mooney,433ff
27 KT(J, 1.4 vII, 36; 1.5 vI, 1g; L.6 I, 2;4.609,1g.
22 PNII,30, r4z.
zs 8.8., UT, no.1126; WUS, no. 1200.
24 W(JS, no. 2097; d. Heb. ta'ar and m6r6l.
2s cf. KTU, 1.61,2.

_ 'j I Ai$ itner, Die mythologischen und kultischen Texte aus Ras Schamra (Btdapest,2Lg64),
L7; J. C. de Moor, review of A. S. Kapelrud, The Volent Goddess (Oslo, L969), UE l(1969),227;
idem, The SeasonalPauern in the lJgaritic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT, L6 (197t),190, 193; M. Dahood
and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs,"Rsfl I, 135; forother approaches, see, e.g., A. Jirku,
Kanaaniiische Mythen und Epen aus Ras schamra-Ugarit (Gitersloh, Lg62),63 ("foiest"); T. L.
Fenton, "Ugaritica-Biblica," UE 1 (1969), 70 (reading bydm instead of by'r).

27 Cf. M. Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest Semitii phitology. SpI'*, ll3 (1963), 1g, n. 2;
Nadel, 57; also E. Lipiriski, La royautd de Yahwi dans la poesie et le culte de l'ancien Isra€l
(Brussels, 1965), 105, n. 2; P. I. van Zijl, Baal. AOAT, l0 (1972), 148.
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reason to translate y'r as "hill." Neither is it certain that i'r should be translated "forest"

or "woods."28
The common Akkadian word for "forest" is qistu(m);ze we also find the loanword

a-a430 which is probably not related to West Semitic y'r3l In other Northwest Semitic

languages, there are only scattered occurrences ofy'r in the earlier periods. Punic is said

to have used iarfor "wood" (lignum),3z and a Numidian-Punic bilingual33 has ftl.trim fya

"carpenters." The element y'r also occurs in personal names.34 In the Moabite Mesha

inscription,3s wefirrdhmthy'rn,"wallof the'forests'," alongwithhmth'pl, "wall of the

acropolis." In this case we are probably dealing with one of the walls of a Moabite city,

which was so named either because it surrounded a park (cf. Eccl. 2:5f.) or because it
was made of (cedar) wood.36 In Syriac, ya'ra, "thicket," often translates idmtr in the

alliterative pair idmir and iayil (Isa. 5:6; 7:23tr.;9:17[Eng. v. 18]; lO:17;27:4;32:L3

[without Soyil]; also Job 38:27; Prov.24:3!; Hos. 10:4). In the Aramaic Targ. Onqelos,

ya'ra' translates Heb. sitp, '\eed" (Ex. 2:3,5, etc.); this language uses other words to

translate Heb. ya'ar37 Scholars generally suggest th atHeb.ya'ar is related to Arab.wa'q

"impassable (way)," "undulating (terrain)";38 (in Ethiopic, this word means "rocky and

forested terrain"). There may be an etymological relationship, but depending on whether

such a ya'ar is located in the dry Syro-Arabian desert or the moist Syro-Palestinian

mountains the meaning of the word can change: in the first case it refers to rocky ground,

in the second to a forest made impassable by dense scrub.

2. "Honey"? In some OTpassages, ya'aristranslated "honeycomb" (1 S. 14:26 [conj.
v. ?5: waf ht ya'ar tfai, following IjKX]; Cant. 5:1; cf. 1 S. 14:27: ya"rd). Caquot has

rightly pointed out3e that ya'ord "is an obscure hapax legomenon whose established

translation by 'honeycomb' is by no means certain." The same is true of ya'ar =
"honeycomb." The only passage where the word comes close to this meaning is Cant. 5:1,

where the IXX translates ya'ar as Gk. drtos, "bread" (cf. Vetus latina pazls; Syr.

translates "sweetness," Symmachus Gk. drym6s). On the basis of Ex. 2:3,5 (Iarg.

Onqelos), Rashi suggests that the word means something like "sugar cane."40 In 1 S.

L4:?5f. there is even less reason to assume thatya'ar means "honeycomb"; the translation

28 J. C. de Moor, "Frustual Ugaritica,""/NE$ 24 (1965),362f.ivanZiil, 149t.; also WU$ no.

2166; UT, no. 1953; J. M. Sasson, "Flora, Fauna and Minerals," RSB I' 435'
2e AHw,ll(1972),923b.
30 CAD, V2 (1965),209a; cf. ayaru, CAD, Ul (1964)' 230, and *varu, CAD, VII (1960)' 326.
37 GesB, s.v. y'r.
32 Augustine Ena rratio in Ps. 123. MPL, 37 , 164y'.
33 K4l, 100,6.
34 8em,324.
3s IeqI, t9l,2lf..
36 See III.1 below on lK.7:2,etc.
37 See III.2.b below.
38 Lane, s.v.
3e A. caquot, *vi71 dbas (tbhash)," TDor,lll, t29.
40 Cf. E. irlestle in P. Joiion, Ie Cantique des Cantiques (Paris, 21909), 226. "bee bread."

ztt
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"forest" is quite appropriate. The mearingof ya'arin Cant. 5:1 is therefore uncertain, and
so is its etymology. Some scholars consider it a homonym of ya'ar = "forest," implying
a different origin.at Others think that the words derive from the same root.a2 However the
case may be, it is possible thatya'ar in Cant. 5:1 (like Ugar. i) refers to a sweet plant; in
the Palestinian environment, this suggests a connection withya'ar = "forest."

III. OT Usage.
L. Proper Names and Geographical Terminology. As an element of a name, ya'er

occurs most frequently in Kiriath-jearim, "Forest City"+r (Josh. 9:17; 15:9f.
[= Baalah],60 [= Kiriath-baal]; 18:14 lideml,ll; Jgs. 18:12 [twice]; I S. 6:21;7:tf.;
I Ch.2:50,52f.; 13:5f.; 2 Ch.1:4; Neh. 7:29; Jer.26:20 [Kiriath-hajjearim!]; also in the
form Kiriath-arim in Ezr.2:25 and Kiriath in Josh. 18:28 [haplography?4]). This is a

Benjaminite city (modern Deir el-Azharas) some 14 kilometers (9 miles) west-northwest
of Jerusalem on the border of Judah. There are also other passages in which ya'ar is to
be taken as part of a toponym: Josh. 15:10, describing the boundaries of Judah, calls the
northern shoulder of har-f'drtm ("Forest Mountain"6) l$dl6n (also interpreted as a
toponym by LXX, Vulg., Syr., and Targ.); I 5.22:5 states that David is to go to ya'ar
fiere1(=N3a6s, some 4 kilometers [2.5 miles] east of Keilah [cf. 1 S. B:l-L3]);at 2 g.

18:6 (cf. w. 8,17) speaks of a battle with Absalom in ya'ar 'eprayim. Here we are
probably dealing with a forest in Transjordan.as

There are also passages in which the forest is located with some precision. Josh.
l7:t5,18 speaks of Joseph's descendants clearing a forest in the land of the Perizzites
and the Rephaim. The location of of this forest is disputed, however, primarily because
scholarsae see in Josh. t7:14f.,16ff. two different but parallel narratives; the first is only
a later variant of the second, which is not associated with Transjordan. Along with those
who think the reference is to Transjordan5o are others who prefer the territory west of

4t Cf. KBL3, s.v., 4O4; A. Guillaume, Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography (repr. l,eiden, 1965),
7:Arab.'aryEthiop.ma'ariJ.C.de Moor, "'ar'Honey-Dew'," UE7 (1975),591, n. 1, commenis
on the uncertainty of this etymology.

42 W. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus linguae hebraeae et chaldaeae Veteris Tes-
tamenti (I*ipzig,1858), s.v., 611; for another view, see F. Delitzsch, "Philologische Forderungen
an die Hebrdische I-exikographie," MVAG, 2Ol5 (1917),26tr.

43 Aus,l,76.
aa J. J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts of the OT SIFS, 2 (1959), 5327

(ruL4).
4s lbid., $s 314,319 (F/1), 326,t016,etc.
46 Cf. A. AIt, "Das Thltor in Jerusalem,' PJ, 24 (1928),28tr.
47 Simons, g700; Rowton, Fes:achifr B. Landsberger, 380, n. 32.
48 Simons,g785;M.Noth,TftelfistoryofIsrael@ng.trans.,NewYork,2Lg6O),60,201;but

cf. D. Lribel, "Mt. Rephaim-The Wood of Ephraim?" Yediot, 3L (1966167),136-39 [Heb.]:
"forest of the Rephaim."

4e Cf. O. Eissfeldt,Ilexateuch-Synopse(L922;repr.Darmstadt, 1973),77;M. Noth, "DasLand
Gilead als Siedlungsgebiet israelitischer Sippen," PJ, 37 (194L),75 = Aufsiitze zur biblischen
Landcs- und Altertumslatnde (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1971), IV 368.

50 Noth, ibid.,'J. Mauchline, "Gilead and Gilgal: Some Reflectionson the Israelite Occupation
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the Jordan.sl A forest in the vicinity of Bethel is mentioned in 2 K. 2:24, andwe are told

of forests on Mt. Carmel,52 in [rbanon,s3 and once (7*c. ll:2\ in Bashan. Ezk.

2l:2f.(20:46f.) states that there was a forest in the Negeb, but it is possible (aside from

textual emendationsa) that the word merely means "the south."55 It would be risky to

look for a forest in Assyria on the basis of Isa. 10:17ff. or in Egypt on the basis of Jer.

46:23, because both passages are speaking figuratively. In Ps. 132:6, #/A-ya'ar; rn

parallel with Ephrathah, should be taken as a toponym referring to Kiriath-jearim,

although the ancient versions do not support this interpretation.s6In 1 K.7:2;10:17 (par.

2Ch.9:16),21(pr..2Ch.9:20),one of the buildings built by Solomon iscalledbfllya'ar
halt"Unbn;in Isa. 22:8 it iscalledb€lhayya'ar (cf.. also Jer. 2L:14;22:75\. The reference

here is to abuilding made of cedar, whose original purpose is not revealed by the sourc€s.

It has been suggested that the building was an aImory (cf. the texts cited, plus Neh. 3:19

and Vulg. 2 Ch.9:16;lsa.22:8llat. armamentariuml); it is more likely, howevel that

the "House of the Forest of Lebanon" was originally a royal reception hall.s8

There is no clear evidence thatya'ar was used as an element in personal names (cf.

ya'rd int Ch.9:42fya'di acrording to some IXX manuscrips]).

2. General Usage. a. Apart from the toponym Kiriath-jearimse and Cant. 5:1,fi ya'ar
occurs 59 times in the OT (with the meaning "forest" or the like). The following passages

are involved: Dt. 19:5; Josh. L5:10; L7:15,18; 1 S. 14:25f.; 22:5;2 S. 18:6,8,17; LK.7:2;
10:17,2L; 2 K. 2:24; 19:23; I Ch. 16:33; 2 Ch. 9:16,?I; Ps. 29:9;50:10; 80:14(13);

83:15(14); 96:12; t04:?-O; 132:6; kcl. 2:6; Cant. 2:3; lsa- 7;2;9:17(18); 10:18f.,34;

2l:t3;22:8;29:17;32:15,19;37:24; M:14,23;56:9; Jer. 5:6; 1'0:3; l2:8;21:14;26:18;
46:23; Ezk. 15:2,6; 2l:2f..(20:46f..); 34:?5;39:10; Hos. 2:14(12); Am. 3:4; }j,{ic. 3:t2;
5:7(8); 7:14;Zec. Ll.:2. The syntactic position of the word is in a sense characteristic of
its role in the books of the OT: in about half of its occurrences it is in the construct (usually

as nomen rectum); only rarely is it subject (2 S. 18:8; lsa. 32:19; Znc. ll:2) or object (Ps.

29:9;83:75llal; Eccl. 2:6; !er.1O:3;46:?j); it is often the object of a preposition. TWice

of Palestine," W,6(1956),31; J. R. Bartlett, "sihon and Og Kings of the Amorites," W,
20 (L970),269, n.3.

sl H. W. Hertzberg, *Wald," BHHtil, m (1966), 2134;J. Gray,Joslwa, Judges, Ruth. NCBC
(21986), 151.

52 - )D1) karmel.
53 - nxt) rbdn6n.
sa J. Reider, "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew," W 2 (L952),llgt.
ss W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel L Herm (Eng. trans. L979),420,422-24.
s6 Cf. also A. Robinson, "Do Ephrathah and Jaar Really Appear in Psalm 132 6?" ZAW

86(t974',),220tr.
i7 A..weiser,DasBuchJeremi.al-25,14.ATD,xxC1981), 189;w.Rudolph,"Ierernia.HAT,

xrr c1968), 139.
sd M. J. Mulder, "Einige Bemerkungen zur Besihreibung des Libanonwaldhauses in I Reg 7

2r.," AW 88 (1976),99ff.
59 See III.I above.
60 See II.2 above.
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(apart from Josh. 15:10) it appears as a plural in -tm (Ezk.34:25 [n some manuscripts
as the kethibh: y'wrimarl' 39:10), once in -rif (Ps. 29:9a). The word is found once with
he-locale (Josh. 17:15) and 4 times with a suffix (Isa. 10:18f.; Jer. 2l:14; 46:23). A
vocative appears in lsa. 4:?3.

Apart from these grammatical observations, there is considerable contextual infor-
mation that helps clarify the meaning of ya'ar.

The word often occurs in immediate association with 'a(rnr) (Dt. 19:5; lsa.7:2;10:19;
44:14; etc.). Trees may be cleared (br' piel: Josh. 1.7:15,L8), felled (lxb: Dt.1.9:5; Jer.
46:22f; Ezk. 39:10), or cut down (Irr: Isa. 44:14; Jer.l0:3;46:23); they may also be
planted (nt': Isa. 44:.14).In Isa. L0:34, nW, "clrtl down," can be taken as either a piel or
a niphal.63 Forests can be destroyed by fire (Ps. 83:15[14]; Isa. 9:12[18]; 10:17; Jer.
2l:14:'Ezk.39:L0 [cf. 15:6]), storm (Ps. 29:9, although the translation "forest" is dubious
here), or hail (Isa. 32:19[?l); the wind causes trees to "shake" (lsa.7:Z). The end of a
forest's "glory" (Isa. 10;18) can also be signified by theverbs knl.6 andydraQ (lsa. 10:18;
32:19;Zec.11:2). Besides the dense and wild forests (2 S. 18:8,17; Jer.26:18;Mic.3:12;
etc.; cf. I Mc. 9:45), there were apparently also cultivated forests, parks, and gardens
(lsa. 44:14;Ercl.2:6 [cf. v. 5]; Cant.2:3).s Orchards, however, can be laid waste and
revert to forest (Hos. 2:14[l2l), and forest can appear in the midst ofgarden land (or:
"on Carmel") (Mic. 7:14). Besides "all the trees of the forest" (Ps. 96:12; etc.), the
following trees are mentioned by name: 'eb (25.18:9) and 'alliln (lsa.44:14;Zec.ll:2),
"oak" or "terebinth"; 'oren (lsa. 44:14), "laurel"; 'erez, "cedar" or "tall conifer," and
Ur6i, "jwiper"(2K.I9:23;lsa.37:24;7*,c.tl:2);andtirz6(Isa.44:14),anunidentified
species. Forests provide firewood (Isa.44:15; etc.), but also d"bai (1 S. 14:25ff.) and
fruit trees (Frr,l. 2:6 mentions a kind of orchard), of which tappfinh (Cant.2:3),..apple
tree," and gepen(cf. f,mdrd, "branch": Ezk. L5:2,6;Hos.2:14[12] [here along withf'enA,
"fig tree"]), "(grape) vine," are singled out, possibly just because they are not trees
usually found in a forest.

Because "forest" includes maquis, thorns and thistles (Isa. 9:17[18]; l0:17)are found
there, as well as underbrush or thickets (S6left:2 S. 18:9; f,bak: lsa.9:17[18]; LO:34),
which provide easy concealment for fugitives (1 S. 22:5)os but can also prove fatal (2 S.
18:8f.). Forests are in fact not places where people normally dwell, although one can
spend the night there if necessary (sa.21:13; cf. mnl6n in 2 K. 19:23[par. mar6m inlsa.
37:241; Ezk. 34:25; Mic. 7:14). The inhospitable terrain of many forests is attested by
suchwords as'ofunimandpahal (2S. 13:17); somepassagesspeak of ya'arinthedesert
(Isa. 2 1 : 13; Ezk. 2l :2t.[20:a6f.]).

Now and then the semantic freldof ya'ar includes such words as lzar (Josh. 15:10 [in

61 Cf. Gesenius, 612; P. Wemberg-Mgller, "The Noun of the qrl Class in the Massoretic Text,,'
RetQ,2 (1959-60), 448; not noted in BflS (possibly an oversight).

62 G.R.Driver,"StudiesintheVocabularyoftheOT. ll,'Jr{,,32(193L),255,suggestsaplural
of \-a%rd, "kid"; but double forms of plural endings are not un@mmon (cf. GK g87m).

63 E. Jenni, Das hebrtiischc Pi'el (Zuich, 1968),237.
64 +l\ gan.
6s Cf. P. Hoftijzer, "TWo Notes in the Ba'al Cyclus," UF, 4 (1972),156, n. 13.
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a namel; t7-15,18 Ps. 50:10; 83:15[14]; lsa. M:23; }j,[ic.3:12 [par. Jer. 26:18; with

bamilfl; cf . 2 K. 19,23 lpar. lsa. 37:241\; mdhr, "steppe" (Ezk. 34:25l, cf. Isa. 32:15);

'ordb, "desert" (Isa. 21:13; cf. t'eb %rabd in Jer. 5:6); and Sadeh (1 S. 14:25; 2 S. 18:6;

Ps. 50:10; 9612 fpar.1 Ch. 16:33]; Isa. 56:9; F-zk.2l:2[20:46]; 39:10; Hos.2:l4ll2l;
etc.). But one should not conclude, for example, that lur arrd ya'ar are identical.6 In

mountainous regions, forests are naturally found on the mountains (e.g., in l,ebanon:

2K.19:23; Isa. L0:34; etc.).

The wild and sinister character of forests is often intensified by the presence of beasts

of prey and other wild animals (Ps. 50:L0; lO4:20; Isa. 56:9; cf. Ezk. 34:25; Hos.

2:la[l2l;1QH 8:8), among which lions (Jer. 5:6 [par. "wolf from the steppe"]; 12:8; Am.

3:4; Mic. 5:7[8]), bears (2 K.2:24\, and wild boars (Ps. 80:14[13])02 are mentioned by

name. In addition to t.tayyd, the word uhEm6 is used for forest animals (Mic. 5:7[8]; cf.

Ps. 50:10).68

This discussion shows that in the OT the word yc'ar is not a sharply limited technical

term for a well-defined type of "forest." Its meaning, however, does approximate the

Mediterranean forest described by Eig, Zohary, and other botanists.6e In exceptional

cases the forest may be composed entirely of tall trees, but it usually includes the maquis

found under and among these trees, with grass (cf. 1 Mc. 4:38) and other plants, which

is a home for both wild and domesticated animals and often renders the forest im-

penetrable. To this context belong such words as lpref (2 Ch.27:4;Ezk- 3l:3; cf. 1 S.

23:L5-19;lsa.17:9);h'rd,le1(cf. Jgs.4;2,13,16);f[a!(Gen.22:13;Isa.9:17[18];10:34);
ybd& (Ps. 74:5; Jer. 4:7); 56f,ef; (2 S. 18:9); arrd'db (Jer. 4:29)-

b. The LXX uses Gk. drym6s some 50 times to translate ya'ar;in the books that do

no have a Hebrew original, this word appears in Bar. 5:8; Ep.Jer. 6:63[Dfi 61]; I Mc.

4:38;9:45; Ps.Sol. 1L:5; T.Sol. lL:1 (d.14:6); T'Abr. A 10 (2); B 6 (2). The same word

is sometimes used to translate such Hebrew words as l.Arei (2 Ch.27:4), l'r65e1 (Jgs.

4:16 [A]), and fbk (Ps. 74:5[LXX 73:6]), while in other passages different manuscripts

have different translations. Sometimes it is not clear what Hebrew word is being

translated by the IXX. In the Vulg., we find l-at. ssltus 36 times and silva 19 times (and

saltus rn Psalmos ad. Heb. in Ps. 29:9[Vulg.28:91;96:12195:12]; 132:6[l3L:6]). Only

in 2 ch. 9:16 is nemus used (found in Gen. 27:33; I5.22:6;3L:13 translating Heb. 'e.iel,

in Jgs. 6:25f.,30 translatin g'"[Erd).In the Vulg., the usual translation of 'oieri is fucus

(in the IXX, Gk. dlsos). This term refers to the sites of pagan cults, a "sacral grove" as

the KIV and other early modern translations, influenced by the tXX and Vulg.,

erroneously render the text.
Of the two translations in the Aramaic tradition, the Syr. almost always uses 'abA for

ya'ar (50 times; cf. for ya'ra, etc., Job 38:27; Prov. 24:.3170), and the Targ. commonly

66 See II.1 above.
67 Cf. O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World @ng. trans., New York, 1978), 108f.
68 J.Botterweck,*ilpi!| bhzmA(Uhznah),"TDOT,II,6-20;thepassagemaynotrefertowild

animals.
69 See I above.
70 See II.1 above.
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uses ArrJa' (39 times). In the context of the midrashic nature of the latter translation,
other renderings often appear (miyryyt', "army," in Isa. 9:17[18]; 10:18f.; etc.; byt mqryt
rnlk', "c@l house of the king," in I K 7 :2; etc.).

In the ancient versions, as in the Hebrew original, the boundary betweenya'ar on the
one hand and har or sadch on the other is sometimes vague: Gk. drym6s for lrar (Josh.
17:18) Md Sddeh (2 S. 18:6); LaL saltus for Sadeh (2 S. 17:8; 2K. t4:9;F-zk.3t:6);t_at.
silvafor Sddch(25.2:t8;2 Ch. 25:18) alld fbok:e{ (ps. 74:5). This confirms the theory
that in the OT, althougfi, ya'ar means "forest" in the secular sense, it is not a technical
term for a particular kind of forest.

rv. Theological usage. The word ya'ar may play a lesser role in the theological
language of the OT than do * ]l ga4 +19 'e-.r and similar words.Tl No sacral meaning
can be associated with the word. Nevertheless,ya'ardoes occur in theological discourse,
especially in the prophetic books. Sometimes it is only a secondary element in a simile,
as in Isa. 7:2 (theheartof the king and his people shook as trees in the forest shake before
the wind); 9:17(18) (wickedness burns like fire that kindles the forest); Ezk. 15:6 (like
the wood of the vine among the trees of the forest, which God gives to the fire as fuel,
so . . . etc.). It is dubious whether a grapevine can even grow in the forest (cf. Hos.
2:l4ll2l72). The noun ge?en (nthe general sense of "vine" or "shrub"zs) and especially
tm6rd may mean "young green twigs." Ezk. l5l,2 might be translated as follows: "Son
of man, how does the wood of the grapevine surpass any wood, (and) the branch which
is among the trees of the forest?" (reading the ft before lm6rd as an interrogative
particle).

Besides these similes, there are passages that speak of the beasts of the forest (Ps.
50:10;80:14[l3l;l0/:?t [nocturnal]; Isa.56:9; Jer.5:6; 12:8;Am.3:4; Mic.5:7[8]; 1eH
8:8; cf. Hos.2:14[12]), which either appear to execute judgment or symbolize isolation
and judgment (cf. also 2K.2:24\.Although robbers and impenetrable thickets can make
the forest an inhospitable region, it has a kind of "glory" (kaf,6/: Isa. 10:18). This "glory"
(cf.. {'6n hayyardEn: Jer. l2:5;49:19; Z,ec. lt:37a) is not primarily aesthetic; it derives
from the sovereign power of God, because the forest is part of God's creation (ps. 50:10:
every beast in the forest is God's; Ps. 29:9: God's "voice" strips the forests bare [unless
a different interpretation is preferredTsl; cf. Ep.Jer. 6:63: God's fire consumes the forests).

The notion of the "garden of God"76 may appear in lsa.37:24(prar.2K.19:23), where
Sennacherib is said to have gone up to the heights of kbanon, "into the forest of its
garden (lcarmillb)." This is the only passage in which the close connection between ya 'ar
and karmel does not signify a clear antithesis. lsa.29:t7;32:15, however, clearly

71 See III.2.b above on the translation of'ol€rd.
72 See III.2.a above.
73 See R. Hentschke, "l2I gepen (6ephen)," TDOT, lll, 57; cf . Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 3L9 .
7a D. Kellermann, "ilS| gd'ii (gd'ah),' TDOT, ll, 347.
75 See III.2.a above. '
76 H. Gressmann, Der Messits. FRLANT,26143) (1929), 179tr.;8. Jacobs-Hornig ,"11 gani,

TDOT, lll,37f.;O.Kaise1 DerProphetlesaja:Kapitel 13-39.ATD,XVIIe1976),Zt+. -
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illustrate this contrastt l-ebanon will be turned into a garden and the garden (karmel)wll
be regarded (haflab; cf. also 1 K. 10:21 for this meaning) as a forest. God's sovereignty

over the forests is denied by the conduct of idolators, who search out the forests for their

idols (Isa. M:14; Jer. lO:3),77 letting a tree grow strong among the trees of the forest and

finally carving it into a god, the work of human hands.

The perils of a forest were often more important to the Israelites than its advantages;

a few prophecies of disaster therefore use the forest to symbolize an inhospitable place.

Mic.3:12 (cited in Jer. 26:L8) predicts that Jerusalem will become a heap of ruins and

that the temple mountain will become wooded heights (LXX: dlsos drymort; sg. in Syr'

and Targ.; cf.2 K.23:8 and * !]DI bamA lbamahl). Hos. 2:M(12) declares that the

God of Israel will lay waste her vines and her fig trees and make them a forest (cf. Cant.

2:3: the friend of the bride is like an apple tree among the trees of the forest). But a

forest is more than a symbol of devastation: it is itself devastation. This is depicted

graphically in 2 S. 18:8: Absalom met his death in a forest that devoured more people

than the sword (cf. also 2 K. 2:24).But in their prophecies of disaster the prophets also

proclaim the destruction of the forests themselves: Isa. l'0: 18f.,3 4; ler. 2l:14 (possibly

with a reference to the "house of the forest of Lebanon"Ts); 46:23 (the forest should

probably not be localized in EgyptD); Ezk.2l:2f.(20:46f.; "toward ,n" too,5'r80). In

Zec. 11,;2, agony over the destruction of the forests culminates in a summons to lament:

'Wail, O cypress, for the cedar has fallen . . . , wail, oaks of Bashan, for the thick forest

has been felled."
On the other hand, optimistic prophecies also speak of forests. This is not so clear

in lsa. 29:t7; 32:15;8r it is clearer, however, in Ezk. 34:25: the good shepherd will
enable his flock to sleep even in the woods. Ezk. 39:10 declares that the inhabitants of
the cities of Israel will be able to build their fires for seven years from the weapons of
the king of Magog, so that it will notbe necessary to cut down any wood from the forest.

And joy at God's deliverance culminates in a summons calling on the forests to rejoice

and give thanks (Ps. 96:12 [par. 1 Ch. L6:33];82 lsa.44:23; Bar. 5:8). At the eschaton,

the forest, often so sinister, will become a place of peace and security as it was at creation
(Gen' 2)' 

Murder

77 On the polemic against idols, see

BWANT, 9215 I Lzl (t97 t), zrrtr.
78 See III.1 above and Jet22:6f.
79 See III.1 above.
80 See IIL1 above.
81 See above.
82 Cf. Houtmann.

H. D. heuss, Verspottung fremdcr Religionen im AT.
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illl fiy; itll ydph;'il y"p?; itl'li fp€peh

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: Egyp. z/z II. 1. Etymology and Occurrences; 2. Semantic Field,

Meaning, Human Beauty; 3.Zion, the King, Trees; 4. Song of Songs; 5. Other.

L Ancient Near Easfi Egyp. nfr. The Egyptian wofinfr, usually translated "beauti-

ful" or "good," has a wide range of special meanings.l The phrase inr nfr means a

"beautiful" stone, but also a stone "suitable" for building; a 1jw nfr is a "favoring" wind;

a pfir.t nlr is an "effective" remedy.2 In many cases, zf means "young": young people,

young soldiers, young recruits. Osiris'name wnn-nfrw (Onnophris) probably means that

he is a god who is perpetually renewed or rejuvenated.3 Similarly, the phrase ngr nfr as

an epithet of the king may refer to him as the perpetually renewed incarnation of the god

Horus. The "beautiful paths" are the paths to the great god taken by the departed; the

"beautiful west" is the place where life is renewed. Attempts to use these special

meanings to discover an original meaning of nf ("something that leads to the goal or

end".4'undergoing renewal";S "passage" or "transition" [to life]6) are of solely theoreti-

cal interest in this context.

n. l. Etymotogy and Occurrences. Cognate with yapilydpeh are Syr. p'y, "be

beautiful" (and possibly also ipd', "be able," "be sufficien1"7); Arab. wafb, "be whole,"
"be complete";8 OSA wpy, "be whole"; and possibly Ethiop. wafaya, "be complete." ln
the Amarna letters, we find C-an. yapu glossed by fiamudu (cf. Heb. - ?Dll bamd
chamadh); At'k.wap$ "become visible," may also belong here.

In the case of.the verb, the qal occurs 5 times, the piel once, and the hithpael once;

there is also a reduplicating formyopydpilc- (Ps. 45:3[Eng v. 2]). The adj. yapeh oc*urs

42 times, together with the reduplicating formypdph (Jer. 46:20 and possibly Jer. 11:16,

readingy"pepeft instead of ypzh-yri). The subst.y"pilydptoccnrs L9 times.

2. Semantic Field, Meaning, Human Beauty. The frequent association of our word

withto'a4 "form" (Gen.41:18; Dt.2'1.:ll;1 S.25:3; Est.2:7),or mar'eh, "appearance"

(Gen. 12:11; 4l:2,4; lS. L7:42;25.14:27),or both (Gen.29:17;39:6; cf- Est.2:7: t6bat

yafr.M. Mannati, 'T0b-Y. en Ps )O(VII 13: Le bonti deY, oules biens deY.?" W 19 (1969),

488-4-93; H. W. Wolff,A nthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974),69-73.
1 wbAs,ll,253tr.
2 Cf. H. Stock, N1r n[r-4er gute Gott? (Hildesheim, 1951), 4ff., with additional examples.
3 See G. J6quier, Considdrations sur les religions Cgtptiennes (Neuchitel, 1946),51-54.
4 Stock,8.
s J6quier.
6 J. Bergman, "Quelques reflexions sur n[r-n[rt-nfrw," Actes du)ffiX Congris international

des Orientalistes, Section E gyptologie (Paris, 197 5), 8-14.
7 See below.
8 lrslau, Contributiotts, 24.
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mar'eh) shows that beauty refers to outward appearance. In parallel w e find nd'w6 (Cant.
6:4, describing a city), na'am (cant.7:7[6], describing the beloved), bars (Canr. 6:lo,
describing the sun and moon), and ltnro (prov. 31 :30).

Both men and women are called beautiful: Joseph (Gen. 39:6), the youtMul David (1 S.
1!:12:_yPh'€ruyint, also 16f, r6't,17:42: fp€h mar'eh), Absalom (25.1,4:?S\,the iing
@s. 45:3[2]; the king of T]re: Fzk.2fl:t2,t?; the messianic king: Isa.33:17;, Sarah (Gen.
L2:11); Rachel(Gen.29:17). Abigail (1 S. 25:3), Ttrmar, Absalom's sister (2 S. 13:1.), Thmar,
Absalom's dau ghter (2 s. 14:27), Abishag the Shunammite (1 K 1 :3f.), vashti (Est. 1:11),
Job's daughten (Job 42:15), the royal bride (Ps. 45:12[11]), women in general @rov .11.:22;
Am. 8:13). The term is applied metaphorically to Israel as a woman (Ezk. 16:13-15 ,25) and
to the "strange woman" (Prov. 6:25). There are numerous additional examples in the Song
of Songs.ll Awoman's beauty is emphasized by her clothing (Jer. 4:30).

other beautiful things include cows (Gen .41:2,4,18), aheifer symbolizing Egypt (Jer.
46:20), trees (Jer. L1:16; Ezk.3l:3,7-9), the human voice (Ezk. 33:32),Zion (ps.4g:3[2];
5o:2;l-am.2:15), and ryre (Ezk. z7:3f.,lt). we are told with surprising frequency hbw
beauty awakens love in the opposite sex. This is sometimes stated explicitly by the use
of 'dhaf, (Gen. 29:18; 2 S. 13:1) or lniaq (Dt. 21:11) immediately afterwards (cf. also
hamadnProv.6:25,hi!'awwd in Ps.45:12[11]), but is elsewhere implied by the context
(Gen. 12:10ff.;39:6ff.;1 K. 1:1ff.; also in the allegory of Ezk. 16). Twice the verb i// is
used to represent beauty as being laudable (Gen. 12:15; 2 S. 14:25).

Physical beauty is usually taken as positive, but it can also lead to arrogrant disregard
of God (Tlre:F-2k.27:3ff.;the king of Qre: Ezk. 28, esp. v. 17; the women of Jerusalem:
lsa.3:16-24,withyaptin v. 24). with respect to women, it is sometimes pointed out that
beauty alone is insufEcient; only when accompanied by prudence or the fear of God does
it represent the feminine ideal. Abigail is t6bat-iekel and physically beautiful (1 S. 25:3);
a beautiful woman without discretion (sara1 !d'am) is an absurdity (prov. ll:22).,,charm
(lEn)is deceitful (ieqer), and beauty is vain (helet),but a woman who fears yahweh is
to be praised" (Prov. 31:30).

3. Zion, the King, ?ees. Unlike Egyp. nfA..beautiful,,, ..good," yph is never used of
God. But Zion, God's dwelling place, is occasionally called beautiful: ..beautiful in
elevation, the joy of all the earth" (Ps. a83[2)); "out of zion, the perfection of beauty,
God shines forth" (Ps.50:2). Lam. 2:15 alludes to these two passages: "the perfection of
beauty" and "the joy of all the earth" are now laid low.

The beauty of ryre, depicted in the form of a ship, is condemned, however, because
it is the occasion of arrogance toward God (Ezk. 27:3f .,ll).

In I isolated passage @s. 45:3[2], an epithalamion), the king of Israel is praised for
his beauty. Isa. 33:17 refers to the beauty of the messianic king. The king of ryre,
however, boasts of his beauty (Ezk.28.12,17) and is therefore punished.

Jer. 1 1:16 speaks of a beautiful tree as a symbol of Israel: "a green olive tree and fair

9 -11a Mrar.
70 

-1J11 hdnan.
1l See below.
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fconj. f pApehl Yahweh has called you." Now, however, the tree will be consumed. The
same theme is used by Ezekiel in an allegorical discourse with Egypt as its subject: the
land is represented as a beautiful cedar (Ezk. 3l:3,7-9) brought down by its pride.

4. Song of Songs. The love poetry of the Song of Songs naturally refers often to the

beauty of the lovers (masc. in 1:1.6, otherwise fem.). Such expressions as "you are beautifirl"
(1:15f.; 4:L), "fairest among women" (L:8; 5:9; 6:1), "my fair one" (2:10,13) are formulaic.
Noteworthy are the comparison to Tirzah and Jerusalem (6:4) and to the moon and sun

(6:10: "fair as the moon, bright as the sun"). Other passages include 4:tO (db/ayilg "your
love"), 7:2(1) ("your feet"),7(6) ("how fair you are" [verb par. fr'am, reading '"hubAD.

In ch. 16, Ezekiel applies the bride motif to Israel in an allegorical discourse. He tells
how the foundling Israel grows up to be a beautiful woman, magnificently clothed by
Yahweh and "exceedingly beautifu l" (Ezk. 1 6 : 1 3) ; she is renowned for her beauty (v. 14).
But she trusts in her beauty and commits harlotry (i.e., idolatry; v. 15), and will therefore
be punished. A similar motif also appears in isolation in Jer. 4:30: in vain she beautifies
herself (hithpael); her lovers despise her.

5. Other Jer. 10:4 speaks of using gold and silver to "beautify" (piel) idols, which
nevertheless have no power. Z.ec. 9:17 describes the excellence GAb\ and beauty of
restored Israel (the suffixes refer to 'am fv.16l, not Yahweh).

The adj.yaph is obviously used figuratively in 2 passages in Ecclesiastes. According
to Eccl. 3:11, God "has made everything beautiful in its time." The translation "good"
might be possible here;rz in any case, there is probably an allusion to Gen. 1:31 and

similar passages. In Eccl. 5:17(18), !6b md ydpeh appear to be almost synonymous;
eating and drinking and enjoyment of life are called "good" and "beautiful."

Ringgren

1 2 W. Zimmerli, P rediger. ATD, ){yll | (3 1980), 168, 17 l.

9l] yapa'; i1\11 yip'd
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Literary Forms; 2. Ancient Near East; 3. Sinai; 4. Ambivalence;5. Theophany and Epiphany.

ydry'.8. Jenni, "9D! D' hi. aufstrahlen," THAT,1,753-55; J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMAM
l0 (1977), 8-10, 62-64,77f.; F. Schnutenhaus, "Das Kommen und Erscheinen Gottes im Af,"
ZAW 76 (1964),1-22, esp.8f.
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I. Root. The Hebrew root yp', "shine forth," has only one likely cognate: Akk.
(w)apA, "become visible," usually found in the causative stems JrZpu and Sutnpfrllugpfi,
"show forth," "cause to appear," or "become visible," "appear" (of planets), ,,become

famous."l Arab. *yf'"rise up," "grow up" (with its deriv ednounyafa',,,building ,), OSA
*y1', "arise," and Ugar. yp' (be exalted" or "rise \p"?2) appear to involve a different
root.3 Albrighta has suggested a semantic relationship between yp' I and -, ilD, ydfr,
"be beautiful." The rootyp'I is found in Jewish Aramaic,s as well as in Middle Hebrew
and the Thrgums,6 with the meaning "appear."

III. l.Statistics. Theverbyp'appears8timesintheOT(Dt.33:2;Job3:4; lO:3,22;
37:15; Ps.50:2;80:2[Eng.v. 1]; 94:1). There is a ninth o@urrence if we follow the
versions in Ps. 12:6(5),rcadngy6pta' or'6pia'instead of the difficultydpiah.T The noun
*yip'6, "brilliance,"8 appears only nvice (ezk. Ze:1,t7). It is uncertain whether or not
the personal name yafia'derives from this root.e The hiphil hopia'(as in the MT, the
only stem found) is very popular in the Dead sea scrolls, with L8 @currences, of which
9 are in lQH and 3 each in lQM and CD.ro

2. "Shine Forrft. " When h6pta'is used, some phenomenon involving light is usually
prominent. This is clear on the one hand from the use in synonymy or parallelism of the
verbs - "1'lll 'dr (hiphil), "make bright" (Ps. 80:2[1]; cf.vv.4,8,20[3,7,191; leHg:26;
cf . v.27), and - 11'11 zarah, "light up" (DL33:2; cf. also - ilfi nagd), and on the other
from the frequent appearance in the same context of words for "light" (Job 3:4f.; 37:15;
1QS 10:2; LQHT:24;9:26;"dawn" in lQH 4:6) and "darkness" (Job 3:4f.; 10:21f.; 1eS
10:2; lQH 9:26;Job 37:15[?]). Only in a few cases, however, does the.,shining forth,,
refer to a physical source of light (lQS 10:2: the stars in the sky at night). Job 3:4; 10:22;
37:15 are discussed immediately below.

of the three verses in Job, only 3:4 is clear: Job curses the day of his birth, wishing
that it may be darkness and that no light may shine upon it. Job lo;22, which refers to
the cheerless darkness of the realm of the dead, is almost certainly corrupt; despite many
suggestions,ll it is not clear who or what is the subject of wattopa', "and she/it shone

7 CAD, A2 0968),201-4; for passages using the derived adj. Jrtpri, "brilliant, glorious," see tr( L.
Tallqvist, Al:ladische Gduerepithen. soa 7 (1938 fiepr. 1974)),89; c. Mullo weir, A Lexicon of
Accadinn Prayers in the Riuab of Expiation (Oxford, 1934),29,?53;AHu III (1981), 1281.

2 Cf.W no. 1133; WIJS,no. 1215.
3 Jenni,753.

1 W.F. Albright, "Notes on Assyrian Lrxicography and Etymol ogy,,, RA,16 (1919), 177, n. l.
5 T. Ndldeke, Neue Beitnige anr semitischen Sprachwissenscialr (Strasbourg, 1410;, 198f.,

203f.
6 wTM,ll,254.
7 See 4 below.
8 KBL3.
e See KBI3.
10 Kuhn.
11 See the comms.
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forth.' Job 37:1.5 is equally problematical. Whether the causative tfhilpia'is taken

normally ("and he causes to shine forth") or internally ("and it shines forth"), it is unclear

what is iefened to in the shining forth of the "light of his cloud" (lightning?).

The meaning is figurative when the subject that "shines forth" cannot be a physical

source of light. This is the case in all the passages in which Yahweh or God "shines forth"

(Dt.33:2; Ps. 50:2; 80:2[1]; 94:l).tz The Dead Sea scrolls in particular illustrate how a
;spiritual" rather than physical source oflight can "shine forth" or cause human subjects

to "shine." In 1QM 18:10; 1QH 18:6, the damaged text does not reveal who or what

made the beleaguered worshipper "shine." In 1QM 9:26f.. ('in thy glory my light shone

forth, for thou hast caused a lamp to shine forth from the darkness for me"); 1QH 1L:26f '

("thy truth shone forth for eternal glory"), however, it is clearly God's salvation and truth

that constitute the "light."B Thus enlightened, the worshipper can say that he himself

"shines forth": lQH7:23'25"'My [G]od, thou hast helped rl€" ' , I have shone forth

with sevenfold litghtl. . . . For thou didst become an [et]ernal light to me." we may note

also the hymnic summons to Jerusalem in 1QM 12:13: "Shine forth in joy!"

3. ,,Appean" There is another usage offt6pta' not characterized by either a physical

or a spiritual "shining," but by the "appearance" of something previously hidden or

invisible. The notion of light is still more or less consciously present, but the central

element is not this "shining" but rather a visible "appearance" or "coming"'

The use of words meaning "come" in the immediate context is characteristic of this

usage of the verb. In Dt. 33:2, hipta'is synonymous not only wilh firafira but also with

- fu' and'dgfl "come." In Ps. i}:z,hipta'corresponds to b6' in v. 3; in Ps' 80:2(1), to

halakinv.3(2); and in Ps. 94:1, to nAia',"riseup," in v. 2. In Job l0:3,also, h6pfa'comes

close to meaning "appear" or "come."15

In the Dead Sea scrOlls, too,hilpta' often has the meaning "come," "appear visibly."

This is certainly the case in lQpHab 11:7, which speaks of the appearance of the Wicked

Priest: "On the Day of Atonement he appeared to them in order to destroy them"' Since

the verb here has no positive connotations, the translation "shine forth" is out of the

qUeStiOn. The tranSlatiOn "COme," "appear," Or "be present" is alSO appropriate in 1QH

i:6 (,,Like the dawn . . . thou didst appear to me"), 23 ("Thou didst appear to me in thy

might for perfect illumination"); 9:31 ('From my youth thou didst appear to me in insight

into thy judgment"). Although the notion of a "spiritual" illumination and enlightenment

is certainty not far distant here (especially in 4:6,23), the central point is the "coming"

of God to the devout or their experience of God's presence'

We see yet another semantic nuanc e of. h6pia'when its subject is an invisible (or even

concealedj reality; the Dead Sea scrolls furnish many examples' The destructive
,,desigrs" of the wicked "appear" to the devout "as bitterness" (1QH 5:32; ct.7:3), and

when-the community is purified (cD 2o:27) the deeds of the wicked will "appear" (cD

12 See 3 below.
13 S. Aalen, "''lill 'd,! " l, l6f,f.
la See 2 above.
15 See III.I belou
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20,,3,6). In the same "apocalyptic" sense, "the glory of God for Israel" appears (CD
2o:25t.). Neither "shine forth" or "come" would translate h6pia' conectly here; the best
translation is "be seen/revealed."

4. Ancient Versfutrx. The ancient versions exhibit a striking uncertainty in translating
h6pta'. Only in 2 passages does the tXX we Gk. emphainomai",.appear,, (ps. g0:2[ 

1 ] tD<X
79:21; 50,,2[L)C{. a9:2]); in the latter pa ssage emphanis he'xci is a conflation of Heb. hbpta'
(v.2) and ydld' (v. 3) in the MT. The vulg. follows the LXX in 80:2(1[vutg.79:2) with
l-at. manifestare and 50:2(Vulg.49:3)with manifestevenle4 in the former, Jerome translates
ostendere, and in the latter correctly givesapparuitinv.2 andvenierin v.3. The L)O( takes
a different tack in Ps. 94:I(IXX 93:1) withparrEsirizomai, "speak or appear freely', (the
same verb in Ps. 12:6[5][Vulg. 11:6]); the Vulg. adopts this translation with libere egit,
which Jerome corrects to ostendcre.In Job 3:4, the IXX prefers the meaning "come', with
dlthoi, whereas the Vulg. emphasizes "shining" with inlustret.

In some cases the meaning of hbpta'seems to have been guessed at, with varying
success. lnDt.33:2, for example, thelxx read s lutlspeusen, "Lurried down" (from Mi
Paran); the Vulg. correctly translatesapparuit The difficult passage Job 10:3 is translated
by the LXX as prosdsches, "thou dost approach" or "thou art troubled by" (the counsel
of the wicked); the adiuves of the Vulg. is also a free rendering. No equivalent to h6pia'
canbefoundintheLXXversionsofJob l0:22;37:15;thevulg. hasostenderuntin3T:15,
but reads totally differently in l0:22.In Ezk. 28:'7,17, the noun yrp 'd is translate d hillos,
"beauty," by the IXX and decus, "ornament," by the Vulg., cleirly on the basis of an
erroneous etymology (from yapA).16

In summary, we may say that the LXX and vulg.-to the extent the root was known
to them-almost always took it in the sense of "@me" or "appear," never (with the single
exception of the Vulg. in Job 3:4) in the sense of "shine forth..

IIII. l. Literary Forms. The verb h6pta' takes on theological significance primarily
when it is used to describe the appearince of the deity. This is clearly the Lase in i
passages belonging to cultic poetry: Dt.33:2; Ps. 50:2 occur at the beginning of hymnic
sections, and Ps. 80:2(1); 94:1 occur at the beginning of communal laments. Job 10:3
(Job's response to Bildad's first speech) probably speaks ironically of God's appearance.
But it would be unwise to conclude that the natural settngof hilpia'was sacral language,
where it was used as a technical term for"appearan@" in a theophany; such a conclusion
is contradicted by the "seculaf' usage in Job 3:4; lo:22;37:15, which continues in the
Dead Sea scrolls (cf. esp. lQpHab 1L:7; lQH 5:32; CD 20:3,6). Furrhermore, a specifi-
cally theological usage of hbpia'did in fact develop at eumran, by no means restricted
to the appearance of God.17

2.Ancient Near East-To the extent that Yahweh or God is the subject who,,appears,,,

See I above.
See II.2,3 above.

16

t7



hilpta' belongs to the realm of theophany .LiI(ie zaral and nAg6, it depicts theophany as

u Utirairg tigtrt. ln order to understand this "visual" element, we must first recall the

religio-hiitorical background of theophany in the ancient Near East.rs The Egyptians,

too, thought that consuming fire-<r at least blinding light-was associated with the

coming oI the gods in theii"true" (i.e, incapable of graphic representation) form.le It
would be erroneous to derive this type of theophany description from the cult of solar

deities.m We agree with Stein2l that "primitive" religion should be considered the

common root: here fire and light are inseparable components of the notion of the divine.22

3.Sinai.Of the OTtexts thatspeakof God's "radiant" appearan@, Dt.33:2 isby general

consensus the earliest; the analogous vseofh6pia' (Ps.50:2;80:2[1]; 94:1)atdzara$is

probably traditio-historically dependent on thii passage. The statement in Dt' 33:2 that

yahweh appeared "from Sinai" suggests a connection with the Sinai tradition, but it must

be noted that the descriptions of the Sinai theophany before P know nothing of the

"radiant" appearance of Yahweh/Elohim.ts It is therefore wrong to suggest any literary

influence of these accounts on Dt. 33:2. The passage emphasizes the exhaordinary

importance of the Sinai tradition, but it depicts the theophany in its own unique way.

4. Ambivalence. As in the case of other verbs used to describe a theophany, when

h6pta'isusedthe purpose and effect of God's coming or appearance must be determined

from the context. bod's timely intervention in human affairs is always involved, but the

purpose ranges from punishment and death for God's enemies to deliverance and life for
'coa'r 

p"opt.. Ttre focus is on judgment(n"qdm61) in Ps. 94:1f., on salvation $tfi'd;cf..
,aerinf CiU f :f O1in ps. 80:2f.(1f.). In the hymnic framework sunounding the Blessing

of Moses (Dt.33:i-5,26-29), the emphasis is also on the help ('aer, v.26) provided by

God's coming. The solemn description of a theophany in Ps. 50:1-6 is followed by a

divine address in two parts, "in which Yahweh enters into judgment with his people'"24

This..prophetic" usageof hbpfa'is all the more noteworthy because the word nevercame

to Ue useA in the prophets'message of judgment and salvation. The double symbolism

(consuming fire and iadiant lighr) of hbpta'vividly expresses the ambivalence of God's

appearance.

5. Theophany and Epiphany.The appearance ofYahweh must be thought of in both

18 OnSum.rze-him,Al*,mehmmuand1alunmatu,"terrifyingbrilliance,"seeJeremias,TTf.;
on the use of Akk. (w)ap'fi, "shine forth," and iAp:fr, "brilliant"'see I above'- 

le E. Homung, OLi Eine wd die Wlen: Agyptische Gottesvorstelhugen (Darmstadt, 1971),

tt1-124.
20 Cf. Schnutenhaus, 9, who thinks that the appearan@ of the sun-god may also have been

transferred to Yahweh.
21 B. Stein, Der Begriff l(bod Jahweh und seine Bedeuung fir die altesnmentlichc Got-

teserl<enntnb @msdetten, L939), 7 5'79.
22 W. Schmid t, Der IJrsprung der Gottesidee, VI (Miinster, 1935), 299f', 419'
23 Jeremias, 100-111, 154f.
24 H.Gw*el,inlrc.
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historical and cultic terms, as suggested by Westermann's distinction between
"epiphany" and "theophary."T In Ps. 80:2(1); 94:1, intervention is primarily historical;
in Ps. 50:2, it is cultic. Only in cultic rite and ceremony, however, is the historical event
recognized as Yahweh's appearance; conversely, cultic appearance takes on substance
only as it makes the past or future acts of Yahweh in history present reality. The two
"loci" of Yahweh's appearance are inseparable. Both focus on the experience of
Yahweh's mighty presence, which can be described only in symbolic words. The verb
hopta'characterizes this experience as an event beyond the control of God's people,
explicable only on the basis of Yahweh's sovereign faithfulness, in each instance
immediately tenifying and only thus seen also as an act of deliverance and a fulfillment
of hope.

Barth

25 C. Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalns (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1981), 99f.
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ydfi': P. P. Boccaccio, "I termini contrari come espressioni della totaliti in ebraico (l),' Bibl,
?? (1952),173-190, esp. 178ff. on bd' and yf'; H. J. Boecker, Die Beurteilung der Anfiinge des
Kdnigums in den deuteronombtischen Abschnitten des 1. Samuelbuches. WMANT) 31 (1969),
39-42; L. Boisvert, "[r passage de la Mer des Roseaux et la foi d'Israel," science et Esprit,
27 (1975), 147-159; H. cazelles, "R6dactions et Traditions dans I'Exode," studien zwn Pen-
tateuch. Festschift w. Kornfeld (Yrenn4 1977),37 -58; B. s. childs, "Deuteronomic Formulae of
the Exodus Traditions," Hebriibche wortforschung. Festschrifi w. Baumgartner sw, 16 (1967),
30-39; D. Daube, The Exdus Pattern in the Bible ([ondon, 1963), esp. 31-35 on the exodus
formula and 39ff. on the release of slaves; A.Eiu, Srudicn zu,ta Verhrilnis von Priesterschrifi und
Deyterojesaja (diss., Heidelberg, L969170),62-7L; S. Esh, "Note on lt3',,' VT, 4 (L954),305-7;
J. P. Floss, lahwe dienen, G<)ttern d.ienen BBB, 45 (1975); G. Fohrer, uberlieferung und Ge-
schichte des Exodtts. BZAW 9L Q96$; M. Gdrg, "Ausweisung oder Befreiung," Kairog N.s.
20 (1978), 272-?30; W. Gross, Bilcam. SIAIV'4 38 (1974), ?57-58; ider4 ,,Die Herausftihrungs-
formel-Zum verhiiltnis von Formel und Syntax," z{w g6 (1974),4?5-453; p. Humbert, .,Dfuu

fait sortir," ThZ, 18 (1962),357-36L,433-36; E. Jenni, 'Ir/i' hinausgehen," THAT,I,755-761;
J. Jeremias, Tlrcophanic. WMAM l0 (1977),7f..,9,24,52ff.,61,14g; K. Kiesow, ExadusErte im
l_es_giqluch. OB9, U.(1979); L. K<ihler, "Hebriischesfisii'und Markus 8,l L,u TlA,3 (1947),471;
J. Kiihlewein, Geschichte in den Psalnen crhM,2 (1973); N. toMinh D as Hauptgebot. A"niol
29 \1963), L6lf.; idem, "Zum 'kleinen geschichtlichen Credo,' Dtr, 26, 5-9,. Thph, 46 (lg7l),
1},lel {. Llbwryk, Der Auszug Israels aus Agypten. ErfIhSt, 1l (1963); R. Meyer, Gegensii
und Mehrdeutigkeit in der althebriiischen won- und Begriffsbildung. SSAW, phil.-hist. Kt., L?ils
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I. General. The Semitic rootyg'l is used primarily to refer to various forms of going

out or in (qal) or leading out or in (hiphil). The root appears also in Akkadian as (w)asfiz

(cf. Ezr. 6:151, in Ugaritic,3 in Phoenician and Punic,a and in Aramaic (although the more

common Aramaic word for "go out" is npq, with 11 occurences in Biblical Aramaic)'s

In Arabic, lrg is more common.6 The name 'I-sa-lle has been found at Ebla.z

The semantic field of yg' includes: + Ilf bd' (likeyg" found only in qal, hiphil, and

hophal), - ilu Sdlah piel,* l'tE| lfu , - 9c,) nasa', and * 911 ura'. In descriptions

of iheophanies we also find s'o.d (Jgs. 5:4f.) and * 11'|ydraQ. For b6'as the antonym

of ys', see TDOT, ll, 21, 24, 30, M, 49.-fre 
verbyara'occurs 781 times in the qal (counting multiple occurrenceswithin a single

(1979),9t.;E. W. Nicholso n,Exodus andsinaiinHistory andTradition(Richmond, 1973); S. I. L'

iiorin,'fr'spaltete das Meer. CB,9 (Ger. trans. 1977); tut. Iot, 4H_t-t*ry of Pentateuch.al

iiiaiiio^ 1'Eng. trans. t972; repr. Chico, Calif., l98L),47-51; J. G. Pldger, Literarlcitische,

Jirii,gurniintiiche und stillaitisitrc Untersuchungen zumDeuteronomium. BBB,26 (1967), 100-
'1L5,i74-184;H.-D. 

Preuss, D euteroiesaja (Neukirchen-vluy\,l9l9; w. Richter, "Beobachtun-

;;;' ;, theoiogischen Systembildung in der alttestamentlichen Literatur anhand des 'kleinen

ieschichtlicheriCredo'," Wahrheit tni Verkiindigung. Festschrifr M. Sclunar2,_!(1967), 175-212-;

idr*, Di" sogenannten vorprophetischen Berufungsberichte. FRLANT, N.s. 83[101] (1n$, \\;
ff- iti"t.r, 6ie Begriindttigri an Weisungen Jahwes im Pentateuch. ErfIhSt' 30 (1973),4-0tr.,

52ff.; L. Ruppert, icott.r iefreiendes Handeln in der Geschichtstheologie des AIs," in L. Hddl'

et a1.,, Das nil una die LJtopien (Paderborn, 7977),67-81; W. H. Schmidt, "Jahwe in Agyp]e1l'

ir7n n"ra1orn. Festschrift il. Reidtorff. BDBAT,I (1975)'94;112 =.K-1rys,-N1'18 (1976),43-54;

n. sctrmitt, ri"at s und Passah: Ihr zusammenhang imAT. OBO,7 (1975);L Schnutenhaus, "Das

Kommen und Erscheinen Gottes im AI," ?AW 76 (L9U), l-22, esp.2-5; J.-L. Ska, "La sortie

a;{tpi; @i Z-r+y dans le r6cit sacerdotale 1re) ei la tradition proph6tique," PrPl:_9,C?19),
D;zis;D. E. Sk*.r.., Die Riiclcverweise im Buch Deuterorwmium. AnBibl,79 (L979),-Ll0ff .
213tr.;i.Vorliinder, Die Entstehungszeit des jehowistischen Geschichtswerkes. EH, ser.23, l@

oszaj, 82ff.; H.-E. von Waldow, bi" Brd.utung der Erwiihlungstradltioyen Israels filr die

bschiiologie der aluestamentlichen Propleten (diss., Heidelberg, !91!)'l+tf.;P.Weimar, Unter-

iiiiiigri ,", priesterschriftlichen Exodusgeichichte. FzB, 9 (1973); idem andB. ZengeL Ex.-

oiur. SlBS,zs (ilzs) (esp. with regard to historical questions); J. Weingregl,_'j1inx$;1 in Genesis

t5:7,,, Words'ana iliaiings. Feitschrift D. W. Thomas (Cambri{q9, 19ffi),2W'215; J' N. M.

Wlngu"rOr, The Formulas"of the Deuteronomic Creed (tilburg 1963),22-27;_iden1 "NrIlil and

;ri-iri 
" 
f*"f"H Approach to the Exodus," W 15 (L965),91-102;E. Tnnger, "Funllion und Sinn

der dltesten Herausfiihrungsformel," ZDMGSttp' I (1969), 334'342'
See also the bibliog. on'the theme of *theophany' in H. D. Preuss, "lti! b6" TDOT,ll,20.
1 Cf. Jenni, 155; G. Bergstriisser, lztroduction to the Semitic Languages @ng. trans, Winona

Lake, 1983),218f.
2 cAD, U2 (1968), 356-385.
3 uT, no. itra;-urus, no. 1222; Whitaker, 3t7: D. G. Pardee, "Attestations of ugaritic

verb/?reposition combinations in Later Dialects," u4 g 0977),214 here.also in the shafel with

the meaning "cause to come forth, escape," as well as a verbalized substantive and a military term

for,,move Jut,'; see also M. Dijksira -O f . C. de Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Lrgend of

Aqhitu," UE 7 (1975), 206.
' 4 DIS1, 110, t6+ (noun); cf. KBL3, 406a'
s KBL2,1082b; LexSytl304f'; also the citations in KAI' III' 38'
6 Cf. Jenni, 755.
7 G. Pettinato, "The Royal Archives of Tell Mardikh'Ebla," 8A,39 (1976)' 50'
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verse, includinguse n figura etymologica) and 278 times in the hiphil. There are only 4
clear occunences ofthe hophal: Gen. 38:25; Jer.38:22; Ezk. 38:8; 47:8. Both occurrence
of a hophal and overall meaning are disputed in2S.18:22(readingmuse'1 [cf. Gen.38:25;
Dt.l4:28)with Wellhausen and Caspari as "paid out"; cf. "distribute" it lQS 6:20); Cant.
8:10; Ezk. 14:22; 44:5. The prepositions used with y{' are discussed by GesB, $310b.

Ginsberg and above all Dahood8 have proposed forJob 23:10b;28:11 (cf. v. 1); Prov.
25:4 a meaning "shine" similar to that of Arab. wadu'a or wada'a (cf. also Ugaritice).

Nominal derivatives of the verb include: ydg't "miscarriage" (?) in cattle (Ps.1.44:14;
cf. Ex. 2l:22); yagi', "descendant" (only 2 At 32l.21 [Q]ro); and ge'";a'int, "growth,"
"offspring" (1L occurrences, plus 2 in Sirachll).

The noun mdsa' (an abstract formationl2) has a range of meanings similar to that of
the verb: "exit," "going out," "intention," "point of departure," "risingl' (of the sun),
"utterance" (what "goes out" of someone's lips [Yahweh's: Dt. 8:3; Sir. 39:17]), and even
"spring" (2K.2:21; etc.); special note should be taken of Ps. 19:7(Eng.v. 6) (cf. Ps.

75:716) and the proper name in I Ch.2:46); Hos. 6:3. Note also m6sa'A in the sense of
"origin" (exit = beginning) in Mic. 5:lQ), but "latrine" in 2 K. 1,0:27 (Q) (the place to
which one goes out?).

Likem6sa', tdsd'6t(23ocnurrences) has a wide range of meanings: "exits," "sources,"
"terminus"; also "way out," "escape" (Ps. 68:21[20]). Whether sd'z derives from the
rootys'is disputed.l3

The most important equivalents in the LXX are Gk. exdrchomai,r4 ekporertomai,rs
6xodos,16 and exdgd (for the hiphil). Altogether, however, the IXX uses more than 100
equivalents for the root.l7

In addition to the disputed hophal passages, the reading of Prov. 25:4; Hos. 6:5 is
uncertain.

II. Qal in General Usage. a. Of the T3L occurrences of the verb in the qal, the
majority (almost 400) involve the meaning of someone's going or coming forth (or not

8 M. Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest Semitic Philology. SPIB, t13 (1963), 52 idem,
"Hebrew-Ugaritic trxicographylll," Bibl 46 (1965),32t; idem, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lrxicography
lV," Bibl, 47 (19ffi),416, on mOga' - "star"; cf. also Neh. 4:15; Job 38:7; Ps. 65:9; Cant. 8:10;
idem, Psalms I.AA, XVI (1965),93f.,267; on Job 28:11, cf. also A. C. M. Blommerde,Northwest
Semitic Grammar and Job. BiaO4 22 (L969),106f.; also J. Ban, Comparative Philology and the
Text of the OT (Oxford, 1968), 328.

e KTA,1.16I,53.
to cf.KBL3,408f.
1l Cf. D. Barth6lemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konltordanz zum hebriiischen Siracft (Gdttingen,

1973), 161f.
12 Cf. R. Meyeg Hebriiische Grammatik (Berlin, 3t96G1972).
t3 cf. K8L2,790a.
14 J. Schneider, "6l6p4opar,," TDNT, 11,678-680.
1s F. Hauck and S. Schulz, "8xaoprrbpor,," TDNT, VI, 578f.
16 W. Michaelis,'tioo6oE," TDNT,V, 103-9.
17 See E. C. dos Santos, An Expanded Hebrew Index for the Hatch-Redpath Concordance to

the Sepruagint (Jerusalem, 7973), 83f .
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doing so) to or from a place, departing, setting forth, or escaping, and sometimes even

retur-ning; cf. - flE, iAD Uut above all * yDl rusa' and * l);1 halas (lulakh).T-he

meaning is thus "dislocative, separative, ingressive,"ls and the verb is therefore used

most often with min. Not uncommonly the point of departure is implied (cf. 2 S. 16:7:
,,Begone!"), while the antonym + lllf b6' focuses more on the goal (also true of the

triptrit;. Most often, the qal of.yag'appears in the perfect or as a participle. Like b6"s
it can be used as an auxiliary verb, e.g. 25.24:20; LK.2:46;19:11 ("step outside"); 2 K.

8:3; 10:9; lsa.30:22;Mal.3:20(4:2). Some texts clearly use yaga'as a catchword: Ex'

8f.; 11:8; l6:4tr.;Jgs. L1.:31ff.; 1 S. L1:1-1L; 1 K. 20:13ff.

One important aspect of this range of meanings is the release of slaves (+ tg,5n ,or-^
or property (Ymiltd):Ex.2'1,:2,5;cf. especially 2l:l;thisrepresents a fixed idiom, which

."*"r 
"r 

a catchword nEx.2l:2-11. The verb can also be used without the addition of

hopli sincethe meaning is clear even without this qualification (Lev.25:28,30f.; cf. also

I*v.25:33;27:27;Dt.'!.5:16;2K.13:5 [or is this a hiphil?]). This usage will be discussed

again under V.c and VI.
b. Another large group ofoccurrences (over 50) involves things or objects (e.g., rivers,

years, boundariesm) that go forth from some beginning, or go to ('eI) or end at some

destination.2l This meaning also appears in negative constructions. The word can also

refer to ,,necessities" (2 K. 1213[12]), and can mean "undertake" or "su@eed" (2 K.

18:7; Prov. 25:4). A sword is "drawn" (Ezk. 2l:9141\, a river "flows" (Gen. 2:10; Ezk'

47:8), something "comes" to light (Job 28:11; cf. Ps. 17:2; Hab. 1:4) or "sprouts" (1 K'
5:13[4:33]; Isa. 1.1:1; 14:29;etc.). Aperson "comes forth" from the womb (Jer. L:5;20:L8;

Sir. 40:1; cf. the derivatives discussed under I above).

This "birth" or "descent" is of special importance22 in the context of the promise to

David and P's version of the promise of descendants to Abraham (probably modeled on

the promise to David) in Gen. 17:6 (cf. v. 16; 35:11), which speaks of "kings."23 In a

contiasting sense we find the verb used for a miscarriage (Ex. 2l:22;Ntt.12:12; cf.Dt.
28:57) or an emission of semen (Irv. 15:16,32;22:4\.2a In Mic. 5:L(2'5, the absence of a

subject and the unclear reference of /imake it difficultto translate bothya-pd'andm6sa',zs

but the problems hardly justify translating yp' here as "subject, (go out in order to)

surrender" (as in 1 S. 1L:3,L0; 2 K. 18:31 par.Isa. 36:16;Jer.38:2,17,18,21), in the sense

18 H. Schweizeg Elischa in den Kricgen SIANT,37 (1974),l5L.
19 +NlJ b6,,11,21.
20 On the latter, see M. Ottosson, "r]:t g'bitl ({bhfrt)," TDOT'11,364.
21 See also E. Kutsch, " '. . . am Ende des Jahres': Zur Datierung des israelitischen Herbstfestes

in Ex 23 16," ZAW 83 (L971),15-2L.
22 +g:llzira', 1{,157;alsothecombinationwithya-sd'in2S.7tL2;16:11 andthecontrast

with 1 K. 8:19 par. 2 Ch. 6:9, as well as the negative statement in'2 K. 20:18 par. Isa. 39:7. See

also E. von Nordheim, "Kiinig und Tempel: DerHintergrund des Tempelbauverbotes in 2 Samuel

vii," VI, 27 (L97 7), 450f..-23 
See M. W.int ta, *nr'L) bert!(brlth)," TDOT,ll,27G72; also R. Clements,Abralum and

Davi.d. SBL, N.s. 5 (1967), 72.
2a See also M. Tsevat, "'llll hdqar," TDOT,ly,l4B.
2s See W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT, XIV3 (1975),90; also UE9 (1977),358tr'
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that the future ruler subjects himself totally to Yahweh (= /fl (cf. Mic. 5:3[4]).x Above
all, Mic. 5:lc(2c) contradicts this interpretation.

c. In a third group of occurrences (more than l?-O), ydsd' is used as a technical military
term (often with - RII rd'Da')zz meaning "go forth to battle," "move out" (e.g., Gen.
14:8, with v. 17 possibly meant as a deliberate @ntrast;Ex.17:9; Nu. 1:3,22ff-; Jgs.2l:21
in contrast to peaceful "coming forth"; Nu. 26:2withreference to everyone qualified for
military service; and so on through 1-2 Chronicles). It is noteworthy that both Yahweh
and the militia of Israel "go out" to battle (Jgs.4:14; cf.5:4),although the use of the same
verb is (deliberately?) avoided (- ?'lr ydrad; but cf. 1 Ch. 14:15!). Usage in the
Chronicler's history has been discussed by Welten.z

d. This usage in military terminology leads to a first, relatively frequent, combination
of the oppositesb6' andydsa'to mean "go out and come (back) in" (a usage found also
at Ugarit and in the Dead Sea scrolls):2e Nu. 21:23; 27:17,21(reinterpreted in a cultic
sense; cf. e below); Dt. 20:L;2L:lO;23:10f.(9f.) (close to being cultic); 24:5;31:2(?);
Josh. 1L:4; l4:ll;l S. 8:20; 18:13,16; 29:6;2 S. 5:2; 1 K. 3:7 (but cf.2Ch.1:10!); also
2 K. ll:7 ;n 1 Ch. 5 : L8; 20:l; 2 Ch. 1 : 10; Job 39 :21; Isa. 42:13; cf. Prov. 30:27 (locusts).

e. "Come in and go out"31 is also used (mostly with priests as the subj.) in the sense

"perform cultic acts": Ex. ?3:35;33:7-11;34:34;l*v.9:23; l6:t7f .,23f.; Nu. 27:17 ,21(here
clearly on the borderline between military and cultic terminology); 1 K. 8:10 $td;d' alone;
cf.2Ch.5:ll);2IC 11:9; Ezk 42:13f..:4:3(cf.v.l9);46:2,8-10;with *l$i?l rusi'as
subject: Ezk. 44:3;46:2,8,L0,12i with * D! 'am as the subject: Ezk. 46:9f. Only in 2 Ch.

23:7 is the king the subject; contrast 2Ch.26:t8,20. See also lQSa 1:17 (hiphil inl:23).
f. In addition to the general meaning of "go out and come in," it is not uncommon for

b6' and ydg' to be used together (with some 15 occurrences) as an inclusive pair of
antonyms to indicate.totality:32 "be able to do something/everyhing," or simply "do
something," as in Nu. Z7:17(?);Dt.28:6,19;3L:2;2 K. 11:8 pa6!9:27; Ps. 121:8; Isa.

37:28; Jer. 37:4; cf. the deliberate contrast and the word order in Gen. 42:15. When
negated, this combination means "not know what to do," "be incapable of doing
anything" (Dt.3l:2; I K.3:7;tt cf. 2 S. 3:25 with mdsa').

g. AsinAkkadian(sir.Ian"Il), Ugaritic,3a andEgyptian,3syasd'not uncommonly means

26 This interpretation is also supported by J. T. Willis,'X$ ')'lDD in Micah 5.1,"JQR, x.s.
s8 (1967t68),3r7-322.

27 See A S van dcrSee A. S. van der Woude,*\Jl sdbd' Heer" TIIAT,II, 500ff.
P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstelhng in den Chronikbilchern. WMANT,28 P. welten, Geschichte und

42 (L973), 92,97 , t30, t54f.
29 Ontheantonymsdiscussedhereinsectionsd-f,seePliiger,l74tr.;also*Klf,ll,zt,44-49.
30 See J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexateuchs und der histo/ischen Biicher des ATs

(Berlin, 41963),292f.; also G. Robinson, "Is 2 Kings XI 6 a Gloss?" W,27 (1977),56-58.
31 +l{l] b6',11,?3.
32 Cf. Boccaccio.
33 Contra Pltiger, 180.
34 Cf. T. Hartmann, "lit1[i Semei Sonne," THAT, 11,993.
3s See, e.g., J. Assmann,.Liturgische Licder an den Sonnengo4 I (Berlin, 1969), irrdex; idem,35 See, e.g., J. Assmann',.iiturgi
't und Ewigkeit im alten Agypten.Zeit und Ewigkeit im alten AHAW 197511,49tr.
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the "going forth" = "rising" of the sun (or other heavenly bodies): Gen. 19:23; Jgs. 5:31;

Ps. 19:6f.(5f.); Isa. 13:10;36 cf. Ps. 65:9(8); 75:7(6).37In combination with - Nlf b6'38

it refers to the rising and setting of the sun or stars in Neh. 4:15(21); cf.Fzk 7:10, where

the text is obscure. The similarity to military usage is noteworthy. When the sun rises, it
enters into sovereignty (Ps. 19); cf. the coming forth of + (;l)PlI sedeqls"dnqi'inPs.
37:6; lsa. 45:23; 62:1, where noun and verb together describe the "shining forth of
salvation" (cf. also "shine").3e According to Ahlstrdm,+O ys' in the Psalms is always

associated with the notion of light, although this holds true only in Ps. 1'9.41

h. "Go forth from the mouth" (*ilD peh; cf. Akk. sit pi) can mean "utter" in general

(Josh. 6:L0; Jgs. L1:36; etc.), but usually more specifically "command" (Nu. 30:3[2];

32:24; Jer.44:17; etc.; cf. Lk. 2:1!; also Prov. 2:6 without the verba2). From the mouth

of Yahweh or Godgo forth commands andwords thatcan be trusted (esp. Deutero-Isaiah:

lsa.45:23;48:3; 55:1L; also Job 37:2 [thunder]; Ps. 89:35[34);Dnl.9:23).
i. Just as water goes forth (Ex. 17:6; Nu. 20:11; Jgs. L5:19; cf. m^qd' in the sense of

"spring"; also Ezk. 47:1,8,12; Joel 4:L8[3:181;Z'ec.14:8, where the notion is developed

on the basis of Yahweh's new dwelling in his temple among his people) and light (Hos.

6:5) or firea3 breaks out @x. 22:516);I*v.9:24; etc.), not uncommonly with Yahweh as

the cause, so anger (Nu. 17:11[16:46]) or a curse throughout the whole earth(z**.5:3;
cf. w. 5b-6; note here, too, the close association with the antonym b6'44) may go forth

fromYahweh.
j. In combination with - )ttl gilral, yagd'refers to instruction received by casting

lots, especially in questions having to do with assigtment of tenitory: Nu. 33:54; Josh.

16:1 (cf. 18:11); then 19:1,L7,24,32,40;2L:4 (possibly P); 1 Ch.24:7;25:9;26:14; also

Job 23:L0 (all exilic or postexilic passages). In 1 S. l4:4, on the other hand, the verb

designates "free passage" that is not determined by lot. Usage in the Dead Sea scrolls is

discussed in VII below
k. Finally, with - liDJ nepeS or - ll't'l rtrab re object, ya-sa'means "breathe one's

last" (as it does in Ugariticas): Gen. 35:29; Ps. 146:4; cf. Gen. 44:28; Job L4:2; Ezk.

26:18; Sir. 38:23. Use with le-b also belongs here ('their hearts failed them": Gen. 42:28),

as does "be beside oneself in Cant. 5:6.

[tI. Theological Usage. The texts already discussed have often had theological

overtones, sO that here, too, as so often in the OT, the boundary between "secular" and

36 + B'11 znrah (zarach).
37 See G. W. Ahlstrtim, Psa lm 89 (l-tnd, 1959), 127 f..
38 +ft,E b6"ll,zL.
3e Esh, 306f.; Ahlstrrim, 79.
40 lbid., lZ7 , n. 5.
4l Cf. the criticism by H. Ringgren in "lt'11 frrah (frrach)," TDOT, lV,l42.
a2 But cf. RS 22.439,1,4f. = Ugaritica, Y,277.
43 + Ott 'el, I, 418-428; Esh.
4 Cf.. - ll1: bd', 11,26f..; also - it)I 'ab ('db).
4s KTU, 1.18 IV, 24t.,36 = KTU, 1.16 I' 35.
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"theological" is not absolutely clear. The texts to be discussed in this section are those
in which the qal ofys' appears in contexts that are of special theological significance,
e.g., those that refer to Yahweh.

a. In the visions of Zechariah (Zec. 24), the t4 occurrences of ydpd' make it a

catchword. Often it is the - lxl} mat'allwho goes forth(Zec.2:7131;5:5; similarly in
2 K. 19:35 par. and the restatement in 2 Ch. 32:2lt ; also Nu. 22:32; DnL 9:22). A great
narrative arch holds these visions together, defined in part by the frequent repetition of
ydqa' (cf. also Zec. 5:6,9; 6:L,7'5, which on the one hand conveys (as it is meant to) an
"impression of centrifugal movement"6 and on the other emphasizes the spatial orien-
tation of the entire section.aT

In the heavenly court, when Yahweh asks who will entice Ahab, a * l1l'1 rfrnh comes
forward (l K.22:21t.) declaring its readiness to be * llll ieqer and to work in the
mouth of all his prophets. Micaiah states that Yahweh has asked the spirit to do so (cf.
2 Ch. 18:20f.).

From the false prophets of Jerusalem, too, disaster or ungodliness and wickedness go
forth into all the land (Jer.23:'15, a verdict spoken by Yahweh). But it is also promised
that songs of thanksgiving will once more go forth from this cily (Jer. 30:19) and that its
rulera8 will come forth from its midst (v.21).

From Zion instructionae will go forth (Isa. 2:3; Mic. 4:2; cf. Dt. 17;11[?]), defined
more closely by the parallel *'lf't dabar (dabhar)so (cf. lsa.45:23;51,:4f.;55:ll;Ezk.
33:30) and therefore clearly meaning more than help in resolving specific conflicts. A
"remnant"5l will also go forth from Jerusalem (Isa. 37:32par.).s2

Deutero-Isaiah has Yahweh state repeatedly that salvation, help, deliverance, and a

trustworthy word go forth from his mouth promising salvation (lsa.45:23;51:4f.; 55:11";

cf. the restatement in Isa. 62:11, which nevertheless seeks to hold fast to the essential
message). There is a certain similarity toPs. L7:2, which looks for priestly assurance.

The catchword - DDOD miipdt in Ps. 17:2 recalls Hos. 6:5, a verse that is textually
and literarily difficult; some light may be cast on the passage by Hab. 1:4, 7, where the
same idea is expressed negatively. The imperfect tense describes the expected outcome.

The people in exile wish indeed to hear from the prophet the word that goes forth from
Yahweh, but they do not act according to it (Ezk. 33:30). Therefore in a symbolic action
the prophet proclaims proleptically the removal into exile of the remaining population of
Jerusalemandtheirking(Ezk.l2:4;cf.v.12;alsowiththehiphilinv.141'onthepl.mbsa'€,

a6 K. Seybold,Bilder zumTempelbau. SBS, 70 (1974),34.
47 [bid.,36,41;cf. W. A. M. Beluken,Haggai-Sacharja 1-3. S$/, 10 (1967),248; G. Wallis,

"Die Nachtgesichte des Propheten Sacharja," in Congress Volume, Giittingen 1977. SW,
29 (1978),379f..

48 -)ui} mil.
ae +il'119 t6r6.
50 TDOT,IIL 109.
sl +;r1jgj y'r7i1.
s2 Cf. W E. Mtiller-H.-D. Preuss,Die VorstellungvomResrirnAl(Neukirchen-Vluyn,2L973),

126 and passim.
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cf. ps. 65:9[8]). Those who are left will "come forth" to the exiles as witnesses to the

judgment that iras befallen Jerusalem (Ezk.l4.22;cf. Jer. 15:1; also Ezk. 36:20; Am.4:3;

tUiJ. +,tO; Znc.9:14; l4:2,where"going forth" appears in oracles of judgment).

b. The antonymof yasa', - }tlf bd',sl i. often used in Wisdom Literature to indicate

the connection between conduct and reward. Although an analogous statement of this

notion with ya-M ' is not found in Proverbs or Ecclesiastes, it does occur in Sir. 16:14 (cf.

42:13).And t'S. 24:14(13)cites a proverb to the effect that wickedness "comes forth"

from ihe wicked. The deliberate repetition of ydgA' in 2 K. 2:23f. also shows that this

usage, although rare, did occur.

c-. A small group of texts uses yaso' to express Yahweh's governance of history. This

recalls the similar use of * R'tI M's4 in a larger group of texts. When something "comes

fromYahweh," its course and above all itsend are determined (Gen.24:50;Ruth 1:13[?];

lsa. ?3:29; Lam. 3:38 [with v. 37]; also 2K.1.8:7; Ps. 109:7, where "from Yahweh" is

implicit).
d. There are 18 occurrences of the qal of yd$'with Yahweh as subject. Here it is

Yahweh who comes forth in a theophanic or epiphanic event, which usually leads up to

an action (cf. also the use of t ll'll b6',ss '1.,|n yaral' and * T9r s'd'56 The focus is

not so much on Yahweh's starting point in these cases as on his goal and purpose in

coming forth.sT As a subset of the many passages that speak of God's coming,s8 the texts

using !aga'do not focus on heaven or the earthly temple or some other place, which

mightbeseenascorrelates,sgbutratherdefinehiscomingforthasbeingwarlike.60
Yahweh comes forth to battle, usually on behalf of his people but in prophetic oracles of

judgmentalsoagainstthem(cf.Jgs.t:4f.;25.5:241;lsa.42:l3a;alsoHos.6:3lm6sd'l).
Yahweh probabiy starts from Sinai, as Dt.33:2; Hab. 3:3 show. Mic. 1:3 (cf. literally Isa'

26:2l,bit for judgment against the nations) describes Yahweh's coming forth without

indicating his sturting poini precisely (maq6m:his heavenly palace?), merely stating that

he comes for judgment (1,tii. f :5; also Jer. 4:7; l5:l;2112l'23:19;25:32). The natural

phenomena consequent on Yahweh's coming are often mentioned. Hab. 3:1361 also

speaks of Yahweh'i warlike coming to aid his people. Drawing on motifs of the Yahweh

war (cf. Jgs. 5:4f.), 7*c.l4.3 promises that Yahweh will go forth to fight against the

nations. But Yahweh's - Tll) tenfu! also went forth from the Jerusalem temple as a

sign of judgment (Ezk. 10:18f.). The verb yA{a, as a technical term associated with

th"eophany, ippears also, for example, in 1 (Eth.) En. 1:3; As.Mos. 1O:.3.62 Yahweh also

s3 II,25ff.
s4 lbid., III, VII on the hiphil; also +'1]l dnbar (dabhar), III' 109'
s5 II,46f.; also the bibliog.,20.
s6 The subject is discussed by Schnutenhaus,2-5.
s7 Jenni,759.
58 +l31I b6',11,49.
5e M. Metzger, .JHimmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UE 2 (1970),139-158.
0 See II.c above.
61 omitted by G. Usowsky.
62 See Jeremias,52f.
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goes forth as a warrior in Ex. 1L:4 (J) (cf. 2 5. 5:24 par.; Ps. 81:6[5]; Mic. 7:15). These
passages are already somewhat close to the texts that use the qal ofydsd'for the exodus
from Egypt.63

Several Psalms lament that Yahweh has not gone out with Israel's armies6a (Ps.
aa:fi191;60:12[10] par. 108:12[11]; cf. Mic. 7:15; Ps. 68:8[7] in its context), illustrating
onoe more that Yahweh's going forth as a warrior to help his people was an integral part
of Israel's faith and hope.

IV. The Exodus (Qal).In comparison to the hiphil ofyp'("cause to go out," "bring
out," with Yahweh as subj.),6 the qal ("go out," with Israel as subj.) is used much less
frequently with reference to the exodus. It appears some 40 times, and not at all in
Leviticus, Hosea, Amos, Joel, Jonah, Nahum, 7*pharlr'ah, Obadiah, or Sirach.66 This
usage must be treated separately, because it exhibits certain peculiarities. In addition, the
use of the hiphil in this context can tlen be defined more precisely.

a. The only occurren@ in Genesis is 15:14, in the historical summary of w. 13-16.
Verses L3f,,16 are often assigned to E; this cannot be correct, however, since P is already
familiar with the summary. These words spoken by God are a masterpiece of OT
historical theology,6T but presuppose by their very nature a developed historical perspec-
tive. The ease with which v. 12 leads into w. 17f. likewise reveals w. 13-16 to be an

interpolation. History is interpreted here as being shaped by Yahweh's promise and its
fulfillment, guided by his purpose and plan. The exodus of Israel from Egypt is
"foreseen." It is possible thatys'in 15:14 (cf. w. 4f.,7) echoes 14:17f;8 this would also
imply a late date for Gen. 14 in its final form.

The clear relationship ofys' to the description of Yahweh's liberating act begins with
the book of Exodus. Yahweh sets his oppressed people free from their slavery in Egypt.
Here, too, there is a striking similarity to military usage of yasa'.6e Yahweh acts as a
warrior in order to liberate. Against the background of Ex. 1l:4, v. 8, with three
repetitions of yg', marks a first focal point. According to Ex. 12:31, Moses and Aaron
are to give the command to depart, so that the people may serve Yahweh.70 Verse 37 uses
zs' instead ofys', thus illushating the relatively undeveloped terminology of this chapter:
the hiphil of ys' does not appear at all in Ex. L3:17-14:31. Ex. 12:41 describes in this
context the carrying out of the command: "all the hosts" (military terminology !) of Israel
went out from the land of Egypt.7l

Ex. L3:3 (with its doublet in v. 14), 8 are among the first texts to associate a specific

Cf. IV below.

- ttfl ga?a'.
See VI below.
On the passages using the qal, see Humbert, 433-36; his list, however, is incomplete.
See G. von Rad Gezesrs. OTL (Eng. trans.2L972), in loc.
Cf. N. lohfink, Die Landverheisswg als Eid. SB$ 28 (1967), 85tr
Cf. II.c, III.d above.

-1)9'bd.+ f'll| 'eres ('erets); - Er''lID misrayim.

63
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70
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date with the exodus ("coming out" [qal]) from Egypt; cf. Ex. L9:1; Nu. 1:1; 9:1; 33:38;

1 K. 6:1 (usually with the inf.); also 26:4; Nu. 33:1 (before the list of stages). 8x.23:15;

34:L8 also connect the appointed time for the Feast of Unleavened Bread with the exodus

from Egypt (cf. Dt. 16:3,6).72The texts that use the qal of yg' for the exodus from Egypt

are thus in fact73 more interested in the event than in its chronology;74 this means that

theirSirz im Leben is literary. Israel is to "remembet"Ts (Ex. 13:3, with Moses speaking;

cf. the catechetical element in v. 8) the day of the exodus, on which they came "out of

the house of bondage."76

b. The phrase mibb€1%badim77 describes Egypt negatively and Israel positively, as

having been delivered by its God from this form of existence (esp. with the hiphil of
y{').7s This phrase, which occurs 13 times, is used 3 times with - ;l1D pddA (Dt. 7:8;

ta:o[s]; vtic. o:+;, once with the hiphil of * itbg 'al6 alone (Josh. 24:17), and once

in combination with the hiphil of ys' (Jgs. 6:8). If Mic. 6:4 is authentic, one can argueTe

that the verb pdQd was associated originally with the "house of bondage," although

the evidence is scanty. Only here in Ex. 13:3 is the qal of ys'used with "out of the

house of bondage," but the hiphil appears 10 times (Ex' 13:14; 20:2;Dl5:6;6:12;
7:8;8:1.4;13:6,11[5,10]; Jgs. 6:8; Jer.34:13). Pltiger8o points out also that the hiphil

is used in combination with both "out of the land of Egypt" and "Yahweh your God,"

while another stratum uses the hiphil with "Egypt" and "Yahweh" alone' This latter

Stratrum, furthermore, never uses the otherwise common phrase "with a strOng hand"

in combination with "out of the house of bondage." He concludes8l that the usage of
the exodus formula reveals different strata. It is dubious, however, whether it is correct

to speak of a clear "formula,"S2 and it not clear how the content of such a formula

snouta be explained and what its historical roots might be. The hiphil passages should

be examined once more from this perspective. In any case, the use of y9'with "out of
the house of bondage" reveals a degree of theological reflection and penetration that

is further underlined by the command to "remember that you were a slave in the land

of Egypt" (Dt. 5:15; 15 15; 1612 24:18,22). This point, too, will be taken up again

later.83

c. Ex. 14:8 (and Nu. 33:3 [secondary; the common stratum of P]) states that the

72 For a discussion of the association and the style of argumentation, see J. Hdbe,
..Erwiigungen zu Ursprung und wesen des Massotfestes," zAW, 87 (1975),324-346; and (with

different conclusions)E. Otto, Das Mazotfest in Gilgal. BWANT, 1071617l (1975).
73 Jerni,76l.
7a Cf. Gorg,272.
7s + ''l)l ulgr (znlhar).
76 See d below.
77 See Floss, 56tt.,526tt.; Pl6ger, 113, n.204.
78 See VI below.
7e Cf. Floss.
80 Pp.1o8f.
81 Ci. Lubsczyk, 83ff.; Gross, ZAW, 86 (1974),425-452, with more precision'
82 Cf. Gross.
83 See VI below.
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Israelites went out of Egypt "with a higtr/mighty hand"; Nu. 11:20 says that Yahweh will
continue to give them meat in spite of their rebellious question ('Why did we come forth

out of Egypt?").
In the Balaam story, Nu. 23:22;24:8 will play a role later in our discussion of the

hiphil passages. Nu. 22:5 (cf.. the hiphil in v. 11), must be mentioned here. It describes

Israel as a people that has come out of Egypt. By alluding to this act of deliverance, the

verse "introduces Yahweh into the reckoning from the very outset; the tension can only

increase."84 There is no trace of a developed formula, but there are echoes of similar

statements and obvious points of contact.

d. In Deuteronomy, the passages referring to the exodus are 4;45f.;9:7;11:lO;23:5$)
(cf. 24:9;25:17); at least half of these are Deuteronomistic. Most of these texts enshrine

the commandments imposed upon Israel by the exodus and the God who delivered his

people in that event, which therefore demand (newly) heightened obedience (4:45f .: v.46

refers to the victory over Sihon, whom Moses and the Israelites defeated as they were

brought up from Egypt, thus involving ch,ronology in the broader sense;8s other broadly

chronological Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic texts include Dl. 9i7; 23:7[6]; Josh.

2:lO;L K.8:9; 2K.21:15; Ps. 114:1'; let.7:25; Mic.7:15).
Also Deuteronomistic is the reference to Israel's faithlessness "from the day you came

out of the land of Egypt" @t. 9:7; cf..2K.21:15 Jer.7:25 fDeuteronomistic, with the

additional element of a prophetic call; cf. also the context of.2 K. 2l:l5l). Here the

solidarity of Israel in sin and apostasy is emphasized in order (e.g., Jet.3l:29;F-zk.l8:2)
to justify solidarity in guilt and punishment.& In 1 K. 8:9 (cf. Ex. 20:2 par.), the

association of the ark and the law tablets of the -' I'rla b'ri1(Urtth) with the exodus is

Deuteronomistic.8T
The people of the exodus had been circumcised (Josh. 5:5: a restrospective reference

like that in v. 4 [Deuteronomistic], albeit establishing a connection between the occupa-

tion of Canaan and the exodusss; v. 6 is a doublet with a Deuteronomistic reference to

the forty years in the wilderness). According to Josh. 2:10, Rahab tells the spies that the

inhabitants of Jericho had heard what Yahweh did "when you came out of Egypt,"

attesting to the fundamental significance of this event for Israel. Even Egypt rejoiced

when Israel departed (Ps. 105:38). Mic. 7:1.5, in the liturgy of w. 8-z), prays that Yahweh

will do wonders "as in the days when you [!] mme out of Egypt," underlining the

importance of this event by refening to it in a different context. And Hag. 2:5 states that

Yahweh's promise of salvation pronounced when Israel came out of Egypt, which is not

only primary chronologically but also fundamentally constitutive, is still in force.

Yahweh's going forth is also that of his people, just as the deliverance of Israel is

Yahweh's epiphany (cf. Ps. 114:1 and Josh. 2:10; the connection between the exodus and

84 Gross, Bileaq ?58.
85 See IV.a above.
86 + fx ,ab (dbh), I, 13-16.
87 On the Deuteronom(ist)ic evaluation of the exodus, see Skweres.
88 For a discussion of the subject, see Otto.
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the "miracle at the sea" is rarely explicit but is more common than is sometimes
assumed8e). This is probably also the background of Ps. 81:6(5), where the use of 'al is
unique and the context requires "out of Fgypt."

In the Deuteronom(ist)ic descriptions of the promised land in Deuteronomy, which
deliberately describe it in exaggerated terms as a paradise (probably to present it to the
eyes of the exile community as the substance of a new promise), the land "which you
are entering"s is placed in exaggerated contrast to the land of Egypt "from which you
have come": in the promised land inigation will be unneoessary (Dt. tt:tO;.rt

When the motivation clauses of the Deuteronomic laws use the qal of yp', they are
more concerned with the chronology of the exodus, echoing the chronological interest
of the expansive Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic style mentioned abovee @t.
16:3,6; cf, the hiphil in v. L; also 23:5[4]; 24:9 expanding on v. 8;25:17x1.

e. Deutero-Isaiah frequently uses the qal of ya-sd'' in promises and descriptions of the
new exodus (sa. 48:20; 52:.11f.; 55:.12);% it appears in 52:1.1as a double imperative,
which is typical of Deutero-Isaiah.

V. Hiphil in General Usage. "In the hiphil of the verb, most of the usages of the
qal reappear with a conesponding causative meaning."es Tlte 278 occunences of the
hiphil therefore can be categorized analogously to section IL In this case, too, the
so-called "exodus formula" will be treated separately.e6

a. The primary meaning of the hiphil, with one person or a group as object, is ,,cause

to go out, lead out, bring out, send out, drive out," then also "deliver." Here, too,97 the
verb can function as a kind of auxiliary with the sense "go on to do (something)" (some
40 occurrences, including Gen. L9 where it appears as a catchword suggesting
deliberate contrasts). People are brought out, for example, to be killed (Gen. 38:24; cf.
v. 25 [hophal]; also l*v.24:14,23; Nu. 15:36; etc.), and a corpse is brought out (Am.
6:10).

Troops are led out to battlee8 (2 S. 5:2;10:16; Isa. 43:17; etc.). Use in conjunction
with the hiphil of bd' in Nu. 27:17 also has military overtones (cf. 2 S. 5:2; I Ch. ll.2;
more general usage is found in Ex. 4:6).

Just as the qal of ydg'(often in conjunction with b6';ee cf. 1 Ch. 9:28) can mean

8e See G. W. Coats, "The Traditio-historical Character of the Reed Sea Motif," lrd
258-260; also VI below.

m *lt'll bA',IY.
e1 +lil dra', lY,l49.
e2 See IV.b and d.
93 See Riicker, 40ff., and Skweres.

17 (1e67),

e4 See D. Baltzer, Ezechiel und Deuterojesaja. BZAW lzL (lg7L), L2-26; heuss,
D e uteroj es aj o, 42-45 ; Kiesow.

9s Jenni,758.
e6 See VI.
97 +I1l bA',11,2L.
e8 Cf. II.c above.
ee Cf. II.e above.
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"perform a cultic act," so too can the hiphil (Gen. 14:18; Dt. t4:?3; Jgs. 6:18; probably

also Ex. 19:L7).1m
b. The hiphil can also have things rather than percons as its object, with the meaning

"carry out, bring out, take out, lift out, take away, release, produce, get rid of.' Jeillil0l
rightly emphasizes that when Yahweh is the subjectl021hs vglS refers to a specific act

rather than a general way of acting.
Yahweh brings forth water, fire, and wind (Nu. 20:8,10; Dt. 8:15; Ps. 78:L6; etc.),

gnats (Ex. 8:14[18]), and stars (Job 38:32; lsa.40:26\.
The tithe is to be brought forth (Dt. 1.4:28), as are various implements, foodstuffs,

cultic objects, and idols. The red heifer is taken outside the camp (Nu. 19:3); the remains

of a sacrificial animal are taken away (Irv. 4:12,21,; etc.), as are the ashes of a burnt

offering (kv. 6:a[11]; cf.Ezk.46:20;l*v. L4:45). Something is brought to light (Jer.

51:10), a work is completed (Isa. 54:16), a pledge is brought out (Dt. 24:l'l'; cf . Jgs.

16:18f., etc.; cf. what 2 Ch.34:14 adds to 2K.22:8). Evidence is brought forth in the

conrse of judicial proceedings (Dl2l:19:'22:15; cf..Isa. 43:8). Articles can be given out

or used (2K.12:l2ll1l; cf. 15:20 and the conjectured hophal in 2 S. L8:22\.

Slander and anger can also be brought fo(h (Prov. lO18;29 ll; Proverbs uses the

hiphil of ys' only with fools as the subj.; cf. the admonition in Eccl. 5:1[2]). In the

conduct-reward nexus that is fundamental to Wisdom Literature,lm the hiphil of ys'

appears in Prov. 30:33.
For the "uttering" of words-usually negative-see Nu' 1'3:32; l4:36f.;Dt'22:L4,19;

Neh. 6:1.9; Job 8:10; 15:13; Prov. 10:18; Eccl. 5:l(2); Jer. 15:1'9.

Several texts, mostly late, use the hiphil of yg' to mean "bring forth," "yield" (Gen.

l:12,24;tuNu.L7:23181;Dt.28:38; Isa.61:11;65:9; cf. Job 10:18; Ps.lM:14; Sir.38:4).

Finally, some texts in Ezekiel speak of the judgment or curse that Yahweh causes to

go forth (cf. Jer. 38:23 and the opposite statement in 51:10 regarding salvation); Ezekiel

ulro ."p."t"nts the deportation of Jerusalem as a symbolic action (Ezk ll:7 ,9; t2:4-7 ;tu
cf.Znc.5:3f.).

c. A small but significant group comprises texts that use the hiphil of ys' for the

"deliverance" of prisoners (Gen. 4O:14; 43:23; lsa. 42:7; Jet- 2O:3; 5'll,4{' 52:31

[deliverance from Babylon; cf. Deutero-Isaiah]; in Jer. 52:31 there is important material

not found in 2 K. 25:27;rw see also Ps. 142.8171; cf. 68:7[6]; lO7:14). Because, as we

shall see in 1/| below, the so-called "deliverance formula" with the hiphil of ys' makes

its appearance as a special aspect of "deliverance" or "liberation," the passages cited

here are of some importance.

100 For a list of the occurrences of ys' hiphil in B see K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT, fV (1966)'

301,n.22.
r01 PP.759f.
102 For additional details, see VI.k, n below.
103 see again - ll,tf bd" III.
104 The notion of "Mother Earth" is discussed by C. Westermawr, Gmesis 1-11 @ng. trans.,

Minneapolis, L984), L25f .
tos i1s1 to be emended to the qal; d. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm @ng. trans. 1979), 268f.
lm But cf.BHK in loc-
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VI. The Exodus (Hiphil). a. There are 91107 occurrences of the hiphil of ys'
associated with the exodus from Egypt.lo8 We shall first state several common and
generally accepted observations.

The language used for the "bringing out" does not constitute a clear and fixed
"formula." The subject isusually Yahweh,l@ sometimes Moses and/orAaron. The object
is usually the Israelites, sometimes the fathers or the people (with appropriate suffixes).
The place from which they are brought out is Egypt or the land ofEgypt. The verb appears
in the perfect (1st,2nd, and 3rd person), as a participle, and as an infinitive, in main and
subordinate clauses, with and without other words in apposition, and with a variety of
functions. The imperfect is not found.110

The use of the hiphil of 'ali for the "bringing up" out of Egyptlll is earlier, as Ex.
3:8,17 (J); Am.9:7 show.112 The hiphil of ys' in this sense is not found in Isaiah 1-39,
Hoseq Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,
Zechariah.lt3 For the use of the two verbs together, see also Jer. L0:13.

It is usually also stated that the prophetic use ofthe hiphil ofys'for the exodus begins
with Jeremiahlla or that it first appears in Dt. l'27115 andfinds heavy use in Deuteronomy
and in other legal texts,116 where it is common in the motivations of laws.t17 11 is said to
have taken on increasing importance in the postexilic period. Furthermore-Gross
notwithstanding, on the basis of insufficient evidencells-we also find in the use of ys'
an implication that the exodus is an act of deliverance on the part of Yahweh, especially
since the hiphil (which appears frequently, e.g., in divine discourse) more than the qal
emphasizes Yahweh's initiative. It will be our task to verify these observations, elaborate
them, and above all set them in a chronological framework. We must therefore begin
with texts that can be dated with certainty.

b. It is true that references to the exodus play an important role in the motivation
clauses of laws. But the Covenant Code still uses the qal of ydsd', and with the people
as subject (Ex. 23:15:' cf. 34:18). The Holiness Code, however, when refening to the
exodus characteristically uses only the hiphil with Yahweh as subject (Irv. 19:36;22:33;
23:43; 25:38,55; 26:45). Of these passages, I*v. ?5:38; 26:45 are statemenrs of fun-
damental purpose: the goal of the exodus is the gift of the land, where yahweh will be
"your God" (cf. the end of 22:33; Ex. 29:46 [Pl, with a more developed statement of
purpose; also Nu. 15:a1 [P]). Deliverance from bondage in Egypt enables Israel to live

lm Humbert: 76; Wijngaards: 83/84.
1B For a literature survey, see Gross, ZAIU 86 (1974),425-27.
lD See k and n below.
1r0 For further details, see Gross, ZNry, AA (1974),425453.
111 S"" G. Wehmeier, *it 9 'lhhinaufgehen," THAT,ll,272-2go,with bibliog.
112 Tlrese texts are discussed by Schmidt, Festschrift R. Rendtorff,96.
113 On the various verbs used for the "exodus," see Fohrer, 1, n. 1.
114 Jemi,760.
tts KRL!,407b.
116 Wijngaards,W L5 (1965),92.
111 S"" now Riicker,4off. (on Deuteronomy),52ff. (on the Holiness Code).
118 See below.
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under the sovereignty of Yahweh. Those whom Yahweh has delivered have not merely

been set free (cf. Deuteronomy) but are now his servants Q*v.25:42,55i 26:t3;tts 
"1.2O:26; cf. "serye Yahweh" in Dt. 6:12f.; 1.3:6,11[5,10]). Particular laws also lead up to

this fundamental statement of purpose; they are connected by deliberate use of the

catchword - 119 'afud, and Yahweh describes himself ('I am Yahweh, who . . .") as

the God who brought the Israelites out and set them free (I-ev. l9:36;22:33;cf. the shorter

equivalent in Deuteronomy). The motivations are both theohistorical and theocentric.
Yahweh acts for his own sake (cf. Ezekiel).

This emphasis on the end ofbondage, on the gift ofthe land, and on "serving" under

the sovereignty of Yahweh as the purpose of deliverance must be seen against the

background of the exile, from which the final recension of the Holiness Code dates (cf.
only [rv. 26:45;Ex. ?l:2).The "bringing out" from Egypt as an act of deliverance on

the part of Yahweh, with the gift of the land as its goal, is a theohistorical and theocentric
message to the exilic community, living in hope that it, too, will be similarly "brought
out," so that Yahweh may once again be the God of his people in the land (cf. P). The
participles and perfecs describing what Yahweh does emphasize his ability to "bring
out." Whereas the nucleus of the Holiness Code uses brief clauses to motivate the

individual laws (Lev. 19:361' 23:43), later strata present more developed theological
statements to those addressed by the Holiness Code in its exilic form. A survey of other
groups of texts will confirm these observations.

c. Asecond major focus for the "bringing outof Egypt" is the Deuteronomistic corpus.

This includes in the first instance all the occurrences in Jeremiah (Jer.7:22; ll:.4;31:32;
32:21; 34:13).120 Here, too (cf. l*v. 26:45), covenant, exodus, and deliverance from
bondagegotogether(Jer.34:8ff.; cf.v. 13; Dt. 15:1,12).Thechronologyof sacredhistory
is introduced (Je,r.7:22; ll:4;31:32;34:13; cf. also 11:7; "the day that I brought out"
appears only in Deuteronomistic texts in Jeremiahl2l). Jer. 32:21 is also clearly
Deuteronomistic. Jer. 10:13, like vli'. 12-16,122 is not authentic. Yahweh is described as

a deliverer (Jer.32:21), and the new exodus from Babylon will make possible the new
obedience thattheexodusfromEgyptand its associatedUrtlcould only demand (31:32).

This same train of thought is followed by the other Deuteronomistic texts: Josh. 24:5f.;
Jgs.2:12;1 K. 9:9 (cf. 2 Ch. 7:22); Jgs.6:8 (clearly secondary in conjunction with the

hiphil of 'alA\;"' also 1 K. 8:16 (cf. 2 Ch. 6:5). The Deuteronomistic theme is especially
clear in 1 K. 8:21,51 (cf. Dt. 29:2al25l [Deuteronomistic]; Jer. l1:3f.; 3l:32

[Deuteronomistic]). Yahweh's deliverance was a military act (Josh. 2:10). Apostasy from

lle See M. A. Anat, "Determinism and Redemption," BethM,23l75l(L978),425-29 lHeb.l,
*525 

[Eng. summary].
120 See M. Weinfeld, "Jeremiah and the Spiritual Metamorphosis of Israel," ZAW 88 (1976),

39-52.
121 tgy. lli"l,piedeuteronomistischeRedaktionvonJeremial-25.WMANT,4l(193),t22;

for a somewhat different approach, see P. K. D. Neumann,Ildrt das Wort Jahwiis (diss., Hamburg,
t97 5), 296ff.., 308, 3 12f.

r22 Cf.H.-D.Prclss,VerspottungfremderReligionenimAT.BWANT,921512](1971),166-170.
lB For the addition of "out of the house of bondage," see [V.b above and VI.e below.
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this God has brought judgment (lgs.2:12; cf. Dt. 13:6,11[5,10]). The verb yg' occurs 6

times in 1 K. 8:1-9:9, usually (esp. in 8:46-53; cf.2K.2l:l-15) intenvoven with other
motifs traceable to the exile.lz

d. The texts in Deuteronomy, which is now extant in a markedly Deuteronomistic
recension, also agree with these observations.ls For the exodus from Egypt or the land

of Egypt,t% Deuteronomy uses only ys'.127 Most of the occulrences are in the

Deuteronomistic framework of the book;'dlihiphrl appears only in Dt.20:1, aPparently

a quotation from an ancient military regulation.l4 The subject of the verb "bring out" is
always Yahweh, with the single deliberate exception of Dt. 9:12, a Deuteronomistic
retrospec't in which Yahweh consciously distances himself from the people.l2e

Dt. 4:20,37 are among the latest (late exilic) Deuteronomistic texts of the book. The

former looks back to the time when Yahweh brought forth his people from the "iron
furna@" of Egypt (elsewhere only Jer. 11:4 [Deuteronomistic]; cf. 1 K. 8:5L

[Deuteronomistic]), that they might serve him and be his people (as in the Holiness Code

and P; "take" appears elsewhere only in Dt. 4:20,34;30:4 [Deuteronomistic]). The

addition n 4:20 is intended to emphasize the uniqueness of Yahweh and strengthen

confidence in his power. Here, then, we find the later Deuteronomistic stratum, which
uses the hiphil of ys' without "your God," speaks only of "Egypt," and uses the phrase

"with a mighty hand" to emphasize Yahweh's power (Dt. 4:20,37;6:21,23;9:26,28f.;
26:8). Adifferent stratum adds the qualifier "yourGod" to "Yahweh," speaks of the "land
of Egypt," and adds the interpretive phrase "out of the house of bondage." In this earlier
(albeit still exilic) stratum, the exilic situation, its theological interpretation, and the

attempt to come to termswith it are somewhat clearer.ls Yahweh'sbringing out of Israel
(cf. P in Gen. 17 and - 911 znra) is interpreted in Dt. 4:37 as a demonstration of
Yahweh's love (v. 34;7:8) toward the fdthers and their descendants(!). It was done with
great might through Yahweh's -lf)D pdnim. The element of mercy in this divine act is

essential (cf. Dt. 5:15; 11:1-9; also 6:20-25), so that new hope for an analogous act can

consciously be awakened. Herein Dt. 1-4 resemblss pr; like R it deliberately depicts the

exodus from Egypt in transparent terms reflecting the hope that Yahweh with mercy and

might will bring his people out of Babylon. Therefore Dt. l:27 can only suggest in a
confession of doubtl3l that this act did not reflect Yahweh's love but rather his hate (cf.

9:28): within Dt. 1-3, the exodus is mentioned only here and only in these terms (cf.,

however, the references elsewhere in the Deuteronomistic history and their relationship

to prophecies of judgment: Jgs.2:12;1 K. 8:51,53; 9:9;2K.21:1'5).

124 See also Lubsczyk, 115.
15 See Skweres.
r% Ot the distinction, see Pl<iger, 110-15.
127 On the qal, see [V.c above.
128 On the situation in Deuteronomy, cf. Childs; also Lubsczyk 79ff., who claims to distinguish

two strata: one "priestly," the other "prophetic."
129 On the special nature of this passage, see also Lnhfink, Das Hauptgebot,ZOTff.
ls On the strata, see Lubsczyk; also Pltiger, 111f.; but cf. the combination in Ex. 13:14

(Deuteronomistic).
131 N. t hfink, "Darstellungskunst und Theologie in Dtnl,G3,29," Bibl,4l (1960), 105-134.
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Dt. 5:6 (cf. Ex, 20:2)rtz presents Yahweh's law as the reflex and consequence of his
gift; Yahweh, the giver, defines himself theologically as deliverer. In a kind of general

clause, Yahweh declares himself to be the God who acts in history to deliver and thus
imposes an obligation on those who are delivered. The first and second commandments

are the immediate focus, but the theological argument applies to the entire Decalogue.

In Dt. 5:6, as in Ex. 20:2,the language is clearly Deuteronomislis.l33 The lawgiver is
first the liberator, and Israel's primary experience with this God determines the present

and future of the people, since it is always possible and necessary to hope that Yahweh
will once again set his people free. The God who imposes demands is first characterized

and legitimized as the God who sets free; it is typical of the OT to interpret "your God"
in historical terms. "Other gods" cannot claim this historical demonstration. During the

exile this line of argument was important as a source of hope (cf. Deutero-Isaiah;.tr+
In the actual legal corpus of Deuteronomy, only 13:6,1L(5,10) @euteronomistic);

16:1 use the hiphil of ys' @t. ?5:8, r unique text, is discussed below); here (in contrast
to the usage of the qall3s) the fact of deliverance is more important than its chronology.l36
For the emphasis on Yahweh as agent, compare the hiphil in Dt. 16:1 with the qal in Ex.
23:15; 34:18. From this God the Israelites must not turn away (again), as the
Deuteronomistic additions in 13:6b,11a(5b,10a) state, taking their material from Dt. 5:6;
6:L2;7:8;8:14.

The people brought forth by Yahweh from the "iron furnace" of the exile (Dt. 4:20;
1 K. 8:51; Jer. 11:4 [all Deuteronomistic]) are onc€ again to be Yahweh's own people

and heritage (1 K. 8:51,53 [Deuteronomistic]). The exilic situation of the Deuteronomis-
tic texts and certain others explains why the return, pictured in terms of a hopeful exodus
from Egypt, is described as leading up to the (renewed) gift of the land, and as such is
promised once more (l*v. 25:38; Dt. 6:23; 26:8; I S. 12:8 [Deuteronomistic]; Ezk.
2O:34f..,41;34:13 [all probably exilic]; also Ps. 105:37ff.; tl4:1f.. [postexilic]).

The additional material in Dt. 5:15 (not found in Ex: 20) motivating the extremely
detailed and central Sabbath commandment also goes on to qualify Yahweh's act as

having been done "with a mighty handl3T and an outstretched armD138 (on the so-called
priestly stratum, cf. here DL 4:34; 5:15; 6:21; 7:8,19; 9:26,29:' tl:2; 26:8; cf. I K.

132 On the terminology, see tohfink, Das Hauptgebor, 98ff.; idery "Die These vom
'deuteronomischen'Dekaloganfang----ein fragwiirdiges Ergebnis atomischer Sprachstatistik," in
F e stschrifi W KornfeU, 99-109.

133 G. Fohrer, "Die sogenannte apodiktisch formulierte Recht und der Dekalogue," Sndien
zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Geschichte (1949-1969). BZAW 115 (1969), 130, n. 28
(contra t-ohfink). Cf. in the Holiness Code Lev. 19:36;?5:38;26:13; also Nu. 15:41.

ly On the theological argument presented in Dt. 5:6, see esp. H. Schiingel-Straumann, Der
Dekalog, Gottes Gebote? SBS,67 (1973),99-101, with bibliog.; W. Kevler, "Die literarische,
historische und theologische Problematik des Dekalogs," I/d 7 (L957),15f.; J. J. Stamm, "Dreissig
Jahre Dekalogforschung," TftR, N.s. 27 (196t), 23+37.

13s gss [V.a above.
136 Cf. Riicker,41, and Skweres.
t37 +l: yiid,. cf. Childs,31.
138 + 9l'11 f rda'; ot the phrase "with signs and wonders," see Childs, 31.

ul,
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8:9,16,21;9:9;2 K.21:15; also Josh. 5:4-Lagain with motifs that reflect the exile).
Experienced in this way, Yahweh is unique; he desires obedience and can grant fertility.
Accordingly, Israel should not (again) forget this God (Dt. 6:12; cf .8: 14; on the prophetic
"stratum": Dt. 5:6f.; 6:12;7:8;8:14;13:6,11[5,10]: the clear distinction between ,,strata,,

is problematic; previously distinct emphases are recognizable). Yahweh now expects
much more grateful obedience, and the Sabbath commandment in its full foundation and
elaboration leads us to suppose an exilic setting also for Dt. 5:15.

DL 6:21. (based on an earlier text?) also is a paradigmatic parenetic historical
retrospect emphasizing the act through which Yahweh set his people free; the ,,us,'

expresses the solidarity of the generations. The recounting of God's mighty acts is here
the beginning of theology. Bondage under Pharaoh and liberation though Yahweh stand
in sharp contrast. The relationship between liberation and law is treated above in the
discussion of Dt.5:6. The catechetical textDt.6:21is then also related to Ex. 13:3,9,14,16
(surely not pre-Deuteronomic). The Deuteronomistic addition in Dt. 7:7-8b also indicates
that Yahweh's act of deliverance has meaning for the future history of Israel (on + illD
pd/,6in v. 8c, cf. 9:26;25.7:23 [both Deuteronomistic]). This mighty act is also military
in nature and makes it possible for Israel to confront the nations without fear (Dt. 7:19).
In the Deuteronomistic prayer of Moses, Dt. 9:28f. (cf. Israel's own words in 1:271; cf .
F'x.32:Llf. [Deuteronomistic]) likewise reflects the exilic situation: Yahweh will not
stand historically impotent before the nations (cf. Deutero-Isaiah). But the proof of his
power is the exodus (Dt. 9:29): he will not let his people perish "in the wilderness." only
for a short while will the nations be able to say that Yahweh's anger was upon his people
because they had forsaken his b"rt1, which he established when he brought them out
(Deuteronomistic understandingof Urtland argument from history). Here, too, the exilic
community is attempting a theological explanation of its fate (cf. 1 K. 8:21; Jer.ll:4;
3l:32;34:13 [Deuteronomistic]; in 2ch.7:22only with reference to the exodus, without
Uril\.

Finally, Dt.26:8, which unlike Nu. 20:15f. is Deuteronomistic and not early, once
more uses Deuteronomistic language and the exilic categories of distress, lament, and
intervention to develop the theme of Yahweh's bringing Israel out as an act of deliverance
and of guidance into the land. It summarizes the deuteronomistic texts Dt.l:27;4:34,37
5:6;6:22; etc. in a statement (cf.6:21) confessing that Yahweh is known in his acts and
is recognized as a God who acts historically to deliver, who shapes history purposefully
and therefore here looks toward the (new) occupation of the land.13e

e. Dt. 5:6 includes the @euteronomistic) addition "out of the house of bondage,"l40
not found in J or E. This addition is fully understood only when seen as a transparent
description of the exilic situation addressed by the Deuteronomistic history. Its purpose
is to strengthen hope for liberation and return through Yahweh's promises and Israel's
new obedience in the land. (Note this difference: Deuteronomy speaks more of obedience

13e On the Deuteronomistic character of Dt. 26:8, see Lohfink, Thph 46 (1971), 19-39;
Richter, Festschrilt M. Schmaus,l, I75-2L2.

1'lo See IV.b above, with bibliog.
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that the people may continue to dwell in the land; the Deuteronomistic texts in
Deuteronomy speak of obedience that the people may come [back] into the land!) The
phrase "out of the house of bondage" appears in Dt. 5:6;6:12;7:8;8:14;13:6,11(5,10)-
in other words, only in passages that have been Deuteronomistically shaped or edited
(not Deuteronomically, and hence dating from the book of Deuteronomytnt; and are

therefore exilic. Another 6 of the 13 occurrences are in Ex. 13:3 (qal),14; 2O:2; Jer.34:13
(all the product of Deuteronomistic editing); cf. also Josh.24:17; Jgs. 6:8; Mic. 6:4 with
pA/,6. T\e function of this qualifying phrase is to describe the land pejoratively,la2 but
also to define the situation of Israel in this "Egypt." (In Dt. 14, too, "Egypt" is a
transparent term for Babylon; cf. also P and the Holiness Code.) In Ex. 13:3, ys' appears

in the qal; elsewhere it is always in the hiphil: the point is that Yahweh will bring his
people out of (always rniz) this house of bondage, that Yahweh's act of deliverance will
put an end to this way of life.

f. It has been s ,ggestedla3 that the hdsi' formula referred originally not to the exodus
but to the miracle at the Sea of Reeds and was only later extended to the former. This
theory cannot be maintained.la The formula speaks rather of Yahweh's total act of
deliverance described in Ex. 1-15, expressing an analogous theology ofdeliverance and
hope of liberation. Daubelas has proposed that the verb ys' belongs to the realm of social
law and is associated with the redemption of slaves; there is much to say for this theory
in the context of the "deliverance from Egypt" and later references to this event, but the
historical setting is more conditioned by the exilic situation and its hopeful interpretation
than Daube realizes. Extension of his theory to other textual complexes such as the
Jacob-Laban stories is unconvincing.

According to Otto,l46 the themes of exodus and occupation had a (single!) locus in
the Feast of Unleavened Bread at the sanctuary of Gilgal (citing Josh. 4:21-23; 5:9; Ps.

114; Mic. 6:4f.). He does not, however, claim that the exodus theme was linked
exclusively with this sanctuary.

Norin, on the contrary, distinguishes (unjustifiably) the prose tradition ofthe exodus
from the poetic tradition found in the Psalms and Ex. 15, which he considers earlier. He
connects the latter with a cult that was not linked with Passover and the Feast of
Unleavened Bread until the Deuteronomistic period. It is significant, however, that even
Norin147 speaks of an exilic focus for the theme, even though he does not make a more
nuanced analysis of its conceptuality.

g. Besides the exilic texts of the Holiness Code and those deriving from the
Deuteronomistic school, there is a further exilic focus for the deliverance theme: the

141 Humbert,360.
142 Ross, 56.
143 Wijngaards,W, L5 (1965), 91tr
14 See the criticisms by Childs, 30ff.; Nicholson, 53ff.; D. Patrick, "Traditio-History of the

Reed Sea Account," W 26 (1976),248f.; Weimar-Zenger,36,4/'t., 130.
145 Pp.33_38.
15 Otto, 186-191 (actually pp.295f'f. of the original typescript of the diss.).
147 Pp.199ff.
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basic stratum of P, which likewise uses only the hiphil of ys' for the "deliverance from

Egypt" (exceptions: Lrv. L1:45; Nu. 14:13 [both F]). Only here do we find the participial

self-predication "who brought you out of the land of Egypt," uttered by Yahweh in

conjunction with several variants of the self-introduction formula @x. 6:7; I*v. 1.1:45;

cf..22:33 [Holiness Code];tc different construction: Dt. 8:14; 13:6,L1[5,10]; Jgs.2:12

[all Deuteronomistic]). Again the relative form appears (besides the Deuteronomistic Ex.

20:2;Dt.5:6) only in P texts (in conjunction with the grace formula "I am Yahweh your

God"): Ex.6:6f..,L3,26;7:4f.;12:17,39,42,51;16:6,32;29:46.Heretheexodusisdefined
theologically as a judgment upon Egyptl0e an act of redemption (gd'aD, an act of
deliverance (ns l; Ex. 6:6). The important statement n Ex. 29 :46 likewise describes the

theological goal of the exodus as renewed community with God in the land. Ex. 6:6

further interprets the exodus as a deliverance "from under the burdens" (sibl6; elsewhere

J in Ex. l:tl 2:ll;5:4f.; cf. the Deuteronomistic "house of bondage" and [rv. 26:1'3)

imposed by the Egyptians.t50 The purpose of the whole event is knowledge of the nature,

greatness, and power of Yahweh (Ex. 6:6f.), who shows his power to intervene in history

by bringing his people out (cf. the Holiness Code, the Deuteronomistic history Ezekiel,

and Deutero-Isaiah!). He will bring them out from the midst of the "Egyptians," who

shall thereby know him (Ex. 7:5; cf. Deutero-Isaiah). Of course all these statements are

deliberately framed as divine discourse @x. 6:2-8; 7:1-5). The fact that Moses andAaron

are then set apart by Yahweh to lead Israel out merely comports with equivalent status

of these two persons in P and their position as mediators between Yahweh and the people

(on 6:13, cf. w. 26f.). By the exodus Yahweh will once again make Israel his people,

whereas according to J and E Israel is already the people of Yahweh. P's shift of emphasis,

occasioned by the exile (Ex. 6:7; again in 29:46, an important statement of purpose), is

noteworthy (cf. Dt. 4:20; L K. 8:53; also 2 S. 7:23).tst Yahweh will once again be Israel's

God. He can and will deliver Israel in battle (Ex.7:4; cf. also 6:26Fthat is the assurance

of Pe.

The association of exodus, Passover, and the Feast of Unleavened Bread in Ex.

1217,42a,51exhibits the priestly interest in chronology of a later period (additions to

P8, i.e., F or Rp; cf. also P's use of the qal nEx. 72:41; l4:8; L6:-l;19:1; Nu. 1:1; 9:L;

33:1,38).tsz For P, see finally also Ex. 16.3,6,32, where the deliberate contrast between

w. 3 and 6 is noteworthy.
h. Ezekiel-likewise exilic-speaks of the exodus in ch. 20, a focal passage (else-

where only Ezk. lt:7,9 [oracles of judgmentl; 34:L3 [promise of salvation]). This

discourse, spoken by Yahweh, is a comprehensive summary of Israel's history from

See Elliger, HAT, [Y,301,n.22.
Cf. Ska.
On the syntax, see Weimar, 94,113-L3l;elsewhere Psays "out of the land of Egypt": ibid.,

l2'1,,n. L09.
ls1 See R. Smend, Die Bwdesformel ThSt, I (1963), 21; N. l,ohfink, "Beobachtungen zur

Geschichte des Ausdrucks illlT D!," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrifi G. von Rad

(Munich, 197L),304.
152 See Schmitt; on the chronology, see Gross, ZAW, 86 (1974),437-442.
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retrospect to promise; it shows that this history is a history of sin (cf. tle Deuteronomistic

history). The exodus is grounded on Yahweh's oath (cf. the Deuteronomistic texts in

Deuteronomy with reference to the oath to the fathers and the gift of the land); its purpose

was (and is!) the gift of the land and the worship of Yahweh alone in this land @zk.
20:6,34,38,41; cf. Ex. 29:a6 pl).It is not without reason that the formula of majesty

expressing divine self-demonstration should appear in this context @zk. 20:5; cf. P).

Everything leads to knowledge of Yahweh in the presence of the nations (vv.9f..,14,22)

for the sake of Yahweh's name (v. 9). Again exodus and law :ue associated (w. ff.,11f.;
cf. the Deuteronomistic history), and w. 23f. reflect the exilic situation. Verses 34,38,41

(cf. 34:13) promise that Yahweh will once again bring his people out, assemble them

from among the nations (never wnghe'"ldl) and bring them into the land. Yahweh the

king will show himself once more to be the Holy One before the eyes of the nations. It
is likely that these texts derive from the school of Ezekiel (20:33 betrays a Deuteronomis-

tic hand). The similarity to Deutero-Isaiah is clear and the exilic situation obvious.153

i. Deutero-Isaiah, also exilic, uses - DllJ nl.rm, "comfort," and + Dll't rlun, "have

mercy," to interpret ys' more specifically. The qal is used 14 times, 5 of which refer to

the "going out" of Yahweh or the people (lsa. 42:13;48:20; 49:9;52:ll;55:12). There

are 8 occurrences of the hiphil (40:26; 42:1,3,7; 43:8,17; 48:?-O;54:16). The use in

parallel with - )Nl ga'al and -il1D N& is theologically sigrrificant. "Salvation" goes

forth from Yahweh and from his word (45:23;48:3;51:4f .;55:'l'l;cf..42:1,3; Jer. 51:10!).

The prisoners (!) are to go out (Isa. 49:9). As Yahweh brings out the stars (40:26) and his

servant bringsforthmilpat(42:1,3),so will Cyrus (who is probably alluded to in 42:71s4)

bring forth the prisoners (!) (cf. 45:13). This is interpreted and promised as a mighty

military victory on the part of Yahweh (43:L7'5, with conscious allusion to the "first"
exodus from Egypt. The second exodus from Babylon is seen as being analogous but

superior to the first. Yahweh himself will lead the people out and bring them back to Zion
(52:11f.).tss

j. It is thus indisputable that the usage that speaks of "bringing Israel out of Egypt"

has its focal point in the situation and literature of the exile.156 Before we develop this

conclusion in greater detail, we must ask whether there are any clearly preexilic

occurrences of the hiphil in the context of "bringing out of Egypt." It is immediately

noteworthy that the earlier sour@s in Ex. 13:17-1.4:31 do not use the term; the central

word in Ex. 1-15 is rather - n)U ilh Here, too, descriptive narrative came before

defining formulas, and the origin and development of the more formulaic language can

be trac.ed.

ls3 Cf. Gross, ibid., 439; W Zimmerli, "Der 'neue Exodus'in der Verkiindigung der beiden

grossen Exilspropheten," in Gottes Offenbarwg. Gesammelte Aufsiitze, !. ThB, 19 (1969),
1gZ-ZU;gattzeg l-26 onEzekiel and Deutero-Isaiah (also with reference to the next section); also

F. L. Hossfeld, (Jntersuchungen zu Komposition wd Theologie dcs Ezechielbuches' Fz.B,

20 (t977),309-314.
154 Cf. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK Xltt (L978),228.
lss Qf. Plsuss , 4246; Kiesow.
1s6 Now cf. also S. Hidal, "Some Reflections on Deuteronomy 32," ASTI, lL (1977178), 18.
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J usesy-s'only in the qal (Ex. 12:31).1s7 No text that clearly comes from the Yahwist
uses the "bringing out" formula (cf. instead Ex. 3:8,17 [J]), which makes the recently
proposed exilic dating of J unlikely. Ex.20:2 cannot be assigned to E. Nu. 20:15f. @?),
possibly.an ancient credal text, speaks of an angel as the subject. Both 2 S. 7:6; 1 K.
l2:28have been subject to Deuteronomistic revision and therefore cannot be considered
clearly early texts.ls8 In Josh. 24:5f.., v. 5 at most may represent an early text, but there
are good reasons to doubt that the formula itself is original there. Ex. l3:3,9,L4,16 have
also been subject to Deuteronomistic revision. Gen. l5:7 (ct.11:31 [P])lse is also not an
early text as its similarity to Ex. 6:6 (P); trv. 25:38 shows. It has been framed
deliberately after the analogy of the "bringing out of Egypt," reveals the problems posed
by the exile (cf. also Ezk. 33:24), and reflects P's estimation of Abraham (Gen. 17 ,23),
including the promise to him and his occupation of the land (Gen. 11:31!).

This leaves only Nu. 23:22(E?\;24:8 (J?), whichZnnger ansiders very early.loHere
the subject is not Yahweh and the object is not Israel (but cf. 23:20;24:5): the subject is
El, and in each case the verb is a hymnic participle with a suffix in a descriptive clause
("this is what God is like"). Furthermore, 23:22probably echoes 24'8J61The God who
blesses is also the God who saves, and this God is probably called El because a

non-Israelite is speaking. I orctzt62 s1^ims that the verse is a secondary interpolation; so,
too, and with better reason does Miiller,163 arguing that the connection between El and
Balaam holds also for Israel. It is possible, however, that24:8 has preserved an ancient
formula, describing an act of God with which Yahweh was not associated until later. It
is even more likely that within the nation of Israel several "exodus traditions" coalesced,
among which the one with Yahweh as subject proved to be the most important (for
whatever reasons and in whatever contexts). In any case, the new material assembled by
Strobellfl must be mentioned here; it could be both helpful and suggestive. The two texts
from Nu. 23f. therefore cannot be cited in support of Richter's theoryl65 that the ft6si'
formula and the he'"ld formula are equally early, especially since the language here is
not yet formulaic. The passages using he'"ld are earlier; those with fi6pt' do not take

1s7 For an explanation of why 'dLA is not used here, see Gross, ZAW,86 (1,974),447. See also
Nu. 22:5,LL (JE?); Nu. 11:20 qal (secondary); the hiphil in Ex. 18:1b is also secondary (see Noth's
OTL cnmm. on each passage).

158 Co1t1a Richter, Festschrift M. Schmaus,l, Lffi.
159 Qn these texts, see the important discussion by J. Van Seters, Abraham in History and

Tradition (New Haven, 1975), 263-65; on the Deuteronomistic language, see also O. Kaiser,
"Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung von Genesis 15," ZAW 70 (1958), 119; M. K<ickert, "Die
Viiterverheissungen," Th\ 10(1979), 16; Westermann,Genesis 1-11,inloc.;i.dem,Genesis 12-36
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), in loc.

160 D. Vetter, Seherspruch und Segensschilderung. CTLM, N4 (1974),24f.; also Gross,
Bilearn, 258; idery ZAW Ae 0974), 427, n. 14, rightly oitical of Zenger's syntactical analysis.

161 Cf. M. Noth,Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), in loc.
162 O.loretz, "Die Herausfiihrungsformel in Num 23,22wd24,8," UF,7 (L975),571t.
163 H.-P. Miiller, "Einige alttestamentliche Probleme zur aramiiischen Inschrift v on Der Alh,"

ZDPV 94 (1978), 63f.
164 A. Strobel , Der spiitbronzezeitliche Seeviilkersturm. BZAW L45 (1976).
t6s fsslsshTifi M. Schmaus, | (1967), 175-212.
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shape until the exile and do not become formulaic until after the exilic period. Neither
can it be demonstrated, as suggestedby Znnger,ltr that the theme of "bringing out of
Egypt" has its originalSitz im Leben (what would this expression mean here in any case?)

in the acclamation of Yahweh as king, found from the time of the occupation onward, or
that there was a connection between "bringing out," "covenant formulary," and

"Jerusalem fi1gx1."167

The few texts that are probably preexilic thus show that a "bringing out" formula
comprising the elements listed above had not developed before the exile. The relevant
statements remained very rare until the exile, and only then--albeit forvery good reasons-
took on importance and received their full development. None of the possibly preexilic
texts uses the full formula. Furthermore, they prefer the qal to the hiphil, which means that
they have not completed the theological shift of emphasis signalled by the hiphil.

k. Abrief survey of the grammatical subjects can underline these observations. When
the statement has developed into a formula, Yahweh is always the subject (125 times
according to KBL3, although this count includes general usage). The earlier texts still
havethe mal'a& as subject (Nu. 20:1.5f.; cf. Ex. 14: L9; cf. the use of "El" discussed above
with reference to Nu. 23f.). When Moses is the subject, we are dealing with a later
theological intention. His mention in the mouth of the people deliberately articulates a

charge against him in the murmuring narratives (Ex.l7:3; Nu. 1.6:1,3; 20:5;21:5lJl; d.
Ex. 14:11 [E?D. E uses Moses positively as subject in Ex. 3:10-L2, as P later uses Moses
in conjunction with Aaron (Ex. 6:13,26f.;16:3).t04 Among the Deuteronomistic texts,
Dl 9:12 is likewise a deliberate exception;16e cf. also Josh. 24:5f.; 1 S. 12:8 (both
Deuteronomistic); also Ex. 33:1-3; Nu. 21:5; and the juxtaposition in Ex. 32:1,23
alongside w. 4,8; then 32:11f. with Moses as subject, although deliverance is not
mentioned explicitly; 32:1,23 as the voice of the people; finally 33:12; and then Dt. 4:37
(Deuteronomistic) with the subject pdnim. The choice of subjects developed toward a

preference for Yahweh, and this with the purpose of making a clear theological distinc-
tion. That Yahweh is clearly the subject who does the "bringing out"-an idea expressed
in a fixed formula and based on clear theological reflection-was not brought to full
consciousness until after the exile. It is therefore not by chance that Yahweh is much
more often the subject of hbsi' than of. he'"16 (42 times).

l. The use of ys' hiphil with Yahweh as subject accordingly says more about this
God as liberator and redeemer than is the case with he'"l6.It is he above all who who
liberates Israel from the house ofbondage ofthe exile.l7o It is not only the legislative
texts that focus on this statement,lTl but the exilic textual complexes of Ezekiel, the

16 ZDMGSup,l (1969), 340.
167 As proposed by N. Irhfink, "Dt26,L7-19 und die 'Bundesformel'," ZKIL, 91 (1969),

5t7f..,542,549f.
16 This stage of reflection is discussed in VI.g above.
16e cf. vl.d above.
170 Cf. H. A. Brongers, "Das Z,eitwort' 'ah' und seine Derivate," in Travels in the World of the

OT. Festschrift M. A. Beek S&Y, 16 (1974),35.
171 wijngaards.
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Deuteronomistic history P, Deutero-Isaiah, and the Holiness Code (cf. also the
contrast in Ezr. t:7). Deliverance from Egypt stands transparently for deliverance from
the house of bondage of the exile in Babylon. There the new deliverance, the new
exodus, is hoped for and promised through reference to the former act of liberation
and its emphatic interpretation as such. The postexilic texts exhibit the effective
history of this primarily exilic idea; the few preexilic texts lead up to it. Liberating
"bringing out" from exile was the newly established accent demanded by the ancient
faith in Yahweh, who had been Israel's God since Egypt (Hos. l2:l0l9l; 13:4);
therefore when we survey the semantic field, this "bringing out" is defined in more
details by pdh, g'1, qb{, y.I', and ngl.

Some 75 of the 91 o@urrences involving "bringing out" are therefore exilic, and 1.0

belong to postexilic texts. Since they also speak of this "bringing out" in very different
ways, it is best to follow Grossl72 in speaking of a developed idea rather than a
"formula." It is no accident that the hiphil participle is found as Yahweh's self-predica-
tion only in the exilic texts of the Holiness Code, P, and the Deuteronomic/Deuter-
onomistic history. The Sirz im Leben was where such theological argumentation was
needed: oral and written "preaching" to the exilic community. The hiphil of ys' as a
statement about a God whose act of deliverance one recounts and hopes for is amply
attested in this more soteriological aspect,l73 but it can be examined properly only in
the context of the further usage of "out of Egypt," and also against the background of
the wider semantic field, above all the otheruses ofys'hiphil with Yahweh as subject.tT+
The verb he'"lfi spoke more explicitly in geographical and topographical terms from
the perspective of the land; its antonym isyrd. The most important antonym of yg',
howeveq both in the qal and in the hiphil, is bd', which establishes the connection with
Yahweh's gift of the land and his leading of the people into the land.17s Thus the
perspective that looks to a future determined by Yahweh's deliverance appears not only
in passages where it is explicit (e.g., Isa. 52:.121' 55:t2; Jer. 51: 10,45 ;Ezk. 14:22;20:34;
34:1,3;38:8; Mic. 7:L5; Hag. 2:5), but also implicitly in many other texts, especially
those that are exilic.

m. There are several postexilictexts. Ps. 1.05:37,43 (cf. the qal inv.38176) are narrative
vene extolling the great deeds done by Yahweh, leading up to the gift of the land. The
same is true of Ps. 136:ll (with a Deuteronomistic variant in v. 12). The exodus is cited
as justifying a plea for help or a prayer for forgiveness in Ps. 107:14,28; Dnl. 9:15
(Deuteronomistic language). It is unclear whether Ps. 66:12 refers to the exodus.1z For
comparison, we may cite passages in the Psalms that use the qal: Ps. 68:8(7); 105:38;
114:1; also 81:6(5), where 'al must be emended. In the Psalter, which is predominantly
exilic or postexilic in origin and final form, it is characteristic that fte'"/d should appear

rn 7AW86(1974),451.
173 (4111x Gross, ibid., 427.
174 cf. n below.
r75 Cf. Wijngaards, Formulas, 3543.
176 See S. Holm-Nielsen, "The Exodus Traditions in Psalm 105," ASTI, 1l (1977178),22-30.
tn Cf. Kiihlwein, 108; also (differently) 137.
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only in Ps. 81:11(10), since this verb was little used in this context after the exile.178 The

situation in Chronicles has already been discussed.lTe

n. The exile with its theological and historical situation and the need to come to terms

with it led to the dominant use ofys' hiphil to mean deliverance, liberation from Babylon,

the exilic house of bondage. This usage is further underlined by a survey of the passages

in which Yahweh appears as subject of a hiphil form where nothing is said about

"bringing out of Egypt."1m
It has often been pointed out that the hiphil of y-s' is not used for the initial work of

creation, although Gen. l:L2,24 make this statement not quite true. Besides a few minor
passages (Gen. 15:5; Ps. 135:7; Jer. 10:L3; 50:25;51:16;Ezk.37:t), there are several of
more significance: on the journey through the desert on the way to the promised land (!)
Yahweh brought forth water out of the rock @t. 8:15; Neh. 9:15; Ps. 78:16; cf.Ex.17:6

[qal]; note the variety of ways in which Moses appears as agent). Gen. 15:7 is patterned

deliberately on the exodus from Egypt (cf. Neh. 9:7 and the discussion at VIj above).

Yahweh also brings forth descendants (Isa. 65:9) and brings out stars (Isa. 40:26; cf. Neh.

4:lllZll;Job 38'32181), which supports Israel's faith in its own liberation (cf. Isa. 43:17).

He also brings forth human "creators" (Isa. 54:16; cf. 10:13). Yahweh brings forth to
judgment (Ezk.l17,9;21:8,10[3,5]; 28:18; cf. 38:4 [military usage]; also Jer. 10:13;

50:25;51:16) and lets a curse take its course (Zec.5:4). Almost all the importantpassages

stress Yahweh's sovereignty over history.
Especially important are the texts that use a hiphil form of ys' to describe Yahweh as

liberating prisoners, as delivering those who are oppressed. These passages are closely

related to those that speak of "deliverance from Egypt" or support the notion that the

exodus was a liberation from slavery.ls2 Yahweh delivers from enemies (2 S. 22:49), sets

free from Babylon (Jer. 51:44), brings forth from among the nations (Ezk.2O:34; cf. w.
38,41;34:L3\. Many Psalm texts illustrate this assurance (Ps. 25:15; 37:6) onthe part of
the Israelites that Yahweh will bring them to the light so that they may see salvation (Ps.

37:6;Mic.7:9; cf. Job l2:22).They give thanks to Yahweh as the delivererwho "brought"
them out of distress (Ps. 18:20[19] par. 2 S. 22:20; Ps- 66:12;68:7[6]) or pray that he

will so act (Ps. 25:17;31:5141;U2:8171;143:ll). The frequently mentioned deliverance

of prisoners fits well with the exilic focus of the hiphil (Ps. 68:7[6]; tO7:14,28:142:8171;

cf. 18:20[19] par.; 66:12). And the attributes ascribed to God show that Yahweh was

known as a God who "brings forth" (Ps. 68:7[6]; 135:7; cf. lO4:L4).

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls. Among the more than 60 occurrences of the root in the Dead

Sea scrolls, there are several semantic foci. The only apparent reference to the exodus

from Egypt is in 4QDibHam 5:10 (also 1Q14 72:3; lQ22 l:l;2:6 [?]). Military "going

178 Cf. Gross, ZAW, 86 (L97 4), 439, 450.
179 see vl.c above.
ls See Humbert,358f.; according to Jenni,759f., this usage denotes a specific act done by

Yahweh, not a constant activity.
r81 On the text, see G. Fohrer, D as Buch Hiob. KAT, XVI (L963), 492.
182 see v.c above.
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forth" to the (eschatological) battle appears in lQM l:4,13;2:8;3:1,7; 4:9; 6:t,4,9,11;
7;3,9,13f.,16f.;8:3;9:3,1l. ,13;16:4,12;cf. lQH6:31. Yahwehcanbringforth (lQH 1:29;

4:25); instruction (or the lot) goes forth (lQS 5:3;6:16,18,21; 9:7; LQSa 1:16; CD 13:4).

There are cultic regulations prescribing what one may (not) bring forth (e.g., CD 11:8).

"Go out and in" can be used generally to mean "do something," "conduct oneself'(CD
11.:10f.; 20:27;withcultic overtones in CD 13:4). All these meanings are suggested or

attested in OT usage.

In the Dead Sea scrolls, there is also a group of texts in which the Qumran community

refers to itself as "those who have gone out of the land of Judah" (CD 4:3; 6:5; also 20:22

["from the holy city"];. But one can also depart from this community (1QS 7:?3t.).
Preuss

llr ysb - l3l n{b

Contents: I. Occurrences, Meaning, LXX. I Literal Usage: 1. With Inanimate Objects;2. With

Persons; 3. With Cult Objecs. III. Figurative Usage.

I. Occurr',ences, Meaning, LXX. The rootysg appears 16 times as a verb in the OT;

it occurs also in Sir. 30:18. The verb is found primarily in the hiphil (hophal in Ex.10:24;
Sir.30:18). The hiphil follows the paradigm of verbs primae nun, and several earlier

lexicographic works list it as nagag.r

The verb is found only in Hebrew; it has the general meaning "set, place." Both its

relative rarity and above all the contexts in which it occurs often lend it an emphasis not

found in other verbs for "set, place."
The root obviously is related to - Plt y{q, "pour out," which also has the meaning

"place" or "lay down" in the hiphil. Therefore most modern scholars emend wayyassiqft

yfg. W. R. Arnold, Ephod and Ark. HT/r.J., 3 (L917); K. Budde, "Ephod und Lade," ZAW,

39 (1921), L-42; J. J. Rabinowitz, "Neo-Babylonian trgal Documents and Jewish Law," lournal
of iuristic Papyrology, 13 (1961), l3L-175; S. Rin, "Ugaritic4T Affinities," BZ N.s. 7 (1963),

22-33; E. Sellin, "Das israelitische Ephod," O rientalische Sudien. FestschriftT. Nt)ldeke (Giessen,

1906), II, 699-7L7.
1 Cf. J. Cocceius,Ie*icon et commentarius sermonis hebraici et chawaici Ueteris Testamenti

(l*ipzig,stlgl); and F. H. W. Gescnius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus linguae hebraeae et

chaldae ae Veteris Te stament i (*ipng, 21839).

E
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in 2 S. 15:24 to wayyassigfi, and in Josh. 7:23 the meaning of wayyassiqzm is close to
l{9, "lay down," "spread out" (cf. Jgs. 6:37). The close relationship between g nd e,
found also in Ugaritic, is stressed by Rinz in this context.

The LXX renders the verb in a variety of ways; the individual passages were
understood and translated according to their context.

U. Literal Usage.
L. With Inanimate Objects. Literally, the hiphil ftrs. sig means to set something in place.

The object may be set up or laid down: both are possible in Gen. 30:38 with reference
to the peeled rods Jacob lays or places in the runnels. The spoiled woman in Dt. 28:56
does not set her foot upon the earth, and in Jgs. 6:37 Gideon lays the fleece upon the
threshing floor.

2. with Persons. with a personal object, hissig lipna means "present" or "bring
forward": in Gen. 43:9, Judah wishes to bring his brother Benjamin back and set him
before his father; in Gen. 47:2, Jceph presents five of his brothers to pharaoh. on the
basis of 43:9, Rabinowitz3 even proposes to interpret the formula hisstg lipn€ as a
technical term for "set before" or "produce" in the juristic sense. The argument, however,
is not compelling-if this were the case, one would expect to find the formula in legal
contexts elsewhere in the OT.

Another meaning of hbstg is "leave behind." Esau wishes to leave some of his men
with Jacob (Gen. 33:15), and Gideon is to set apart everyone who laps the water with his
tongue (Jgs. 7:5). This is also the sense in Ex. 10:24: the flocks and herds are to be left
behind.

3. With Cult Obiects. When ftissig is used in cultic contexts, the question arises
whether the cult object is merely being set out on a particular occasion or whether the
sense of "establishing a cult" is also involved. Sir. 30:18 speaks of a food offering
placed before an idol (msgt lpny glwl; the IXX took the last word as gwlf the stone
closing a tomb, and translated: "precious foods placed upon a tomb',). Here we are
dealing with the solemn presentation of an offering. In Jgs. 8:27 it is the ephod and in
1 S. 5:2; 2 s.6:17 (cf. 1 ch. 16:1) the ark of the covenant that is put in a special place.
Discussing Jgs.8:27, Sellina vigorously defends the translation "he deposited" and
rejects any notion that has to do with setting up an idol. Cf. Keils and Friedrich:6 "The
basic meaning of ftls.rig is 'place' or 'set' something so that it has a fixed location."T

251

2 P.26.
3 Pp.144tr
4 w.707t.
5 Judges. KD,ll, in loc.
6 I. Friedrich, Eplad und Choschen im Lichte des Alten Orients. WBI\,20 (196g), 17.
7 Cf. also K. Elliger, "Ephod und Choschen: Ein Beitrag zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des

hohepriesterlichen Omats," 14[ 8 (1958), L9-35 = Festschrifr E Baumgtirtel. Er[aiger Forschun-
geb *,r. A, 10 (1959), 9-23: - ?'117 gOrdl.
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Burney,s however, takes a different position: "What the writer wishes to express is

that it was there that the Ephod-cult was 'established'; and any alternative expression,

such as 'he placed' or 'kept it at Ophrah,'would scarcely have been possible." Still
others prefer to understand the ephod as a later substitute for an earlier word. Arnold
thinks of + l]lR '"rin; Budde proposes - Jr]ll 'df,ir ('dbhtr), emphasizingr that

lrissig can mean not only "set down on the ground" but also "set up."
The beginning of a cult is certainly referred to n 2 S. 6:17, which tells how the ark

was set in its place inside the tent. In this passage only, the IXX uses the verb anatithdnai

to translate ftissig. This verb is used in Greek for the placing of votive offerings in a
temple. In 1 S. 5:2, however, we are told how the ark is set up in the temple of Dagon.

The common element in these narratives is the ceremonious placing of the ark, not the

cultic arrangements that follow. Schreiner, emphasizing the difference between 1 S. 5:2

and 2 S. 6:17 in this respect, rightly notes:l0 "In most cases, the hiphil of ysg has the

force of a deliberate or purposeful placement." Of course the purpose can be to establish

a cult, but this is not stated explicitly. The choice of fti1peg in a particular context means

only that the speaker sees a special importance in the act of placing.

IIL Figurative Usage. In figurative usage, ftrssig has the same emphatic overtones:

"He (truly) made me a byword of the peoples" (Job L7:6). In Jer. 51.:34, the speaker is

"placed" as an empty vessel-here the meaning "leave behind" may also be involved.

Where the emphasis lies in Hos. 2:5@ng. v. 3) is open to question. The threat "I will strip

her naked and set her as on the day of her birth" can mean refusal to support an unfaithful
wife and readiness to leave her. But there is also a suggestion of exposing her to public
disgrace (cf. v. 12[10]).

In Am. 5:15, the prophet demands that justice (mi\pa) be "set up" in the gate. This

is in contrast to the work of those who "cast down (hinnihfi) righteousness to the earth"
(v. 7), as Hammershaimbu notes. Here, too, the prophet's words take on a special

emphasis: in vv. 14f. he summarizes what God requires of his people.
B. Johnson

8 C. F. Burney, The Book ofludges (1918; repr. New York, L970),241.
e Pp.3of.
10 J. Schreiner, Sion-Jerusalemlahwehs Kdnigssdz StAlVd 7 (L963),43, n. 118.
rr Amos (Copenhagen, 1946), in loc.
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"f,lT? yt hnr

Contents: 1. Etymology, Meaning, Occurrences; 2.,,Grain, Wne, and Oil";3. Used Alone.

l. Etymology, Meaning, occurrences. The noun yt+hnr is usually derived from the
root slz4 "shine"; it is said to describe olive oil as "shining." But this etymology
contributes little to an understanding of the term, which seems to be synonymous with
iemen, "oil." In Dt. 8:8, zA1 iemen means "olive tree,,, as does z€lyighar n2K. lg:32_

with only one exception, yishar always appears in the fixed sequence dagan, ttr6i,
and. yishar (18 times; the same words appears in a different order in Nu. 1g:12).

2. "Grain, wine, and oil." This sequence appears in several contexts. It is not
peculiar to any particular literary genre, but is rooted in the ecology of Palestine. It
serves to summarize the produce of the land, which is a result of God,s blessing. Dt.
1L:14, for example, promises increase of grain and wine and oil. In Dt. 7:13, yahweh
promises to bless the fruit of the land if the people keep his commandments; in addition
to grain and wine and oil, the verse speaks of the young of sheep and cattle. on the
other hand, Dt. 28:51 threatens that if the commandments are not kept these same
resources will be destroyed by enemy invasion. Jer.3l:12 (Deuteronomistic) similarly
looks forward to a rich harvest of grain, wine, and oil, as well as sheep and cattle, when
Israel is restored.

The propagandistic speech of the Rabshakeh is formulated in somewhat different
terms: if the Israelites will reach a peaceful accommodation with the king of Assyria, he
will give them a land that, like the land of canaan, provides grain and wine, bread and
vineyards, olive trees and honey (2 K. 18:32). In the same context, 2 ch. 32:2g speaks
of storehouses for grain, wine, and oil, as well as stalls for cattle. Haggai speaks of a
drought that will come upon the grain, wine, oil, and other produce beciuse ihe people
have procrastinated in rebuilding the temple (Hag. 1:11).

The list takes on special importance in Hosea and Joel. Hosea emphasizes that it is
Yahweh, not Ba'al, who gives corn and wine and oil, as well as silvir and gold (Hos.
2:10[Eng. v. 8]); he looks forward to a time of restoration when the heavens will ..hear,,

the earth and the earth will "hear" the grain, wine, and oil (2:24[22]), i.e., the heavens
will send rain and the earth will bring forth its increase. The formula is further developed
in Joel, where it appeius 3 times. First, the prophet laments that the fields and ground
mournl "because the grain is destroyed, the wine fails, the oil languishes,, (Joeil:10).
After the lament, Yahweh responds with a promise: "I am sending to you grain, wine,
and oil, and you will be satisfied" (2:19). And at the end of the oracle of salvation, yahweh

yislun L. K<ihler, "Archiologisches. Nr. 23: Eine archaistische wortgruppe ,- zAw 6 (Lg2g),
2L8-2?.0;.v. lr,!aag, T*t, wortschatz und Begriffswelt des Buches Amos(L*,iien, lgsD, ldzt.1 - hN 'afral ('abhat).
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says: "The threshing floors shall be full of grain, the vats shall overflow with wine and

oil" (2:24). Thus the formula in its various manifestations serves almost as a leitmotif in
Joel.

The formula appears several times in cultic legislation, sometimes expanded to

include sheep and cattle. Some of these laws deal with the firstfruits to be given to the

priests (Nu. 18:12 lwith loleb, "the best of . . ."]; Dt. 1.8:4; cf. also 2 Ch. 31:5; Neh.

10:38,40[37,39]), others with tithes (Dt. L2:17;74:23; cf.. Neh. 13:5,12).

3. UsedAlone. The only passage in which yighnr appears without dngdn and /ird.f is

Zec.4:1,4, which speaks of two "sons of or1" (Uni'lwyyiphnr), i.e., "anointed ones,"

obviously a reference to a king and a high priest anointed to lead the people.2
Ringgren

2 See A. S. van der Woude, "Die beiden S<ihne des 6h (Sach.4:14): Messianische Gestalten?"
in Travels in the World of the OT. Festschrifr M. A. Beek SSN, 16 (1974),262-68; W. Rudolph,

Sacharja 1--8. KAT, XIIV4 (1976), 108f.

P\1, W;oo;lrt sfrq II; ;l[!] Y"Yqa;l$Q ma$q

Contents: I. Occurrences and Meaning. II. Literal Usage: 1. Secular; 2. Cultic or Sacral; 3.

Casting Metal. III. Figurative Usage.

I. Occumences and Meaning. The root ysq, with its by-form gtrq, is one of the

Semitic words for "pour (out)." Besides Biblical and Postbiblical Hebrew, it appears in

Ugariticl and Phoenician.2 When it is compared with other roots of similar meaning (such

as nslg ntlg and.Ipk), the semantic fields are often found to overlap. What primarily

distinguishes ysq is its reference to pouring upon or into something. While nslc is

especially common with a drink offering as its object, .fpt refers to pouring in general;

what is poured out is not collected in some kind of vessel, but falls upon the ground and

drains away. The root y-s4 on the other hand, is used primarily in cases where the liquid
being poured has a particular destination such as a container or a part of the bdy to be

anointed. Other terms, however, are used for the act of anointing itself: primarily z,ih
and also nrn.

The verb appears 41 times in the qal, 3 times in the hiphil, and 9 times in the hophal.

The hiphil ptq. mOSqel @ere) i.rr,2K. 4:5 appears n the kethibh as my{qt, which can

be interpreted as a by-form of the hiphil or as a unique instance of the piel. The meaning

tilUS, no. 1228.
DISO, LTO.

I
)
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in either case is "pour (into)." Tlte 2 other instances of the hiphil have the meaning "lay
or set down": the messengers laid the objects down before Yahweh (Josh. 7:23), and the
Levites set down the ark of God (2 S. t5:24).t There may well be confusion here with
--+ lI'1lS& especially in2S.15:24. Hertzberg's proposed interpretatbna of.wayyassiqL
here as referring to a drink offering is not convincing.s On the other hand, it can be argued
that Josh. 7:23 illustrates the conceptual similarity between the pouring of liquids and
the laying down of solid objects. We are dealinghere with acollection of larger orsmaller
objects that are "poured out" before Yahweh.

The by-form sr0q appears twice in the qal (Job 28:2; 29:6), in addition to the
questionable passage lsa. ?5:'I..6.6

The verb ypq is used intransitively in 2 passages: the king's blood "flowed" into the
bottom of the chariot (1 K. 22:35); the dust "runs" into a mass (Job 38:38). Elsewhere
the verb generally appears with an object (oil, water, blood, metal) and a preposition
indicating the direction or goal of the pouring. In most passages the preposition is 'al,
but in the case of blood it is 'el (perhaps through the influence of the construction used
with Spt). When metal is cast, F- or b"- indicates the purpose of the resulting implement.

The LXX uses a variety of translations, often drawing on compounds of the verb
chein

II. Literal Usage.
l. Secular "Pouring" o@urs in everyday contexts: oil is poured into vessels (2 K.

4:4); soup and other foods are poured (2K.4:40;2 S. 13:9). Water is to be poured into
the pot (Ezk.24:3). Elisha was the one who poured water over the hands of Elijah (2 K.
3:11). A rock can be said to pour out (sOq) streams of oil (Job 29:6), either because oil
vats have been hewn out of the rock or as a symbol of abundance.T

2. Cultic or Sacral. Most of the passages, however, are found in cultic or sacral
contexts. Jacob poured oil on top of the stone (Gen. 28:18; 35:14). Oil is poured on the
cereal offering (kv. 2:t,6), although not on the 'cereal offering of jealousy (minfial
qnd'at) (Nu. 5:15). When a priest or king is anointed, rz,fh refers to the anointing itself
and ysq to the associated act of pouring out oil: Moses is to pour (vsq) the anointing oil
on Aaron's head and anoint (rn5[) him (Ex. 29:7;l*v.8:12). In 1 S. 10:1, when Saul is
anointed, the concrete act is underlined by mention of the vial of oil. Here, too, as when
the disciples of the prophets anoint Jehu in 2 K. 9:3, ys4 refers to the act of pouring,
which is then interpreted by the mlh that follows. Aocording to [rv. 14:15ff., when a
priest cleanses a leper he is to pour (yfq) some of the offered oil into his left hand and
sprinkle (nzhhiphil) it with his finger before Yahweh. He then puts oil on various parts

3 Cf. J. Hoftijzer, "Een opmerking bij II Sam. 15:24 (wayyassiqil)," n Travels in the World of
the OT. Festschrifr M. A. Beek SSN,16 (1974),91-93.

4 H. W. Heraberg, I & II Samuel. OTL @ng. luarc. 1964), in loc.
5 Cf. R. A. Carlson, David the Chosen King (Eng. trans., Stockholm, 1964), L72f.
6 See below.
7 Cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, )K.VI (1963), in loc.
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of the leper's body as well as pouring it on his head; for these actions the passage uses

not mil.tbut ntn.
Blood is also poured out in the cult. In this case the most common verb is,lpk Only

in Lev. 8:15; 9:9, in the narrative of Aaron's consecration and first sacrifice, isygg used

in the same construction as the usual .fpt Perhaps this is meant to emphasize that the

blood is poured out on (rather than beside) the foot of the altar, as an act by which the

altar is sanctified (cf. trv. 8:15).
The verb is used with water as its object in 1 K. 1.8:34a(33b), in the story of the

judgment on Mt. Carmel.

3. Casting Metal. Metal can also be "poured" or "cast." [n the account of how the

sacred paraphernalia of the sanctuary were made, we are told that Moses and Bezalel
cast gold rings and silver or bronze bases for various cultic objects (8x.25:12;26:37;
36:36;37.,3,13;38:5,27).In like manner the temple of King Solomon was fumished with
cast metal objects (1 K. 7:16,23f.,30,33,46;2Ch.4:2f.,17).T\e by-form si4 also appears

in this sense in Job 28:2.

III. Figurative Usage. When metal is poured, the result is a permanent casting.

Thereforeysq can be used metaphorically not only of liquids but also in connection with
solid objects. In Job 38:38, the poet describes how the clods cleave fast together in the

time of rain, when the dust "pours" into a mass (b"geqe1 'ap/ lammtuaq). As modern

commentaries point out, this undoubtedly refers to the state of the ground before a rain.
It is hard as stone, solid "as though cast." The firmament of heaven is solid as a cast

mirror (Job 37:18). lrviathan is described as having the folds of his flesh cleave together

as though cast upon him; his heart is hard as though cast of stone, fixed as a cast nether

millstone (Job 41:l5f.[Eng. w. 23f.]).
A human being, too, if righteous, can be "cast solid" and need not fear (Job 11:15).

This image of firmness and solidity is often used of God's persecuted messengers: in the

face of all attacks, God makes them hard as stone or awall of bronze (Isa. 50:7; Jer. 1:L8;

15.,20;Ezk.3:9).
In contrast to solidity and permanence, Job 22:L6 usesysq to describe the destruction

of the wicked .Tltewords rulwr yfrsaqy"sd/am can be interpreted variously, e.9., "a river
poured over their foundation" or "their foundation washed away as a river," but the image

of something permanent that washes away remains the same. The context suggests the

story of the Deluge, but this may not be intentional. It is more likely that the same image

is being drawn upon as in Mt. 7:24ff.
In figurative usage, ysq with an object appears in both positive and negative contexts.

Isa. 44:3 uses water and spirit in parallelism: "I will pour water on the thirsty land, and

streams on the dry ground; I will pour out my Spirit upon your descendants, and my
blessing on your offspring." By insertin g kin, lQlso already takes the pouring of water as

a symbol representing the outpouring of the Spirit: ". . . so I will pour out my Spirit. . . ."
The meaning of. gqfin (kba{) in Isa. 26:16 is obscure. The form could derive from

sfiq II, and figurative usage is quite possible after the analogy of Wq.But the root siq I,
"oppress," also fits the context. Others propose the emendation g'aqnfi, "we cried out."
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In Ps. 41:9(8), the psalmist's enemies say: *[ar-Ul?ya'al ydgfrq b6, "A deadly thing
has been poured in him." The use of the prep. Dr- (rather than'al, for example), suggests
interpreting the image to mean that the disaster is already present within him rather than
being poured upon him. Delitzschs takes the expression to mean "poured like cast metal,"
but this is less likely. The same preposition (lr-) appears also in Ps. 45:3(2): "Grace (lon)
is poured upon your lips." On the basis of Ugaritic, Dahood suggestse interpreting tr-
here as meaning "from, out of': "Charm flows from your lips." This argument remains
dubious, but there is still the question what Dr- (instead of 'al, lor example) means in this
passage. Both prepositions appear several times in conjunction with *pat: 'al always has
the locative meaning "upon, ovet''; U- has either the locative meaning "upon, within"
or the agential meaning "through, by means of." In Ps. 45, therefore, the prep. trr- could
suggest tle translation "grace flows through your lips" (cf. Eccl. lO:12) as well as "grace
is (already present) poured within your lips."lo

B. Johnson

8 The Psalms. KD, Y, in loc.
e M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, XYI (1965), in loc.
10 For further discussion, sss +l)fl hAnan.

1!] yagar; 1f,?.yeger; "lll sir'l!f .sir; ilJll s0rri

Contents: I. Etymology, Related Terms, Distribution. II. Craftsmanship; Pottery. III. The Potter.
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I. Etymology, Related lbrms, Distribution. The basic meaning of the Semitic root
y-sr is "shape, form." In West Semitic (Ugaritic, Phoenician), we find nouns with the

meaning "potter.'t Driver finds some Ugaritic verbal forms from the same root, but this
is not certain.2 In Akkadian we find the analogous root egru, meaning "form, sketch,"
or the like, but also with the secondary meaning "plan, determine."3 In the many

Akkadian creation texts, this word is not used for the divine work of creation; other verbs,

especially baz4 are used instead. Ringgrena lists the various Akkadian verbs for "create,"
with special emphasis on those used in Enuma Elish. We may note furthermore that the

verb esEru also appears in this context, but with the meaning "mark out" ("he also marked

out the paths of the earth'5). From the same root we find the Akkadian norun €;iru,
"potteL'6 Another word for "potter," pafiirr I, is used to describe the gods Marduk and

Ea in their function as creator-gods.7
Forms derived from the rootysr occur some 70 times in the OT. The verbal forms are

almost entirely in the qal; the niphal, pual, and hophal are found once each.8 There are

also a few niphal forms in Sirach, of which the occurrence in Sir. 37:3 is not listed in
KBL3.l*xica vary widely in distinguishing between noun and adjective forms of the

participle. There are clearly some 20 occurrences of the qal participle that must be

translated "potter." Besides verbal forms, there are also about L0 occurrences ofthe noun

y€ser meaning"form" or "purpose." Unique to Job 17:7 is the noun /s0rirn, "members."
There are also a few personal names based on this root (see the lexica). The rootypr is

probably related to the root swr III, "form," and its derivatives.
The root and its derivatives appear for the most part in preexilic prophetic texts (about

20 times), in postexilic prophetic texts (about 30, of which more than 20 are in
Deutero-Isaiah), and in the Psalms (about L0). There are 5 occurrences in the Yahwistic
portions of the primeval history. Elsewhere it is very rare.e The most important parallel

terms---especially in creation texts-are 'a(fr arrd bdrd'.ro
In the LXX, most of the verbal forms of ygr are rendered by forms of pldssd.lr T\e

nominalized participle is usually represented by keramefis and Heb. yeser, "thought,
intent" (6 occunences), by various Greek words.

II. Craftsmanship; Pottery. The basic meaning ofysr allows it to designate various

1 See WU$ no. t229; DISO, 110; cf. Humbert, 83; Brongers, 92.
2 ke CML,I$.
3 AHwr0965),252
a H. Ringgren , 

*R'1) bdrd'," TDOT, 11,244.
s EnEl VI, 43; see G. Pettinato, Das altorientalische Mensclrenbild und dic sumerischen und

akkadischen Schdpfungsmythen AHAW, Phil.-hist. Kl., lg7tll, 106f.; cf. 57-61, 147 .

6 AHw,1,253.
7 H. Wildbergellesaja. BKXI3 (1982),1130.
8 See the analysis by Humbert, 83;; KBL3,4@f..
9 See Humbert, 82, 87 .
t0 See ibid., 85-87; Brongers, 92f.; K.-H. Bernhardt, TDOT, ll, 24G48.
11 See H. Braun, "driooro," TDNT, Yl, 256t; Foerster, 1fi)7f., esp. n. 57, which suggests

different translations.
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forms of craftsmanship. The satfue against idols in lsa. 44:9-20 (possibly very late12)
provides a good sense of the range of meanings inherent in the root. In v. 9, the craftsmen
are called"idol makers"; the ptcp.ydseris linked withpesel, an image that may be carved,
cast, or chiseled. The next ver'se then asks who can fashion (1ta;ar) a god or casi. (nasak)
an image (pesel). Finally, v. 12 describes the fabrication of idols by a smith: the craftsman
shapes Qagar) his material with hammers. Among the parallel synonyms are'al6 arrd
pa'cl. (Note also Ex. 32:4,where sfir is used in connection with fashioning the golden
calf, and 1 K. 7:1.5, where it is used for the casting of the two bronze pillars at the entrance
to the temple). In a similar context, Hab. 2: 18 describes a yoser making a.pesel; the result
of his labor is called yd;er (the text does not require emendationl3). The cogrrate root sfir
has a derived noun pi4 which clearly means "idol" in Isa. 45:16. The noun sfird from the
same root appears only in Ezk.43:-ll (but 4 times in that single verse!); it probably is an
abstract noun meaning "form" (of a structure). Finally, Isa.54:.16f. speaks of the weapons
produced 04ar) by a smith (baraA. These passages make it clear thatysr and sfir refer
to all kinds of shaping and forming: metalworking, casting, carving, chiseling.

This insight has recently illuminated some obscure passages. On the basisof Znc.ll:|3
together with 2 K. 12:11(Eng. v. 10); 22:9, it has been shown that the Jerusalem temple
probably housed the shop of a metalworker (yo-se) whose official job it was to melt down
(sttr and nd1af,) the silver that was offered and pay the craftsmen employed by the temple;
there is no need to emend these passages, as often suggested by earlier scholars.la

The craft most often referred to by words based on the rootysr is pottery. Acommon
household vessel can be called kli(hay)y6*a "potter's vessel" QS.l7:?A; Ps. 2:9; Jer.

19:11.) or more specifically baqbuqydsEr hiireS, "jar ofa clay-former" (Jer. 19:1) or rdbel
y6q"rtm, "potter's jar" (Isa.30:L4; cf. Iam. 4:2)<nramic jars. In these passages,y6s?r

clearly means "potter," as it does also in lsa.29:-16; 4l:25; 45:9; ler. 18:2,3,4,6 (twice in
each of the last 2). This may also be the case in 1 Ch. 4:23,where certain clans of Judah
are called "potters."

UI. The Potter.It is shiking that the passages listed rarely mention the potter in an

everyday context; almost all employ the term in a theological context. The potter may
symbolize the divine Creator and the forming of clay may symbolize creation; or the
smashing of pottery may symbolize the execution of divine judgment through the
destruction of Israel, the enemy, or the like. Such symbolic language is very common in
the OT; it is rooted in the notion, found in both Israelite and non-Israelite religion, that
the Creator formed the human race from clay like a potter.ls Thus the Hebrew verb ysr
by itself can refer to the creation of the human race.16

12 See K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK )<lll (1970), 421f.
13 See K. Rudolph,IlcDakuk KAT, XIIV3 (1975), 2L9-222.
ra See C. C. Torrey, "The Foundry of the Second Temple at Jerusalem," lBL, 55 (1936),

247-2ffi; O. Eissfeldt, "Eine Einschmelzstelle am Tempel zu Jerusalem," FuE 13 (1937), 163f.. =
KIS c hr (19 63), ll, 107 -9.

ls For parallels, see Westermann,?fi3-C Wildberger, tl27-ll3l; etc.
16 See IV.1 below.
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Citing Job 10:9; 33:6 (cf. 4:19), Wildberger suggests that the image of the potter was

borrowed from wisdom instruction.l7 But the image is even more frequent and more
highly developed in the prophets. Isa. 29:15f. probably deals with political decisions in
Jerusalem, which are contrary to Yahweh's will. Isaiah uses the image of the potter to
say that human beings as God's creatures are and must be totally subject to God's will.
Just as the work Qeger) of the potter cannot turn against its maker (y6;er), so human

beings cannot tum against the will of the divine Creator. In Jer. 18:1-L2, we have the

classic picture of the potter in the OT. At first glance, it seems identical to the image in
Isaiah: on the basis of what he sees in the potter's house, Jeremiah speaks of Yahweh as

a potter, who exercises sovereign authority over what he makes; he can deshoy it if he

does not like it. The interpretation of the image, however, shows tlat Jeremiah uses it
somewhat differently than does Isaiah. In Isaiah, the image is meant to symbolize the

relationship of created human beings to God their Creator. In Jeremiah, however, the

emphasis is on the relationship between Yahweh the creator-God and his chosen people

Israel as well as between the universal God Yahweh and the other nations, as we see from
the extended interpretation in Jer. L8:7-10. Punning on yOSr andydpar (ptcp.!), Jeremiah

says in w. 11f. that Yahweh is shaping evil against Judah and Jerusalem and has

conceived a plan against them.
The image of the potter reappears in Deutero-Isaiah and Trito-Isaiah. Isa. 45:9-L3 is

obscure. So much is clear: the image in v. 9 is fairly closely related to Isa. 29:16 (God

the Creator of the human race), while 45:11 is more like Jer. L8 (God the Creator of
Israel).18Isa. 64:7(8) is simpler. ln a great communal lament, the petitions are separated

from the confession of sin by this single verse, an expression of confidence: Yahweh is

the potter (ydse), Israel the clay, the work of his hands. A late form of this image is found

in the somewhat comrpt Hebrew text of Sir. 33:L0,13 (cf. Wis. L5:7; Rom. 9:19-27).
Finally, the image of the potter can be used in a different way, with the emphasis no

longer on the relationship between creator and creature but on the fragility of earthen-

ware. Israel is destroyed like a "potter's vessel" (Isa. 30:14); Judah and Jerusalem are

shattered like "a potter's earthen flask" (Jer. 19:1-13). Israel's enemies are dashed in
pieces "like a potter's vessel" (Ps. 2:9). After the fall of Jerusalem, the sons of Zion are

worthless as broken "earthen pots" (Lam. 4:2). And in yet another image, Cyrus tramples
rulers as the potter treads the wet clay with his feet (sa. 41:25). \

IV. God's Cneative Handiworlc It is not by chance that the work of the potter

appears so frequenfly in religious imagery. We have already alluded to the religio-
historical background; and if we note the semantic development of therootydgar, we see

that the image of the potter forms a bridge between the two semantic spheres of the verb,

human craftsmanship and divine creation. The OT uses the verb primarily in the latter

sense; it refers to the divine activity of creating and shaping, as we have already noted

behind the metaphorical language.

r7 Pp.ll27,tL29.
18 See the discussion in C. Westerm ann, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 164-68.
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l. Creation of the Hwtan Race. The Yahwistic account of creation is relatively
reshictive in its use of ydgari employing it primarily for the creation of the human race
(Gen. 2:7f.). In contrast to the Priestly account, which uses the verbs 'al6 and bard' for
the creation of humanity (Gen. 1:26f.), the Yahwistic account explicitly mentions the
material used in creation: human beings are made of dust (cf. Ps. 103:14; Sir. 33:10

[Heb.], probably alluding to Gen. 3:191e); the work of creation is not complete until the

breath of life has been infirsed.m In the Yahwistic account, not only human beings but
animals are formed (yaqr\ "out of the ground" (Gen. 2:19); the Priestly account uses

the verb 'aSi for the creation of the animals (Gen. L:25). Even more striking is the use

of the verb ba7d, "build," instead of this verb for the creation of woman (Gen.2:22).T\e
verb ban6 is cognate with banA, the usual Akkadian "creation vetb"'2r in addition, the
stress on the man's rib as the material used by God in creating woman is intended to

express the intimate relationship between male and female.22

This idea of how God formed the human race, which dominates the Yahwistic account

ofcreation, undoubtedly had a long history in lsrael, although it probably reflects foreigt
influence. It gave rise to the notion, found in texts of various periods, that Yahweh is the

Creator of specific parts of the human body, such as the heart (Ps. 33:15), the eye (Ps.

94:9), or the spirit (Zec. l2:L).x In Ps. 103:14, the nounye-s. er designates the human body
as a whole, and the hapax legomenon *yagttr in Job 17:7 probably refers to members of
the body.

2. Creation of the World Secondary to the idea that God formed the human race is

the notion that he shaped the whole world.2a For theological reasons, the Priestly account

of creation (Gen. 1:1-2:4), which focuses on the creation of the world, uses the verb
bara'exclusively.s This verb in fact ieplaced the other "creation verbs" in creation texts

that were edited theolog:,cally.26 Along with Mra'the "totally neutral verb" 'a.(6 found
increasing use in creation texts, so as to avoid the anthropomorphic ydsar2T In certain
contexts, however, the notion of "forming" the universe survived: the hymnic introduc-
tory formula in ler. 33:2,which has probably been separated from its original context,2s

refers to Yahweh as "shapef' (ydyr) of the world (ambiguously in the MT, explicitly in

le Schmidt, THAT, l, 764; cf. Humbert, 83f.
20 See Schmidt, Die Sclipfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift, 197-99, citing Egyptian and

Mesopotamian notions of how the human race was fomred out of clay. Similar material is presented

by Wldberger, 1127-1131; see also Westermann, Genesis 1-11, ?fr5-7. Westermann cites further
parallels, but maintains that the element of craftsmanship retreats into the background in the OT.

21 See I.1 above.
22 Schmidt, Dic Schiipfwgsgeschichte der Pricsterschrifi, 199-?-01.
23 See Albertz,l2land 1Z),citingPs. 139:13-15,whichmentionsthecreationof otherparts

of the body, albeit using different verbs.
24 Westermann, Genesis 1-11,22-?5; cf. Albertz, 54f.
25 See Bernhadt, V1.648.
26 See Humbert,85-87.
27 Brongers,93.
28 lbid, 95.
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the LXX2e). Jer. 10:16 (par. 51:19; probably not authentic30) sums up an account of
creation by saying that Yahweh "formed all things." More frequently we find a synec-

doche: one of the doxologies of Amos (Am. a:13) states that Yahweh formed the

mountains; according to Ps. 95:5, his hands formed the dry land; according to Ps. 74:17,
he formed summer and winter-probably meaning "everything"3l or, more narrowly,
the seasons, the order of the universe (cf. Jer. 3l:35;33:25). In hymns that emphasize

the motif of creation, however, such as Ps. lM; 136; 148; Vl:l; etc., the verb ya-sar is

very uncommon; it is found only in Ps. 1(X:26, which describes the creation of lrviathan
in language that is clearly polemic, with antimythological overtones.32

V. Deutero-Isaiah. We have seen that the notion of creation----expressed by ydsar
as well as other verbr-is relatively diffused in early OT texts. Only in two groups of
texts does the idea of creation actually play a major role: the hymns found in Psalms

(together with hymnic fragments in other texts) and Deutero-Isaiah. Recent study has

demonstrated the close relationship between these two groups of texts.33

l.Creation andElection of Israel.ltisstriking that Deutero.Isaiah uses the verbyasar
almost exclusively in contexts that speak of the creation (and election) of Israel. The
many passages that speak of the creation of the world in general make use of other
verbs.3a The restricted use of ya-sar is connected with the complex development of the

creation texts in Deutero-Isaiah: the passages that speak of Yahweh as Creator of the

world find their function in disputations, where they establish Yahweh's power in contrast

to the impotence of idols; the passages that speak of Yahweh as Creator of Israel,

however, find their function in oracles of salvation, where they establish Yahweh's
salvific wil1.35 ln addition, the former originated in OT hymns and the latter in the

salvation oracles or laments of the individual.s We see, therefore, that the verb yapar in
Deutero-Isaiah appears almost exclusively in passages that speak ofthe creation of Israel
and therefore originate in the individual salvation oracle or lament.

lsa.43:L-7;43:16-2L;44:1-5 are typical salvation oracles; 44:21f.. is at least closely
related to a salvation oracle,37 and 44:Vlamust probably be considered the fragmentary
introduction of a salvation oracle.s These passages do not mention the creation of the

world, but they do refer to Yahweh as the yag4 "former," of Israel (Isa. 43:1; 44:22,24;

2e See B. Dvhm, Das Buch Jeremi.a. KHC, Xl (1901), 27L; Nbefiz, lO3.
30 Brongers, 95; see also W. T\iel, Dic deuteronomistbche Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25.

WMANT, 4L (r973),8r.
31 Schmidt, THAT, 1,763.
32 Brongers, 96f.; Nbertz,92-98.
33 See Rendtorff,4-6, on the relationship between hymns and creation language in Deutero-

Isaiah.
34 See IV.2 above; also Bernhardt"241.
35 Rendtorff,8; Alberta 1-21.
3o Albertz,50f.
37 Elliger,443.
38 Albertz, 27 , 32f..; for a general discussion of the passages examined here, *e ?5-33.
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perfective form of the verb n 43:21; 44.,21). Parallel synonyms are derived from the
rco1s bara' and 'aS6; cf. Isa. 43:7, wherc all three verbs occur together. Here we find
features characteristic ofthe salvation oracles in Deutero-Isaiah: "the doctrine ofcreation
has been fully incorporated into the dynamic of the prophet's doctrine of redemption."3e
In other words, the primordial creation of Israel is seen in the same perspective as its
present deliverance; both concepts coalesce in the notion of election.{ These motifs are
expressed by the verbs - )*\ gd'al, "redeem" (Is a. 43:1;44:22,?t),* "ll! 'dzani "help"
(44:2), + '1111 balwr (bdchar), "choose" (43:20;44:lf.), and * )ill{-'dhab ('dhabh),
"love" @3:\. In addition, lsa. 43:.7 states that the chosen nation-"every one who is
called by my name"-'s,'as created for God's glory. Familiar motifs associated with the
idea of salvation and election are joined here with the idea of creation.

2. Creation of the World In addition to passages that speak of the creation of Israel,
which characteristically use words derived from the root ys4 there is also a passage in
Deutero-Isaiah that uses forms of ysr in connection with the creation of the world. Isa.
45:18f. is a fragment that is hard to categoriz* as to form, but it is probably to be
considered the introduction tow.2o-25.41 Verse 18 brings together a remarkable number
of verbs for creation, and it is no surprise to find ya-sar among them.

3. Creation and Election of the Servanl. The connection just noted between the idea
of creation and notion of election also appears in a totally different form in Deutero-
Isaiah. The Servant Songs often make pregnant reference to the relationship between the
Servant and Yahweh. Yahweh is the "formef' $toser) of the Servant (sa. 49:5). Similar
statements are made by Isa. 49:8 and 42:6.42 The appearance of words like qra", "call"
(Isa. 49: L; 42:6), and Mha4 "choose" (49:7;42:l), in this context shows that the passages
deal with the call and election of the Servant. Inclusion of the idea of creation in this
context reflects precisely the correspondence between the creation and election oflsrael
in Deutero-Isaiah that we have just discussed.a3 If we then compare the passages from
the Servant Songs with Jer. L:5 and Ps. 139:16 (both of which use ydtar), we gain the
impression that the notion of creation has yet another function in these texts: election
actually precedes creation, so that Yahweh's sovereign elective authority is emphasized.
We may also interpret the Servant passages in this sense: just as Jeremiah was "known"
and "consecrated" even before being created by Yahweh, so too was the Servant.a And
just as the petitioner in Ps. 139 knows that he stands under the protection of the
omniscient creator-God throughout his entire life, so too does the Servant.as

3e Von Rad, 136.
qo Rendtorff,9-12.
41 Westermann, Isaiah 40-66, 172f..; Albertz, 9f.
42 The text-critical problems of these passages are discussed by Elliger, 223.
a3 See Rendtortr,12; Nbertz. 48-50.
aa See P. Yolz, Der Prophet Jeremia KAT, X C1928),3f., where the text-critical problem of

Jer. 1-5 is also discussed; cf. the Hebrew text of Sir. 49:7, which alludes to Jer. 1:5 and contains a
niphal form ofyagar.

a5 See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, f 989), 518f.
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VI. God's "Shaping" of History. The passages just discussed reflect a kind of
predestination. This notion is actually latent in the passages in Deutero-Isaiah that speak

of the creation of Israel; elsewhere it appears even more clearly. It is quite explicit in the

addendum to the account of Jeremiah's visit to the potter in Jer. 18: Yahweh shapes the

destiny of the people of Judah-but not arbitrarily, for if they repent and return to him,
he will not send disaster upon them. But if they do not repent, Yahweh will shape (ydsar)

evil against them and devise qtafe) a plan against them (Jer. 18:11). A similar notion is

expressed more radically and independently by the Cyrus oracle in Isa. 45:1-7: following
the assertion that there is no God but Yahweh (w. 5f.), Yahweh describes himself in v. 7

as the one who forms @agar) light and creates (bara) darkness, who makes ('a.ff) weal

and creates (bara) woe. One must understand this passage either as an attempt to

comprehend the totality of creation, in which case the pairs of opposites are merely

merisms meaning "everything" (as in the summary at the end of the verse),'16 or as

deliberate polemic against Persian dualism.aT Whether or not polemic is present, clearly
Deutero-Isaiah here pushes his creation theology to its utmost limit.48 The extended

Hebrew text of Sir. 11:4 contains a similar list of opposites, all of which derive from God

or were created (yasar niphal) by God.

Other passages, many using the verb yasar, state more concretely how Yahweh as

Creator "shapes" certain historical situations or events. lsa. 22 probably reflects the

political crisis in Jerusalem during Sennacherib's attack in 701 s.c. Isaiah accuses the

inhabitants of Jerusalem of worrying about their fortifications instead of looking to him
who did ('dfi) it, who planned Otaqar) it long ago (sa. 22:11); the vague "it" refers to

the whole historical situation. In 2 K. 19 (par. Isa. 37), Sennacherib's advance is

described in the same terms: Yahweh says that he did (?tr) it long ago, he planned

@apar) it from days of old (2 K. l9:?5 par. Isa. 37:?5). The relationship of these

expressions in the Isaiah tradition to Deutero-Isaiah is clear from Isa. 46:11, where

Yahweh says of Cyrus'coming: "I have spoken, and I will bring it to pass; I have purposed

$ta;ar), and I will do ('dSA) it." It is noteworthy that such statements generally do not

appear in eschatological contexts and that they are not found in the Deuteronomistic
corpus with its highly developed notion of history.ae

VII. ysr, *Purpose." We have already discussed some occurrences of the noun

y€ser: inlsa. 29l.16; Hab. 2:18, it designates a product of craftsmanship; in Ps. 103:14,

it refers to the human frame. There are 6 passages, however, in which the noun clearly

has a meaning closely related to the usage of the verb just discussed. The various

statements to the effect that Yahweh has "created" the historical situation of Israel could

be rephrased by saying that Yahweh has framed a plan concerning Islael. Jer. 18:11

actually says that Yahweh is shaping evil against Israel and devising (l.taia!) a plan
against them. The nounydser in conjunction with - f, leb,"heart," takes on the meaning

46 Elliger, 499-502.
a7 Bemhardt,Vl1f.
48 See Westermawr, Isaiah 4H6, l6lf.
a9 Humbert,85.
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"imagination of the heart " the heart's thoughts and purpose (Gen. 8:21); with the
addition of mah"\ef,e1it means "imagination of the thoughts of the heart" (Gen. 6:5;
1 Ch. 29:18; cf, 28:9). When yeler stands alone, it must be translated as something like
"purpose." Its overtones can be negative (Yahweh knows "Israel's nature" [Dt. :t:Zf po;
or positive (the righteous nation enters Jerusalem with its "mind stayed" lydser sdmfilll
on Yahweh [Isa. 26:3]).sl

VIIL ysr in Later Judaism. In the late Jewish texts from Qumran, the verb yasar
appears 8 times, the noun yes. er some 40 times.s2 In 1 passage (lQpHab t2:13, discussing
Hab. 2:18), the verb refers to the manufacture of idols; elsewhere it refers to the creation
of the human race (lQH l:151'3:21) or the human spirit (lQH 1:8; 4:31; 15:22). The
occurrences of the noun can be categorized in three groups:

a. The noun ydper can mean "created human being," often in conjunction with'ap1
"dust," hDmer; "clay," or bd1dti "flesh" (lQH 1:21; 3:23; 4:291' 9:16; 10:23; ll:3;
L2:26,32; 18:11,13,25,31; 1QH fr. 1:8; 3:5; etc.). Such expressions are connected with
the characteristic creation theology of the Qumran hymns.

b. The phrase yEser samttls is borrowed from Isa. 26:3 n lQS 4:5; 8:3; 1QH 1:35;
2:9,36.

c. Reflecting such passages as Gen. 6:5 or 8:21, the noun can have the meaning
"purpose" or the like, almost always in the context of human sinfulness (lQS 5:5; 1QH
5:6,31; 6:32;7:3,t3,L6; ll:20). These passages are discussed by Murphy.s3

The most interesting passage is actually a hymn fragment (lQH fr. 3:9f.) that Murphy
does not mention. Here, although the context is obscure, ydser appears in construct with
two other nouns: 'awli, "wickedness," and rmiyyA, "deception." These 2 formulas are
not far removed from the phrase y€ger ra', "evil impulse," which to date has been found
only in a single passage in the Dead Sea scrolls (the hymnic text "Plea for Deliverance"

[L1QPs" 19:15f.]s11. The poet prays that Satan and an unclean spirit may not rule over
him and that "the evil impulse" may not'take possession of his limbs. It is true that Sir.
15:14;27:6sp,akof y€ger and the Greekversion of Sir.37:3 shows that the original may
have readydserrc', although the extant Hebrew text reads simplyye-serss But the Qumran
passage (datable by paleography in the first half of the 1st century e.o.) is probably the
earliest clear use of the phrase "evil impulse." This concept plays an irnportant role in
later rabbinic literature, often in contrast to ydper !@, "good impulss."56

Otzen

G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 190.
For a discussion of these passages, see Humbert, 87f.; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 410;

Murphy,334f. .

52 Kuhn,92f.
53 Pp.33g-:ag.
54 J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of QwtrAn Cave 11 (11QPf). DJD, lV (1965),40,77.
ss Murphy,335-38.
s6 Cf. W. Bousset-H. Gressmann, D ic Religion des Judennms im spiithellenistischen Zeitalter

HNT,2l e926i repr. 1966), 402-5; St.-B., IV (1928),46C483; G. F.Moore,Judaism in the First
Centurics of the Cfuistian Era, I (1927; rcpr. Cambridge, Mass., 1958), 479496.
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Contents: I. Meaning, Occurrences. II. Concrete Meanings in the OT. III. Usage in Theological

Contexts.

I. Meaning, Occurrences. Hebrew yf, is another, less @mmon, root used in the

OT to mean "kindle" or "burn" (cf. dlq, firh, firr, yS4 l$t, qdh\.The more common roots
are * Jlf b'r and -1'1V Srp.

The root has no cognates in the other Semitic languages, including Aramaic. In the

Ol it appears primarily in Deuteronomic material and in prophetic writingp (including
Lamentations) from the 8th to the 6th centuries s.C. About half of its 30 occurrences are

in Jeremiah, both in the poetry and in the prose. The verb appears later in Neh. l:3;2:17,
and continues in use into the postbiblical period.l In the OT, ysr is used with reference

to the burning of land and property, and by metaphorical extension to include the
populace (Jer. 11:16), who, especially during war, are tied closely to property and land
(Jgs. 9:49). Moreover, when Yahweh pours out his wrath, he does not discriminate
between people and land (2 K.22:13,17). The cornmon word in P for the burning of
sacrifices is Sdrap (I*viticus). Our root is nevertheless interchangeable with b'r and {rp,
both of which are used for burning of all kinds.

There are 4 occurrences of the qal. With lr, it means "kindle" (Isa. 9:17[Eng. v. 18]);
with ba'd, it means "be kindled with fire" (Isa. 33:12;ler.49:2;51:58). The niphal means

"be kindled, burned"; it is found only in the 3rd person. The common form zls.s"1ri (3rd
person sg. fem.) appears in 2 K. 22:13,17; Jer. 9:11(12);46:L9, although the 2 occur-
rences in Jeremiah may be derived from the root zgh "be ruined, laid waste" (cf. Jer.

4:7).Tlre kethibh of Jer.2:L5,npth, is an old 3rd person plural feminine, as in Aramaic,2
although it could also come fromngh.3 The 3rd penon pl.nftw appea$ nler.2:L5 (Q);
9:9(10); Neh. 1:3;2:L7. In the hiphil with ba-'dthe meaning is "set on fire" (Josh.8:8,19);
with 'ai alone, it is "set fire to" (Am. L:L4; Jer. 17:27\. [n Jer. 51:30, hiXt/ mi"tleniteyha
means "they set her houses on fire."

II. Concrete Meanings in the OT. Land and property-fields of grain, pastures,

uncultivated groves of trees, and especially cities-are burned by enemies as an act of
war. To finish the destruction of the city of Shechem, Abimelech sets fire to the fortified
tower with bundles of brushwood he and his people have gathered (Jgs. 9:49). Absalom,
too, as an act of war has his servants set fire to the barley fields of Joab (2 S. 14:30f.).

III. Usage in Theological Contexts. In a holy war, Yahweh expressly commands

Jastrow, 590f.
BLe, $ 55€ ; cf. $ 42o' .

Graf, Duhm, Driver, Peake, and Rudolph.
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the burning of cities. Ai (or Bethel?) was thus set on fire after it had been taken by Joshua

(Josh. 8:8J9). By the time of Amos, however, Yahweh's judgment is conceived in more

universal terms. in his great sermon in Am. 1:2-3:8, Amos prophesies destruction by fire

against seven nation., in"lndirg Judah. Against six of them-Damascus' Gaza, Tyte,

Eiom, Moab, and Judah-Yahweh says vf'sitlahti'ai, "and I will send fire" (Am.

1:4,7,10,12;2:2,5), whereas against theAmmonites he says#'hissatti'd.ib"h^malrabbi,

"and I will kindle a fire in the wall of Rabbah" (Am' 1"14)'

Isaiah speaks of thorns and briars (idmtr wdiayil) as symbolizing wicked people

who are sei afire. one hears echoes of Jotham's parable and the subsequent debacle

suggested by Abimelech in his discourse (Jgs. 9). In Isa. 9:17(18), Isaiah speaks of the

civil wars that characterized the closing years of the northern kingdom: each is like a

fire that consumes briars and thorns and devours the thickets of the forest (wattissal

b"sib"kAharya'ar)(Hos.7:7;2K.15:8-30;cf.Jgs.9:15'20).Yetthroughitall,thewrath
of Yahweh is manifested (Isa. 9:18[19]; cf. Jgs. 9:56f.). In Isa. 33:t0-12 we find the

same idea: when Yahweh exalts himself on the day ofjudgment, the chaffthat the nation

has conceived and borne will be consumed; people will treat one another "like thorns

cut down, that are burned in the fire" (q6pim tcsfihtm ba'dl yissattfr) (v. 12). Later,

however, when Yahweh sings his new Song of the Mneyard (Isa.27:2'6; cf. 5:7-7),

wrath is gone because the wicked are no more. To emphasize the point, Yahweh says

that if only he had some thorns and briars he would trample them and burn them up

(lsa.27:4),but none are left.
Before this can take place, however, judgment must come upon Jerusalem.ln 622

S.C., a lawbook was found in the temple and subsequently read to King Josiah' After

rrearing its contents, he rent his clothei, saying: kt-{d6lah"malYwl_I'oier'hi' niss"!6

bont , 
;for great is the wrath of Yahweh that is kindled against us" (2K- 22:13). A divine

oracle coniirmed his assessment of the situation. The scroll may have included the Song

of Moses found in Dt. 32, vv. 15-22 of which are echoed in the oracle uttered against

Judah by the prophetess Huldah.a lnDt.32:22a, Yahweh says: &i-'e,i qad"ba b"'appt

watttqai'od-f'Ot tal.tfr1, "for a fire is kindled by my anger, and it burns to the depths

of Shiol"; in Huldah's oiacle, he says: rln iss'1 A h'ntili bammaq6m hazzeh vf 16' tiweh,
..therefore my wrath will be kindled against this place, and it will not be quenched"

(2K.22:l7b).
Jeremiah was chosen to bring this message to both king and people after the time of

Josiah. He grieves over the damage already inflicted, while predicting worse in the days

ahead. The enemies arising against Judah did not come from within, as in the case of

the northern kingdom, Uuifrom without. They came and burned th-e countryside, the

cities, and the inhabitants of the land. They came in a steady stream: first the Assyrians,

then the Egyptians, followed by various mixed hordes (Jer. 18:22; 2K.24:2) possibly

including Scyttrian triues,s and finally the mighty Babylonian army' The lions who burn

up the cilies tt luaun are not named (Jer. 2:1.5), but are probably the Babylonian kings,

J. R. Lundbom, "The Lawbook of the Josianic Reform," CBQ, 38 (1976)'293-302'

Herodotus llisr. i.105.
4
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who oppressed Judah for many years. The enemy that burns the pastures (Jer. 9:9[10])
is also unnamed, but he, too, leaves the land without inhabitant. Even the animals and
birds are gone. Jeremiah weeps over this destruction (following MT'essa' in 9:9[10]),
but in the following verse Yahweh answers that Jerusalem and what remains of Judah,s
cities will suffer a similar fate. In Jer- 32:29, Yahweh says explicitly that he is sending
Babylonians to set fire to Jerusalem. Behind every particular enemy stands the ominous
figure of Yahweh, who has declared holy war on his people. But after the burning of
Jerusalem, fires will be set in other nations: Yahweh says he will kindle a fire in the
temples of the gods of Egypt (Jer. 43:12); Memphis will be burned and left without
inhabitants (a6:19). The villages of the Ammonites will be burned with fire (Jer.49:2).
Yahweh will again kindle fire in the wall of Damascus (v.27; cf. Am. 1:4). when
Babylon's time comes, her cities and the surrounding area will be consumed by
Yahweh's fire (Jer. 50:32; 51:30,58). Ezekiel speaks on one occasion of yahweh,s
kindling a fire among the trees of the Negeb (Ezk.2r:3120:a71. whenever yahweh
kindles fire in a foreign land, no reason is given. This stands in stark contrast to the
judgment oracles against Israel, in which Yahweh states reasons in almost every case.
The message proclaimed by Jeremiah is essentially the same as that of Dt. 32:15-22
and Huldah's oracle: the people have forsaken yahweh and his law and have provoked
his anger by worshipping other gods; therefore Yahweh's wrath will burn against them
and their land like an unquenchable fire. The burned cities in Jer. 2:!5 are the
consequence of forsaking Yahweh (v. 17).In the sapiential comment in Jer. 9:11-13(12-
14), the reason given for the burning of the land is that the people have forsaken
Yahweh's law and gone after the ba'als. In the sermonic prose of Jer. 11:16f., the prophet
says that Israel was once a green olive tree that bore much fruit, but now Yahweh will
set fire to her because she has burned incense to Ba'al. In Jer. 17:19-2'7,he declares that
if the people do not keep the Sabbath and desist from bringing burdens through the
gates of Jerusalem on the Sabbath, Yahweh will burn those gates along with the palaces
of the city (v. 27). The destruction of Jerusalem announced in Jer. 32:29 results from
the worship of ba'als and other gods-a clear echo of Huldah's oracle in 2 K. 22:17.
when Zedekiah of Judah sins by not practicing justice and by not turning from
self-righteous arrogance about Jerusalem's security, Yahweh declares that Israel's forest
will be burned (Jer. 2l:14). Here, as in Jer. 22, the reference is to the cedar-lined
buildings of Jerusalem's royal complex.6 what finally took place in Jerusalem is
summed up in Lam. 4:L1.: "Yahweh gave full vent to his wrath, he poured out his hot
anger; and he kindled a fire in Zion, which consumed its foundations" (wayyassel-'es
U g iyy 6n w afia' kal y" s @a gy ha).

The city was still in the same condition many yearc later, when Nehemiah inquired
about Jerusalem from the visitors who had come to Babylon (Neh. 1:3). The news he
received made him weep, but he responded by confessing Israel's sin to Yahweh. Shortly

6 J.R.Lundbom,Jeremiah:AStudyinAncientHebrewRhetoric.sBLDiss.,lg(1975),4g;cf.
G- Verm0s, "The Symbolic Interpretation ofZ ebanonintheTargums: The Origin andbeveiopment
of an Exegetical Tradition," /IS, N.s. 9 (1958), l-12.
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afterwards he went to Jerusalem himself to initiate and supervise the great task of

rebuilding the city wall upon the burned ruins (Neh. 2:17)'
Freedman, Lwtdbom

ap-?.weeb

Contents: 1. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Proper Names; 3. General; 4. Figurative Usage.

!. Etymology, Occurrences. The nounyeqeD is connected etymologically with Arab.

waqb, "depression, hole"; in Hebrew, it refers to a winery'

it" *oiO appears 15 times in the OT; it means primarily a receptacle carved in the

rock where wini is collected as it is pressed (Isa. 5:2; Jer. 48:33). This meaning appears

also to be present in conjunction w16 + Jll gdren (Nu. 18:21,30;Dt. 15:14; l6:.131'2K.

6:27; Hoi. 9:2; Joel2:i4), ga1(Joel 4:13[Eng. 3:13]), %rEmd (Hag' 2:L6\, and'asdm

(Prov. 3:10). But it also appears as the direct object of diralg where it presumably has

the extended sense of "wine press" (Job24:11; Isa. 1'6:10; cf '7rr^ 14:10)'

The word gat apwarss times in the oT, 3 times as the object of. darak (Neh. 13:15;

lsa. 63:2; ram. r:iSy and once as the object of rddi (Joel 4:13[3:13]). It refers to the

actual press where the grapes are trodden. According to Jgs. 6:11, in case of necessity it

could also be used for threshing grain.

The word p1r1appears only twice. In Hag. 2:'l'6 it appears to be some kind of measure

(if. yeqe[ is interprdeO as the trough of the winepress), but in Isa. 63:3 it is the object of

dnrak and refers to the press itself.

2. Proper Names.Bothyeqeb and gatappear in toponyms. Jgs.7:25 mentions a place

called yeqe!-f,'E[. [[te name in Neh. 11:25, read by the Masorete s as yiqaf,s"'El, might

also contain the elementYeqef,.

In the OT, gat appears primarily as the name of one of the five Philistine cities (33

times); it also occuis in seviral compounds. The home of the prophet Micah is identified

as m6re1el gal (Mic. 1:14). It appears in the construct in the toponyms galhal6per (Josh.

t9:13;2r. tqtzs) and ga1-rimm6n (Josh. 19:45;21:24; 1 Ch. 6:5a[69]). Similar com-

pounds are found in the Amarna letters (e.g., Ginti-a5na, Ginti-rumna, Ginti-kirmil,
'Giti-rimunima, 

Giti-padalla) and in Ugaritic Gt gl'd, gt ngr, gt'gtrt').r The dual form

gittdyimappears in 2 S. 4:3; Neh. L1:33 as the name of a city in Benjamin'

yeqe!. G.W. Ahlstrdm, .'wine Presses and cup-Marks of the Jenin-Megiddo Survey," EASOR-

ZZiliS7Sl,19-49; G. Dalman, AuS, IV (193r;354ff.; J. B. Pritchard, Wnery, Defenses, and

Soundings at Gibeon (Philadelphia, 1964).
t W|JS, no. 705; t,t. Oatrooa, "Ugaritic kxicography," in MClanges Euglne Tuserant,l. StT,

23I (Ig@),86f.; M. Ottosson, Gilead. CB,3 (1969), l7f'
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3. General.In Palestine, the vintage (bas. ir) occurs in the months of Thmmuz, Ab, and
Elul (roughly July-September); in good years, however, it might last from the time of
harvest to the time of sowing Q*v.26:5; Am. 9:13). The grapes were picked by hand
and placed in baskets (lelfrl qayt$ [Am. 8:1f.]), then brought to the press (gag) (Neh.
13:15: upon asses). Avineyard (* E't: kerem) would have awall (gaQd [Isa. 5:5; Ps.

80:13(12)]) and watchtower (migdal [Isa. 5:2]) as well as a winepress and vat (yeqeb

[Isa. 5:2]).2
Archaeological evidence shows that a winery consisted of a press (ga1) hollowed in

the rock, connected by ditches with one or more vats $teqe!). The vats were often quite
deep.3 They collected the new wine ('tuis [Cant. 8:2; Isa. 49:26; Joel 1:5; 4:18(3:18);
Am. 9:13] or ttr65 [Prov. 3:10; Joel2:24; Mic. 6:15]), which was drawn (l.asap fHag.
2:161) into earthenware jars Qo[el [1 S. 1:24; 7O:3;25:t8;2 S. 16:1; Ier. t3:12]).
Wineskins (na'drit [Josh. 9:4,13]) were used to transport wine. At the vintage, the grapes
were trodden (dAralg$gs.9:271). The treadingpress was large enough for several persons
to work at the same time; cf. the picture in the tomb of Nakht at Thebes.a At Gibeon,
where great quantities of wine were produced, storerooms some 2 meters (6 ft.) deep
were hewn in the rock, in which jars of finished wine were stored.s

Shouts ot joy (hAdad [Jer. 25:30; a8:33]) and singing (hillfiltm Ugs. 9:271) accom-
panied the vintage; cf. the superscription 'al-haggiatl to Pss. 8, 81, 84, which may refer
to the vintage, as well as a relief in the tomb of Mereruka at Sakkarah.6

4. Figurative Usage. The work of the vintage could easily find application in religious
imagery. Yahweh himself was represented as treading out the harvest at the great
judgment of the nations (sa. 63:2ff.; I-am. 1:L5). The juice of the grapes, which colored
the garments of the workers, thus came to symbolize human blood (Isa. 63:3). The
overflowing wine vat of Joel 4:13(3:13) symbolizes the wickedness of the nations and
indicates the coming judgment (cf. also Am. 8:2; Mic. 4:12).

Ottosson

2 Onviticultureingeneral,see-lllgepen(geplen),-fryayin;seealsoAu.sandAhlstrdm.
3 Ahlstrom.
4 N. de G. Davies, The Tomb of NaWtt at lftebes (New York, 1917), pls. 23b, 26,6gf.
s Pritchard, l-27.
6 Sakkarah Expedition, Thc Mastaba of Mererula,2. OIR 39 (1938), pl. 114.
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1l-l Woad;1?i y"@d;18.1D m6qdQ

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Meaning; 2. Occurrences. II. Theological Usage: 1. The Perpetual

Altar Fire; 2. Yahweh's Burning Wrath.

I. 1.. Etymology, Meaning. Heb. yqd is a less common root used in the OT to mean

"be kindled" or "burn" (cf. ba'a4 l.tnr6, |rira4 yapa4 Sarap). Akk- qddu is attested in
Middle and [-ate Babylonian; while it normally means "light, kindle," it can also mean

"burn."l Besides qadu, Akkadian also has qalA and qamtt (both transitive), which mean

"burn," in addition to the more common Jarala (cf. Heb. Sarap). We know that qddu and

iarapu are synonyms.2 The former appears frequently in cultic texts, where it denotes

the lighting of a torc[ lamp, or cultic fire.3 In "A Nightly Ceremony in the Temple of
Anu,"4 qadu alternates with nafrb which also means "kindle," but more in the sense of
"blow into a flame." During this ritual, the high priest "lights" a great torch (gizilltt rabtt)

from a fire containing aromatic spices, makes a recitation to Anu, and then carries the

torch out into the street; there the other priests "light" their lamps and bring the fire to
the outlying temples.s In an incantation text from ca. 1000 n.c.,6 the ritual calls for
"lighting" a torch in spices and then using it to ignite a brazier where clay images are to

be baked. Torches are also kindled for lighting funeral pyres.T Assyrian kings burn cities,
temples,8 and cedars.e Tukulti-Ninurtal(1243-1197 n.c.) possesses might and energy

that "burns the unsubmissive left and right."to
In Ugaritic, the root s4p is attested but not yqd, althong)r Dahood reads mqdm as

"braziers."ll Atab.wqdmeans"burn,"andOSAmqdnmeans"altarhearth."InAramaic,
yqdis attested in all periods, whichcould meanthat itcomes intoHebrew asa loanword.l2

I AHw,ll(1972),892.
2 B. Meissner, Beitrtige nun Assyrischen Wrterbuch, I. AS, 1 (1931),71, 14.
3 E. Ebeling, Tbd und Leben nach den Vorstellungen der Babylonier @erlin, l93l), 17,23:

iidta aqdd, "I kindle the fire"; 93, 16: giziiln iqAdo, "Ithe priestl lights a cultic torch."
4 F. Thureau-D angn, Rituels Accadiens (Paris, 191), 118tr.; ANET, 338t.
5 Thureau-Dangn, Rituels Accadiens, 119, 30; L?1, 15; cf. CAD, V (1956), 114.
6 Afo, tB (1957-58), 297,8f..
7 M. Streck. A ssurbanipal und die lea,ten assyrischen Kdnige bis rum Untergange Ninevehs.

UAB, 7 (19L6),26f,l0; E. Ebeling, "Beschwiirungen gegen den Fiend und den Btisen Blick aus

dem Zweistromlande," ArOr 17 (1949)" 187,17.
8 Sargon II; F. Thureau-Dangin, Une relation de la huitiime carnpagne de Sargon (Pais,

t912) = TCL,3; Zustiae ZA, 34, tl3-122; E. F. Weidner, "Neue Bruchstiicke des Berichtes iiber
Sargons achten Feldzug ," Ap, 12 (1937 -39), L4448; d. AHw, ll, 892.

e Ebeling, Tbd und Lebm, 36, 24.
10 W. G. "Three Unpublished Fragments of the Tukulti-Ninurta Epic," AfO, 18 (1957-58),

48A,11.
tt KTLJ, 4. 158, 19; cf. M. Dahood, P salns II I. AB, L7 A (197 0), ll.
12 KBL3,4lO.
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In the Sefire inscriptions,l3 Barga'y6 pronounoes a curse on Mati'el should he break their
treaty:'yk zy tqd l'wt' z' b'3 kn tqd'rpd wlbnth r]b4 'Just as this wax is burned by fire,
so may Arpad be burned and [her gr]eat [daughter-cities]." Again in ll. 37f. we find: 'yl*
zy tqd l'wt' z' b'3 knyqd mft"\, "just as this wax is burned by fire, so may Mati['el be
burned by fi]re."la In the Bible, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego survive the furnace
of nhrd' ydqi.dtu-', "burning fire," which Nebuchadnezzar has prepared for anyone who
refuses to bow down to his image (Dnl. 3:6,11,15,L7,20f.,23,26). In Dnl. 7:LL, the beast
is destroyed and consignedb lAedq 'e53t', "the buming fire," which is undoubtedly an
unceremonious funeral pyre.

2. occurrences. There are at least 3 occurrences of yqd in the qal @t. 32i22t lsa.
10:16;65:5) and 5 in the hophal (Jeremiah and Leviticus).BDBtakesyaqfr/nlsa.3O:14
to be the qal passive participle ("that which is kindled"; NEB: ,,glowing embers,,), but
KBr3 considers it a noun meaning "hearth."l5 Sherds, as we know, were used to take fire
from the hearth. In Isa. 10:16, the prophet plays on fq@ andfq@, which may derive
ultimately from the infinitive absolute but are used here as nouns: vftabat kful6 yeqd
y"qil ldq&'di, "and under his glory a burning [fever?] will be kindled, like the buming
of fire." The nounm6@/may mean "burning embers" (Ps. 102:4[Eng.v. 3]; Isa. 33:14),
or, as in Rabbinic and Modern Hebrew, simply "hearth" or "fireplace.,' The m6(Q6 is a
"hearth" (I*v. 6:2[9]).

III. Theological Usage. Theological usage of yqdin the OT is quite similar to usage
in extrabiblical sources. Fires lit by priests in the temple are part of divine worship. Fires
also burn when Yahweh the king comes in judgment.

1. Tlrc Perpetwl Altar Fire. Tlte law (Ex. 29:3842;t,ruv.6:2-619-131; Nu. 28:2-8)
prescribes both a morning and evening whole burnt offering ('o16); the fire from the
evening offering is to be kept burning GaqaD on the hearth (m6E8a) a[ night. This
allows for a perpetual altar fire. It has been argued, however, that having an'dl6both
morning and evening is a postexilic ritual and that during the monarchy only a morning
'dli wx prescribed.l6 Ahaz,for example, directs his priest to perform a morning 'alri
and an evening minM (cnreal offering), but no evening 'dh (Z K. 16:15). Ezekiel, too,
mentions only a morning'ol;d (Ezk.46:13-15). on the other hand, Elijah offers an 'old
on Mt. carmel late in the day (1 K. 18:38; cf. v.29). A schematic view seems to be
precluded since different traditions no doubt existed in preexilic times. The 3 passages
formally prescribing both a morning and an evening 'dla arc legislative and seek
standardization. Furthermore, Ahaz,is hardly a model for the preexilic period, since he
modified worship in other respects to conform to Assyrian practice.

t3 I(AI,222A,35f.
11 J. A. Fitzrnyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefre. BictOr 19 (1967), l4f.
15 Also RSV JB, NAB.
16 W. O. E. Oesterley, Sacrifices in Ancient Israel (-ondon, L937),221; R. de Vaux, Sndies

in OT Sacrifice (EnE. trans., Cardiff, 1964),36; R. J. Faley, "l*viticls," JBC,7l.
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2. Yahwehb Burning Wrath. Yahweh's anger burns when his people go after other

gods (cf. ',lahim'al.Erim). The classic expression of this is found in the Song of Moses,

where in response to Israel's apostasy Yahweh declares: kt-'et qathA U'appi watfrqad
'ad-Y'Ol tQtit "For a fire is kindled in my anger, and it burns to the depths of Sheol"

(D132:22).Isaiah and Jeremiah both show familiarity with this song, which goes on to

say that after judgment Yahweh will turn to punish the enemy-which has served as his

agent of destmction-lest the enemy's own alrogance become too great (Dt.32:26tr.).

This latter part of the song is appropriated in Isa. 10:16 and its context: Assyria, Yahweh's

agent of destruction, will now be punished. Assyrian warriors will be smitten with
disease, while under the king's glory (splendid attire?) "a burning will be kindled, like

the burning of fire" (sa. 10: L6; cf . 37:36-38). Isaiah has in mind the boastfulness of the

Assyrian kings, who, as we have seen, were wont to speak of their own glory as "burning

the unsubmissive left and right.'tz Isaiah also anticipates later apocalyptic thought in his

idea that Yahweh's punishment serves to separate the righteous among his people from

the wicked. In Isa. 33:1.4, the sinners in Zion say: "Who among us can dwell with the

devouring fire? Who among us can dwell with everlasting burnings @6qdC '6hm)?"

The answer is immediate: Those who walk righteously and speak uprightly . . . (Isa.

33:15tr). They will survive and will see the good times that lie ahead. Their eyes will
see Judah's kings anayed in splendor (v. 17) and Jerusalem a quiet habitation (v. 20).

The influence of Dt.32 on Jeremiah appears not only in Jeremiah's poetic dictionls

but also in phrases occurring in the sermonic prose. In Jer. 15:1.4; 17:4, the prophet quotes

Dt. 32:22 more closely even than Huldah, who draws upon this verse (and those

immediately preceding) for her oracle against Judah (2 K.22:tl1.rs'1re first colon, ti-'e-,i

SathA W'appt is quoted verbatim in Jer. 15:L4 and almost verbatim in 17:4 (with

(flafteminsteadof.@dhd).Thesecondcolonisabbreviatedto'ad''Alrlmfftqla]ditl7:4,
and also in some manuscripts of 15:1.4 where the MT has %l€kem tfudd- For Jeremiah,

Yahweh's wrath comes as a perpetual fire causing exile in a foreign land. It looks as

though Jeremiah is using tfrqAd b play deliberately on the usage found in Lev. 6,

especially since there are no other occurrences ofthe hophal. In Jer. l7:l'4, too, the sin

is clearly illicit worship, engraved "on the horns of their altars" and on "their altars . . .

in the open country."
Deutero-Isaiah likewise associates Israel's sin with the cult. Isa. 65:5 quotes the

Zadok,tte priests as saying that they alone may approach Yahweh's altar. As Hanson has

shown,m these words echo almost precisely those found in the pro-Zadokite statements

of Ezk. 44:13,15,19. But Yahweh is not pleased, at least so far as this prophet is

concerned. The smoke they send up, which he might normally enjoy (Gen. 8:21; etc.),

is now converted by his anger into 'eiyOqedetl<ol-harybttt, "a fire that burns all the day"

(Isa. 65:5). Therefore, the perpetual altar fire evokes a perpetual fire ofYahweh's anger.

17 Cf. t ambert, 48A 11.
18 w. L. Holladay, "Jeremiah and Moses: Further Obsenations," JBL,85 (1966), 18-21.
le J. R. L-undbom, "The Lawbook of the Josianic Reform," CBQ,38 (1976),293'302.
20 P. D. Hanson, The Dawn of Apocalyptb @hiladelphia 

21979), L47-49.
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Finally, in Ps. 102:4(3) the psalmist speaks of his bones' burning "like a furnace"
(lemdqeS). His sickness and the transitory quality of his life he takes as a divine judgmqnt,
showing that Yahweh is angry with him (v. 11[10]). He nevertheless finds enough
strength to praise Yahweh, who is enthroned forever (v. 13[12]).

Freedman, Lundbom

Y?'vqt;l'P wt

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2.SemanticField. II.HumanSubjects(General): l.Awakeningfrom
Sleep; 2. Awakening from Intoxication. III. Human Subjects in Theological Contexts: 1.

Awakening from Dreaming to Consciousness; 2. God's Intervention to Prevent Awakening; 3.

Awakening from Death. IV. Divine Subjects: 1. Gods or ldols;2. Yahweh.

I. l. Etymology. Koehler and Baumgartnerl call yqs a by-form of qys, which
suggests that the two words came into being through differentiation of an original biliteral
root q{. The homophonous geminate root qp(s), "cut off,"2 has no connection with yqs
or qys hiphil, even though Ezk.7:63 in the LXXQ and Vulg. as well as Ps. 139:18a in the
LXX and Vulg. appear to contain forms of qss hiphil derived by analogy from the hiphil
of Wl. Koehler and Baumgartner,s citing von Soden,6 also suggest a relationship with
Akk. akasu, "be obdurate, desire violently"; this connection is likewise uncertain, since
there is no persuasive semantic relationship. Instead, Heb. yqs conesponds to U ga:. yq{J
The root yqs also appears in Arabic asyqz. "awaken." The equivalence of Arab. z to Heb.

yqg.H.Balz, "tirvog," TDNT,Vlll,545-556;1. Bergman, M. Ottosson, G. J. Botterweck,..Dl[t
lalam (chalam)," fDOT,lV, 421-432, with bibliog. on dreams and their interpretation; M. Bittner,
"Einige Besonderheiten aus der Sprache der Insel Soqotra," WZKM, 30 (l9l7ll8),347 -358; idem,
"Studien zrrL,aut- und Formenlehre der Mehri-Sprache in Siidarabien,"SrKAW L6215 (1909),26;
16812 (1912), 85; 17813 (1915), 32; E. L. Ehrlich, Der Traum in AT. BZAW, 73 (t953); idem,
"Traum," RGG3, VI (1959), 1001-5; W. Leslau, Lexique soqolri (paris, 1938); R. Meyer,
HebriiischeGrammatilt I(Berlin,31966); A. Oepke, "EWi.E.t," TDNT,ll,333-39;idem,..xo0et6ro,"
TDNT, lll, 43L-37; idem, "6tap," TDNT, Y,220-238; M. Wagrer, Die lexikalischen und gram-
matikalischen Aramaismen im alttestamentlichen Hebrdisch. BZAW, 96 (1966).I KBL3,4l2a.

z K8L2,848b.
3 Cf. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 1. Herm @ng. trans. 1979), tgs,with bibliog. on7:6a.
4 Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrns 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1,989), in loc.
s KBL3,4l2a.
6 AHw,I(1965),28a.
7 UT, no. 11.44; contra O. R6ssler, "Ghain im Ugaritischen," ZA, N.s. 20[54] (1961), 161,

according to whom wr43i must be considered a scribal error for wtqq "watch out."
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s probably points to a common Semitic root b/)q! also attested by the aramaizing name

yoqlan.8 Also deserving of mention is yq!.e

For our understanding of the root in question, the relationship between Heb.
yqllqq, Aram. qyt (?), Soq. 'q!, "awaken," on the one hand and Heb. qyg aramaizing
qyt (Job 8:14),10 Biblical Aram. qyt (Dnl.2:35), Jewish Aram. qyt, Arab. qciz OSA
qyr, "summer," as well as Heb. Wl qal, "spend the summer,'ll fiaY be noted. The

Hebrew root qyf, "be warm, summer," appears to be related to the meaning "awaken,
grow conscious." This is easier to account for when we note that Aram. qy1 andHeb.
qy$ do not refer to summer itself, but basically mean "(summer-)ripe fruit" and hence

the time of ripe harvest. This suggests the semantic shift "(be) ripe" > "be awake, be

conscious." Awakening is accordingly the result of a ripening process, gaining con-
sciousness.

2. Semantic Field. T\e root yqslqys hiphil appears 11/21. times in the OT. Of these

occurrences,yqs appears 9 times in narrative passages, once in prophetic texts, and once

in the Psalms; qys appears 10 times in the prophets, 9 in poetic texts, and only twice in
narrative passages. T\ts yqslqys hiphil is found in all genres but with varying distribu-
tion. Originally, yq$ appears to have been used primarily for the purely human

phenomenon of waking up, while the hiphil of ryg seems to have been reserved more for
"awakening" with theological overtones. Both roots differ distinctly from the

synonymous root + 'l'19 'wr III,I2 *be(come) aroused," which is more expressive of
emotional excitement (although A|,k. Aru means "awaken"). There is a purely formal
difference in that yqslqys hiphil is always used intransitively in the sense of "awaken,"
whereas 'wr III is used transitively at least in the pilel, hiphil, and pilpel, and elsewhere

usually reflexively. Semantically,yqslrys hiphil has less to do with "be(com)ing aroused"

than with the transition from unconsciousness or dreaming to full consciousness and

rationality. For this reason, yq{lclyS hiphil is often used with the prep. min: "wake up,

waken from sleep, from intoxication." This awakening is totally punctiliar, which
probably explains the absence of any noun derived from the root. Because of their
semantic nuances, yqJ lqyt and 'wr nI are sometimes used in parallelism.

In renderingyqs lryshiphil,the IXX uses egeiro or egetromai 3 times,l3 a translation
it also uses for 'wr III (once); it uses exegeiro or exegeiromai 14 times, as well as 19

times for 'wr lll, for which it is actually a better translation in its original sense of "rouse,
stir up." Other verbs are used in specific contexts: emnistemi (twice), plus once for 'wr
lll; exypnizn (once), plus once for'wr III. We see that the LXX has no idiomatic root to

8 KBL3,4L3a.
9 Benz,L29;PCIS,3414,2; on Protosemitic r=Aram.l = Heb, f = Arab.?, see S. Moscati,An

Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Langwges. PIq N.s. 6 (21969), 8, 14.
r0 J. Reider, "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew," W, 4 (1954),288f.; G. Fohrer, Das

Buch Hiob. KAT, XYI (1963), in loc.;'V,/agner, 101, no. 165.
rr K8L2,837b.
12 lbi.d.,690b.
13 See Oepke, TDNT,ll,334.
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represent yq{lcry hiphil, using instead a word that better translates 'wr lll to render
yq{lcly{ hiphil as well as - D'tP qfum and - ?DI 'amad.

II. Human Subjects (General).
l. Awakening from Sleep. Reflecting general human experience, the word yqllryl

hiphil has the meaning "awaken from sleep, from unconsciousness or semiconsciousness
to full consciousness." Samson, for example, awakens (yqp) from sleep to free himself
(Jgs. 16:14), but also to the clear awareness that the loss of his hair means also the loss
of his strength (v. 20). Talk of "awakening" can also be used proverbially in a poetic
sense: "Therefore it is said, 'I awoke (qys) [and was overjoyed], my sleep was pleasant
to me"' (Jer. 3L:26). To awaken refreshed from a sound sleep after labor is the order
willed by God (Eccl. 5:11[Eng. v.l2l);ta to awaken is to feel one's life renewed. The
"awakening" (qyl) in Prov.6:22 is undoubtedly meant in the same sense: one must be
fully awake to receive divine instruction. The point is readiness to receive God's
commandment. In Ps. 17:15, awakening (4ys) is associated with the hope of experiencing
the presence of Yahweh. Encounter with God is not an unconscious or mystical experi-
ence, but an event that can be comprehended clearly and deliberately by the human senses
(cf. 1Th. 5:6).

2. Awakening from Intoxication. T\e sleep from which one awakens can also be the
negative consequence of overindulgence in wine, which so disables the sleeper that he
is totally unaware of the world around him or even what is happening to him. When
drunk with wine, Noah, for example, does not wake up even when his son Ham/Canaan
plays a trick on him; he remains oblivious until he finally awakens to consciousness
(wayyiqes miyyAnb lGen.9:24 (J)]). Abuse of alcohol has the same disastrous effect in
Joel 1:5: the drunkards do not awaken (4ys) from their stupor until the plague of locusts
is past; disaster has befallen them while they were unconscious and unable to save
anything. The drunkard is doomed to awaken too late from his sleep. Abuse of wine can
have even more terrible consequences if it leads to dependency and the self-destructive
state in which even after awakeni"g (C/g) the drinker is driven by the agony of
intoxication to an even shonger need for drink @rov. 23:29tr.,35).In this case, ultimately,
sobriety is never attained again. But woe to those who fall into the clutches of a creditor
waking (qys) from a drunken sleep, who will be totally merciless in this condition (Hab.
2:7)l

UI. Human Subjects in Thmlogical Contexts.
l. Awal<ening lrom Dreaming to Consciousness. Special importance is attached to the

dream state, which is distinct from being either awake or sound asleep. Dreaming
provides its own unique experience of reality,ls which is nonetheless open to criticism.
The nvo states of consciousness--Seing awake and dreaming-are polar opposites. If a

See Balz,545f.
* E)n hdhm (challam) II.2; Oepke, TDM Y, ?3Of.
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hungry man dreams that he is eating and awakes (ry1), he is aware that his hunger is

unabated; if a thirsty man dreams that he is drinking and awakes (qyl), he is faint from
thirst (Isa. 29:8\)e Indeed, "dreams are like bubbles"; the images in dreams are shadowy

experiences that melt away upon awakening (Ps. 73:20), since they are not real. Thus

"dream" comes to symbolize impermanence and insubstantiality. God lets the wicked in
their illusory glory perish like a dream. Such statements presuppose a critical attitude

toward dreaming;l7 dreams cannot stand the test of reality.

Adream, nevertheless, can also have positive value. Jacob awakes (yqs) from a dream

knowing that the place where he has spent the night isabf'"lohtm (Gen. 28:16 [J], 17f.

[E]). The next morning he sets up the stone on which his head had rested, an act that

makes it possible to understand the interpretation of the dream. The dream experience

must invade the waking realm, over which it takes precedence, for it is the domain,

shrouded in mystery in which God has free rein.
Dreams can reveal what remains hidden to the corporeal eye. When Pharaoh awakes

(yqs [Gen. 4ll4,7 ,21(E)]), he is so disquieted by the repeated symbolic dream that he

assembles all the oneiromancers and refuses to rest until the meaning of the dream has

been interpreted to him (Gen.41:8ff. [E]; cf. DnL2:2,12;a:2f.lsf.l). Adream taken by

itself without any evaluation when the dreamer is awake must remain meaningless and

unsatisfying. Awakening to full rational consciousness and the resulting action in the

conscious realm are essential parts of the dream experience.

This observation helps explain the practice of oracular incubation.l8 Preceded by

ritual preparation, it is intended to induce such experiences. Solomon awakes (yqs) from
his dream in the temple at Gibeon (1 K. 3:15) and notes that he has had a dream. He

thereupon retums to Jerusalem, stands before the ark, and offers a Yldmirn sacrifice. The

dream experience has made him certain of his divine commission.

2. Godb Intervention to Prevent Awakening.Instead of revealing himself in a dream,

God can make use of sleep in other ways by deliberately delaying awakening, imitating
the effect of intoxication.le David, for example, is able to sneak unrecognized into Saul's

camp at night: no one "saw it, or knew it, nor did any awake (qil" (15.26:12). Yahweh

can also punish people-Babylon in Jer. 51:39,5Hy forcing them behind this pale of
consciousness, exiling them to the dark domain from which they shall never wake (Cyl).

"Falling asleep" encompasses the whole realm of unreal existence, from which no one

can rise2o or awaken (ry; par.'ur III [Job M:l2l).

3. Awakening from Death. Only Yahweh, who guards the pale of death, can break

through it and open it to human passage. His omnipotence alone can reopen the gates

from death to life. After praying, Elisha is able to restore the son of the Shunammite to

Cf. Ehrlich, Der Tlaum imAT, lsLf.
* Dln hnlam (chahm) I.1; [I.2.
Ehrlich, Der Traum imAT, 13ff.
See II.2 above.

-n17 qam.

l6
t7
l8
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life, awakening him after he had been unable to awaken (qyS 12 K. a:31]) and had to be
considered dead (cf. also 1 K. 17 :22; 2 K. 13 :21; Mk. 5 :21 43; l*. 7 :ll-L7 ;Jn. 1 1 : 1 -zt4).

The later OT period saw the birth of the hope that Yahweh would vouchsafe his elect
a reawakening to full consciousness from the night of death, allowing them to arise again
from the dust, the element of nonexistence (Gen. 3:19; Isa. l4:9-19),that they might rise
(* E]P qfim) and sing for joy, that the dwellers in the dust might awake (rys) with
rejoicing to new life (Isa. ?5:19\. The dead will not merely return to life; they will attain
the highest goal that the concept of awakening could ever provide in the human context,
the eschatological dimension of a life in which those delivered from the night of death
awaken (q/g) to a higher form of everlasting life (Dnl.12:2).zr

IV. Divine Subjects.
l. Gods or ldols. The concept of awakening can extend beyond the human and earthly

realm to the supernatural realm. Even though speaking ironically, in the contest on Mt.
Carmel Elijah challenges the prophets of Ba'al to awaken Ba'al from his sleep (4rs [1 K.
18:271). The notion that a deity must awaken (cf. 1 S. 5:3|?l)n may originate in a ritual
intended to waken such a god every morning, if we are not in fact dealing with the
resurrection of a dead god. The root ryr is used-similarly of an idol in Hab. 2:19 (par.
'wr lll), which speaks of an idol made by human hands that is not alive and therefore
cannot awaken. It is simply nonexistent.

2. Yahweh. On the basis of these observations, it is surprising that the prayers in the
Psalter extend the notion of awakening to Yahweh. The petitioner appeals to Yahweh to
awaken (q/g) and no longer cast off (- n:t zAnal.t) his faithful (Ps. 44:241?il), not to
hide his face but to awaken (qys) to defend the cause of the faithful (Ps. 35:23), ro awaken
(qyt) to help the petitioner and to punish the wicked (Ps.59:6[5]). Joytully the psalmist
recounts how Yahweh "awakes (yql) as from sleep, as a strong man rises from wine"
(Ps. 78:65). It is noteworthy that the first 3 passages use qys in parallel with 'wr III, and
in the latter it even appears in parallel with the hithpolelof rnn, "grow sober."23The point
is not that Yahweh has been asleep or in a drunken stupor; the image is entirely figurative.
The awakening of Yahweh at the behest of his worshippers may be associated with the
naive imagery of the language used by the Psalms, which insists that Yahweh awakes to
help the faithful while false gods sleep and cannot awake. This appears all the more likely
when we note that the author of Ps. 121 (v. 3) rejects the very suggestion that Yahweh
might be asleep. At worst, Yahweh may withdraw for a time in silence or even in anger
(Ps. 30:6a[5a]; Isa. 54:7f.). The notion of Yahweh's awakening thus expresses the joy

21 On the problem of the resurrection of the dead, see F. N<itscher, Altoricntalischer und
alttestamentlicherAuferstehungsglaube(L926;repr. with sup. Darmstadt, 1970); A. T. Nikolainen,
Der Auferstehungsglauben in der Bibel rnd ihrer Umwelt. AnAcScFen, B a9B $944); R. Martin-
Achard, From Death to Life @ng. trans., Edinburgh, 1960); G. W. E. Nickelsburg, Resurrection,
Immortality, and Eternal Lift in Intertestamennl Judaism. HT/r"S,26 (1972).

22 Oepke, TDM 11,333; idem, TDM lll, 433, 435.
23 KBLZ,88lb.
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occasioned by his help after the oppressive sense of having been forsaken by God. The
psalmist can comprehend this situation only in termsof Yahweh's awakening and coming

deliberately to his aid. Yahweh isby nanrreunchanging; only in his relationship to human

beings is he capable of change. His refusal to show favor, perceived as rejection, is
intended to draw the faithful all the closer to him. 

lVailis

l,l-l Weor;'lf;i ydqdr;-l'p2 yaqqtr;11,i fqar

Contents: I. RooI 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences;3. Meaning. II. General Usage: 1. Material

Sense; 2. Abstract Sense. III. Theological Usage.

I. Root.
l. Etymology. Although the number of occurrences in the OT is relatively small, wqr

(yqr) represents a common Semitic root. It appears in Ugaritic, Akkadian ("be valuable"),

East Canaanite, Arabic ("be dignified" > "honor"), Hebrew, and Middle Hebrew ("be

heavy, valuable, honored"). It is found also in later Semitic dialects such as Samaritan,

Syriac, Modem Syriac, Aramaic, Palmyrene, Jewish Aramaic ("be heavy, precious" >

"honor"), Egyptian Aramaic, Biblical Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Man-

daean, and Pahlavi.

2. Occurrences. The root appears 73 times in the OT, including 10 passages in the

Aramaic sections. The forms in the latter appear also in Hebrew texts. There is reason to

accept the frequently proposed theory that the forms in Hebrew contexts are Aramaic

loanwords.r
The root yqr appeafi as verb (qal and hiphil), adjective, and noun. It is noteworthy

that the root does not appear in the entire Pentateuch, Joshua, or Judges, or in the Minor
Prophets except for 3 late passages in Zechariah. Neither is it found in the Song ofSongs,

Ruth, or Nehemiah. Although caution is necessary in interpreting the statistics, it is clear

that yqr appears more frequently in the later literary strata of the OT, e.g., Wisdom

Literature (8 occurrences in Proverbs, 3 in Job, 1 in Ecclesiastes), including some of the

9 occurrences in the Psalms. There are 10 occunences in Esther and 9 in Daniel. The use

of yqr can also be found in the Chronicler's history (1 occurrence in Ezra, 2 in
1 Chronicles, 5 in 2 Chronicles). If we add in the occurrence in I:mentations, the

majority of occurrences appear in OT documents of the postexilic period. We must also

ask whether the passages in which yqr appears in the Deuteronomistic history (3 in

yaqar G. Fohrer, "Schmuck,"BIll[I{ m (1966), 1706-8; W Frerichs, "Edelsteine," BHffi1
(1962), 362-65; H. Weippert, "Edelstein," 8R22, 64-66.

I KBL3,4L2.
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I Samuel, I in 2 Samuel, 7 in 1 Kings, 2 in 2 Kings) are late. The same is true of the

occurrences in Isaiah (1), Deutero-Isaiah (1), Jeremiah, and Ezekiel (3 each).

3.Meaning. The forms ofyqrexpress meanings having to do with value, best rendered

by such adjectives as "valuable" or "precious" or the intransitive verbal phrases "be
valuable, precious." This notion of value easily leads to nuances reflecting quantity rather
than quality, always in the sense of a smaller quantity: "(be) rare, scarce." Quality and

limited quantity lead to a furthersemantic development of the root; when used to describe

the value or rareness of a person or object, it can indicate importance, fame, or honor.

Hebrew also has an impressive ability to use the root in expressing abstractions: forms
of yqr may denote "dignity," "honor," "glory" "splendor," and such collective notions
as "riches," "wealth," and "value." The verb is used intransitively in the qal to make

statements about quality; the causative hiphil provides transitive forms of the verb.
Finally, yqr can express a subjective personal meaning ("precious" in the sense of
"beloved" or "esteemed"), as we might expect from the basic meaning associated with
value. This value can describe not only material objects but also abstractions such as

wisdom, knowledge, speech, a name, and life.

II. General Usage.
l. Material Sense.To define what yqr means, we may take its usage in material

contexts as our point of departure. After David captures Rabbah of the Ammonites, we
are told that he put the heavy golden crown of Milcom on his head (2 S. 12:30); the

verse states that its weight was due not only to the quantity of gold it contained but also

to an'eben fqdr6, a precious stone or (interpreting the phrase collectively) precious

stones. The Targ., Syr., and Vulg. read here the variant found also in 1 Ch. 20:2,which
associates the weight solely with the gold and then adds a phrase about the precious

stone(s): Abdh'eben fqdr6, "arrd in it was a precious stone." The pre-Deuteronomistic
narrative of the Queen of Sheba's visit also speaks of precious stones not further defined
(1 K. 10:2,L0;2 Ch.9:t,9).2 The gifts given to the host include gold, spices, and'ef,en

fqdrA, "precious stone(s)," probably to be understood collectively (Lagarde's edition
of the LXX adds "much" in I K. 10:10). There has been interpolated into this story a

comment that Solomon imported gold from Ophir and "almug wood" by sea, trading
with KingHiram of Tlre (1 K. 10:11; 2Ch.9:10). (The differencesin language between
1 Kings and 2 Chronicles together with the discrepancy between these passages and

lK.9:26-28 need not be discussed here.) The phrase 'ef,enfqard is clearly attested in
both passages.

Precious stones turn up in other contexts also. They appear in Ezekiel's lament over
the destruction of Tlre, which includes a passage describing the commercial empire of
the island state,listing the trading partners and the goods involved. Ezk.27:22states that

Tlre imported spices and gold and "all kinds (ftol-:; of precious stones." Ezk. 28:11ff. is

See M. Noth, r(dzige. BIi DVl (1968), 208.
See W. Zimmerli, Ezekbl 2. Herm (Fng. trans. 1983), 50.

2
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a complex text based on a lament for the fall of the King of Tlre.4In v. 13, the description
of his former splendor and majesty mentions the precious stones (,tol-'e| en f qdrt) set

in (or constituting?) his royal robes.5 Nine gems (carnelian, topaz, jasper, etc.; twelve in
the LXX) are named epexegetically (probably secondary).6In any case,'ef,enfqdrdis
clearly understood as a collective phrase. The same is true in the Chronicler's list of the

treasures and wealth of Hezekiah (2Ch.32:27) and Daniel's discourse on the unsuccess-

ful and abominable religious policies of Antiochus IY who refused to honor a God

known even to his fathers by means of (U) gold and silver, precious stones and costly
gifts (Dnl. 11:38). The only passage in which yqr as an adjective is associated with a

single kind of gem is Job 28:16, the poem in praise of wisdom, which describes how
inaccessible wisdom is to human efforts. It cannot be gotten through payment of gold of
Ophn, Uidham yaqar, or sapphire (rare, precious carnelian).7

In several other Wisdom texts,yqr has become an abstract term for wealth in general,

without further specification. In Prov. 1.:13, kol-l6n yd@r stands in parallel with Sdhl.

The proverb cautions against falling in with the hatta'im, who by doing evil collect as

spoil "all kinds of valuable goods." Ps. 49 is a Wisdom psalm on the transitoriness of
life. Verse 21(Eng. v. 20) (cf. v. 13[12]) states: 'adam b@dr vtrlb' ydbtn nimsal
kabb"ham6! ndmfi, "A mortal in his wealth does not realiz,e, that he is like the beasts that
perish." Herc y"qar alone means "wealth" or "possessions." The notion can also have

overtones of "splendot'' or "gIory."S Job 28:10, finally, uses kol-yqar, "all kinds of
precious things," in the sense of valuable minerals:e the miner sees them as he tunnels,

but he cannot find wisdom. The same nsage of.f qdr appears in 2 judgment oracles, Jer.

20:5;Ezk.22:25. According to Jeremiah, Yahweh will surrender to the Babylonians as

sporTl<ol-y"qard (the suf. refers toJerusalem), the treasures ('dg"rdl) of the kings of Judah,

the city's gains $rgi'ah) and wealth (lpsen). Here the parallel terms qualifiedby fqdr
may refer to art objects or luxury items. Ezekiel names f qar in a list of indictments in
which he castigates the greed of the Jerusalem upper class (the MT reads "prophets," but
exegetes usually prefer the LXX reading "princes"), who like roaring and rending lions
devour nepei, ho sen, and yqar The phrase fto sen wiqar has the ring of an idiom meaning
"property and possessions."lo

In conjunctionwith Solomon's building program (temple and palace),"fintmf qar61

are mentioned along with other "'finim. In 1 K. 5:31(17), the account of preparations

for building the temple, including quarrying and dressing building stones, "finim
tddldt "fintm f@rdt ("great stones, costly stones") are .to be quarried, that the

4 For a detailed discussion of the traditio-historical problems posed by this passage, see ibi.d.,

87ff.
s On the interpretation of the obscure m"sukaleb, see ibid., 82,92.
6 For a discussion of this passage and its possible association with the breastplate of the high

priest, see ibid., 82-85.
7 *,e KBL3: cf. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, l{VI (1963), 389tr.
8 See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 479.
e Cf. Fohrer, 393f.,397.
10 For a different interpretation, see W. Zimmeii, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. ttans. 1979), in loc.:

"possessions and treasures."
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foundations of the house may be laid with dressed stones ('cfzi gdzil). Since rock in
Palestine varies in quality, the statement is meant to indicate that the stones to be dressed
for the foundation had to be solid and unusually large.ll Here yqr takes on the meaning
"suitable." Various sorts of building stone are also mentioned in the description of how
specific portions of the palace complex were built. According to 1 K. 7:9-ll, it appears
that the 'offintm fSdfit were dressed stones, sawed (m"gorar61 bamm"gdrd) on at least
two faces (mibbay$ AmfuAil (v. 9), that were laid from the foundation.l2 Unfortunately
the text is not clear as to how far they were laid. Verse 10 goes on to speak of'of,Aniln
y"qar6! in apposition with'ofinim tdoldt and gives some dimensions: stones of ten and
eight cubits ('a!nA 'eSer 'amm67 rf'a[n€ Ymdneh'amm61). The verse adds that these
were laid as a foundation. Finally, v. 11 gives more detail about the '"f,antm y"qardlby
describing them as "hewn according to measurement" (kmi.dd61 gdztl). Yerse 12,
however, like v. 9, states that they were laid in the courses of the wall above the
foundation. The phrase'"f,animy"qar61must therefore referto large, solid stones suitable
for dressing, which could be used either as foundation stones or in other exposed portions
of a temple or palace.

The later parallel account in 2 Ch. 3:6 adds yet another variant: the floor, of which
1 Kings gives no details, becomes an omament (lelip'erel)oyerlaid(wat'sap)with'ef,en
y"qdr6. Some scholars have identified this as a mosaic,l3 but this theory is not totally
convincing. Carefully dressed flagstones are also a possibility.

Also obscure is the statement in 1 Ch. 29:2, in the description of David's preparation
for Solomon's building of the temple. These included David's personal contribution of
"precious" materials, the description of which is meant to appeal to the generosity of the
people. The list includes gold for the things of gold, silver for the things of silver, bronze,
iron, wood, and a series of individually named stones, including kol 'ef,en y"qard. Since
carnelian, malachite, marble, and colored stones are mentioned, 'ef,en y"qrd mighl
likewise mean "precious stone." On the other hand, the list also includes expressions that
have been interpreted (e.9., by Rudolphla) as meaning "filling stones" (millfi'tm) and
"hard mortar" ('abn€-pAk tfriqmd).ls Whatever its specific meaning may be, the term
appears once more to be a collective, this time referring to "precious building materials."
There is little to recommend the theory that this statement refers to a plan to finance the
building of the temple through contributions of precious metals and stones.

2. Abstract Sense. The occulrences in wisdom aphorisms are instructive for our
understandin gof yqr in an abstract sense. Prov. 3:15 praises wisdom(holgm,i, par. flfind)
as more precious than jewels (fqdrd ht' mipt'ntntm [Q) and incomparably superior to

11 See Noth,93f.
12 On the whole question, sex, ibid., 130ff.; A. Kuschke, "Tempel," 8RL2,338-340: C. Wat-

zinger, Denloniiler Paliistinas, I (l*ipzig, 1933), ch. IV.
tr K. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik. ATD, )Kll (1959), 84; W Rudolph, Chronil:bilcher

HAT; X)(t (1955),202f.
t4 lbid., t90.
ts Galling, ATD, XII, 69: "enclosure stone, malachite stones, and colored stones."
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any treasure (see above on Job 28:16). Its value is defined by the context: wisdom brings
riches, honor, long life-in short, ial6m @rov. 3:17). The same point is made with
somewhat different words in Prov. 20:15, which may possibly be preexilic: "lips of
knowledge" (Siple-dd'aL i.e., intelligent discourse) are here called "a valuable tool" (lalt
y"qdr; usually meaning "a precious ornament"), preferable to gold or an abundance of
costly stones. The material profit of wisdom (da'at par. hopnd and tbfinA) is extolled
in Prov. 24:4; through (U) it, treasuries are filled with precious and pleasant riches
(kol-hbn ydqdr vfnnim; cf. also v. 3). Probably Eccl. 10:1 (together with its context)
means much the same thing, while developing further the idea of wisdom's value by
reflecting on how quickly it can be brought to nought. In this aphorism, yqr must be

translated "outweigh": "a little folly outweighs wisdom and honor" (ltaqar mel.tolgnd

mil:lcdbfl sfulfu m"'at).16 The reading of the LXX, which says the exact opposite, can
hardly be original.

The aphorisms dealing with practical wisdom contain other examples in which types

of conduct and situations are weighed against each other, followed by appropriate
warnings or advice. Prov.12:27 states that human diligence is more profitable than sloth,
which does not pay otr (whOn: aQdn ydqdr hnnO.r, which should probably be transposed

on the basis of the LXX and Syr.: ffh6n ydqdr ll"l'adtun hiirfts, "and diligence is a
precious possession for a person"). A reticent person who curbs his speech, referred to
as f qar-rfrah, is extolled as a man of understanding ('iJ flftni lProv. 17 :27; trqar (IQ,
y"qar (Q)l)by the previous clause: "a cool spirit." In these instructions we find the hiphil
ofyaqarused in the sense "cause to be rare": "Let your foot be seldom in your neighbor's
house, lest he become weary of you and hate you" (Prov. 25:17).It is prudent not to risk
friendship through importunity.

Forms of yqr can also be used in isolation to convey abstract concepts. This is
frequently the case in such late books as Esther and Daniel. The concept of"honor" or
"recognition" plays an important role in Est. 6:1-13, the account of how Haman,

Mordecai's enemy, is forced by the Persian king to reward Mordecai (w. 3,6 [twice],7,9
[trvice],11). The technical term is %561 y"qar P. T\e expression "be pleased to honor
someone" is {up €gbtqdr6, with the suffix representing an objective genitive. The mntext
(vv.7-9,11.) makes it clear how the narrator envisions this recognition: public recognition
of the person honored anayed in royal robes, mounted on a royal horse, crowned with a

diadem and made the subject of a formal proclamation, waited on personally by the

nobility-in effect, made second only to the king. The parallel term in v.3 is {/fih-r1
The restoration of the Jews to social respectability in the Persian Empire, accomplished
by Mordecai and Esther, is interpreted as "honor" (1f qda listed with light, gladness, and
joy [Est. 8:16]).ta 1r" reason given for the rejection of Vashti for her disobedience is not
far different in substance. Her punishment is to be exemplary, warning against dis-

16 See W. Zimmerli, Predigen ATD, )(YYI (21962),229f .;H. W. Hertzberg, Der Prediger.
KAT, XVIU 4 (1e63), 187f.

17 See H. Ringgren, Das Buch Esther. ATD, XYUZ (1962), 392tr.; H. Bardtke, Esther KAT,
xvrvs (r963),342tr.

18 Bardtke,372f.
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obedience and inculcating the honor all the women in the empire should show their
spouses (wf;ol-hannnitm yitf,nfr t'qdr l"fi%l€hez [Est. 1:20]). Here fqdr has the
meaning "honor, obedience." In Est. l:4 y"qdr is ambiguous. In order to paint a vivid
picture of the wealth, glory, and splendor displayed at Ahasuerus'banquet, the narrator
uses terminology that is both concrete and abstract: Uhar'd!6'etlAfler kb& nalldttO
rf'et-fqdr tip'ere1 g'dfrllAfi. The construct phrases have both concrete and abstract
sense: "the riches of the glory of his kingship and the splendor of the pomp of his
majesty." Ideal values are based on material values (cf. Est. 1:6ff.;.te

Aram. y"qar in Daniel has the same meaning as in Est. 6. In addition to material
reward, su@ess in interpreting the king's dream brings the interpreter "great honor"

Qt"qdr Saggt' [Dnl. 2:6]). In Daniel's interpretation we find a ceremonious official form
of address to Nebuchadnezzar, framed in general terms, calling him the king of kings,
to whom the God of heaven has given the kingdom, the power, the might, and the "glory"
(Dri.2:3T,repeatedalmostverbatimin5:18).InDnL4:27(30'),Nebuchadnezzarpraises
his own deeds, saying that he has done everything for the glory of his majesty (Iiqar
haQrt).In the same context, the reader learns of Nebuchadnezzar's temporary loss of his
kingship and his restoration (Dnl. 3:314341a:t371); in addition to his health, his
majesty and splendor for the glory or honor of his kingdom (liqr makAEt haQrt $ziwi)
are returned to him (a:33[36]). Chapter 5 refers to this story. Verse 20 tells how, as

punishment for his pride, Nebuchadnezzar was deprived of the "throne of his kingship
wtqarA" @robably also with a suf.; cf. the LXX and the apparatus of BHIQ: wt@r€h),
i.e., "and his honor (or 'dignity')." Finally,f@r plays the same role in the vision of the
son of man (Dnl. 7:14), to whom are given dominion and glory and kingdom. In all the
passages in Daniel, yqr seryes to predicate majesty and exalted status of a person.20

Ezr.4:10 (likewise Aramaic) can be ranked alongside these Daniel passages. Accord-
ing to Galling,2l the phrase about the "great and noble" (rabbd' tfyaqqira)Ashurbanipal
comes from the Aramaic chronicle of Jerusalem (Ezr. 4:&6:18).

Of course there are earlier examples illustrating the abstract meaning of yqr itself or
of termsmodifiedbyaformof thisroot. InJer. L5:19,arenewalofJeremiah'scallwithin
one of his confessions, he is told that he is to utter only what is "good" or "precious" (in
contrast to what is "worthless" lmizdldll). Exegetes commonly interpret this passage as

a rebuke to Jeremiah on the part of Yahweh. The root yqr must then be taken as the
opposite of zOlzl. In the final analysis, to reproach God and accuse him of injustice is
sinful; the appropriate response is to repent, to confess and praise God.n

In this context we may cite the "preciousness" of God's word, which has become
"rare" (1 S. 3:1), or, in the account of Saul's failures and David's successes, the value of
the name of David (1 S. 18:30), which is highly esteemed (wayytqar 3m6 m"'6/).Ufe

re Ringgren, 377ff; Bardtke,2l1ff.
20 O. Pl6ger, Das Buch Daniel. IG4 XVIII (1965), tl2; A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT, )KIX

(L952),62f..
2r ATD, XII,199f.
22 See A. Weiser,DasBuchleremia 1-25,14. ATD, XX (61969), 134f.; K. Rldolph,Jeremia.

HAT, X\ e1968), 109.
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can also be described as precious (nepeS + adj. orverb from yqr),for example in Prov.

6:?.6, a warning against the adulteress who stalks a man's "precious life" (nepei y'ryri
fisA[). But the same usage appears already in the traditions of Saul and David just

mentioned: after David spares Saul, Saul says to him, "My life has become precious in
your eyes this day" Qaqra nap$ U'Anqf;d lnyydm hazzeh), i.e., "You have spared me

this day" (1 S. 26:21). Sparing life is also involved in the plea of Ahaziah's third emissary

to Elijah that he not lose his life through Yahweh's punishment like the two before him
(2 K. 1:13f.). In v. L3, the captain pleads: ttqar-na' napit rfnepel %bddeykd 'elleh

fi"mi.[fltm U'€neykd. A similar but shorter variant appears in v. 14. The phrase "let life be

precious in the eyes of someone" appears to be a technical term meaning "spare." A
parallel expression is found in Ps. 72:14, a preexilic royal psalm: vf'yAqar dimim
U'€niyw, "and precious is their blood [i.e., that of the poor and needy] in his sight." The

social obligations of the king include providing help and justice for the farrsaken and

powerless. If Ps. 45:10(9) is not corrupt,yqr here even has the meaning "beloved," and

has to be interpreted as referring to persons: "daughters ofkings are among your beloved

(b"yiq(r6teyka)." The verse, however, is usually emended.a Finally, steadfast love

(tyese{ [Ps.36:8(71]) and thoughts (reim[Ps.139:17]\ can be precious, although this

usage, like the "rare" word in I S. 3:1, refers to the words, thoughts, and steadfast love

of God. It is easy to see that the abstract usage of the root is especially appropriate for
expressing theological ideas.

We shall mention in passin g J ob 3l :26; Dnl. 2: 1. 1, where the adj. ydqc4 used abstractly,

functions as an adverb (Job) or predicate noun (Daniel). Job extols the shining course of
the sun and the splendid path of the moon (#'yareafi ydqdr holeb "the moon moving in

splendor"). The Daniel passage wes yaqqtr (Aramaic) in the sense of "weighty," hence

"difficult." The interpretation of the dream demanded by the Babylonian king is a
difficult matter (cf. 1 S. 3:1, where yaqar is also used as a predicate noun for the word

of God that has become rare fhdyd yaqdrl).It is possible that yqr (used as a verb) may

also mean "be difficult" in Ps. 139:17 (see III below).

III. Theological Usage. The theological usage ofyqr is incomparably less frequent

than its general usage. Obviously the judgment oracles in Jeremiah and Ezekiel are

theologically relevant, in that they bear witness to Yahweh as having the ultimate

disposition over wealth and possessions. In order to punish his people, he can give it to
Israel's enemies, the Babylonians (Jer. 20:5). But it is also Yahweh who watches over

the honest or dishonest acquisition of riches, avenging the violation of the traditional
rule of social justice brought about by privilege, oppression, and exploitation (Ezk.

22:25).Thelsraelites certainly thought that ultimate wisdom and knowledge-forwhich
nothing can substitute, no matter what its value-are ultimately a gift of God, who alone

can show the way to them (Job?3:16,23). And Dnl. 2:27;5:18;7:1'4 state explicitly that

dignity and honor are bestowed by God. In this broader sense, many of the passages

already discussed have direct or indirect theological implications. But there are also a

23 See Kraus,451f.
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few noteworthy passages in which a form of. yqr refers directly to God. The most

significant examples of this usage occur in (relatively late) oracles of salvation, for

example the rhetorical question in Jer. 31:20: lf,@nyaqqtr lt'eprayim, "Is Ephraim (not)

my dear son?"z Here yaqqtr serves to express Israel's faith in divine election, recon-

firmed through the declaration of salvation. Theverse proclaimsYahweh's love and favor

toward his people despite all the catastrophes of historical judgment. The same note is

struck, perhaps even a bit more strongly, by Deutero-Isaiah in Isa. 43:4 (cf. w. 1-7). In

the context of a lst person divine oracle, we find in parallel to yaqarfi U' Anay the clause

nikbadtd wa'ont'.habttkT "You are precious in my eyes, and honored, and I love you."

Here the predication of value in the figurative sense is strongly underlined by the

statement that Yahweh will give peoples as ransom (l<6per) for his people, nations in

return for (tala1) Israel and kingdoms for the life (nepe$ of God's people. What is

possible for Yahweh on behalf of the people as well as on behalf of an individual is not

possible for mortals, no matter how rich they may be:. tfyeqar pilydn nap56 [following
the apparatusl vrlfidal l"'6hm" "For the ransom of his life is costly [const. phrase used

as an objective gen.], and can never suffice" (Ps. 49:9[8]). hm. 4:2 bewails the reversal

of Israel's election: b"nA siyyiln hay"qdrtm ham"sullA'tm bappdz, "the sons [inhabitants]
of Zior., the precious ones worth their weight in fine gold, must now be reckoned as

earthen pots." Even in this lament, the idea of election lives on in the image of the

precious personal relationship between God and God's people.

The idea is somewhat obscure in a postexilic individual thanksgiving (Ps. 116:15; v. 10

probably begins a new psalm; cf. I)O(), which states that the death of those who are

devoted to Yahweh is precious in his eyes. The basic meaning is clear from the context:

Yahweh loves and protects the hnsid- The specific point, however, must be revealed by a

kind of ,,detour." The loss occasioned by death is "costly" to Yahweh, so that he does

everything he can to avert it. Indeed, death is /oo costly in Yahweh's eyes,5 and that is

what gives the devout a chance to live. On the other hand, the "wicked" (f fr'tm) and the
,.enemies of Yahweh" ('6f!cwtwH)perishk?qar l<nrit4 *l*e the glory [or: 'wealth'] of
the pastures" that wither (Ps.37:20; cf..49:13,21112,201). According to this late wisdom

psalm, human beings are a capital resource, like a fertile pasture. But wickedness and

hostility to God are like the blazing heat that scorches what is green, until finally

everything goes up in smoke (see the apparatus of BIIS for the variant reading of the LXX).

A similar idea appears in a proclamation of judgment in the oracles against Babylon of
Isa. 13f. Speaking in the 1st person, Yahweh declares in Isa. 13:12 that he "will make men

rno., ,-" ih"n fine gold, and mankind than the gold of Ophir- (' 6qir '"ndi mippz tf'aQam

miklregem'6ptr).The antext shows that the judgment consists in an historical catastrophe

that will decimate the population (most scholars assign the oracle to the middle of the 6th

century n.C.). The hiphil of yaqar is used to express judgment, in the sense that when

judgment comes anyone who survives will be a precious rarity.

2a K.Rudolph,IIAT,Xll,196f.;A.Weise4DasBuchJeremia25,l5-52,34.AfD,XXIf1969),
281; S. Herrm air^, Die prophetischen Heilsetwartungen im AT. BWANT,85[5/5] (1965), passim.

2s R. Kittel, Die Psahnen. KAT, xlll (3'n1922; ed. E. Sellin).
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In discussing the theological use of yq6 we must also mention the forms of expression
or conduct associated with God that are termed "precious" or '\are."26 An example is
1 S. 3, the account of Samuel's experience of nocturnal revelation in the temple at Shiloh,
which is introduced (v. 1) by the statement that in those days the tlar-WWH was
precious or rare lgaqar) and there was no frequent "vision." Herc ydqdr already has the
specific meaning "rare" in a quantitative sense. Adifferent meaning is conveyed by the
motif of confidence in Ps. 36:8(7), a psalm of mixed genre,n which speaks of the
preciousness of God's steadfast love, in the sense that men and women enjoy the blessing
of God's favor. We must also cite Ps. 1.39, an impressive postexilic individual Wisdom
psalm. The psalmist, meditating on God's omnipotence and omnipresence, speaks of
God's thoughts in a tone of resignation or admiration: mah-yd(rfi r€'eyftd'el, "How
precious ['valuable,' or possibly 'weighty, difEcult'] are your thoughts, O God!" (Ps.

139:L7). Since the parallel stich makes a quantitative statement (meh 'df,mfr rd'l€her4
"How vast they are in number!"), the first stich could easily be making a qualitative
statement (cf. Ps. 92:6[5]). In any case, the rootyqr suggests that the subject ofdiscussion
is great, profound, and unfathomable.4

Finally, we must discuss 2 difficult passages in Zechariah (Zec. 11:l3[nvice]; 14:6).
The text of the latter is uncertain, and is usually emended on the basis of the versions,2e

since the MT does not yield an intelligible sense. The former occurs in the context of an

allegory3o or a symbolic narrative that remains a mere literary form and shades off into
allegory.3l Yahweh is made to state ironically how worthless his people and their leaders
esteem him: "Cast it [the 30 shekels of silver in wages mentioned in7,e,c.11:12] before
the craftsman, the precious price32 at which I was valued by them" ('eder hayf qdr'o\er
ydqartt menl€hem). This passage can be interpreted as the motivation for a declaration
of disaster. The passage is interesting because it applies the human concept of value
directly to Yahweh, expressing e contraria the theological point that Yahweh expects
that his people will value him highly. It is possible, as Elliger suggests,33 that the whole
of 7*c.11:a-16(17) (linked by many with 13:7-9) deals intellectually with the Samaritan
schism from the theological perspective of the worshippers of Yahweh in Jerusalem. In
any case, the text is traditio-historically quite complex.v

Wagner

26 See II.2 above. '
27 G. Fohrer, Intro. OT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1968); cf. Kraus,397, 399.
28 See S. Wagner, "Zur Theologie des Psalms CXXXX," Congress Volame, GOttingen 1977.

sw29 (1978),357tr
29 Cf.BHS.
30 F. Horst, Dic *udlf kleinen Propheten: Nahwn bis Maleachi. HAT,XIV (1964),251tr.
3l K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten,ll. ATD, XXV C1975), 160ff.
32 KBL3.
33 P.163.
3a See Horst, 253f.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Semantic Field and Meaning; 4. LXX. II' Usage.

I. l. Etymology. The etymology ofyq.I is disputed. Kopfl connects it with Arab. l"!q
(noun: wi1aq, *fettef'; verb (IV): "enfetter"), but this is unlikely in view of.Ugar. yqtm

found 3 times in lists, which probably means "fowler."2 KBL3 cites Arab. waqa^i, which
would require ,f in Hebrew.

2. Occurrences. The verb appears 3 times in the qal, 4 times in the niphal, and once

in the pual {gfrqaittn[F*cL.9:L2l,possibly a ptcp. without raa). The agent nowydqai or

yaqfiJ occurs 4 times; the noun m6qEJ, usually translated "snare," occurs 27 times (and

once in Sirach).

3. Semantic Field and Meaning. The verb often appears together with nillcad (- 111

lkd)(Prov.6:2; Isa.8:15;28:13 [bothverbs in the niphal];Jer.50:24 [qal of yqJ, niphal

ot tkdT;Am.3:5). Flcr,l.9:12conjoinsyfiqdstr4'dl.frz, andne'"hAz Semantically related

verbs found in the context of yqt include maga' and taps (Jer. 5O:24), kIl, npl' and the

niphal of .lbr (Isa. 8:15; 28:t3).
There is no consensus as to the precise meaning of nOq€t. It often appears in

conjunction with pah "trap" (Josh. 23:13; Ps. 69:23lEng.u.D)r 1a0:6[5]; 141:9; Isa.

8:14; Am. 3:5), without any clear semantic distinction. The noun pah is also used

frequently with the verb yql: pa$ ya(tfr Ii @s. 141:9); pab y6(3?m (Ps.124:7); cf. also

palyaq6| (Hos. 9:8; Ps.91:3). F*cL.9:12 is also related, but more distantly. It is clear

from Ps. 124:7;Prov.6:5; Am. 3:5 that the context involves fowling. Marti3 and Drivey'

suggest the meaning "boomerang"; Vogt prefers "bait." According to Gerleman, pah is

a snare that is tripped automatically ,whereas mdqeT is a larger net that is closed by cords

(cf. the possible allusion in Jer. 5:26). Adifferent meaning is found in Job 40:24, where

mflqeirefersto a hook through the nose of Behemoth (orLeviathan?5). Possibly Ehrlich's

reading qimmAiiry "thoms,"6 is correct here.

ydqat. G. Dalman,AraS, VI (1939), 336f.; G. R. Driver, "Reflections on Recent Ar1ricles," JBL,

lZitosl1,125-136, esp. 131-36: *rieu. uOQBS, 'striker'"; H. S. Gehman, "Notes on A?h"'
JBL, 58 (1939), 277-281; G. Gerleman, "Contributions to the OT Terminology of the Chase,"

Bulletin de la SocittC Royale des Lettres de Lund, 194546,79-9O;E. Vogt, "'Ihr Tlsch werde zur

Falle'(Ps 69,23)," Bibl, 43 (1962),79-82.
t L. Kopf,'i{rabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwtirterbuch," yZ 8 (1958), 178

(= Sndies in Arabic and Hebrew Lexicography perusalem, 1976D.
2 M. Dahood, Psalms III. AB, XVII A(1970), 213, discussing Ps. 124.
3 K. Marti, Da s Dodelapropheton erHiirt. KHC, Xlll (lg04),174.
4 G. R. Driver, "Linguistic and Textual Problems: Minor Prophets. II,"JfS, 39 (1938),262.
s M. H. Pope,lob.AB,w e979),328.
0 A. Ehdich, Randglossen zur hebriiischen Bibel (repr. Hildesheim, 1968)' in loc.
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4. LW. The IXX uses a variety of translations: thEreilo (Ps. 124:7!LXX 123:7)),
pagideib @c*L 9:12; cf. pagts in Prov. 6:2); epit{tlomi (Jer. 5O:24!IXX 27:2al);
synist€mi (Ps. 141:9[LXX 140:9]); ptai6 (Dt.7:?5); engfzo (Isa. 8:15); untranslated in
Isa. 28:13. The commonest translations of mbqES are sklndalon and pagis; other
renderings include skilon (Ex. 10:7; Dt.7:L6), prdskomma (F;x.73:33;34:12), ixeutis
(Am. 3:5), sklzrdtes (2 S. 22:6; cf . pagts in Ps. 18:6[5][XX 17:6]), etc.

III. Usage. Both the verb and the noun are almost always used figuratively. Jer.50:24
describes a sudden and unexpected enemy attack: "I [Yahweh] set a snare $taqatti) for
you, O Babylon, and you were taken (nilka/t'S although you did not know it; you were
found (rn.s'niphal) and caught (p.f niphal)." According to Isa. 8:14, Yahweh will become
to the inhabitants of Jerusalem "a trap Qnh) and a snare (mbqe$"; they shall "stumble
(kil) and tall (npl) and be broken (Jbr niphal); they shall be snared (y4.i niphal) and taken
(lkd nphal)" (v. 15). Isa. 28:13 warns that those who despise the prophets will be struck
by Yahweh's word, so that they will "fallbackward, andbebroken, and snared, and taken."

Hos. 9:8 uses the phrase pal.r ydqdi, "fowler's snare," for Ephraim's attacks on the
prophets. Jer.5:26 speaks of the wicked (r"idim) among the people, who "set snares to
destroy (Jftr hiphil) and to catch (lkd) people;' In Ps. 141, a lament, the psalmist prays
for Yahweh's protection from the traps (pah) that have been laid (yq$ and from the snares
(mA$tm) of evildoers G,A',\C 'awen) (v. 9). In Ps. L24, a thanksgiving psalm, the
psalmist thanks Yahweh for delivering him and his companions from the snare @al.t) ot
the fowler: "the snare is broken (.IDr niphal), and we have escaped (ml)|" (v. 7). Ps.

6a:6(5) speaks in general terms of enemies who lay snares; they are not further
characterized, but the context speaks oftheir cunning and secrecy. In Ps, 140:6(5), the
enemies are arrogant men (g€'im) who set pah, reflet ('net"), and m6(iim. Ps. 91:3
includes pol ydqf.I among the perils from which God delivers the faithful.

Dt.7:25 contains a warning against the gods of the heathen, on the grounds that the
Israelites might covet the silver and gold of the idols and be ensnared (yqS niphal) by
them. ln a similar vein, several passages state that idols can become a m6qei (Ex.23:33;
34:12; Dt.7:16; Josh. 23:13 @ah and m6qe{); Jgs. 2:3;8:27; also Ps. 106:36, in the
historical retrospect). This usage expresses the perilous temptation of idolatry. In Job
34:30, Elihu states that God will prevent a godless (barup) man from reigning as king
andbecomingm6(Jim tothe.people. Accordingto Prov.22:25,the company of an angry
man can become a snare to others; his ways should therefore be shunned.

One can also speak of the m 6(ltm of. death. Ps. L8:6(5) (par.2 S. 22:6) uses "the cords
(ftbl) of Sheol" as a parallel expression for the disaster from which the psalmist has been

saved. One can avoid the m6(5im of death through wisdom (Prov. 13:14) or the fear of
God (14:27) and thus live a happy life.

Foolish speech can also be called a snare (Prov. 12:13 [possibly readingn6qa.I]; 18:7

fpar. m"hittd, "ruin"; cf. also 6:2: "yol are snared in the utterance of your lips"), as can
the transgression of an evil man (29:6), the fear of man (29:25, in contrast to the safety
that comes through trust in Yahweh), and a rash oath (20:25).

In Ex. 10:7, the servants of Pharaoh ask, "How long shall this man [Moses; or: 'this
thing,' the problem of the Israelites] be a m6@3 to us?" The translation "snare" is not
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quite right; possibly one should use some general term like "ruin" or "danger." When
Saul suggests that Michal wrllbe a m6q€5 to David (1 S. 18:21), the proposed translation
"bait" deserves serious consideration; but here, too, the meaning is probably "snare."

The text of Ps. 69:23(22) may be comrpt. The psalmist prays that the table of his
enemies may be a pahto them; in the parallel stich we fndwlifilimtrn l"m6@1, whrch
does not make sense. Most scholars follow the Targ., reading tc,SahnAhem, "theit
sacrificial feasts." This would mean that Yahweh is to judge the psalmist's enemies at
their sacrifices, so that what gives them security may be transformed into ruin.

In Am. 3:3ff., the prophet's discourse employs a series of images, all of which express
the idea that nothing happens without a cause. Among them is the double question: "Does
a bird fall to earth when there is no trap (mbqe$ for it? Does a snare spring up from the
ground when it has taken (/td) nothing?" (v. 5).

Ecr,|.9:12 describes humans thus: "like fishwhich are taken ('ftzhiphil) in an evil net
(m"s6!A), and like birds which are caught ('l.a qal pass. ptcp.) in a snare Qtah),so are
human beings snared $AqAiim) at an evil time, when it suddenly falls upon them."

Finally, Sir. 32135:?-O describes transgression of the law as a snare: "Do not go by a
way with snares; avoid the danger and remain faithful to the law."

Ringgren

NJ] yara'; ltJl ydrE'; ilgJ? yir'd; NJiD ndra'

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Scmantic Field;4. Contexts and ldioms; 5. LXX.
II. Fear in Everyday Life. III. Fear of God: 1. General; 2.Egypt;3. Mesopotamia; 4. Ugarit. IV.
Fear of God as Fear of the Numinous: 1. Holy and Terrible; 2. Yahweh's Presence; 3. Yahweh's
Intervention in History and the Natural Realm;4. Divine Panic; 5. Fear and Joy. V. "Fear Not": 1.

Everyday Life;2. Holy War; 3. Oracles of Salvation; 4. Theophanies. VI. I-oyalty to the God of
the Covenant: 1.. Deuteronom(ist)ic Literature; 2. Psalms;3. OtherTexts. VII. Fearof God as Moral
Response: 1. Northern Prophecy; 2. Elohist; 3. Msdom; 4. Fear of God as Obedience. VIII. Fear
of God as Devotion to Torah. IX. Qumran.

ydrE.K.Arayaprateep,"ANoteonYR'inJos. lV24,"W22(1972),240-42;K.BalaetThe
Covenant Fortnulary in OT, Jewish, and Early Christian Writings (Eng. trans., Philadelphia,
l97l); B. J. Bamberger, "Fear and [ove of God in the OT," HI]CA, 6 (1929),39-53; E. G.
Bauckmann, "Die Proverbien und die Sprtche Jesus Sirach: Eine Untersuchung zum Struktur-
wandel der israelitischen Weisheitslehre," ZAW,72 (1960),33-63; J. Becker, Gouesfurcht im AT.
AnBibl, 25 (1965); idem, review of L. Derousseatx, La crainte de Dieu dans I'AT, Bibl,
53 (L972),280-87; P. Biard, La puissance de Dicu. Travaux de l'Institut catholi4ue de Paris,
7 (1960); E. Boularand, "Crainte," DS, II (1949), 2463-2511; H. A. Brongers, "La crainte du
Seigneur (lir'at Jhwh, Jir'at'Elohim)," OTS,5 (1948), L5l-L73; C. J. de Catanzaro, "Fear,
Knowledge, and [.ove: A Study in OT Piety," CJf, 9 O963), 166-173; H. Cazelles, "A propos
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I. l. Etymology. The etymology of yr'is still unclear. RfiZidkal derives it from a

root r'with the fundamental meaning "tremble." OosterhofP agrees, citing Arab.
wariha, "beshortofbreath,"Aram. r€'6,"lutg," andHeb. ra'A,"see." Becker3seesa
connection withyara', "tremble" (Isa. 15:4), and suggests that the verb has this original
meaning in Ps. 76:9(Eng. v. 8). Finally, Joiiona cites Arab. wa'ara, "terrify." The use
of Arabic parallels, however, is highly suspect. The verb wa'ara is probably a variant
of wara'a, meaning "push (back), strike";S cf. Ethiop. warawa,6 as well as Amhar.
wiirdwwdrd, Tigr. wiirwiira, md wiira, "stike, threaten, proclaim,"T and Amhar.

d'une phrase de H. H. Rowley," Wisdom in Israel and in theAncient Near East. Festschrift H. H.
Rowley. SI/4 3 (1955), 26-32;D. J. A. Clines, "The Tree of Knowledge and the t:w of Yahweh
(Psalm XIX)," W 24 (1974),8-14;L. Derousseaux, I a crainte de Dieu dans I'AT. LD, 63 (1970);
S. J. De Vries, "Note Concerning the Fear of God in the Qumran Scrolls," RevQ, 5 (1964-66),
233-37; P.-E. [H. M.] Dion, "The 'Fear Not'Formula and Holy War," CBQ,32 (1970),565-570;
F. Dreyfus, review of L. Derousseaux, La crainte de Dieu dans l'A\ RB, 80 (1973),449-452;
J. H. Eaton, "Some Misunderstood Hebrew Words for God's Self-Revelation," 8f,25 (1974),
331-38; W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT, l. OTL @ng. hans. 1961); B. J. Engelbrecht, "Die
betekenis van die begrip 'Vrees van die Here'in Spreuke, Job en Predikef' HTSI,7 (L951),
l9L-223; W. Foerster, "o6popot," TDNT, Vll, 168-196; J. Haspecker, Gottesfurcht bei Jesus
Sirach. AnBibl, 30 (1967); I. Heinemann, *';1 nBJ: ;1S:l:," EMiqr lll (1958), 768-770;
P. van Imschoot, ThCologie de I'AT, II (Paris, 1958), 98ff.; P. Jotion, "Etudes de s6mantique
h6braique. 1. L id6e de danger en h6breu; 4. l,ocutions pour craindre de (que) en h6breu: Etude
de lexicographie et de stylistique," Bibl, 2 (L921,),336-38,340-42; idem, "Crainte et peur en
hdbreu biblique," Bibl, 6 (1925), 174-79; N. Kirst, Formbitische Untersuchung zum Zuspruch
'Fiirchte dich nicht!'imAT (Hamburg, 1968); L. K<ihler, "Die Offenbarungsformel 'Fiirchte dich
nicht!' im N," SchThZ,36 (1919), 33-39; idery Hebrew Man (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1956);
idem, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 21957),36ff; G. van der treuw, Religion in
Essence andManifesntion @ng. trans., Princeton, 21986;; F. Michaeli, "Ia sagesse et la crainte
de Dieu," Holdtma, 2 (L976),35-44;lN. L. Moran, "The Ancient Near Eastern Background of
the l,ove of God in Deuteronomy," CBQ,25 (L963),77-87; G. Nagel, "Crainte et amour de Dieu
dans I'AT," RI| 33 (1945), 175-186; B. Olivier, La crainte de Dicu, comme valeur religieuse
dans I'AT. Etudes religieuses, 75 (1960); B. J. Oosterhoff,De vreze des Heren in het O?(Utrecht,
19a9); R. Otl.o, The ldea of the Holy (Eng. trans., Oxford, 2tgSO); E. Pfeiffer, "Die Gottesturcht
imBuche Kohelet" GottesWortundGottesLand. FestschriftH. W. Hertzberg(Gdttingen, 1965),
133-158; R. H. Pfeiffer, "The Fear of God," ILI,5 (1955), 41-48; S. Plath, Furcht Gottes. ArbT,
2/2 (1963); T. Polk, "The Wisdom of Irony," StBTh, 6/I (1976),3-17; O. Procksch, Theologie
des ATs (Giitersloh, 1950), 610ff.; G. M. Rinaldi, "Nota Udl.reh)," BeO, l0 (1968), 23;
K. Romaniuk, "La crainte de Dieu i Qumr6n et dans le NT,"RevQ,4 (1963164),29-38; R. Sander,
Furcht und Liebe im Paltistinischen Judentum. BWANT, 6814/L6l (1935); H.-P. Stahli, 'N''t',lr'
fiirchten," THAT, l, 765-778; J. A. Thompson, "Israel's 'f-overs'," W, 27 (1977), 475-481;
F. Vgouroux, "Crainte deDieu," DB,II (1899), 1099f.; C. Wi6ner,Recherches sur I'amour pour
Dieu dans /,4I (Paris, 1957); H. W. Wolff, "Zur Thematik der elohistischen Fragmente im
Pentateuch," EvTh, 29 (1969), 59-72 = GSAT. ThB, 22 C1973), 402-417.

1 R. Rt idka, "Die Wurzel r' in den semitischen Sprachen," ZA, 25 (I9ll),114-138.
2 P.8.
3 Gottesfurcht inAT, l.
4 Bibl,6 (1925),174; also Mdhnges Beyrouth. 10 (1925), 15.
s l-ane,2933.
6 LexlingAeth, 899; Lrslau, Contibutions,25.
7 TigrWb,435b.
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a-wcirra, "proclaim," wiire, "rrews."8 These all derive from a toot wry' which is

associated with Heb. yrhl.ln any case, Arab.wari'a, "be pious, God-fearing,"e must

be considered, although it may well reflect Hebrew influence, especially since it is not

attested in Old South Arabic and the otherwise rare Ethiop. wara'aro appears to be a

loanword from Arabic.
Few traces of yr' appear in the other Semitic languages. The association with Akk.

irfi suggested by BDB has been dropped byAflw andCAD.It may appear as a Canaanite

gloss in EA 155, 33 (ir .. . , restored by Knudtzon as irta), An irnportant instance of yr'
in the Amama letters has been pointed out recently by Wilhelm,ll who claims that the

damaged l. 21 of.KL72:6N contains a personal name of the type X-Addu, which is

attested elsewhere. The remaining legible signs can be read syllabically as iri, cor-

responding to Heb. frE'.If so, the name would be Iri-Addu, "In Fear of Addu." This

name is unrelated to names consisting of "Iri-" followed by a divine name, such as

Iri-Te55ub, which are Hurrian forms.l2 We may therefore agree that "yr' is attested only
in Hebrew and Ugaritic."13 Even the Ugaritic occurrences are rare; the only certain ones

are KTU,1.6 VI, 30f., ar.dKTU, 1.5 II, 6f.
The Akkadian semantic equivalent is palalw with its derivatives; adAru is used

somewhat differently.

2. Occurrences. The scanty attestation in other Semitic languages stands in marked

contrast to the situation in Hebrew, whereyr'and its derivatives have an impressive total

of. 435 occurrences.la The verb appears 333 times:l5 in the qal (20 times in Genesis; 11

times in Exodus; 8 times in [rviticus;4 times in Numbers; 32 times in Deuteronomy;

1.1 times in Joshua; 6 times in Judges; Ruth 3:11; 21 times in 1 Samuel; 6 times in
2 Samuel; 8 times in 1. Kings; 19 times in 2 Kings; 3 times in 1 Chronicles; 6 times in
2 Chronicles; 6 times in Nehemiah; 8 times in Job; 30 times in Psalms; 5 times in

Proverbs; 7 times in Ecclesiastes; 22 times in Isaiah; 21 times in Jeremiah; Larn.3:57;
5 times in Ezekiel; 3 times in Daniel; Hos. 10:3; Joel2;21,22;Am. 3:8; 4 times in Jonah;

Miq7:17;Hab.3:2;3 times in Zephaniah-Hag. l:12;2:5; 3 times in Zechariah; Mal.
2:5;3:5\; in the piel (2 S. 14:15; 2 ChI 32:18;3 times in Nehemiah); and in the niphal

(as a verb only in Ps. 130:4; 44 times as a ptcp. [semasiologically an adj.]:16 Gen.28:17;
Ex. 15:1.L; 34:lO;6 times in Deuteronomy; Jgs. 13:6; 25.7:23;1 Ch. 16:25; t7:21;3

8 W. Irslau, Contributionsi algo iden, Hebrew Cognates inAmharic (Wiesbaden, 1969), 83'
e Wehr, 1062.
10 LexlingAeth 899.
l1 G. Wilhelm, "Ein Brief der Amarna-Zeit aus Kemid el-l,oz (KL 72:60(J)," Z{, N.s.

29163) (1973),69-75.
12 lbid.,75, n. 8; cf. ffPN, 220; PNU,327-
13 Derousseaux,6g; cf. 61. There are no grounds for Becker's demur in his review,281.
14 Lisowsky; Stbhli,766;KBL2 andKBL3:429;Plath,8:420; Derousseaux,68: 426; Derous-

seaux (68, n. 6) explains the differences as representing variant texts and considers them unimpor-
tant; for details, see Becker, Gottesfurcht imAT' 5f.

15 Stehli; Lisowsky: 332; KBL2: 323; KBL3: approximately 320.
16 Becker, Gottesfurcht inAT,46; Stiihli, 765; Derousseaux, Tl.
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times in Nehemiah; Job 37:22;15 times in Psalms; 4 times in Isaiah; Ezek. l:22;Drl/^.
9 : 4; Joel Z:IL; 3 :412:3 U ; Hab. I :7 ; 7*ph. 2: ll ; }.{'al. 1 :l 4 ; 3 :?314 :51).

The verbal adj. ydrE'appears 45 times:l7 Gen.22:12;Ex. 18:21; Dt. 20:8; Jgs. 7:3;
1 S. 23:3; 1 Ch. 10:4; 3 times in Job; 27 ttnes in Psalms; Prov.l4:2;31:30; Eccl. 8:12;
Isa. 50:10;3 times in Malachi.

The nominalized inf. yir'6 appears 45 timesls: Gen.20:1.1; Ex.2O:20;Dt.2:25;25.
3:11; 23:3; 2 Ch. L9:9; Neh. 5:9,15; 5 times in Job; 8 times in Psalms; 14 times in
Proverbs;5 times in Isaiah; Jer.32:40; Ezk. 1:18;30:13; Jon. 1:10,16. The normal form
of the infinitive, fr6' appears only in Josh. 22:15; 1 S. 18:29.1e

The maqtal noun m6ra'appears 12 times: Gen.9:2;4 times in Deuteronomy; Ps.

9 :21 (20); 7 6: L?\ll); Isa. 8 : I 2, 1 3 ; I er. 32:21 ; Mal. I :6 ; 2: 5 .

The statistics show a clear preponderance of occurrences in Psalms (83), Deuteronomy
(44), and Wsdom Literature (48). Also noteworthy are the numerous occurrences in Isaiah
(34, of which 22arelrl. Deutero-Isaiah or Trito-Isaiah) and Jeremiah (23).

3. Semantic Field. Besides yr' and its derivatives, which cover almost the entire
semantic range of "fear," Hebrew has a wealth of terminology to designate specific
aspects and situations involving fear, alarm, or terror. These often appear in combination,
as in Ex. 15:15f.; Job 4:14f.; Ps. 48:6f.(5f.); 55:5f.(4f.); lsa.7:2; l3:7f.; Jer. 6:24 (par.
50:43); 49:24;Ezk.7:17;2l:12(7); Nat . 2:tl(10); Hab. 3:16.20

The fundamental meaning of pahaQ is probably "tremble";2l Oosterhoffz suggests

'Jump up," citingphh(?),"blow," peh, "snare," andpaf;a{ *thigh." The rootpftd"seems
to be quite close toyr'because it is used in expressions similar in form and meaning":23
pahal-YHWH (2 Ch.l9:7) and pahal \lahim 

@s. 36:2[1]) correspond to yir'alWIWH
andyir'a1'"ldhim. See below for a discussion of. paho/ yishnq.

We find 6wr used for fear of God in Ps. 22:24(23); 33:8. Becker,24 following
Oosterhoff 25 proposes the fundamental meaning "bend," citing gahar and gfrr, "young
lion." More likely, however, we should follow the IXX and assume the basic meaning
"keep at a distance," "reteat" > "retreat out of fear" > "fear."26lnPs.22:24(23);33:8,
gwr stands in parallel with yr'. The nouns nfigdr and m"gdrd refer to fear of divine
punishment; cf. mngbr in Jer. 6:25 (= Ps. 31:1483));2O:3,4,10;46:5; 49:29. Aengrate
rlloull,yagor is found in Dt. 9:19.

Lisowsky, Stfili; Derousseaux, 70: 43.
Stiihli; Lisowsky and Derousse atx, 69 : 46.
GI( $45d; P. Joiion, Gramrnaire de I'HCbreubiblique, $49d;Becker,Gottesfurcht imAT,3;

Derousseaux, 69,
n Joion,Bibl,6(1y25),174;Kdlier,HebterMan,116ff., 146;Becker, GonesfurchtimAT,6f.
21 L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch," W9 (L959),?57;

Becker, Gottesfurcht imAI 7; Derousseavx,T4.
22 P.L5.
23 Derousseaux, 7 4; cf. Becker, Gonesfurcht im AT, 8.
2a Gottesfurcht irn AT, 8.
25 P,LL,
26 loion, Bibl, 6 (1925), 176; Deroussearx, 74.
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The root {rwl or ftyl means primarily "turn in a circle, dance a round d ance" (Jgs.2l:21;
Ps. 87:7) or "whirl" (Jer. 23:19),hence "writhe in birth-pangs" > "give birth" > "tremble,

fear." Following N6ldeke,21 KBL and GesB distinguish hwl, "tum, dance," from fiyl,
"tremble, fear." Other etymologies have also been proposed.2s The roc;t hwllhylbelongs

to the langpage of theophany and "signifies terror of the holy, the human emotion that

serves to mark cosmic phenomena"ze (cf. Ex. 15:14; Dt. 2:25;Ps.29:8;77:17116l;96:9

[par. 1 Ch. 16:30]; 97:4; Ll4:7; Isa. 13:8; Jer.5:22;51:29l'Ezk.30:16; Hab. 3:10; Z,ec.

O,S;. for a discussion of the entire topic, see * ):n hfil @hA\-
The root lrd refers to panic terror, especially in the presence of the numinous (Ex.

L9:L6,18 [conj.]; Job37:l;Isa. L9:16; 32:L1;4t.5'1;d.herdal'"lohtm (1S. 14:15; RSV:

"great panic"). For further discussion, see - Till baro.d.
The root rs in the qal and hiphil means "be terrified, terrify."3O It appears primarily

in Isaiah as a term for fear of Yahweh's smnipotence (lsa.2:19,2!;8:12f..;29:23; cf.

ma'"rd;A in 10:33). Elsewhere the verb appears only in Job 13:25; Ps. 89:8(7).

The root - ht'lll &n appears in the context of the formula "Fear not" (Dt. l:21;31:8;
Josh. 8:1; LO:25;Jer.30:10 [par. 46:Z7l;Ezk.2:6;3:9). It is also found in Isa. 8:9; 30:31;

Mal. 2:5 . In Gen. 35:5, hittat +lnhim is used for "terror from God." ln Job 7:14; 33:1'6

the piel of the verb and in Prov. lO:29; Jer. L7:17 the notn m"hittd describe the tenifying
effect of God on the individual.

Used as both verb and noun, the root .f 'r "always refers to the terrible judgment of
Yahweh, which appalls everyone"3t (Job 18:20; Jer. 2:12; Ezk.27:35;32:10; cf. Ps.

58: 10[9] ; lsa. 213:2).32

The etymology of ,Ir'is disputed; some authorities33 derive it from J'i, "look around";

Ktrnig derives it from .I"; Zorell treats Jr'as a separate root, citing Arabic and Ugaritic
parallels. It is found in Isa. 4L:10,14(?),23 in parallel withyr', with the meaning "be

dismayed."
The root b'r describes the terrifying effect of God on the individual; it is characteristic

of the language of Job (Job 6:4; 7:14;9:34; 13:11,21). Elsewhere it appars only in 1 S.

16:14f.; Ps.88:17(16). The nounb"'dXfr, "sudden disaster," occurs only in Jer. 8:15; 14:19.

The noun.yir? is a "typical term for tenor evoked by Go6"r+ (cf. Ex. 23:28;Dt.7:20;
Josh. 24:L2). The meaning "horrof is proposed by KBLZ,35 contra Ges4 BDB, and

Zorell, who prefer "hornets."
The noun 'Amd fikewise refers to the divine terror that befalls the foe (Ex. L5:16;

27 T. Ntildeke, "Untersuchungen zur semitischen GrummatiY" ZDMG,37 (1883), 536.
2s J. Scharbert , Der Scluaerz im AT BBB,8 (1955), 2l'?5; Joion, Bibl, 6 (1925)' 178.
29 Derousseaux, T5.
30 For proposed etymologies, see G. Hofftnann, "Bibliographische Anzeigen," ZDMG,

32 (L878),762; GesB; Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT, L2-
31 Derousseaux, T6.
32 On Dt. 32:17,*e Becker, Goneslurcht imAT, 13; Derousseaux, 76,n.24.
33 GesBi BDB; K8L2,999f.; cf. M. Dahood, "Some Ambiguous Texts in Isaias," cBQ,

20 (1958),48f.
34 Becker, Gonesfurcht im AT, L6.
3s P.817.
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23:27; Josh.2:9) but can also strike individuals (Gen. 15:12; Job 9:34; 13:21;20:25;Ps.
88:16[15]). Jer. 50:38 calls idols 'Amtm.

A wealth of additional terms appear in the more or less extended context of yr', each

of which reflects a different aspect of fear. We can only cite them summarily here: p/s,

"reel" (Job 21:6; Ps. 55:6[5]; lsa.2l:4; Ezk. 7:18); tmh" "be astounded" (Ps. 48:6[5]),
with the derived noun timmahdn, "par,ic" (Dt.28:28; Zec. l2:4); - lDll l.upaz, "hurry
away" (Dt. 20:3; Ps. 3l:231221;a8:6[5]; 116:11); d'g,"feaf' (Isa.57:11; Jer.38:19);rlck,
"be soft," in combinationwith lzb; r! "tremble"; mwg, "lose courage";3a ,f" "tremble
in panic" in the presence of the divine (Ex. 15:14; Dt.2:25), also used of cosmic trembling
in the context of theophany (25.22:8 [par. Ps. 18:8(7)]; Ps.77:17,19116,181; 99:1; Hab.

3:7); nw', "tremble" (Ex. 20:18); mwy and nwt, "q\ake" (Ps. 99:1); gi "quake" (2 S.

22:8par. Ps. 18:8[7]); rii, "be shaken" (of the natural world; cf. Jgs. 5:4;25.22:8fpar.
Ps. 18:8(7)l; Ps. ,16:4[3]; 68:9[8]; 77:L9[18]; lsa. 24:18; Jer 4:24; lO:10; 5l:29; EzJr..

38:30; Joel 2:lO; 4:16(3:16); Am. 9:1; Nah. l:5); qws, "dread" @x. 1:12); arr' and its
derivatives, "tremble";37 smn, "tremble" (Job 4:15 [piel]; Ps. 119:120); Srnn and its
derivatives;38 lass niphal, with lEf,, "dissolve"; rele!, "ar,guish" (Jer. 49:24\; ftet
"trembling" (Hos. 13:1); bigga', "terror" (Isa. L9:17); \a"rfiri (Jer. 5:30; 23:14) and

ia'orftriyy d (Jer. 1 8: 13; Hos. 6: 1 0 IQD;3e rhb and r " with the meaning " fear." Q See also

- );tf bhl, -E,Dir hmm.

4. Contexts andldioms.If we examine the syntax ofyr'in the qal, we may be content
with the regular translation "fear (someone or something)," less often "be afraid (to do
something)." But the content of the verb is varied by context-sensitive classificators4l in
such a way as to cover the entire semantic range in all its variety, from alarm in the face
of everyday threats through fear of numinous powers to fear of God.

The subject of yr'may be an individual such as Isaac (Gen. 26:7),Jaab (Gen. 3L:31;
32:8,12[7,lll), Moses (Ex. 2:L4\, Gideon (Jgs. 6:27); Saul (1 S. 15:24), David (1 S.

2l:l3ll2l),Ishbaal (2 S. 3:11), or Nehemiah (Neh. 6:13). The subject may also be a

group, such as David's court (2 S. 12:18); Joseph's brothers (Gen. 43:18), or Israel as a

whole @x. 14:10; 1 S. 7:7; l7:ll;2 K. ?5:?-6; 2 Ch. 32:18; Jer. 41:18; and esp. Dt.
L3:l2llll; 17:131' 19:20; Isa- 57:L1; cf. kv. 19:3). Three passages speak of Israel's
enemies as fearing Israel: Dt. 2:4; Josh. l0:2;2 S. 10:19. The "fear of God" or "fear of
Israel" that panics the enemy is discussed below.

Only in comparatively few passages is the object of fear a threatening situation in
everyday life: other people or animals, enemies, sickness, or death. The object is usually

36 P. Jotion, "Notes de lexicographie hebraique,"Bdbl,7 (L926),165-68.
37 See M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic t exicography,ll," Bibl,45 (L9U),405.
38 See N. [ohfink, "Enthielten die im Albezeugten Klageriten eine Phase des Schweigens?"

w, t2(t962),267ff..
39 See KBL2,1002.
+o See Kopf,273-76.
41 Cf. G. Wahig,Anleitung zur gratnmatbch-semantbchen Beschreibung lexilalisclur Ein-

heiten. Linguistbche Arbeite4 8 (tiibingen, 1973), 146f..; H. F. Fuhs, Selen wd Schauen. FzD,
32(1978),grtr.
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introduced by the prep. min (Dt- l:29;2:4;7:18;20:1; Josh. 10:8) or mipfnA (Dt. 5:5;
7:19; Josh. 9:24;ll:6;1 S. 7:7; 2l:l3ll2l;1 K. 150; 2K.25:26;ler.4l:18;42:L1.), rarely
directly (Gen. 32:12[ 11]; l,ev. 19:3; Nu. l4:9;21:34;Dt.3:2,22; Jgs. 6:27; I S. 14:26;
15:24;l K. 1:51; Ezk.3:9;11:8; Dnl. 1:10). Oftenyr'is used absolutely, so the the object
of fear must be deduced from the context (Gen. 31:31; 32:8171;43:18; Ex. 2:14; 14:1'0;

Dt.13:12[11];17:13;19:?-O;20:3;Josh.10:2; lS.17:11,24;28:5;2 K.10:4;2Ch.20:3;
Neh. 2:2; 6:13; Jer. 26,21; Am.3:8). In almost 80 percent of the passages, however, the

object of fear is God. The nature of this "fear of God" is modified substantially by the
particular contextual classificators. A highly differentiated development may be ob-

served, both synchronically and diachronically.
The verb yr' appears in parallel not only with other verbs meaning"fea;u4z but also

with such expressions as'hb, "love" (Dt. 10:12); dbq, "cleave to" (Dt. 10:20; 13:5[4]);
"bd,"serye" (Dt.6:13; lO:12,201'13:5[4];Josh.24:14; I S.12:14);irz6 "keep(command-
ments)" (Dt. 5129; 6:2;8:6;13:5[a]; 17:19;3'1.:12); hlk bidrakayw, "walk in his ways"
(Dt. 8:6; lO:12\; hlk'al-tor€, "follow" (Dt. 13:5[a); 5m' W@l6, "hearken to his voice"
(Dt. 13:5[4]; 1 S. 12:14); 'Sh hahuqqbry "do the commandments" (Dt. 6:24).

Typical phrases include the formula 'al-ttrd'(some 75 occulrenoes; pl. only in Gen.

43:23 ; 50:19,21:' Ex. 14: 13; 20:20; Nu. 14:9; Dt. 20:3; 3t:6; Josh. L0:25 ; 2 5. 13:28; 2 K.
25:24[par. Jer.40:9]; Isa.5L:7; Jer.10:5; 42:ll:'Joel2:22;Hag.2:5;7*c.8:13,15; Neh.

4:8[1a]; 2CJr20:15,17;32:7;cf.lo'tird': Jgs.6:10; Isa. 8:12);yir'a1'"lahim(Gen.20:ll:'
25.23:3; Neh.5:9,15);yir'alWIWH (Isa. 11:2,3;33:6; Prov. l:7,29;2:5;8:13;9:lO;
lO:27;14:26,27;1516,33; 16:6;19:23;22:4;23:17;Ps.34:l2llll;111:10; cf. Jon. 1:16),
often in parallel with da'a1(Prov.l:7,29;2:5;9:10; Isa. 11:2; 33:6), hobnd (Job 28:28;
Prov. 15:33), tiim, "ight," yasar; "upright," gaddiq, "righteous"; sfir mEra', "turn aside

from evil," Sn' ra', "hate what is evil" (cf. 2 S. 23:3;Job l:1,8;4:6; Ps. 34:L2,L5[ll,14l;
Prov. 3:7; 8:13; lO:27\;yir'a1fladday (Job 6:14); yir'a1'oflanay (Job28:28); yir'a1'elyiln
(Sir. 6:37) or yir'a1'e7 (Sir. 3212); also: yir'A WIWH (Ps. 15:4; 22:24[23]; 115:11,13;

It8:4; 135:20; cf. Mal. 3:16) or forms with pronominal suffixes, "those who fear
thee/hirn" (Ps. 22:261251; 2514; 3l:2ol19l;33:18; 34:8,1017,91;60:6[4]; 85:10[9];
l03:ll,l3,l7; I L1 :5; 119:7 4,79; 147 :11).

5. Lru The IXX usually renders yr' by means of phobein and its derivatives, but
attempts to express semantic nuances by using appropriate terminology, e.9., tromeisthai,
sibestlwi, tr6mos, krataids, thaumast6s for n6ra'(Ex. 15:11; 34:10; Ps. a5:5[a][t)(X
44:51; 65:6[5][I)(X 6a:5];68:36[35][IxX 67:361; Dnl. 9:4; Sir.43:2,8;48:4; elsewhere
rendered epiphane's, which may represent occasional confusion with nir'eh), theosdbeia,

eusdbeia.

II. Fear in Everyday Life. The root yr' refers to human fear for physical safety in
threatening situations and the perils of everyday life. Shepherds are afraid when lions
roar in the meadows of the Jordan (Am. 3:8), and farmers fear the destruction of their

42 See above.
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seed by wild beasts (Job 5:22). Jacob, fleeing from Laban, has good reason to be afraid
when the latter catches up to him (Gen. 31:31); before his encounter with Esau, he takes
various precautions because he fears Esau's vengeance (Gen.32:8,12[7,11]). On their
second journey to Egypt, Joseph's brothers are afraid that he will "fall upon us, to make
slaves of us" (Gen. 43:18). Gideon tears down the altar of Ba'al at night because he is
afraid of his family and the townspeople (Jgs.6:27). Fear of the king plays an important
role: David's courtiers are afraid to report the death of his child to him (2 S. 12:18);
Adonijah is afraid of Solomon (1 K. 1:50f.); the prophet Uriah flees out of fear of
Jehoiakim (Jer.26:21); the princes of Ahab are in terror of Jehu (2 K. 10:4). On the other
hand, Saul's fear of his people leads him to offer sacrifice himself in a forbidden manner
(1S. ls:Z).

In battle it is the enemy that spreads fear and terror. Israel takes fright at the approach
of Pharaoh's army (Ex. 14:L0) and is afraid of the Philistines (1 S. 7:7), especially Goliath
(1, S. 17:11,,24). Gideon is afraid of the Midianites (Jgs. 7:10), Saul is afraid of the
Philistines (1 S. 28:5), and David is afraid of Achish of Gath (1 S. 21:13[12]). On the
other hand, the Gibeonites are afraid of Israel (Josh. 9:24), Adoni-zedek is afraid of
Joshua (Josh. 10:2), and fear of Israel makes the Syrians discontinue aiding the Am-
monites (2 S. 10:19). This context includes the passages using the formula of reassurance

"Do not fear . . . [him/them/the people of the land, etc.]" (Nu. 1.4:9;2L:34; Dt. l:29;
3:2,22;7:18;20:1,3; Josh. 10:8; 11:6), discussed below under 'al+tra'. Fear of the *
)111 hereb, "sword" (Jer. 42:16; Ezk. 11:8), a metaphor hypostatizing God's judgment

against Israel, falls under the heading of numinous fear.
Finally we come to fear of punishment. Because he has killed an Egyptian, Moses is

afraid that Pharaoh will kill him (Ex. 2:1.4).\\e death penalty for incitement to idolatry
(Dt. 13:12[11]), refusal to obey the ruling of a priest or judge (Dt. 17:13), or bearing false
witness (Dt. 19:20) is explicitly motivated by its deterrent effect: ". . . that all Israel [or:
'all the people'l shall hear and fear."43

m. FearofGod.
l. General. "Fear of God" is without question a central concept of OT religion, as of

other religions in the ancient Near East; it may be "the earliest term for religion in biblical
Hebrew, and indeed in Semitic languages in general."4 The notion that fear of God is
the ultimate source of religion was expressed by Democritus, followed by Epicurus; a

fully developed exposition of this theory is found in Lucretius,as and it was given
pregnant expression by Statius: Primus in orbe deos fecit timor; " At the beginning of the
world, fear created the gods."46 1ryhen humans encounter the divine, commonly referred

a3 See W. Sbhothoff, Der altisraelitische Fluchspruch. WMANT,30 (1969); H. Schulz, Das
Todcsrecht im AT. BZAW 114 (1969); V. Wagner, Rechtssiiae in gebundener Sprache und
Rechtssaareihcn im israelitbchen Recht. BZAW 127 (1972); C. M. Carmichael, The Laws of
Deuteronomy (thaca, N.Y., 1974).

44 R. H. Pfeiffer,41.
45 De rerum narura v.l16l-124:0.
a6 Thebab iii.66l.
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to since Otto as the "numinous,"47 one effect is fear. Fear of the numinous embraces an

inner polarity: terror, retreat, and flight on the one hand; attraction, trust, and love on the
other. In Otto's terminology, the numinous appears as tremendum but also fascinans,
revealing itself in concrete personal form as God or as a divine incarnation, for example
in the person of the king (Egypt). Thus the numinous can be experienced as a powerful
helper and a guarantor of life. This internal polarity and dynamic gives rise to a semantic
development in the fear of God: when the element of literal fear recedes, "fear of God"
becomes tantamount to "religion" or "spirituality"'+s i.e., fear of God becomes
synonymous with reverence, worship, and obedience to God's command. This semantic
development is found in all the Semitic languages. There is, however, no analogous
historical development such as many scholars postulate,ae as we see when we examine
the concept of the fear of God in the ancient Near East.

2. Egypt. Like Hebrew, Egyptian has a variety of terms for "fear."5O The semantic
equivalent of Heb. yr' is inl, "fear" (used both absolutely and, more commonly, with a
prepositional obj.), with its nominal derviatives SdlSd.w or Snd.tlSnd.w.t, "fear," and
ind.w, "one who fears."Sl The meaning of fear of God in Egyptian religion has not
received sufficient attention. Bonnet does not consider it "an important element,"52 x1d
Morenz discusses it only indirectly.s3 Texts from the Old Kingdom all the way through
the New Kingdom bear witness to its importance in Egyptian religion. The divine nature
on which all depend is incomprehensible, beyond human ken, hidden in inaccessible
darkness.sa This realization evokes fear of the deity, who appears as the One in Many.
"Lnrdll-ady of fear [in human hearts]" is a common divine epithet. In the context of
human history, this deity is revealed as beneficent, "shaper of the earth," "who created
all gods, human beings, and animals,"55 guarantor of the state and of human life, giver
of happiness and inward perfection. Such experience evokes trust and love, which find
expression in the community's devotion, worship, and service, but also in the prayer and

spirituality of the individual. "The house of god-its abomination is tumult. Pray
privately with a desirous heart, all of whose words are hidden; then god will carry out
your concem, then he will hear your words."56 In Egypt since the Pyramid texts of the

47 Cf. M. Eliade,The Sacred andthe Profane (Eng. trans., 1961; repr. Magnolia, Mass., 1983),
8-16; van der lreuw, ?3-26, 43-51; S. Mowinckel, Religion und Kultus (Ger. trans., Gdttingen,
1953), 30-49; F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion. RdM, | (1961), 29-33-

48 Becker, Gottesfurcht irn AT, 75.
on 8.9., A. Weiser, Religlon und Sittlichkeit der Genesis (Heidelberg, 1928); J. Hempel, Gott

und Mensch im AT. BWANT, 3813/21 (1936), 32t.; L. Nieder, "Gottesfurcht," LTLK,IV (1960),
TLO7.

so wAs, II, 460; \t, t47, 170; IY 42, M, t7 4, 205, 278.
sr IbA., ry 182-85; Derousseaux,2l-42.
52 H. Bonnet, "Fr<immigkeit," P#.R, L97; cf. Derousseaux, 41f.
53 S. Morenz, Egtptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973), chs. 4f.
5a Papyrus Berlin 3048, IX, 10a.
ss lba.,vlt,2.
56 A. Erman, "Denksteine aus der thebiinischen Griiberstadt," SPAW 1911, 1086f.
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Old Kingdom, the fear of God means worship and sewice, with little emphasis on literal

fear. What is uniquely Egyptian is the fact that this service and this wonhip are owed

above all to the king, who is the incarnation of the deity when alive and is identified with

Osiris when dead.

3. Mesopotamia. T\e term for fear of God in Mesopotamia is the Akkadian verb

patafia(m\with the nour. puluStu.sT The noun in particular is used to express numinous

fear in the literal sense. Akk.pulufitu"always has the strong sense of 'terror,'spread by

the dragons of Tiamat, the scorpion men, or the armor of Marduk. . . . All these divine

realities are mighty and terrible, above all Marduk the king when he engages in victorious

combat."58 The primary meaning of the verb is "be afraid" of threatening situations in

daily life, especially in battle; then it comes to mean "treat with respect," "serve,"

"worship." In this sense itis used forfearof God, asmany textsbearwitness; Hammurabi

already calls himself pdlib ih in the introduction to his Code.se Personal names of the

form [DN]-pilaS or pila[-[DN] are common. Thus in Mesopotamia, too, the element of
literal fear is reduced and fear ofGod refers to worship, service, and the cult (in the literal

sense): "the gods are at peace, fear ofgod is great, the temples are frequented"; "the fear

of god brings prosperity, sacrifice restores life, prayer blots out sin"; "the day I wor-

shipped the gods was joy to my heart."fl But it is hard to agree with Becker0t that the

ethical element is absent. Derousseaux comes to a different conclusion, discussing

crainte sacrie against the background of Sumerian religion, which he considers "pro-

foundly characterized by the tenifying aspect ofthe divine," and arguing that "the early

usage of palafiu and pulultu in Akkadian seems to take their inspiration from this

source."62

4. Ugarit. Some Ugaritic texts speak of the fear gripping people who encounter the

deity or other powers. These texts use a variety of terms (e.g.,'11.,4).4 To the extent

that their very fragmentary condition permits any conclusion, the emphasis is ot crainte

sacriei a semantic shift in the dhection of service and worship analogous to the

development in Egypt and Mesopotamia remains hypothetical. Two texts6a contain the

wordyr', which is undoubtedly connected with Heb. yr'. Both contain cosmogonic myths

describing the rivalry between the gods Ba'al and Mot. lr.KTU,1.5, it is Ba'al who fears

the greatness and power of Mot;rn KTIJ,1..6, it is Mot who fears the power of risen Ba'al.

57

58

59

60
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62

63

AHw, ll (1972), 812f.; cf. Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT, 78t.
Derousseaux,5S.
cH $1,31.
These quotations and others will be found nAHw II' 812f'
Gottesfurcht im AT,79.
rbit.,58f..
On Akk. pl$t in Ugaritic texts, see C. Vuolleaud, "Fragments alphab€,tiques divers de

Ras-Shamra," Syr; zo 1ts1d1,115, 118 joriginally considered a Ularitic word uy E. P. Dhorme and

C. H. Gordon (IJH, rlo. 1637;cf. R. H. Pfeiffer,42; Derousseaux, 63, n. 134), it is no longer cited

in later lexica (WWlS, Whitaker).
64 KIU, 1.5 II, 6f.; 1.6 VI,30f.
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Inbothcases,yr'standsinparallelwithlt';cf.Isa.4l:10,23(yr'par.Jr).osAstheparallel
tt', "be terrified," suggests, yr' refers to fear in the literal sense.

ry. Fearof God as Fearof the Numinous.
1. Holy and Terrible. The originally numinous nature of fear of God is still clearly

visible in several OT passages. This fear is evoked by an attribute of God expressed
biblically by * DTP qdl and its derivatives: holiness. The definition of the term and its
range of meanings have been discussed by many scholars.66 In essence, they find a

distinction between absolute holiness-"holy per se" (i.e., belonging to the divine realm
and totally inaccessible to mortalsFand moral holiness-"holy for . . ." (i.e., respon-
sible conduct in response to divine sovereignty). We are speaking here of the former, and
in this sense "holy" is identical with "numinous."67

An internal association between holiness and numinous fear is documented in
several passages: comparison of Gen. 28:-17 and Ex. 3:5 shows that qal6i and nilra'
are synonyms; yr' occurs in both contexts as an expression of numinous fear. Both
appear in parallel in Ps. 99:3; 111:9; cf. Ex. 15:11; Ps. 96:9; Isa. 8:13; 29:23; Sir. 7:29.
There are also passages in which nilra' and gddilt (- )U;0s appear in parallel: Dt.
7:2L; 10:17,21; Neh. 1:5; 4:8; 9:32; Ps. 99:3; Dnl. 9:4; cf.Ps.47:3(2);96:4; L45:6;
Mal. 1:14.

The numinous nature of God, which is identical with his holiness, is termed n6ra-',
"terrible." In 36 of its 44 occurrences, it is an attribute of Yahweh (Ex. 15:11; DL7:21;
10:17; Neh. 1:5;4:8[14]; 9:32;lob37:22;Ps.47:3121;68:36[35]; 76:8,1317,121; 89:8[7];
96:4 [par.7 Ch.16:251; Dnl. 9:4; Z,eph.2:ll), his name (Dt. 28:58; Ps. 99:3; 111:9; Mal.
1:14), his deeds (Ex. 34:10; Dt. 10:21;25.7:23 [par. I Ch. 17:21]; Ps.65:6[5]; 66:3;
106:22;145:6; Isa. 64:2[3]), or his eschatological day ofjudgment (Joel 2:1,1;3:4[2:3ll;
ilr/'al. 3:23[4:5]). According to Hempel,6e n6ra' is characteristic of the diction of the
hymns of. Zion and of Yahweh as king (cf. Ps. 47:3[2];76:8,13[7,121;96:4;99:3) and
may probably be considered part of the language of the cult, whence it entered the
framework of Deuteronomy (Dt. 7:21; 10:.17,21; 28:58).

Intheformulahi'€lhaggddbltflnnndrd'(Neh.I:5;9:32;Dnl.9:4;cf.Neh.4:8[14]),
used as a predicate of the merciftrl God,, n6ra' may exhibit a diminution of its numinous
element. The same is true in Ps. 45:5(4), where it is used of the "glorious" deeds of the
king; cf. the adverbial usage in Ps. 139:14, "wonderfully."70

6s M. Held, "Philological Notes on the Mari Covenant Rituals," 8,4SOR, 2OO (1970),37.
66 J.Hinel,DieReligionderHeiligkeil(Gntersloh, 1931);O.Schilling,DasHeiligeundGute

im AT (t pipzig, 1956); Eichrodt, 27O-282; T. C. Vriezen, A n Outline of OT Theologt @ng. trans.,
Boston, 2197O),43f.; Kdhler, OT Theologt,33f.; W. H. Schmidt, "Wo hat die Aussage: Jahwe 'der
Heilige' ihren Ursprung?" ZqW 74 (1962), 62-66; Berke4 Gottesfurcht im AT, 42ft.; H. Wild-
berger, "Gottesnamen und Gottesepitheta bei Jesaja," Zer ligburot. Festschrift B. Z. Shazar
(Jerusalem,. 197217 3), 699 -7 ?A.

67 Cf. Otto,6.
68 On this word as a term for the numinous, see Becker, Gottesfurcht in AT, 48.
69 Hempel, 30; cf. Becker, ibid,48.
70 Cf. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6O-150 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),510.
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2. Yahweh's Presence. It is well documented that the OT considers encounter with

God, the presgnce of his holiness, to be dangerous, indeed deadly (Gen. 16:13; 32:3tl30l;
Ex. 19:21; 24:10f..; Jgs. 6:22f..; 13:22; I S. 6:19; I K' 19:13; Isa. 6:5; above all Ex'

33:18ff.) The same is true of hearing God's voice (Ex. 2o:19;Dt.4:33;5:23tr.). Fear (of

death) is therefore the natural human reaction when someone experiences divine revela-

tion in a theophany, dream, or vision.
This is shown with particular clarity in Ex. 3:6. Moses hides his face, "for he was

afraid to look at God." Fear of the deadly sight of the deity includes fear of the numinous,

which is recognized as perilous. The context of the verse is the call of Moses, as narrated

by J and E. Several scholars have undertaken literary and form-critical analysis of the

passage,Tl sometimes ascribing Ex. 3:6b to J,72 but more usually to E.73 In conjunction

with other E passages, it has been used to draw broad conclusions about the theological

concerns ttrai Aistinguish E from J.7a The present status of Pentateuchal criticismTs

undoubtedly makes it very difficult to determine lines of theological tradition. Becker's

criticismT6 of Derousseaux's attempt seems unjustified in its present form. Until we have

firm conclusions within the framework of an overall theory the results to date--however

provisional-may be considered useful working hypotheses.

The people are also seized by fear on the occasion of Yahweh's theophany at Sinai

(Ex. 20,18). There is a consensus among scholars to follow the Samaritan Pentateuch,

LXX, and Vulg. in readingyr' in parallelwithnflo', "trembling." The context of this verse

is E's recension of the Sinai theophany (Ex. l9:16$,b,17,19 20:78b-21).7 According

to E, the fear of the people is triggered by Yahweh's appearance in a storm; the unusual

parallelism of thunder and increasingly loud trumpet blasts gives an air of distance to

ihe original theophany account. Ex. 19: L9 goes on to explain that God's voice could be

heard answering Moses in the thunder. Ex. 20:18a (redactional), which combines the

versions of J and E, explicitly adds the phenomena of the J account (the smoking

mountain, Yahweh's coming down in fire, earthquake) to the causes of the people's fear.

An individual may experience the tenifying aspect of God's presence in a dream or

vision as well as in a theophany. This is especially clear in Gen. ?3:17.1n the present

71 See W. Richter, Die sogenannte vorprophetischen Benufungsberichte. FRLAlf4 N.s.

83[101] (1970), 57-t33; L. Perliu, "Mose als Prophet," EvTh 3l (1971),588-608; K. Reichert,

Oir Jehiwgt ind die sogenannten deuteronomistisclen Erweiterungen im Buch Exodus (diss.,

Tiibingen, lg72); H. H. Schmid, De r sogenannten Jahwbt (Znich, 1976), 19-43'
72 Holzinge\Richter.
73 Baentsch, Beer, Noth, Wolff, EvTh,29 (1969),66.
z+ Cf. Wolff, ibid.,59-72,and esp. Derousseaux, ch. M with the theory that the moral concept

of fear of God originated in the northem kingdom.
75 See H. H. Schmid; R. Rendtorff, Das ilberlieferwgsgeschichtliche Problem dcs Pen'

tateuch. BZAW 147 (L977); E. Otto, "stehen wir vor einem Umbruch in der Pentateuchkitik?"

Verkilndigung und F orschttttg, | (1977), 82-97 .

76 Bibt, 53 (L972), 283t.
77 See Beeiand Noth, contra W. Beyerlin, Origitu and History of the OWest Shai Traditions

(Eng. trans., oxford, 21965\; for a discussion of the entire passage, sen \r-7*ngel Die Sinai-

iheiphanie. FzB,3 (197L),170fr., 208ff.; Reichert, 115f.; H. H. Schmid, 97ff.
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redactional combination of the ancient Bethel haditions (Gen. 28:11-22), Jaab,s fear,
expressed in his exclamation mah-nn6ra-', represents his reaction to his dream; not until
he awakens does he rcalize that he has been in God's presence and that the place where
he happens to be is holy. But Gen.?3:17 belongs to the E version, along with vv.ll,'12,
l8-?1,21a,22;78 i.e., according to E, Jacob's experience of God's presence in his dream
fills him with fear.

The descriptions of visions associated with prophetic calls ordinarily avoid mention-
ing numinous fear, since they downplay the visionary experience in order to emphasize
theimpartingof God'sword.TeExceptions include Isa.6 (fearexpressed in the lst person)
and Ezk. 1 (the prophet's falling on his face). Job 4:12-16 vividly describes the fear
occasioned by a visionary experience. This passage, however, is most likely a literary
composition and does not reflect a personal experience. Dnl. 10 is similar.

3. Yahweh's Intervention in History and the Natural Realm. It is not only in sensory
experiences of God's presence that the numinous is encountered, but also in God,s
actions in history and the natural world. Hebrew has a highly differentiated vocabulary
to designate specific aspects of God's activity: its miraculous nature, its efficacy, its
greatness and power, its judgment. The words nord'61 andm6ra'?n underline explicitly
its numinous and tenifying aspect (Dt. lo:21; 2 s.7:23 [par. 1 ch. l7:2tl; ps. 65:6[5];
106:22;139:14;145:6; Isa. 6a:2pl; and Dt. 4:34).tn Ex. 34:10; ps. 66:3, the adj. n6rd,
is used as an epithet of Yahweh's deeds; according to Ex. 15:1r; ps.66:5, yahweh himself
is n6rd' t'hill$ and nird' abh.

For Israel, the deliverance of the people from Egypt is the deed of yahweh par
excellence. It is the reason lsrael fears the tord (Ex. 14:31, undoubtedly with a semantic
nuance of "revere"); it is the reason the nations are filled with tenor and dread (Ex.
15:14-16). The mere recollection of the eventengendersfearin the Philistines (1 S.4:7f.).
Cf. also Dt. 26:8; Jer. 32:21; Mic. 7 :15-tt.

Yahweh's intervention on behalf of his people evokes fear. ps. 65:6(5) says that
Israel's prayerswere answered by dread deeds; according tov. 10(9), the reference is to
the gift of fertility. Taken as a whole, Ps. 76, an archaic cult psalm, is a hymn to yahweh,s
power and glory expressed in his universal judgment, which brings fear upon the whole
earth. Yahweh's mighty act ofjudgment is also the object of the petition in ps. 9:21.(zo)
that Yahweh will bring terror upon the nations. cf. also ps. 67:8(7); Isa. 19:16; 25:3;
4l:5,23;Hab.3:2;7*c.9:5.According to ps. 40:4(3), the prayer of the individual causes
many to fear; rabbtm refers to the assembled congregation (cf. w. 10f.t9f.]). yahweh,s
intervention to deliver the worshipper causes all who see (r'ft) it to fear (yr). Fear in the
face of Yahweh's deeds awakens rrust. In ps. 52:g(6); 64:10(9), the fear of the righteous
before God's judgment of the wicked goes hand in hand with joy and understanding of
what he has done.

78 Most recently E. otto, "Jakob in Bethel," zAW, gg (1976), 165-190; for a different analysis,
seeA. de Pury,Promesse divine et l€gende cultuclle dans le cycle delacob,ll. EtB (1975), 389tr

7e Cf. Fuhs.
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Yahweh's power is revealed not only in his shaping of history but also, albeit less

markedly,m in his deeds as Creator and lord of nature; this power oonveys a sense of the

numinous and evokes fear (cf. 1 K. 18:39; Job 37:1,24; Ps. 33:8; Jer. 5:22,24;1.0:7; Jon.

1:L6). In Ps. 65:6-9(5-8), the two notions are intertwined.
Finally, even a human agent may convey a sense of the numinous. The appearance of

God's mbssenger is "terrible" (Jgs. 13:6; cf. Dnl. 8:17f.; 10:7-11,15-19; Tob. 12:16).

Encounter with a man of God or charismatic leader evokes reverential fear: Moses (Ex.

34:30), Joshua (Josh. 4:14), Samuel (1 S. 12:18; 16:,4; cf..28',20f.), Yahweh's anointed

king (2 S. 1:14; 1 K. 3:28). Yahweh's people are feared because they are called by his

name (Dt. 28:10; cf. Neh. 6:1.6). Finally, numinous fear is associated with certain places

and objects: the crystal canopy or pediment @zk.l:22),81the desert (Dt. 1:19; 8:15), the

sanctuary (rv. 19:30; 26:2; cf. Gen.28:17).

4. Divine Panic. Numinous fear in the face of God's deeds must be distinguished from
divine panic, which is not terror evoked by God's presence but terror instilled by God.

The distinct nature of this phenomenon is reflected in the Hebrew vocabulary;82 a similar
terminological difference is found in Akk. pah[ulfiatta "panic."83 Tlte nourl. mbra'
(< yr') refers exclusively to such divinely inspired panic. It is associated with the

deliverance formula in credal sections of Deuteronomy (Dt. 4:34;26:8; 34:t2; cf, Jer

32:21).u "The holy war is the occasion par excellence of divine panic."s

5- Fear and Joy. The polarity of. tremendum and fascinans inherent in the numinous

holiness of God86 explains why people react to the experience of God's presence with
both fear and flight on the one hand and acceptance, trust, and joy on the other. This is
clear in several passages where fear and joy, though polar opposites, stand in parallel

(Ps. 40:4[3]; 52:8[6]; 64:10[9]; 96:11-13). According to Ex. 14:31, Yahweh's deeds

evoke both fear and belief. Ps. lL9:.120,161express numinous fear before the God who

is present in the law. This same law is also a source of joy. Numinous fear thus becomes

the starting point of a semantic development that reduces the element of literal fear to a

"moral fear of God" and through affirmation and confession of Yahweh approaches the

"cultic concept" (fear = worship).

Yiezen, Theo lo gy, l62f ., 33L -341.
W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. L979),87. Eichrodt and others considet ndra'

here a later gloss.
82 See I.3 above.
83 See C,{D, VI (1956), l5L; AHw, | (1972), 336; Bercker, Gottesfurcht im

Derousseaux, 97f.
84 See E. Znnge1 "Funktion und Sinn der iiltesten Herausfiihrungsformel,"

1 (1969), 334-342; W. Gross, "Die Herausfiihrungsformel-Zum Verhdltnis von
Syntax," ZAW 86 (197 4), 425-452.

85 Derousseaux, 98; cf. Becker, Gottesfurcht imAT,67, and earlier G. von Rad, Der heilige
Krieg im alten Israel (G<ittingen, 51969), 10ff., 63ff., 72ff.,82f .; Ktihler, Hebrew Man, 116-19.

86 See IV.1 above.

80

81

AT, 66-74;
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V. "Fear Not." The formula 'ahtra' ('al-tif't,'al-fif'A) appears in a wide range
of literary and sociological contexts.

l. Everyday Life.lt o@urs L5 times as an idiom in everyday contexts: Gen. 35:17;
43:23; 5O:19, 21 ; Jgs. 4: 18; Ruth 3:lL; I S. 4:20; 22:23; 23 :17 ; 28:13:' 2 S. 9 :7 ; 2 K. 6: 16;
Ps. 49:17(16); Prov. 3:25 (?); Jer.42:tl. Usually no object is specified. The reason is
stated in an independent clause (e.g., Gen. 43:23; 5O:21; Ruth 3:11) or in a causal
subordinate clause inhoduced by &i (Gen. 35:17; I5.4:2-O;22:23;2 S. 9:7; 2K.6:16).
In Gen. 35:17, the midwife reassures Rachel: "Fear not; for now you will have another
son." Joy over the birth of a son will alleviate the fear of the mother, who is fighting for
her life; cf. 1 S. 4:20. Joseph's brothers are afraid of death for quite different reasons;
therefore they are encouraged by a servant (Gen. 43:23) and by Joseph himself (Gen.
5O:19,21). Jonathan uses the phrase to enhearten David while he is being persecuted (1 S.

23:17); David uses it to reassure Abiathar and Meribaal, who are afraid that they will be
put to death (1,5.22:?3;25.9:7).laZK.6:16, it counters fear of military defeat, and in
2 K.25:24 (= Jer. 40:9) fear of servitude. In ordinary usage, "Fear not" can be called a
"banal formula of reassurance,"8T which serves the purpose of encouraging someone in
trouble, alleviating his fear (of death), strengthening his resolve. It can even be used
casually as a rhetorical flourish, "Take it easy" (Ruth 3:11; possibly also Jgs. 4:18; Ps.

49:t7lt6l).

2. Holy War.T\e phrase occurs frequently in the context of war and battle, especially
in the wars of Yahweh (Ex. 14:13; Nu. L4:9; 2l:34; Dt. l:21,29;3;2,22;7:18;20:1,3;
3 1 :6,8; Josh. 8: I ; L0:8,25 ; Ll:6; 2 Ch. 2O:15,17 ; 32:7 ; Neh. 4:8[ 14] ; lsa. 7 :4). For the
most part it appears in discourses before battle ("battle speeches"s8), in which the leader
encourages his host to be fearless and courageous when facing the enemy (Moses: Ex.
L4:13; Dt. l:21,29;3:22to Joshua; 7:18;20:L;31:6;31:8 to Joshua in the presence of
Israel; Joshua: Nu. 14:9; Josh. 10:25; a priest: Dt.2O:3; Hezekiah: 2Ch.32:7;Nehemiah:
Neh. a:8[14]). The inclusion of multiple synonyms is striking: 'ms (Dt. 31:6; Josh. L0:25;
2 At 32:7),lfq(Dt.31:6; Josh. L0:?5;2Ch.32:7); htt niphal(Dt.I:2L;3I:8; Josh. 8:1;
10:25; 2 Ch.32:7); r{ (Dt. l:29;20:3;31:6), rl* (Dt. 2O:3; k,a. 7:4).In all cases, the
exhortation to be fearless is motivated more or less formulaically by the assurance that
Yahweh will be with them. In the other passages, the formula is placed in God's mouth;
the regular form of the motivation is: "I will give . . . into your hand" (Nu. 21:34; Dt.
3:2; Josh. 10:8; 11:6). According to von Rad, this formula is associated with the
institution ofthe oracle obtained at the outset ofa holy war. It has been suggested8e that
the formula 'al-tira'had its original Sia im Leben in this ancient battle oracle.

Extrabiblical parallels have been cited. Heintz{ calls the formula part of the

87 Derousseaux, g0; cf. Plath, 114f.
88 H. W. Wolff, Fricden ohne Ende. BSt, 35 (1962), 18ff.
89 Most rec€ntly by Derousseaux, 97.
90 J.-G. Heintz, "Oracles proph6tiques et 'guerre sainte'selon les archives royales de Mari et

l'AT," Congress Volume, Rome 1'968. SW L7 (1969), ll2-L?8, citing G. Dossin, et al., Textes
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"stereotyped phraseology"el of the holy war. Dion, however, points oute2 that several of
the passages citede3 do not appear in the context of a battle oracle and that the formula
'al-ttra'is almost never found in really early OT texts, i.e., those dating from a period

when Yahweh war was not just a theologoumenon but a reality. The clearest passages

are Ex. 1a:13 (J); Josh. 10:8; 11:6. Derousseaux, however, considers the latter two
passages Deuteronomistic.% Nu. 14:9 is generally assigned to P.s All in all, there does

not appear to be enough evidence to "establish 'fear not'as a distinctive and original

holy war formula,"!)6 notwithstanding the fact that the promise of victory was given by

oracle before battle and the passages containing the "fear not" formula still reflect this

institution.eT These passages are now integrated into Deuteronom(ist)ic language and

theology; the exhortation not to fear is based on the experience of Yahweh at work in
history.es

3. Oracles of Salvation The formula does, however, appear to have a flrm Sitz im

Lebenintheso-called priestly oracle of salvation, as is shownby avariety of extrabiblical
texts.s In the name of the deity, the priest addresses the supplicant with the "fear not"

formula, followed by the self-predication of the deity ("I am . . .") introducing the oracle.

Gressmannlo recognized this form in numerous passages in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.

4!:10,13,14;43:'1,,5;44:2;54:4; cf.44:8;51:12) and term ed'al-frra' arevelation formula,

having its original Sia im Leben n the priestly oracle of salvation. Begrichlol later

demonstrated that the salvation oracle was also a cultic institution in Israel. It is found,

for example, in the late passage Lam. 3:57. We may therefore assume that the salvation

oracle influenced Deutero-Isaiah, especially since it usually appears in conjunction with

divers. FestschriftA.Palot.ARM, XIII(1964), 114; Dossin, Correspondancefiminine.ARM,X
(1978),80; otherpassages inchtdeANET3,44945l,fi5;KN,2V2 Avl2-14;R5L7.132,3-5 (PRU,

IY 35f.); cf. H. Cazelles, "Connexions et structure de Gen., XV" RB, 69 (1962),321-349;
H. Wildberger, "'Glauben' im Af," ZTbK 65 (1968), 129'159; O. Kaiser, "Traditionsge-
schichtliche Untersuchung von Genesis lr," ZAW 70 (1958), 107-126.

eL P.122.
92 H. M. Dion, "The Patriarchal Traditions and the Literary Form of the 'Oracle of Salvation',"

CBQ, 29 (1967), 198-206; also CBQ, 32 (1970),565-570.
e3 ARM, XIII, 114; X,80; RS 17.132,3-5.
e4 P.93.
es Noth;N. Lohfink,"DarstellungskunstundTheologieinDtnl,6-3,29," Bibl"4l (1960), 107,

n. 2; Wagner, "Die Kundschaftergeschichten im AI," ZAW 76 0964'),262, n- 8; G. W. Coats,

Rebellion in theWlderncss (Nashville, 1968)' 138.
e6 P.-E. Dion,567.
97 Von Rad, 7f.; R. Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation @ng. trans., Nashville,

1970); F. Stolz,lahwes und Israels Kriege. ATIIANT, 60 (1972); M. Weippert, "'Heiliger Krieg'
in Israel und Assyrien," ZAW U (1972),460-493.

98 Becker, Gotteslurcht im AT, 54.
ee cf.. ANET3, 449-45L, 605.
100 H. Gressmann, "Die literarische Analyse Deuterqesajas," ZAW,34 (1914),254-297.
101 G. Begich, "Das priesterliche Heilsorakel," ZAW; 52 (1934),81-92 = GSAT. ThB,

2r (t964),2t7-23t.
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aself-predicationlm(Isa.4l:10,13,14;43:3,5;M:6,8;5L:12).Itmayalsohaveinfluenced
2 K. 19:6 (par. Isa. 37:6); Isa. 10:24; ler. 30:10f. (par. 46:27f.): the latter two passages
also include self-predication. It probably lies behind Gen. 15:1; 26:24;46:3 (all with
self-predication) and Gen. 2'1,:17; 28:13 LXX.II may be that 'al-tira' as a revelation
formula in salvation oracles gradually found its way into exhortations to be fearless in
the context of the Yahweh war.lo3

4. Theophandes. Finally, we may cite the use of the revelation formula 'al-fira' in
theophanies (Ex. 20:20; Jgs. 6:23; Dnl. 10:12,19; cf. Gen. l5:t;21:17 26:24; ?S:13
LXX; 46:3). According to Krihler,le the numinous experience of theophany or of the
divine presence in general should be considered the original locus of this revelation
formula. The God who reveals himself directly or through a messenger calms the tenified
recipient of the revelation by saying, "Do not fear." This is clearly the case in Jgs. 6:23;
Richter's hypothesisl0s that the fear motif is redactional makes no difference.lffi Ex.
2o:20;Dnl. L0:12,19 are discussed in IV.2 above. we may agree with the scholars who
reject K<ihler's position,lo7 in that the passages from Deutero-Isaiah that he cites are
irrelevant (see above) and Gen. l5:1;26:24;46:3 have been influenced by the literary
form of the salvation oracle: Weiser and Kaiserl08 therefore suggest that the salvation
oracle was associated originally with a (cultic) theophany. We must leave the question
of its original sitz im Leben unresolved. In any case, 'al-tira'appears as a revelation
formula in the context of theophany; in this function it also influenced the NT.

VI. Loyalty to the God of the Covenant.
l. Deuteronom(ist)ic Literarure. As Becker and Derousseaux observe, the use of "to

fear Yahweh" for fearing God is remarkably uniform, both grammatically and semanti-
cally, in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic literature. It is therefore unnecessary to
discuss in detail theyr'passages in the various strata or schools.lOe The relevant passages

102 $ss K. Elliger, "Ich bin der Herr----euer Gott," Theologie als Glauberswagnis. Festschrift
K Heim (Hamburg, 1954),9-34 = KlSclt ThB,32 (1966), 2lt-?31; W. Zimmerli, ..I am yahweh,,,
I Am Yahweh (Eng. trans., Atlanta, 1982), L?a; iden, "The word of Divine Self-Manifestation
(Proof-Saying): A Prophetic Genre," I Am Yahwe\ 99-110; R. Rendtorff, Offenbarung als Ge-
schichte. KuD, Beihcft, t (1961),32-38.

103 Becker, Goueslurcht im AT, 52, contra Derousseaux, 97, who postulates exactly the
opposite development, since he considers the priestly salvation oracle a "derivative and late form."

tM SchThZ, 36 (1919), 33-39.
105 W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche [Jntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB,18 C1966),

203t.
106 For a recent discussion of this passage, see Y. Zakovitch, "The Sacrifice of Gideon (Jud.

6:lL-24)and the Sacrifice of Manoa{r (Jud. 73)," ShnatMikri I (1975), 151-5a [Heb.], XXV [Eng.].
107 Plath, 120f.; Becker, Gonesfurcht inAT, 51tr.; Derousseaux, 91; Staili, 773.
r08 pp.111-16.
rOe M. Noth, Uberlieferungsgeschichtliche Studien, I (Tiibingen, ttgOl); G. von Rad, ..The

Form-critical Problem of the Hexateuch," The Problem of the Hexateuch (Eng. trans. 1966; repr.
london, 1984), 1-78; G. Minette de Tillesse, "sections 'tu' et sections 'vous' dans le Deu-
t6ronome," W 12 (1962),29-87; N. l,ohfink, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl 20 (1963); J. G. plciger,
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areDt.4:10;5:29;6:2,13,24;8:6;10:L2,2O;13:5(4);L4:23;17:19;28:58;3L:12,13;Josh.
4:24;24:14;Jgs.6:10; lS.12:14,24; L K.8:40,43 par.2Ch.6:3L,33;2K.17:7,25,28,32-
39,41. Scholars generally assign theyr'passages to later hands, but Lohfink ascribes the
passages in Dt.5-11 (except for 8:6) to the author of the basic document. The grammati-
cal uniformity is evidenced by the appearance of verbal forms exclusively,llO typically
the infinitive construct in Deuteronomy. The object of the verb is always "Jsfir,vefi"-in
Deuteronomy, "Yahweh your/our God."

A central theologoumenon of Deuteronom(ist)ic literature is Yahweh's covenant with
Israel. Baltzer has attempted to analyze the structure of the covenant formulary more
precisely.lll Von Rad proposes the attractive theory that the covenant formulary took on
literary form in Deuteronomy. Whether or not this is true in detail, the Yahweh covenant
and its specific implications----cultic worship of Yahweh, fidelity to the Covenant Code
(not the same thing as observance of the law, as we shall see belowFare very important
for interpretation of the yr' passages.

Dt.6:t3,24 are part of what l-ohfink calls the great "setting of the law" (Dt. 6:10-25).
They constitute formally the statement of substance or "general clause" of the covenant
and provide a commentary on the primary commandment: "feaf' means "worship,"
specifically sole and faithful worship of Yahweh. This is shown also by the synonyms in
the surrounding context, all of which refer to fidelity to the covenant and worship of
Yahweh: Skb(v.12),'bd(v.13),112 ib'bimw (v. 13), hlk'firy'lhym'l.rrym (v.14;.ttr

Whether Dt. 5 and 6 were a single unit from the beginning orDL6:2 is a transitional
verse introducing a new unit that begins with 6:4ff., there is a structural association
between 5:29 and 6:2 in the present form of the text. The connection with 6:4ff. makes
it clear that yr' means "worship" in the sense of fidelity to the covenant God; the
element of obedience to the law is secondary to that of faithfulness to the covenant.
According to 5:29,lhe people should "fear" Yahweh with their heart; accordingto 6:2,
they should "love" him. In other words, yr' and'ftb belong to the terminology of the
general clause in the covenant treaty and are to this extent synonymous (-);lN'ahab
l'dhabhl). "Heart" (RSV) or "mind" in 5:29 does not refer to feelings or emotions,
but to the conscious and deliberate decision to be faithful to Yahweh and Yahweh's
covenant.114

lnDt. 10:-12,20 we find the source for the passages in chs. 5f., especially since 10:20
is formulated in the same way as 6:13, assuming that the author of chs.5f. drew on

Literarlcritische, formgeschichtliche und stilbitische Untersuchungen zum Deuteronomiutn. BBB,
26 (1967); J.Floss,Jahwe dienen, Giittern dienet BBB,45 (L975); S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium
1 t4 sliterarkritisch und traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht. BZAW 139 (1975).

1r0 On 2 K. 17:32-34, see Becker, Gonesfurcht imAT,87.
111 Baltzer, 22f.,46f.; cf. D. J. McCarthy, Der Gonesbund im AT. SBS, 13 (1967); idem, OT

Covenant (Oxford,1972); E. Kutsch, Verheissung und Gesea. BZAW t3l (1973).
112 See F. Horst, "Der Eid im AI," EvTh, 17 (1951), 366ff. = Gones Recht. GSAT. ThB,

t2 (1961),297t.
1r3 Antithetical; see Kcihler, Ilebrew Man,99, t. 1; F. J. Helfmeyer, Die Nachfolge Gottes im

AT. BBB,29 (1968).
r14 J. B. Bauer, "De'Cordis'Notione Biblica et ludaica," W, 40 (L962),27-32.
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l0:12-ll:17. Here, too, especially if we follow Baltzerlls in assigning both passages to
the general clause,yr'means to worship Yahweh faithfully as the covenant God. We may
interpret Dt. 8:6; 13:5, which belong to later strata, in the same sense.

The fear of Yahweh is something that can be leamed (Dt. 4:10; 14:?3; l7:19;31:12t.).
We may note that what is learned in l4:?3;17:19 is behavior appropriate to fear or
worship, whereas in 4:10 and 31:12f. it is the law. Even if one sees in these passages
"reemphasis on the typical Deuteronomistic notion of what it means to worship Yahweh
faithfully," they at least pave the way for the legalistic understanding of the fear of
Yahweh.u6

The Deuteronomistic passages outside of Deuteronomy exhibit the same meaning for
yr'. This is best illustrated by 2K.17:7-41., basically a Deuteronomistic meditation on
the relationship betrveen fear of Yahweh and observance of the law. Although the yr'
passages may belong to various strata,l17 they all have the same meaning,ll8 which can
appropriately be rendered as "worship" (Yulg. colere; cf. Jgs. 6:L0).

The concept "fear of God" appears in Deuteronom(ist)ic literature almost exclusively
in the cultic sense ("fear" = "worship"). With Yahweh as object, it refers to worship of
Yahweh, faithfulness to the covenant, which finds expression in the cult of Yahweh alone
and observance of the Covenant Code. The Deuteronomistic authors make use of the
cultic terminology common throughout the ancient Near East, including Israel, drawing
on it in service of their central concern: faithfulness t6 Jxhwsh.ue

2. Psalms. The phrase yir'a1 YHWH in the Psalms constitutes an independent
development, both grammatically and semantically, of the fear of Yahweh concept. It is
typified by the exclusive use of the plural as well as the divine name "Yahweh" or the
appropriate suffix (Ps. 66:L6 is no exception, since the name "Yahweh" was probably
used in the original version of the Elohistic Psalter). Equivalent to the suffix forms are
yir'A *meftd(Ps. 61:6[5]) andyir'€ fmt (Mal. 3:2014:21). The construct phrase uses the
ve6al adjective to modify Yahweh as subject; yir'€ YHWH does not mean "those who
worship Yahweh" but "the worshippers who belong to Yahweh." In other words, this
idiom expresses possession. "Yahweh-fearers" always refers to the community that
worships Yahweh.

The texts nevertheless exhibit some semantic nuances. Originally, "Yahweh-fearers"
referred to the cultic community assembled in the sanctuary (Ps. 22:24,26[23,25];
37:20119l;66:16). As this meaning was extended, the entire people of Yahweh could be
so designated (Ps. 15:4; 60:6[4];61:6[5]; 85:10[9]). In certain late psalms, all influenced

P.38.
See below.
O. Eissfeldt The OT: An Intro. (Eng. trans., New York, 1965), 359; Sanda; Noth, 85;

A. Jepsen, Die Quellen des Kdnigsbuches Qlaue,21956) 12.K.2,21,23b:Rt;7-10,22,23u34-40:
R2;24-33,41: R3l; etc.

118 Contra Olivier, 41f.
119 Becker, Gottesfurcht in AT, 85; Derousseaux, 255. It is unlikely, however, that the

development took the course outlined by the latter,255fr.
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by the wisdom tradition, it comes to mean "those who are faithful to Yahweh," the

"devout" (Ps. 25:14; 33:18; 34:8,10[7,9]; 103:L'l',13,77; 1'1L:5; ll9:74,79; t45:19;
147:Ll). The notion of a cultic community assembled in the sanctuary yields to that of
faithfulness to Yahweh evidenced by a life of devotion. Here we see the influence of the

ethical (Ps. 25:L4;34:8,10[7,9]) or nomistic (103:L7;ll9:74,79) concePt of the fear of
God.1T It is still a matter of debate whether "those who fear Yahweh" in Ps. 115:11,13;

L18:4; 135:20 are so-called "proselytg5"l2l e1 (more likely) the various groups of
participants in the postexilic cult.122

3. Other Terfs. Finally we oome to a few non-Deuteronomistic texts that use "fear"
in the sense of "worship Yahweh faithfully."

The meaning'korship" is certain in Neh. 1:L1. This verse concludes the prayer of
Nehemiah (Neh. 1:5-11), which has long been recognized to echo Deuteronomistic

language (cf. Dt. 3:2645;9:5-3711n It is reasonable to follow Baltzerru in positing a

common setting for Deuteronomistic preaching and this penitential prayer. Jer.32:39f..

is concerned with faithfulness to Yahweh as the God of the covenant (cf. the covenant

formula in v.38 and mention of the covenant in v.40), evidenced in constant, undivided

worship.ls Other passages include 2 Ch. 26:5; Ps. 5:8(7); 86:L1; 130:4; Isa. 63:17'

Simple cultic worship is probably intended in Josh. 22:?5;lsa.29:13,1% while Jon. 1:9

has the weakened sense of "belonging to a particular cult or religion."

VII. Fearof God as Moral ResPonse.

l. Northern Proplecy. The root yr' appears 3 times in the Elijah/Elisha cycle: I K.

18:3,12;2K. 4:1. Although the grammatical form (verbal adj. in periphrastic conjuga-

tion) also appears in Deuteronomistic passages (1 K. l7:L-2K. V1:41), they cannot be

considered Deuteronomistic, since 1 K. 17-19 was incorporated almost entirely from an

existing source.l27 Beckerl28 argues nevertheless that there is a semantic connection with
Deuteronom(ist)ic passages and that yr' is used in the cultic sense of "fearing God":

120 See VII and MII below.
121 4. 3"61ro1et, Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremdcn (Freiburg, 1896),

182; Briggs; Kittel; Gunket; Knabenbauer; HEnel, 125; Calds; d. Pannier; Weiser; Kraus' On

proselytes in general, see E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ

itzs b.c.-1..b. /35), lllll @ng. trans., Edinburgh, 219t36), 15o-176; K. Kuhn, "r4rooriLuoE,"

TDlr4Vl,727-74.
122 Plath,102f.; Becker, Gottesfurcht imAT, I60;cf. Herkenne, Schmidt, N<itscher, Castellino.
123 Rudolph,105.
124 PP.6f.
15 On the relationship of this passage lo Jer.24:4-7;31:3L-34; Ezk.36:22-32; 37:15-28;

ll:t7-21, see J. W. Miller, Das Verhiilnis Jeremias und Hesekiels sprachlich wd theologisch
untersucht (Assen, 1955), 97-100.

126 Duhm, Fohrer.
127 $6n6", Eissfeldt; cf. R. de Yatx, Elie le Prophdte, I (Paris, 1956)' 53-83; G. Fohre\ Elia.

ATMNT,53 (21968); O. H. Steck, Aberlieferung und Zeitgeschichte in den Elia-Eniihlungen.
WMANT, ?5 (t968).

ra Gottesfurcht inAT, L63f.
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Obadiah and the prophet's disciples are true worshippers of Yahweh, unlike the devotees

of Ba'al. This is true, but the question remains whether the context does not suggest a

moralistic nuance.l2e

The same is true for Hos. 1.0:3, the only place yr' occurs in Hosea. Some scholarsl30

omit &i 16' yarE'nfr'e!-YHWH as a gloss. Becker,13l interpreting yr' in the cultic sense,

understands Hos. 10:3 as the people's lament: absence of a king is their punishment for
practicing forbidden cults instead of worshipping Yahweh alone. Weiser takes the verse

to be the people's admission that failure to fear God is the source of all evil. Wolff sees

it as a confession of sin. Both interpret "fear of God" as the moral response of the people

to Yahweh's demands.

2. Elohist. The Elohistic fragments in the Pentateuchl32 uniformly exhibit an ethical

sense of the "fear of God" concept. In the E version of Sarah's peril (Gen. 20:1-18), fear

of God is a central thsms.133 Here it has the general sense of ethical conduct: reverence

and obedience toward God's commandments coupled with respect for the rights and

freedom of strangers. Thus E reinterprets the ancient story (cf. Gen. 12:10-20;26:7'll)
and gives it a new accent.

This is also the case in Gen. 22. E characterizes the ancient narrative as a story of
testing (v. L); with an artful play on words, he transforms the original theme '"l6htmyir'eh
(vv. 8, 14) intoy"rE '"lohtm(v. 12). E here defines fear of God as obedience to God, trust

that makes it possible to take the ultimate risk.
The disobedience of the Hebrew midwives (Ex. 1:15-21) is a story unique to E,

according to whom fear of God was with the people of Israel from the cradle: "And because

the midwives feared God he gave them families" (v- 2l)- But here to fear God means to

disobey the command of the Egyptian king: "Obedience to God teaches disobedience to

the will of political oppressors who command death where God's will is life.'134

Fear of God likewise plays a crucial role in E's version of the Sinai narrative. In the

first instance it is the people's numinous fear in the presence of a theophany (Ex.

20:18b),rs which E seizes upon with reverent awe to underline the distance between

God and mortals (cf. Ex. 3:6b). But then E gives the event an entirely new interpretation:

"Do not fear; for God has come to prove you, and that the fear of him may be before

your eyes, that you may not sin" (Ex. 18:20).

One of E's central concerns is thus the fear of God in the specifically ethical sense of
the term. E took an existing concept and applied it to the concrete situation of Israel in
his own day. It has been suggested that E was influenced by an "ethical movement"

129 Derousseaux, l60f,
130 Marti, Sellin'(Das Zwdlfprophetenbuctl KAT, Xll ltg22,but not 2LgZg)), Deissler.
L3t Qs11ssfu7sht imAT, 172.
132 For a discussion, see IV.2 above.
133 Wolff, ThB, 22 C1973),405f.; P. Weimar, (Jntersuchungen zur Redaktionsgeschichte des

Pentateuch. BZAW LM (1977),73.
t34 wolff, ibid,409.
13s see IV.2 above.
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emanating from prophetic circles of the ninth century.ls But the grammatical forms and

the ethical universalism of the concept show that it was a typical term common to
Wisdom Literature.

3. Wisdom. Fear of God (or Yahweh), expressed by the phrases y"r€'YIIWH alnd

especially yir'a1 YHWH,137 is a key concept in Wisdom Literature. This tradition
encountered a secular world in which natural processes obeyed their own inner laws, and

values such as life, possessions, and honor were esteemed for their own sake; at the same

time, it had a strong sense of Yahweh's sovereign governance of this world and its history.

It therefore undertook to analyze and explain this complex reality so that people might
have guidelines for proper conduct in response. Wisdom calls this conductyfr'agYHWH.
The problems and questions dealt with by wisdom haditions are quite diverse, and so

the resulting picture of what fear of Yahweh means is highly differentiated.

a. In Proverbs, we must distinguish the meanings found in the early collections (Prov.

lO-29) from those in the redactional framework (chs. 1-9,30,31;.tre If we take Prov.

1:7 as a thematic statement and 31:30b ('ittd yir'a1-YHWII) as the climax of the poem

in 31:10-3L, the entire book is framed by the motif of fear of God; this is true even if
yir'alYHWH is considered a gloss.l3e

Fear of Yahweh is mentioned 9 times in 10:l-22:16, 7 of which are associated with
the idea of retribution (70:27; 14:26,27; 15:161' 16:6; 19:23;22:4). Fear of Yahweh is

rewarded with a long and secure life (14:26f..; 19:23); it is the source of.life (14:27\.

Poverty with it is better than riches without it (15:16). It helps avoid evil (16:6; 19:23)

and therefore deserves high esteem Qa:2). According to 15:33, it teaches wisdom,

including proper conduct toward God, the king, and those in authority (24:2L). lt
encourages caution (14:16; 28:1,4).

"The fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom" (Prov. 1:7). This proverbial-sound-

ing statement appears in several variations (Job 28:28; Ps. 111:10; Prov. 1:29; 2:5;9:lO;
15:33;cf.Isa. tL:2;33:6);itreflectsthefundamentalrelationshipbetweenfearofYahweh
and wisdom (da'a1 or holgttti). The word re-'$ should not be understood in the sense of
"heart" or "essence," but "beginning" (cf. Prov. 9:10). If the fear of Yahweh is the

beginningof wisdom, a statement isbeingmade about the originof wisdom. The question

addressed is not the locus of fear of God, but the locus of wisdom. Wisdom is here set

in an intimate relationship with fear of God, which precedes all wisdom as its necessary

condition and instructs in wisdom. In other words, all human knowledge can be traced

back to its divine roots. No one qln be expert in the complexities of life who does not

begin with the knowledge of Yahweh and dependence on him.lao

15 Jepsen, Cazelles, Plath, Derousseaux.
137 see I.4 above.
138 Fordetailedanalysis,seeU.Skladny,DreriiltestenSpruchsammlungeninlsrael(Gtittingen,

L962); H. H. Schmid, Wesen und Geschichte dcr Weblrcit. BZAW LOl (1966); B. l-ang, Die
weisleitliche Wehrrede. SBS, 54 (1972); ider4 Frau Wersfieil (Diisseldod 1975).

139 Toy Oesterley, Gemser.
rm Von Rad..
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The question of what is required for authentic knowledge was also asked and

answered in detail by early wisdom; scholars no longer maintain that it was "utilitarian
and eudaimonl51ig"l4l or "an ethics of prudence."l42 "While later wisdom answered the

question about the prerequisite for acquiring wisdom in theological terms (wisdom

comes from God), the answer here [in early wisdom] is an anthropological one. Wisdom
stands and falls according to the right attitude of man to God.'143

b. Job uses the haditional terminology of the ethical concept of fear of God found in
the wisdom tradition. The phraseyra' Lldhim appears in Job 1:1,8; 2:3. Unique to Job

is the association ofydr'd withsadday (6:14) and "!6nny (28:?3); both phrases, however,

are equivalent semantically toyir'alYHWH. Some scholarsls emend the absoluteyir'ri
in the speeches of Eliphaz (4:6;L5:4;22:4'ltoyir'aE +lihim, but the absolute usage might
represent a shorthand form.l4s Parallel terms include tam, yalar, and s0r rncra' (lil,8;
2:3). For grammatical and semantic reasons, Job 28:28, which concludes the Wisdom
poem in ch. 28, is considered a later addition by many scholars;146 but it represents the

real point of the passage. Elsewhere the poem insists explicitly that wisdom resides with
God alone and is inaccessible to mortals; v. 28, however, states that only the fear of God

enables anyone to achieve wisdom, which is by nature totally inaccessible. In other
words, wisdom itself is in a sense called into question. Unlike Proverbs, this passage

does not espouse wisdom for its own sake but makes it secondary to the fear of God.

Here we have hints of an understanding of the fear of God that plays an important role

in Ecclesiastes.
c. Frclesiastes disputes the concept of the fear of God basic to the wisdom tradition

(Eccl. 3: 14; 5:6171; 7:18; 8:12a,b,L3; 9:2; 12:5,13). Earlier scholarsl4T proposed radical

analyses ofthe book, finding a variety ofredactors and glossators who were responsible

for the yr' passages. Today the literary unity of Ecclesiastes is emphasized, and only a

very few passages are considered late additions. Except for Eccl. 1,2:13, all the yr'
passages probably derive from the original author of the book.

According to Eccl. 3:1.4, since God's ordinanoes are immutable and God is beyond

human knowledge, "to fear God" (with milliptri!) means that mortals have no choice but

absolute submission and strict obedience,la8 relying on whatever God vouchsafes to
grant and ready "to bear whatever riddles and afflictions God may decree."l4e Here yr'
once more has its original sense: terror of the incomprehensible numinous.lso

141 Gemser.
142 SxumgaftnsL
r43 G. von Rad,Wisdom in'Israel @ng. trans., Nashville,1972),69.
l'H Plath, 55; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAf, XVI (1963), 138,267 ,355.
145 Becker, Gottesfurcht im AT, 247.
l'16 Duhm, Driver-Gray, Dhorme; G. von Rad, OT Theology,I (Eng. trans., New York, 1962),

447,calls the verse "a positive ending . . . dictated by a pastoral concern."
147 Siegfried, Podchard, etc.
1{ Mldeboer; similarly Hertzberg, Galling, Oosterhoff.
149 ammerli.
r50 J. Fichtner, Die altoricnnlische Weisheit .in ihrer israelitisch-jildischen Auspriigung.

BZAW 62 (1933), s2.
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Eccl. 5:6(7) is similar. Verse 6b(7b) is apositive admonition concluding the cautionary

discourse in 4:17-5:6(5:l-7): "But do you fear God." This imperative mustbe understood

against the background of God's tenifying majesty and power and a corresponding sense

oI hr."n dependence and futility: fear of God is the only appropriate expression of

human finitude.
The situation is more complex in Eccl. 7:18, which concludes the section that begins

with v. 15.1s1 A wisdom commonplace in v. 18a is given a theological twist by v. 18b:
.,He who fears God shall come forth from them all." Some scholarsls2 therefore consider

18b secondary, but it is the real point of the passage.ls3 There is little sense here of the

numinous aspect of the fear of God, which is to be understood in the ethical sense of

traditional wisdom. .

Many scholars consider Eccl. 8:12b-13 a secondary addition.lsa The verses constitute

an asidi, a personal statement of faith on the part of the Preacher. Paronomasia in the

relative clause adds emphasis: "those who fear God particularly"; the antithesis in v. 13

reinforces the statement. Here the Preacher is clearly attacking a superficial under-

standing of what it means to fear God. "God-fearers" are those who truly live up to their

name; contrary to all expectations, only they will attain happiness'

All these passages bear witness to a profound notion of fearing God. Especially in the

personal statement of Eccl. 8:l2b-13, the author radicalizes the ethical interpretation of

iraditional wisdom, tracing fear of God to its original numinous and powerful source. "If
,fear of God'is of any avail, it cannot be ordinary fear, but only the fear that makes people

tremble in the presence of the holy God."lss

4. Fear of God as Obedience. Certain texts reflect a specialized development of the

ethical concipt of fear of God. The Holiness Code contains 5 occurrences of the formula
..You shall fear your God; I am Yahweh" (I*v. 19:14,32;25:.17,36,43). It lends weight

to requirements of mercy or social justice; they cease to be merely general ethical norms

but enshrine instead the declared will of the covenant God and thus demand obedience.

Neh. 5:9,15 should probably be interpreted in the same sense, as practical consequences

of what the Holiness Code requires. Fear of God as obedience to the revealed will of

Yahweh appears also in the commandment to revere father and mother (Irv. 19:3; cf.

Mal. 1:6a), formulated to reflect the Decalog.

V[I. Fear of God as Devotion to Torah. In some late Wisdom psalms there is a

special relationship between fear of Yahweh and Yahweh's torah. Ps. 19b extols

iahweh,s torah, describing its perfection and its beneficent effects. Several synonyms

for torah appear: 'edfu YrIwH @s. 19:8b[7bl), piq@€ w{wH (v. 9a[8a]), mi.qwal

lsl p6tl12ssh, Wildeboer; for a different analysis, see Hitzig, Galling, Zmmerli, Hertzberg

(through v. 22); Yolz, Budde (v. 24).
152 Yolz, Budde, Fichtner, Galling.
153 Gordis.
154 Volz. "a piouscorrective"; Budde: "an orthodox gloss"; cf. Rudolph, Fichtner, Galling.
lss p. pfsiffsr, lJl.
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WIWH (v. 9b[8b]), rnitft?-yHwil (v. 10b[9b]),yir'atYHWH (v. 10a[9a]). It would be
wrong to evade the grammatical and semantic difficulties by interpreting the last
expression as meaning subjective obedience to the law1s6 or "religious devotion" in
generalrsT or by emending it to 'imralYHWH.ls8 We are dealing rather with an instance
of metonymy, which usesyir'alYHWH as a term for torah. This may also be the case in
Ps. 111:10. Verse 10a cites the familiar Wisdom aphorism (Prov. l:7; etc.), but Ps. lll:7f..
as well as the reference to a rich reward in v. 10 (cf. Ps. 19:12[11]!) suggest this
interpretation. Ps. 119:63 uses "fear Yahweh" and "keep his precepts" in parallel. Ps.

112:l; 128:L,4 sing the praises of those who fear Yahweh; here this fear consists in delight
in Yahweh's commandments (1L2:L) or walking in his ways (128:1).

The question is how we should understand this relationship between fear of Yahweh
and devotion to torah. Becker,lse foflowed by Stiihli,lfl interprets it "nomistically"; in
other words, citing Noth,161 he contrasts the Deuteronom(ist)ic understanding of the law
as embodying the covenant to a nomistic understanding shaped by late wisdom, which
sees in torah the "absolute entity" of the late period (Noth). To each there corresponds a

specific understanding of fear of God: faithfulness to the covenant God versus obser-
vance of the law. Derousseauxl62 conectly points out that there is little textual support
for such a distinction. [n addition, there is more reluctance today than in the period
between Duhm and Noth to criticize or reject the "legalism" of "late Judaism." This
change is linked with a different understanding of torah.163 Kmus states:164 

(In man's
attitude toward the !11'll1 (the translation 'law'should be avoided as much as possible)
we ought to consider presuppositions that exclude every thought of nomism, Judaism,
and narrow observance." Becker also sees this, pointing out explicitly that he does not
want "nomistic" understood in the pejorative sense of "legalistis."16s It marks not simply
a decline, but in some ways a high poin1.to0

IX. Qumran. Of the many OT terms for fear,167 only 4 occur in the Dead Sea scrolls:
pbd, htt, 'r.1, and yr'. The last is the most frequent. It is noteworthy that "the idea of the

1s6 Puhm, Schmidt, Weiser, Castellino.
1s7 l(i11sl, Pannier, Ndtscher, Oosterhofr, 75f.
1s8 Gunkel, Briggs, Kraus.
lse Gottes[urcht im AT, 262tr.
tn w.777f.
161 M. Noth, "The [-aws in the Pentateu ch," in The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies

(Eng. trans. 1967,rcpr. london, 1984), 1-107.
162 pp.348f.
163 $ss G. Ostborn, Tora in the OT (ltrrd, 19a5); H.-J. Kraus, "Freude an Gottes Gesetz,"

EvTh, l0 (1950/51),337 -35t; idcrn, Psalms I -59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), Psalms 60- 150,
on Pss. L, 19, ll9; von Rad, OT Theology, l, 22Lf.; II (Eng. trans., New York, 1965), 388-409;
W. Zimmerli, "Das Gesetz im N," Gottes Offenbarung. Gesanmelte Aufsiiae, l. ThB, 19 (1969),
249-276.

r& Psalms 1-59,274.
t6s Gofiesfurcht im AT 262, n. L.
16 1ba.,266f.
167 see I.3 above.
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fear of God is not among the themes frequently found in the Qumran documents."168 The

few passages where it does appear draw on various forms of the OT concept, such as the

exhortation to be fearless in the context of the holy war (lQM 10:3; 15:8; 17:4), the

quotation of Isa. 11:2 in lQSb 5:25, and the quotation of Mal. 3:16 in CD 20:19. In CD
l0:2,yr' ', '/ means "able to participate in the cult."l6e '

Fuhs

168 Romaniulg 29; d. H. Braurn, Sptitjildisch-hciretischer und friihchristlicher Radikalismus.
BHT\ Vl (1957), ll, ?5f..; W Pesch, "Zur Formgeschichte und Exegese von Lk 12,32," Bibl"
41 (1960), 31,n.2.

16e Cf. J.Mier, Die Tqte vom Toten Meer (Munich, 1960), II, 54.

Contents: I. General: 1. Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning; 2. LY\X. II. Literal Usage: 1.

General; 2. Natural Phenomena; 3. Topographical; 4. Nautical. III. Figurative Usage: 1. Threats

and Cunes; 2. Individual Prayers; 3. Prov. 18:8. IV. Descent to the Underworld: 1. General;2.

Prayers; 3. Prophetic Dirges; 4. Judgment and Judgment Oracles; 5. The Strange Woman. V.

Yahweh's Descent: 1. Theophany; 2. J. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

L General.
1. Etymology, Occurrerrces, Meaning. The common Semitic verb yrdlwrdl appears

380 times in the OT: 307 in the qal, 67 in the hiphil, and 6 in the hophal. It always denotes

the direction from above to below. It usually also expresses motion, but it can sometimes

merely state a connection between two points at different levels (cf. Neh. 3:15; Prov.

7:27).2Marry passages suggest that the word might mean simply "go" or "climb" (either

yarad. J. Ban, Comparartve Philologt and the Tut of the OT (Oxford, 1968), 174f.; G. R.

Driver, "Mistranslations," PEQ, 79 (L947), 123-26; iden, "On il)I 'went uP country' and 'I''l!
'went down @untry'," ZAW 69 (1957), 74-77; O. Eissfeldt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der
Durchrug der Israeliten darchs Meer. BP.A, L (L932\; idcm, Die Komposition der Samuelisbilcher
(I..eipzig, 1931), 31; K. Galling, "Bethel und Gilgal," ZDPV 66 (1943), 140-155; idem, "Der
Ehrenname Elisas und die Entriickung Elias," ZThK 53 (1956), 129-148, esp. 1.36, n.. 1;

J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMAM l0 (21972); W. [-eslau, "An Ethiopian Parallel to Hebrew i1),
'Went Up Country' and 1-F 'Went Down Country'," ZAW 74 (1962),322f.; J. Schneider,

"rotcpcivro," TDNT, l, 522f.; F. Schnutenhaus, "Das Kommen und Erscheinen Gottes im AT,"
ZAW 76 (1964), l-22, esp.5f.; J. C. VanderKam, "The Theophany of Enoch l3b-7,9," W
23 (L973), 133; G. Wehmeier, *i1r9 'lh hinaufgehen," THAT, ll, 272-290; J. V. K. Wilson,
"Hebrew and Akkadian Philological Notes,"JSS, 7 (1962),173-183, esp. L73-75.

1 KBL3,4L5.
2 See also II.3.d below.
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up or down). This interpretation is accepted by several scholars,3 but is contradicted by
the frequent appearance of. ydral with 'dld (Gen.28:12; Dt.28143; I 5.2:6; 6:21;
l4:36f.,46;2Ch.?-0:16; Job 7:9; Ps. 104:8; 107:26;Prov.2l:22;30:4; Eccl. 3:21; Am.
9:2). More likely the usage reflects a local or technical idiom that cannot be traced further;
see, for example, Jgs. 11:37 or the phrase yara/ la11ef,alt unique to Jeremiah.a Neither
the hiphil nor the hophal exhibits grammatical or semantic peculiarities distinct from the
qal (compare Lev.9:22 with I K. 1:53).

2. LXX. To the extent that the IXX reflects the MT, the verb lcatabaini is used to
translate the qal about 80 perc.ent of the time. An additional 7 compounds use the prefix
katd: kntdgo (8 times), kathairdomai (twice), synkanbafud, lutabibdd, katad!,omai,

katapEdio, and kataspdo (once each), as well as the prepositional phrase eis katdbosin.
The remainder of the passages are distributed among 15 different verbs, among which
the only distinguishable group comprises 4rchomai, diirchomai, eisirchomai" and
pardrchomai, with a total of 6 occurrences. The translation onabafid in Ruth 3:3 (but
not v. 6) is discussed by Rudolph.s For the hiphil, we find lwtdgo (35 times), kathair€a
(IO), katabibdb (8), kataphiro (2), kararr€d, and latachaldo (once each), as well as 10

other verbs that occur once each. Noteworlhy are anabibdzn nZCh.?3:?-O andanaph€rO
in 1 S. 6:15. For the hophal, we find katabafuo, katabibdzomai (twice each),lratlwirda,
and aphairiomai (once each).

II. Literal Usage.
l. General. The action is either repeatable with respect to the subject (qal, hophal) or

object (hiphil), or else it means the death or destruction of the subject (qal) or object
(hiphil). The first group includes (a) qal: going down a ladder (Gen. ?3:12} alighting
from an ass (1 S. 25:23) or a chariot (Jgs. 4:15), getting out of bed Q K. 1.:4,6,16),

descending the steps of the altar Q*v.9:22), stepping down from a throne (Ezk.26:16\,
and (of birds) swooping down upon prey (Gen. 15:11); (b) hiphil: setting a water jar
down from one's shoulder (Gen. 24:1,8,46),lowering sacks to the ground (Gen. 44:11),
taking off jewelry (Ex. 33:5), taking down the tabernacle (Nu. 1:51; cf.10:17 [hophal])
or its veil (Nu. 4:5), lowering someone out awindow (Josh. 2:15,18), taking a body down
from a "tree" (Josh. 8:29; lO:27\, taking something off a cart (1 S. 6:15), taking someone

from the altar (1 K. 1:53) or from the upper chamber of a house (lK.17:23), removing
the "sea" from the bronze oxen (2 K. 16:17), bringing down those who sit on thrones
(Isa. 10:13) or birds in flight (Hos. 7:L2), or bowing one's head (,am. 2:10).

The second group includes (a) qal: destruction of cities @r.20:20), fortified walls
(Dl 28:52), or pillars (Ezk.26:ll), overthrowing horses and riders (Hag. 2:22),leveling
of forests (Isa. 32: 19; Zec. ll.,2), slaughter of oxen (Isa. 34:7'), the fall of a crown from
a royal head (Jer. 13:L8 conj.6), and going down to slaughter (Jer. zt8:15; 50:27); (b)

3 Eissfeldt,Baal-Zapho4 3, n.3; Barr, 174f.; and others.
a See II.1 below.
5 W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruk. KAT, XYIUI (1962),52.
6 K. Elligea D euterojesaja. BK XUI (1978), 335-38.
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hiphil: breaking down the bars of a gate (Isa. 43:14 conj.), destroying a fortress (Prov.

2l:22; Am.3:11), and bringing to slaughter (Jer.51:40). This survey shows that the

second group is concentrated primarily in prophetic threats of disaster. lsa.32:19;34:7;
Jer. 48:15; 50:27; 5l:40; 7xc. lL:2, which use yrd n comparisons, come close to
figurative usage.T In fact, there is not always a sharp line between figurative and literal
usage. When Yahweh brings Edom down from its mountains, where it thought it would
be secure forever, the prophet probably has in mind both its having to leave its dwelling
place and the ensuing humiliation it will experience (Jer. 49:16; Ob. 3f.).

2. Natural Phenomena. a. Many natural phenomena are expressed by means of.yrd:

the day draws to a close (Jgs. 19:11 conj.) and shadows fall (2 K. ?-O:.ll = Isa.38:8).
Above all, various forms of precipitation "fall": hail (Ex. 9:19), dew (Nu' 1L:9; Ps.

133:3), rain (Isa. 55:tO fgeieml; Ps.72:6 [malarl), snow (Isa. 55:10). As punishment it
rains powder and dust (Dt.28:24\ and fire comes down from heaven (2K. l:70,12,14).
God's merciful presence is demonstrated by the manna that falls with the dew (Nu. L1:9)

and the fire that oomes down to consume Solomon's sacrifice (2Ch.7:1,3). Just as God

causes the rain to fall (hiphil; F-2k.34:?5;Joel2:23),so other meteorological phenomena

have hirn as their source. The natural and the miraculous are not antithetical.

b. Water flows downhill: a brook (Dt. 9t2l), the water of the Jordan (Josh. 3: 13,16),

the water that issues from the temple @zk. 47:1,8). The order established by God's

creation vanquished chaos, causing the valleys to sink to their appointed place (Ps.

104:8). If God so desires, he can even cause water to flow plentifully through the desert

(hiphil; Ps.78:16).
Just as water flows down, so do oil (Ps. 133:2), spittle (L S. 21:14[Eng v. 13]), and

juice from the winepress, as in Trito-Isaiah's image of the destruction of the nations (Isa.

63:6).
The similarity of tears to flowing water lies behind the variety of metaphors for

unrestrained weeping found in laments. Only in 2 passages, however, does the construc-

tion of yrd follow the above pattern: Ps. 119:136 ('streams flow from my eyes") and

Lam. 2:18 ("let tears stream down [hiphil] like a torrent"). More commonly the construc-

tion is patterned after that used by verbs of abundance:8 eyes (sg. or pl.) overflow with
tears (dim'6: Jer. 9:17[18]; 13:17; 14:-17), water (Lam. 1:16), or streams of water

QtalgA-mayim: Lam. 3:48). This suggests a similar interpretation fot yorEl babbekt n
Isa. 15:3, especially since the expression appears in a lament: "overflowing in tears."e

3. Topographical. a. The root yrd describes movement that is downhill topographi-

cally. One comes down from higher terrain. Several points of origin are named explicitly:
the hill country (Nu. 14:45; Jgs. 3:27f .; 5:ll;7:24; 1 S. 25:20), mountaintops (Jgs. 9:36;

2 K. l:9,11,15), (cultic) high places (1 S. 9:25; 10:5), Sinai (Ex. 19:14, etc.;32:1, etc.;

7 See III below.
8 GK, $ll7z; Jotion, $125d.
e H.Wildberger,Jesaja.BKXtZ(1978),591,contraDrivesPEQ,79(1947),124;KBL3
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34:29),Tabor (Jgs.4:14), Gerizim (Jgs.9:37),Lrbanon (hiphil; 1 K. 5:23191). One comes

down to lower terrain. Destinations include valleys ('emeq; Jgs. 1:34; 5:13-15; cf. 1 S.

l7:28),lowplains (biq'6: Isa. 63:14), the valley of Jehoshaphat (Joel 4:213:21), the plain

of Ono (Neh. 6:2f.).
Since the natural o@urrences of water are usually found in valleys or at the bottom

of a slope, and since wells and cistems are dug in the ground, one goes (qal) or brings
(hiphil) down: to water (Jgs. 7:af. [hiphil]), a spring (Get 24:L6,45 [qal]), a well(b"'er:
2 S. 1.7: L8; 23:20), a cistern (bdr: I Ch. lL:22), a valley with running wate r (nahal ' €1an:

Dt.2'L:4 [hiphil]), the Gihon (1 K. 1:33 [hiphil],38), the Kishon (1 K. 18:40 [hiphil]), the

Jordan (1 K. 2:8; 2K.5:14), and the Nile (Ex. 2:5). The referenc€ in 1 K. 1:25 is to the

Kidron valley.
One comes down from Jerusalem (1, K.22:2 = 2 Ch. 1.8:2). I-ower places are named

as destinations: Ashkelon (Jgs. 14:19), Beth-shemesh (1 S. 6:2L), Etam (Jgs. 15:8,11,12),

Gath (1 C}r7:21;Am. 6:2), Gaza (Jgs. 16:21 [hiphil]), Gilgal (1 S. 10:8; 13:12;15:12),
Joppa (Jon. l:3),Jeneel (1 K. 18:44; 2l:'1.6,18;2K.8:29), Timna (Jgs. 14:1,5,7,10).

The verb yrd desr;ribes the approach to certain persons or groups, obviously on

account of where they live or carry on their work. The Philistines dwell in the coastal
plain (Jgs. 16:3L; 1 S. L3:20; l4:36f.;25.21:15). Elisha resides in the Jordan depression

near Gilgal (2 K. 3:L2; 6: L8,33; 13:14). In these cases it does not matter whether one's
point ofdeparture is actually at a higher elevation or not.

If possible, cities were located on heights in order to make them more defensible. In
order to protect their water supply, the inhabitants were forced to include within the city
walls the springs, etc., that were lower down.lo As a consequence, there were different
elevations within cities, so that it was easily possible to golbring down inside a city: 1 S.

9:27;2 S. 11:8,9,13;2K.11;19 (hiphil); ler.l8:2f.;22:l;36:12). Thisalsomeansthat
someone "goes down" to leave the city. Gardens and ttreshing floors lie outside the city,
so that one must "go down" to reach them. This usage appears to be illustrated by Cant.

6;2,11,; Ruth 3:3,6. There is no need for speculation as to why Ruth should go down to
the threshing floor although one usually goes up to that destination. The translation need

say only: "go to the threshing floor."
b. Travel from north to south is usually thought of as going down (qal: Jgs. 1:9; 2 K.

10:13;2 Ch.20:16; hiphil: DL l:251'1 S. 30:15f.). The journey south may pass through
Keilah (1 S.23:4,6,8,11), Bethel (2K.2:2), the cave of Adullam (15.22:l;25.23:13;
cf.. 5:l7rt), the steppe of Ziph (l S. 232l;26:2), of Maon (1 S. 23:25), or of Paran (1 S.

25:1).
Most typical, however, is the road to Egypt. It is travelled by the patriarchs (qal: Gen.

l2:L0;42:2,etc.; Nu. ?n:LS;Dt.10:22;26:5;Josh.24:4;lsa.52:4; hiphil: Gen. 43:7,etc.;

hophal: Gen. 39:1). The Ishmaelites take Joseph to Egypt (Gen. 39:1 [hiphil]). In oracles

of judgment addressed to Hezekiah, Isaiah attacks going down to Egypt as a mistaken

policy (Isa. 30:2; 3l:l).

H. Weippert, "standanlage," BRLZ, 314.
DivetZAW, 69 (1957),76,n. t3.
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c. The military usage of yrd depends on the basic tactical principle that a camp should

be built on a height to make it more defensible. The battle itself is joined in the open

countryside (1 S. 26:10; 29:4;30:24\. This is also where representatives of both sides

come down to engage in single combat (1 S. 17:8;25.23:2L par. 1 Ch. ll:?3). Attackers
must attempt to attack the camp from above (Jgs. 7:9-11; 1 S. 26:6).

d. The texts in Joshua describing the tribal borders of Judah (Josh. 15:10), Joseph

(16:3), Ephraim (1.6:7), Manasseh (17:9), and Benjamin (L8:L3,L6,18) speak of a

boundaryl2 that "goes down" to indicate that it runs from a fixed point to one that is
lower. In Nu. 34:11f. we probably have a remnant of the description of Dan's borders.l3

e. The verb yrd can also be used for departure from a particular region (Gen. 38:L;

1 S. 15:6; cf. Ezk. 3t:12).

4. Nauticql. T\e rootyrdis a technical term for boarding (Jon. 1:3) and disembarking
from (Ezk. 27:29) aship. On the ship itself one goes down below decks (Jon. 1:5). Hymns
speak of sailors as yOfQ€ hayyam (Isa. 42:10 MT; Ps. lO7:23). On the cosmic scale, the

tossing of ships on a stormy sea is described in terms of 'lh and yrd @s. 107:26); yrd is
used for sinking into the depths @x. 15:5).

III. Figurative Usage.
l. Threats and Curses. Threats and curses use yrd to describe the humiliation and

death of the nations (qal: Dt. 28:43;lsa.47:l;Jer.48:L8; Ezk. 30:6; hophal: 7nc.lo:ll).
Lam. 1:9 uses it for the fall of Jerusalem. Yahweh uses the hiphil to proclaim his decision
to "bring down" the nations (Jer. 49:1.6; Hos.7:12; Am.9:2; Ob. 3f.). Pharaoh's officials
will have to come down (qal of.yrd) and bow before Moses (Ex. 11:8).

2. Individwl Prayers. In the prayers of individuals we find the hiphil in both pleas of
the persecuted for deliverance (Ps. 56:8[7]; 59:12[11]) and expressions of trust (2 S.

22:48). The worshipper is certain that injustice will necessarily descend (qal; par. .10|)

upon those who cause it, just as a stone falls back on the head of someone who throws
it into the air (Ps. 7:L7[l6l).t+

3. Prou. 18;8. It is a piece of proverbial wisdom that wicked words about others can

be swallowed like delicacies that go down easily (Prov. 18:8).

IV. Descent to the Underworld.
1. General. Death is described as descent to the underworld (Gen. 37:35). The hiphil

expresses the responsibility of a second party for someone's untimely death (Gen. 42:38;
I K.2:6,9). Various terms are used for the destination: the underworld or Sheol (.f'6l:
Gen. 37:35; Nu. 16:30,33; Job 7:9; 17:16; etc.), the pit (bdr: Ps. 28:1; Isa. 38:1.8; Ezk.

- )rfl g:bat G'bhAD.
M. Noth,llarzbers. OTL @ng. trans. 1968),250.
H.-J. Kraus, Psalns 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 175.
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3L:14,16; 32:18; etc.) as the entrance to Sheol,rs the grave (taha1: Job 33:24; Ps.

30:10[9]; Ezek. 28:8), the stones of the pit ('aln€-l6r: Isa. 14:19), the depths of the pit
$tark@-[6r: Isa. 14:15), the well of the pit (U'er lahal: Ps. 55:241231), silence (dAm6:
Ps. 115:17), dust ('a7a: Ps.22:30[29]), death (rndweE: Prov.5:5), the chambers of death
(hadr€-mdwet:Prov.7:27), the people of old ('am '6ldm:Ezk.26:20), the land (ha'iles:
Jon. 2:7161), the nether land ('eres tahtiyydl: Ezk. 26:20; 31,:18; 32:18). No destination
is stated in Ps. 49:L8(17). There is no return from this descent (Job 7:9).'I\e bars of this
land are closed forever (Jon. 2:7[6]). Worldly goods cannot be brought along, but remain
behind (Job 17:16; Ps. 49:18[17]). The people who dwell below have dwelt there for
ages and will remain there forever @2k.26:20). But 1 S. 2:6 voices the hope that that
Yahweh, who brings down (cf. Ps. 55:241?j]), is able also to raise up (cf. also Ps.

22:30[29]). Doubts concerning the descent are reflected in Eccl. 3:21.

2. Prayers. Descent into the underworld is a recurring stylistic element in the prayers

of the individual, where those who are sick or unjustly persecuted describe the situation
from which they seek deliverance: although still alive, they have come within the sway
of death.l6 They dwell amongst "those who go down to the pit" (yOfdAA-bOr: Ps. 28:1;
30:a[3] [{; 88:5[a]; 143:7;lsa.38:18; cf. Ps. 30:10[9]) or "those who go down into
silence" OOfdC dAmA: Ps. 115:17). On the other hand, this fate befalls one's enemies,
so that it can be the substance of a curse (Ps. 55:16[15]) or an expression of confidence
(Ps. 55:24123]). In the first case we find the 3rd person plural of the qal jussive; in the
second, the 2nd person singular of the hiphil imperfect. Contrary to the usual view (Ps.

30:10[9]; Isa. 38:1.8), Ps.22:30(29'S maintains that God is worshipped even by "all who
go down to the dust" OAfdA'dpt).

3. Prophetic Dirges. The motif of descent into the underworld is also a standard
element of the prophetic dirge, which mockingly anticipates the downfall of the enemy.
lnlsa.14:.4-21., a song celebrating the fall of the world ruler (identified with Babylon by
the addition of vv.22f.), the hophal in w. 1L and 15 suggests that Yahweh is responsible
for the ruler's descent into Sheol, which is the consequence of his attempt to storm the
heavens like a god (w. 12-15). Not only is he mocked upon his anival in Sheol (v. 10),
but his disgrace is increased by his exclusion from the company of "those who go down
to the stones ofthe Pit" (v. 19).

Ezekiel develops this motif at length, albeit in stereotyped language. In Ezek.
32:17-32, the descent of proud Egypt to the "nether world" (w. L8,24) brings it down to
"those who have gone down to the Pit" (vv. 18,24,25,29,30). There it enjoys the
degrading companylT of the uncircumcised and those slain by the sword (w.
19,20,21,?3,30,32), who have preceded it(vv.21,21). The prose lament in Ezk.31:15-18
over the descent to the underworld of the great tree (= Egypt) is couched in similar terms.

15 J.-G. Heintz, "]lli,J U'dr;" TDoT, 1,465f..
16 C. F. Barth, Dic Errettung vom Tode in den individuellbn Klage- und DanHiedern des ATs

(Zollikon, 1947), 100ff.
17 W. Zmmerli,Ezekiel 2. Herm(Eng. trans. 1983), 173f.
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It has gone down to Sheol (w. 15,17), cast down violently into the "nether world" (w.
16,18) among the yfir"flA !6r (v.16), where it is assigned a dwelling place in the realm

of the uncircumcised and those slain with the sword (v. 18).

4. Judgment and Judgment Oracles.In Ezekiel's oracles of judgment against Tlre
(Ezek. 26:t9-2L) and its prince (28:1.-10), the prophet uses the same motif, employing

almost tle same terminology as in the dirge. Even those slain by the sword and the

uncircumcised are included (28:8,10). Therc is also a variant with features fully repre-

sented in Nu. 16:30,33: (1) the earth or Sheol opens its mouth to devour; (2) those in
question go down alive into Sheol. This form provides the basis for the threat against

Jerusalem in Isa. 5:L4 and the curse in Ps. 55:16(15). It serves as a simile in Prov. 1:12.

5. Tte Strange Woman Wisdom hadition finds a close connection between the

"strange woman" and death, warning against having dealings with her. To do so means

going down to death (Prov. 5:5) or the chambers of death (7:17; d. also 2:L8). The

mythological language raises doubts as to whether the "strange woman" is really just the

wife of someone else. She may in fact stand for folly, the rival of wisdom, or the reference

may be to a temple prostitute as repres€ntative of an alien cult.ts

V. Yahweh's Descent.
l. Theophany. The genre of poetic theophany as defined by Jeremias comprises two

elements: Yahweh's coming and its effect on the natural realm. The basic brief form is

subject to elaboration, and sometimes one of the elements may be omitted. Yahweh

leaves his heavenly dwelling place to intervene on earth, aiding or punishing. The genre,

including the imperfect of yrdto describe Yahweh's coming, has been incorporated into

prophetic threats and proclamations ofjudgment: Mic. 1:3, the short form, a threat against

the northern kingdom; Isa. 31:4, the short form with the first element given independent

status, an oracle of deliverance for Jerusalem that is at the same time a threat against

Assyria. The descent of Yahweh's sword (Isa. 34:5) and of evil (ra"- Mic. L:12) in
proclamations of judgment probably also derive from the language of theophany. Strictly

speaking,Mic.1.:10-L6isapropheticlament;thisexplainstheperfecttenseyara4f. Since,

however, the lament is proleptic, it should be interpreted as a threat.le In laments, the

language of theophany may be transformed into a prayer (Isa. 63:19[64:1"] [short form];

Ps. L44:5f. flong form]). The equivalent in thanksgiving is a narrative description (Ps.

18:10[9] flong form]).

2. J. a. J's account of the Sinai theophany uses yrd. As always, however, when

speaking of God's descent, J is scrupulous to avoid mentioning Yahweh's heavenly

dwelling place; this puts all the emphasis on Yahweh's destination, Sinai, the site of the

divine revelation (Ex. L9:11,L8,?-O;34:5; cf. Neh.9:13). Volcanic phenomena accompany

18

19
H. Ringgren, Spni che. ATD, xvl/l e 1980), 19, 36f .
W. Rudolph,Micha. KAT, XIII/3 (1975),43.
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Yahweh's coming instead of describing its effect, which is the fear shared by the people.20

J has also assimilated the episode of the burning bush (Ex. 3:1-5) to the Sinai theophany,
in part by the use of yrd2r

b. Another theophany in the present literary context of J22 uses yrd (without naming
the place from which Yahweh comes), speaks of a pillar of cloud, and names the tent of
meeting outside the camp as the.destination (8x.33:9; Nu. 11:17,25;12:5). It is important
to note that Yahweh's descent is pictured not as a single past event but as something that
happens repeatedly. This theophany probably derives from the traditions surrounding the
* );tx 'ahel.z3

c. Without any hint of theophany, J uses yrd in Gen. 1L:5; 18:21 to suggest that the
distance separating the divine realm from the human is overcome. For J, Yahweh's
mythological dwelling place in heaven is no longer relevant; all that matters is this
separation, which only Yahweh is able to transcend (d. also Prov. 30:4).

VI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The semantic range of. yrd is preserved in the Dead Sea

scrolls. While the Temple scroll uses it solely in technical descriptions (llQT 32:13;
34:15;46:t5), in CD 11:1 it means "descending" to the source. In 1QH 8:28 it refers to
the underworld, and in 3:14 it is used for sailing upon the sea. Those who are unclean
may not "go down" to battle (1 OM 7:6). According to lQM 11:7, the Messiah "comes"
from Jacob $trd; cf.. Nu. 24:17: daraft).

G. Mayer

Jeremias, 109.
Cf. M. Noth, Erodas. OTL @ng. trans. 1962), 39f.; W. H. Schmidt, Exodtts. BK ll (1977),

Schmidt, ibrd.
TDOT,t,t24f.
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yardin. R. Dussaud, "Cultes canan6ens aur( sources du Jordain, d'aprds les textes de Ras
Shamra," Sya 17 (1936), 283-295; M. Fraenkel, "Zur Deutung von biblischen Flur- und
Ortsnamen," BZ, N.s.5 (1961), 83-86; B. Gemsel "Be'cber lwyyarddn: In Jordan's Borderland,"
VT,2(1952),349-355; N. Glueck, TheRiverJordan (Philadelphia,1946); A. R. Hulst, "DerJordan
in den alttestamentlichen Uberlieferungen," OTS, t4 (1965), 162-188; L. Koehler, "[rxi-
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I. l. Etymology; Extrabiblical Evidence. The use of "Jordan" as the name of a river
is not limited to the onomasticon of Palestine; neither is it restricted to biblical literature.
Homer mentions a Jordan river in Cretel and another river of the same name in Elis.2
There are still other rivers called by the same name or something similar,3 which fuel
the debate as to whether the name is of Semitic or non-Semitic (possibly Indo-
European) origin. In the Semitic context, various etymologies have been suggested: the
"patristic" interpretation ("the riverof Dan"), arcotrdn meaning "toar," and above all
the root * J'P yr4 "go down."4 The Indo-European interpretation favors an Iranian
etymology ()ardan/usl), in which case the Jordan would have a name "dessribing it
as a 'year-round'river, a river flowing with water throughout the entire year."S More
likely, however, the name is "an ansient Mediterranean term that has survived from a

period long antedating Indo-European or Semitic settlement."6 The earliest phonetic
equivalents are found in the Egyptian sphere. The form yrdn appears in Papyrus
Anastasi 1,23.77 and the Great List of Shishak I.8 The use of tle "land" determinative
in both cases does not absolutely rule out the possibility of a river, since various regions
in the ancient Near East can be named for their major rivers.e Only in the earlier citation
does the formulap3 Sd n yrdn ("the ford of the Jordan") positively indicate that a river
is meant. The statement that the name "Jrd(n)" appears on a stela of Seti I from
Beth-shanlo is erroneous; the conect reading is "Jrmt."ll Analysis of the geographical
information in the Satirical papyrus shows only that a crossing of the Jordan (probably

kologisch-Geographisches," ZDPV 62 (L939),115-120. "Der Jordan"; F. [anglamet, Gilgal et les
ricils dc la traversde dulordain (Jos III-trV). CahRB,11 (1969); M. Noth, "DerJordan in der alten
Geschichte Palfistinas," ZDPV 72 (1956), 123-148; E. Otto, Das Mazotfest in Gilgal. BWANT,
1071617) (1975); K. H. Rengstorf, ":lorlo4titE," TDNI, Vl, 595-623, esp. "'Iog&ivqE," 608-623;
W. von Soden, "Zur Herkunft des Flussnamens Jordan," ZAW 57 (1939), 153f.; E. Yogl,"'dber
hayyardEn = regio finitima lordani," Bibl, 34 (1953), 118f..; idem, "Die Endhlung vom
Jordantibergang Josue 3{ (Uterarkrit*)," Bibl, 6 (1965),125-148.

1 Odyssq id;i.292.
2 lliadvi.l3l.
3 See Koehler, 118f.; Rengstod 609f.
4 This and other proposed etymologies are discussed by Koehler, 11G18.
s lbid., 120.
6 Von Soden, 154.
7 See, e.g., A. H. Gardiner, Egyptian Hieratic Tats (l*ipzig, 1911), 24, n. 16;; H. W. Helck,

Die BeziehungenAgyptens zuVordcrasicn im 3. und2. Jahrtausendv. Chr.AgAbh,5 ClgTl),318.
8 J. J. Simons, Handbook for the Sudy of Egyptian Topographical Lists Relating to Westem

Asra (Lriden, 1937), xxxiv, 180; for discussion, see M. Noth, "Die Wege der Pharaonenheere in
Paliistina und Syrien," ZDPV 6l (1938), 303; B. Mazar, "The Campaign of Pharaoh Shishak to
Palestine," Volune du Congris, Strasbourg 1956. SW 4 (1957),66; Helck, 244;K. A. Kitchen,
The Third Intermediate Period in Egypt (1100450 B.C.) (Warminster, 1973),441.

9 See, e.g., W. Eilers, "Kyros: Eine namenkundliche Studie," Beitdge anr Namenforschung,
15 (1964), 189f.; E. Edel, Sudien zur altiigtptischen Kultur 3 (Hamburg, 1975),54; M. Giirg,
"Das Ratespiel w Mw-Kfl" Gi)ttinger Miszellen, 32 (1979),22.

to KBL3,4l6a.
11 Cf. M. Gotg, Untersuchungen zur hieroglyphischen Wiedergabe pakistinischer Ortsnamen.

Bonner Orientalische Sndien, 29 (197 4), 132.
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of commercial importance) was considered a detail of Palestinian geography well worth
knowing.l2

2.DefiniteArticle.ExceptinJob40:23;Ps.42:7(Eng.v.6),yrdnisalwaysdetermined
by the definite article (177 times). The absence of the article may reflect poetic style: in
Job 40:23, it stands in parallel with zllr inv.?3a; in Ps. 42:7(6), it is in a construct phrase

following 'rs used in parallel with other toponyms. In Job 40:23, yrdn can thus function
as "a synonym for 'river"';13 but it may also be a later interpolation.la The phrase 'ereg

yardEn in Ps. 42:7(6) probably means "quite gerterally the region where the Jordan

rises"'ls in other words, it does not refer to the actual watercourse that functions as a

boundary.l6 This usage may explain the absence of the article. This identification with
the sources of the Jordan is disputed by Dahood,l7 who translates the phrase as "the land
of descent,"18 taktngyrdn as deriving from yrd with the suf. -c-n (analogously to trfigdt
for magon). There are phonological and semantic problems with this interpretation,
however. It is also worth noting that llQtgJob uses the determined form yrdil',7e
undoubtedly meaning the river. The use of the article everywhere else clearly indicates
that the word is more than a name; it has become an appellative.2o

3. Cultic Role. Unlike the Euphrates and Tigris in Mesopotamia and the Nile in Egypt,
which dominate and fructify their regions, the Jordan does not play a vital role in
Palestine. Palestine is not an oasis dependent on a river. Neither was the Jordan divinized;
its name was never used for a deity in the Canaanite pantheon. It would seem, however,
that even in the pre-Israelite period at least the region where the Jordan rises took on the

character of being "the object of an important cult."2l
Dussaud would trace the bull cult of Dan promoted under Jeroboam (1, K. t2:25tr.)

to a Canaanite cult in the same locality; he cites atexl22 in which the phrase 'b fimh

"prairie of Sarnak" or "marsh of Samak," is used as a name of the region around Lake
Huleh, inhabited by wild oxen.B It is more likely, however, that the name Samachonitis

12 Cf. Helck,318.
t3 KBL3,4t6b.
14 G. Fohrer, D as Buch Hiob. KA4 XVI (1963), 523; E. Ruprecht, "Das Nilpferd im Hiobbuch:

Beobachtungen zu der sogennanten zweiten Gottesrede," W, 2l (1971),22O; cf.. O. Keel-Iru,
lahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRLANT, LZL (1978),130, n.362.

15 H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 440.
16 See below.
17 M. Dahood, Psalnu I. AB, 16 (1965), 258f.
18 As does N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptiotu of Death and tlu Nether World in the OT.

BictOr;2L (1969), t45.
19 Cf. T. Muraoka, "Notes on the Old Targum of Job from Qumran Cave XI," RevQ,9 (1977),

L24.
20 Rengstorf,610.
21 Cf. Dussaud,283ff.
22 KTLJ, L.loll,9,12.
23 G. R. Driver supports a similar interpretation; cf.. CML, 148. A different approach, which

does not identify.lrzlcwith Samachonitis, is found in [/4 no. 24?4;W15,308. See also K. L. Vine,
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derives from the Amarna name Sam[una,% so that the identification of. imk with the

sources of the Jordan is still uncertain.

III. L. Metaphorical References. When speaking of the Jordan river and its valley
or plain,25 the OT does not provide geographical information for its own sake. The point
of reference is always to be found in the immediate or extended context of the statement.

For example, Jgs. 3:28; L2:5f. speak of the fords (ma'bar6) of the Jordan because of
their strategic importance. The jungle or thicket (gd'6n) of the Jordan (Jer. l2:5; 49:19:'

5O:44; Znc.l7:3) is used as a metaphor. Also metaphorical is the calm confidence of
Behemoth even when the Jordan rushes against his mouth (Job 40:23). The so-called
plainoftheJordan(kikkarhayyardEnorkikkaralonein2S.18:23),whichtheOTviews
as "the wide lower portion of what is now called the Sior extending north for an

undefined distance,"26 is of interest because a bronze foundry was located there (1 K.
7:46), which produced the extensive bronzework for the temple. The importance of this
region was more than merely industrial, however;27 because of its abundant water
supply, it could be likened to the "land of Egypt" and even the "garden of Yahweh"
(Gert. 3:L0b).28 The Elisha narratives locate several miracles at the Jordan (2 K.
2:7ff.,13f.;6:1ff.) and even speak of Naaman's washing in the Jordan seven times to
be cured (2 K. 5:10). These stories do not, however, ascribe any special powers to the

water of the Jordan,2e although it is not impossible that they contain overtones of its
traditio-historical importance.30

2. Boundaries. Any analysis of the geographical texts mentioning the Jordan in the

context of Israel's settlement must remember that "the division of the land initially dealt

solely with the tribes west of the Jordan; only later were the eastern tribes included
thematically in this tradition."3l On the one hand, the Jordan was one of the series of
points defining the southern boundary of Joseph (Josh. L6:1), which it is clear was

originally identical with the northern boundary of Benjamin (Josh. 18:12).rz 6n the other
hand, it was also part of the common border shared by Issachar and Naphtali (Josh.

The Esnblishment of Baal at Ugari, (diss., Michigan, 1965),259f ., with n. 40; P. J. van Z;rjl, Baal.
AOAT, L0 (1972),253, n. 6.

24 8A225,4; cf. most recently M. Gtirg, Untersuchungen, 182; for another view, see A. F.

Rainey, "Toponymic Problems," TelAviu 3 (1976),62.
2s Cf. G. Wagner, "Vom Jordangraben" Naturwissenschafiliche Monatsschrifi, a7 Q%$;

H. Peuker, "Jordan," BHffi II (1964),884f.
26 M. Noth,Kozige 1-16. BKIXtt (1%8), 164.
27 See also E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kiinige. ATD,Xlll (1976),U.
2s According to R. Kilian, Die wrpriestlichenAbrahams-Aberlieferungen. BBB, 24 (1966),

22, this passage is "a secondary addition."
2e This point is also made by Rengstorf,611; and Hulst, 165, with n. 2.
30 Cf. III.3 below.
31 M. Wiist, Untersuchungen zu den siedlungsgeographbchen Texten des ATs, l: Ostjordan-

land. Bekefte arm Tiibinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients, ser. B, 9 (Wiesbaden, L975),239.
32 Cf. M. Noth, Das Bzclr Josua. HAT, vII e1971), 101, 109.
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l9:22,33f..).33 The charge that the Ammonites east of the Jordan claimed the Jordan as

their own borderland (Jgs. 11:13) is to be likened to the fictive extension of Sihon's
territory (Josh. 12:2), described as including the entire Jordan valley from lake Tiberias
to the Dead Sea (12:3).9 Analogously to this secondary integration of the Jordan into
the tenitory of Sihon, a later textual phase assigned all the tenitory east of the Jordan to
Gad (Josh. l3:27);the Jordan valley is referred to by the complex expressions "the Jordan
as a boundary" and "eastward beyond the Jordan."35 According to Josh. L3:23a, only the
southemmost region of the Jordan valley belonged to Reuben.

Apparently the "settlement" of the half-tribe of Manasseh east of the Jordan in what
had been the tenitory of Og, king of Bashan, was also accomplished by literary means.36

Here as elsewhere in descriptions of Manasseh's borders (Josh. 17:7-1L) the Jordan is
not mentioned by name.37 Only in passages dealing with the half-tribe such as Josh. 17:5;
L8:7;20:8 (22 is discussed below); 2K. l0:32f..,38 all of which are probably based on
Josh. 13:29f., do we find explicit references. An earlier stage is represented by Josh.

13:32, which (without mentioning Manasseh) summarizes the portions assigred to
Reuben and Gad, which are "in the plains of Moab, beyond the Jordan east of Jericho."3e

According to Nu. 34:12, the course of the Jordan from the Sea of Chinnereth to the
"Salt Sea" represents the eastern boundary of the land of Canaan divided among "the
Israelites." The similar passages in Dt. 3:17;40 4:49r arc redactional additions. Later
reflection represented the loss of the territory east of the Jordan as a reduction of Israel
but also as the restoration of the Jordan boundary (cf. 2 K. l0:32t.). Thus literary
composition is responsible for the majority of the "geographical" references to the Jordan
as a boundary river.

3. "Theological Geography." In addition to its function in boundary definitions and
related texts, the Jordan had the nature of a dialectal boundary line separating the
Ephraimites from the Gileadites; life or death judgment could be made at the fords of
the Jordan (Jgs. 12:5f.). The Jordan could also be misinterpreted as a God-given boundary
excluding the eastern tribes from a portion in Yahweh (Josh.22:25). According to the
statement of the Reubenites and Gadites (together with the half-tribe of Manasseh), the
altar ("of great size") they built by the Jordana2 upon their arrivalatthe {ltl6lhayyardan
(22:10) was to serve as a witness ('ed; - 119 'A) to the legitimate cultic worship of

33 See ibid., L16,L20.
34 For more details, see Wiist, 2(X.
3s lba.,2l.
36 On Josh. l3.29-3L, cf.. ibd.,79ff.
37 See Noth, /dAT, Vll,104.
38 For a literary analysis, see Wiist, 89f.
3e cf. iba., L79.
a0 See S. Mitfinann, Deuteronominm /.tJ-l literarkritisch und traditionsgeschichtlich unter-

strcht. BZAW,L39 (1975),84; Wiist, 17,23.
41 For the dependence of this passage on Josh. 12:3, see Wiist, 23.
a2 According to Noth, HAT,Vll, 128,'al.herc "clearly means a site on the steep bank of the

Jordan."
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Yahweh on both sides of the border and at the same time to counter the accusation of
alienation from Yahweh on the part of the eastern tibes(22:27).

This narrative, which has undergone redaction,43 has an apologetic purpose. It may
be based on an etiology associated with a geographical site no longer identifiable with
certainty. Since Josh. 22:L0 and 11 are mutually contradictory the original location of
the altar is disputed. Noths claims that v. 11 is an addition; in this case, v. 10 would have

referred initially to an altar on the west bank of the Jordan. Otto4s maintains that it is w.
9f. that are secondary: the altar originally stood on the east bank. Miihlenbrink6 proposes

associating the altar with Gilgal as an ancient amphictyonic sanctuary (in addition to
Shiloh). This theory is rejected by Noth;a7 but it has recently been revived by Otto,a8

who postulates observance of a "crossing festival" with a "pilgrimage procession."4e

The river Jordan takes on a special dimension as the future eastern boundary in the

vision of Ezekiel, where it separates Gilead from "the land of Israel" (Ezk. 47:18). Its
southern limit is "the eastem sea" (cf. also Joel 2:20;Znc. 14:8). It is worth considering
a connection with the immediately preceding section, which describes the course of the

eschatological river flowing from the temple: according to Ezk. 47:8, it fills the Jordan

valley ("rdf,A) and hansforms the Salt Sea into fresh water. Here, too, the dominant
purpose is not geographical, correctly descriptive of topography, but theological,
transcending the realm of nature. The tiny Gihon brook of Jerusalem becomes a mighty
river flowing directly into the Jordan valley and filling the Dead Sea with living water.so

Although it is not mentioned by name, the Jordan appears here as the "vehicle" of the

temple river, providing its motive power.

IIII. l. Crossing the Jordan. The most important feature of the Jordan tradition is

the "crossing" of the Jordan before Israel's occupation of Canaan. The substantial body
of texts in Nu. 22-36 describes the events that took place in the 'arf,61 m6'af,, "a locale
that marks the turning point between the period in the desert and the occupation."sl The
location is defined more precisely by the expressions rnE'Eler PyardEn f reltA (Nu.22:1)
and 'al-yardEn frel.t6 (Nu. 26:3,63; 3l:12;33:48,50; 35:1; 36:L3). This site is also

associated with the instructions given by Yahweh before the crossing of the Jordan (Nu.
33:50). The phrase kt'attem'ob"ri*'e1-hayyardEn looks forward to the coming event,
which is described as initiating a string of military conflicts leading to possession of
the land (33:51) and also the selection of cities of refuge (Nu. 35:10). Already in Nu.

43 cf.. ibid., r33f.
44 P.L34.
45 E. Otto,Das Mazmtfest in Gilgal, t7t.
46 K. Mohlenbrink, "Die l:ndnahmesagen des Buches Josvq" ZAW,56 (1938), 248.q HAT, VII, 135.
48 P. 171, following A. Soggin, "Gilgal, Passah und Landnahme," Volume de Congrcs, Gencve

1965. SW 15 (1966), 272f., and otherc.
49 + nllD mizbeah.
50 See W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), l5l2f..; M. Gtirg, "Wo lag das

Paradies?" BN, 2 (1977), 32.
sl wtist, 213.
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32, the present text of which includes many later additions,s2 the theme of crossing the

Jordan is associated with the theme of going into battle (w. 5,21,29,32\, a battle in

which the tribes east of the Jordan must join with those to the west. Depending on the

orientation of the speaker, the formulaic phrase 'Ef,er hayyardhn can refer to the territory

either west (Nu. 32:19; cf. also Dt.3:20,25;11:30; etc.)s3 or east (Nu. 32:32; cf. also

Gen. 50:10f.; Nu. 22:1; Dt. 1:5; Josh. 1:14; Isa. 8:23[9:1]; etc') of the Jordan. In
Deuteronomic usage, 'Abar is practically a technical term for the occupation of
Canaan,s4 with (Dt. 9:1; ll:31;12:lO;27:2,4,L2) or without (6:1; 11:8,11; 27:3) explicit
mention of the Jordan. The Israelites cross the Jordan in order to conquer the Canaanites

and occupy the land by force (Dt. 9:1), but even more clearly in order to possess the

land, without any clear statement of how they are to achieve this possession (11:31;

l2:lo). According to Dt.27:2-4, the crossing is to be followed by a permanent record

of the law on stone, and accordingto 27:12 by a ritual of blessing and cursing. Dt. 9:3

even has Yahweh himself go over as "a devouring fire," a statement making it perfectly

clear that it is really Yahweh who directs the military campaign. The Deuteronomistic

perspective on the crossing of the Jordan is no different (cf. Dt' 2:29;3:18,27; 4:26;

30:18; 3L:13;32:47; Josh. 1:2,11; 24:lL). Dt.3:27 puts special emphasis on Yahweh's

decree that Moses will not be permitted to cross "this Jordan" (cf. also Dl. 4i2lf.;
3l:2).5s There can be no doubt that the Deuteronom(ist)ic tradition "considers the land

west of the Jordan to be the land bestowed by Yahweh.'s6 An important illustration of
this understanding is the fact that Josh. 1:12-18 has even Gad, Reuben, and the half-tribe

of Manasseh cross the Jordan.
The threat implied by a hostile crossing of the Jordan is exemplified by the Ammonites

(Jgs. 10:8f.): they oppress not only the Gileadites "beyond the Jordan" (cf. Jgs. 5: 17) but

also the tribes on the west bank. Here, as in other scattered mentions of crossing the

Jordan in either direction (e.g., I S. 13:7; 25.2:29;lO:17;17:22;24:5), there is no

suggestion of any theological implication. It should be noted, however, that crossing

from west to east tends to indicate retreat (cf. 1 S. 1.3:7), whereas crossing from east to

west suggests assertion of sovereignty, as we saw above all in the Shimei episode (2 S.

19:16,19[15,18]).

2.Jostt 3l Central to the traditions concerning the crossing of the Jordan is the section

Josh. 3f., which depicts the event itself. The background and history of the two chapters

are disputed. We shall outline the most familiar theories.

According to Keller,sT we must distinguish a "stone circle tradition" (Josh. 4:l-9,20-
24; nucleus in 4:2-3,8*,20) and a "crossing tradition" (3:l'17;4:10-19; nucleus in

52 For a detailed discussion, *e ibid.,gttr.,2l3tt.
s3 Cf. H. P. Stehli, "11, ?rvoriiber, hiniibergehen," TIIAT,[[,203; but see also Gemser,355.
sa P. Diepold, Israels Land. BWANT,95[5/15] (1972),29.
ss Ontheuseofthedemonstrative,cf.alsoHulst'sdiscussion(166)ofGen.32:11(10),although

his interpretation "in the vicinity of is not convincing.
56 Hulst, 168; Diepold, 29f..,56f.
57 C. A. Keller, "Uber einige alttestamentliche Heiligtumslegendenll," ZAW,68 (1956), 85ff'
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3:l4a,l6;4:t9b);4:9 represents an independent etiology. Duss8 finds five different strata:
an old legend about the crossing as an etiolog5r for the stones in the Jordan (Josh.

3:la,7aa,8,9acr,1L,13acrp,14*,l5,l6a,l7aba; 4:9; 3:l7b;4:llabcr,18b) which has been

expanded by inclusion of an etiology for the Gilgal stones and the introduction ofJoshua
and has also undergone quasi-Deuteronomistic and Priestly redaction. Maierse identifies
six strata: an early etiology of the stones in the Jordan (3:14a,16; 4:9), an etiology of the
Gilgal stones, the introduction of Joshua, an association with the exodus tradition, and

finally a redaction associated with the ark and a Deuteronomistic redaction. I:nglamet60
finds a Deuteronomistic redactor working several traditions: a Shittim-Gilgal nanative,
an ark narrative, two distinct etiologies of the Gilgal stones, an etiology of the Jordan
stones, and two Gilgal "catecheses."61

Otto62 himself distinguishes a source A in Josh. 3:1,,5 ,9-12; 4:4'7 ,9,10aab,11bB from
a souroe B in 1:1b*,2b,10-1L; 3:2-3,4bpy,6,7arl,,8,l3atry,l4-l6,l7aba;4:1b,2-3,8,11aba,
t&b,lg*,20-24. He claims that sources A and B go back to a tradition according to which
priests bearing the ark preceded the people into the Jordan, whereupon the waters dried
up. While the arkbearers stood in the Jordan, twelve menwere appointed to set up twelve
stones at the feet of the priests. After this was done, the priests and the people went to
Gilgal, where twelve massebahs were set up and a narrative was recited instructing the
people in the etiology of the cult.63 The earliest tradition reflects a cultic ceremony, a

procession with the ark from Shittim to Gilgal, where a "festival of unleavened bread"
(cf. Josh. 5 :2-12) was cplebrated.s

Reconstruction of the literary development of Josh. 3f., best undertaken with the aid
of literary criticism and redaction analysis, suggests caution with regard to historical
conclusions until the literary independence of the narratives in question is assured. This
caution extends for the time being not only to the theory that the original narrative
recorded a spectacular crossing at the time of the occupation but also to the presumption
of cultic ceremonies and observances. In any case, it seems appropriate to postulate a

pre-Deuteronomistic tradition that saw the Jordan as a boundary enshrining local
traditions, whose importance extended beyond the central Palestinian tribes.

3. The Jordan and the Reed Sea. The traditio-historical locus of the association
between the "crossing motif' and the "miracle at the Reed Sea" of the exodus (cf. Ex.
14f.) must therefore remain hypothetical. (According to Otto,6s the themes of the
occupation and exoduswere linked atthe "feastofunleavenedbread" at Gilgal.)Joshua's

58 J. Dus, "Die Analyse zureier l-adeerzAhlungen des Josuabuches (Jos 3-4 und 6)," ZAW
72 (L960), L20tr.

5e J. Maier, Die altisraelitiscle Ladeheiligtum. BZAW,93 (1965), 18tr.
60 Langlamet, Gilgal et ks ricits de la traversCe duJourdain.
6l These and other theories are presented and criticized by Otto, L04ff.; for earlier theories, see

Hulst, 169ff.
62 Pp.L2o,L36.
6t lbi.d., t62f..
64 lbid., L75tr.
6s lbid, 186tr.
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speech in Josh. 4:21-?3 contains an allusion with a poetic counterpart in Ps. 114 (esp.

w.3,5): the drying up of the Jordan parallels the partingof the sea. According to Ktaus,66

the motif of the mythological battle with chaos is here transferred in its rudimentary

features to the crossing of the Jordan: Yahweh's epiphany causes the powers opposing
his people to flee in fear. When Josh. 4:21-23 is compared form-critically with Ps. ll4:3,5
(with the context of each), we note the appearance in both texts of the epithet'"16n
kol-ha'tues (Josh. 3:11,1.3; Ps. 114:7).67 The question whether the parallel between the

crossing of the Jordan and the miracle at the Reed Sea had its SiE im Leben in recitation
of a cultic etiology narrative at a festival in Gilgals or fint achieved literary expression

through a combination of traditions at Jerusalem requires further study. To all appear-

ances, a Jerusalemite redaction is responsible for the present version of the hymn in Ex.
15, which clearly associates the miracle of the Reed Sea (w. 8,10) with the "crossing"
(v. 16: 'br used twice!) of the people before their "entrance" (v. 17) even though the

Jordan is not mentioned by name. Here we have surely reached a stage at which, in line
with Deuteronomic usage, the "crossing" has simply become a theologoumenon.

Gdrg

H.-J. Kraus, Psa lmen. BK Xv/2 e1978), 958.
ouo,188.
Ibid., tgo.
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Contents: I. Root, Occurrences, and Meaning. II. General Usage: 1. Literal Sense;2. Figurative

Sense. III. Theological Usage. IV. Summary.

I. Root, Occurnences, and Meaning. The rcot yrh is not limited to the OT. It
appears in Ugaritic with the meaning "th,row" or "Shoot,"l in Old South Arabic ("throw,"

"fight"), in Ethiopic and Tigr6 ("throw"), and finally in Middle Hebrew. The meaning

"throw" remains constant, modified semantically by the modality of throwing; for
example, "throwing" with a bow is "shooting." The root is used 25 times in the OT as a

verb, not including the reasonable conjecture in Jer. 50:14 (see below), attested by four
manuscripts. Substantive forms occur 6 times. The verb appears in the qal, niphal, and

hiphil; the qal and hiphil represent the active voice, the niphal the passive, all with the

same meaning. The translation "throw" well represents the meaning of the Hebrew verb,

which refers to the movement of someone or something brought about by exertion of
force. The nature of the movement is defined more closely by the context. The nouns,

66

67

68

1W(J9,no. 1247.
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meaning "archer," are simply nominalized forms of the verb. Althou $t yArd I does not

occur friquently, it is widely distributed, appearing in poetry and prose, both early and

late. It is not a term characteristic of a particular period or literary stratum.

II. General Usage.

l. Literal Sense. In a whole series of OT passages , yarA I is used in the technical

military sense of "shoot"; in most cases, it refers to the shooting of arrows (hissim -ll1
{r+). This meaning is not entirely explicit in the familiar story of David and Bathsheba in

)'S. t t, Uut it is very likely. Uriah is to meet his death at a dangerous spot near the besieged

Ammonite city of Rabbah Uriah himself carries the order in a letter to Joab. The artful

narrative uses a message from Joab to David to describe how the order was carried out;

Joab himself instructs the messenger how to parry David's potential objections to the

disastrous skirmish with well-chosen words. In these hypothetical reproaches we leam

that one should not approach a besieged city too closely, since the defenders are apt to

shoot down from the wall (2 S. 11:20: "Did you not know ? 'oSer-yortt [hiphil defective]

m€'al hahbmd?").T\e following comparison inv.27 to the death of Abimelech at the

hands of a woman who threw a millstone down upon him from the besieged fortress at

Thebez (although it uses the expression hisblln'dbyw) suggests thatydrd might refer to

any projectile dangerous to a besieger near the wall of a besieged city. Verse 24, however,

miniions archers explicitly (wayydr'fihammilri'ym, following the qere), suggesting that

bowmen may in fact be meant. Although absolute certainty is impossible, parallels might

support this theory. Such a parallel may appear in the account of Saul's death in battle

*itt tt e pt itistines on Mt. Gilboa (1 S. 3 1 :3), wherc the mbrtm are associated with qe iet.

It would be reasonable to recognize this as a regular association, although it must be

confessed that the verse involves serious textual problems.2

For example, the middle word in the phrase hamm^rtm'onaltn baqqeiel (1 S. 31:3)

is difficult. The Chronicler's version simply omits it (1 Ch. 10:3). The expression in the

MT must be translated "those shooting people with the bow," unless a differentiation is

intended by the epexegetical addition of '"tuiim baqqeiel to hammbrtm, defining the

term "arCher" more preCiSely aS "bowmen." [n thiS CaSe, allOwance must be made fOr

the absence of the definite article with '"naiim. The Masoretic accentuation may further

support this interpretation. If so, mlrehwould not necessarily mean "archef'but would

be imOre general term meaning "One who throws," "Slinger," "marksman." UnfOrtUnate-

ly, the phrase wayyalul m"'A/ mEhammilrimat the end of 1 S. 31:3 is also difficult.3 The

parallel in L Ch. L0:3, wayyal.tel min-hayyilritq does not help.a There is, nevertheless, a

ieasonably satisfactory solution proposed by the commentaries: Saul's ability to fight is

so reduced by the marksmen or bowmen that he breaks off battle and asks to die (1 S.

3t:4f..;1Ch. 10:4).

The Chronicler's account of Josiah's death at the battle of Megiddo (2 Ch. 35:23) also

331

)
J

4

Cf. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, VllVl (L973)' 520f-
Ibid.; cf. also H. W. Hertberg,I & II Samuel- OTL (Eng. trans. l9&), in loc'

W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher. HAT Xll e1968),92-
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uses the expression wawarfr hayydrtm lammeleft (/c = "in the direction of'), which
suggests archers. The Egyptian archers of Pharaoh Necho hit the king of Judah on his
chariot. Possibly a chariot battle was fought; archers were posted on the chariots.s The
Syriac version elaborates the passage, stating that Pharaoh Necho himself struck and
wounded KingJosiah with two anows.6 The version in 2 K. z3:2%.says only that Josiah
went to battle against Necho and was killed by him(mfuhiphil).

The Isaiah stories of Isa. 36f. Qnr. 2 K. 18:1!20:19), which purport to take place
during the period when Hezekiah was threatened by Sennacherib, include Isaiah's
assuranoe that the Assyrian will not be allowed to enter besieged Jerusalem. He will not
even be able to shoot arrows into thr city welo'-y6reh sdmtul IzK.l9:32par.Isa. 37:33])
or advance against it with shields. Here the verb ydrd I (hiphil) is clearly associated with
the object lds ('arrow"). That military terrninology does not use the hiphil of yardl
exclusively for the shooting of arrows by archers is clear from the Chronicler's account
of'uzziah's military preparations (2 ch.26:6-15,esp. v. 15). we are told that ingeniously
designed machines were placed on the towers and battlements of Jerusalem, which were
able to shoot arrows and great stones (/ird' bahissim fifi'ofinim {dol6t; an infinitive
form ending in aleph for a verb ending in fte is found occasionally;z either {gal6l must
be emended by the addition of the article or the prep. b" must be repointed). The use of
b'is to be taken as instrumental: shoot "by means of' arrows or great stones.

A wisdom aphorism (Prov. 26:18f.) in the second collection of Solomonic proverbs
(Prov.25-29, possibly preexilics) likens the damage done by those who deceive their
neighbors to that done by anows shot by a lunatic (lamiltahleah hayy1reh ztqqtm ftip;im
wAmawt lv.l9l kOn:is . . .).

Finally, the meaning of ydrd l is illuminated by Jer. 50:14, where the text has y"Qa
(fromyd/i, "shoot"), but a few manuscripts read),er, (fromydrlI). There is no difference
in meaning. This oracle of disaster against Babylon calls on those who bend the bow
(kol'dorfri qeflel) to set themselves up round about the city and shoot into the city b)ery
'eleyhA, i.e., "toward the city"), sparing no arrows (l.te;). lf this reading is correct, we
have another instance of. ydrA I used with fte;s.

The shooting of arrows, albeit for a different purpose, is also the subject of I S. 20 (4
occurrences) and 2 K. 13 (2 occunences). In I S.2o:20,36,3'7, at arrow shot a certain
distance and in a certain direction by Jonathan is to inform David secretly whether Saul
is friendly or hostile. The prearranged sign (dabdr) has the nature of a pact (v. 23).There
are undeniable echoes of a kind of primitive arrow-oracle. The passage uses yarri I (qal
and hiphil) in conjunction with fte.s, and Jonathan is described as an archer. The problem
ofwhether the textual tradition refers to one arrow or to several need not concem us here.e

The story in 2 K. 13:14-21 is part of the Elisha cycle. It describes the death of the
prophet, before which he addresses an oracle of salvation to Joash king of Israel. The

5 AncI sr; BRL; B HHW; AOB, nos. 62, L05, 130, 132; ANE p, r,os. 17 2, 314-16,3 1 gf., 365, 390.
6 See the apparatus in BHK.
7 BLe, g 443k.
8 See the intros. and comms.
e Stoebe, KAT, Ylll/|, in loc.
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prophetic word is accompanied by a symbolic act or more precisely a series of acts, in

which a bow and arrows play a role (v. 15). In the course of one of these, Elisha has the

window to the east opened and gives the order to shoot $frEhwayy66 "'Shoot'; and he

shot" [v. 17]). This action is associated with a message of success (Israel's victory over

Aram, v. 17). This use of archery (the presence of an archer being presupposed) may also

be based on a primitive arrow-oracle.r0
Josh. 18:6 clearly describes the casting of lots; here, however, it is not arows that are

thrown but "oracular stones" (probably the original meaning of. gdrdlt): ydrilt hkm
g6rat ph tiwc YHWH '"bhanfi. The subject of the action is Joshua, who casts lots to

determine how the land is to be divided among the Israelite tribes. The casting of lots

was principally a priestly prerogative.12
,,Throwing" or "shooting" in the military sense without mention of a specific weapon

appears in a saying preserved in the Elohistic context of Nu. 2L (w. 27'30). The passage

looks back on the occupation of the territory east of the Jordan by immigrant Israelites,

telling how "we threw them" and Heshbon was taken: wannirdmli.e.,wawtirdml'abod
hetbiln(v. 30). Here ydrd l takes on the meaning "gain the upper hand over."l3 The object

of ydrdl is personal. It is nevertheless silently assumed that the inhabitants were

"thrown" by being shot at and hit by the Israelites.

Finally,yard I is used in its general literal sense for the setting up of a boundary marker

(Gen. 3L:51 [J]) and for the laying of the "comerstone" of a building (Job 38:6). In the

first passage, the mention of. a gal ("heap of stones"; mtssebA is probably secondary [cf.
Gen- 31:52b]) may explain the usage: stones were thrown up onto a heap to mark a

boundary (I-aban says to Jacob: hin@h haggal hazeh . . . "ler yartli b€nt frf,€nefra\.T'he

Job passage may involve a technical architectural term: "throw foundation stones," i.e.,

lay a firm foundation for the building.la

2. FigurativeSense. The ve rb ydrd I meaning "shoot with bow and arrow" is also used

figuratively. The most prominent example is v. 2 of Ps. 11, an individual hymn of trustls

that may be preexilic. The wicked (f idim)berd the bow and fit alrows to the string "to

shoot in the dark at the upright in heart" (lir61Vm6:Apl l?KrA-bb; lb = "in the direction

of,; cf. Ps. 64:4,5,11[Eng. w. 3,4,10]). The phrase expresses metaphorically the persecu-

tions and snares of the wicked to which one who is devout feels exposed, impelling him

to flee for refuge to the sanctuary, where he hopes and prays to find help, protection, and

justice from Yahweh.l6
The figurative language of Ps. 64, an individual lament, is to be understood in the

10 + f 11 hes ; cf . "Pfeil" in BRL2 and BHHW; III; G. Fohrer, D ie symbolischen H andlwgen der

Propheten. ATMNT, 5a C,968); H.-C. Schmitt, E/isa (Giitersloh' 1972).
ir See KBL3; * )'t'tl gilral;Anclsr; BHW ll.
12 M. Noth, D as Buch Josua. HAT, vll (31971),in loc.
13 See also M. Noth,,lVzmbers. OTL @ng' trans. 1968), 160-66'
la See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT, X]ll (1963), 501, with bibliog.
15 G. Fohrer, Intro. oT (Eng. trans., Nashville, 196),286; H.-J. Kraus, Psabns 1-59 (Fag.

trans., Minneapolis, 1988), ZOII-;1,. Delekat, Asylic und schutmrakel (I-eiden, l%7), L54ff..

Delekat calls the psalm an assurance of protection.
16 Cf. Kraus, Delekat.
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same sense. The arrows aimed at the blameless (tdm, v.5(4); compare v. 11[10] with Ps.

11:2) likewise stand for the secret persecutions to which the petitioner is exposed. Ps.

64:4(3) shows that the sharp arrows and swords symbolize bitter words (dapar) and a

sharp tongue (hi6n). This may refer specifically to vicious rumors, libel, unjust accusa-
tions, or even strong language like a malediction or curse. The expression need not stand
for acts of violence.lT There is no need here to discuss the awkward expression "bend
arrows" (ddrkt h$gim) in v. a(3).

There is also a figurative sense to the simile in Prov. 26:18. The effect is the same
whether a man deceives his neighbor or a lunatic throws firebrands and shoots arrows;
the outcome is a general sense of existential uncertainty.ls Finally, in Job 38:6 and its
context the use of architectural terminology ("throwing a comerstone") for the estab-
lishment of God's creation can be understood as a metaphor.

III. Theological Usage. In Ps. 64 (discussed in [I.2 above), v. 8(7) and its context
speak of God as an archer. He shoots his arrow at the enemies of th epetitionet (wayydrem
'"lohtm llE.s) and makes them stumble on account of their tongue (v. 9[8]).1e Parallel to
this figurativ e use of yard I, God will use a word of power to put an end to the (verbal)
attacks of the wicked upon the innocent (cf. the context). This reflects the ancient Near
Eastern understanding of words as dangerous weapons, to be confronted like massive
concrete objects.

In Job's lament (Job 30:19), the hiphil of ydrd l with God as subject again describes
violence against a mortal. All the disasters that have befallen him-sickness, suffering,
reversals of fortune-Job sums up by saying that God has cast him into the mire (hnrdnt
lahbmer; exegetes often emend to hOrflani fromyaral;z0butydr0 I also yields a vivid
sense: "he has hurled me"), so that he himself has become like dust and ashes. The verb
is used here without an instrumental object such as an arrow or stone. The language is a
vivid expression of brute force. That this usage is not unique is shown by Ex. L5:4, where
the context is a victory song of unknown date.21 Here Yahweh destroys the chariotry of
Pharaoh by hurling them into the sea bldrA bayydm).

In the Yahwist's description of the preparations for Yahweh's theophany at Sinai (Ex.
19:10-L5), the people are warned not to come near the mountain and above all not to
touch it (lo'-tigga' b6 yad ki-sdq6l yissdqel'6-ydrdh, "whether beast or human being,
none shall live" [v. 13]). The holiness of the mountain due to God's presence means that
any unauthorized approach involves mortal danger.zz Nothing is said that would enable
us to picture how the offender would be stoned or "hurled" (RSV: "shot"). There seem
to be two possibilities for interpretation: either the inational element of the natural

17 Cf. dso H.-J. Kraus, Psc lmen. BI{ XY 12 CL978), 60+7 .
18 See II.1 above.
19 For restoration of the text, see Kraus, E(, Xyl2, fi4f.
20 Fohrer,.tri{T, XYl, 414.
21 Se,e M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. trans. 1972; rcpr. Chico, Calif.,

1981), 3(X., n. 107; idem" Exodus. OTL (Fng.trans. 1962), 123.
22 lbid.,153f., 158.
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phenomena accompanying the theophany (whether thunderstorm or earthquake), which
imperils any unauthorized person entering tle region, or punishment as an act of sacral
justice. In either case, the ultimate subject responsible for the deadly shooting or stoning

is Yahweh's holiness.

It is undeniable that the uses of ydrd l cited in section II sometimes have clear

theological overtones. The oracle recorded in the Isaiah narratives (2K. L9:32 par. Isa.

37:33)illustrates Yahweh's power over history, which can permit orforbid the Assyrians

to shoot arrows into the city. Jer. 50:14 shows that Yahweh can loose alrows against

Babylon if his judgment upon the transgressions of the Babylonians so requires. The

arrow to be shot is not merely the pointed weapon that can be fired or not at Yahweh's

command; it is also a sign anticipating Israel's victory over its enemies, made manifest

by Yahweh in symbolic act and prophetic word (2 K. 13:17).

Besides Yahweh's power over history which extends to the use of military technology
(W{WH'ti miltfimt declares Ex. L5:3, immediately before v. 4 celebrates his victory
over the Egyptian amy), there is also Yahweh's power over nature, revealed in his work
of creation. This power is illustrated in part by the metaphor of Yahweh as a skilled
architect and builder. tn Job 38:6, Job is asked where he, a mere mortal, was when God

established the world and laid its foundations: "Who cast down its cornerstone?" The

41s1rysJ-"|r{s one!"-{emonstrates the unquestionable power of Yahweh as creator, to

which all must submit. The word ydrdl with God as subject is a plastic term, able to

express the massive powers and perils at God's disposal to bring judgment or salvation

upon his people and upon individuals. The enemies of Yahweh and his people are also

exposed to these destructive powers.

IV. Summary. Although the notion of archery appears to dominate the we of ydrd I
(even if only by implication), it is not possible to claim that "shoot arrows" is the basic

meaning of the verb. Early passages use the root without the object {reJ in the more

general sense of "throw" or "hurl." It may, however, be possible to maintain that the term

is used primarily in the context of conflicts, if we ignore the few passages that speak of
throwing stones, whether to mark a boundary lay a foundation, or cast lots. The evidence

does not suggest that we are dealing with a military term, from which the other usages

are derived. Marking a boundary by piling up a heap of stones or erecting a massebah

(Gen. 31:51 [J]) presumably goes back to the dawn of tine. This confirms our siatement

at the outset that the root has the general meaning "th,row." Its figurative and theological

usage does not go beyond this range of meanings.
S. Wagner
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il77 yard tr; ilJir ydreh;it-'1ilD milrehtt.

C.ontents: I. Etymology. II. Verb. III. Substantive. IV. Summary.

I. Etymologr. It is not universally agreed that ydrd II is a separate root. C-ontrary to
rabbinic tradition,l recent lexicography2 has convinced many that thisyard II is merely
a by-form of rawd I, "drink one's fill," with a transitive hiphil meaning "soak."3 Rabbinic
interpretations of its occurrences suggest derivation from yiir6l,"throw" (hiphil "shoot")
or even the hiphil of ydrd III, "instruct": the early run$t6reh; m6reh) is an "archer"
shooting fructifying moisture at the earth or a "teacher" guirrg instruction on how to
gatherin theproduceof the field.aThe decisionmustbe based on exegesis of the passages

in question. An occurrence of y4 "rain(drop)," has been found in Ugaritic.s

III. Yerb. The rootydri llocanrs only 3 times as a verb in t]e OT: twice in the hiphil
(Hos. 6:3; 10:12) and once in the hophal @rov. ll:25).In Hos. 6:3, ydreh clearly
functions as predicate for the subj. malqdS ('latter rain"), with 'eres as its object; the
meaningmustbe connected withwhat the rain doesto the earth. The nature of this activity
can be determined from the context. The passage appears in a penitential hymn (Hos.
6:1-3) that belong to a cycle of Hoseanic oracles focusing on the themes of judgment,
repentance, and salvation. The hymn is clearly quoting the words of Hosea's audience;6
the prophet's response follows in w. 4ff. The hymn is characterized by motifs of total
confidence and trust in Yahweh: he may indeed afflict, but only to heal; he may indeed
tum away from his people in judgment, but he will return to "revive" those who repent.
This salvific return is compared (If) to the sure coming of the dawn and the annual arrival
of geSem and malqdS yOreh'Ares, the rain that'katers" or "revives" (Wolff) the earth.
The Targ. and Syr. appear to read yarweh, hiphil of riiwdl,T which would in fact mean
"soak."

The second Hosea passage appears in the context of a temotivated oracle of disaster.
(The extent of the oracle is not certain; Wolff treats Hos. 10:9-15 as a unit, whereas
Rudolph limits it to 1.0:11-13a.) It describes the loyalty Yahweh expects Israel to show
toward its God, which would (or might) have its counterpart in Yahweh's love bestowed
on Israel. The continuation shows, however, that Israel has been disloyal and is therefore
unable to escape judgment. In the description of this mutual loyalty ("righteousness"

SeeAuJ, llt O9?A), D2.
See KBL|.
See H. W. 'V,lolff"Hosea. Herm @ng. trans. 1974),105,180; W. Rudolph,.Elosea. KAT,XllUl

(1966),132,20t.
a SeeAraS, I/1.
s wUS, no. L?33.
6 See the comms.
7 Cf..BHS.

1
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based on the covenant) between God and people, we find the statement: "It is the time

to seek (li/ra$ Yahweh, 'ad-ydb6' tfydreh pedeq hkm ('that he may come and rain

righteousness [salvation] upon [or "for"] you')." Hereyard tI is used figuratively.8

The third passage also appears to be early. It belongs to the so-called first collection

of the proverbs of Solomon (Prov. 10:1-22:16), and may be preexilic. Like the other

proverbs in this collection, Prov. 1L:25 comprises two stichs; it extols the virtues of
generosity in very general terms: "One who blesses will be blessed [lit., 'made fat'] in
tum, and one who waters (Amarweh)wrll certaintly be watered in turn (gam'htt' yfire')."
The latter form is a mistake for ybrehe and can be interpreted as a hophal of ydrill.ro
An association with rAwd I is suggested, however, by the preceding ptcp. marweh. The

verb ydrA II is used literally here, but its literal sense serves as an image of prosperity in

a universal wisdom aphorism: ultimately, greed does not pay.ll

The Hosea passages serve a theological purpose, describing figuratively the gracious

favor and love God shows to those who repent or remain loyal.

III. Substantive. There are two substantives that derive from our assumed root:

yOreh @t.11:14; Jer. 5:24 lK written defectively, Q plenel) and mareh (loel2:23; Ps.

84:7[Eng. v. 6]). The context of the passages in which they appear indicates that they

mean "early rain." These nouns are not used figuratively, but serve to illustrate the

bountiful favor Yahweh shows his people. It is Yahweh who creates the fructifying early

rain and makes it fall, although he also can withhold this favor. The specific instances

are as follows:
Dt. LL:14 belongs to the homiletic or parenetic framework of the Deuteronomic law

code. Yahweh's gift of. yilreh $nr. tnagar and malq6$ is dependent on Israel's obeying

Yahweh's commandments (migw6!ay, v. 13). If Israel turns aside and worships other

gods, the necessary conditions are not fulfilled and Yahweh's anger will be kindled

(v. 16). He will shut up the heavens ('apar, v.17) and there will be no rain. The very

possession of the land will be imperiled (v. 17). When Yahweh gives rain, the "right time"
plays a critical role (v. 14: nitan b"'itt6, "give in its season"). The early rain falls around

the end of October and the beginning of November. Here Saadia translates yOreh as

"timely" rain.l2 Rain that comes too late or too early disrups agriculture and can lead to

crop failure.l3
The same theological perspective lies behind Jer.5:24, where the motivation for a

prophecy of disaster includes the charge that the people have not given Yahweh's power

as Creator sufficient due (cf. alsov.22): "They did not say in their hearts, 'fct us fear

Yahweh our God, who gives the rain in its season, the autumn rain and the spring rain

8 Contra wolff., in loc.
e See the apparatus in BHI(.
IO KBL3.
1r Cf. its context and all of ch. 11. H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, xYlll (31980), in loc.)

B. Gemser, Sprikhe Salomos. IIAT, )KVI (1963), bt loc.
tz AuS,Ul,L22.
t3 lbid.
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(hannn@n gelem rf|dreh frnaQAS U'ittb), and keeps for us the weeks appointed for the
haryest." The oracle in Jer. 5:20-25 is obscure in origin,la but Jeremianic authorship is
not out of the question, given the strangeness of the themes dealt with in ch. 5.

Rain in general, including both autumn and spring rain, is reason (l,i-nagn)to rejoice
in Yahweh (Joel2:23; cf. vv.2l-24: gtl and Samah U-YHWII). A hymn of thanksgiving
is appropriate, above all if the natural catastrophe of a drought has evoked a communal
act of penance and Yahweh has been merciful, granting a plenteous harvest (y.24\.ts

The phrase hammdreh li;daqd in Joel 2:23 has raised the question of a connection
with the "teacher of righteousness" in the Dead Sea scrolls. Present scholarship has
rightly rejected the earlier theory that the expressions are related, even if only through a
misunderstanding.to The mention of geiem mdreh in the same verse establishes the
meaning "early rain." The phrase in question means the early rain coming at the proper
time (or perhaps better: the regular rain that is "right" with the natural order) and in the
proper amount.l7 Wolffl8 emends the text and translates: "food according to covenant
righteousness." In fact this emendation amounts to the same thing: "according to
covenant righteousness" means nothing more nor less than the regular climatic sequence,
on which the economic and therefore general welfare depend. In the background is the
agrarian economic and social structure of Palestine.le

In Ps. 84:7(6), unfortunately, the text of the line containing m6reh is comrpt.20 With
care, however, one can make out the meaning. Among other things, the Zion hymn2l sings
of the pilgrims' longing for the sanctuary and depicts the blessings already experienced
along their arduous route, which passes through the valley of Baca. It is unfortunately
impossible to determine what this expression refers tea particularly harsh and arid
region orjust the reverse, an especially fertile area. In any case, the pilgrims find springs
there and experience the blessing of the early rain(gam-UraftA1ya'leh milreh). However
the passage is to be interpreted in detail, there is a clear relationship between milreh and
b"rdfri. Whether it is used in its literal or figurative senx,, mbreh stands for something
positive, something that ultimately comes from God through the mediation of the temple
or the holy place. The date of the psalm is uncertain. Kraus thinks that it is preexilic, Fohrer
postexilic. There is no compelling evidence against a preexilic date.

IV. Summary. In the Ol the situations described by ydrd II involve the rain that
farmers look for to water their soil; coming at the right time and in the right amount, it

14 Cf.WRudolph,"Ierezia.HAT, XIIe1968), inloc.;A.Weiser,DasBuchJeremial-25,14.
ATD,XX(8L98t), in loc.

I T. H. Robinson, Die zwdlf kleinen Propheten: Hosea bis Micha. HAT, XIV (31964), 64f.
16 H. W. Wolff,loel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), in loc., with bibliog.
17 Robinson,64.
ts JoelandAmos,55.
19 Cf. R. B. Y. Scott, "Meteorological Phenomena and Terminology in the OT," ZAW

64 (19s2), tt-zs.
20 See BHS.
21 H. Gunkel; H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK XV/z C1975), in loc.;G. Fohrer, Intro. OT (Eng.

trans., Nashville, 1968), g 43.
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is necessary for a successful harvest. A bountiful crop from field and vineyard means

wealth and prosperity, the visible sign of a blessing. It is Yahweh who creates and sends

this rain. (In the noun, the root takes on the special meaning "early rain.") His loving
favor toward the human race and his own people can be seen in his gift of rain; his

alienation, wrath, and judgment, however, can take the form of withholding the fructify-
ing precipitation. The result is drought and hunger, misery and death. The term ydrdll
can also be used figuratively for the salvation or devastation God brings; but the metaphor

draws its strength from the concrete reality and is based on Yahweh's power over nature,

upon which one must always depend.
S. Wagner

il1) vara trI: illia morehtt r

Contents: I. Root, Distribution, Usage, Meaning. II. Usage with Human Subjects: 1. Secular

Contexts; 2. Psalms; 3. Priestly Instruction. IIL God as Teacher. lY- mdreh.

I. Root, Distribution, Usage, Meaning. The root yardlll is found in several

Semitic languages, albeit not in the earlier ones. It appears in Middle Hebrew, Jewish

Aramaic, Old South Arabic, Amharic, Tigr6, and possibly also in Arabic.l Its meaning

is roughly equivalent to "proclaim." In Old South Arabic, however, it means the opposite:

"keep secret."
The verb appears 45 times in the OT, always in the hiphil. There are also 9 occurrences

of the derived substantive zdreh.T\eother derivative, /drd, occurs much more frequent-

ly; it is treated in a separate article.
In nearly every occr[Tence the verb can be translated "teach" or "instruct," almost

always with a double object: "teach someone something." The root represents a concept

with a Sitz im Leben in teaching and catechesis. It presupposes a relationship between

two personal (or personally conceived) entities: the instructor possesses or claims

authority over the other; the recipient ofinstruction has or should have certain expecta-

tions of the teacher. It is clear that only when this mutual relationship is present with its
readiness to give and to receive that the functional context denoted by ydrd III is given

its (full) due. The root implies nothing about any particular method of instruction. The

element of mutual personal relationship should always be kept in mind when yarrO III is

yar6lll. G. Jeremias, Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkcit. SIUNT,2 (1963); G. Sarfatti, "Semantics
of Mishnaic Hebrew and Interpretation of the Bible by the Tannaim: Nota d," Lelondniq
29 (1964165),238-244;30 (1965), 29-4O [Heb.; Eng. summary]; J. Weingreen,"TheTrtle M6reh
Sddck (leacher of Righteousness?)," From Bible to Mishna (Manchester, 1946), loLlt4; idem,

"The Title mdreh seQelg" "fsg 6 (1961), 162-174; R. B. Zuck, "Hebrew Words for 'Teach,"'8$
rzl (Lg64),228-23s.

I KBL3.
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used. The novn mdreh can be translated "teacher." This term plays a special role in the
Dead Sea scrolls in the person of mdreh ha;s.eQeq the "teacher of righteousness."2 The
suggestion that this figure appears in Joel 2:23 is discussed under ydrdll.

The occurrences of ydrd lll in the OT appear to fall into three functional groups:
poetry and wisdom literature, specifically Psalms (8 times), Job (7 times), and Proverbs
(4 times); legal passages; and accounts of priestly instruction. It would nevertheless be
wrong to say that ydrdlll was used only in the late literary strata of the OT. There is a
marked theological element in the usage of the root.

The word Phbr$ in Gen. 46:28 is not even supported by the versions.3 Following
Gunkel, von Rad attempts to interpret the text as it stands, but is unable to propose a
convincing meaning. As is well known, the passage deals with the departure of Jacob for
Egypt. Judah is sent ahead to Joseph "to show the way before him to Goshen."4 The text
is undoubtedly corrupt and may safely be ignored.s

II. Usage with Human Subjects.
l. Secul.ar Contexts.The "secular usage" of ydrd III is clearest in Wisdom Literature.

A father instructs his son in the proper conduct of life, imparting sensible bits of wisdom,
which, if taken to heart, should lead to a good, successful, and prosperous life. See, for
example, Prov. 4:4, from the perspective of the son: wayyir1ni wayyo'mer li "He taught
me and said to me, 'Let your heart hold fast my words; keep my commandments, and

live."'There follow in v. 5 further admonitions to seek and use "wisdom." In v. LL, the
father states that he has taught his son "the way of wisdom" (Uderek bokrnA hAretikd)
and led him "in the paths of uprightness." The context suggests that wisdom instruction
includes explicitly ethical elements. Demonstration that the ethical maxims make sense

argues for their observance (see w. 14tr ). A typical motif is the warning against the
"foreign woman," to whose enticements the youth must not respond, lest he fall into ruin
and have to say: tflo'-iama'ti Uq6l mbrdy, "I did not listen to the voice of my teachers"
(Prov. 5:13; the parallel stich speaks of m"lamm"/tm). The father-son relationship is
probably a metaphor for the teacher-student relationship, in which the teacher is a

wisdom instructor.6 These 3 passages appeiu in a mixed collection of Wisdom poems
and individual maxims dating from the postexilic period (Prov. 1-9).2

Thematically difficult to place is Prov. 6:13,where yard III is used in the context of
pointing with fingers, feet and eye movements. A wicked and worthless person uses

devious words and gestures to deceive his neighbor with respect to his real evil intentions.
Punishment-according to the wisdom instructor-follows such conduct immediately
(w. 12-15; v. 13: nbreh b"sV'o1Ayw, "one who instructs or points with his fingers").

z +llt 9e8eq.
3 See8IL(3 and the apparatus ofBIIS.
4 G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL @ng. tra$.21972), in loc.
s See also the earlier comms. of H. Gunkel and O. Procksch.
6 See also H. Ringgren, Sprl che. ATD, XW1 e1980), 25; B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT,

xvr e1963),33.
7 G. Fohrer, /ntro. OT @ng. trans., Nashville, 1968), $ 49.
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Instruction was undoubtedly reinforced by gestures (pointing, for example); this passage

castigates the abuse of such means.

The use of ydrd Itr in the Job dialogues is basically the same as in Proverbs, even

though the theme is differenl debate over the question of God's justice. Here the

"seculaf' usage of the root suddenly takes on theological overtones. Job asks whetler
his friends can "teach" him by showing him his enor (Job 6:24: hbrfinl, "teach me,"

"instruct me"). His bitter experiences in turn enable him to teach his friends about God's

ways (Job 27:ll:'6reh'elkm Uy$:eD, which he still finds unjust. Fohrer appends

27:l-5,11f.. to 26:'!.4, reconstructing a ninth discourse of Job.8 The wisdom instructor

appeals not only to his own experience but to the experience and teaching of earlier

generations (Job 8:8), telling Job in the question of God's actions, which are just by

definition, to follow the dnr ri'l6n andthe'dW! (8:10, Bildad to Job: h'li'-hemyarfil=ca

y6'm"rfr lnk.. ,,'Will they not teach you, and tell you, and utter words out of their
understanding?").

The created world can also teach: the animals, for example, teach that God has created

everything and is omnipotent (Job 12:7-25, esp. 7-1.1; v.7: tf'fihm ff'al-na' b"ldm6!
tftdrekl(d, "But ask the beasts, and they will teach you"; v' 8: '6 hayyag hd'dreg

tf'toreklca, "Or the wild animals, and they will teach you" lstalg la'tues makes no sense

in the contexte]). The parallel stichs speak of birds and fish, using the hiphil of ngd
"declare," and the piel of spr,'tell." God's creatures instruct and declare by virtue of
their very existence, demonshating God's power in creating and preserving the world, a
power that is beyond question. We have here an expression of natural theology, of
revelation through nature. The entire passage (12:7-?5) is probably an interpolation in
Job's discourse (chs. l2-L4); it bears all the marks of the wisdom tradition.lo

In Elihu's speeches, Job is accused of expecting God to charge himself with having

offended against Job and therefore needing Job to teach him (Job 34:32incontext). The

text is probably comrpt; d. the Vulg. and the comm s. in loc.; in any case, the phrase 'afld

tirani, "you teach me," is clear. The argumentation in the poetic discourses of Job is

shot through with persiflage, irony, and accusations. Elihu in response speaks of God as

the one incomparable teacher (Iob 36,22: mi knntahtr m6reh, "Who is a teacher like
him?"); toclaim to teach Godwouldbeblasphemouspresumption.ll Of course the notion

of God as a teacher is not unique to the wisdom tradition.

2. Psalms. Above all in individual laments we find the plea that Yahweh will "teach"
the petitioner the right way (Ps. 27:lL;86:.11). The trust motif of the laments expresses

confidence that Yahweh does in fact instruct people in the "right way" (25:8,12).\\e
same idiom may be observed in the individual hymns of thanksgiving (32:8). AII these

8 G. Fohrer, D as Buch Hiob. KAT, IKVI (1%3), 376ff.; see also G. H<ilsch a, Das Buch Hiob.
HAT, XYll (1952),66f., who considers ch. 27 a miscellaneous collection.

e The emendation is proposedby BHK; cf. the comms.
10 See Fohrer, KAT,Xyl,244tr.; Hiilscher, rll{4 XVII, 32f., brackets only w. 7-10. A. Weiser,

Das Buch Hiob. ATD, XIII (s1968), 92ff., includes the whole passage.
1l On the skiltful structure and the form (disputation), see Fohrer, KAT, X\11,474tr.
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expressions depend on our understanding of derek ('way") and 'orah ("path"), which
must be determined from the context. In Ps. 25:8, it is reasonable to understand the "right
way" as meaning proper (loyal) behavior toward God. The prayer to be shown the way
stands in parallel with a prayer for forgiveness of sins (cf. w. 4,6,7,9-ll; the verbs used
inparallelwithyardIJlareyd/a'tnphiland hma/piel).ThenatureofGod'sway,which
Yahweh is asked to teach the worshipper, is described in terms of steadfast love (hese{)
andfaithfulness('"me1;v.10). Verse L2associatesthewaywithfearof God. Godinstructs
the man who fears the Lord in the derel The nouns sdql andErt! are almost synonymous
withdereft(v.14). C.entral to this postexilic individual lament is the prayer for instruction
in God's will (v. 8: y6reh ftaga'im badderek;v.12: ydrennA Ufure\yif,fc4 "Him will
he instruct in the way that he should choose").

Ps. 27 (possibly not a single unit) probably represents the lament of an accused victim
of persecution, who feels separated from Yahweh. His despair leads him to the sanctuary,
where he hopes for instruction through an oracle of salvation that will show him the way
out. This can only consist in God's justification of the worshipper's conduct, so that his
accusers are put to shame (v.ll: hdrEntYHWH darkc@ fut"hdni U'drah mtSdri "Teach
my thy way, Yahweh; and lead me on a level [right] path"). A preexilic origin of this
psalm is not impossible.

These associations are clearly visible in v. 11 of Ps. 86, a late individual lament that
is somewhat obscure as a whole. A prayer for instruction (hdr€ni YHWH darkelsa) is
followed by a purpose clause: ". . . that I may walk (halaft) in thy truth ('ome!)." As in
Ps. 25, sin and forgiveness are also spoken of in v. 8 of Ps. 32, a postexilic individual
hymn of thanksgiving. The worshipper cites God's words from an oracle of salvation:
'6r"f;d b"/erefu-ztt Ehls "I will teach you the way you should go." The parallel terms
('aSktl "I will instruct," and 'it.J4 "I will counsel") have wisdom overtones, which might
suggest that this psalm became part of the wisdom tradition.

What is implied by the context in these passages is stated explicitly in Ps. 119: hOrEnt
WIWH derek buqqeyk4 "Teach me, Yahweh, the way of thy statutes" (v. 33). This late
anthology of didactic wisdom,l2 inculcating devotion to the law, frequently uses a variety
of words for "way" (derelg 'o16, etc.), often modified by or in parallel with words like
"testimonies," "commandments," tbrd, etc. (cf. v. 33: "the way of thy statutes"). The
speaker's love for the law finds expression, for example, in w. 97-L04. This love leads
the devout psalmist to observe God's commandments: mimmiipdteyftdlo'-sartt ki-'attd
hOrd!tut| "I do not tum aside from thy ordinances, for thou hast taught me" (v. 102). Thus
derelS(the only noun used with ydrdlll, surely by accident) proves to mean "divine
instruction"; it derives from the priestly and cultic context of the salvation oracle and the
proclamation of God's will through priestly t6rd and affects even the everyday ethical
conduct of the devout. To walk in this way signifies the worshipper's loyalty to God.r3

Ps. 45:5(Eng. v. 4) has long been a crux interpretum.r4 The MT reads: tf !6ff;n nOrd'61

12 Fohrer,Intro, OT
13 For a discussion of all the passages, see Fohrer, ibid., 285ff.; H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen. BK

XY / 2 (s 197 8) ; and the articles on de r el (de r e llt) in T D OT and THAT.
14 Cf. the uncertainty regarding the text as noted in the apparatus of BHI( and BIIS.
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y"mtne@, "[rt your right hand teach you dread deeds." In this royal psalm, which Kraus
calls an epithalamium for the king, this clause appears in the context of appeals calling on

the king to intervene mightily on behalf of truth and right, defending the cause of those

who are deprived of justice. In this context the clause can be interpreted meaningfully. It
calls on the king's right hand or right arm to teach the king to bestir himself and act with
power, successfully exerting his sovereignty. It is an appeal for an act of will, asking the

king to exercise his power as ruler. The clause is a metaphor for such action (cf. v. 6[5]).

3. Priestly Instruction. From early times, instruction was one of the furrctions of the

priesthood. The nature of the instruction might vary. In 2K.17:27f., a priest teaches the

miipdt of the local deity (wyarem'e1-miipag +lah€ lu'bes), or more specifically how
to fear Yahweh (way"ht m6reh'€kytf'fi'et-YIl-WA. On account of a plague of lions in
the territory of Samaria, under Assyrian hegemony, a priest is sent back from exile to
instruct the aliens seftled in the former territory of Israel how to worship Yahweh
properly. The natural disaster was blamed on insufficient knowledge (ydda) of. mitpdt
YHWH (v.26).

The motivation for an oracle of disaster pronounced by Micah against the Jerusalem

leadership includes the venality of the priests in their teaching office: tf l<Dh'neyhfi bimhtr
ydrfi, "lts priess teach for hire" (Mic. 3:11). Isaiah, too, castigates the priests who are

too drunk (possibly through abuse of sacrificial meals in the Jerusalem templels) to
impart clear instruction: 'e1-miybreh dEZ, "Whom will he teach knowledge?" (Isa. 28:9;
cf. v. 7). Another passage lists the prophets who teach lies among the reasons for the

coming disaster: nibi' mOreh- i eqer Qsa. 9 : 1a I 15 ].
In P we find references to priestly instruction in cultic matters on the basis of statutes

(l.ruqqim); see, for example, Irv. 10:L1 (ul"hbro1'4-Un€ yifud'd) and more specifically
Lev. 14:57, which speaks of instruction in what is clean and what is unclean (l"hdra1

UyOm hattame' fb"y6m hattalor).r6 Here also belongs the secondary addition to Dt.24
requiring priestly instruction in cases of leprosy (v. 8: Ekal'lSer-ydrir'elkmhalckilf,niln
hal"wiryim).r7 Ezekiel's program for reconsfiuction of the temple also contains regula-
tions governing the duties of priests, includinginstruction in the distinctionbetweenwhat
is clean and what is unclean @zk. M:23: rt'e1-'smmirbrfipatyfii'umr8').

Dt. 17:8f. requires serious legal cases to be brought before the "Irvitical priests" at

the cultic center and before "the judge who is in office in those days"; their decision is
binding: "You shall be careful to do according to all '"ier ydril[a 'al-pi hafidri'oier
yilrfiSa #''al-hammi.ipd!'oSer-yo'n:rfr l:kd ta'ofleh" (17:10f.). Alongside ydrdlll and
' arnar we also find the hiphil of ngd. Clearly the priests are responsible for cases arising
out of sacral law. In the familiar Deuteronomistic appraisal of the kings of Israel and

Judah, the passage concerning Jehoash, king ofJudah, states that he "did what was right
in the eyes of Yahweh" because he was instructed by Jehoiada the priest QK.12:3121:

15 G. Fohrer, Da s Buch Jesaja, ll. ZBK Ct967),49tr.
16 On both passages, see K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAf,I\I (196).
17 See G. vonRad, Deuteronorrry. OTL @ng. tans. 1966), in lu.
18 See W. Zimmerll Ezekiel I I. H erm @ng. hans. 1983), p. 460.
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'o\er hhrdhA fhOyd/a'hal;knhen).In the view of the Deuteronomistic historian, this
"instruction" consisted in teaching how to worship Yahweh alone in the right way. In the
Chronicler's message, the presence of priests capable of giving instruction(knlEn mdreh)
is necessary for the well-being of the body politic (2 Ch. 15:3; cf. 15:1-7).

The blessing of trvi in the so-called Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33:10) may be among
the earliest passages illustrating the functional association of the priesthood with instruc-
tion (here mentioned alongside the offering of sacrifice: ybrfr mifipdteylld Pyanqdf,
t*$rafkd Pyiflrd'd). This would bear witness to a long period during which the OT used
ydrd III for priestly instruction.le

Finally, we may note the woes in Hab. 2:18f., a passage pointing out the uselessness
of an idol made by human hands. It is "a teacher of lies" (v.18: mdreh teqer).It is likewise
dangerous to turn to a tree or stone as though it were able to prophesy: "Woe to him who
says to a wooden thing, Awake; to a dumb stone, Arise! as though such a thing might
teach(hfr'yOreh)!" (v. 19). Exegetes usually omit the last clause, probably without good
reason. Recourse to idols and cultic objects for guidance was a familiar abuse. Probably
v. 19 refers to the same phenomenon as v. 18; it is hardly likely that the latter represents
a primitive stage of religion when sacred trees and stones were worshipped.

m. God as lbacher. In Wisdom Literature, as in the Psalms, God may be the
indirect subject of ydrd Itr: it is ultimately God who teaches wisdom or imparts an oracle
of salvation. But there are also several OT passages in which God is the explicit subject
of.ydrd III. Tlpical is the tradition ascribed to the Yahwist that tellshow Moses andAaron
were sent to Pharaoh (8x.4:12,15). Yahweh will teach Moses (and Aaron) what they are
to say or do: tthdrAfika'oier f,dabber; yfhbr€lt'elkm'e!'o\er ta'oflAn. This promise is
reinforced by the promise of Yahweh's preserrce:'anblgi'ehyeh'im-ptkal'im-pthfr.lnBx.
24:12, lhe real subject is also Yahweh, even though the text can refer to Moses as the
agent: on the mountain of God, Yahweh gives Moses the tablets of stone 'oler lcalalti
l"hdratan 

" 
"which I have written for their instuction," or possibly 'khich I have written

so that you may instruct them." Source criticism is uncertain about this passage. Noth2o
suggests a secondary stratum of J, with the later addition of "law and commandment,"
which may be a gloss.2l However the case may be-whether Yahweh's writing is itself
an act of instruction or Moses serves as mediator-Yahweh is ultimately the logical
subject of the action. The subject matter is the corpus of covenant stipulations that
enshrine Yahweh's will with respect to his people.

A similar mediated act on the part of Yahweh plays a role in the story of Samson's
birth (Jgs. 13:8). After the miraculous announcement of Samson's birth by the mal'ak
YbIWH,22 Samson's father prays once more for the coming of the 'ii fta % ldhim to teach

19 See von Rad, Deuteronomy, ?14-8; H.-J. Znbel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW
95 (1965),29fr..,67tr.

20 M. Noth,A History of PentateuchalTraditioru (Eng. trans. 1972;rcpr. Chico, Calif., 1981),
31, n. 115.

21 M. Noth, Exodas. OTL @ng. trans. 1962), 2fi).
22 See v. Hirth, Gottes Boten im AT/ TMrb,32 (1975).
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the parents what to do with the boy about to be born (tfydrdnfi mah-na%ieh lanna'ar
hayyfrlk$.It is clear that Yahweh is responsible for this act as well; he appoints his

agents and equips them to do his will. Thusya-rd III has a certain place in call narratives,

at least in giving instruction for specific actions.

The Deuteronomistic passages presuppose that God instructs his people in the right
way--as defined by Deuteronomistic theology, the right way to worship Yahweh

exclusively at the central sanctuary (1 K. 8:36). The Chronicler's version of this passage

in Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple follows its Deuteronomistic original:
kitdrdm'e!-hadderekhatt6b6'ofleryel"kfr-bd (1 K. 8:36; the same words appear in 2 Ch.

6:27 with 'el instead of 'eE\. Just as this passage places Deuteronomistic theology in the

mouth of Solomon, so 1 S. l2:?3 places it in the mouth of Samuel in his "farewell
discourse." He addresses the people with the voice of a Deuteronomistic theologian:

tfh6r€t3'elkm Uderek ha11fuA $'hayfldr6, "and I will instruct you in the good and

the right way."
Among the loveliest ideas associated with God's salvific function as teacher are the

hopes expressed in Isa. 2 and Mic. 4, in the context of the people's eschatological
pilgrimage to Zion. There, they say, Yahweh will "teach us [one ofl his ways, that we

may walk in his paths" $nrenfr midtrdftayw hral"ki U'afla1ayw). Again derek is

defined by the parallel terms firA and *bar-YHWH (Isa. 2:3; Mic. 4:2). At the end of
time, Yahweh's mediation, which has international force, and the torah on Zion in
Jerusalem will solve all the problems of the world and of humanity. The rootya-rd III has

transcendent significance; it goes beyond pedagogy: it means instruction in the way to
peace and salvation. Most exegetes are inclined to a late date for both passages, which
probably come from an independent eschatological document that was incoporated into

the prophetic books.a
That God is the source of all the achievements of civilization and has taught the

human race how to use them was a widespread conviction in the ancient Near East.

Isaiah preserves a wisdom aphorism illustrating this view: God teaches the farmer how

to farm his land correctly (lsa.28:26 [in context]: '"lohayw ydrennfi, "his God teaches

him"; the preceding stich reads: tfyisfrO lammiipdt, "he is instructed aright")' The
passage must be seen as a parable implying that Isaiah is taught by God to exercise his

ministry (v. 29). The Yahwist's account of the bitter water at Marah (Ex. 15:25) provides

an earlier illustration of the same idea: Moses is "taught" by Yahweh how to make the

water potable by means of a piece of wood (wayydrdhtYHWH ?1; ttre Sam. and other

versions read wayyar'ehfi, "and he showed him"). P's description of the builders of the

sanctuary speaks of the inspiration and ability that enabled them to carry out all the

work as Yahweh intended. In particular, the Judahite Bezalel is said to have had the

God-given ability to instruct others in the craftsmanship needed for the job (Ex. 35:34:

fiI" hOrd! nilan b" libbd).

ry. mbreh. The noun m6reh, derived fromydrd III, does not play the role in the OT

23 See H. Wildberger,Jesaja. BK Xtt (1972),75ft.
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that it plays in the Dead Sea scrolls, where it refers to the "Teacher of Righteousness"
(mdreh haqqe{eq\.u

Of its 9 occulrences in the Ol we shall discuss first the 3 passages where the noun is
associated with a place: Gen.12:6 (D; Dt. 11:30; Jgs. 7:1. Gen. 12:6,the earliest of these,
tells how Abraham goes to Shechem 'ad'el6n mbreh ("to the oracle terebinth"s), under-
stood to be a Canaanite sacred tree. This terebinth near Shechem is mentioned in other OT
passages, albeit without the noun mbreh: e.9., Josh. 24:26; Jgs.9:37; Gen.35:4 (E). The
expression in Dt. 11:30 also purports to refer to the vicinity of Shechem; but other phrases
in v. 30 create problems Qnitl lwggilgal "over against Gilgal"), while v. 29 clearly points
to Shechem. In v. 30, 'El6nE nbreh is surely to be read as a singular;b the Sam. reads: m6re'
Y@m.lnJp.7:1, theMidianite army before battle is encamped north of Gideon'sposition,
at a gib'at hanundreh in the valley. This hill of Moreh must have been near the spring of
Hard ('en-ja&7d) northwest of Mt. Gilboa at the entrance to the plain of Jezreel.2T While
the terebinth (or "oak") might still be interpreted as referring to a former oracular shrine
(compare Gen. 35:8 with Jgs. 4:5), this is much less likely in the case of gi['al hanvn6relq
a totally unique expression. [n the former case ,theratyard lll from which the noun derives
still has overtones of meaning: it would stand for instruction in an oracular sense.

In the other 6 occurrences, the meaning"teacher" isclear. Isa.30:20usesrzrirehtwic,e,
each time referring to God. This late eschatological announcement of salvation looks
forward to a time when the people "in" Zion and Jerusalem will once more be able to
"see" their teacher (= God) and their teacher (= God) will not hide himself any more.
Verse 2| speaks of showing the "way" (derel=c) andv.22 of turning from idolatry. Verse
20 has its own problems. The noun mdreh is in fact h the plural (although BII&. cites a
few manuscripts with a singular in pause); at least the fint occurrence is linked with a
singular verb. The second stich expresses God's visible presence on Zion (whayfr
'Aneyftd ro'61'e1-mdreyftdl. This idea is not unusual in the context of late apocalyptic
thought; we are reminded of Isa. 2 and Mic. 4.

In Hab. 2:18, the mdreh Seqer appears in a passage introduced by hiy attacking the
manufacture of idols; w. 18 and 19 should probably be reversed. The idol and the teacher
(oracle) of lies are identical.x

Closest to the Isaiah passage discussed above is Job 36:22,which sings the praises of
God as the mdreh par excellence (mt knnbhfr mdreh). Here, too, however, the verbal
origin of the noun must be emphasized (cf. v. 23).

The debated passage Joel2:23 is discussed wrder yard II above.
In wisdom haditions we find the figure of the (wisdom) instructor who teaches the

learner, to whom he imparts knowledge to be taken to heart (Prov. 5:13; regrettably, the
learner might have to say, "I did not listen to the voice of my teachers fmdray11."ze

See KBI3 and Jeremias, with bibliog.
See von Rad, Genesis, 162.
BHIO
See Y. Aharoni,The Land of the Bible @ng. trans., Philadelphia, 21979),263.

See II.3 above.
See m6reh in KBL3, with bibliog.
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With the possible exception of the wisdom instructor, then, m6reh does not suggest a
particular institution. Its semantic range does not extend beyond the range of. ydrAill.
Even in Prov. 5:13, mdreh need not be understood as a technical term; the par.

m"lamm"flay is a verb in the form of a noun. Alongside the wisdom instructor we find
the giver of oracles (a priest or occasionally a prophet). The meanin gof mdreh is heavily
dependent on the activity designated by ydrafir. 

s. wagner

E?E lri frfiidtEmtf rfridtayim

Contents: I. Preliminary: 1. Orthography, Etymology;2. JerusalemlZion/Israel (Judah); 3.

Sources. II. The Jebusite Hypothesis. III. Origin and Development of Jerusalem's Importance. IV.
Jerusalem Founded and Chosen by Yahweh. V. Holy City and Holy Mountain. VI. Spring, River,
and Sea of Chaos. MI. The Future to Come. VIII. Jerusalem and the Individual.

y"ritidlayim. Y. Aviram, ed., Yeruslalayim le-doroteha (Jentsalem through the Ages)
(Jerusalem, 1968) [Heb.]; A. Causse, "[: vision de la nouvelle J6rusalem (Esare DQ et Ia
signification sociologique des assemblees de fOte et des pElerimages dans I'orient s6mitique,"
MClanges syricns. Festschrilt R- Dussau4 ll. BAH, 30 (\939),739-750; R. J. Clifford, The Cosmic
Mountain in Canaan and the OT. HSM, 4 (L972), esp. 131-160; H. Donner, "Jerusalem," BRL2,
157 -L65; J. Ebach, "Jerusalem," I exAg, lll, 267f .; D. Flusser, "Jerusalem in the Literature of the
Second TemplePeriod," SSer Reubin Mass (Jerusalem, 1974),263-2U (repr.Immanuel, 6 119761,
a3-aQ; G. Fohrer, "Zon-Jerusalem," Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologic tnd Geschichte
(1949-l%t9). BZAW ll5 (1969), L95-UL (rev. of "2rdrv, 'Ieqrouooli11t," TDNT, Yll,292-319);
H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, EinL in die Psalmen. HKAT, sup. (1939), 309-311 ("Das Wallfahrts-
lied"); F. Huber,Jahwq Juda und die anderenWker beim ProphctenJesaja. BZAW 137 (1976),
233-2N @xkurs IV: "Die Vorstellung vom Schutz Jerusalems durch Jahwe und ihre Bedeutung
fiir die Aussagen Jesajas iiber andere \tille/'); M. Join-l,ambert,Jirusalem isradlile, chriticnne,
musulmane (Paris, 1957); H. Kosmala, "Jerusalem," BHW II (1964), 82G850; H.-J. Kraus,
Psalms 1-59 @ng. hans., Minneapolis, 1988), 81-89 ('Excursus 1: The Cultic Traditions of
Jerusalem"), 89-92 ('Excursus 2: The Glorification of the City of God");idem, Psalmen. BKXV 12
(L978),1057-1061 ("Psalm 132");f.. Lamirande, "J6rusalem c6leste," Dictionnaire de spiritu-
alit6, Ylll (Paris, 1974), 944-958; H.-M. tntz, Jahwe, Jentsalem wtd die V<ilker. WMANT,
27 (1968); R. A. F. MacKenzie, "The City and Israelite Religion," CBQ, 25 (1963), 60-70;
W. Miiller, Die heilige Stadt: Roma quadrata, himmlisches Jerusalem und dic Mythe vom
Welnabel (Stuttgart, 1961); G. Neville, City of Our God: God's Presence among His People
([ondon, 1971); M. Noth, "Jerusalem and the Northern Kingdom," in Aviram, y"rfrfrlayim
ldbfiteyha, *33-*38; idcnt, "lerusalem and the Israelite Tradition," The Laws in the Pentateuch
and Other Essays (Eng. trans. 1967; repr. [.ondon, L984), 132-144; E. Otto, Jerusalem-4ie
Geschichte der Heiligen Stadt (Stuttgart, 1980); J. Pedersen, 1IC, llufil,52+534; N. W. Porteous,
"Jerusalem-Zion: The Growth of a Symbol," Verbannung wd Heimkehn Festschrift W Rudolph
(Tiibingen, l%l),235-252; G. von Rad, "The City on the Hill," The Problem of the Haateuch
and Other Essays @ng. trans. 1966; repr. [,ondon, 1984),232-U:2; idem, OT Theology, II (Eng.
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I. Prrliminary.
l- Orthography, Etymology. The name is almost always written g?qlfi in the O!

with the qere perpetuum frAfibyim(exceptions are 1 Ch. 3:5;2Ch.25:l; Est. 2:6;Jer.
26:18, with !tr)01'T, as well asy"rfi.frlayhnnhwith fte-locale in 2 Ch. 32:8). The IXX
form Ieqouoo,r4p (cf. NT 'Iegoo6i"upa) and the cuneiform equivalents urusalin (EA)
and ursalimmn (Sennacherib prism) obviously presuppose the reading frfiidlEm.'I\e
writing r()w-u-tOl-m-m in the Egyptian Execration texts probably represents a form
Uruialimum.l Etymologically, the name may mean something like "foundation (- ;t'tt
yard l) of the god Shalem."2 This would be a pre-Israelite name.

Ringgren

Z.JerusalemlZionllsrael (Judaft). The distinction between Jerusalem and Zion on the
one hand and (the people of) Israel (or the state of Judah) on the other confronts the
treatment of the cultural and religious significance of the city with several difficulties.
The noun y"riialayim occurs 660 times in the Ol + f}l lAydn 154 times. The words
are unevenly distributed. "Jerusalem" is common in 2 Samuel (30 occunences), 1-
2 Kings (90),1-2 Chronicles (151), Ezra (48), Nehemiah (38), Isaiah (49), Jeremiah
(102),Ezekiel (26), and Znchaiah (39); it is rare in Joshua (9), Judges (5), I Samuel (1),
Esther (1), Pss. 51-147 (17), Ecclesiastes (5), Song of Solomon (8), I-amentations (7),
Daniel (10), Joel (6), Amos (2), Obadiah (2), Micah (8), Zephaniah (4), and Malachi (2).
It is not found in the other books. Gen. 14:L8, however, speaks of "Salem" (.ialern), which
refers to Jerusalem, as Ps. 76:3(Eng. v.2);110:4 show (the latter indirectly by speaking
of Melchizedek, who is also mentioned in Genesis), albeit without mentioning it
explicitly. "Zion" is relatively common in Psalms (38), Isaiah (47), Jeremiah (17),
Lamentations (15), Joel (7), Micah (9), and Zechariah 1-8 (6); it appears,once or twice
in 2 Samuel, 1-2 Kings, 1-2 Chronicles, Song of Solomon, Amos, Obadiah, and
Zephaniah. It is not found in the other books.3

"Jerusalem" is used in both poetry and prose; "Ziot" is found almost exclusively in

trans., New York, 1965), 292-97; idem, *'Righteousness' and 'Life' in the Cultic L,anguage of the
Psalms'," The Problem of the Hexateuch,243-266; H. Schmid, "Jahwe und die Kulthaditionen
von Jerusalem ," zAW 67 (L955),168-197; K. L. Schmidt, "Jerusalem als Urbild und Abbild,"Azs
der Welt der Urbilden Festschrift C. G. Jung. ErJB, 18 (1950),207-248; J. Schreiner,srior-
Jerusalemlahwes Kdnigssitz stANT,T (1963); J. J. Simons,.Ienrsalem in the or stFS, L (1952);
F. Stolz, Strukturen und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem. BZAW 118 (1970); S. Talmon, .,Die

Bedeutung Jerusalems in der Bibel," in W. P. Eckerdt, N. P. [rvinson, and M. Sttihr, eds .,liidisches
Volk--CelobtesLand.Abhandlungenzumchristlich-jiidischenDialog,3 (Munich, 1970),135-L52;
R. de Vaux, Jerusalem and the Proplwts (Cincinnati, 1965); L.-H. Vincent and M.-A. Steve,
Jdrusalem de I'AT, I-il (Paris, 1954-1956); E. K. Vogel, Bibliography of Holy Land Siles (repr.
Cincinnati, 1982) (= HUCA, 42 U97Ll, 1-96), esp. 4449; E. Vogt, "Das Wachstum des alten
Stadtgebietes von Jerusalem," Bibl" 48 (1967),337-358; T. C. Vriezen, Jahwe en ijn Stad
(Amsterdam, 1962).

1 Cf. A. AIt, *The Formation of the Israelite State in Palestine," Essays on OT History and
Re li g ion (Eng. trans., Garden City, L9 66), 222f .

2 Stolz, 18Lff.
3 These figures are from Fohrer, 195, 198, where further details may be found.
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poetry. But since poetry and prose for the most part do not speak of topographically

different entities, the former often uses "Zioi" where the latter would say "Jerusalem."
The difference between the two names can hardly be theological, as their frequent use

in parallelism shows. In such use, furthermore,"Ziot" is usually the first of the pair, a
position that is theologically irrelevant. The choice of words is based instead on stylistic
considerations. We arrive at the same conclusion if we note the comparatively small

number of occurrences of "Jerusalem" in the Psalms and I-amentations; prayers, includ-
ing in part Lamentations, have their own prefened vocabulary. The name "Ziot" lost its

exclusive reference to the oldest part of the city, south of the temple area, and became

by and large a synonym for "Jerusalem." In order not to prejudice the discussion that
follows, however, we shall only very rarely cite passages in which "Zion" alone appears.

As the capital of Israel or Judah and the most important locale in Israel, Jerusalem

often stands for the state or the people, just as the Bible uses "Damascus," "Babylon,"
and "Memphis" by metonymy for their lands and peoples. The representation is not just

stylistic; the city can symbolize the people in many ways. When a passage mentions a

people, the city is often included, and vice versa-a feature of the sources that tends to

reduce the precision of discussions based on them.

3. Sources. More than many other topics, discussion of Jerusalem's intellectual and

cultural importance demands historical treatment. The ideas refer to a concrete city, but

the city and its destiny have been subject to constant change, which should be reflected

in the ideas. Unfortunately, the scattered references often cannot be dated; and, since the

evidence as a whole is scanty and not helpfully distributed, the earliest datable literary
references may be far distant in time from the appearance of the ideas and their linguistic
expression. With respect to the formative early period, we are largely dependent on

hypothetical reconstruction-theories that do not propose certain ideas as (contributing)
factors helping explain observed facts but instead derive theoretical facts from hypotheti-

cal ideas.

II. The Jebusite Hypothesis. According to our present knowledge, the importance

of Jerusalem for the religion of Israel is not to be traced to the Jebusite prehistory of the

city, as is often done. The undertaking depends on two theories, both of which are

dubious: the identification of Jebus with Jerusalem and the inclusion of the Jebusites

among the Canaanite (or Amorite) peoples.a The second theory is no less important than

the first; without it the Jebusite hypothesis is left without support. If it is to say anything
of importance, it must constantly substitute "Canaanite" for "Jebusite," since we know
practically nothing about the Jebusites. Apart from these uncertainties, the hypothesis is

beset with other weaknesses. It is based in part on the story of David's purchase of a

a On the first of these theories, see J. M. Miller, "Jebus and Jerusalem: A Case of Mistaken
ldentity," ZDPVgO(1974),115-127; on the second, see, e.g., B. Maisler(Mazar),Untersuchungen
zur alten Geschichte und Ethnographie Syriens rnd Palistinas (Giessen, 1930), 81; also

Y. Aharoni in B. Mazar, ed.,Historiyah Sel'amYiSrd'el,vol.2:Hd'db6tffha1\ottim(1967),346,
n. 5; also the bibliog. inKBL3,366.
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threshing floor and building of an altar (2 S. 24; - lll gdren) and in part on onomastics:
a divine name or epithet and an element in the names of two kings, the legendary king
of Salem and<n the basis of uncertain evidenc+a king of Jerusalem. But interpreta-
tion of the threshing floor narrative is so fraught with problems that it cannot be

considered seriously as a source for a hypothesis of this importance. The divine name or
epithet 'ely6n (Gen. 14:18-22), which appears primarily in the Psalter but has no
particular association with Jerusalem, is well attested in the ancient Near East outside
Israel;s furthermore, it appears in the Bible without any association with Jerusalem and
apparently before Jerusalem entered the story (Nu. 24:16).6 The element sdq in malkt-

;e{eq(Gen.14:18) and,'"!ont-;edeq (Josh. 10:1,3), which some scholars likewise claim
to have associations with Jerusalem, is so common in Northwest Semitic names that it
proves nothing.T The Jebusite hypothesis was given its deathblow by Roberts.s

III. Origin and Development of Jerusalem's Importance. At the outset, the ark,
which David had brought to Jerusalem (2 S. 6), was permanently installed in the temple
by Solomon (1 K. ffi). The only religious symbol common to all the tribes began to
share its symbolism with the city; the decreasing importance of ideas associated with a
portable sanctuary necessarily benefited the city, an ideological development that
proceeded at some remove from the sociological development in which the nomadic way
of life vanished almost totally. This event on both the human and the divine plane is
enshrined in the word z"nfil4A, "test," used in a similar way for both Israel @t. 12:9) and
Yahweh (Ps. 132:L4; see also 95:11) with reference to Palestine and Jerusalem. Although
the installation of the ark and the building of the temple were acts of kings, the electione
of Jerusalem as the site of God's rest and presence was always understood as an act of
God's free will. There are also signs that, as time went on, Jerusalem the city of God
grew in importance at the expense of Jerusalem the city of David. As I K. l2:26-29(tr.)
suggests, within two generations of David Jerusalem was primarily the site of the
sanctuary and only secondarily the seat of the Davidic line. The northem tribes had
indeed broken with the house of David and elevated Jeroboam to the throne; but
Jeroboam had to say to himself that they had by no means dissolved their ties with
Jerusalem and the temple,lo even though Jerusalem had probably entered into Israel's
history as Davidic crown property and David and Solomon had planned and built the
temple.

What we are saying here and in the discussion to follow should not be understood to
suggest that the conc€pt of Jerusalem as the city of David vanished from OT theology at

5 F. M. Cross, "}ll 'eL" TDOT,\,256.
6 Forfurtherdetails,seeR.Rendtorff,"El,Ba'alundJahwe,"ZAWTS(1966),277-292;Stoh,

134-37,157-163.
7 Cf. F. M. Cross, Coza anite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge, Mass., 1973), 209-215, with

bibliog., for a thorough discussion of the Jebusite hypothesis.
8 J. J. M. Roberts, '"The Davidic Origin of the Zion Tradition," JBL,92 (1.973),329-344.
e H. Seebass, "i,llA bdhar (bachar)," TDOT, ll,80f.
r0 Cf. M. Noth,Kdnige 1-16. BKIi{/I(1968),282.
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an early date; various factors kept it alive and reinforced it. Wherever the text says in
one breath that Yahweh chose or will restore Jerusalem and the house of David, it is
understood as a single divine act: the appointment of Jerusalem as the city of David (e.g.,
1 K.8:16 [Deuteronomistic]; Jer.33:14-22 [post-Jeremianic]; Ps.78:68-72[67-7ll).

This agrees with another observation made by Noth.ll The preexilic prophets speak
not infrequently of the Davidic kings of their period, and they speak no less often of
Jerusalem; but they never combine the two themes. Jerusalem as the royal seat was a
matter of their everyday experience, often painful, but it was not crucial. The crucial
thing was the prophetic experience of Jerusalem as the city of God. It was not the ark
but the city, at least in the time of the prophets, that had this importance, although if what
we have said above is correct the city derived its holiness and digrrity from the arkwithin
it. The fate of the ark after Solomon, the date and circumstances of its disappearance, are
unknown.l2In any case, it had vanished by the time of Jeremiah (Jer. 3:16f.; 14:21);its
function, particularly its status as the throne of Yahweh, were taken over by Jerusalem.

The notion of a city as a (divine) throne appears also to be a Hittite (or Proto-Hattian?)
theologoumenon: "The gods took charge of the lands and appointed them-for flattusas
[the Hittite capital] they appointed them."l3

The ark is responsible not only for the holiness of Jerusalem but also, as one might
well suppose, for its unique and exclusive status. Nothla has good reason to trace
Jerusalem's claim to be the only legitimate cultic center back beyond Josiah and
Hezekiah to the period of the northern kingdom. The man of God from Judah goes to
Bethel to proclaim the desecration of its altar, thereby attacking the Bethel temple as

well: if the altar is desecrated, the Bethel cult has come to an end. He does not cite any
political or religious reasons-the division of the kingdom, the golden calf, the nonleviti-
cal priesthood (1 K. l3:2f.); his reason is simply the very existence of the temple at
Bethel. No temple but the temple of Jerusalem has any right to exist.

IV. Jerusalem Founded and Chosen by Yahweh. The temple was built by human
hands, but the city was established by Yahweh (Isa. L4:32; possibly Ps. 87: 1, and similarly
a8:9[8]). This idea is admittedly hard to reconcile with the never-forgotten fact that
Jerusalem, a city totally unassociated with any ancient Israelite tradition, was conquered
relatively late ("the city David besieged" [Isa. 29:1]). But the idea might be justified as

an antithesis to the notion expressed in the city's name: "foundation of [the god]
Shalem."15

Much more common and more important than the notion of Jerusalem's divine
foundation is the idea of its divine election. 16 The book of Kings frequently qualifies this
by adding the phrase ". . . out of all the tribes of Israel" (1 K. 8:16; lL:32; 14:21;2K.

l1 Noth, The Laws in the Pentateuch, 137-L41.
t2 H.-J. Zobel,,1 Jl'1ll' o rOn,,, TD OT, l, 37 3f-
13 KIJS,11,2,43f,
14 Aviram, *36-*38.
15 KBL3,4L7.
16 Seebass, T9-82.
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2t:7,plus 3 passages in Chronicles), which derives from Dt. 12:5 and represents an

institutional refinement of 1 S. 2:28.These passages clearly insist that Jerusalem is the
concern of all Israel.

V. Holy City and Holy Mountain. The notion of Jerusalem as a holy city, the city
of Yahweh, is especially emphasized in Isa. 40-66 and some of the Psalms (Isa. 45:13;
48:2;52:L;60:14; Ps. 46:5pl;48:2,9[1,8];101:8), but it is not limited to these passages.

It is associated with the image of the mountain of Yahweh and the sacred mountain. The
count in the following list includes repetitions: har-YHWH,5 times (Ps.24:3; Isa. 2:3;
30:29; Mic. 4:2; Zec.8:3 [+ fba'6tl); harllwrr€ (haq)qdQe*, 3 times (Ps. 87:L; Isa.

27:13;Znc.8:3\; har qoSi-il-ekdl-6,14115 times (Ps.2:6;3:5141; t5:l;43:3;48:2[1]; Isa.

56:7; 65:ll;66:20;Ezk.20:40; Dnl. 9:16 [and 2,0]; Joel 2:l;4:1713:17l; Ob. 1,6;7*ph.
3:11). In Isa.57:13; Jer.31:23,har haqqd$eiprobably refers to Palestine, not Jerusalem,
as in Isa. ll:9;65:25.17 The simple phrase Mhar hazeh, "onthis mountain" (Isa. 25:6f.),
is also quite clear. The image has little basis in reality. With respect to the geological and

geographical evidence, Karmon has pointed out that the Jerusalem of the OTwas situated
in a steeply declining depression;l8 and so also.the discerning eye of Jeremiah saw it,
uninfluenced by mythology (Jer.2l:13). The image is either a product of mythology or
strongly influenced by it. Except for the late passage in Daniel, the citations are all from
poetic texts; the same is true of har (ba1) piyydn (19 times). The language of Hebrew
poetry is open to mythology, but makes use of only a few of the theoretical possibilities:
*har y"rA.Sdlayirz is not found, and har (ha)'"lahtm (significantly?) is not used of
Jerusalem.l9

The article on *'lil lwPo mentions several motifs that contributed to the myth of the

sacred mountain, which became associated with Jerusalem. There is also a more general

consideration: Palestine-the "goodly mountain" (Dt. 3:25) par excellence--can be
called "my [= Yahweh's] holy mountain"; among the passages listed above, see Isa. 1L;9;
65:25, and probably also Isa. 57:13; Jer.3l:23; cf. also Ex. l5:ll: har nallliffta "the
mountain that is thine [= Yahweh's] own." It is equally appropriate to use this title of
honor for the place where his temple stands and to which his people makes pilgrimage.

The expression har-giyyOn yarla@ sap6n, "Mount Zioll., highest [it., 'furthest']
Zaphon," found only in Ps. 48:3(2), is clearly mythological in origin. Here one of the

two names of the mountain of the gods in northern Syria (the other being fia(z)zi) has

become an appellative, a shift comparable to the development that led to our use of
"Parnassus." The cases are also comparable in that the use of "Zaphon" has no more

bearing on the religious beliefs of the author of Ps. 48 than the use of "Parnassus" has

17 G. Westphal, Jahwes Wohnstiitten nach den Anschauungen der alten Hebriien BZAW,
15 (1908),93.

18 Y. Karmon, "The Mountains Round About Jerusalem," in Aviram, lW-4, 106, with maps

IHeb.].
19 For a detailed discussion of the sacred mountain, see R. L. Coln, The Sacred Mountain in

Ancient Israel (diss., Stanford, L974).
20 S. Talmon, "ai har" TDOT,lll,436fr.
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on those of whoever applies it in the realm of poetry.2l The exaltation of the temple and
its city at the end of time Qsa.2:2f..; Bzk. 40:2) represents the eschatological extedsion

of this mythological line.
It isworth noting that the ideaof Jerusalem asthe city of Yahwehor God, strengthened

by the mountain of Yahweh, cannot be inverted: Israel's God is not the God of Jenrsalem.
No verb 6)lb, Slot, or even Dirr) is able to designate the kind of intimate relationship
between God and Jerusalem that a construct phrase would be able to do, but such a phrase
just does not occur. Its absence might reflect a nomadic element preserved in the later
faith of Israel. It is well said of the Assyrians that "they spoke of the God of Jerusalem

as they spoke of the gods of the peoples of the earth" (2 Ch. 32:19); that is how the

Assyrians think and speak, and similar expressions are found in the decrees of the

Achaemenids (Ezr.l:3;7:19). The biblical view is expressed indirectly but unmistakably
in Ps. 12L:1f.: "[ lift up my eyes to the mountains [the dwelling place of the gods]. From
whence does my help come? My help comes from Yahweh . . ."-1vs would expect the
psalmist to continue with "the God of Jerusalem" or "who dwells in Jerusalem" (Ps.

135:21) or "who dwells on Mount Zion" (sa. 8:L8). Instead, we find: ". . . who made
heaven and earth." It would seem that the author reacts to the potential provocation in
the responses mentioned by implicitly rejecting all gods of cities and mountains.

The phrase "your God" with the antecedent "Zion" (more rarely "Jerusalem") appears

some 5 times in Deutero-Isaiah (e.g., Isa. 52:7),twrcn in the Psalms (Ps. 146:10; 147:12),
and once in Zephaniah (7*ph.3:16f.). This expression, in conjunction with many other
stylistic devices, contributes to a highly developed personification of Zion in Deutero-
Isaiah (similarly Ps.l47:L2 and Zeph. 3:17; Ps. 146:lO may borrow from Isa. 52:7).

VL Spring, River, and Sea of Chaos. The image of spring and river points to the
future-quite understandably, since it has even less connection than the image of the
mountain with the geography of the present. Four passages (with minor variants) speak

of a stream springing from the temple mountain: Ezk. 47:1,-12; Joel 4:18(3:18);7,ec.
14:8; Ps. 46:5(4).nlnthe first, it quickly swells to become a mighty river.ltlsa.33:21,?3
(a somewhat obscure passage), a broad river forms a moat protecting Jerusalem. The
origin of this image is debated. Ps. 46 (w. 3f.[2f.]) links it with the image of Yahweh's
battle with chaos (river, sea, serpent), suggesting a connection of the latter with Jerusalem
(w. 5f.[af.]). Usually, however,23 there is no such association. It is not uncorlmon to find
this mythological theme historicized (and eschatologized); the hostile powers then
appear as nations taking the field against Yahweh, his people, and his city. Sometimes,
as in Ps. 46, the two images are combined. The attack of the nations upon Jerusalem is
discussed below.

That Yahweh protects his city (e.9.,2 K. 19:34; Ps. 147:13f.; Isa. 31:5) goes without

2L On ;apn, see M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSll l(1972),
321f..; M. C. Astour and D. E. Smith, "Place Names," ,R^SB II (L975),318-324; M. Dietrich,
O. loretz, and J. Sanmartii,"T-ur ugaritischen lrxikographie (VII)," U4 5 (1973),96-99.

22 + fltrl gihdn (gflch6n).
23 Cf. the 19 passages mentioning the battle with chaos cited by Stolz, 61-63.
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saying: Jerusalem's inviolability appea$ guaranteed (ps. 48:4; Mic. 3:11). The strength
of this conviction can be measured by the depth of the dismay we hear in Lamentations
when God removes his protection-although even here it is not forgotten that God
surrendered Jerusalem on account of the people's many sins (I:m. l:!8;3:42; etc.),
canying out a decision reached long before (2:17).

It is not always clear whether passages expressing confidence in God's absolute
protection are referring to the present or past or to the future; the future is likely when
this protection defends against a terrible attack mounted by many nations, and even more
so when the attack is described in cosmic and universal terms, as when wild seas rage
against the fortress (cf. above). Such passages include Ps. 2:1ff.; M:7,%.(6,8f.); 48:5-
8(-7);76:3-7(2-6); Isa. 8:9f.; 17:12-14;Z,ec.l2:t-9; the Isaiah passages do not mention
Jerusalem explicitly, but clearly refer to it. The attack upon Jerusalem is doomed to fail
because Yahweh himself will be a wall of fire around the open city (7*c.2:8f.[af.]).

Now several Passages, which one is inclined to quote, speak in contradictory terms.
These include Jer. 6:22-?A (esp. if read in conjunction with 5:15-17); Joer 2:1-20; Mic.
4:ll-14(5:1); and parts of zec.14. (Sections of Ezk.38f., where Jerusalem does not play
any role, are similar.) Here Yahweh protects the city and repulses the attack of the nations,
and yet it is he who has called them to attack. These are not minor literary inconsistencies:
the passages reflect a bitter clash ofexistential and theological opposites. There has been
no lack of critical attempts to resolve the problems by deleting one or another group of
verses or sections of verses as revisions by a later hand.2a In some cases this critical
approach is undoubtedly correct; in others, however, it is wrong or pointless, because
the fabric is so closely woven that it disintegrates when the threads of the unwanted color
are removed. Asolution covering all cases does not exist; many times it is best to accept
the contradictory ideas as they appear without trying to separate them by literary analysis.
Alongside the idea that God protects Jerusalem we find others: he himself may attack
Israel to punish it (Lam.2:4f.,[2ll;3:12)orsummon hostile nations to attack(Isa.5:26-29
[without mention of Jerusalem]; 10:5f.; 29:2f.,6; Jer. 6:6; 22:7f.; Ezk l6:37-4lltr.l;
23:22-?.6[tr.]; Hab. 1:6-10 [without mention of Jerusalem]). Anyone aware of yahweh,s
omnipotence and Israel's sin cannot avoid interpreting the destruction of Jerusalem as
being carried out in some sense by Yahweh himself, and this awareness finds frequent
expression in the OT. The outstanding importance and constant presence of both ideas
forbid the simple resolution of the contradiction by eliminating one or the other. It was
probably not uncommon to confront a paradoxical situation in which hopelessness and
hope, darkness and light, were inextricably combined. we cannot charge these passages
with failing to speak the language of faith.

Vn. The Future to Come. One way of resolving this tension leads to eschatology,
in which Yahweh forgives the sins of Israel (lsa. 44:22; Jer. 50:20). In ZionlJerusalem
he will then assume the kingship (lsa.33:22) that seems so dubious in the present (Jer.
8:19), wonderfully adorn the rebuilt city Qsa. 54:11f.), and cause his glory to shine forth

24 Lutz is typical; a first impression is gained from the notes on lllf.,ll4.
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from it (Isa. 60:1f.). Through his proper viceroy he will see that true justice is done (Isa.
L6:5), and mighty nations will come to ZionlJerusalem to learn Yahweh's ways from his
own mouth and have all their quarrels resolved (lsa.2:2-4)- The city, now situated on its
high mountain (Ezk. 40:2), will endure forever (Joel4:20[3:201\.

V[I. Jerusalem and the Individual. This city, whether standing or destroyed, has
a special meaning for every Israelite of every age. This is illustrated by the heart-rending
laments occasioned by its destruction (Lam. 1-5), the love felt even for the stones and
dust of its ruins @s. 102:15[14]), and the impossibility of forgetting its fate (Ps. 137:l-6).
If Israel can ever be consoled, the consolation will come through (or in?) Jerusalem (Isa.
66:13). This personal relationship finds eloquent expression in delight atthe city'sbeauty
(Ps. 48:3[2]; 50:2), in praise ofits past and the great expectations harbored for its future
(Isa. 62:1f.). Jerusalem is the source of blessing @s. 128:5; 133:3); it is the place-since
Josiah, the only public place-where true worship is offered. Israelites can wish for
nothing better than to spend their lives in the temple like the priests and singers (Ps.27:4;
65:5[4]; 84:5[4]), for there God's praise resounds @s.122:4). Since most cannot share
this good fortune, they ge-probably regularly-to Jerusalem to worship: the experience
of their pilgrimages is preserved in several psalms (Pss. 42f.,84,122; possibly 118) as

eternal evidence of their love for Jerusalem.
The theological meaning of Jerusalem is also discussed in the article + l|l siyydn.
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mit den kanaaniisch-phiinikischen identisch?" BZ, N.s.10 (1966), 197-219;l.McKay,Religion in
Judah undcr the Assyrians, 732409 B.C. SBT, x.s. 26 (1973); J. C. de Moor, "The Semitic
Pantheon of Ugarit," UE 2 (1970), 187-228; J. B. Segal, "'Yrh' n the Gezer 'Calendar',",/SS,
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I. L. Root and Meaning, The root yrft corresponds to a Proto-Semitic *wr[ and is
related to the root 'rt,l with a basic meaning of "wander, travel." Hence the underlying
description is of the moon as "Eaveler, wanderet'' Qleb. ydrdal.t), with a derivative
(1teral.r),"month," having a calendrical meaning. Cf. also Aram .yarhd' andEthiop. warh.

2.Akk. arfiu. Alrk. arfiu Az is widely attested in Babylonian and Assyrian texts (along
withwarfiu, urfiu, andbarfiz) with the meaning "moon," "new moon, first of the month,"
and "month" (as a period of time).

3. Ugan yr[. Ugar. yrf is listed by Whitaker3 with 92 occurrences; no less thar26
of these, however, involve some reconstruction of fragmentary or incomplete texts,
although several may be regarded as more or less certain. The two undisputed meanings
are "moon-god" (Yarib; sovocalizedby Gordon, Gaster, Herdner, andDriver; vocalized
as yareab by Virolleau d, as yarab by Goetze, and as yerab by Eissfeldt) and "month,"
the latter as a period of time and in recording dates. The role of yr[, the West Semitic
moon-god, is shown most fully in the short hymnic texta celebrating the union between
Nikkal, the lunar-goddess (cf. the Sumerian lunar-goddess Ningal), and Yarib. The text
may be a translation from Hurrian and must be regarded as a cultic hymn, possibly
intended to secure blessing and fertility for the family and the birth of children.s It
clearly identifies f31ib as a male deity, closely connected with fertility. He is closely
linked with &s', "full moon" (Heb.lese': Ps. 81:4[Eng. v. 3]; Prov. 7:20).We also find
the proper name 'bdyrfi,6 which is also attested in Phoenician and Punic inscriptions
from Carthage.T It is now widely accepted that this name of the moon-god is to be seen

in the city name "Jericho" $frtfi6; Josh.2:1; etc.), although little trace is left of his
worship and cult.

4. Occurrences and Synonym,r In the Ol there are 27 occtwetcns of the nounyare-a&
referring to the moon. None of these shows any direct and positive divinization of the
moon, although a number of admonitions are found warning against ascribing to it divine
power and status. The OT therefore contains no exact counterpart to the Canaanite-
Phoenician yanf. Neither are there any certain Hebrew proper names that contain this
theophorous element. The closest synonyms to ydrdal in the OT arc l'fini (3 occur-
rences: Cant. 6:10; Isa.24.231'30:?-6) andkese'(2 occurrences: Ps. 81:4[3]; Prov. 7:20).
See also - !2T11 Mi, "morith," towhichyeral.r appears as a synonym 12 times.

7 (1962),212-221;R. B. Y. Scott, "Meteorological Phenomena and Terminology in theOT," ZAW,
64 (1952), tt-25.

1 J. Fiirst, A IIeD rew & Cluldee Lexicon to the OT (Fng- trans., t eipzig, 41871), 608; cf. P. A.
de Lagarde and F. Buhl.

2 cAD, U2 (t968), 259-263.
3 whitaker,319ff.t CfL Zl = KTTJ, L.24.
5 Cf. Herrmann, 106.
6 PNU,L4'.
7 Benz,3?5.
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III. 1. The Moon as a Heavenly Body. As a prominent and constantly changing
feature of the night sky, the moon inevitably has received considerable attention in the

OT. This appears most cornmonly in the use of the nowr @el to note the "renewing"
of the moon and the beginning of a new month.

Significantly, the natural phenomenon most often associated wilh ydrdah is the sun

(-* UaU tm(|' 24 occurrences out of a total of Z7). These two phenomena are related as

the great source of light by day and the lesser light of the night (Gen. 1:16, where,

however, ydrEal is not used). Frequently they are also associated with the stars, which,
like the moon, are seen in the night sky. The moon and stars are related as objects of
human wonder, which point to the greatness of god's power in creation (Ps. 8:4[3]). In
contrast to such outstanding achievements and witnesses to the divine creativity, mortals

appear puny and insignificant. In reality, however, this contrast is only apparent, not real;

for mortals share in the divine glory and honor. They have been empowered by God to

exercise dominion over all the creatures he has made. The moon figures similarly as an

expression of God's creative power in Ps. 136:9, where it is coupled with the stars. In a

natural extension of this theme, Ps. 1.48:3 calls on the sun, moon, and stars to praise God.

In Ps. 104:19, sun and moon are regarded as an occasion to praise God because they

mark the passage of time and the moon indicates the changing seasons (* Ty'tD m6'e[7,
as in Gen. 1:L4.

In Isa. 60:19f., the theme of sun and moon as witnesses to God's greatness becomes

the basis for a skillful poetic development. In the prophet's message of comfort to Israel,

he describes the peace and salvation that will characterize the restored community. As a
mark of the richness of life that will be experienced, the prophet affirms that Israel will
no longer receive light from the sun and moon but from God himself. As the Creator is

greater than the thing created, so the mark of the time of salvation will be a fullness of
light and glory that exceeds that of sun and moon, because such light will come directly
from God. A further unusual development of the theme appears in Ps. 121:6, where the

collocation of SemeS ardydrEah has given rise to a very distinctive usage. All who put

their trust in Yahweh and are consequently set under his providential care and protection

will be guarded from natural dangers. The sun will not strike them by day nor the moon

by night. The obvious dangers of sunstroke and heat exhaustion have provided the basis

for this illustration of Yahweh's care. Many commentators (Gunkel, Anderson, etc.) find
here evidence for belief in the harmful effect of the moon's rays, well attested in antiquity
(cf. "lunatic"). Others8 have suggested the emendation qeral, "frost." This emendation

is inappropriate, however: the basic requirement of poetic balancing of images has

occasioned the word picture, and the prevalent belief in the harm caused by the moon

has provided sufficient justification.

2. The Moon as a Tbken of Durability and Brightness. The presence of the moon as

a permanent feature of the night sky has led to its employment as a token of durability
and brightness. Three occurrences of the moon in the Psalter associate its durability with
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the permanence of the Davidic kingship. In Ps. 72, a prayer for the Davidic king (cf.
v. 20), v. 5 expresses the petition: "May he [ = the king] live [reading tl'rya'ortlgwiththe
LXX] while the sun endures, and as long as the moon, throughout all generations!" In
addition, v. 7 offers the prayer that, under the king's rule, righteousness may flourish "till
the moon be no more." The obvious element of poetic hyperbole in the expression may
be granted, but it has also drawn on traditions regarding the timeless (mythological)
benefits derived through the kingship. Ps. 89:38(37) recalls the divine promise of a

dynasty to David, recorded in 2 S. 7:l-t7, as a permanent feature of God's will for the
government of Israel: "Like the moon it [the Davidic dynasty] shall be established for
ever." Again the sun and moon are associated (Ps. 89:37[36]). In Jer. 3L:35, the "fixed
order" @uqqq [Rudolph emends O bAqeqD of the moon and stars is cited as a token of
God's power and immutability. This immutability, an addition to the prophecy of the new
covenant (w.27-34), is then employed as a basis for asserting the enduring nature of the
relationship between Yahweh and Israel (v. 37).

TWo passages use the brightness of the moon as an illustration of greatness. In Job
25:5, God's surpassing greatness is shown by the assertion that before him even the moon
is not bright (readingynhEl with the ancient versions). In Gen. 37:9, the moon appears
with the sun and stars. It figures in Joseph's second dream, which foretells his destiny
and that of his brothers. It is stated that the sun, moon, and eleven stars bowed down
before Joseph; the stars clearly represent his brothers, and the inclusion of the sun and
moon, representing his father and mother (v. 10), enhances the portrayal of the exalted
status Joseph is to attain.

3. Thc Day ofYahweh andOther Reference.s. In Josh. 10:12, Joshua strikingly invokes
the sun and moon during the Israelite battle for Gibeon. According to v. 1.3, the curse is
cited from the ancient Book of Jashar; it may well have stood originally in a totally
different context. It draws on a theme widely attested in the ancient world,e which is
essentially a prayer for victory in battle. Joshua appeals to the sun to be still Qit., "silent";
Heb. dmm) in the Valley of Aijalon until the Israelites have obtained victory over their
enemies.

The appeal to the moon to stand still so that Israel may obtain victory in the holy war
is part of a wider tradition regarding the role played by natural forces and phenomena
on Israel's behalf (cf. also - f )'D kbkab).If Yahweh leads the armies of Israel, it is a

simple extension of this belief to look for his assistance through the agency of the power
he controls. This theme and tradition is developed further in Hab. 3:11. This prophetic
psalm weaves together a number of ancient haditions associated with Yahweh's power.
His theophany in a thunderstorm, his leadership in the holy war, and his primeval battle
against the forces of chaos have all been brought together to form a complex portrayal
of his immense power, which he has placed at the disposal of his people (v. 16). The
knowledge of this evokes joy and trust on the part of those who worship him.

In 3 passages (Isa. 13:1.0; Joel 2:10; 4:1513:151) the darkening of the moon is

e Abel.
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associated with the day of Yahweh; Joel 3:4(2:31) also states that the moon is to become
blood on this day (cf. - d1, y6m\. The darkening of the natural luminaries (sun, moon,
and stars in the first 3 references; sun and moon only in the last) is a sign of Yahweh's
wrath and of impending judgment upon his enemies. The basic elements of this feature
of the day of Yahweh are clearly associated with natural phenomena: the heavy black
clouds of a thunderstorm and the "reddening" of the moon in a dust storm. The moon's
turning to blood (dam) may involve a conscious echo of its being "silenced" (damam\ in
Josh. 10:12. This observation further strengthens the claim that holy war traditions have
influenced the idea of the day of Yahweh. The darkening of the heavenly luminaries as

afl accompaniment to Yahweh's punishment of his enemies is also found in Ezk.32:7.
Here, however, there is no explicit reference to the day of Yahweh, and the enemy
threatened in this fashion is the Egyptian Pharaoh.

Ecrl. 12.'2 also mentions the darkening of the moon together with the sun and the
stars, but without suggesting that this is a sign of divine anger. It signifies instead the
coming of old age, when sight begins to fail so that even the great sources of light upon
earth no longer appear bright.

IIII. The Moon as an Object of lllicil Worship. Five passages in the OT refer to the
moon, together with other heavenly bodies, as an object of illicit worship. Four of these
emanate from writers of the Deuteronomistic school (Dt. 4:19; 17:3;2 K. 23:5; Jer. 8:2),
so that they clearly point to the religious situation in the last years of the kingdom of
Judah and during the Babylonian exile. The widespread popularity of veneration of the
moon as a deity, seen in Canaanite-Phoenician religion, makes it evident that this practice
was not limited to a relatively brief period of time. In contrast to the great popularity of
sun worship in ancient Israel, traces of lunar mythology and cult objects are quite limited,
although not entirely absent.

The cultic observance in which this element is clearest is Passover (* llDDps[), which
exhibits a number of lunar features. The cultic significance of the new moon day supports
this observation, as does the early association of the new moon day with the Sabbath (*
nf 12 ibr). Further relics of an ancient lunar cult are to be seen in the use of moon pendants
as amulets (cf. Jgs. 8:2'1.,26; Isa. 3:18).to Even so, the sum total of such relics of lunar
imagery and mythology in ancient Israel is not large, so that its being singled out in the
admonitions of the Deuteronomistic writers calls for some comment. Dt. 4:19, elaborat-
ing the second commandment of the Decalog, contains an admonition against regarding
the moon as an object of worship. In similar fashion, Dt.l7:3 raises the possibility that
an Israelite might be found guilty of infringing the requirements of the first command-
ment by worshipping "the sun or the moon or any of the host of heaven." In this case, it
may be assumed that the moon is not a token or symbol of Yahweh but amounts to another
god. In 2K.23.,5, it is recorded that Josiah removed the idolatrous priests (lemArtm) of.
the cities of Judah and round about Jerusalem, who had burned incense to the moon, as

well as to other heavenly bodies and to Ba'al. Worship of such phenomena, including

10 This interpretation is argued by McKay, 115f.
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the moon, is reported by Jer. 8:2 as the sin of the kings, priests, prophets, and other
inhabitants of Jerusalem, for which they are to be punished with death by Yahweh.

It is not immediately obviouswhy the Deuteronomic movement should have focused
so sharply and directly on the sin of worshipping the moon and other natural phenomena.

The popularity of such lunar and astral symbolism in religion may well have increased
during Assyrian suzerainty over Judah. The Assyrians may even have imposed such
features directly, although this is not confirmed. But the proven antiquity of such lunar,
solar, and astral features in Israel's religious inheritance from Canaan makes it the more
likely source. Once Josiah's reform had removed the more blatant and obvious features

of Canaanite rites and imagery, those features that could not be abolished by official
command actually gained in popularity. The sudden emergence of sharp polemic on the
part of the Deuteronomistic school against veneration of the moon and other heavenly

bodies was necessary to carry out the reforming aims of its leaders. These phenomena

were not in themselves images of gods or of Yahweh; but they could be so interpreted,
and therefore demanded the special attention of the Deuteronomistic reformers.

A further reference to worship of the moon appears in Job 31:26, as part of Job's oath

of clearance. He declares his innocence of all forms of religious or moral offense of which
he might possibly be accused. He includes the possibility that he might have looked
reverently at the sun on account of its brilliance or at the moon moving across the sky in
its splendor. Of any such offense, Job declares that he is totally innocent.

IV. l. Month That the phases of the moon provided a simple and readily observable

method of calculating the passage of time is fundamental to the calendrical reckoning of
the ancient world and to its general awareness of the temporal dimension. So impressive,
in fact, is the inherent value of the moon as a means of reckoning time that Gen. 1: 14

affirms this as the primary purpose of its creation. The lunar month of 29 days, 12 hours,

and 44 minutes gives a lunar year of a little more than 354 days, falling approximately
11 days short of the solar year. This fact is responsible for so many of the difficulties of
the ancient world in developing a satisfactory calendar that it became the central reason

for the development of different calendrical systems.
Within the literature of the OT, the observation of the moon and its use in reckoning

the divisions of the year is often indicated by the noun l.tD{ei, whrch denotes the time
when the moon renews itself. For most of the biblical period, it is certain that the

calculation of each month was reckoned from the first appearance of the new moon (Ex.
23:15;34:18). In ancient Egypt, however, the new month was reckoned from the time
the moon became full; it has been suggestedll that this may also have been true for Israel
in its earliest period. That ancient Israel borrowed the Canaanite-Phoenician names of
the months is shown by the occasional use of these old names (1 K. 6:37: Ziv; 1 K. 6:38:
Bul; 1 K. 8:2: Ethanim). Since Ugaritic texts show the use of yrh for such calendrical
dating of months, it may be significant that the OT uses yeral for these dates. In later
usage, however, it is noteworthy that WeS is used consistently for recording dates.

11 Cf. A. Strobel, "Monat," BHHW,ll(1964),1232.
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Apart from these references to specific months, there are only 9 other passages in the
OT that use yerah to describe the duration of the moon's cycle as a period of time. In all
of them, the main interest focuses on the entire span of the lunar cycle and thus upon a
definite period of time. The duration of this period is expressed by the phraseyerahyamtm,
literally "a month of days" @L2L:13;2IC 15:13). In Dt. 21:13, it describes the period of
mourning during which a captive slave woman is allowed to mourn the loss of her parents
and home. After this time has elapsed, she may be taken as a wife by her captor. The second
instance, 2K. 15:13, describes the brief reign of one month exercised in Israel by Shallum
ben Jabesh before his mwder by Menahem. Ex.2:2 (J) mentions a similar relatively short
period of time: the infant Moses is reported to have been hidden by his parents for three
months. In the Blessing of Moses, the blessing for Joseph concerns the fertility of his land
and the abundance of its crops, which are described as "the rich yield (gere$ of the
months" (Dt. 33:14). The poet is evidently concerned to achieve a balanced parallel to the
"produce of the sun," so that the link between "moon" and "month" appears intentional.
A more obscure reference to a period of a month is found in Znc. 11:8, where the chief
shepherd (God) destroys three shepherds (kings) in one month. The background and point
of the allusion are far from clear; it may be linked most plausibly with the deaths of Joram
ben Jehosaphat and his son Ahaziah, both kings ofJudah, and Joram ben Ahab, king of
Israel, all of whom died in the space of a month in 841 s.c.tz

There are 4 other passages that use the nowryeral.r, all in the book of Job. Three appear
in contexts where Job laments his sufferings and the weariness of his life. In the first,
Job 3:6, the "number of the months" is a poetic parallel to the "days of the year." The
context is Job's cursing the day of his birth and adjuring that it no longer be reckoned
among the days of the year. ln 7:3, Job laments that God has appointed for him
yafh4-Saw', "months of emptiness," in which he experiences nothing but suffering and
so enjoys no pleasure of any kind. ln29:2, Job expresses the desire to experience once
more the happiness he had known in the past, wishing that he might be "as in the months
of old." An idiomatic usage occurs in39:2, where God asks Job whether he knows the
time when the mountain goats and hinds give birth to their young or the length of their
pregnancy (lit., "the months that they fuffif'). The use of yerah for the period of
pregnancy has good parallels in Akk ar[u.

2. Calendan In Ugaritic, the month names are recorded in the form yr!,1[. One text13
gives the sequence riSyn, nql, mgmr, pgrm: anotherlagivesfryr; lllt, gn, i1b; a thirdls gives
nql, mgmr, dbfm. The month of iltbnmr6 was followed by rii yn.r7

Besides the three ancient month names already mentioned, the name of the monthAbib
in the old Israelite calendar is also attested (Ex. 13:4; 23:.15;34:18; Dt. 16:1), but never

12 B. Otzen, Studien iiber Deuterosacharja. AcThD,6 (1964), 156f.
73 Kr(J,4.L82,3240.
14 Kr(J,4.222,11-15.
rs KTU,4.3L6.
t6 l{ru,4.269,30.
t7 l{ru,4.387,L3,21.
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with yerah.r8 In the later years of the Israelite monarchy, a system of counting the months
by use of the ordinal numbers 1-12 was introduced, probably under Assyrian influence
(Jer. ?3:1,17; etc.). This continued into the exilic period, after which it became usual to
define the months by reference to the Assyro-Babylonian month names (Neh. 1:1.; 2:L;
etc.). The abs encn, of yera$ in all these passages further underlines the importance attached
to the reckoning of the month from the beginning of the new moon (lale$.

In the OT as a whole, we can see various survivals of an earlier stratum of Canaanite-
Phoenician religion, which attached far greater importance to the moon than became the
norm for Israelite religion. Similarly-but not necessarily for this reason-we find a

marked preference for ltfulei in recording the months of the calendar.
Clements

18 See Kofftnahn,200.

171, varek * O:I?4 f"hgavim (ch'lntsayim)

l7l, Wroe; l1'\ yar6q; lJi yaraq; | *'1?, 
yereq;1i11?. yeraqon; PlPl:

fraqraq; DgPl: yor('atn; 11P12 yarqdn

Contents: I. Etymology: 1. ydraq I, "Spit"; 2. yrq ll. II. Occurrences. III. Nouns: L. yarOq;2.
yaraq; 3. y ereq; 4. y0raq6n; 5. yraqr aq; 6. Names with yrq. [V. Summary.

I. Etymology. The Hebrew lexica distinguish two rootsyrq.'lyrql,"spit," a by-form
of rqq (l*v. 15:8; also roq, "sputum" [Job 7:19; 30:10; Isa. 50:6]), and yrq II, which
denotes the green or yellow color of plants. The latter is attested in the OT only in its
derived nouns.

l. ydraq I, *Spit." Although yrq I can hardly have any connection with yrq ll,2

yaraq. R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963), 27-33;H. Janssens, "Les couleurs
dans la Bible h€braique," AIPH, t4 (1954/57),145-171, esp. 148, 15ff.

I K8L3,420.
2 Contrary to the suggestion of P. de Lagarde, lJbersicht iiber die im aramiiische4 arabischen,

und hebriiischen ilbliche Bildwrg der Nomina. AGWG,35 (1889), 200.
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probably deriving instead from an onomatopoetic root rq, we shall discuss yrq I briefly
here. This root appears in Ethiop. waraqa, "spit," and Atab. riq, "sputum," as well as in

Jewish Aram.yrq "spit out,"3 and in Imperial Aramaic in the formyrwqrL "they spit."4

In the OT, yrq I occurs in 2 passages: Nu. 1.2:14 $tdrdq ydraq) and Dt. ?5:9 (wydfqd\
Both verses use the act of spitting to express contempt for and rejection of what is spat

out. Ahikars similarly affirms that at first a throne is built for the liar; but as soon as his

lies are discovered, people spit in his face. In Nu. 12:14 (spoken by Yahweh), Miriam's
exclusion for seven days as a punishment for leprosy isjustified on the grounds that she

would have been shamed (tiktalzm) seven days if her father had spat in her face. Irv.
15:8, on the contrary, prescribes that anyone spat upon (rqq) by someone who has a

discharge must wash his clothes and bathe himself and is unclean only until the evening.

According toDt.25:96, a wife whose husband has died avenges the refusal of levirate

marriage by pulling the sandal off the foot of her dead husband's brother and spitting in

his face. In the ancient world, even spitting on the ground could be forbidden out of
magical considerations: HerodotusT reports that Deiokes, the king of the Medes,

prohibited laughing and spitting in his presence. In Sophocles' Antigone,8 Haimon

refuses to speak to his father Creon, who is to blame for the death of Antigone, his bride:

he spits in his face and falls upon his sword.

2.yrq II. The meaning of the root identified as yrq II in Biblical Hebrew is "be or

become green or yellow." Just as Egyp.w3d, "green," connected etymologically with

Semitic wrq,e is derived from the papyrus plantlo and Arab. aftQati "gteen," from

fiadrlfiadia "the fresh green of plan15"tt (cf. the etymological connection in English

between "green" and "grass"), so in Hebrew the basic use of the root wrqlyrq is to
describe the "greening" of flora.12 Asimilar situation obtains in Akkadian, where the root

appears primarily as the adj .(w)arqu(m),"yellow, green," which serves to describe plants

(but also animals and clothing and other green objects). We also find the nouns arqu'

especially with the meaning "greens," and (w)arqiltu(ra), "greenness, freshness."13 The

Akkadian verb waraqu, "turn yellow" (of a face),la can be interpreted naturally as a

denominative. In Arabic, too, the verb warraqa (also IV) derives from the lliolun waraq,

3 Cf. Bab. Yebam.39b <Dt. ?5:9.
a Ahikar 133.
s Ahikar 133.
6 Cf..T.Zeb.3:4.
7 Hist. i.99.
8 1230ff.
e O. R<issler, "Das Agyptische als semitische Sprache," in F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, eds.,

Christentum am Roten Meer,I (1971), 316.
10 H. Kees, Farbensymbolik in iigyptischen religidsen Tuten. NAWG, 1943111,425.
1l W. Fischer, Farb- und Formbezeichnungen in d.er Sprachc der altarabischen Dichtung

(Wesbaden, 1965), 116, 306.
12 Gradwohl,33.
t3 cAD, r/2 (tgfi), 3W-302.
14 B. Meissne 4 B eitrii ge zum assyr ischen Wdrterbuch II. AS, 4 (1932), 27.
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"leaf," as its meaning ("blow about like leaves") shows; the same noun lies behind the
color adj. auraq, "especially like leaves with respect to color."ls The root is attested with
the meaning "greens" in Old Aram.yrq;16 possibly OSAwrq rQn;tt y' O eHeb.yarqd';
Syr. yireq, yarqa'; Mand. yaruqat larea, and yurqa. Egyp. y3qt, "leek," a Semitic
loanword, should also be cited here.

The verb forms in Middle Hebrew (with the meaning "make yellow" in the Mishnah
and Talmud; cf. "become green" in Jewish Aramaic), Syriac, and Mandaic continue to
be used, as in Akkadian, of a face's turning pale green or yellow. The color "yellow" is
denoted by yrq when the root is used of a metal, usually gold. Thus A1*.. Surdsu arquts
andUgar.yrq {rrple recall the fraqraq hards of Ps. 68:14(Eng. v. 13). In South Semitic,
we find OSA wr4 "gold,"m and Ethiop. waraq "gold'u2t The latter also means "gold"
in Ge'ez, Amharic,22 and Tigrifl". In Tigr6, however, it means "silver."23 For Libyan, one
may cite Tuareg fire(, "gold." Although the meaning "silver" appears in Tigr6, Arab.
warqlwariq "silver coin" (found in the sense of "money" in Koran 18:19, e.g.), is
probably derived fromwaraq "leaf'; it is therefore related only indirectly to "green."
Tuareg dartt(, "copper," is based on *la-waruqu, "something ]ellsw."2a

The corpus of Amorite proper names from the Mari texts yields the name "Yarq"
$ta-ar-qa-AlNf),2s which may be compared toOSAQwrq4% aclanname from Qataba,
and {tlwrqn.21

The range of meanings from green to yellow inherent in the Semitic root should be
no cause for surprise. In the Near East, green plants that spring up without enough water
yellow rapidly. In addition, the words for "green" and "yellow" in other (Indo-European)
languages frequently derive from the same root, clearly because the boundary between
the two is felt to be vague.T

II. Occurrences. There are 2L occurrences of the five different nouns derived from

ls Fischer, 116.
t6 KAI,222A.2g.
17 C. Rathjens-H. V. Wissmann, Sildarabien-rease (Hamburg, l93L),69.3; oral communica-

tion from W W. Miiller; otherwise, M. H<itrer, Scbaeicq lll (1966),36.
78 cAD,l/2,300b.
1e E.g., KTU, l.l4lll,22.
20 E.g., RES, 3946, 7 ;3951, 3.
2t LqlingAeth,gg8.
22 W. I*sla\ Hebrew Cognates in Amharic (Wiesbaden, 1969), 83.
23 TigrWB,434a.
2a O. Rrissler, "Der semitische Charakterderlybischen Sprache," ZA, N.s. 16 [50] (L952),L32.
25 APNM,2I5.
26 Rts, 3566, 29; 3902, no. 162.
27 Ja 288,2. See G. L. Harding, An Index and Concordance of PreJslamic Arabian Names

and Inscriptions (Ioronto, L97l), 640. On the vocalization warqan or warag4 see Y. Abdallah,
Die Personcnrumen in al-Hamdinai'AI-IklIl und ihre Parallelen in dcn altsildarabischen
Inschriften (diss., Tiibingen, L97 5), 96.

28 Cf. C. D. Buck, A Dictionary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European
Languages (Chicago, 1949), nos. 15.68, 69, pp. 1058f.
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yrq: ydr6q one*,, ydrdq 3 times, yereq 8 times, y€rdqdn 6 times, and f raqraq 3 times.

The proper names yarqiln and (possibly) yor('dm occur once each. The o@rurences are

scattered throughout the OT and their distribution does not suggest any conclusions.

III. Nouns.
l.yar6q. The hapax legomenon ya-rdq appears in Job 39:8 with the meaning'lgreen

thing." The wild ass that pastures in the mountains must work hard to find its food; it
searches out every green thing.

2. ydrdq. The noun ydrdqhas the specialized meaning "(greeo) vegetables." In the

description of the promised land, Dt. 1L:10 states that, unlike a vegetable garden (gan

hayydrdq) in the riverine civilization of Egypt, the land does not need to be inigated by

human labor; because it lies in the rain belt, it is watered "by the rain from heaven." A
vegetable garden is also called gan-ydrdq in 1, Y- 2L:2. Ahab wants to have Naboth's

vineyard for a kipon lachdnin (l-XX20:2). According to Prov. l5:L7, a dinner of
vegetables ("ruha1 ydrdq; l-XX xenism6s lacludmn) cooked with love is better than a

fatted ox served with hatred.

3. yereq. The segholat e nounyereq is used twice with'ej,Jb (Gen. 1:30; 9:3) to denote

the green foliage of plants.2e Similarly, Ex. 10:L5 uses it with M'egb denote the green

leaves of a tree. In Nu.22:4, it is qualified by hassddeh: the green (grass) of the field is
devoured by cattle. In 3 passages, yereq is qualified by deis'.3o In the oracle to

Sennacherib in 2 K. l9:21-31(par. Isa. 37:22-32), a secondary insertion into the text,

2K.19:26 uses tle natural image of withering vegetation to describe the fate of the cities

taken by Sennacherib: "They have become like plants of the field ('ekb Sddch), and like

tender grass (wiraq dcle'\, like grass on the housetops (h"str gagg61), 'dried out'by 'the

east wind'." lnPs.37:2, similarly, the m"rO^un and'ASA 'awli ate threatened with fading
like the grass (ftdsir) and withering like the green herb (yereq dete).lnlsa.1.5:6,yereq
appears without further qualification in a lament over Moab. The grass (!ra$r), the new

growth (deie'), and thus everything grenn $tereq) have withered and vanisheLa vivid
picture of the destruction of Moab. As punishment for breaking a treaty, one inscription
threatens that no more vegetation ({qr), greenery $trq\, or grass ('[w) will be seen.31

4. yErdqdn. The rrounyeraqfln is used 5 times in the OT to denote a disease infecting
grain; it always follows iiddnfrn. It appears in v. 22 of Dt. 28:15-68 (a cune); in 1' K.
8:37 (par. 2 Ch. 6:2f3), in the prayer of dedication of the temple, as a plague that causes

the people to resort to prayer; and in Am. 4:9, in the context of an invective against the

cult pilgrims, as a plague that should cause them to repent and return to Yahweh. Hag.

2e w. H. Schmidt, Dre S chi)pfungsgeschic*te der Priesterschrift. WMAM 17 (31973),150fr.;

C. Westermang Genesis 1-11 @n9 trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 161fr.; O. H. Steck, Der
Sctu)pfungsbericht dcr Pricsterschrifi. FRLAM 115 (1975), 137f., esp. nn.558,560.

so - RU.t dete, (deshe,).
3t I(A1,222 A.28f.; cf. also III.4 below.
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2:17 is probably borrowed from the Amos passage. The terms siddafin and yeraq6n
constitute a stereotyped pair in the topos of a "catalogue of calamities.,,32 Dalman33
definesyaraq0n as "the fading of the tips of the green grain resulting from 'worm growth,
during a period of prolonged drought." ln Jer. 30:6, y€rdq6n describes the face oi people
terrified at the day of Yahweh. The IXX hanslates here (LXX 37:2\ and in 1 K. g:37
(Origen only);2Ch.6:28; Am.4:9 withikteros, 'Jaundice,,;3+ in Am. 4:9, where iidddpiln
is rendered by pfr6sis, "feve4" the rxX is thinking of human diseases (cf. the Syi. of
2Ch.6:213: lwhn' wlwnq', "boils and affliction"; the Arabic is similar).:s

5. fraqraq. In the section on leprous garments of the laws governing ritual purity,
l*v. L3l.47'49 describes the "infection" of wool and linen cloth or leather as a true case
of leprosy if the disease shows greenish$traqraq\ or reddish ('./amdam) spots that are
the product of mildew. I*v. L4:37 discusses the infection of houses with leprosy in a
similarly systematic way: it is present if the fungus covering the walls consists of
"greenish or reddish nests" (trqa%rfrAl yraqraqqq'6'"/amdammil) appearing deeper
than the surface. In other words, light gray mildew was not considered dangerous,
whereas "an unusual and changing coloration" was a sign of danger requiring protective
measures.36

The singular of the reduplicating form y" raqraq appears only in the much-debated ps.

68.37 Verse 14(13) is a famous cnrx interpretum. There is a formal and contextual parallel
in Ethiop. waraqr-tq38 in the thirty-fifth discourse of "physiologus," "on the Dove,',3e
describing the various markings of doves. The interpretations of the dove in v. 14(13)
that are of significance for defininr )rraqraq divide into two groups: either (1) the
description ofthe dove reflects a real dove, or (2) it describes an artifact. In the first case,
we can ignore the question of whether the poet is really thinking of doves, either as
carriers of messages (Eerdmans) or as associated with royal courts (Isserlin), or is using
a natural image metaphorically, so that the dove represents Israel (the Jewish interpreta-
tion). In this case, the author's words (kan"p€ yon6 nehpa lakkcsep tf'elrilleyhd
btraqraq hartts) were inspired by the play of colors on a dove shining in the sunlighi. In
the second case, the poet is assumed to have been picturing a dove made of some
unspecified material covered with metal-silver, gold, or possibly bronze. (Cf. the dove
from Susa, now in the louvre, probably dating from the latter part of t}re second

rz 
11t lu{oln! , Amos. KAT, Xtlll2 (lg7l), t79t.; H. W. Wolff, "Ioe l and Amos. Herm (Eng.

trans. L977),212ff.
33 AuS,ll2(L928),326.

- :o Cf. Akk. awurri@twm, amuniqdn4 'Jaundice" (AHw, | [1965], 9Za), the probable source
of Syr. mcfifitti'.

35 For a different interpretation, see Gradwohl, 31.
36 K. Elliger, Leviticns. HAT,IV (1966), 185.

_ " 9*, 9.g., E. W. E. Reuss, Der achtundsechzigste Psalm (Jena, 1851); also S. Mowinckel,
Der achtwdsechzigste Psalm. AWA2,ll, l953ll; J. vlaardingerbroek, psalm 6g (diss., Amster-
dam,1973).

38 Erroneously citedby KBL3 aswaraqrilq.
3e Ed. F. Hommel (l*ipzrg, t877),28,'B}:and xxvi-xxvii.
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millennium n.c.; it is 8 cm. [3 in.] long, made of lapis lazuli, and covered with gold.ao)

The meaning of y"raqraq in either case would be "glistening yellowish-green"'41 if the

dove is covered with metal, neither verdigris nor patina is necessarily involved.

6. Names with yrq. There are two proper names that are probably connected with the

rootyrq.
a. yorE'arn. The personified toponym lorr'tu, cited in I Ch.2:44 as a descendant

of Caleb and frequently identified with the toponym yoqt"dm in Josh. l5:56,a2 may

derive from the root yrq, as the Amorite parallel and certain Old South Arabic names

suggest.a3 Now the names based solely on the root wrqlyrq are easy to interpret; it is
more difficult, however, to interpretyorq'an as a phrase name based on the rootyrq and

the element 'am. Orre might be tempted to posit a different root, for example rq', with
prefix and suffix; but this approach, too, does little to clarify the meaning of the name.aa

The uncertainty regarding the history and interpretation of the nanre yorE'Am makes it
inadvisable to try to derive from it additional information about the rootyr4 or to interpret

the name on the basis of the extended semantic field of.yrq.

b. yarqfin. Josh. 19:46, in the description of Dan's territory, uses the phrase frm€

hayyarqfin tf,hiraqqiln. The text appears to be corrupt; most scholars follow the LXX
in deleting the second name as dittography. But the remaining expression rn i ft ayyarqOn,

which today is used for the Nahr el-'Aujd, still raises questions. It might actually refer

to a wadi or watercourse descriptively called "the greenish (stream)." On the other hand,

hayyarqiln could be a place name,4s bearing no less eloquent witness to its fertile

environment. In this case, the adjacent stream would have been named after the place .

There are parallels for both usage s: cf . mA hayyardEn in Josh. 3:8,13; etc. and mA merbm

in Josh. 11:7. Thus if hayyarqiln is the original text, it is an appellative describing either

the yellowish-green color of a stream or the fertile environment of a village in the "green

countryside."

IV. Summary. The Qumran texts contain no derivatives of the rcot yrq-

a. The IXX uses ptlein and emptfein to translate yaraq, lfuchanon and chbr6s to
translate yereq, and tkteros to tratslate yeraq6n.

b. The various terms under discussion refer primarily to phenomena involving

vegetation. Originally, the root probably denoted the color of leaves; this meaning best

accounts for the various specific usages. The root appears in theologically important

passages in Gen. L:30, where God gives plants to animals and human beings to use as

food, and in Gen. 9:3, where God gives human beings permission to eat not only plants

367

A. Schifer and W. Andrae , Die Kunst des Alten Oriens (Berlin, 1925), no. 482.

Cf. also B. Kedar-Kopfstein, "Iill zdfib knhnbh)," TDOT,lY,34.
E.g., F.-M. Abel, Giigraphie de la Palestine, II (Pads, 31967),365.

See I.2 above.
For a proposal that emends the consonantal skeleton of the name, see W F. Albright, "The

Jordan Valley in the Bronze Age," AASOR, 6 (1926),22" with n.36.
as Cf. OSA wr4 as the name of an oasis (CIH, 375,1 = Ja 550, 1).

40

4t
42

43

44
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but also the flesh of animals. lnDt. ?3:22;1 K. 8:37 (par.); and Am. 4:9, the unhealthy
yellowing of grain is a sign that God has withheld his blessing. 

Kellermann
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I. The Word. Whenever possible, the ancient versions translated yr.i and its deriva-
tives by words referring to inheritance of private property; the IXX, for example, uses

klEronom€l, which likewise translates -* )n: nhl andits derivatives. Scholars have long
recognized that this interpretation demands critical reevaluation, but they have been

unable to reach a consensus.

Recent exegetical literature often discusses yr.f only in other contexts, and then

frequently from a one-sided perspeclive. The only thorough study, that of Bird (unfor-

tunately not published), is more usefirl in its treatment of philological questions than in
its analysis of the OT, because the author limits her study to Deuteronomic usage. Recent

27 (1983), 14-33; iden, "Darstellungskunst und Theologie..in Dtn 1,G3,29," Bibl, 4l (1960),
105-134; idem, *Die deuteronomistische Darstellung des Ubergangs der Fiihrung Israels von
Moses auf Josue," Scholastilg 37 (1962),32-34; iden, Das Hauptgebot. AnBibl,20 (1963); idern,
"Kerygmata des Deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks,"Die Bo*chaftunddie Boten. Festschrifi
H. W. Wolff (Neukirchen-Vluyn, t982),87-100; iden "Die Priesterschrift und die Geschichte,"
Congress Volume, Gdttingen 1977. SY7, 29 (1978), 189-225; idem, "Der Sch<ipfergott und der
Bestand von Himmel und Erde," in G. Altner, et al., Sind wir noch zu retten? (Regerrsburg, 1978),

L5-39;idem, "Die Sicherung derWirksamkeit des Gotteswortes durch das Prinzip der Schriftlich-
keit der Tora und durch das Prinzip der Gewaltenteilung nach den limtergesetzen des Buches
Deuteronomium (Dt 16,18-18,22)," in H. Wolter, ed., TestimoniwnVerilati. FT/|,s,7 (1971);idem,
"Textkitisches zu jrJ im AI," Mihnges Dominique Barthilemy. OBO, 38 (1981), 273-?38;
O. Loretz, "Hebriisch qrwJ und jr.l in Mi 6,15 und Hi 20,15," UE 9 (1977),353f.; G. C. Macholz,
Israel und das Land (Habilitationsschrift, Heidelberg, 1969); T. N. D. Mettinger, "The Nominal
Pattern Q"Tulla in Biblical Hebreq" "ISS, 16 (1971),2-t4; S. Mittmann, Deuteronomium 1t4t
literarkitisch und traditionsgeschichtlich untenucht. BZAW, L39 (1975); P. A. Munch, "Das
Problem des Reichtums in den Psalmen 37. 49. 73,'? ZAW 55 (1937),36-46, esp. 38-40; R. D.
Nelson, The Redactional Dwlity of the Deuteronotnistic History (diss., Union Theological
Seminary in Virginia, 1973);1. G. Pltiger, Literarkritische, formgeschichtliche und stilkritische
(Jntersuchungen zum Deuterorwmium. BBB,26 (1967),61-87; G. von Rad, "The Promised Land
and Yahweh's Land in the Hexateuch," inThe Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng.
trans. 1966; repr. [,ondon, 1984),79-93; W. Richter, "Die Uberlieferungen um Jephtah Ri 10,17-
L?,6," Bibl,47 (1966),485-556, esp. 54346;H. H. Schmid,'O'llirJbeerben," TIIAT,|,778-781;
G. Schmitt, Du sollst keinen Frieden schlicssen mit den Bewohnern des Landes. BWAM 9ll5/lll
(1970); M. Schwantes, Das Recht der Armen. BET, 4 (1977), 16-20; S. M. Schwertner, Das
verheissene Lalrd (diss., Heidelberg, t966), 169-177; G. Seitz, Redaldionsgeschichtliche Studien

zumDeuteronomium. BWAM93t5ll3)(1971); R. Smend, "Das Gesetz und die \tilker," Probleme
biblischer Theologie. Fes*chrifi G. von Rad (Munich, t97t),49+509; L. A. Snijders, "Genesis
XV: The Covenant with Abram," OTS, LZ (1958), 26I-279, esp. ?-67-271; W. von Soden,

"Aramiiische W<irter in neuassyrischen und neu- und spdtbabylonischen Texten," Of 35 (1966),
1-20, esp. L2; I. J. Stamm, "Hebrlische Frauennamen," Hebrtiische Wortforschung. Festschrift
lV. Baumgartner. SW, t6 (1967),301-339, esp. 327 = Beitriige zr hebrciischen und altoriental-
ischen Namenhtnde. OBO, 30 [1980]; N. H. Thr-Sinai, The Book of./ob (Jerusalem, 1957),314;
P. Weimar, (Jntersuchungen anr priesterschriftlichen Exodusgeschichte. FzB, 9 (1973), 150-53;
M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic Sciool (Oxford,1972),313-15; i.der4 "Tlte
Period of the Conquest and of the Judges as Seen by the Earlier and the [:ter Sources," IrT
L7 (1967), 93-113; J. N. M. Wijngaards, "The Dramatization of Salvific History in the

Deuteronomic Schools," OTS, 16 (1%9),84-90; H. W. Wolff, "Das Kerygma des deuteronomis-
tischenGeschichtswerkes,"Z{W73(196t),171-186 =GSAT.ThB,22(1973),308-324;H.Zim-
mem, Akkadische Fremdwdrter ats Ba'eis fiir babylonischen Kulnreinfluss (t9tl1, tl .
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lexica, such as KBL2, KBL3, and rHAT are often less careful than earlier ones in
distinguishing meanings. The present article represents a fresh approach to the sources.
On questions of textual criticism, the reader is referred to t-ohfink's "Textkritisches zu
lD'l! im AT," which will not always be cited for each case.

l. Distribution in the OT.
a. Qal. The qal of yrJ occurs 161 times in the OT, counting the following uncertain

passages: Lev.25:46; Nu. 14:24;Josh. 1:11 (lrith),15 (wyritm);Jgs. 14:15; prov. 30:23;
Am.9:12; ob.2oa conj. (conection of a homoioteleuton); and not counting Nu. 21:32
(K); Dt. 2:31(r$; Mic. 6:15 conj.; Zeph. 2:4 ggriwh). Of these, 62 are inDeuteronomy
and 28 in Joshua-2 Kings, so that a total of 90 are in the Deuteronomistic history. An
additional 32 occurrences in the other books continue Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic
usage. The remaining 39 are concentrated in Gen. 15; Jer.49; obadiah; cf. also Neh. 9;
Ps. 37; Ezk.33. There is only L occurrence in Proverbs, and none in Job or the Megilloth.
The context is usually prose; the most common literary types are laws, forensic discourse,
narrative, and parenesis. The occurrences in blessings (Gen. 24:ffi; Dt. 33:23) and
prophetic oracles appear to reflect ancient usage. Those in wisdom psalms, psalms
recounting Ile ilsgeschichte, prose prayers, and late strata of the prophetic books presup-
pose Deuteronomic usage. From the diachronic perspective, there are datable occur-
rences from all periods between the court history of David (2 S. l4:7) and the
chronicler's history. I-ate shifts in meaning show that the qal was always part of the
living language.

b. Niphal. The niphal occurs only 3 times in Proverbs and once in the Joseph story in
Genesis, where the style is influenced by Wisdom Literature. It is therefore attested only
in the language of wisdom. It would be a mistake to emend some or all of these
occurrences to a hophal ofrwi.l

c. Piel. There is only a single occurrence of the piel, Dt. 28:42-tnless Jgs. 14:15 is
to be read as piel.

d. Hiphil. There are 64 occurrences of the hiphil, counting Nu. 21:32 (e);33:53a;
Josh. 8:7; I S. 2:7 , and not counting Nu. 14:24; Jgs. 1:19; Ob. 17 (m6rii€hem). Of these,
7 are from Deuteronomy and 39 from Joshua-2 Kings, so that the Deuteronomistic
history accounts for 46. An additional 1.1 continue Deuteronomistic style. The distribu-
tion of the remaining 7 is random. Within the Deuteronomistic history, occurrences are
concentrated in Josh. 13-17 (ll\;Jgs. 1 (12). other concentrations appear in Nu. 33; Dt.
9; Josh. 23; Jgs.11. The qal also o@urs in these passages. The hiphil usually appears in
prose, most often in nanative summaries or lists. It appean in poetry in Ex. 15:9; 1 S.
2:7;Job 13:26;20:15; Ps. 44:3(Eng.v.2);Znc.9:4. Diachronically, there are occurrences
antedating Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic literature, but they cannot be dated
precisely; 2 occurrences in poetry (Ex. 15:9; I5.2:7\, a few in narrative (Nu. 14:12;
2l:32;32:39; Josh. 14:12), and some of the list material in Jgs. 1; Josh. 1!17 can be
assigned more or less probably to the pre-Deuteronomic period. New meanings appear

1 Cf. Lohfink, Mdlanges Dominique Barthilemy,2T3-288.
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in the latest occurrences (2Ch.20:ll;Ezr.9:72; Job 13:26). The hiphil therefore always

remained part of the living language.

e. Nouns. The nouns fresd (2 occurrences) and m6ral (2 occurrences, not counting

Job 17:L1) appear to be rare words, either archaizing or consciously poetic. The nouns

y"rui56 (14 occunences) and mdrdii (9 occunences), on the contrary, are attested around

the exilic period as elements in the popular language conceming property ownership (Jer.

32:8;Ezk. 11,:15:-33:24). They owe their relative frequency, however, solely to the fact

that particular groups of writers chose them both as technical terms in their own specralrzed

language: y"ruiid in the Deuteronomistic material, mdrdii in Ezekiel and Pe. The latter

appears also in the psalm in which the Blessing of Moses (basically an early text) is set

(Dt. 33:4), but in a stratum that is presumably later and hard to assign diachronically.
f . Names, reie; firbi. The rootyr.f appears also in the woman's name fruid (y"ruid)

and the place name mdreiel ga1 (gentilic hammoraiti). Whether the words reie1, "net,"
andttrfli, "wine" and/or "must," derive from this root is disputed and probably unlikely.

2. QaL The qal of yrJ occurs only 8 times without a grammatical object. The object
is personal (an individual or a people) in25 cases, inanimate (usually real property or
national territory) in 128. Only in Hos. 9:6 do we find both an animate and an inanimate

object. There is a semantic difference between the qal with a personal object and the qal

with an inanimate object. Considerations of space prevent us from doing more than

recording the results of our semantic analysis of the qal.2

a. Wth Personal Objects. The passages in which the qal of yr5 has a personal object
include Gen. 21:10; 25. L4:7; and Jer.49:la, where no object is specified. They date

from the court history of David (25. M:7) to the late legislation of the Pentateuch (Nu.

27:ll). The central semantic element is "legal succession."

The legal realm in question is the family; what is handed on is family leadership, even

when a concrete object appears to be the center of attention: Gen. 15:3f.; 21:10; Nu.

27:11; 2 S. 14:7; Prov. 30:23. Gen. 21:.12 contains a quasi-definition: "Through Isaac

shall it come to pass that one can speak of Abraham's continuance through generations

to come." Normally the first son becomes the father's legal successor; in the absence of
such a son, however, there are alternatives (Gen. 15:3; Nu. 27:8-11).

In prophetic oracles, this meaning is transferred metaphorically to the nation: cf. Isa.

54:3; Jer.49:lf.; Hos. 9:6.
It is probably against this background that a specialized Deuteronomistic usage

evolved (Dt.2:12,21,22;9:l; ll:23; 12:2,29;18:14; 19:1; 31:3; Jgs. ll:23,24). Here by
right of conquest one people or nation succeeds another in ruling over a territory. This
right ofconquest is undergirded by divine providence and action, which can be expressed

in a play on words using the hiphil of yr5 (Dt. 9:1; 1.1:23; 18:14; Jgs. 11:23f.). Here there

is more emphasis on the territory than there is on the object in question in the preceding
group of passages. A quasi-definition appears in Dt. 11:23f.: "Every place on which the

sole of your foot treads shall be yours." For post-Deuteronomistic usage, cf. Am. 9:12.

37t

2 For a study of the individual occurrences, see Lohfink, BZ, N.s.27 (1983), 14-33.
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b. Wth lrunimate Obiects. The passages in which the qal of yrJ has an inanimate

object include Dt. li2l;2:24; Jgs. 14:15; Jer. 8:10; Mic. 1:15, where no object is

specified. There are L33 occunences, of which about 100 are Deuteronomic or

Deuteronomistic.
In almost every case, an appropriate translation is "take possession of the object

named." Only in very late passages does this usage come to refer also to inheritance of
the family's wealth by whoever takes over family leadership when the father dies. Earlier

contexts always involve "acquisition" of something additional, without stipulating the

specific mode of acquisition, usually purchase.

In Jgs. L4:15,yrJrefers to the wedding guests'receiving presents from the bridegroom

or the receiving of the object of a wager (undergarments and festal garments). In 1 K.
21.:15,1.6,18,\9, it refers to taking possession of Naboth's vineyard, title to which was

disputed. This possession probably involved the act of perambulation or crossing (cf. the

associated verb yrd). In pre-Deuteronomic passages and those not influenced by

Deuteronomistic usage, the most common meaning is probably acquisition through right
of conquest after a battle or war (cf. Dt.33:23).In Gen. 24:60 (as well as Gen.22:17,
which depends on the latter), the object is the "city gate," probably sigrifying sovereignty

over the city; in Ps. 83:13(12), it is "the pastures of God"; in Mic. L:1.5, a city; in Jer.

8:10, fields; in Hab. 1:6, "habitations"; and in Isa. L4:21; Ob. 19f., territories. Here, too,

the objects clearly can vary and yr.i is often used by metonymy. Almost everywhere it
can be translated "capture."

The situation is different in the early accounts of wars and battles (Nu. 13:30; 14:24;

2l:24; Josh.lg:47;Jgs.3:13; the Mesha inscription3 belongs in this context typological-
ly). Here other verbs precede and follow in the narrative sequence, so that yr.I does not

mean "capture" in the comprehensive sense. Whether it denotes a juridically sigtificant
act (as in the story of Naboth) or confirms the outcome of the preceding battles remains

an open question. There is no reference to settlement.

Deuteronomistic usage derives directly from these texts. Here the subject of yr.i is

invariably "all Israel" or at least a goup of tribes. The object is the territory promised

by Yahweh. A new element is Yahweh's "gift" of the land.a The distribution of the land

among the tribes and clans comes later.

Deuteronomistic literature and the texts dependent on it then frequently use cliches

containing yr.i to refer to these Deuteronomistic conquest narratives. The semantics

remain the same. When the context recalls Yahweh's oath to "give" the land to the

patriarchs, the reference is probably to Gen. 15:7-21. The frequent use of yrJ in
conjunction with a verb of motion ('a16, 'dfor, b6') recalls its use with yrd in the story

of Naboth. Is there some suggestion that at least originally yr.i denoted a concrete

symbolic act through which possession was taken of a place (cf. also Dt. 11:24; Josh.

1:3)? It is impossible to reach any certain conclusion.
Dt. 30:5; Er..9:ll;Jer.30:3 use the Deuteronomistic idiom for the peaceful resettle-

3 KN, 181.7.
a Cf. II.6.a below.
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ment of the ancient Israelite homeland after the exile. Here, however, there are probably

also overtones of another usage of yrS. I*v.?-0:24;2K.17:24, Isa. 61:7; Ezk.36:L2; Ob.
L7 appear to indicate that yr,i, independently of its use in Deuteronomistic literature,

could be used without military overtones for the return from exile and even earlier for
the possession of land bestowed by royal decree or the comparable redistribution of land
in a year of release (cf. also Isa. 34:-17).In this case, the Deuteronomistic cliche of human

yrJ in conjunction with divne nn developed not only from early military narratives but
also from the language of royal or communal redistribution of property.s

Another meaning of the qal with the land as its object is attested only from the time
of the exile: "own, enjoy possession of." This meaning is more or less likely in Josh.

L:15b; 1 Ch. 28:8; Ps. 25:L3; 37:9,11,22,29,34;69:36(35); Isa. 34:11,17;57:13;60:2L;
63:1.8; 65:9b;F-2k 33:25,26; 35:1.0. Its presence should not be posited, however, in the

Deuteronomistic passages where the occupation of the land under Joshua and in the

period ofthejudges depends on prior observanc€ ofthe law (with the possible exception
of Dt. 16:20). Instead of 'eres, the object can be a more or less vague feminine suffix (cf.

Ps. 69:36[35] ;lsa.34:17;65:9b; Ezk.35:10). This meaning ofyr5 + 'ere; may have arisen

through contamination of the Deuteronomistic expression with the wisdom idiom.ikn +
'ereg (d. the occurrences in Ps. 37).

In postexilic texts, we find traces of Aramaic influence on the semantic development
of yr.i. Here the qal with an inanimate object takes on the meaning "inherit (something),"

thus entering the family domain and becoming a parallel term to nhl. lt can refer to
individual objects or even slaves. The texts in question are: kv. 25:46; Nu. 36:8; Neh.

9:25; Ps. 25:t3(?); Isa. 57:13(?); 65:9a.

3. Niphal. As Prov. 30:7-9 suggests, the niphal of yrJ appears related more closely in
meaning to the group of words deriving from - Ol''l rw.l, "be poor," than to the qal of
yrJ. This presented no problem during the period before triliteral theories had carried the

day and influenced the general feeling for the language. In the period of David, the

derivatives of rw.iwere part of the general language . I-ater they clearly became restricted

to the specialized language of wisdom----unlike the words for "poor" that subsequently

became theologically productive. The distribution of rw,i parallels that of the niphal of
yrS. In Gen. 45:11, the subject of the verb is not only Jacob and his family but also

kol-"ler-hb undoubtedly including flocks and herds, as suggested by the longer parallel

series in v. 10. In other words, the point is not that people become "poof' through loss

of domestic animals and other property. Instea{ the niphal ofyrJ denotes a general loss,

an overall reduction, affecting human beings, their domestic animals, and their other
possessions as a whole. This meaning agrees with the opposite expressed in Prov. 20:13;
30:9: "have plenty of bread." This conclusion is not contradicted by the use of "ragged
clothing" in parallel in Prov. 23:2L, an effect limited to human beings. In all these

passages, there is an association with eating, drinking, and sleeping-the most basic

forms of human regeneration and their opposites.

s Cf. II.6.a below.
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4. Piel. According to Jenni's illuminating explanation,6 the piel inDt.28:42 (its only
occurrence) adds the element of regular repetition to the single act expressed by the qal:
all your trees and the fruit of your ground the locust shall take possession of, year after
year. The metaphorical use of the word with a nonhuman subject is similar to the use of
the qal in Isa. 34:11. Cf. also lsa.14:23; Hos. 9:6.

5. HiPhil.t
a. "Make Poor " In early texts not influenced by Deuteronomistic usage, the meaning

"make poor" is apparent from the hiphil of yrS. This is certain in 1 S. 2;7 and probable
in Ex. 15:9; Job 20:15; Zac.9:4. Semantically, this usage of the hiphil is associated more
closely with rwi than with yrS. Except in Ex. 1.5:9, the subject is always God.8

b. "Destroy. " There is a realistic possibility that Nu. l4:L2 is pre-Deuteronomistic.
The most plausible translation is: "I will shike them with the pestilence and destroy
them." In addition to the meaning "make poor," we must therefore also reckon with the
pre-Deuteronomistic meaning "destroy." It is possible that this meaning developed out
of the former, so that we are still in the semantic field of rwi.

Josh. 13:12,13; 14:121' !5:L4,63; 16:lo; 17:12,13(twice),18; Jgs. 1:19a,19b,20,21,27,
28,29,30,3'1.,32,33 and possibly also Nu.2l:32;32:39 anstitute arelatively self-contained
corpus of texts; in each case, it is often difficult to decide whether we are dealing with an
early text or an empathic formulation on the part of a Deuteronomistic author, redactor,
or glossator. Here the hiphil of yrJ means "destroy someone so that someone else can
possess his property," "do away with someone (as owner)." This meaning is related
semantically to the qal ofyrJ. In Josh. 14:12 (admittedly a relatively late passage), we find
a formal quotation of a word of Yahweh, which can only be Nu. l4:Z4,where the textually
preferable Samaritan version has the qal ofyrJwith an inanimate object. The variant hiphil,
being person-oriented, was obviously felt to be preferable to the objecroriented qal of the
pre-Deuteronomistic conquest accounts. The personal use of the qal belonged semanti-
cally to the realm of nonnal family succession and was therefore unavailable. The various
texts in this corpus are reports or lists of successful or unsuccessful attempts at conquest.
The subject is never Yahweh. Only in two cases is it all Israel; usually it is Moses, Caleb,
a clan, or a tribe. The object is never the Canaanites as a group. It is specific peoples,
population groups, kings, territories, or cities. When territories or cities are mentioned,
their inhabitants are probably meant (compare Jgs.'1.:27f. with Josh. 17:12).

The usual translation of the hiphil in these passages (following the tradition of the
Targumim) is "drive out"; the tradition stemming from the IXX and Vulg. uses "destroy"
or the like. Now "driving out" implies more than simply removing others from a place
by force. In a positive sense, it rules out destruction and suggests that those driven out
can continue to live somewhere else. None of these texts canies any hint of this second

6 Pp.zl2f.
7 For reasons of space, the following discussion can present only conclusions and the most

important references; for the entire semantic analysis of the hiphil, see L,ohfink, EZ tt.s. 27 (1983),
14-33.

8 For a fuller discussion of these passages, *e ibid.
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element. In any case, the Deuteronomistic editing of this group of texts assumes the
meaning "destroy." Therefore this meaning, supported by Nu. 14:12 as the probable
pre-Deuteronomistic meaning, is much more likely here.e

In the clearly Deuteronomistic passages using the hiphil ofyr5, it is even clearer that
we are dealing with the meaning "destroy someone so that his property can be taken."
Besides the human object (usually the peoples of Canaan), we usually find the qualifica-
tion mipfnA + .iV (always the Israelites):8x.34:24; Nu. 32:21; 33:52,(53),55; Dt. 4:38;
9:4,5;L8:121' Josh.3:10; 13:6;23:9;Jgs.2:21;1l:23,24b;IK.14,,24;2l:26;2 K. L6:3
par.2Ch.28:3;2 K. 17:8; 2'1.:2par.2C}r33:2. With the same meaning,millipn€ occurs
in Dt. 1.1:23; Josh. 23:5,13;2Ch.2O:7. An equivalent suffix appears in Jgs. 1,1:24a. With
this group we should also include Dt.7:17;9:3; Josh. 8:7; Jgs. 2:23;Ps.44:3(2\.T\erc
is no clearly Deuteronomic o@rrrence. With few exceptions, Yahweh is the subject of
the verb. In contrast to the preceding group, the action is usually successfirl. There are

L7 passages referring to the future, whereas all but 2 of the passages in the other group
refer to the past. We are obviously dealing with an important expression of several
Deuteronomistic strata, according to which, at the time of Israel's military occupation of
the land ("before Israel's facn"; c't. - illD pdneh\, Yahweh deprived the peoples of
Canaan (who can be listed, described as great and powerful, and characterized in terms
of their customs and "abominations") of their rights to possession of the land by
destroying them. The destmction of the earlier population is followed by the Israelites'
taking possession of the land, which is then distributed as an inheritance. In this context,
several passages (Nu. 33:53; Dt.9:3,4,5; ll:23; 18:12,14; Josh. 23:5; Jgs. 1l:23,24;Ps.
aa3t.[zf.]) contain a play on words involving the hiphil and qal ofyrJ. In the context of
conquest, the latter also appears with personal objects. Yahweh "destroys" (hiphil) the
peoples when Israel attacks; but it is Israel, rather than Yahweh, that takes possession of
(qal) their right of succession; the focus of attention is on sovereignty over their tenitory.

That these passages mean desfuction, not ejection, is clear from Dt. 7:17 (refening
backtoz.I/, nW4andhrminT:lf.andlookingforwardto'bd,nsl,klh,andimdnT:20-24);
9:3-5 (par. lmd lq','bO;zK.21:2,9 (the hiphil ofyrJ and lmd as corresponding terms
framing a text). In Nu. 33:55f., there follows the idea of a "remnant,"lo wh'ch also
belongs to the context of military destruction.l1

c. Late Meanings. Only in 3 late passages does the hiphil of yrJ occur as a regular
causative based on the meaning of the qal. In these passages it appropriately takes a

double accusative or an accusative of the object with P + the person. The meaning in Job

13:26 is based on the old meaning of the qal, "take possession of (something)," albeit
metaphorically. By recording them in his heavenly book, God causes Job to take
possession of the sins of his youth-i.e., charges them to his account. Ezr. 9:12 uses the
qal's late meaning, "inherit (something)": the Judahites are to be able to "bequeath" the
good of the land to their descendants. This same meaning is used by 2 At 20:11 to

9 For further discussion, including arguments on both sides, see lbid.
10 +.tnr yrr (hiphil).
ll For further discussion, see tohfink, BZ, n.s.27 (L983),14-33.
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reformulate Deuteronomistic theology: Yahweh has bequeathed to Israel his (=
Yahweh's)yraiid as an inheritance. Acausative hiphil is found also in Sir. 15:6: Wisdom,
described metaphorically as a mother, causes one who fears God to take possession of
an eternal name. This verse may suggest the mother as head of the family, handing on
the family's possessions and honor.

6. Nouns,The nouny'reTd appears only in Nu. 24:18, in the fourth oracle of Balaam.
According to its context, it denotes a territory that has come into the possession of another
nation through right of conquest.

The nounfrz.IJd cannot be considered simply a late variant with the same meaning.
According to Jer.32:8, Jeremiah has not only the {'ulhtz but also the milpat hay"ruiid
of a field. This is something like a "right of succession to a family's real property.,, He
must purchase the field to which he is entitled, but the opportunity to purchase it must
clearly be offered to him before anyone else. "Inheritance" in the usual sense is therefore
not involved. Since both 6e'ull6 andfruitd are mentioned, they are not the same thing.
In this instance, however, Jeremiah has both rights and obligations. In Dt. 3:20; ps.
61:6(5),fruttd is synonymouswith naholi,l3 and possibly arso in Josh. 1:15. The same
is true of its theological usage in 2 ch. 20:11. In Dt. 2:5,9(twice),12,19(nvice); Josh.
12:6,7, too, a fru"(sd, like a family nal.t'ld, appears to be looked upon as one instance
among many of the same nature. According to Dt.2, every nation received its y"rulsa
from Yahweh. In Jgs. 2l:l7,frussa1flat6 may be a technical legal term whose precise
meaning is no longer accessible to us; ob. 17 may cast some light on the exprlssion.
Mettingerra points out that frustd is a (tutld form, a type of noun especially co..on
in the period of the exile, used specifically to form abstract legal terms.

The noun mOrdld (9 occurrences) appears 6 times in the construction ntn + /" + pN +
mdrdld and nvice in the analogous construction hyh + te +PN + mOrdi6. The construction
withswft + lbin Dt.33:4isprobablyequivalent tothezrn construction. Theword designates
a tenitory that an individual, a group, or a nation wishes or is intended to take possission
of; it is thus related to Deuteronomistic usage of the qal with an inanimate objict. This
interpretation also fits Dt. 33:4, but the common interpretation-that the law of Moses is
metaphorically the "possession" or 'heritage" of the sons of JacoFis wrong. Instead,
the double duty of words in poetic parallelism suggests the translation: "MoseJ gave us a
law, [and in addition he gave to us,] to the assembly of Jacob, a land for possession.,,

In the 2 occurren@s of m6rd5, either the same meaning or the meaning "inheritance"
is possible.

7. other Languages. Apart from Hebrew, the root *wrg appears only in Northwest
Semitic and South Semitic . Ak.ydritu, "heir," andydritutu, "inhetitance," are Aramaic
loanwords;ls and the only connection of *wr1 with Alrk. rarfr, "receive, acquire

tz * )lil g'l.
t3 -rn) nhl.
14 Pp. tt-ti.
ls A. L. Oppenheim, "Anzeigenj'WZKM,44 (1937),I4O.
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(property)," arrdmursitu, "chattels, booty,"16 is indirect, based on the primitive biliteral
root *rI.17

a. Aramaic and South Semitic. In Aramaic and the South Semitic languages, the

meaning of all the verb forms derived from *wrl is restricted to the transfer of property

through inheritance in its various phases and aspects. Within this semantic sphere, several

of these languages have developed numerous nouns based on the root denoting the

various subjects, objects, and acts involved in such transfer of property. The clear

association of this group of words with inheritance parallels another observation: the root

zftl, which (contra Gerleman) in Hebrew is used primarily for the inheritance of real

property, either is totally absent (as in Aramaic) or is used outside the semantic field of
transfer of property by inheritance (as in Arabic)'

The earliest occurrence ofyrr inAramaicl8 may still bear witness to an earlier semantic

situation: w'l yrt iffilh'ira "may his root [the remnant of his destroyed family?] not

possess/inherit a name." The reading and interpretation of this curse, however, involve

many uncertainties.le
b. Ugaritic.In Ugaritic, which, like Hebrew, has nhl as well as *w4 there is a verbal

nounyr!, "heir, successo. "20 probably vocalizedydrilu.The 2 occurrences offinite vefu

forms, 'rrm21 (G stem) and jtrlzz (Gt stem), appear in comparable contexts. Both involve

mythical battles among the gods. In each case, the object of the verb appears to be gold,

which may possibly be a symbol of sovereignty. The most likely meaning is: "take hold

or possession of (something)." There is also a personal name mrld, which (among other

possibilities) might be interpreted as "heritage of Adad."zs

c. Moabite. The single Moabite occurrence of the verb in the Mesha inscriptionz is
extraordinarily similar to the Hebrew use of the qal in early conquest reports: vvyrl 'mry
't kfl 'rls mhdb' wyflb bh ymh wlt$y ymy bnh * And Omri took possession of all the land

of Mahdeba, and he dwelt in it during his days and half the days of his sons." A war has

preceded. The object of the verb is a tenitory. It is followed by ytb, "dwell."
d. Phoenician-Punic.In contrast, the only occurrence of the root *wrlin Phoenician-

Punic, mqny htrim bmyp'l'dnx or mqry htri mbmyp'l'dn,26 appears to belong to the

realm of inheritance. Conversely, the only Phoenician-Punic occurrence of nhln clearly

16 First identified by Zimmern, 17.
17 The comparative material is dealt with in detail by Bird, 32'?n2.
18 Sefire | (KN, 222) C 24.
1e For a detailed discussion, *e Bird,72'77 .

20 KI(J, 1.14,25; possibly also as a personal name in KTU,4.754,6;4.188, 15 and in the

Akkadian cuneiform text RS 8.213 in the form ia'ri-lu-nu.
27 KTU, r.21,t9.
22 KTU,l.3lll,47.
23 KTU,4.63l, 13;d.PNU, 160.
24 KN, 18L.7.
2s J.-G. F€vrier, "Vir Sidonius," Sem, 4 (1951152),L5.
26 DISO,33sfl.
27 W. F. Albright, "The Phoenician Inscriptions of the Tenth Century B.C. from Byblus,"JAO$

67 (re47),rs8.
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requires the meaning "take possession of (something)."28 Because the evidence is slight
and obscure, conclusions should be drawn from it only with caution.

8. Etymology. The question of the original root meaning of. *wrg must remain
unanswered. The early evidence, in both Hebrew and the other languages, shows a wide
range of meanings hard to reduce to a common denominator, as well as semantic
confusion with other roots deriving from the biliteral *4. It is impossible to reconstruct
a genetic schema tracing the root's semantic development, in part because we must also
allow for secondary influence of the various languages on each other. The influence of
Aramaic, for example, is obvious in the late Hebrew usage of yr,i. In Aramaic and the
South Semitic languages, the apparent clarity of the evidence, which dates from a later
period than in the other languages, is more likely due to secondary semantic specializa-
tion. That such specialization would lead by accidents of historical linguistics back to
the original situation is not out of the question, but it cannot be proved.

The early theory recently revived, posited an "original" root meaning "inherit." The
most rec€nt advocate of this theory is Schmid:2e ". . . not only because the OT evidence
for this meaning, although slight, involves the earliest texts, but also because it most
easily explains usage elsewhere in the OT and the evidence of the other Semitic
languages." Both reasons are probably wrong.

Also clearly wrong is the theory popular in recent decades that yri was originally a

term for the "acquisition of foreigrr territory through war',"30 being in fact a "technical
military term"3l or "an expression belonging to the language of war with an inherent
element of violence."32 The association of the root with war and battle can be traced back
to Ugaritic mythology, but even at Ugarit this is not the only context in which the root
occurs. Furthermore, what is at stake in these instances is not land but gold; neither is it
demonstrable that the use of force or violence is an inherent element in the meaning of
the word itself. In Hebrew, when wars of conquest are described, the technical military
terms come first; the qal of yrJ is therefore more likely to refer only to juridical seizure
of enemy territory after battle. It is equally arbitrary to claim either "capture" or "inherit"
as the "original" meaning.

Other etymologies are based on the words reie! $ rirriS, taken to be nouns derived
from this root. Gesenius thinks in terms of an original meaning "seize upon."33 The word
rele1" "net," is so called "because it seizes."l Koehler,3s following Haupt36 and citing

28 For a discussion of the problem, see DISO, 17 6.
2e P.780.
30 Mettinger, 8.
31 Plciger,83.
32 Bachli, 159.
33 F. H. W. Gesenius, Thesaurus phiblogicus criticus linguae hebraeae et chaldaeae Veteris

Tes tamenti, ll Q*ipzig, 1853), 632.
34 lba.,633.
3s KBL3,2l9f.
36 Pp.215,223.
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ttrdl, "new wine," proposes "tread, vinify" as the basic meaning. A conjectural vf tiral
in Mic. 6:15 provides him with an instance of this meaning. According to Snijders,3T the
meaning "tread down, trample" is even found in the MT, namely inDL28:42; Isa. 63:18
(probably not true). According to Haupt, one arrives at the other meanings of yri via the
intermediate senses "oppress" and "deprive of'; according to Snijders, the intermediate
link is "set foot upon," which was a symbolic way of claiming possession of a piece of
land. Apart from any other arguments, however, it is dubious whether relel and ttr6i
derive from *wr! at all. The noun reJel, "net," has a Ugaritic parallel in ry/, which can
be derived more straightforwardly from the root rO, also found in Ugaritic (cf. Akk.
raiu).In the case of ttr6i, there is evidence for a non-semitic origin and for association
with a divine name.38

There is some evidence for "tread (upon)" evert apart from any theory about /ird.i.
In cases where the qal ofyrj in Hebrew means "take possession of," several passages
suggest that there was a concrete action performed to take possession of newly acquired
property, consisting in walking through or around it; this might be the origin of the
sandal handed symbolically to the new owner. The question whether such a juridically
relevant "entrance" might constitute the beginning of the semantic development of yrJ
is considered by Horst,3e Snijders,ao and Schwertner.4l The Hebrew word - Uia) kbi,
comparable in certain respects to yrJ, seems in fact to have had some such basic
meaning. In the case of yrJ, however, it may be objected that here again an isolated
phenomenon, itself not clearly demonstrable and attested only in relatively late pas-
sages (the earliest being the story of Naboth), is used to explain a highly complex
situation evident much earlier. How does this theory for example, explain the ap-
pearance of gold rather than a piece of land as the object of the verb in Ugaritic? How
does it explain the early Hebrew texts with personal objects? It is equally possible that
a meaning "take formal possession of real property acquired by virtue of certain rights,"
arising at some point in the course of the root's semantic development, became
associated secondarily with the usually concurrent act of entering or walking through.
In this case, the Deuteronomistic authors could equally well have been alluding to this
act in their use ofyrS.

Tur-Sinai,a2with rirdi in mind, proposes in addition toyri I, "inherit," an independent
root yrJ [I, "press (out)," which he then associates with the verb in passages that have
the meaning "drive out" (which he assumes). This appears to be an ad hoc hypothesis
based on Job 20:15.

II. Theological Usage.
l. Secular Backgrornd. The qal of yr5 invariably has a human subject. The only

P.267.
For details of this discussion, see Bird, 33-39 (tirii),64-66 (rete1).
GSAT,2IO.
P.268.
Pp. r7t-77.
P.314.
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exception is Jer. 49:1., where the focus is only Milcom, albeit not as the real subject of
the action. The qal is primarily ajuridical term denoting secular procedures. Israel clearly
did not want to involve Yahweh, its God, directly as the agent in such procedures.
Therefore the qal of yrJ remained in a sense a nontheological term. This holds true also
for the derived nouns, although comparable words like nal.r'ld could easily be used in
spe4king of Yahweh's nab'h.Only on the very fringes of the OT, in 2 Ch. 20:11, does

the text speak of Yahweh's y"rnJJ6, which Yahweh then bequeathed to the Israelites.
The situation is different for the hiphil. Here Yahweh is often the subject, even in the

earliest texts. The causative function of the hiphil, originally seemingly more closely
related to rwi than to yri, obviously lent itself much more easily to theological usage.

Now this does not mean that the qal never found its way into theological contexts. In
fact, it even became a key word in such contexts. But the semantic structures are more
complex, and God does not appear as the grammatical subject of the action denoted by
the qal.

When we discuss the theological usage of the qal, we must never lose sight of its basic
secular nature. It is used for succession to family leadership (Gen. 15:3f.; 2l:10;2 S.
'14:7; Prov. 30:23), receiving gifts (Jgs. 14:15), taking possession of a field on the basis
of dubious legal title (1 K. 21), resettlement of a territory by royal decree (2K.17:24\,
but above all acquisition of sovereignty and territory by right of context (in the original
context of Nu. 13:30;21:24; Josh. 19:47; Jgs. 3:13). All these passages speak of human
action without any reference to God. Ble3sings that wish for conquest of cities (Gen.
24:60) or regions (Dt.33:23\ are likewise not theological statements. The hope of those
returning from exile to spread abroad in the the land, as expressed in Ezk. 33:23ff.., even
though it makes reference to the patriarch Abraham, is a defiant response to fate that
reflects trust in the people's own resourcos.

Even the hiphil, in its primary meanings of "make poor" and "destroy," can easily
refer to human actions (Ex. 15:9; Nu. 2t:32;32:39;pre-Deuteronomistic texts describing
successful or unsueessful destruction of the enemy in Joshua and Jgs. 1).

In the late period, when both qal and hiphil begin to have specialized reference to the
process of inheritance within the family, the possibilities of secular usage expanded, even
though the word had taken on theological overtones in the meantime. In particular, the
root now entered the vocabulary of legislation (trv. 25:46; Nu. 27:17;36:8;Ezr.9:12).

The niphal of yrJ seems never to have been theologically productive; its context
remained the realm of wisdom discourse.

2. Ethical Judgmenr. Succession within a family, as when a son succeeds his father,
is a good and normal process. But even in this context there are extreme possibilities that
make the earth tremble because they would be unendurable: when a maid, for example,
succeeds her mistress (Prov. 30:23). Even more easily, taking possession of newly
acquired property can lead to injustice, such as provokes Yahweh's reaction in 1 K. 21.
Here the injustice consists in disregard for the ancient Israelite system of ruh'16 (cf. w.
3f.) as well as the criminal course embarked on (cf. v. 19). The former is expressed
indirectly, the latter by direct statement. Above all, Yahweh reacts when groups or nations
deprive others unjustly oftheir territory in particular when the land oflsrael falls into
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the wrong hands (Jgs. 3:13; Ps. 83:13[12]; lsa. 14:2'1.; Ezk. 11:15; 33:24-26; 35:lO;
36:1-15). Jgs. 11:15-17 contains an argument over the justice or injustice of acquiring
territory. According to the principle of talion, Yahweh can use yr,l to avenge unjust yr.I:
Jer.49:l (cf. also the etymological play on words in Mic. 1:15). In Ps. 83:13(12), the
psalmist hopes for Yahweh's help because the enemies who covet Israel's land seek to
take possession of "the pastures of God"-and that cannot be right. Military conquest of
territory is not necessarily unjust in itself, at least in the early period. Deuteronomistic
theology, however, seems to be less sure of this; for it feels called upon to legitimate
absolutely Israel's taking possession of Canaan.a3 To summarize: depending on the
context, yr5 can be used for actions that are ethically unobjectionable or ethically
reprehensible. The relationship between yrJ and God's intervention in history can
therefore vary from case to case.

3. yrt in Statements of Omnipotence and Oracles of Judgmen. Yahweh is responsible
not for specific aspe€ts of reality but for everything. He creates both rich and poor (Prov.
22:9;cf.29:13). Thispoint canbe expressedby applying antitheticalpredications toYahweh
(cf. Dr. 32:39; Job 5:9-18; Ps. 75:8[7]; 147:6;[s€,.45:7; Hos. 6:1). In the most extensive
passage of this sort, 1 S. 2:G10, the hiphil ofyrJ appears: "Yahweh makes poor and makes
rich" (v. 7). The preceding verse states that he kills and brings to life-a frequent Yahweh
antithesis. It shows how absolutely the statement that Yahweh makes poor and makes rich
can be interpreted. The context refers to Yahweh as a judge (v. 10; cf. Ps. 75:8[7]). This
parallels exactly the use of the hiphil in Nu. 14:12 (Yahweh will "strike this nation with
pestilence and destroy them" and then will make Moses into a nation);2p".9:4;4 Job
20:l5.as This fundamentally theological context probably lies behind many occurrences of
the qal in prophetic oracles of disaster: Jer. 8:10; 49:1f..; Ezk. 7:24; Am. 9:t2; Mic. l:15;
Hab. 1:6; and also (withm6rdtd)Ezk.?5:4,10. This is especially clear in passages where
it is nototherpeople but weeds orwild beasts thatwill take overpossession from those God
has made poor: Isa. 34:ll,l7; Hos. 9:6; lsa. 14:23 (with m0ra9; Dt. ?3:42 (piel). This
background also legitimates the specialized Deuteronomistic use of the hiphil. Job l3:?5
associates this motif with that of writing in the heavenly book of fate.

4. Absence of the Qal in the Pre-Deuteronomistic Theology of tle Promised Land in
tlrc Pewateuch. In the early sources of the Pentateuch and even in their early Deuteronomic
recension, yrJ plays only a peripheral theological role. In Gen. 21 (and L5), the qal finds
its way into the narrative material associated with the promise of descendants. It is not a
crucial key word, however: it refers to the nation as a group and not to the successor of
individual leaders (Gen. 2l:t0; L5:3f..). The incorporation of the blessing from Gen.24:60
into the promise of the land n 22:17 is probably a post-Deuteronomistic interpretative
addition, for 22:'16 speaks of Abraham's obedience as its already fulfilled condition.

a3 See IL6.a below.
aa Cf. I.5.a above.
4s lbid.
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Therefore the Deuteronomistic theology of the promised land did not employ the expres-
sion "take possession of the enemies'gate." If Gen. 1,5:7-21is in fact early, v. 7 contains
the first (and, among early texts, the only) use ofyrJ to expand the earlier promise of the
land (still cited faithfully in v. 18); as was to become typical later, it appears in conjunction
with nn. But the date of this text is disputed. If it is late, there is no occurrence at all of
yrJ as a key word in the promise of the land until the early Deuteronomistic recension of
the JE complex. At most, it appears quite peripherally in Nu. 14:24 (J), a promise of land
to Caleb. The Yahwistic story of the spies in Nu. 13f. draws on a tradition explaining why
Caleb conquered Hebron. The secular nature of this narrative is shown by Caleb's reason
fortakingtakingpossessionoftheregion(13:30): l<i-ydftdlnfigalhh,"forwearewellable
to overcome it." In the original form of the story it is possible that Caleb then set out
immediately to take it. J's interest, however, focuses on explaining why Israel had to stay
in the desert and finally invade the land from the east. Caleb cannot be excluded from this
route. He there receives an oracle promising that he will enter the territory of Hebron and
his sons will possess it (14:24).If we assume that the stage of pentateuchal theology
immediately preceding the early Deuteronomic recension of JE was the Deuteronomic
editing of the pre-Deuteronomistic law, we must conclude that it appears impossible to
assign even one of the occurences of the qal or hiphil of yri in the book of Deuteronomy
to this stage with assurance. How elegantly the text could speak of the occupation without
usingyrJ is illustrated by the "small historical credo" in Dt. 26:9. In contrast, later credal
formulas under Deuteronomistic influence could no longer do without yrJ: cf. Ps.
44:3t.(2f..); t05:44; Jer.32:?3; Am. 2:10. It is clear, therefore, thar ),rj did not really enter
into pentateuchal theology until the Deuteronomistic stage.6 In the earlier language of
Deuteronomy, the word n/n clearly sufficed to recall thepromise of the land to the fathen.
Of the 21 passages in Deuteronomy citing God's oath to give the land to the fathers, only
7 contain the word yrJ.a7

If the Balaam poems are interpreted as oracles, then Nu. 24:18 should be included in
the context of the promise of the land in early sources: formulated withy"rei6, it would
be a promise of the conquest of Seir, presumably with David in mind. Deuteronomistic
theology did not draw on this passage.

5. Theological Usage of the Hiphil in Early Stata ofloshua andludges. Josh. 13-17
cites sporadically and Jgs. I preserves in a single complex the tradition concerning the
peoples the individual tribes could not destroy (yr5 hiphil) during the occupation, which
Israel did not deshoy later, when it was powerful, but only put to forced labor. This
tradition records more than secular history, since it appears to presuppose a divine
prohibition against making a treaty with the inhabitans of the land and a promise to

46 For a further discussion of the hand at work in Gen.22:17, see Kilian, 318ff; for the
argument that the text of J in Nu. 14 is probably J's own composition rather than a revision of an
earlier version, see Fritz, 83f-

a7 On the absence of yr.f in the pre-Deuteronomistic stages of the Deuteronomic lawbook, see
Lohfink, Fesrschrift H. W. Woffi 87-100.
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drive them out.4 If Halbeae is correct in assuming that Jgs. 1 existed in conjunction
with Jgs. 2:1-5 long before its incorporation (at a very late date) in the Deuteronomistic
history, then this theological background was also made explicit there by the use of the
verb gr,i and by repeated references to Yahweh's ancient legal privileges reflected in
Ex. 34:10-26. The ancient promise to drive out the inhabitants of the land and the
prohibition against making a heaty with them meant that it was not a matter of
indifference to Israel's life in the land given by its God whether Israel had deshoyed
the previous inhabitants or they continued to live on inside Israel (within the territorially
organized Davidic state and its successor institutions): this life could be totally cor-
rupted by their presence (Jgs. 2:3).

In a late pre-Deuteronomistic or early Deuteronomistic stage in the redaction of the
sources of Joshua and Judges, the hiphil of yr.I + mipfnd il, with God as the subject,
cametoreplacegr,iinthepromisetodrivetheinhabitantsout:Josh.3:10;Jgs.l1,:2'1,-24.so
In accordance with the Deuteronomistic systematization of the narrative, the idea of
"destruction"sl replaced that of "ejection." The hiphil of yrJ joins the other
Deuteronomistic words for "destroy" with Yahweh as subject. In a single passage, Jgs.
ll:21-24 uses the qal with the conquered territory as its object, the hiphil with the
destroyed nation as its object, and the qal with the "successor" nation as its object,
deliberately relating all three. The fact that the tenitory of nation A has been taken
possession of by nation B (qal) is legitimated by the destruction of nation A by the god
of nation B (hiphil), so that nation B can be the legal suocessor of nation A (qal). We
cannot say here that the possession ofterritories by right of conquest was suddenly felt
to be dubious, so that new reasons had to be found to legitimate such possession. What
we are dealing with is morely an explicit theological statement of what the qal of yrJ
already implied in the early conquest accounts. A different approach to legitimation,
stemming from a different source, is found in Dt. l-Josh. 22.

6. D eutero nomistic T heo la gy.

a. Qal of yri and y"ru,iid in the Nanative Framework of Dt. l-Josh. 22. The qal of
yrJ with the conquered land as its object became a key theological concept in a
Deuteronomistic narrative structure, probably dating from the period of expansion under
Josiah, that can be observed from Dt. 1 through Josh. 22.s2 The theme of the texts is
Israel's occupation of Palestine. They were composed as part of the narrative framework
of the Deuteronomic law or added to it secondarily.

The opening chapter of Deuteronomy retells the JE account of Nu. 13f. The promise
toCaleb'sdescendantsinNu. 14:24,whichusesyrg isformulatedwith ntninDt. l:36.
The verb yrS, however, is used in 1:39, which speaks not of a subgroup but of all the

a8 Schmitt,46-80.
4e Pp.385-89.
50 On the various strata, see I.5.b above.
5r + !t''ll't ldram lll.3.
s2 For the literary criticism of this block, see [ohfink, Fesrsc hrifi H. W. Woffi 87-100; on other

structures in these texts, see also his Eibd 41 (1960), 105-134, and Scholastik, 37 (L962),32-34.
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Israelites of the coming generation. Here it is clear that a term referring to the occupation
ofthe land by all Israel has developed out ofthe isolated, particularistic tradition ofthe
yrJ promise found in the early sources. The verbyr,l is well suited to this purpose, because

the purpose of Dt. l.-Josh. 22 is to picture the occupation as the result of military
conquests, and yr.I belonged to the vocabulary of secular conquest accounts. The concept
was theologized not only by use in an oracle addressed to Moses bonowed from JE but
also through association with the oath by which Yahweh promised the land to the
patriarchs: in the divine command to set out from Horeb (Dt. 1:8) and (implicitly:
"Yahweh, the God of your fathers") in Moses' repetition of this command at Kadesh-
bamea (l:21). Because of Israel's unbelief, Yahweh withdrew his support from the
generation of the exodus (1:35); thus yrJ in 1:39 became the key term for the successful
occupation of the land by the following generation, under Moses east of the Jordan in
Dt. 2:24,31; 3:12 and under Joshua west of the Jordan in Josh. 1:11 (twice); (18:3?);
2l:43.ln addition, yr,f is used specifically when the text speaks of the tribes east of the
Jordan joining the tribes west of the Jordan in their campaign of conquest: Dt. 3:18,20;
Josh. 1.: 15a; also Josh. l2:1, at the beginning of the list of conquered kings.

The noun y"ru\iA also occurs in both these contexts in Dt. 3:?-O and Josh. 12:6,7; it
probably also appeared originally in Josh. 1:15b. In these cases, however, it refers not to
the land as a whole but rather to the territory possessed by subgroups in Israel, alloned
to them by Moses (and Joshua). For Joshua, this stratum elsewhere uses the hiphil of zhl
or the piel of hlq + b"nah'lA in this context: Dt. 1:38; 3:28;31:7; Josh. 1:6; 13:7.53 There
is thus a terminological distinction between the assignment of territory by Joshua and
the assignment of tenitory by Moses; the term used for Joshua probably derives from
the source material utilized in Josh. lTlg,whereas the term used for Moses is based on
the use of yr5 for Yahweh's gift of the entire land to Israel. The noun frz.i,id itself is also
used on the national level and with theological intent in Dt. 2:5,9(twice),19(twice);
secondarily also in 2:12. Yahweh gave not only Israel but also the neighbors related to
Israel through the patriarchs their land asfru.lJ6; the basis of this tradition might be the
use of r/i/ in Dt. 32:8. This usage of y"rdlA did not become part of the later stereotyped
Deuteronomistic language. In those contexts, nafld clearly tookon its former function,
or else the formulation drew on the language suggested by Jgs. ll:?3f., as already in the
secondary passage Dt. 2:20-22.|f fruttd could take the place of nof;"ld for a moment
in this stratum, it was clearly not to describe Israel's land as a heritage to be handed down
from one generation to another but to characterize it as a territory taken possession of
both legitimately and by force.

The association of yrJwith the promise of the land to the patriarchs in Dt. 1:8 is
repeated in 10:11 at the end of the story concerning the breaking and renewal of the
covenant at Horeb-in other words, upon reaching the point in the narrative where 1:6-8
had begun. It returns in Josh. 2t:43f., framing the entire textual complex. In the passages

relating to Joshua in Dt. 31:7; Josh. 1:6, the oath to the patriarchs is associated with rftl.
Theologically, the crucial point in this stratum is the association of Israel's yr,l with

s3 See t ohfink, Scholastih 37 (1962), 32-34.
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Yahweh's ntn. lf Gen. 15:7 does not fumish the basis for the tradition, this association

is the creative accomplishment of this stratum. The simplest form of the association is

narrative juxtaposition: Yahweh gives the land, Israel takes possession of the land @t.
l:39;3:20; Josh. 1:15a; 2l:43). Yahweh's gift can be qualified more extensively as a gift
sworn to the fathers (Dt. 1:8; 10:11; Josh. 21:43) or a gift in prospect of Israel's taking
possession (Josh. 1:11). "Giving" alone can also be used elliptically for Israel's taking
possession of the land (Dt. 1:8). This reflects the formulation of the gift as fruJ.ii (Dt.
2:5,9[twice], 19[twice]).

What do these passages mean by saying that Yahweh "gives" something? In JE, the
promise to the fathers may have been based on the model of a donation; here, however,s4

we can see another model at work. If Yahweh, the one God, "gives" various neighboring
nations their territories, the "gift" must be interpreted after the analogy of royal
allotrnent of land. This may be conceived as reflecting a feudal privilege, much like
enfeoffment (cf. 1 S. 8:L4;22:7;27:6'); or else it presupposes a system in which the

entire land is considered the king's property. In this case, a real estate transaction
(although in fact representing a purchase agreement, say, between two private parties)
must be construed juridically as (appropriation and) a new "gift" on the part of the king.
There is cuneiform evidence for such a system, above all in Ugarit. Our texts do not
make clear which of the two possible analogies is intended. Possibly the matter was

left deliberately vague so as to accommodate both early feudal notions of the relation-
ship between Yahweh and Israel and parallels to notions of ancient Near Eastern
property law that had taken hold in Judah. In any case, we have here alongside the

"historical" and "cultic" conceptions of the land (identified by von Rad) a third
conception, based on the laws of kingship. With respect to their earthly tenitory,
Yahweh's relationship to the nations of the world is that of a king to his subjects with
respect to productive land. Yahweh, as king, is lord of every territory. Transfer of title
becomes legally valid only through his juridical act, termed "giving." In the case of
Israel, he has pledged himself in advance to perform this act. Within this legal structure,
Israel's action denoted by the qal of yr5 is to be understood on the basis of the
distinction<learly laid out, for example, in Babylonian law-between conveying
possession and taking possession: it refers to the taking possession of the "given"
tenitory by its new national proprietor once title has been conveyed by Yahweh as king.
The verb yr.f does not carry this precise sense solely by virtue of its inherent meaning
but only in the context of the total system. The word itself, however, makes it absolutely
clear that the actual case involves a very specific manner of taking possession: through
conquest. This meaning is conveyed by yrJ because it has a fixed role in standard

accounts of conquest. In summary then, the use of yrJ in this group of texts set Israel's
occupation of the land, clearly described in terms of military conquest, in a comprehen-
sive scheme of theological and juridical legitimation.

In the situation obtaining when Dt. L-Josh. 22was composed, the ancient theory of
possession by right of conquest seems no longer to have sufficed, even when undergirded

54 Contra tohfink, BiDI, 41 (1960), 124-27.
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theologically by arguments like Jgs. Ll.21-24.The new texts may reflect Josiah's efforts

to recover Israel's ancient tenitory. The right of conquest was on Assyria's side. Assyria

could take Jephthah's arguments againstthe kingof the Ammonitesand turn them against

Josiah. What Josiah took from a temporarily weak Assyria could be taken from him,

should Assyria become stronger, with the same argument of arms and the national god

at work behind those arms. Using the new conception found in these texts, Josiah's

propaganda of national restoration could at least hold before the Israelite population a

comprehensive juridical structure within which the use of military force represented

merely the taking possession (for the first time or once again) of a territory already

belonging to Israel as a matter of record by virtue of a royal/divine conveyance. At the

same time, this juridical structure meant that the neighbors to the immediate east had

nothing to fear from this resurgent Israel.

Ancient Near Eastern parallels documenting the royal "gift" of land will be found in

Schwertner.ss In Nu. 27:8-ll,where both nln and the hiphil of ?r are used, the "people"
of Israel exercises this royal prerogative in "democratic" form.

b. yri in Cliches. The Deuteronomic law incorporated in Dt. 1-Josh. 22 and the various

strata and recensions of the entire Deuteronomistic history build on these texts, using the

qal and hiphil of yr,i (with the land or the peoples inhabiting it as object) as a cliche in
the stereotyped Deuteronomistic vocabulary. This language continues to influence

Jeremiah and extensive portions of the whole of postexilic literature.
Within the compass of the Deuteronomic law, yrJ often simply reactivates the

nanative situation in the mind of the hearer (the qal in combination with bw' or 'br,

particularly in the parenetic framework; also, in later strata, the hiphil and qal with
peoples as objects) or to recall the theologico-juridical basis for possession ofthe land
(the qal with ntn, esp. in the actual laws; the hiphil along with the qal, recalling the

theology of Jgs. 1l.2'1.-24, in Dt. 9:1-6; lL,23; 18:12,1.4; Josh. 23:5). Often a word for
"land" or "peoples" is simply expanded ornamentally by means of a phrase containing
yr,5. But the stereotyped use of yrJ appears above all in a few typical contexts, which we

shall now discuss.s6

c. yri in Statements of the Lawb Authority. Introductory and concluding sections of
the Deuteronomic law contain clauses defining the extent of its authority. They belong

to various strata but agree in substance: the law is in force in the land that Israel takes

possession of (yr.i) and as long as Israel dwells there: Dt. 4:5 (cf. v. L4); 5:31; 6:t;72:l
(cf. 1.1:31.f.: when the law first takes effect); 31:13. It is not impossible that at least in
exilic strata these clauses conceal a debate over whether and to what extent the law was

binding on those who had been deported to other lands.

Besides the question of the authority of the law as a whole, there is that of its
particular statutes. There are laws that become critical only at a certain point in history

s5 Pp. tos-og.
56 On the phrases and syntactic patterns with yrJ in Deuteronomistic language and their rules,

see l.ohfink, Das Hauptgebor, 81-85; Pl<iger, 61-87; Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deutero-

nomic School,34l-43.
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or prescribe behavior on a single occasion. This is usually made clear by "historicizing
introductions," which are fond of citing the occupation of the land and the destruction
or replacement of the previous inhabitants as the historical starting point. In many cases,

these texts are not real "laws" but proleptic sections of the historical work: correspond-
ing texts later in the work record whether or not the requirements were carried out. Here
yr.i helps establish the theologico-historical perspective. These introductions were
already present in the early Deuteronomic recension of JE used by the Deuteronomistic
writers; they can refer both to the land itself (Ex. L3:5,11) and to its inhabitants (Ex.
23:31b; cf..v.23\. They do not, however, use either the qal or hiphil of yr,5 (cf. still Dt.
6:10 and 8:7, which depends on it; also 27:2,4). Only in Deuteronomistic strata do
stereotyped cliches with yrJ begin to appear in these contexts. The hiphil replaces gr.i
from Ex. 23:31 on, as in Dt. 7:1., repeated in v. 17, which prescribes the treatment of
the inhabitants during and after the occupation (in a revision of Ex. 23:20-33 with
additions and commentary). There follow Dt. 1.1:29 (blessing and curse to be
pronounced immediately after the conquest; cf. Dt. 27; Josh. 8:30-35); Dt. 12:29
(rejection of the cultic practices of the inhabitants; cf. the associated laws in w. 2f.,
likewise with yr,i but lacking a formal historicizing introduction, and the use of the

hiphil in I K. 14:24;21;26;2 K. 16:3; l7:8i 2l:2, all from an exilic recension of the

Deuteronomistic history, which describe failure to obey the laws of Dt. 12, the real

cause of the exile in the eyes of this stratum as a whole); Dt. 17:14 (appointment of a
king; cf. 1 S. 8-12); Dt. 18:12,14 (secondary amplifications of the historicizing intro-
duction in v. 9a: rejection of child sacrifice 12K.16:3; 17:17;21:6;23:101and pagan

divination l2K.l7:l?;21:6l,hearkening to the prophets of Yahweh [2 K. 17:13f.]-all
in the exilic stratum of the Deuteronomistic history discussed in the context of Dt. L2:9);
Dt. 19:1f. (establishment of cities of refuge; cf. Josh. 20); Dt. 25:19 (destruction of the

Amalekites; cf. 1 S. 15). Only Dt. 26:l introduces a law that-at least as it is usually
understood-is not intended to be fulfilled at a particular moment in history but every
year once Israel is dwelling in the land: the law of firstfruits.sT

The historicizing introductions belong to several strata. There seems to be an impor-
tant association between Dt. l2:2f.,29-31,; 18:9-22 and the recension of the books of
Kings discussed above in the context of Dt. 12:29, the goal of which-as stated by
von Rad-was obviously to explain the exile by means of the Deuteronomistic history
in a "great doxology of judgment.'58 The passages from Kings use the hiphil of yr5 with
Yahweh as subject. Probably with the final recension of the laws pertaining to office Dt.
17:14 should also be assigned to this stratum.se It is likely that the passages in
Deuteronomy were consciously formulated from the perspective of this recension of
Kings and thus clearly embody the kerygma of this early exilic recension of the

Deuteronomistic history. DL ?5:2 requires the presentation of firstfruits at the place

chosen by Yahweh, probably a central sanctuary. Dt. 12:lO, in an historicizing introduc-

57 For a general discussion of the form of the historicizing introductions, see Lohfink, Das
HauPtgebot, 1 13f.; Seitz, 95-101.

58 For further discussion, see t ohfink, Festschrift H. W. Woffi 87-100.
5e Cf. t hfink , Festschrifi W. Kenpf (1971).
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tion without yrJ, makes this requirement take effect in the period of David and Solomon;
of course they are not mentioned by name, but the implication is clear. Dt.26:l avoids

this chronology, saying only that the law takes effect when the Israelites are "living in
the land." The ambiguity is clearly unresolved, unless the adjacent introductions in Dt.

25:19;26:l,which are shongly parallel in structure, are meant tobe mutually explanatory
in a kind of parallelism. If so, Dt. 25:19 points to the time when Y.ahweh has given Israel

rest from all its enemies round about, which can be understood as an allusion to the period

of the first kings (cf. 2 5.7:l,ll; Josh. 23:1 probably derives from a later hand). Ex.

34:24a, a secondary addition,o also belongs with these texts.

d. yri in Statements Relating the Occupation to Observance of the Law. Deuter
onomy promises blessing in return for observance of the law. It is usually assumed that
both this observance and the blessing have their locus in Israel's land. This setting can

be made explicit in passages that frequently describe the land as being taken into
possession through conquest: Dt. 5:33; l5:4;23:2'1.(20); 30:16; 32:47. Thus yr.i helps

define the nature of the blessing. In Dt. 5:33; 32:47 , theblessing is identified with long
life in the land. This feature of the blessing parallels the curse pronounced hDt. 4:26;
28:61,63;30:18: if the law is not obeyed, the people will be driven out of the land they
once possessed. In either case, the sequence is: yr,i{non)observance of the law-
blessing or curse.

We are dealing with a totally different structure when entrance into and possession of
the land themselves become part of the blessing and are therefore dependent on prior
observance of the law. This approach is in fact a reductio ad absurdum of the historical
fiction that sets the proclamation of the law immediately prior to--..or actually in the

midst of-the events of the conquest. This structure nevertheless appears, making use

ofyr,i, in Dt. 6:17-L9;8:l;ll:8,22-25; and possibly also 16:20. If the Israelites intermary
with the peoples that have not yet been destroyed, Josh. 23:12f. threatens that Yahweh

will not destroy them; Jgs. 2:204:6 records God's final decision and its fulfillment. All
these texts except Dt. 8:1; 16:20 probably belong to the Deuteronomistic recension of
Joshua and Judges identified by Smend as DtrN. In this stratum,yr,J appears also in Josh.

131,6;23:5(twice),9; Jgs.2:6.6r Although it does not use yr.f, Josh. 1:7f. is a similar
passage belonging to this stratum. C-ontrary to the expressed views of recent scholars,

this stratum does not appear to extend beyond Judges. It is "nomistic" in the shict Pauline

sense, since Yahweh's blessing and salvation are made dependent on prior fidelity to the

law. This theology does not appear in the books of Kings; it would be out of place there,

if the blessing involves occupation of the land. Its most likely setting would be the

situation toward the end of the exile. In this period, a redactor might well have worked

renewed fidelity to the law and consequent repossession of the land into the situation of
Israel in Moab. Such a setting would in fact mitigate the "nomistic" harshness of the

kerygma by turning it into parenesis.62

Halbe, 161-170.
See also lohfink, Festschrift H. W. Woffi 87-100.
For a different interpretation of all these texts, see the studies by Weinfeld.
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The occurrences ofyr5 in Dt. 8:1; 9:1-6 probably belong to an even later stratum of
Deuteronomistic editing, which exhibits a critical stance toward the central thesis of
DtrN. Dt. 8:1 first states the thesis (using yr$ in a parenesis that clearly accepts it. The
"argument" n 8:2-6, under the guise of describing Israel's life in the desert, speaks

cryptically of the exile and the process of learning and growth possible in that setting,
even emphasizing the necessity of obedience to the law. But there follows a waming, a

critical distancing in the form of a commentary that imitates 6:10-16: because formerly
so much depended on the obedience to the law, when Israel is brought once more into
the land by Yahweh and has grown rich, it must not ascribe its success to its own
achievements and forget that, despite Israel's prior obedience to the law, it was Yahweh

alone who vouchsafed the blessing. Asecond stage even questions the causal relationship
between Israel's return and its prior observance of the law, its "righteousness" (9:4,5,6).
There is in fact no such righteousness, since Israel has "provoked" Yahweh fundamen-
tally and repeatedly (9:7,23,24). This, too, is worked back into the desert period and

Israel's situation in Moab by Dt. 9:1-8, placed as an interpretative key immediately before
the account of Israel's breach of the covenant at Horeb, which probably belongs to the

earliest stratum of the Deuteronomistic history. ln9:22-24, the same hand has inserted

in this account still other demonstrations of Israel's rebelliousness. Dt. 9:1-8 alludes to
6:17-19 (DhN) (9:4: hdp [cf. 6:19]; 9:5: ydler [cf. 6:18]) and uses yr.f as a key word in
both qal and hiphil (9:1,3,4[twice],5[twice],6). Thus the theme of the destruction of the

Canaanites and the possession of the land promised to the fathers (9:5) serves to develop
the clearest OT anticipation of the Pauline theology of God's "righteousness," beside

which there can be no human "righteousness" (s'daq663).

The stage to which Dt. 4:1-40; 30:1-10 belong may represent the latest redactional
stratum, although still dating from the end of the exile. It rejects DtrN's nomism not so

much on theological grounds as from the perspective of the actual return from exile. In
4:1., Moses does not simply promise that the Israelites will enter the land and take
possession of it, as in the earlier Deuteronomistic strata, but imposes a prior condition:
not obedience to the law, as in DtrN, but merely hearing and giving heed to God's will.
This is analogous to 4:30, which presents the exiles with the possibility of retuming and

hearkening to his voice. Then Yahweh will not forget his covenant with the fathers.
Nothing more is said in Dt.4, but 30:1-10 develops the theme. There the stituation of
the exile is addressed from the beginning. Both the blessing and the curse ofthe law have

been experienced. Israel is in exile, but can return and hearken to Yahweh's voiw lekal
'oler-'ottbkt m"sawtt'lSd hayydm (30:2). The vagueness of the formulation is probably
deliberate, since according to Deuteronomy the law is not binding outside the land.

Yahweh will then assemble Israel from among all the nations and bring it back to the
land that the generation of Moses and Joshua took possession of (yr$; they will once
more take possession of it (yd, and their prosperity will be greater than before (v. 5).
Here, in the land they have once more taken possession of, Yahweh will circumcise their
hearts, so that love of God will be possible in a new way. After this transformation, Israel

at -V1Z gde.
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will be able to observe the entire law (v. 8, further explicated in v. 10). Then the land will
be fruitful (the ancient substance of the blessing). Here we have a theology similar to
that in the promises of salvation found in the redactional sections of Jeremiah and

Ezekiel: assembly and restoration, followed by a new heart, a new covenant, or the like,
andconsequentlyby anewpossibility of living according to Yahweh's law.Aconnection
between this stratum of Deuteronomy and the "Deuteronomistic" prose of Jeremiah is

likely. As in the original Deuteronomistic conception, possession of the land is thus the

precondition for observance of the law, not the reverse. It no longer suffices, however,

as a definition of Yahweh's salvific work. There must also be a change of heart, brought

about solely by Yahweh. But there will be no return and no repossession of the land if
the people do not first retum to Yahweh and hearken to his voice.6a

The concept of righteousness based on observance of the law derives from Dt. 6:25.

The shift of the covenant idea from Horeb to the patiarchs, which is typical of this

stratum (Dt. 8:18; 9:5; cf. 7:8,L2), suggests contacts with the intellectual milieu of P.

7.Jer. 30f. The passage most closely related to Dt. 3011-10 in the "Deuteronomistic"
sections of Jeremiah is the "Deuteronomistic" framework of Jer. 30f. Yahweh's forgive-
ness is the basis for his postexilic salvation (chs. 31,34). The first act of God's salvation

sees Yahweh bringing Israel and Judah (i.e., the descendants of both kingdoms) back to

the land he had given (ntn) to their fathers so that they may take possession of it (yr$
onc,e more (30:3). Then follows the increase of man and beast (31:27t.) and the

establishment of a new covenant, which makes it possible to observe Yahweh's law in a
new way from within (31:31-34a).os

Several translators (including Luther) have nteryretedwirEifrhn inJer.30:3 as a result

clause introduced by warl-consecutive, with the subject "bOtan; "I gave . . . and they

took possession." The result is a common idea in Deuteronomistic cliches, but expressed

more elegantly by means of an infinitive construction. This interpretation loses the point

that the end of the exile is marked not only by a new covenant but also by a new

occupation.

8. Ezekiel.In an analogous manner, Ezk.36:12 contains a prediction (formulated by

means of yr.i) of the occupation of the land after the exile preceding a passage conceming

the new heart and new spirit that make it possible to live according to the law (36:t6-32).
But the section of the verse containingyrJ may belong to a later interpretation, introduc-

ing a word that Ezekiel does not commonly use in the context of return from exile.

More important is Ezekiel's use of yr,l and mdrdld in connection with the question

of to whom the land, depopulated by the deportation, belongs in the eyes of Yahweh.

This question is examined in three (or possibly four) stages, Each time, the expression

# ForadiscussionofthestratumrepresentedinDt.8:1-9,22-24,seel-ohfnk,DasHauptgebot,
189-206. On the stratum in Dt . 4:t-4O;30:1-10 and its relationships with Jeremiah, seeWolff, ZAW)

73 (196t),180-83. On 4:1-40 as a single unit (contra Mittmann, etc.), see Braulik, Bibl, 59 (1978),

351-383; on yrj 4:140, see Braulik, Dic Mittel deuterorambcher Rhetorih 83f..,92-95.
65 For a discussion of these chapters, see Bdhmer.
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of a claim to the land by a specific group evokes a response from the prophet. After the

first deportation in 598/597, those still living in Jerusalem claim the land (Ezk. 11:15:

lanfr . . . niffnA ha'arep l"mdrdid), arguing that those who have been deported are far
from Yahweh. Ezekiel disputes their argument. Yahweh is not far from the exiles. It is
they to whom he promises return, a new heart, and a new spirit. Again, the promise of
return (11:17f.) could be a secondary interpretation. In any case, however, the claim of
those who were spared deportation to possess the entire land is rejected. After the
destruction of Jerusalem in 586, those still dwelling in ruins in the land of Israel assert

the same claim by appealing to the example of Abraham (33:24\. For the first time in
the OT, we find the statement that Abraham himself took possession of the land (the

similar statement in Gen. 15:7f. being interpreted by 15:18 as referring to Abraham's
descendants). They say: "Abraham was only one man, yet he took possession of
(wayytrai) the land; but we are many-so the land is surely given us to possess (/a-n 0
nitf,nA hd'areg l"mOrdSA) (Ezk. $:2$. The argument a fortiori perverts the statment
about Abraham. Its point is that Abraham did not receive the land by virtue of his own
efforts-he was only a single individual-but through Yahweh. But the argument of
those dwelling in the ruins boasts of their numbers and their own efforts. The prophet's
response (33:25f..) makes this perversion quite clear. It demolishes any claim to yrJ:
idolatry and bloodshed rule out any right to possess the land. Here yr5 should probably
be translated "enjoy possession of." The curses of the law await those living in the land
who do not obey the law. Therefore 33:27-29 predicts that those dwelling in the ruins
will perish and the land will become a desolate waste. In a further state, this desolation
is then presupposed as having taken place. Now other nations-Edom (35:10,12) and
the rest of the surrounding nations together with Edom (36:2,5Fclaim "the mountains
of Israel" as their possession. They do so "although Yahweh was there" (35:10). Yahweh
therefore sees to it that Edom's land is laid waste, while the desolate mountains of Israel
are to be repopulated and made fruitful by the return of Israel (35:1-36:15). As in the
Deuteronomistic shatum of Dt. L-Josh. 22, Yahweh appears here as the divine king
who rules over the nations, "giving" to all of them their territory. The allotrnent of
territories to Israel and its neighbors to the south and east described there is not
abrogated. But the possibility exists for the people to be driven out and to return, for
the land to be laid waste and then restored to life. All lies in the power of Yahweh, who
rules as king. The prophet rejects the mythological notion of specific territories as

inherently "cannibalistic" (36:13-15).oo

9. F, H, andLate Strata of the Pentateuch.^I\e basic stratum of P @e), even if it was

intended to end with the death of Moses, is clearly concerned with the themes of the land
and its occupation.6T This is all the more so if it goes on to record the entrance into

66 On 11:17ff.;36:12 as possible secondary interpretative material, see W. Zimmefli,Ezekiel.
Herm @ng. trans. 1979-1983). On 35:10, cf. also Ps. 83:13(L2), where the context also inolves
Edom and other neighbors.

67 ElligerandCortese,contraM.Noth,AflisroryofPennteuchalTraditions@ng.trans.1972;
repr. Chico, Calif., 1981).
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Canaan.68 For these themes it appears deliberately to use words drawn from various

traditions: above all ntnfromthe early sources (Gen. 17:8; ?3:4;35:12;48:4; Ex. 6:4,8;

Nu. 1.3:2; 20:L2;Dl32:49,S2),then'oftuzzA (Gen. 17:8;48:4; Dt. 32:49') andnch"Id (Nu.

34:2,14,15;Josh. 14:2; cf. Nu. 34:1.3; Josh. 14:1; 19:51). The root tD,I, which Josh. 18:1

uses prominently in concluding position, makes it clear that Israel's occupation of
Canaan is the realization of the Creator's blessing given to all the nations of the world:
kb.l appears also in Gen. 1:28. Human well-being is thus the effective outcome of
creation.6e Within this complex and yet homogeneous system of discourse, yrJ appears

in Gen. 28:4, recalling Deuteronomistic language; and mOrilA appears in Ex. 6:8,70

recalling above all Ezk.36,which is also in the background of Nu. 13f. (Ps) (cf. the land

"devouring" its inhabitants in Nu. L3:32'5. Possibly this root, which at least in
Deuteronomistic usage has military overtones, was deliberately avoided in the later

account of the occupationbecause Pe seems to have eliminated all military features from
its presentation of the occupation.Tl

At a crucial point in the redaction of the major parenetic framework passage [rv.
2O:2245:4672 the Holiness Code (H) uses the verb yrJ for taking possession of the

land-referring, in agreement with the narrative fiction, to the occupation following the

events at Sinai. The context clearly excludes all military overtones. Yahweh's actions,

despite the attractive play on words involving yrJ qal, are not denoted by the hiphil of
yr5 or some other word meaning "destroy," but by 5& piel + mipt'ni N (Irv. 20:23; cf.
18:24 and the image of the land that vomits out its inhabitants[18:25,28;n:22\).In t ev.

20:24,Yahweh refers to his earlier promise that he would give the Israelites the land that

they might take possession of it. If this stratum of H belongs to the literary context of Pe,

then there is an allusion to Gen. 28:4; otherwise, the quotation probably refers diffusely
to the whole corpus of Deuteronomistic material. For the first time in the OT, the

laudatory cliche of the "land flowing with milk and honey" is used in immediate

conjunction with the stereotyped usage of yr.l (the next occasion probably being Dt.
11:8-10). The concern of the entire text-reflecting totally the early postexilic situa-

tion-is that the people dwelling once more in the land may be vomited out once again

if they do not consider themselves "separate"13 tnd "holy"74 in their conduct with respect

to the nations. Israel received the land only because Yahweh was filled with loathing at

the conduct of the people (sg. !) dwelling in the land. Here, then, we see one of Yahweh's
reasonsformaking Israel'syr.lpossible (cf. Dt.9:5 lUrii'alhaggiyimha'elleh;also Gen.

15:16); it is associated closely with the nexus combining observance of the law with
possession of the land.

In contrast to Pg and H, 2 passages in the post-P recension of the Pentateuch once

68 Most recently supported by L,ohfink, Slrd 29 (1978), t98.
6s t ohfinlq in Altner, et al., Sind wir noch zu retten?,27-31.
7o Weimar, 150-52.
71 Cf. Irhfink,SW 29 (1978), 199, n. 30.
72 See most recently Cholewiriski,60-63, 136.
tt -l.t) bdl.
tt -S1l qdt.
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more emphasize the hiphil of yrJ and the violent destruction of those dwelling in the

land. Now, however, the subject ofyrJ hiphil + mipfn€ N is no longer Yahweh but Israel

or even the individual Israelite warrior. This is true in Nu. 32 (esp. 32:21), an expansion

of the account in the early sources of the negotiations between Moses and the tribes east

of the Jordan; it draws on the entire range of parallel passages. The traditional wordplay
involving the qal ofyrS (with the land as its object) does not appear, because yr5 qal has

been replaced by &b.1, inhoduced from Pg (Nu.32:22,29; cf. the basic texts inDt.3:20;
Josh. 1:15a). We see the same usage in Nu. 33:50-55, which incorporates the ancient
tradition of feudal privilege from Ex. 23 and 34 but cites as the only formal command-

ment the destruction of all the inhabitants of the land by the Israelites, using the standard

OT termyr5. Our great ignorance of the postexilic centuries prevents us from determining
whether these texts may reflect a deterioration of the situation in the late period. Perhaps

the militant motifs were introduced only to voice a totally different concern in a setting

that sounded as archaic as possible: the proper distribution of landed property with
respect to the population of the individual groups (cf. Nu. 33:.54).ts

Cortese's attemptT6 to claim Nu. 33:50-55 for Pe I do not find convincing. In Nu.

32:21,the syntax admits the possibility that Yahweh is the subject of yrJ hiphil. But this
would be the only passage depicting Yahweh as destroying nations before himself.

10. Hope for Restoration of the Davidic Empire in the Redactors of the Prophets. ln
the partially interdependent passages representing the final recension of the prophetic

books, there are 2 verses that associate yrJ with the idea of repossessing the Davidic
empire, with special emphasis on Edom. Ob. 17, which could be part of the original text,
while speaking of Jerusalem says only that the house of Jacob (i.e., the exiles) shall

possess their own possessions once more. But a secondary interpretation in two stages,

repeating the key word yr,I several times, defines this statement first as meaning that
(starting from Judah) the mountains of Esau, the land of the Philistines, Ephraim-

Samaria, and Gilead will be reclaimed (Ob. 19) and then as meaning that the exiles of
the northern kingdom will take possession of the Phoenician territory as far as Zarephath

and the exiles of Jerusalem in Sepharad (= Sardis in Asia Minor) will take possession of
the cities of the Negeb (Ob. 20). Here it is only implicit that the interpreter is envisioning
the united kingdom of the earliest monarchy; this is stated explicitly, howeveq in the

conclusion to Amos (Am. 9:L2), which probably dates from the exilic period at the

earliest. Yahweh will raise up the booth of David and rebuild it as in the days of old, i.e.,

the days of David. Then the Israelites will dispossess (yr5 with personal obj.) those in
Edom who have escaped the judgment (cf. Am. 1:11f.) and all the other nations called
by Yahweh's name (at the establishment of the Davidic empire).77

Rudolph isthe mostrecent scholarto support the authenticityof Am.9:L2. Hisprimary

75 For the most recent criticd analysis of Nu. 32, see Mittmann, 95-104.
7a Pp. rul-tso.
77 On the translation of Ob. 19f., see W. Rudolph, Obadja. KAT, XIIUZ (1971); on the dating

of both texts, see H. W Wolff,Joel andAmos. Herm @ng. trans. 1977).
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argument, that there was a "remnant" of Edom only in the time of Amos, overlooks the

fact that in Am. 9:L2 yri is used with a personal object.

1.L. Possession of the Land as the Hope of the "Poor" in the Postexilic Period. Ps.

37, an acrostic Wisdom psalm, uses the expression yr.f 'eres as a kind of le itmotif (Ps.

37:9,L1,22,29,34; synonymsin18,27,29). Unlike Deuteronomistic literature, it does not
promise possession of the land to all Israel. The psalm instead presupposes an Israel
already living in the land, Yahweh's beneficent gift; now its conduct is under scrutiny.
There are some who are wicked, and there are some who are good, who adhere to
Yahweh. The latter, also called the "poor" and the "oppressed" in the land, are exhorted
not to fret, but to remain faithful to Yahweh and hope in him. They are promised that
they will enjoy possession of the land, whereas the wicked will be exterminated in the

end. It is possible that the psalm refers specifically to the peasantry who faced increasing
class differences and were in danger of losing their land to great landowners. It does not
speak of people with no possessions at all, promising them the property of their
oppressors (cf. v. 3: "dwell in the land"). Furthermore, the phrase yrl'eres, despite its
concrete meaning, seems also to be a kind of shorthand for salvation and prosperity in
general. The expression recalls traditions associated with wisdom as well as

Deuteronomistic traditions.T8 As a parallel we find: tfhil'ann"gtt'al-rdb 5al6m (v. tI).
The relationship between the proper conduct of the poor and the promised possession of
the land cannot be reduced to a simple formula of "cause and effect" or even "conduct
and reward." The distinction between present and promise becomes blurred. The righ-
teous are to "take delight in Yahweh"; they will then "delight in abundant prosperity"
(w. 4,11). They will possess the land and dwell upon it forever (v.29) if they trust in
Yahweh, do good, and "dwell in the land" (v. 3). The proper ordering of society is already
in existence. It may be in distress, but it will be fully established by Yahweh in the future.
Here we are undoubtedly dealing with postexilic reflection on the well-being looked for
but not yet really visible after the return.

The theme developed broadly in Ps. 37 is summarized tersely in the petitions of Ps.

25:13; 6l:6(5); 69:36f.(35f.). In Ps. 25:1,3ff., yri 'erep is sunounded by a variety of
Deuteronomistic catchwords. In Ps. 69:34-37(35-36), the catchwords'eQyOntmTe and
'ostrim introduce an individual prayer that is then expanded to include all Israel (cf. the

similar passage, with ikn instead of yr$ in Ps.1O2:29128]).The parallels in Trito-Isaiah
suggest that the "servants" and "those who love his name" are not the returnees as a
group but rather those among them who are faithful to Yahweh, for yr,i 'eres is used

similarly in Isa. 57:13 (as a climax); 6O:21;65:9. Matthew formulated the third beatitude

in the Sermon on the Mount strictly after the pattern of Ps. 37:11.; it is therefore hardly
correct to translate Mt. 5:5 as "for they will take possession of the land" or "for they will
inherit the land."

The extant portions of 4QpPs', a pesher on selected texts from the Psalms, deal

See I.2.b above.
+ llrlll 'ef,ydn ('ebhyOn).
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primarily with Ps. 37; in it the Qumran community identifies itself with the righteous

and poor of the psalm. The destruction of the wicked will take place after forty years,

i.e., at the end o1 the eschatological holy war (L-10.tr.8). Those who repented in the

desert (?) will live in prosperity (?) for a thousand generations, and the entire heritage of

Adam (or the human race) will belong to them and their descendants forever (L-10.I[.1f.;

cf. IV.3). The heritage of all the great (?) will belong to the community of the poor. They

will possess the high mountain of Israel. On his holy mountain they will take their delight

(1-10.III.10f.). The "holy mountain" reveals the influence of the book of Isaiah.

!2. Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah. ln its message of salvation, Deutero-lsaiah avoids the

Deuteronomistic idea that Yahweh will give the land once more to the returnees and that

they will take possession of it once more. He speaks of a second exodus, but not a second

occupation. It is not necessary. The exiles do indeed depart from Babylon, and Yahweh

himslp goes with them. But Zion is already waiting for them in the land and experiences

their anival. The desolate ffttillf must be reapportioned (Isa. 49:8), but the idea of

"taking possession" appears only in a secondary context. Zion, bereft of her children, is

suddenly blessed with a multitude of children coming from all the nations. The place has

become too narrow for her (Isa. 49:L8-23). She is therefore urged to enlarge the space

of her tent and spread out in all directions (54:1-3). Then "your descendants will succeed

to the inheritance (yr.I qal) of the nations and will people the desolate cities" (v. 3). It

remains unclear whether this passage-like the late strata of other prophetic books-
refers to expansion into the old Davidic empire or even further. There is no suggestion

of war. Destroyed cities are there for the taking. The miraculous glow that illuminates

all of Deutero-Isaiah is not absent here. Trito-Isaiah will draw on this text but develop it
more concretely.

Bonnards0 translates Isa. 54:3 as follows: "Your descendants will inherit nations [i.e.,
'people of other nations'; cf. 55:5], and these will settle the desolate cities [of Judah]."

The context argues against this interpretation. In addition, Bonnard uses the meaning
..inherit," which probably did not develop until later, and assumes to boot that it is used

figuratively.
In Trito-Isaiah-in contrast to Proto-Isaiah and almost all of Deutero-Isaiah-yrJ

plays a certain role as a term denoting Israel's salvation and prosperity. Not all its

o""u.r"r*., however, can be ascribed tO a single hand or system of discourse. Isa.

63:744:11(12), a communal lament from the time when Jerusalem still lay in ruins,

looks back on the monarchy as the period when Israel "possessed" the sanctuary of
yahweh, an all too brief golden age: "Return for the sake of thy seryants, the tribes that

are thy nafi"lA: only for a little while did thy holy people possess thy sanctuary; our

adversaries have now trodden it down" (63:t7f..). This passage constitutes the basis on

which other texts promise renewed possession of the land, often in conjunction with

the root -61? qdt (57:13;65:9 [cf. v. 11]). Ch. 60, which is dominated by the theme

of the nations' pilgrimage to Zion, recalls the various motifs of the promises to the

80 P.291.
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fathers: the blessing of the nations (w. 1-L8), "Israel's God" (w. 19f.), the land (v. 21),
increase (v.22). The land has long since been given. But in the age of salvation-in
contrast to the present time-the population of Zion will consist solely of ;addtqim.
Therefore they will "possess the land for ever" (v.21). Here, then, in a passage that
draws above all on the language of Ps. 37, yr.i becomes an eschatological term for the

promise of the land.
lsa. 6l:4-7 is a chiastic parallel to 54:3. In the year of Yahweh's favor described by

ch. 6L, "those who mourn inZion" will rebuild the desolate cities (61:4; cf. 54:3bp).
Their taking the heritage of the nations (54:3bcr) is developed in a complex midrash
(61:5-7). Secular labor in Jerusalem is performed by aliens. Zion's inhabitants are

priests, and live from the wealth of the nations. Then there is a play on various meanings
of mi.Sneh. "Instead of your [those who mourn in Zion] shame you shall have a double
portion." First: "[Instead of] dishonor, they [the nations] will rejoice in your portion."
It is not clear whether "portion" here refers to the property of Zion's inhabitants in their
own land (cf. 61:6) or to Yahweh as the "portion" allotted in Israel to the priests. In any

case, the other nations rejoice over Zion's fate and, as a concrete result, place their own
land at Zion's disposal: "Therefore in their [the nations'] land you shall take possesion

of (yr$ a second [portion]; yours shall be everlasting joy." Does this passage exalt
theoretically the fact that Israel already possesses a large diaspora in addition to those

dwelling in the land? Or does it develop the idea of the eschatological pilgrimage of
the nations to Jerusalem (cf. Isa. 60) into a kind of interpenetration of Israel and the

nations? Perhaps both are true. In any case, it goes beyond what 60:21 says: in the age

of salvation, the inhabitants of Jerusalem will have a second portion among the nations,
outside their own land.

This possession of the land presupposes the great division within the land. In the

context of statements referring to this division, and clearly in related symmetrical
positions within chs. 5ffi6,Isa. 57:13; 65:9 speak of "possessing" the land or the holy
mountain of Yahweh. In contrast to the wicked mentioned in the same context, its
possession is promised to hOseh lt (57:13), the y6rdf hirdy newly brought forth from
Jacob, the Uliray and 'of,alay (65:9). Unlike Ps. 37, however, this passage does not
have in mind simply a portion of the Jewish people. In the last redactional strata of
Trito-Isaiah, to which both these passages clearly belong, the "aliens" ofch. 56 can also

be included (the catch phrase har qo/itlinks the two passages [for 65:9, cf. w. 11,25]

with 56:7; 66:20 in the outermost framework). If Israel was the "chosen seryant" of
Yahweh in Deutero-Isaiah, then here the "chosen ones" and "seryants" constitute a

group much more subtle and hard to define, profoundly transforming the notion of the

people of God. It is they who are promised delight in possessing the holy mountain of
Yahweh.

Lohfink
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the OT.1 The gentilic form appears an additional 5 times. There are 144 occurrences in
the Qumran documents and 6 in the Mesha inscription. The monolithic inscription of
Shalmaneser Itr from Qarqar includes an instance of the masculine gentilic form: "Ahab
the Israelite" (Sir:i-la-a).2 The IXX always transcribes the name as Israil. The name
continues to appear with great frequency in Jewish literature and the NT.

The name "Israel" also appears in a Ugaritic text in the form yiril,3 the name of a

charioteer (mrynm), and in the form y-si-r-i'-r as the name of a people in line 27 of the
Merneptah inscription. The former has no connection with the Israel of the OT; the
connection in the latter is disputed. It is uncertain whether the name ir'l in ostraca nos.
42 and 48 from Samaria is to be read as "Asriel" (cf. Nu. 26:31; Josh. l7:2;'J.. Ch.7:14)
and associated with Israel.a

2. Etymology. The etymology of the name "Israel" has not been explained satisfac-
torily. T\vo OT passages play on the name. [n Gen. 32:29@ng. v. 28) (assigned to L by
Eissfeldt and to J by Noth), the name is explained as follows: ". . . for you have striven

Gdri@withcod and with men, and have prevailed." This etymology associates "Israel"
with the root Srh, which from the context must mean something like "struggle" or
"strive."S Hos. L2:4f.(3f.) alludes to Gen. 32:23-33(22-32\ oy some other tradition,6
saying--albeit pejoratively-that "in his manhood he strove (SdrA) with God and

contended (?) (wayyasar) with an angel and prevailed (- ):' yak6[)j'In Hos. 12:4(3),
as in Gen. 32:29(28), the root .frft appears again, but the derivation of the verb at the
beginning of Hos. 12:5(4) is obscure. It might be a form of .fr47 but the translation "ruIe"
or "yield" makes no sense. If one does not assume that the text of Hos. l2:5@) is comrpt,8
the only other possibility is to assume the meaning "and he contended" for wayyaSar on
the basis ofv. 4(3).

In any case, both are popular etymologies interpreting the name "Israel" as a
compound comprising a verb plus a theophorous element. Identification of the latter as

the object of the verb is clearly a fiction of the etymology. In fact, the name exemplifies

of Ezekiel"); idem, "lsrael im Buche Ezechiel," l/4 8 (1958), 75-90; H.-J. Zobel, "Das
Selbstverstiindnis Israels nach dem N," ZAW 85 (1973), 281-294; ider4 Stammesspruch und
Geschichte. BZAW 95 (1965); idery "Die Stammessprtiche des Mose-Segens (Dtn 33,G25): Ihr
'Sitz im Leben,'" Klio, 46 (1965),83-92.

1 Lisowsky lists 2511 occurrences, to which must be added Gen. 47:31 and the 2 occurrences
in 1 K. 9:7; t6:29, as Gerleman notes.

2 1t.92.
3 KTA, 4.623,3; on the interchange of J and ,f, see Marcus; for a discussion of the text itself,

see Sauer.
4 lrmaire.
5 Danell, 17f.; W?ichter, 58f.; Sachsse, ZAW 34 (L914), 1, 5; Heller, 263; d. also Coote.
6 Cf. L. Ruppert, "Herkunft und Bedeutung der Jakob-Tradition bei Hosea," Bibl, 52 (1971),

488-504.
7 WAchter, 62, n. 14.
8 Cf. the divergent views in W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIryl (1966), 222, and H. W. Wolff,

Hosea. Herm @ng. trans. 1974\,206.
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a widespread type of West Semitic name consisting of the imperfect of a verb plus a
theophorous element.e The theophorous element is not the object but the subject of the
phrase name.loAnd since 'e7 is probably not an appellative but the name of the God El,ll
"Israel" must mean something like "El strives" or "El contends." Stamm alters this
interpretation somewhat by taking the imperfect as a narrative tense and translating the
name as referring to the past.12

This translation of the verbal element is based entirely on the popular etymologies
cited, and is therefore by no means compelling. This obvious fact has led over the years

to a wealth of proposed interpretations.l3 Many suggestions need not be taken seriously:
the root yirra or'54rs ot even an Aegean iser, "holy,"r6 not to mention Steuernagel's
theory that "Israel" means 'ti rdl.El, "the man from the tribe of Rachel,'|7 or Walker's,l8
that "Israel" is a kind of abbreviation for "Yah from Seir is El." The only realistic root
for the etymology is.frlr, as the OT texts assume. When we turn to the interpretation of
this root, the proposal of Vollers and Bauerle to postulate a basic meaning "be radiant,
shine" (on the basis of Arab. lartya) and translate the name as "El shines forth" is
implausible. S. R. Driver's translation "El persists," interpreting frh as "persevere,.
persist," has likewise found no support. Ultimately, the choice is between the translations
"contend"T and "reign, hold sway."2l It is noteworthy that the popular etymology that
interprets the personal name "Jerubbaal" as meaning "[rt Ba'al contend against him"
(Jgs. 6:32) resembles our interpretation in taking the verbal element to mean "contend."
Now in this latter case there can be no question that the verbal element does not reflect
the root ri!, "contend," bul rbb, "be exalted, raigtt."2z This observation lends support to
the theory that the interpretation of. lrh as "contend" is a fiction of the popular etymology

e Cf. M. Noth, /PN, 2O8; i.dem, Aufsritze, ll, 2?3; The History of Israel 4.
10 As first observed by E. Nestle in Sachsse, ZAW 34 (1914),4.
1l See most recently Mihalik, 13f.
12 J.J.Stamm,BeitriigezurhebriiischenundalnriennlischenNamenlatnde.OBO,30(1980),

62f.
13 See the material assembled in Sachsse, ZAW 34 (1914),1-5, listing 9 variations, and Danell,

22-28,who repeats Sachsse's survey and adds more recent proposals. The most recent suggestion
is that of WEchter, who proposes an etymology involvingya-Jar and translates the name as "El is
just," an interpretation already proposed by Sachsse.

t4 Nbignt, JBL, 46 (1927), 151-185; Sachsse; and Danell; as well as Wichter.
15 Most recently Naor.
16 Feist.
17 Cited by Sachsse, ZAW 34 (1914), 4.
t8 P.434.
te OLZ,38 (1935), 477; ZAW,51 (1933), 83.
20 Wellhausen,23: "El contends"; Meyer, ?52: "El is one who contends"; Kittel, 1,274, n. l:

" 'God contends', or the like"; Auerbach,TZ: "God contends"; Eissfeldt,K/Scht;1Y,98: "El fights";
Hempel, 782: "'El contends'or 'El heals'?"; Heller, 263: "May God contend"; cf. Miller.

2t loion,42f..: "be shong"; Noth,IPIf, 207: "May God show himself to be lord/ruler"; von Rad,
356, n. 1: "God reigns" (?); Eissfeldt, Festschrift D. Wnton Thomas, 76: "El is lord"; Sauer, 240
(citing Ugar. J4 "prince"): "May El show himself to be lord"; Eichrodt, "Religionsgeschichte
Israels," 384 (=211' "God rules."

22 Eissfeldt, Festschrift D. Winton Thomas, 7 6, n. 2.
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and that the basic meaning is "ruIe, be exalted." In this case, the original meaning of our
name would be 'El reigns, El is supreme."23 As the Ugaritic example shows, this is in
fact a masculine personal name.

3. Meanings. This impression concerning the meaning of the name "Israel" seems to

be confirmed if we follow the sequence of the biblical books, beginning with Genesis.
The first occurrence is in Gen. 32:29Q8),which recounts the solemn renaming of Jacob

as Israel; here Jacob is represented as an individual. The text can speak of his right hand

or his left, his eyes, his lifetime. Of 43 occunences in Genesis, 29 refer clearly to the
patriarch; another 7 involve the phrase "sons of Israel." It is noteworthy that of 29

occurrences where "Israel" denotes an individual,22 appear in a version of the Joseph

story; similarly, 5 of the 7 occurrences of "sons of Israel" appear in this version. In 5
instances, "Israel" clearly refers to a larger group: Gen.34:7 ("commit a crime in Israel";
cf. Dt. 22:21.; Josh.7:15; Jgs. ?n:6,10,13; etc.); Gen.48:20 ("pronounce a blessing in
Israel"); 49:7 ("scatter in Israel"); 49:16,28 ("the tribes of Israel"). Finally God is called
'El, the God of Israel" (Gen. 33:20) and "Shepherd of the rock of Israel" (Gen. 49:24).

Only in Genesis do we find this preponderance of individual over collective usage.

In Exodus, the patriarch is mentioned in 2 passages: Ex. 6:14 (P) and32:13 (redactional).
But there are 41 occurrences, beginning with Ex. 4:22, in which "Israel" refers to the
people enslaved in Egypt and let go by Pharaoh, who experienced the miracle of the

exodus and were brought into covenant with God. Beginning with Ex. 5:L, there are 4
references to "(Yahweh,) the God of Israel" (24:10;32:27;34:23;cf.32:4,8). The ptrase
"sons of Israel" occurs 123 times.

This picture is repeated in the following biblical books: Lrviticus (11 occurrences of
the collective, 54 of "sons of Israel"), Numbers (2 occurrences as the father of Reuben

[Nu. 1:20; 26:5 (both P)]; 63 occurrences of the collective, 171 of "sons of Israel," 1 of
"God of Israel" [Nu. 16:9]), Deuteronomy (51 of the collective, 21 of "sons of Israel"),
Joshua (76 of the collective [note the expression "hill country of Israel" in Josh. ll:16,21.,
which in v. 21 means the hill country of Ephraim in contrast to the hill country of Judah],
69 of "sons of Israel," L4 of "Yahweh, the God of Israel" plus 1 of simply "the God of
Israel" [osh. 22:16]), Judges (L occurrence as the father ofDan [Jgs. 18:29], LL5 ofthe
collective, 61 of "sons of Israel," 7 of "Yahweh, the God of Israel").

The situation is somewhat more complex in 1. Samuel: there are L2 occurrences of
"sons of Israel," 9 of "God of Israel" (1 S. 1:17; 5:7,8[3 times],10,11; 6:3,5), and 8 of
"Yahweh, the God of Israel"; once the text speaks of Yahweh as "the Glory of Israel"
(L5:29). For the first time, however, we find "Israel" clearly used to denote an entity
different from Judah (17:52;18:16). This observation supports the notion that in the
remaining 119 occurrences "Israel" does not always mean the entire nation but rather a

group oftribes in central and northern Palestine distinct from Judah. The phrases "all the
tribes of Israel" (2:28;10:20; cf.9:21; 15:17) and "all Israel, from Dan to Beer-sheba"
(3:20) probably refer to the totality, especially since the threat of judgment against Eli

23 Cf. Yeivin, 301; de Geus, 192.
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(2:32) and Samuel's farewell discourse (12:1) exhibit features of Deuteronomistic
editing. Even as early as2:14ff., however, one might ask whether the "Israel" that comes
to Shiloh includesJudah; Saul's sovereigrty over Israel(9:16,20;ll:2,13;13:1;14:22ff.;
also 14:47,48) probably implies an Israel without Judah. Finally, the expression "king
of Israel" Qa:$$41;26:20;29:3las distinct from the functional designation "king
over ('aI) Israel" (15:.17; etc.), which Saul was the first to bear-sounds like a formal
title; it appears again only once, when Michal applies it to David (2 S. 6:20).

Ageneral survey of 2 Samuel reveals the following: 5 occurrences of "sons of Israel,"
61- occurrences of the collective denoting the Davidic monarchy (2 S. 5:17; 6:1,21; etc.),
and 48 designating the territory distinct from Judah, generally identical with the later
northernkingdom,oroneofitsparts(2:9;5:1,2[3times],3[2times),5;11:11;20:1;etc.).
There is L occurrence each of "Yahweh Sabaoth, the God of Israel" (7:27), "Yahweh, the
God of Israel" (L2:7), "God of Israel" (23:32+1, and "Rock of Israel" (23:3). We find the
following distribution in 1 Kings: 2 references to the patriarch (1 K. 18:31,36),21
occurrences of "sons of Israel," 52 occurrences of the collective for all Israel (of which
5 are in "the throne of Israel," used in 2:4;8:20,25;9:5 for the kingship of the Davidic
line; cf. 2 K. 10:30; 1.5:1.2, where the phrase is restricted to the northern kingdom), 108
occurrences referring to the northem kingdom (38 of which are in the phrase "king of
Israel" and 8 in the plural of the same phrase), and20 occurrences of "Yahweh, the God
of Israel." It is noteworthy that this formula appears in the mouth of Judahites until 1 K.
11:31, but appears 11 times subsequently only with kings of the northern kingdom. This
remains true (2 K. 9:6; 10:31; 14:25) through 2 K. 18:5, after which it is associated once
more with Judahites (18:5; 19:15,20;21:121'22:15,18).In 2 Kings, there is an allusion
to Gen. 32 (2K. 17:34); there are 11 occunences of "sons of Israel," 1.0 occurrences of
the collective refening to all Israel, 132 referring to the northern kingdom, and a single
occurrence (19:22) of"the Holy One ofIsrael" (cf. Isaiah).

In the prophets, such a classification is hardly possible or must involve serious
reservations. This is because many passages refer clearly to the northern or southem
kingdom, but the majority of the occurrences reveal a more comprehensive concept of
Israel. In Proto-Isaiah, we find 4 occurrences of "sons of Israel," 13 of all Israel, 6 of the
northern kingdom, 21 of various divine appellatives ("the Holy One of Israel" [12];
"Yahweh, the God of Israel" [4]; "Yahweh Sabaoth, the God of Israel" [2]; "the Mighty
One of Israel"; "Light of Israel"; and "God of Israel" [1 each]). In Deutero-Isaiah, there
are 22 references to the exiles, 20 divine appellatives (.'the Holy One of Israel" [11];
"God of Israel" [6]; "Creator of Israel"; "Redeemer of Israel"; and "King of Israel" [1
eachl). Trito-Isaiah contains a single reference to the patriarch (Isa. 63:16), L occurrence
of "sons of Israel," 2 references to the Israel of the prophet's day, and 2 occurrences of
"the Holy One of Israel."

Of the 125 occurrences in Jeremiah,2s 9 involve the "sons of Israel," 28 refer clearly
to the former northem kingdom, and 53 appear in various divine appellatives ("Yahweh

24 But cf..BFls.
2s Cf. Hertzberg, Beitrtige, 92-99.
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Sabaoth, the God of Israel" [35]; "Yahweh, the God of Israel" [L4]; "the Holy One of
Israel" [2]; "Hope of Israel" [2]); the remaining 35 once more seem to denote a larger
entity.

In Ezekiel, "sons of Israel" occurs 1.1 times, "God of Israel" 6 times, and "Yahweh,
the God of Israel" and "the Holy One of Israel" once each. Most of the remaining 167

occurrences refer to an Israel that appears to remain constant in extent through the past,

the present, and the future age of salvation. Only in Ezk. 9:9 ("house of Israel and

Judah"); 25:3 ("the land of Israel and the house of Judah");27:17 ("Judah and the land
of Israel"); and37:16("Judahandthesons/houseof Israel"), 19("tribesof Israel")might
one ask whether a distinction is not being made between Judah and Israel. But these

expressions either are due to secondary redaction (as in 9:9) or should be interpreted in
another sense on the basis of their context (25:3;27:77;37:16,19).zo

In Hosea, a prophet from the northern kingdom, we find "Israel" primarily as a

designation of the northern kingdom (33 occurrences; 6 occurrences of "sons of Israel").
Only 4 occurrences refer to all Israel (Hos. 9:10; ll:1; 12:14[13]; 13:1; possibly 7:l and
L0:9). Hos. 12:13(12) refers to the patriarch. The occurrences in the book ofJoel refer
to postexilic Israel (including 1 instance of "sons of Israel"). 6rro. uses "Israel" 23 times
for the northern kingdom; 5 times he uses "sons of Israel." In Am. 5:?5;9:,7, there is a
kind of collective reference to all Israel in the context of the past (cf. 3:1). Ob. 20 uses

"sons of Israel" for the exiles. In Micah we find once more an ambiguous use of "Israel"
that is hard to define precisely. In Mic. 5:2(3), "sons of Israel" refers to the Israel of the
future age of salvation, just as 5:1(2) speaks of a "ruler in Israel" who will come from
Bethlehem-Ephrathah. In Mic.3:1,9, the rulers of Zion (= Jerusalem) are called "princes
of the house of Israel" (cf. 4:14[5:1]; l:1,4).In Mic. 1.:5, on the other hand, the contrast
between "house of Israel" and "house of Judah," parallel to that between the cities of
Samaria and Jerusalem, gives the impression that "Israel" refers to the northern kingdom.
This is probably also the case in Mic. 1: 13; 3:8, while l:15; 6:2 sound more comprehen-
sive;2:12 speaks of the "remnant of Israel." Nah. 2:3(2) probably refers to the northern
kingdom,2T while Zeph. 3:,13,14,15 addresses Judah and 2:9 speaks of "Yahweh Sabaoth,
the God of Israel." In Proto-Zechariah, we find "house of Judah" and "house of Israel"
side by side in Znc.8:'J.3;2:2(1:19) contains the sequence "Judah, Israel, and Jerusalem."
In Deutero-Zechariah, we find "all the tribes of Israel" (Z,ec. 9:1), "Judah and Israel"
(11:14), and "Israel" (12:1, denoting Jerusalem and the south). [n Malachi, finally,
"Yahweh, the Godof Israel" appearsin Mal.2:16. In Mal.2:11, we find "Judah," "Israel,"
and "Jerusalem" side by side, which suggests that "Israel" refers to the northern kingdom;
but in Mal.3:22(4:4), the laws of Moses are addressed to "all Israel," and L:1.,5 also
sound more comprehensive.

In the Psalter, "Israel" (along with 2 occurrences of "sons of Israel") denotes primarily
(46 times) a comprehensive group; the various divine appellatives (12 occurrences)28

26 Cf. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, in loc. and 563.
27 F. Horst, Die zwdlf Kleinen Propheten: Nahum bis Maleachi. HAT, X.IY (tSO+1, in loc.
28 See III.8 below.
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follow the same usage. The title "Shepherd of Israel" in Ps. 80:2(1) is associated with
the group comprising "Ephraim, Benjamin, and Manasseh" mentioned in v. 3(2). The
parallelism between Judah and Israel in Ps.76:2(l);114:2 likewise might point to an

entity distinct from Judah.
In Ruth 2:12, we find the phrase "Yahweh, the God of Israel"; there are also 4

occurrenc€s of "Israel" referring to the whole nation. In Eccl. 1:12, the phrase "king over
Israel" refers to Solomon. Lamentations deals with the fate of Judah, Jerusalem, and
Zion; "Israel" is mentioned only in I,an.2:1,3,5. Cant. 3:7 speaks of the "mighty men
of Israel" surrounding Solomon's litter. The redactional superscription to the book of
Proverbs calls Solomon "king of Israel" @rov. 1:1). Daniel, too, uses "Israel" in the
comprehensive sense (Dnl. 1:3; 9:7,11,?-O; once "sons of Israel").

lnBzr.8:18, [,evi is called "son of Israel"; there are 4 occurrences of "sons ofIsrael"
in general, and 13 occurrences of "Israel" in a divine appellative ("Yahweh, the God of
Israel" [6]; "God of Israel" [4]; "Elah of Israel" [3]). The remaining 22 occurrences refer
to postexilic Israel as a national and religious community, and occasionally to the Israel
of the past (Ezr.5:11; 3:L0). Nehemiah uses "sons of Israel" 9 times and "Israel" 13 times
to refer to his contemporaries as a nation emerging from its historical roots.

In 1 CtuonicloS,2e c1rr""r" appears 9 times and "sons of Israel" 4 times in genealogical
contexts. The phrase "Yahweh, the God of Israel" appears 10 times, "God of Israel"
twice, and "Yahweh Sabaoth, the God of Israel" once. Only in 1 Ch. 5:17 does "Israel"
refer to the northern kingdom. In 87 instances, the name refers to the entire nation. In
2 Chronicles, the phrase "God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel" appears in 2 Ch. 30:6; "sons
of Israel" appears 23 times. The expression "God of Israel" is found 22 times and

"Yahweh, the God of Israel" once. There are 75 occurrences referring to all israel, 61
referring to the northern kingdom, and 4 refening to Judah.

This rough tabulation of the meanings of the name 1'Israel" in the OT shows that, apart
from the 241 instances of divine appellatives and 637 instances of the phrase "sons of
Israel,"30 there are only 49 references to the patriarch Israel, mostly in Genesis. In the
great majority ofoccurrences, "Israel" denotes a collective entity; from a purely statis-
tical point of view, the collective term "Israel" is more than twice as common as the
individualizing phrase "sons of Israel."3l Even if further differentiation is difficult and
frequently not totally certain, "Israel" refers some 564 times to the northern kingdom
and its people, but only rarely (some 17 times) to the southern kingdom. In by far the
largest group of occurrences (1006), "Israel" is primarily a comprehensive term for the
people of Yahweh identified by that name since their sojoum in Egypt. After the fall of
the northern kingdom, however, "Israel" comes to mean more an ideal entity, instantiated
in Judah, the exiles, the postexilic community, and last but not least the nation of the age

of salvation.32

See Williamson for a discussion of 1-2 Chronicles.
Cf. Besters.
Staerk, 50-59.
See esp. Danell,9.
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II. History of the Name.
l. After Division of the Kingdom. With the division of the empire after Solomon's

death, we find in 1K. 12 a usage of the name "Israel" that is unambiguous, because it
refers to an independent entity distinct from Judah: "All Israel" came to Shechem (v. 1),

"all the assembly of Israel" asked Rehoboam to lighten their yoke of forced labor (v. 3),

"all Israel" reacted negatively to the king's harsh decision (v. 16), heard the cry "To your

tents, O Israel!" (v. 16), and obeyed the summons (v. 16); for "all Israel" stoned Adoram
(v. 18) and made Jeroboam "king over all Israel" (v. 20). "So Israel rebelled against the

house of David" (v. 19). Here this Israel is a homogeneous entity, acting independently
in all respects. According to 1 K. LL:31, it comprises ten tribes; their tenitory is clearly
distinguished from that of their neighbors, and they have an independent political
authority, which L Y* 12:20 calls "king over all Israel." The name "Israel" defines both
the people and the sphere of influence; the standard political title is clearly "king of
Israel." This title is first applied to Jeroboam in 1 K. 15:9, and is then used 79 additional
times in I and 2 Kings for the rulers of the northern kingdom, down to their last

representative, Hoshea, in2K. 18:1,9,10; it is also used for Ahab in2l:3, and the Mesha

inscription mentions the mlk yfr'1.33 There are in addition 28 occunences of the plural,
"kings of Israel." The expression "sit upon the throne of Israel" (2 K. 10:30; 15:12) is
attested only during the period of the northern kingdom; it refers to Jehu and his dynasty.

Thus "Israel" is clearly the name of the northern kingdom; it is a political term of
constitutional law which, underlined by the use of l<61, "a17" (esp. frequent in 1 K. 12),

is used to distinguish the northern from the southem kingdom.
This conclusion is confirmed by examination of how the formula "Yahweh, the God

of Israel," is used in 1-2 Kings: up to 1 K. 11:31, this formula appears also in the mouths

of Judahites, but from that point on it appears 14 times solely in association with the

kings of the northem kingdom; from 2 K. 18:5 on, it is linked 6 more times with Judahites.

Finally, the words with which Jeroboam introduces the two golden images of bulls to his
people-"Behold, this is yourgod, O Israel, whobrought you up out of the land of Egypt"
(1 K. 12:28)-show that "Israel" here means the people of the northern kingdom apart

from the people of the southern kingdom, although this very formula recalling the exodus

from Egypt refers elsewhere to all Israel. Thus far the situation is clear: as long as the

northern kingdom is in existence, it alone may claim the name "Israel."
In 1 K. L2:17, however, we find the statement that Rehoboam reigned over the

Israelites in the cities of Judah. Of course, it would be wrong to attach too much weight
to such an isolated passage, and other similar passages like L K. 14:Vl; 2l:26; 2 K. 1'6:3;

and 1 K. 14:21 have a Deuteronomistic ring. It is nevertheless not impossible that even

during the period of the northem kingdom Israel was thought of ideally as a single whole

comprising twelve tribes. And we must not overlook the fact that, although Isaiah uses

"Israel" 6 times for the northem kingdom, he uses it much more frequently for the entire
people of God, and even speaks in Isa. 8:14 of "the two houses of Israel" (cf. CD 7:12t.)
and incorporates the name "Israel" into his favorite term for God, "the Holy One of

33 KN,181.5, 10f., 18.
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Israel." And when Amos calls the people God brought out of Egypt (Am. 9:7; 3:1) and
led through the desert (5:25) "Israel," he probably has in mind the people of God as a
whole, not just the inhabitants of the northern kingdom he is addressing. Thus we see

that even during the period of the northern kingdom the comprehensive sense of the name
"Israel" is attested. It was obviously able to hold its own against its political restriction
to the northern state.

2. In the Time of David and Solomon. If we go back a step into history, our conclusions
so far are confirmed. Once again, "Israel" is primarily an exclusive term for an
independent entity distinct from the "house ofJudah." This is clear from the short account
of how David, the Judahite king, was made king over Israel at Hebron (2 S. 5:1-5). "All
the tribes of Israel" came there (v. 1); David had previously been the leader of"Israel"
(v. 2) and had been shepherd over Yahweh's people "Israel" (v. 2). Now he is to be **gU
over Israel" (v. 2). "All the elders of Israel" entered into the royal treaty with David (v. 3)
and anointed him "king over Israel" (v. 3). Aconcluding comment states that at Jerusalem
David reigned thirty+hree years "over all Israel and Judah" (v. 5). This usage, which
distinguishes Israel from Judah, still appears so frequently in the sources relating to the
period of David and Solomon that it must be contemporary (cf. only 2 S. 3:19,21;ll:ll;
19:41-44[40-431; 20:1,2; 24:1,9; I K. 4:20; 5:514:251): "Israel" designates the group of
tribes that by and large constituted the later northern kingdom.

In addition, however, "Israel" is attested also as a term encompassing the people of
Judah and Israel as a whole. This is the case in the formula used by Tamar: "Such a thing
is not done in Israel" (25. 13:12), because here Judah belongs to Israel.3a The phrase

"all Israel" in2S. L6:2L,22 likewise includes Judah, as is shown by the qualifier in "all
Israel, from Dan to Beer-sheba" (2 S. 17:11; similarly 24:2;btt cf. 2 S. 3:L0: "Israel and
Judah, from Dan to Beer-sheba"). Finally, the phrase "all the house of Israel" (2 S. 6:5,15)
likewise refers to this totality of Israel, including Judah. These last two passages in
particular give the impression that "Israel" means something like "the community of
Yahweh," more a religious designation than the much narrower political term refening
to what was later to be the northern kingdom. This impression is confirmed by the use
of the two expressions "king over ('aD (alD Israel" and "king of Israel." The first is
applied to David in 2 S. 5:12,17; l2:7 (cf.7:8) and to Solomon in 1 K. 1:34;4:1;11:37
(cf. Eccl. 1:12). It is also worth considering whether 2 S.5:17 may notcontain an allusion
to 5:3, "king over [northern] Israel." In any case, 5:12 is clear: David looked upon the
help he received from Hiram of Tyre in building his Jerusalem palace as proof that
Yahweh had established him as "king over Israel" and had exalted his kingship "for the
sake of his people Israel." Here "Israel" stands for the people as a whole, including Judah.
Another unambiguous passage is 2 S. l2:7, where Yahweh says: "I anointed you king
over Israel"; this refers to the entire people of God, as also in the case of Solomon.

But Michal also calls David "king of Israel" (2 5.6:?-O; cf.2 Ch.8:71;29:27;35:4;
Ezr. 3:10). Solomon, too, appears to have borne this title (2Ch.30:26;35:3; cf. also Prov.

34 Noth, System, 104-6.
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1:1). When other kings are called by similar titles--Talmai, king of Geshur (2 S. 3:3);
Hiram, king of Tlre (2 S. 5:11); Hadadezer, king of Zobah (2 S. 8:3,5); Mesha, king of
Moab (Mesha inscription3s); Pharaoh, king of Egypt (1 K. 3:1; 9:16; etc.)-the genitive
refers to the tenitory over which they reign, the state or the land. In the analogous
expression "king of Israel," therefore, the proper name should probably be interpreted
as a political designation for the state of Israel and its territory. David is introduced to
Achish, kingof Gath, asthe "kingof the land" Qnelef;hd'tueg;l S. 21:12[11]); this phrase
shows that the genitive with melek can refer to the state or territory.

Against this background, the different sense of "king over ('aI) Israel" stands out more
clearly: it refers to the people over whom the king reigns. And when kingship is
understood as a feudal gift from Yahweh (e.9., 1 K. 10:9), the relationship benveen
Yahweh and the people is even clearer. This is absolutely clear in 25.6:2l.In replying
to Michal's taunts about the conduct of the "king of Israel," David does not repeat the
political term but deliberately uses religious language, pointing out that he has been
chosen by Yahweh, who appointedhim"nagil over the people of Yahweh, over Israel."
The "king over Israel" is thus the "king over God's people Israel."

This is also the sense of "Israel" in the phrase "throne of Israel" (7 K.2:4;8:20,25;
9:5; L0:9; also 2 Ch. 6:10,16). There is a close connection with the promise spoken by
Nathan (2 S. 7) when David is assured that one of his descendants will never fail to sit
on the throne of Israel (l K.2:\ or when Solomon understands his "sitting on the throne
of David" and building the temple as fulfilling the promises made to David (1 K. 8:20;
etc.). Because these statements involve religious notions, "Israel" probably also refers
here to the people of God as a whole. We have already noted its meaning in the formula
"Yahweh (Sabaoth), the God of Israel" (2 5.7:27; l2:7; cf.. also 2 S. 7:75;23:3; I K.
L:30,48; 8:15,I7,20,23,25,26;11:9,31), which is reflected in the use of "Israel" for the
people of Yahweh (2 S. 5:2,12; 6:211'7:8,10,11,?3,24; etc.). Finally, we may note the
frequent use of "Jacob" and "Israel" in poetic parallelism in the texts of poems from the
period of the early monarchy, like the Balaam poems in Nu. 24 (cf. w. 5,17).

In this period, too, the conclusion is clear: "Israel" can be used in both a narrower and
a broader sense. It can be either a political term or a name with religious overtones.

3. In the Time of Saul. In 1 S. 9:16, the text speaks pointedly of Saul's being anointed
*nog@ over my people Israel"; the formula in 1 S. 14:47 speaks of his "kingship over
Israel" (cf. 1 S. L3:1), and both David and Achish style Saul the "king of Israel" (1. S.
24:l5lL4l;26:2O;29:3). The name "Israel" also appears frequently in other contexts
(cf. 1 S. ll:-2,L3; l4:21ff.), including of course the phrase "(Yahweh,) the God of
Israel." The picture is clear: Saul's kingdom is called "Israel"; he reigns as king over
God's people Israel. Similarly, David can extol him as the "glory of Israel" (2 S. 1:19).
The only point at issue is whether Judah and the south were part of Saul's kingdom.36

3s KN, L8l.L.
36 For: Eissfeldt (emphatically), KlSchr, III, 135ff.; K.-D. Schunck, Benjamin BZAW 86

(1963), 124-27; Mayes, W 23 (1973), 151-170. Against: Rost, 1; Herrmann, TltLZ, 87 (1962),
570; History, 147f.; deYaux,The Early History of Israel,749.
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ln2S.Z:9,there is a list of the territories ruled by Ishbaal, Saul's son: "Gilead, 'Asher',
Jezreel, Ephraim, and Benjamin." The next words, "and all Israel," can mean either that

the preceding list constitutes "all Israel"<learly without Judah----or that, while Ishbaal

ruled de facto over these territories, his kingship extended de jure to the larger territory
of all Israel, including Judah. The next verse, however, speaks of Ishbaal's reign "over
Israel," and continues: "Only the house of Judah followed David." It is indisputable
that the house of Judah was not part of Ishbaal's kingdom. Considerations of territorial
history make it likely also that the house of Judah was not part of Saul's kingdom (cf.
also 1 S. 18:16). Insofar as "Israel" is the political designation of this kingdom, it does

not include Judah. But is this also the case in the time of Saul when the term "Israel"
is used in a religious sense?

Scholars have cited the worship of Yahweh, which was clearly as typical of Judah as

of Israel and thus constituted a common bond.37 But does the name "Israel" go hand in
hand with the name "Yahweh," so that worshippers of Yahweh automatically belong or
should belong to Israel? We shall see that this conjecture is in fact true. In addition, it
can be argued that "Israel" could never have become the political designation of David's
kingdom if Judah had not been included in this "Israel."38

4. Before the Monarchy. Noth's hypothesis of an ancient Israelite amphictyony
appeared to solve the problem we are dealing with: "The name 'Israel'is used in the OT
tradition only as a collective term for a group of twelve tribes" (italics added).3e Alt said

much the same thing: "This tribal league was the first entity to bear the name Israel."4o

This hypothesis, often with modifications, was widely accepted at first;at but for some

time so many voices have been raised in criticism and opposition that the present

tendency is to avoid it entirely. The effect ofthis change on our interpretation ofthe term

"Israel" is stated by Smend:42 "Thus the question of what-and who--{onstituted this

[premonarchic] Israel has become more open and more interesting."
The most valuable source for our question is the Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5), which

contains 8 occurrences of "Israel." T\vo of these are in the divine appellative "Yahweh,
the God of Israel" (w. 3,5), and 1 in a genitive phrase, "the commanders ($6(qQ ot
Israel" (v. 9). In all the other o@ulrences, the name has the prefix U, "in": "the leaders

took the lead in Israel" (v. 2); "the peasantry rested in Israel" and Deborah "arose as a

mother in Israel" (v. 7); "forty thousand in Israel" had no weapons (v. 8); Yahweh

performed mighty acts "in Israel" (v. 11). We may note that this is the same usage found
in Tamar's protest: "Such a thing is not done in Israel" (2 S. 13:12). This usage generally
illuminates the inclusive nature of the entity "Israel." When in addition "Yahweh" is

placed in apposition with "the God of Israel," this inclusive Israel is described as the

E.9., Herrmann, TltLZ, 87 (1962), 573; deYatx, The Early History of Israel, 749.
Danell,287f.
The History of Israel,3.
P.938.
E.9., by Danell, 287:'Hempel,782.
Die Bundesformel 3lf.
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community of Yahweh, just as conversely Yahweh performs his mighty acts on behalf
of this Israel (Jgs. 5:11; cf. v. 7).

In deciding what constituted this entity "Israel," scholars generally cite the tribes listed
in Jgs. 5:14-17, which either participated in the battle (Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir

[Manasseh?], Zebulun, Issachar, [and Naphtali]) or refrained (Reuben, Gilead [Gad?],
Dan, and Asher), noting that Judah and the Judahite south are not mentioned and therefore
did not belong to Israel.a3 It must be remembered, however, that the group engaged in
battle is called, not "Israel," but "the people of Yahweh" (w. 11,L3; cf. also 'am alone in
vv.2,9), who "come to the help of Yahweh" (v.23).4 We must not forget that the terms
"Israel" and "people ofYahweh" are not coextensive; it seems that the concept of"Israel"
is broader, more extensive, and more comprehensive than that of the "people of Yahweh,"
and a fortiori than the list of tribes participating. Whether this group of tribes would have
been called "Israel" if the nonparticipants had joined the battlea5 is a moot question. It is
therefore probably wrong to conclude that the Israel of Jgs. 5 comprised ideally ten tribes.6

The tribal oracles take us a step further. Those found in the Blessing of Moses @t.
33) for the most part presuppose the same situation: a cultic assembly convened by
Zebulun and Issachar on their mountain, Tabor, to worship their God Yahweh (w. 18f.);
we may picture this assembly as including (besides these two tribes) Reuben (v. 6),
Benjamin (v. l2), Ephraim and Manasseh (w. 13-16), Gad (w 20f.), Naphtali (v. ?3),
Asher (vv. 24f..\,1*vi (w. 8-11), and probably also Dan (v.22), already dwelling in its
northern territory. The crucial point is that Judah would like to join this group of tribes
(v. 7; SchunkaT even speaks of "Judah's presen@"), making a group of twelve, and this
association of tribes bears the name "Israel" (cf. w. l0,2l). The text may be dated in the
twelfth or eleventh century B.c.a8

The other evidence that Judah belonged to Israel in the early period of the judges

appears in Gen. 49:10. If ltlah here refers to the city Shiloh (still the most likely
interpretation), then the oracle depicts what Judah hopes will be its commanding entrance
into Shiloh and the obedience of the other tribes, which have Shiloh as their focal point;
it bears witness to Judah's efforts to join this group of tribes-more precisely, Israel-and
even expresses its claim to supremacy within this association.ae Other considerations
make it likely that here, as in the Blessing of Moses, "Judah" refers to the group
constituting "Greater Judah."

In any case, it is clear that even in the early period of the judges the term "Israel"
could refer to a totality involving Judah and the south, but also that the real nucleus of
this Israel resided not in south, but in central Palestine.

a3 Most recently, de Vaux, The Early History of Israel,748f.; Herrmann, History, llgf.., 147f..
aa This point is emphasized by Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederatior\ 13f.; Die

Bundesformel, lLf..
4s Smend, Die Bundcsformel, 12.
46 See also Noth, Syster4 5f.
47 Benjamin,72.
48 zobel, Klio, 46 (1965), 83-92.
ae Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte, 12-15, 75f .
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5. Origin of "Israel. " The Song of Deborah, which dates from the twelfth century
B.c., is familiar with a tradition of "Yahweh's mighty acts on behalf of Israel," presuP
posing that these acts took place in the past; it also calls Yahweh "God of Israel" and
"Lord of Sinai" (Jgs. 5:5). These observations take us back to the earliest history of this
"Israel," before the occupation of Canaan. More precisely: the name "Israel" was not
simply adopted by the Moses group after its entrance into Canaan; it was known to them
previously.s0 It is not possible to demonstrate this, except by giving some weight to the
consideration that the Moses group, intimately associated with Yahweh, is most unlikely
to have adopted a name compounded with "El." In any case, the Moses goup, the later
"house of Joseph," which cultivated the traditions concerning Yahweh, is more likely to
have been called "Israel" from time immemorial than to have adopted this El-name after
entering Canaan, a change that would also have been a remarkable anachronism. If this
is true, the ark saying in Nu. 10:36 ("Return, O Yahweh, to the ten thousand thousands
of Israel"), generally considered suspect, may well be accurate in using the name "Israel."

It is also noteworthy that the formula "Yahweh, the God of Israel" is used for the first
time in the OT in Ex. 5:1 and does not appear again until 8x.24:l1;32:27;34:23.sr This
reflects very closely the statemens of many of the prophets (e.g., Jer.2:3;31:2;Ezk.
20:5,1,3; Am.9:7; Hos. 9:10; ll:l; 12:14[13]); for, as Wellhausen well stated,s2 *11r"

prophets were right to say that it was Yahweh who begat and bore Israel."
The divine appellative "Shepherd of the Rock of Israel" (r6'eh'ef,en yiSrd'dt) (Gen.

49:24) must alsobe discussed in this context. The precedingmillam, "from there," clearly
associates this name with a place. We can no longer determine whether this is Bethels3 or
Shechem, which Gen. 33:20 associates with the nam€ "Israel";54 the context makes it clear,
however, that the tenitory of the house of Joseph is involved. This setting is supported by
Ps. 80:2(1), which associates r6'€h yi"ird'€l with Ephraim, Benjamin, and Manasseh
(v.3l2l). As the name "Reuel" ("El is Shepherd"; Gen.36:4,10,13,1'l;etc.) also shows,
and as the local association of our phrase would lead us to expect, we are dealing here
with El or at least with an hypostasis of El. The association of this hypostasis with the
house of Joseph and its early identification with Yahweh, suggested by the context, casts
significant light on the process involved. The house ofJoseph or even the groups that came
to constitute the house of Joseph worshipped this El before they came to know Yahweh.
Regardless of whether one gives credence to the statements in Ex. 3:6,15,1.6; 6:2,3 that
associate the new God Yahweh with the old God (or gods) of the fathers, there was an
undeniable fusion of Yahwism with the earlier worship of El. But this would mean that
the Moses group or at least parts of it already knew the name "Israel."

This brings us to the last remaining mentions of the name "Israel" in Gen. 32:29(28)

s0 Cf. Herrmann, TW| 87 (1962),572; Smend, Yahweh War and Tribal Confederation,23,
78f.; and above all Rost, 105, n. 4, who considers the shared religion ofYahwism the precondition
for the adoption of the name "Israel" by all the tribes.

5t Cf. also Auerbach, 72; Eichrodt, "Religionsgeschichte Israels," 384 (=211.
s2 P.23.
53 Most recently Znbel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte,23.
5a Otto, 132; d. de Vaux, The Early HNory of Israel, l7}f.,who suggests both sites.
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(L or J; cf. 35:10 [P]) and 33:20 (J): after Jacob's struggle with God at the Jabbok, he is
renamed "Israel" and comes to Shechem; there before the city, on a field he buys from
its inhabitants, he builds an altar (or a massebah), which he names 'el'"lahi yisrd'El.
Today hardly anyone doubts that the renaming reflects an historical event.s5 It has been
suggested repeatedlys6 that behind it lies the coalescence of a Jacob group with an Israel
group; this possibility in fact deserves serious consideration. It is nevertheless more likely
that this renaming, like others in the Olsz reflects a change of sovereignty. In our case,
precisely because the new name is theophorous and contains the element "E1," achange
of religion could be involved.ss The place of the deity previously worshipped by Jacob
and of course his people is now taken by El, the new God of Israel. The name "Jacob"
(- lPy' ya%qdb),long felt to be neutral, is replaced with the name "Israel," fraught
with religious overtones. In this case-as we should expect in any event-the name given
the altar or massebah at Shechem should be interpreted as a confessional statement and
translated "El is the God of Israel.'se Cf. also Josh.8:30, where the name of an altar near
Shechem appears in apposition with "the God of Israel."

There is a striking difference between this name and the names of the other hypostases
of El mentioned in Genesis, such as El Olam, El Shaddai, El Elyon, El Roi, or El Bethel.
In them, the second element of the name is an attribute or a place name; in "El is the God
of Israel," however, we have instead a genitive phrase that associates El with a group of
worshippers named "Israel." This name is indeed associated with Shechem; its real locus,
however, is not the place but a group for whom acceptance of the worship of El was the
most important, the most crucial event in the history of their community. Up to this point,
the situation is still relatively clear.

Irft totally open is the question of who took part and when this took place. The choice
is between the Jacob-Rachel group and the Jacob-l*ah goup,o since it is clear from the
outset that this change, which revolves around the name "Israel," antedates Moses and the
introduction of Yahwism.6l In favor of the Rachel group is the location of the event, at
Bethel or Shechern, in the center of the tenitory west of the Jordan. This was the historical
homeland of the house of Joseph, which also appears to be especially associated with the
name "Israel," as is suggested by the predilection for this name in the Joseph story.62 One
may object that, while these events belong to the period after the house of Joseph settled in
its territory it is unlikely that worshippers of Yahweh adopted the name "Israel." In favor
of the Jacob-Lrah group63 are several observations: Gen.34 at least describes a portion of

55 Contra Danell, ?37;cf. Mowinckel, 130f.
s6 Kittel, l, 272, 298; Hempel, 782; Seebass; Wachter, 60; similarly Mowinckel, 130-32;

de Vaux, The Early History of Israel L72f.,649.
57 Cf. Eissfeldt, Festschrift D. Wnton Thomas,73-76.
58 Suggested repeatedly by Eissfeldt: KlScha lll, 4L4-16;[Y,96-99; Festschrifi D. Winton

Thomas,76; CAH, IV2, XXVI(a), 318.
59 Smend, Die Bundesformel, 15.
6o Conha Mihalik, 15-17.
6r Apoint already made by Albright,JBl, 46 (1921), 168.
62 De Vaux, Thc Early Hisnry of Israel, 649; cf. Steuernagel, 331, 345f.
63 Cf. Smend, EvTh,31(1971),626t.
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this group as staying at Shechem; the incorporation of Gen. 34 into the hadition of the
patriarchs suggests such a dating; and, in contrast to the tomb of Jacob east of the Jordan,
the tomb of Israel is located at Hebron, i.e., in the territory of Judah or Caleb.fl But the
figure of Jacob-Israel is obviously redactional in Gen. 34 itself; and the cruel treatrnent of
Shechem on the part of Simeon and kvi does not chime with the normal conduct of the
patriarchs, who sought a peacefirl accommodation with the Canaanites.65 Furthermore, the
designation of Hebron as the burial place of Israel is meant to indicate that Israel was also
honored in the heartland of Greater Judah, so that it, too, was part of Israel.

Thus we can hardly escape the conclusion that these Jacob people who solemnly
adopted the name "Israel" constituted a group distinct from the familiar groups of a later
period named after their ancestral mothers Irah and Rachel. We must identify them with
the predecessors of the people who, in the course of transhumance, came in contact with
the central Palestinian region around Shechem-in other words, proto-Israelites, whose
neighbors included both the Jacob-Irah people and the Jacob-Rachel people.66

It is hardly possible to determine which of the various groups is meant by the "Israel"
inline 27 of the Merneptah inscription. On the assumption that y-si-r-d'-r is to be read
as "Israel" rather than "Jezteel" or some other name, that the sequenoe of names is
geographically significant, and that the text with the determinative for "people" is
correct,6T we should narrow our search to central Palestine and the period around 1230.
Then we would not be dealing with the Israelite tribes that entered Canaan around 1200
after the exodus and a period ofwandering in the desert (the Jacob-Rachel group),6 but
with the Jacob-lrah people, who entered Canaan at an earlier date.6e But all these
arguments are hypothetical.

III. The Religious Significance of the Name "Israel." Eissfeldt was right in
expressing his "feeling that the name 'Israel'has by nature a special religious aura";70
his statement is generally true. The only question is the nature of this special aura and
its historical instantiation in any given period.

t. El, the God of Israel. As long as we are dealing with the deity El, we can generally
transfer the substance of the pahiarchal promises to Israel's religion of El, speaking of
El's promise of numerous descendants and possession of the land.7l The name "El

64 Cf. Jepsen,48-50.
6s Cf. Eissfeldt, CAH,IV2, XXVI(a), 315.
66 Cf. N. K. Gottwald, TheTribes ofYahweh(Maryknoll, N.Y., 1979),494f.
67 Cf.J.A.Wilsoninz{.1{8T3,378,n.18;alsoEissfeldt,CAH,lU2"XYVl(a),317f.;andE.Otto,

"Erwigungen zum Paliistinaabschnitt der 'Israel-Stele' des Mernepta," ZDMGSUp, 4 (1979),
t3l-33.

68 De Vaux, The Early History of Israel390f., 490f.
6e See most recently Smend, Dic Bundesformel L4f.
70 KlSchr;[Y,98.
71 Cf. O. Eissfeldt, "Der kanaanAische El als Geber der den israelitischen Erzviitern geltenden

Nachkommenschaft- und [andbesitzverheissungen," Festschrift C- Brockehnann. W Halle-
Wttenberg, 17 (1968), 45-53 = KlSchri y,50-62.
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reigns" (or the like) vouches for Israel's hope in the fulfillment of these promises. And
when Jacob, the father of what was to be the people Israel, was given the name
enshrining these promises, it was as though the expectation of becoming a great nation
and possessing the land had been fulfilled. The fact that the El of Shechem is given the
designation "God of Israel," which refers to this group, indicates the intimate, almost
personal contact between El and Israel. For the group accepting El as their God, the
consequences of adopting such a highly religious name can hardly be measured. In any
case, this event almost certainly endued this group with a sense of their own "unity and
solidarity."Tz Not only does the name "Israel" in the OT have a "religious aura" from
the outset; it also embodies the notion of a totality, united inwardly by common hopes
and convictions and defined outwardly by the common confession of "El, the God of
Israel."

Z.Yahweh, theGodof Israel.The expression "Yahweh, the Godof Israel" isthe proper
religio-historical equivalent to the earlier expression "El, the God of Israel," for it reflects
the identification of El with Yahweh. We are therefore justified in expecting to find
associated with it the same two aspects of the totality and the corresponding self-under-
standing. Now it is immediately clear that the formula "Yahweh, the God of Israel"
cannot antedate the revelation of Yahweh's name to Moses. And if we assign the name
"Israel" a Canaanite locus in or near Shechem and assume that the group called by this
name likewise dwelt exclusively in Canaan, then the formula "Yahweh, the God of
Israel" is inconceivable until after the entrance into Canaan of the groups coming from
Egypt. It would assume that these groups coalesced with another group that had remained
in Canaan and bore the name "Israel."73 This theory deserves serious consideration; it
seems to the author, however, that the adoption of a name compounded with "El" by a

group that worshipped Yahweh is harder to explain than the reverse process, and that
there are grounds for assuming that the Moses group, already calling itself "Israel" or
belonging to this Israel, became acquainted with Yahweh as a new deity and saw the
ideas associated with the name "Israel" realized more clearly than before in Yahweh's
mighty acts. The parallel collocation of "Yahweh, the one from Sinai" and "Yahweh, the
God of Israel" in the Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5:5) is to be understood as reflecting the
identity of the terms in apposition.

Our sources still reflect the fact that Yahweh became the God of Israel during the
events of the exodus and Sinai. Following Gen. 33:20 with its "El, the God of Israel,"
the first instance of "Yahweh, the God of Israel" is found in the prophetical formula
introducing the words Moses and Aaron address to Pharaoh: "Thus says Yahweh, the
God of Israel, 'Let my people go' " (Ex. 5:l); the equivalent in Ex. 4:22f. (J or L) is:
"Thus says Yahweh, Israel is my first-born son. . . . 'kt my son go."' The Yahweh
formula appears again in the archaic passage describing the meal Moses and the seventy
elders share with the "God of Israel" (Ex. 24:10 [J or L]) and in the equally early narative

Eichrodt, "Religionsgeschichte Israels," 384 (= 21), albeit with reference to Sinai.
Smend, Die Bundesformel, 1.4-18.
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of the choice of the Irvites to serve as priests (8x.32:27 [J or L]). It also appears in J's
cultic decalog (Ex.34:?3; cf. also 20:2).

This association of the name "Israel" with the fundamental events of Israel's early
history explains the special solemnity that, among other things, led to the preference for
styling Yahweh "the God of Israel" in ceremonious discourse;74 it also makes clear the
intimate relationship between this Israel and Yahweh. Because Yahweh showed this
community his favor, opened for it a new future, and gave it the law entrusted to the
Levites (cf. Dt. 33:10), the Moses group became a Yahweh community, standing
henceforth under Yahweh's special protection and at the same time obligated to obey his
law addressed specifically to it. Thus "Yahweh fights for Israel," as we read in Josh.

70:14,42; but his anger can also be kindled against Israel, as when Israel deserted him
for Ba'al of Peor (Nu. 25:3,4). It is irrelevant whether or not the phrase "people of
Yahweh" is attested in this early period; the reality is there: the clearly demarcated
community of "Israel," religiously defined and devoted to its God.7s

3. Nationalistic Elements during the Early Monarchy. A change appears to take place

early in the period of David; at least this is when the sources first allow us to glimpse
this change. On the one hand, we find enthusiastic poetry like Nu. 24:3-9; DL33:26-29,
extolling the outward power and glory of Israel; the latter concludes with a characteristic
shout of jubilation: "Hail, O Israel! Who is your equal?" On the other hand, we find in
this period a remarkable wealth of passages using "Jacob" in parallel with "Israel,"
usually with "Jacob" preceding. As an example, we may cite the Balaam poems once
more, and especially Nu. 24:17. If, as the vague imagery of this poem suggests, it is not
avaticinium ex eventu but a truly prophetic poem predicting the imminent rise of David,
it (like the third poem in Nu. 24:3-9) dates from the time of Saul. As we have seen,76 the
name "Jacob" does more to express the national solidarity of the people as a whole and

is therefore a favorite term to express the visible power and greatness of the nation. The
para'llel use of the two terms "Jacob" and "Israel," both of which convey the sense of a
totality, sets in motion a process of mutual semantic influence. The name "Jacob" begins
to shine with the reflected religious glow of the term "Israel," and the designation "Israel"
begins to have stronger overtones of national solidarity. This is particularly so when Israel
is described as comprising twelve tribes, so that no tribe must be cut offfrom Israel (Jgs.

2l:3,6,17), no city and mother must be destroyed in Israel (2 S. 20:19f.), and when the
basic form of the Pentateuchal tradition is set forth in terms of all Israel. This probably
first took place in J, but in any case during the period of David and Solomon.

4. Israel as the People of God in Preuilic Prophecy. The significance of the name

"Israel" was not seriously called into question by the division of the kingdom and the
adoption of the term "Israel" in a restricted sense to designate the northem kingdom.

Cf. the list (based on Steuernagel) in Smend, Die Bundesformel, 20.
cf. ibid.,21.
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"Israel" also continues to designate the whole people of God. In a certain sense, however,
we do note a change. In contrast to the Yahwist's Balaam poems, those of the Elohist
(Nu. 23:7-10,18-24) exhibit a shift of accent from nationalistic religion to religious
nationalism. "Israel" cannot be cursed because it has been blessed by God for all time
(w. 7f.); as a blessed nation, it cannot experience misfortune or trouble (w. 20f.); there
is no enchantment or divination among God's people JacobAsrael, for whom God has
done great things (w. 22f.).

This notion of the unity of the people of God also shapes the ministry of the prophets.
It is the reason why a prophet from the southern kingdom like Amos appears in the
northern kingdom, addresses the people of that kingdom as "Israel" (Am. 4:12) or
(speaking on behalf of Yahweh) "my people Israel" (7:8,15; 8:2;c1.9:14 [redactional]),
uses the term "Israel" in connection with the exodus from Egypt Q:l;9:7), the forty
years of wandering in the desert (5:25), and the destruction of the Amorites (cf. 2:6-ll),
and finally announces the end of Israel (3:14; 4:12;7:9,11,1,6,17). As Wolff rightly
concludes,TT "Israel" here clearly means "the people of God."

The same is true for Isaiah. The parallelism of "Israel" and "my people" (Isa. 1:3),
the prophet's statement that his children are to be "sigrs and portents in Israel" (8:18),
his confidence that the "remnant of Israel," "the suryivors of the house of Jacob," will
return to "Yahweh, the Holy One of Israel" (10:20-22; note that "Israel" precedes
"Jacob"), and last but not least Yahweh's titles "'o[tr of lsrael" (l:24),,,light of Israel"
(10:17), and "the Holy One of Israel" (12 occurrences) all use "Israel" in the sense ,.the

people of God." But because the people Isaiah is addressing have nothing in common
with the people of Yahweh-he speaks almost contemptuously of "this people" (e.g.,
6:9,10; 8:6,11,12;9:15[16])-because as the people of God they should have knowledge
of Yahweh, they will be unable to escape the judgment imposed by Yahweh in his
sovereign majesty as "the Holy One of Israel," a judgment from which only a "remnant
of Israel" will escape and turn in faitMulness to their God.

Hosea, the only prophet known to us from the northern kingdom, exhibits similar if not
identical notions concerning the import of the name "Israel." Israel is the historical people
of God: "like grapes in the wilderness, I found Israel" (Hos. 9:L0); "when Israel was a child,
I loved him" (L1:L); "Yahweh broughtlsrael up from Egypt" (L2:14[13]), perhaps also L0:9:
"from the days of Gibeah, you have sinned, O Israel." Israel is the people loved by God as

a father loves his son. The abbreviated formula "Yahweh your God from the land of Egypt"
(12:10[9]; 13:4) makes it clear that the prophet is addressing this same Israel, calling it to
repent and retum "to Yahweh your God" Qa:2[1]). When Ephraim is said to be ,,exalted in
Israel" (13:1), we can sense a distinction between Ephraim and Israel. It may therefore be
correct to follow Wolfl8 in interpreting "Istrael" used in parallel with the political desigrra-
tion "EphLraim" (4:15;5:9;8;2,3,6,14;9:l; lD:l; l3:9;14:2,611,5]) to mean the people of
Yahweh as a whole, with further specification of the part addressed-Ephrairn, Judah,
Samaria, or whatever. Just as the name "Israel" is symbolic of God's election, in Hosea it

H. W. Wolff, .Ioe I and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 165.
Wolff, Hosea, 164; contra Rost, 105-7.
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becomes also a sigr of God's will to maintain the covenant. The so-called covenant
formula-"Yahweh, the God of Israel, and Israel, the people of Yahweh"+tands behind
both the proclamation of judgment in L:9 and the promise of salvation in 2:25(23).D Thus
the personal aspect of Yahwism is now fully integrated into the name "Israel" tlrough the
personal relationship between God and the people of God.

In general terms, this concludes the development of the meaning of "Israel." The other
preexilic prophets do not introduce any major new themes. Israel is the people of God that
"was holy" to Yahweh (Jer.2:3; cf. 10:16), whom he led (Jer. 3l.,2;32:21) but now must
bring to judgment (Mic. 6:2; cf. 3:1,8,9; also [am. 2:1,3,5), whose remnant must be
gathered (Mic.2:12;5:2[3]; cf.7*ph.3:13; Jer.31:7; stated more sharply in Jer. 6:9) and

will belong to the "ruler in Israel" coming forth from Bethlehem Ephrathah (Mic. 5:1[2];
cf.Zeph.3:1.5: "Yahweh, the king of Israel"). $imil6ly, the call to Israel (Zeph. 3:L4; par.

"daughter Zion" and "daughter Jerusalem") to rejoice and exult announces the dawn of
the age of salvation. This is reflected in the divine appellatives: "Yahweh Sabaoth, the
God of Israel" (35 times in Jeremiah), "Yahweh, the God of Israel" (14 times in Jeremiah),
"the Holy One of Israel" (Jer. 5O:29;5L:5), "the hope of Israel" (Jer. L4:8; L7:L3).

5. Israel in Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy represents as it were the systematized
theological precipitate of all these statements. It frequently speaks with emphasis of "all
Israel" (e.g., Dt. 1:1; 1L:6; l3:l2l1ll; 18:6; 31:1,11 [twice]; 34:12\.Israel is called on
repeatedly to hear the statutes and ordinances and obey them (4:1; 5:l;6:3,4;9:l;13:12;
20:3;21:21;27:9) and to purge the evil from its midst (17:12;22:21,22); for "this day
you have become the people of Yahweh, your God" (27:9\. The book speaks of "thy
people Israel" (21:8 [twice];26:15), whom Yahweh "loved" (7:8; cf. also 1 K. 10:9),
"redeemed" (Dt. 21:8), "chose" (7:6), and made "his own possession" (26:L8). The use

of the second person throughout most of Deuteronomy means that the name Israel
appears rarely (cf. the last passages); but the notion of a "holy people" (7:6; 14:2,21;
26:19; 28:9) also belongs in this context. "Israel" is the name of "the community for
which what matters most is its commitment to Yahweh."m

6. Israel in Exilic and Postexilic Prophecy. During the exilic period, this exheme
concentration on the religious import of the name "Israel" resulted in its being applied
to the exiles as a group. It appears with this meaning as early as Jeremiah (e.g., Jer.

50:17,L9). Deutero-Isaiah uses "Israel" frequently for the people of the exile, at the same

time emphasizing Israel's connection with its past. Yahweh "formed" (ysr) Jacob (Isa.

43:1,;par.Israel); he is the "Creator (bdrd)of.Israel" (43:15); on account of its misdeeds,

Yahweh allowed Jacob/Israel to be destroyed (42:24; 43:22,28). Noq however, Yahweh
has redeemed JacobAsrael (a:B) and called it by name (45:4; cf..48:12); he is putting
salvation irt Zion for Israel (46:13; cf..45:17). Thus Israel is called Yahweh's "cho6en"
(44:l; 45:4), his "servant" (44:21;49:3), his "glory" (46:13). Conversely, Yahweh is

Smend, Die Bu nde sforme l, 24f .
Hulst, 103.
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titled "the God of Israel" (41:17; 45:3,15; 48:1,2; 52:12'1, the "Creator" (43:15),

"Redeemet'' (49:7\, "King" (44:6), and "Holy One" (41:14) of Israel. As 44:5 says with
lapidary accuracy, "Israel" is "a cogromen" by which one may call himself or be called
(,14:5; 48:1), a name expressing membership in the community of Yahweh and thus
representing something like a confession of faith.

In some ways, this differs from the usage of the prophet Ezekiel.sl Here "Israel" denotes

the people of God of the past (Ezk 2O:5,13); in contrast to Jeremiah's usage, however,
this unified past lasts until the end of Judah's existence as an independent state (cf.13:.2,9;
18:6; 38:17) and Jerusalem is described as the center of the land of Israel (ct. L2:19;
2L:7121; ch. 48). But it also denotes the band of exiles to which the prophet is sent, which
he calls "the house of Israel" (3:1,4,5,7[twicel,77; etc.) or "sons of Israel" (2:3;4:L3;6:5;
etc.). It is this Israel whose elders come to him (14:l;2fr:1,3). That this Israel is the people

of Yahweh is clear from the phrase "my people Israel" (14:9;25:L4;36:8,L2;38:14,16;
39:7), as well as references to its election (20:5) and sanctification (37:?3), but also its
straying (44:10), itsguilt (4:4f..;9:9),its abominations (6:1.L), and its idols (8:L0; 18:6,15).
last but not least, this solidarity of the people of God as homogeneous entity, almost like
a family, is emphasized by expressions coined by Ezekiel, such as 'a4malyiSrd'el (17
occurrences,only in Ezekiel)andhnr€yiSrd?(l.6occunences, only in Ezekiel). Theunity
of God's land reflects the unity of his people: the fertile soil and the mountains together
constitute "the land of Israel." There is also the phrase rtli'€ yiSrd'El (13:2,16;38:17),
found only in Ezekiel, which associates "the phenomenon of prophecy with the people of
God."82The "mountainsof Israel" areto yield fruit forYahweh's people Israel (36:8),who
are to walk upon them (36:12) as a people Q7:22); false prophetswill never be seen again
in the land of Israel (13:9); and "on my holy mountain, the mountain height of Israel, . . .

all the house of Israel. . . shall serve [Yahweh] in the land" (20:40;cf.34:14). But all this
is to one end, that "the house of Israel may know that I am Yahweh their God" Q9:22),
"that I Yahweh sanctiff Israel" (37:28), that "my holy name I will make known in the
midst of my people Israel" Q9:7), "that they may be my people and I may be their God"
(14:11), that he is "the Holy One in Israel" (39:7), whose glory as the God of Israel is at

stake (8:4; 9:3; 10:19; 11;22;43:2). "The majesty of the divine name stands over Israel,
Yahweh's own people. . . . That is the deepest mystery of Israel."83

There is really nothing definite to say about postexilic prophecy. The 2 occurrences
of "Israel" in Proto-Zechaiah (Znc. 2:2ll:.191;8:L3) refer to the past. Haggai does not
use "Israel" at all. Rost's conclusione fits the facts: "The diaspora of its own accord
refrained from using 'Israel'to ensure its uniqueness." He is also correct in describing
the use of "Israel" in Deutero-Zechariah (Zec. 9:l; ll:14; 12:l'1 as archaizing.ss The
occurrences in Trito-Isaiah (Isa.56:8 l= ll:721;63:7,16) are obscure.s6

On the following discussion, see Zimmerli, Ir4 8 (1958), 78-X); Ezekiel 2, 563-65.
Zimmerli, Ezckiel 2, 565.
Zimmerli, I/4 8 (1958),90.
Pp. 113f.
Iba-, tt5.
cf. ibid., tt4.
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In contrast, it is noteworthy that Malachi uses the name "Israel" 5 times. The Moses

group is called by this name (Mal.3:22[4:4]). There was a faithless Israel as well as a

faithless Judah and Jerusalem (2:ll'). But the postexilic community addressed by the

prophet is also called "Israel" (1:1,5); its God bears the ancient name "Yahweh, the God

ofIsrael" (2:L6).

T.Israel in the Chroniclerb History. This "predilection for Israel"87 increases in
1-2 Chronicles. As a result, the patriarch who was Esau's brother is called not "Jacob"

but "Israel" (1 Ch. 1:34; cf. also tCh.2:l;5:1,3;6:231381;7:29;16:13), the text speaks

of "Israel our father" (1 Ch,29:10) and "the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel, our

fathers" (1 Ch. 29:18; 2 Ch. 30:6), "Israel" is used to denote both the former northem

kingdom (1 Ch. 5:17; 2 Ch.l6:t; etc.) and Judah (1 Ch. 9:1; 2 Ch.27:2,4; etc'), and is

also the name of premonarchic Israel (L Ch. 2:7; l7:5;2 Ch.24:6,9). This observation

alone makes it clear that the Chronicler is concerned to emphasize the continuity and

totality of Israel; this concern is further underlined by the use of "all Israel" in
1 Chronicles (2L times) and 2 Chronicles (25 times) (1 Ch. 9:1; lL:l,4,lO;12:391381

[twice]; 13:5,6,8; l4:8;'15:3,28; t8:14; 19:17; 2l:4,5; 28:4; 29:21,?i,25,26; 2 Ch.
1:2[twice]; 6:29;7:6,8;9:30; 10:1,3,16[nvice]; 11:3,13; l2:1'; t3:4,1'5; 18:1'6:' 24:5;

28:23;29:24[nvice]; 30:1,5,6; 3L:1; 35:3). The phrases "all the assembly8s of Israel"
(l Ch. l3:2;2 Ch. 6:3[twic*1,12,1,3) and "all Israel, the assembly (qhat) of Yahweh"

(1 Ch. 28:8) and also the identification of "all Israel" with "the [entire] assembly" (clear

from comparison of 1. Ch. 29:1.,10,20 with vv.2L,23,25,26) indicate that the postexilic

cultic community constitutes this Israel (cf. the use of qdhdl also in 2 Ch' L:3,5;7:8;
20:5,14;23:3;24:6;28:L4;29:23,28,3L,32;30:2,4,13,17,23,241twie,1,25; 31:1'8). This

is also emphasized by such a statement as: "Yahweh Sabaoth, the God of Israel, is God

over Israel" $ At fi:24} where the original reads only: "Yahweh Sabaoth is God over

Israel" (2 5.7:26). By adding "the God of Israel," the Chronicler establishes historical

continuity between the two uses of "Israel" in the formula: the Israel of the past is

embodied in the present assembly of Yahweh.

In the books of Ezraand Nehemiah, we observe the following: The exiles returning

to Judah are called "Israel" (Fn. 2:70) or "the people of Israel" @a. 2:2; even 7:13).

They are descended "from Israel" (F;7r.2:59; Neh. 7:61.) and also are "Israel" (Ezr.6:17;

7:L0; Neh. 10:34[33]; 11:3; 13:3) or "all Israel" (Neh. 7:73;12:47),which hears the law

of its God and must live by it. It is therefore evident that Yahweh should be called "God
of Israel" (Ezr.1.:3;4;1,3;6:21;7:6;9:15; also3:2; 5:l;6:22;7:L5;8:35;9:4). "Israel"
thus denotes membership in both the people and the cultic community. The two are

identical, so that aliens are "separated from Israel" (Neh. 13:3). Others cannot even claim
to belong to Israel, for this cultic community is all Israel. It is also striking that, in contrast

to[zra,the book of Nehemiah does not use the title "God of Israel" for Yahweh.8e The

87 lbid., tt4.u -l;1V qahal.
8e Cf. Williamson.
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book of Daniel, which calls the exiles "Israel" (Dnl. 1:3; d.9:7,!1,20), likewise does
not use the title "Yahweh, the God of Israel."

8. Israel in tle Psalten Because the Psalter contains poetry from the entire OT period,
it reflects the entire range of meanings of "Israel." In parallel with "Ephraim," "Ben-
jamin," and "Manasseh" (Ps. 80:2f.[1f.]), "Israel" can denote a group of tribes in central
Palestine; the rejection of Israel (78:59) in parallel with the rejection of the "tent of
Joseph" (v.67) probably refers to the Israel ofSaul's period; the frequent conjunction of
"Jacob" and "Israel" denotes the entire people of God (14:7 par. 53:7161;78:5,21,71;
81:5[4]; 98:3[LXX 97:31;105:L0,23: ll4:1;135:4; 147:19; cf.22:24[?31). References
to Israel as "my [or 'his'] people" (50:7; 8L:9,12,14[8,ll,13l;135:12; cf. 148:14), "his
inheritance" (78:711'135:4), "his dominion" (114:2), and "his seryant" (136:22) express
the intimate ties binding this people to Yahweh its God; for the same reason, the Psalms
speak of Yahweh's fundamental acts in history Q8:3L; 103:7; lO5:23; 114:l;136:1.1,
14,22;1.47:19). All these statements follow the lines already sketched. In addition, Israel
appears as the cultic community of God, called to worship and give thanks to their Itrd
Q2:2a[B]; 68:271261; 118:2; 124:l; L29:l;135:l%.; 149:2; cf . t22:4), which places its
hope and kust in him (L4:7 par. 53:7[6]; 25:22; lL5:9;130:7; l3l.,3;147:2) and hears
the shout "Peace be in Israel!" (l?5:5; 128:6'). Finally, the divine epithets should be
mentioned: "El of Israel" (68:36[35]); "Yahweh, the God of Israel" (41:l4ll3l;72:18l'
106:48; cf. 68:9[8]); "the Holy One of Israel" (71:22;78:41; 89:19[18]); "Yahweh
Sabaoth, the God of Israel" (59:6[5]); "God of Israel" (69:7[6]); "shepherd of Israel"
(80:2[1]); the "keeper of Israel" (121:4),Israel's "Maker" Qa9:2). They all express the
interrelatedness of Israel and Yahweh, given almost classic expression in 22:4{3):"Thou
art the Holy One, enthroned on the praises of Israel."

IV. Israel in Post-OT Jewish Literature.
l. The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.l\e tendency observed in Chronicles con-

tinues in post-OTJewish literature. "Israel" is the "typical self-designation of the Jewish
people,eo whereas the non-Jewish world speaks of "Jews" (d., e.g., L Mc. 1L:20,30,
33,49-51.; t2:3er). This literature continues to speak of "Israel," "the people of Israel,"
and"thewholehouseof Israel"(Jth.4:1,8,9,L1,15;5:1; lMc. 13:26,4'1.,42;etc.;ps.Sol.
8:26,28\, as well as the "God of Israel" (Jth. 4:12; 6:27; lo:l; 12.8; l3:7;14:10; etc.;
Ps.Sol. 4:1; 9:8; 16:3; etc.). "Israel" denotes the cultic community (also in Bar.
3:9,10,24,36; 4:4,5; 5:7,8,9) that enjoys the mercy of its God (Jth. 13r14; Ps.Sol. 9:1L;
11:1,9) and is his servant (Ps.Sol. 17:21). An alien like Achior can be received into the
community by accepting circumcision (Jth. 14:10). "Israel" is the community's name of
honor (Sir. 44:?3; cf.. Ps.Sol. 14:5). As the best portion of the human race, it is under the
protection of the angel Michael (1 @th.)En. 20:5 conj.). At the eschaton, "Israel" will
experience God's punishment of the heathen, rise up in joy, and look down from above

e0 A. Strobel, "Israel. lll," BHW II,786.
el See the discussion by Kuhn ilITDNT,III, 360.
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upon its enemies, vindicated by its God (As.Mos. 10:8-10). This Israel, belonging to the

present and yet timeless, is described most vividly as a religious and cultic community
in Ps.Sol. 11:7: "Put on, Jerusalem, the clothes of your glory, for God has determined
good things for Israel for ever and ever";l'7:44: "Blessed are those whowill live in those

days and be able to see tle salvation of Israel in the union of the tribes."

2. Qumran, In the literature specifically associated with Qumran, the name "Israel"
appears with particular frequency in the Damascus document (43 times), the War scroll
(28 times), and the Manual of Discipline (16 times). To the extent that the text does not

represent an OT quotation or similar reference (as in 1QM 11:6f.; CD 7:19f.),Israel is

"the people of God" (lQM 3:13) and the nameof itsGod is"El of Israel"(lQS 3:24;lQM
l:9f..;6:6; L0:8; 13:t; etc.). The Qumran community belongs to this Israel (lQS 5:5,22;

6:13;9:16; CD 3:19). At the same time, one receives the impression that "Israel" as the

community of God is set apart within a larger Israel. In lists like that in CD 14:4-6, we
find the s€quence: "Levites, priests, Israel, and aliens" (cf. CD 10:5). Aaron and Israel are

frequently conjoined (1QS 9:11; cf. CD 1:7; L0:5; 1QM 5:L), just as two messiahs are

expected, one out of Aaron and one out of Israel (lQS 9:11; CD 13:L; '1.4:10;19:ll;20:l;

etc.). When God's glory appears, the wicked will be exterminated from Israel (CD 20:6);

others will be left "as a remnant for Israel" (CD 1:5), with whom God will "establish his

covenant for Israel for ever [cf. 1QS 5:5], to reveal to them the mystery wherein all Israel

went astray" (CD 3:13f.). Thus an exclusive Israel is set apart within the larger totality of
all Israel (1QS 6:13f.). This is the true Israel, "the house ofperfection and truth in Israel"
(1QS 8:9), for whom God built "a sure and certain house in Israel" (lQM 10:9). The

"simple people of Ephraim" will join this Israel (4QpNah 3:5). This exclusive Israel is the

Qumran community, which, as the nucleus of Israel, has a mission to all Israel.
Zobel

apl yasab; fp'rD m6tdb

Contents: I. Occurrences: 1. Morphology and Extrabiblical Evidence; 2. Statistics; 3. LXX. II.
Human Subjects: 1. Semantics; 2. "Sit Down'7'Sit"; 3. 'Settle"f'Dwell"; 4. "Ascend the

Throne"f'Reign"; 5. Cultic Usage. III. Divine Subjects: 1. Syntagmemes; 2. \\e mlcwn Formula

and Allusions; 3. The Epithety 6Sdb krabim and its Semantics; 4. Finite Forms and their Semantics;

5. "tuk" and "Angel" as Subjects.

yatab. L. H. Brockington, "The Use of the Hebrew Verb llpl to Describe an Act in Religious
Observance," Festschrilt G. W. Thatcher (Sydney, 1967), Il9-125; A. Feuillet, "'S'asseoir i
l'ombre' de I'Epoux (Os., XIY 8' et Cant.,ll,3),' RB, 78 (1971),391-405; M. Haran, "The Ark
and the Cherubim: Their Symbolic Significance in Biblical Ritrual," Erez-Israe{ 5 (1958), 83-90

[Heb.] = IEI, 9 (1959), 30-38, 89-94 [Eng.]; R. Kilian, Die vorpriesterlichen Abrahams-
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I. Occurrences.l. Morphology and Extrabiblical Evidence. The base l4rlb that lies
behind the West Semitic rootyJbl is morphologically an expansion of the consonant pair

1b by the addition of the prefixed root augment w. The semantic nucleus of the biliteral
primary base has not been determined beyond all doubt,2 but probably lies in the realm
of change of location, especially in the case of persons. Shift to a lasting or even
permanent state appears to be in the foreground.

In Akkadian, waiabu, a fientic verb with initial wa-, belongs to the group of "verbs of
motion with a specific origin or destination."3 There is also a rare secondary form taiabu.a
Phonological change led to the loss of the root augment (waiabu> aidbu) in Middle and
I-ate Babylonian.s The range of meanings can be grouped into several seclions,6 with a
primary distinction between habitual and causative habitual senses. There are causative
forms (.ifiizbz) conesponding to the basic meanings "sit down," "reside and live some-
where," and "be settled," all with the common aspect of enduring presence. Of special
interest is the semantic nuance of "sitting on a throne," used primarily of kings and gods.7

I:whead8 has recently given a partial explanation of the material in CAD. Al*.. uibq
"seat," "throne," appears also as a loanword in Egyptian, in the phonological equivalent
isbflisp.t, with the additional meaning "kind of shelter."e The Egyptian reflex with the
feminine article appears in cuneiform as /a-as-bu in the vocabulary of the Amama letters,l0
where the meaning "chair" reappears. The two contradictory transcriptions of the Amama
period probably represent an unusual phenomenon.

While the cuneiform Amama literature has only the verb form ni1abrr as an example
of a West Semitic prefix conjugation,l2 Ugaritic provides a broad range of syntagmemic
variants that are relevant to Hebrew, as well as a variety of correlative word pairs that
are semantically significant. The rool y!b, with the broad basic meanings "sit," "be

Uberlieferungen. BBB, ?1 (1966), 246,249; A. S. I:whead,A Study of the Theological Sig-
nificance o/ya5ab in the Masoretic Tbxt, withAttention to i* Translation in the Septuaginr (diss.,
Boston, 1975; repr. 1977); M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," Uil
2 (1970),139-158; R. de Vaux, "trs ch6rubins et I'arche d'alliance, les sphinx gardiens et les
tr6nes divins dans l'Ancien Orient," MUV, 37 (l960l6l),9L-124 = Bible et Orient (Pais, 1967),
231-259; A. Wuckelt, Die Basis YSB rt Gottespriidikatianen des ATs (1978).

1 P. Marrassini, Formazione dcl kssico dell'edilizia milinre nel semitico di Siria. QuadSem,
1 (1971), 16-18.

2 *Turn away," "move away," according to R. L. Cate, The Theory of Biliteral Rmrs (Louis-
ville, 1959), 152; similarly G. Robinson, "The Idea of Rest in the OT and the Search for the Basic
Character of Sabbath," AW 92 (1980), 41.

3 GaG $103b.
4 lbid., $103d, h.
s cf. iDid, $103i.
6 cAD,U2(1968),387tr.
7 1ba.,396f.
8 Pp.51-55.
9 W. A. Ward "Notes on Some Semitic [oan-Words and Personal Names in L-ate Egyptian,"

Oa 32 (1963),4I8.
t0 EA 368; cf. A. F. Rainey, El Amarna Tablets 359-379. AOAT,8 e1978), 38f.
tt EA363,21.
12 Cf. the translation "we may dwell" in Rainey,65.
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enthroned," is realized not only in verb forms but also in nominal derivatives such as IDr,
"(the act or state of) sitting," and m1b, "a dwelling."l3 The list of lexical meaningsla can
be improved by classification according to the prepositions used. According to Pardee,ls
we find the combinations y1D blbtlc, "sitllive in," y1b | "sit for (temporal)," y1D d "sit in
order to," y1b l, "sit on," andylb tbt, "sit at the feet of." The later neighboring dialects
have equivalents for many of these, the Hebrew of the OT for them all. Looking for
possible analogies in the OT, Dahood notes a series of word pairs, such as y1b ll 1ll, nfil,
nb, r'!, and 1pt,t6 y1b ll ity,rt and evenylD ll y1S.tt As in Akkadian, the semantic field in
Ugaritists exhibits both the central meanings cited and the special sense of "be
enthroned," used of a king or god.20 Ba'al in particular is said to "sit enthroned."2l Ba'al
can also perform the act of.y1b llcg, "sitting down on the throne."22

The later West Semitic dialects related to OT Hebrew do not appear to add much to
the semantic repertory.23 Even in Phoenician and Punic, besides the use of the base as

both verb and noun, we may still observe a differentiation among the aspects of habitual
and causative habitual "dwelling," etc.24

We may also cite the West Semitic use of y1b to form proper names. Already among
the names from Mari we find such formsasya-aw-3i-bux and(in the gen.) wa-li-bi-im.26
The alleged Ugaritic toponymylbm//c should be accepted with caution; it certainly does
not mean "royal residerrcr-"Z1 and may possibly represent a verbal clause name (some-
thing like "may a king [or 'Mlk'l sit enthroned" at the place in question). In late West
Semitic, it is difficult at best to identify proper names that are clearly based on yJb.

13 UT, no. 1177; according to Gordon, the problem of distinguishing y1D forms from *1wD

forms is "due mostly to the orthography."
t4 Cf.WUS, nos. 140f.
ls D. G. Pardee, "Attestations of Ugaritic Verb/Preposition Combinations in [-ater Dialects,"

uE 9 (1977),2t6.
16 M. Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs,"RSi? I, nos. 270-75.
17 M. Dahood, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," RSfl II, no. 25.
18 Dahood-Penar, RS.B l, no. 271; cf. also P. C. Craigie, "Parallel Word Pairs in Ugaritic

Poetry," Fes*chrifi C. E A. Schaeffer UE tl (1979), 138.
19 Provisionally desctibed by [-awhead, 60-62, on the basis of Whitaker's concordance.
20 Cf. I-awhead,6O-62; also W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in (Igarit und Israel. BZAW,

80 e1966), 65, n. 9.
21 On the alleged "royal residence" of Ba'al at Astaroth and Edrei (KTU, L.108 rto., 3, as

interpreted by B. Margulis, "A Ugaritic Psah @S 24.252),' JBL,89 U970], 292-304), see the
critical comments of such scholars as M. Gdrg, "Noch einmal: Edrei in Ugarit?" UF, 6 (1974),
474f.,with bibliog., and M. C. Astour and D. E. Smith, "Place Names,"RSB II, no. 36.

22 See P. J. v at Zijl, Baal. AOAT, l0 (197 2), 2l8f .
23 Cf. DISO, 111f., with the meanings "sit, dwell, reside" and their conesponding causatives;

Lawhead (55-60) examines some of the occurences on the basis of KAI.
2a Cf. the citations in R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic Lexicon of the Phoenician and

Punic Languages. SBL Diss., 32 (Missoula, 1978), 130.
2s SeeAPNM,68, 185.
26 lbid.,185; but cf. A. Goetze, "Remarks on Some Names Occuning in the Execration Texts,"

BASO& 151 (1958),3lf.
27 As suggested by Astour, RSll ll, no. 293.
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The two uniquely South Semitic meanings, Ethiop. 'awlaba, "marr]," and Arab.
walaba, "leap up from o[e's seat,"28 will be mentioned only in passing, since they clearly
lie outside the semantic range just delineated. Even here, however, we can identify a
useful connection with the semantic nucleus proposed above, if we think in both cases
of the persons concerned as undergoing a change of place. The first case may involve
something like resettlement in a different kinship group. The possible occurrence of the
meaning "marry" in the OT is discussed below.

2. Statistics. According to lawhead's tabulation,2e the base appears most frequently
in Jeremiah (149 occunences); next, with less than half as many, come Genesis (71),
Judges (71), Isaiah (71), Ezekiel (62), and Psalms (60). There are 1090 occurrences in
all. More informative is the list of finite and nonfinite verbal realizations of the base,30
which documents an absolute preponderance of G stem forms; almost half of the 1090
occurren@s of the G stem are participial forms (496).31 The dominant role of the
participial forms may confirm the perspective of movement to an enduring state proposed
for the semantic nucleus. It is dubious, however, whether Lawhead's purely statistical
evidence concerning allegedly parallel passages justifies the conclusion that "there is a
continuity in the meaning of various grammatical forms ofyaJab throughout the history
of the writing of the OT."32 He further concludes33 that the occurrence of the phrase
trE'€n ydldf,, "without inhabitant," exclusively in Jeremiah (9 times) and Zephaniah
(twice) is convincing evidence that they were contemporaries and that Zephaniah may
even have been a disciple of Jeremiah; this argument, too, must be met with skepticism.

The nominal derivative mdidf,, according to l-awhead, appears 44 times, including
10 occurrences in construct phrases. Its distribution is generally even. A second deriva-
tive - )Ui1V tdSdb appears 14 times, without exhibiting any noteworthy conelations.3a

The verbal usages, however, may be classified provisionally according to grammati-
cal subject.3s Only in 8 passages is the subject an inanimate object; in 5 of these it is the
ark.36 Animals appear as subject only in Job 38:40 (young lions); the statistical difference
between the usage of yJb and + J)O .i/cz in this regard appears to be significant. Most
of the occurrences appear in passages with human subjects (about 1030). Adivine subject
appears in 45 passages (50 if the ark passages are included). Lawhead categorizes only
these as texts with a "theological significance of the verb," clearly an abridgment that
exegetical examination of the remaining passages3T suggests is unjustified.

28 cf.KBL3,423b.
2e P.63.
30 lbid.,64.
31 For additional statistics, see L:whead, 65f.
32 P.68.
33 P.68.
34 lbid.,70.
3s See the tabulation in L,awhead, 70f.
36 See the discussion below.
37 See below.
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3. DAL The translations of yib in the IXX exhibit a broad spectrum of Greek verbs.

The comparative frequency of various equivalents permits an ordered list:38 katoikid
(515), hitlamar (183), kathiza (L77), oikea (93), mim (10), and scattered others. An
obvious preference for the most common equivalent, katoikii, may be noted in Genesis-
Judges (excluding Exodus), the prophetic literature (except for Isaiah, Jonah, and

Malachi), and the Writings (except for Psalms andl-2 Chronicles).3e l.awhead finds no

clear regularity in the rendering of specific stems of y.iD, since the translators "did not
make any conscious or concerted effort to reproduce faithfully each particular grammati-

cal form of yasab by a different Greek translation."{

III. Human Subjects. l. Semantics. The semantic nucleus of Heb. y.ib is also

composite. According to Schweizer,4l "two sememes appear to characterize the semantic

nucleus": location in a particular place ("mansive") and cessation of movement ("qui-
etive"). The "mansive" sememe can be eliminated, he claims, only at the cost of "effacing
the fundamental meaning of the verb." Without prejudice to the emphasis on a sense of
intended permanence, however, the lexical evidence and the analogies of extrabiblical
usage allow us to posit a combination of "sedative" and "mansive" sememes. This refers

not only to a change of aspect ("ingressive"f'durative") but to a range ofmeaning already

inherent in the semantic nucleus, which covers everything from the genesis of the act of
"sitting," "dwelling," "being enthroned," etc., to its completion. The phase that brings
the condition into being receives its full due. It is impossible to say whether in Hebrew
the element that goes beyond the "sedative" meaning, which is undoubtedly present

although less clearly emphasized outside the OT, can be associated with the early Israelite
experience of a nomadic and a settled phase.

The verb has at least two obligatory actants: a subject and a prepositional specifica-
tion. In exceptional cases, the latter, which frequently makes the "mansive" element more

specific, can be replaced by a "productive" continuation in the form of another verb. In

Gen.27:L9, for example, the potential "mansive" specification is merely suspended,42

and the dominant "sedative" meaning is not even touched upon. The absolute use of yJb

in this passagea3 is therefore apparent, not real.

In the following discussion of the classemes of y5b (the contextual meanings that
supplement the nuclear structure), the role of the actants will receive particular attention.

At the same time, our interest will focus on how the syntagmemes realize the sememe

pair "sedative"/"mansive. "

2. "Sit Down"l"Sit." The twofold semantic structure of the verb finds significant

expression in Gen. 21:16, which describes the actions of the Egyptian Hagar as out of

Following t awhead, 78f.
Ibid.,96.
P. 103; on the translation of the nominal derivatives, see l(X)f., with appendices D and E.

H. Schweizer, Elischa in den Kriegen SIANT,37 (1974), 188, n. 401.
On the process involved, see ibid.
Noted by GesB,323a.
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desperation she exposes her son: first watEie! lah minnegeS (16a), then wattEie!
minnege! (16b). The apparent doublet has led to source-critical analyses;aa but in the
fint occunence the "sedative" element is emphasized by the addition of hh (cf . also the
impv. F[A-hbm, "Sit down!" in Gen. 22:5), whle the second instance presents the
"mansive" side of the verb's meaning. It is noteworthy that in both syntagmemes the
verb function (nanative conjugation) and value structure are identical. Both verbal
phrases, furthermore, refer to an action that can be qualified semantically as an express-
ion of mourning.as This perspective is brought out explicitly in later texts by mention of
the ground. Thus Job's friends sit with him upon the ground $tib la'tue;: Job 2:13; cf.
also I:m. 2:10) for seven days and seven nights, while Job himself "sits" in the midst
of (U1615\ the ashes (Job 2:8). Here, too, both semantic elements occur in the same
context, except that here, with a change of actant from first to third person, the "sitting
down" appears in the narrative tense, the "sitting" in the circumstantial participle. Thus,
despite all the sympathy shown by Job's friends, the difference between his fate and
theirs is documented.

The verb y.Ib can have positive overtones in contexts that specify the place. This is
true in the context of eating (cf. already Gen.27:19) at table (1 K. 13:2fr0); it is all the
more so when the passage speaks of "sitting" in the gate (Gen. 19:1) or "holding a

session" (Jer.39:3+t) in (b) the city gate. "Sitting" in the gate has legal overtones when
the text involves furnishing hospitality (Gen. 19:1; d. also 18:1) or a formal judicial
assembly (as in the case of Jeremiah: obviously a "regular court session"4s). That even
these passages are inconceivable apart from the sedative semantic element is clear from
analysis of the relationship between Gen. 18:1 and 13:18. While Gen. L3: L8ae speaks of
Abraham's "settling" Cvib in the narrative form) near (lr,) the terebinth of Mamre, Gen.
L8:1 in its present version uses the participleso to speak of Abraham's "sitting" at or in
the doomray to his tent in the heat of the day. Although the statement appears redundant
(according to Kilian and Weimar, Gen. 18:la belongs to the same literary stratum as 13:8,
which it follows), what we really have is a repetition of the catchword yJb with both
"sedative" and "mansive" meaning; the "sedative" element is indicated formally by use
of the nanative form in the context of a verbal triplet ("moved," "came," and "dwelt")
and the mention of a new place (with lr,), whereas the "mansive" element is indicated
by use of the participle introducing pelal.t-hA'ohel withont a preposition (probably
emphasizing the association with a particular place), together with a specification of
place and time.

4 Cf. KiIian,246,249.
as Cf. also M. Dahood, "Textual Problems in Isaiah," CBQ,22 (1960), 401ff.
a6 On the use of the prep.'el, see M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BK, lx/l (1968),291.
47 Cf. O. Eissfeldt, "Unheils- und Heilsweissagungen Jeremias als Vergeltung fi.ir ihm er-

weisene Weh- und Wohltaten," WZ Halle-Wttenberg, L4 (L965), 183f.. = KlSchr IV (1968), 187.
48 IbA., 187, n.2.
49 Pre-J according to Kilian, but assigned to J by P. Weimar, {Jntersuchungen zur Redak-

tionsgeschichte d.es Pentateuch. BZ,AW L6 (L977),50.
50 Kilian (97) claims that an original text can be reconstructed with a form of y.ib in the suffix

conjugation as an introduction to the "plural version."
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The use of yJD for an individual's action in a particular group (which does duty for
the usual specification of place) is still totally imbued with the notion of "sitting" or
"sitting down." Thus Ephron "sits" (ptcp.) "in the midst of' (U!6b the Hittites (Gen.

23:LO\; the upright does not sit "in" (b') the "seat" (mdia!!) of scoffers (Ps. 1:1) or with
('irz) "those who are false" (Ps. 26:4) or "the wicked" (Ps. 26:5). The striking change of
conjugation in Ps.26 may represent "the fact that the statements are true for all times."51

In the domain of secular law,52 sitting down at the city gates3 among the ba'A ia'ar
(Gunkel: "enfranchised citizens"), who act as it were as witnesses, signalizes the
beginning of public proceedings. In the domain of sacral law, as shown by the oath of
purgation inPs.26:4ff., sitting down in the company of evildoers means exclusion from
the sphere of the righteous. In addition, the correlation of y5b with the verbs hlk and'md
("take one's place") in Ps. 1:1 and with bw'in Ps. 26:4b makes it sufficiently clear that
the context emphasi2es the element of motion, even though the motion aims at an

enduring disposition. While "sitting with" reveals agreement and support, "sitting
before" can express respect for someone ofhigher station, as demanded by the disciple-
teacher relationship (cf., e.g., 2K.4:38).

In the case of both human beings and animals, sitting in hiding can also be a sign of
potential danger to others. It is typical of the wicked to sit in ambush (Ps. L0:8), like a

lion awaiting its prey (Ps. 17:12; Job 38:40). In these cases, the purpose of the verb is

not to express instances of the commonly observed aggressiveness of human beings and

animals, but to indicate the permanence of the threat in all its variations. This image

addresses a fundamental element of evil: it is always a danger, even when it is not
erupting. Inactivity, in either a positive or negative sense, must therefore not be imputed
to the "sedative" or "mansive" meaning of yJb. This is certainly true of the professional
spies involved in the Samson-Delilah affair (Jgs. 16:9,12). Perhaps we may note here a

distinction comparable to that in Gen. 2l;l6,se if the specifier lah in the first of the
otherwise identical participial clauses serves to underline the potentially "sedative"
meaning of y 6ieb n v. 9, while v. l 2 depicts the situation described in a "mansive" sense.

In Jgs. 16:9, however, unlike Gen. 2l:16, ldh is not reflexive, and the participial form is
generally a means of expressing the "mansive" sense; it is therefore also possible to
describe the construction as a dative of reference.

3 - " Settle " I " Dwell. " Alevel of semantic abstraction beyond the "sit down"/"sit" pair
leads to the meanings "settle"/"dwell" or "stay." Since the bodily position originally
denoted is no longer part of the picture, the semic composite can be manifested in a more
general sense. At first glance, the "mansive" element appears to be the dominant sememe
of this level. A woman who has given birth must remain at home for a period of
thirty-three days after the infant's circumcision (Lev. l2:4); someone who is forced to

s1 H.-J. Kraus,Psalrzs 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988),327.
52 H.Gunkel, GenesislHKAT,l/ll(81969),276,onGen.23:10:"alllegalbusinessistransacted

sitting"; cf. Ruth 4:1f.,4.
53 See above.
54 See above.
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stay at home after being injured must be recompensed (Ex. 21:19). The desire that

someone "remain" is often expressed. For example, Rebecca's family request her to
remain "a little while, or at least ten days" (Gen.V1:55); the stated length of time makes

the requested (ussive) remaining at home specific. Moses requires (impu.) the elders to

remain (Ex.24:1,4);the added hnfris probably to be taken as a dative of reference. Joash

of Israel expects (impv) Amaziah of Judah 0o stay at home (2 K. 14:10). Hosea insists

that his temple prostitute stay at home (trFDi IQ for "many days" (Hos. 3:3). Since

remaining is valued because it enables people to stay together-as in I:ban's request

that Jacob stay with him (Gen. 29:19; cf, also the possible "sedative" counterpart in Gen.

27:44,without any explicit reference to family ties binding Jacob to l-abanFit is not
surprising that the causative of y,ID can be used for occasioning someone to set up a
household (Ps. 68:7[Eng. v. 6]; 113:9). In very late texts, this form can even be used with
reference to marriage (Ezt. LO:2,10,14,17f.i Neh. L3:23,27). This development lies
behind the meaning of the base in Ethiopic.ss

The fundamental complex of "sedative" and "mansive" meanings appearc above all
in contexts involving the phases of "settling" and "dwelling" in a place. Of course the

domain of the patriarchal traditions provides generous material of this sort. Gen. 19:30,

for example, begins with the narrative form wayya'al followed by the narrative form
wayyElef,, meant "sedatively." In the present text, we find the verbal function and semic
specification of a "mansive" meaning of y,Ib in w. 29 (stative) and 30b (inf.); finally, in
v. 30b, we return to a "sedative" narrative form: "So he settled in a cave." Kilians6 is
probably correct in seeing doublets here and proposing a source-critical analysis ofv. 30;

the semiology may support his approach. Also significant for the meaning of the verb is
the relationship between the narrative formwayy€Sef, and the following narrative form
wayyagor in Gen. 20:1. The geographical statements in this context are mutually
contradictory; the source-critical approach to the problemsT is corroborated by the

sequence y,ib ("sedativa"fuvr (provisional semic specification: "be a temporary
guest" or "morative"). The opposite relationship appearc in Gen. 26:3,6 in the sequence

gwr (impv.)-y5b (nanative), wherey.Ib is to be interpreted as meaning "that Isaac dwelt
at Gerar."58 While the impv. gdr clearly conveys the exclusive sememe "morative," the

"mansive" sememe predominates once again iny.fb (cf. also v. L7).

Going beyond the immediate context, we may observe that the same syntactical form
(nanative) can be used both when the "sedative" sememe is dominant (as in Gen. 4:16;
1,1:2,3'1,; etc.) and when the "mansive" meaning predominates (as in Gen. 27:20,2'1.;

22:19; etc.). There does not appear to be a clear preference associated with any literary
stratum, even though the phrase wayydief,.ia-m (Gen. 1L:31; etc.) has been described as

a schematic element of an "emigration account" in P.5e As Gen. 13:6 clearly shows, the

See above; d. alsn K8L3,421b.
P.128.
Ct. ibA., 190; for a different analysis, see Weimar,56, n. 164.
Weimar, ibid-,U-
P. Weimar, "Aufbau und Struktur der priesterschriftlichen Jakobsgeschichte," ZAW,

55

56

57

58

59

86 (1974),189f., with n. 68.
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infinitive tends to convey a "mansive" meaning: it proves impossible for Abraham and

Lot to "dwell together" any longer. Ps. 133:1 also speaks of brothers "dwelling together,"
albeit in laudatory terms.

The participle is naturally well suited to express prolongation of a stay or specify the
nature of a residence. The phrase y65€8 bd'iles conveys stability of location; with
variations, it can be used of the former presence of the Canaanites (Gen. 13:7) as well
as of the presence of the patriarchs (Gen. 24:62). Tlvo quasi epithets deserve special
attention:'"!iydfld!'ohel,"fatherofthosewhodwellintents"(Gen.4:20,withreference
to Jabal), and ydS€! '6halim, "dweller in tents" (Gen. 25:27, with reference to Jacob).
Far from suggesting the periodic change of abode associated with the instability of tent
dwelling (forwhich one would expect the term.i/cn with its dominant "morative" semic
specification6), these expressions denote the qualitative nature of life lived permanently
in tents. Jacob is described also as "a quiet man," while his brother and counterpart Esau

is described in aggressive terms ("a skilful huntet'').
The terminology in Jgs. 5:L7 makes clear in a highly original fashion the semiological

differentiation of the verbsy.Ib (17b), Slm (l7a,b), and gwr (l7a). According to Richter,6l
the verse uses "three terms for'dwell': as a full citizen, as a nomad, and as an alien."
Even T?iubler62 would interpret y.lb as implying a "fixed abode with its own economic
base," including "ties of legal ownership that deliberately make the stay permanent."
Zobel63 sees in yJb a term "for the settlement of a tribe." It is clear that neither sees the
difference betweeny.Ib and.I/cn necessitated by the "morative" semic specification ofthe
latter. With regardtoy.Ib (usedboth here and in Jgs.5:Lfiainthex-qatat),we may observe
that it expresses the "abiding" ("mansive") of the tribe (Asher) "at the coast of the sea,"
however the following tknby ('aI) its "inlets" is to be interpreted.s

Finally, the "mansive" element takes on a special dimension in texts that speak of
"(not) dwelling" or "(not) being inhabited" in the future. When y.fb is predicated of
something that has not yet come to pass, any discernible "sedative" element is totally
subordinate to the "mansive." This is illustrated by Dt. l2:lo (from the Deuteronomistic
redactor), which speaks of future "settlement" in Israel's heritage and "dwelling in
safety" there; the latter will become reality when God gives the people "rest" from their
enemies round about. This element of "giving rest," which functions as a "structural
signal,'{s makes it clear on the one hand that yib can embody the optimum human
presence on earth, but on the other that such "dwelling in safety" depends on Yahweh,
whose presence as conceived by the Deuteronomistic school depends on other criteria
(cf. Dt. 12:LL and III below). The category of promise also means that the future
perspective brings "mansive" dwelling close in meaning to (repeatable) "morative"

See provisionally M. Gdrg, Das Zelt der Begegnung. BBB, n 0967),97tt.
W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche lJntersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB, 18 C1966),

E. Tiubler, Biblbche Sudien: Die Epocle der Richter (libingen, 1958), 91.
H.-J. Zobel, Stamrnessprache und Geschichte. BZ-AW,95 (1965), 49.
See provisionally Gorg, Das Zelt der Begegnung, l00..
R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesen. BBB, 3t (L969),322.
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sojourning; on this plane, then, y.ib and .i&n can be considered almost synonymous (see,

e.g., Isa. 32:16), but only when Yahweh provides the guarantee for such "dwelling."
Jeremiah therefore appeals to Yahweh's initiative in his letter to the exiles, in which he

tells them to build houses and live in them (impv. ofy.iD; let29:5,28).tr His exhortation
is also a challenge to those who considery,Ib in a foreign land to be the ultimate disaster.

Since the Rechabites in Palestine are barred entirely fromy.SD in houses, being intended
to y.iD in tents (Jer. 35:7 ,9f.'1, their y.lb in Jerusalem (v. 11) is a "dwelling as though they
did not dwell" as well as a sign to the others. Only a future restoration of Judah will make
possible a y5b that turns its back on exhaustion and marks the beginning of a new age

(Jer. 3l:24). The redactor can state that Jerusalem "shall be inhabited forever" (Jer.

L7:25), a promise whose context also predicts the entrance of kings and princes who "sit
on the throne of David" (ptcp.), people of Judah, and "inhabitants of Jerusalem" (i.e.,

citizens of the city). As we would expect in a postexilic context, observance of the

Sabbath and indeed of the entire law is considered here to be a qualitative prerequisite
for "dwelling safely" (d. Irv. 25:18f.;26:5)-1\e expression "sit down in the shadow

of Yahweh" (Hos. 14:8[7]; "sedative") attests a special intimacy with Yahweh.67

"Dwelling safely" must be guaranteed by Yahweh. Any y,Ib is therefore bound to fail
if it isbased on injustice (cf.Isa.5:8with the hophalhfiJaltemandthe meaning"property
owner"68) or contradicts Yahweh's direct command, like the chosen abode of the

"Egyptian diaspora" (Jer.42:10,L2ff.). "Uninhabited desolation," finally, is characteris-

tic of the barren desert and of a chaotic situation in general (see, e.g., Jer. 51:436e), so

that in the last analysis any humany.Ib apart from Yahweh's guarantee is tantamount to

"nondwelling," i.e., future nonexistence: the prophecy of disaster predictsconcretely that
there will be no inhabitants (cf. the phrase '€n-yOSEb n Jer. 4:29; etc.).

The semantic planes just discussed appear to be in harmony with the meaning of those
proper names that have a good claim to involve the element y.lb, even though other
derivations are not ruled out: yeSeb'db (l Ch.24:13: "may the father remain ,tu""zo)i
yotVqdA (7 Ch.25:4,24: "sitting in misfortune"zl), and the toponymya5f! (Josh. 17:7:

'inhabited"?221. The reduplicating expression ydieb batiebe! n 2 S. 23:8 probably

represents a distorted form having nothing to do with a name derived from yJb.73 The
name yiii[yd ("may Yahweh cause to dwell") in 1 Ch. 4:35 betrays a theological
interest.Ta

66 See T. Seidl, Texte und Einheiten in Jeremia 27-29. A7S.,5 (1978), 289, who would see a

single complement here despite battim.
67 See Feuillet,39lff.
68 See A. Alt, "Eine syrische Bev<ilkerungsklasse im ramessidischen Agypten," ZAS,

7 5 (19 4O), L9 ; KB L3, 425 a; H. Wildberger, Jes aj a. B K )V1 el 980), 183.
6e See O. Keel-l*u,Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRIAM 12L (1978),57t.
70 IPN,Ul.
71 Cf. W. Rudolph, Chronilebilchen HAT, Xll (1955), 167.
72 K8L3,425.
73 See ibid.,4?5a.
7 4 IPN, 202f; KBL3, 386b.
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4. "Ascend the Throne"l"Reign. " The double semiological structure of y.ib can also
be observed in the terminology of accession to the throne and royal residence. Enthrone-
ment and sovereignty surely are more than just "aspects" of kingship. The king has
automatic claim to a special "seat" (m6ia[), which he regularly occupies (yJb) at meals,
namely a "seat by the wall" (1 S. 20:25). This is all the more true when he is carrying
out the duties of his reign. The "throne" is undoubtedly "the most important symbol of
royal authority"; at the same time, "the expression'to sit on the throne'signifies'to
become king."'7s Thus we read in a an oathlike statement that is certainly pre-
Deuteronomistic: "Solomon your son shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon my throne
#hu' y€sE|'al-kis't)u (1 K. 1:13,17).76 The situation envisioned here after David's death
has been transformed, apparently by a redactor,TT so that Solomon accedes to the thLrone
on the very same day (1 K. 1:30,35 ,46,48'). The sequence of "petitives,,ts hba' ffydiaf,
(v. 35) supports the "sedative" meaning of ySb, while the specification 'al-/cls'i insists
on its "mansive" side.D The two meanings are then realized in a resultative ("he has sat
down"; v. 46: "sedative") and a circumstantial participle (v. 48: ..mansive,'); in each case,
'cl appears with the noun &issz'. There seems to be no definable qualitative difference
between these formulas and analogous extrabiblical expressions.80 The specification of
the throne as the "father's throne" signalizes "legitimate succession."8l The expectation
of permanence implicit in enthronement is clearly expressed in 1 K. 2:12. The "throne
of David," as "the dynastic symbol of the House of David,'az can then be the desigration
of the seat of subsequent kings of Judah (cf., e.g., ler.l?:25;22:2,30).It is therefore not
surprising that yib by itself can have the meaning "be king, reign" (cf. Ex. 15:14;ar 2 5.
5:6;u 7*c.9:5f. [probably the latest occurrence]).

"Reigning" or "sitting on the throne" is far from being characteristically Israelite; the
expression can be used unhesitatingly of Pharaoh (Ex. ll:5; 12:29), for examplg or the
Amorite Sihon (Dt. 1:4; etc.). The text that speaks of Jeroboam'syJb in Egypt (1 K. l2:2')
may reflect the notion of a kind of govemment in exile.s But the yJb of a king takes on
a special dimension when it is associated with the presence of Yahweh or even defined
as being fundamentally dependent on Yahweh. Nter 2 S. 7:1 has spoken of David's yJb

-7s 
T. Ishida, The Royal Dynasties inAncient Israel. BZAW 142(1977),l}4,with reference to

1K. 10:18-20.
76 See T. Yeijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFe4 8,193 (1975), l7f .
77 Veijola: Deuteronomistic.
78 On this term, see M. G<irg, review of W. Gross, Bilea m. SIANT, 38 (1974), TttRv, 73 (1977),

L9.
7e w. Richter, Grundlagen einer althebriiischen Grammatik ATS,13 (1980), 96, finds here a

"locative'7'directive" fu nction.
80 Ishida, Dynasties, lo4f.
8L lbid., 105.
82 lbid.
83 See F. Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Song of Miriam," JrVEg 14 (1955),248tr.
84 See W. G. E. Watson, "David Ousts the City Ruler of Jebus," l/4 ZO (teZO), SOtf.
85 See most recently J. C. Trebolle Barrera, i'Jerobo6n y la Asamblea'de Siqu6n,,, Est&tb,

38 (1 97911980), 189 -220,
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in his house @ere probably "sedative'), v. 2 has the king speak critically of the
disproportion between his "dwelling" (ptcp.) in a "house" of cedar and the "dwelling"
(ptcp.) of the ark of Elohim in a tent. Whether the passage represents a quotation of an
earlier accusations6 or a Deuteronomistic formulation8T does not detract from the
"mansive" interpretation of the repeatedyateb.If we use the translation "be enthroned"
in both clauses, as would be appropriate with both subjects, the judgmental perspective
appears in full force. According to the present conte)iit of w. 5f., a "mansive"y.Ib seems
to meet with absolute rejection on the part of Yahweh.s The thrust of 2 S. 7:1-7 is to
reclaimy.lb for the king alone, although this tendency is mitigated somewhat in v. 18 by
a skilful repetition of the catchword: wayy€Se| liptri YHWfl.as

That Yahweh is the authentic initiator and guarantor of enthronement is attested
explicitly in the causative use of the base in 1 K. 2:24,which in its own way serves the
Deuteronomistic legitimation argument.s According to Isa. 28:6 (cf. also Ps.l22:5),the
spirit of divine justice rests upon the future ruler "who sits upon the judgment throne"

b)aileb 'al-hammi.ifi).er An exhaordinary exaggeration of the divine grace associated
with the enthronement of a king appears in the wording of Ps. 110:1, in the imperative
addressed by Yahweh to "my lord": "Sit at my right hand (5af liminf)," a formula that has
inspired a search for analogies in other religions, not least because of the assurance that
follows: ". . . until I have made your enemies a stool for yout feet.'e2Ttrc closest analogies
are certain Egyptian illustrationse3 and texts.ea Kraus rightly points out that the "sitting"
refened to in Ps. 110:1 is not "limited to the earthly temple";es the "cultic chamber is also
the image, the reflection, indeed the presence of the heavenly throne room. The king of
Jerusalem, too, is enthroned in this heavenly sphere." There can be no doubt that the
Israelite perspective places special weight on the unmerited divine election of the king.

5. Cultic Usage. The notion that the king's y.ib is dependent on Yahweh suggests
investigating any cultic usage of y,ib% that might be associated with a description of an

"act of worship." According to 1 S. 1:9, Eli is sitting (rtcp.: "mansive") 'al-hakkissE'
beside one of the doorposts of b€1YHWH. Of course this text cannot be referring to a
throne, but it might describe a seat associated with some kind of sacral guardianship.
There does not appear to be any clear evidence here for a cultic function in the narrower

86 Gcirg, Das Zelt der Begegrwng,94,96.
87 "Possibly": K. Rupprecht, Der kmpel vonlerusalem. BZAW 144 (1977),75.
88 See below
8e See below.
eo See Veijola, 133.
e1 Cf.W.H. Irwin,"Is28-33;TranslationwithPhilologicalNotes,"EierOa3O(1977),ll-13.
e2 H.-J.Kraus,Psalms60-150 @ng.trans.,Minneapolis, 1989),344;-Dlithodam(h.dhnm).
e3 Cf. O. Kee| The Symbolism of the Biblical World @ng. trans., New York, 1978), 255; the

seating precedence in Ps. 110, e.g., recalls the cella of the temple of Rameses II at Abu Simbel,
where the Pharaoh is depicted sitting to the right of the "father-god" Re-Harakhte.

ea See U. l-trft, Studia Aegyptiaca, I\,/ (1978), 50ff.
e5 Psalmen. BK XY 12 (41972), 7 59.
e6 See Brockington.
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sensc, whereas David's action cited above (2 S. 7:18), despite the unusual appearance of
sitting as a gesture of adoration,eT undoubtedly serves the worship of Yahweh. According
to Hertzberg,s "the king sits or lies down on the ground." The narrative verb with the
formula liWA YHWH does not suggest any concrete meaning for yib, although we may
think of David's dropping to the ground before the ark. On the other hand, the repetition
of the catchword y,Ib, which dominates 2 S. 7:t-7 , may be intended to suggest a semantic
shift in opposition lo v. 2: David's y,ib ('mansive") in a house of cedar requires that he
y.Ib ("sedative") before Yahweh, which itself intends a stay of some length.ee Apart from
these passages, there does not seem to be any clear evidence requiring us to identify yJb
as a formal cultic term desigrating a specific liturgical action. This conclusion applies
in particular to (dwelling" in the "house" of God (Ps. 84:5[4]): the enduring stay (ptcp.)
in the presence of God is described from the pempective of a metaphorical doxology.

m. Divine Subjects.
1. Syntagmemes. An initial morphological and syntactic analysis of the occurrences

of y.lb with Yahweh as the "first syntagmeme"l0O reveals word classes: finite verb (5
occurrenoes of the suffix conjugation, 11 of the prefix conjugation), infinitive (17
occurrences), and participle (17 occunences). The (obligatory) syntagmemes of the verb
appear primarily in the form of prepositional phrases with "locative/directive" func-
1i61.101 The infinitives always appear in "locative" relationships, two of which are
expanded by nouns indicating time. The infinitive appears 9 tim es as nomen rectun, once
as notnen negens. It is introduced by lb 7 times. In participial usage, the dependent noun
may appear either with a preposition (lr [3 times], 'aI [4 times]) or without (10 times).toz

2.The mkwn Formula andAllusdons. Among the phrases whereyJb appears, there are
two formulaic expressions in which it is not exclusively verbal: m"frbn ti[fftd (lK.
8:39,43,49;2 Ch. 6:30,33,39), with the variants m"kin-iibtd (Ps. 33:14), mdk6n Psibfkn
(Ex. 15:17; I K.8:13;2Ch.6:2),andm"q6mfibfka (1K.8:30;2Ch.6:21)1;andydidf,
hah:leralibiln (1 S. 4:4; 25.6:2;2K.1915;1 Ch. 13:6; ps. 80:2[1]; Isa. 37:16), with the
vaiant y63dP l*fibim (Ps. 99: 1).

The full form of the first formula appears tobe nfi@n Psibfka'6hmim (1 K. 8:13;
2 Ch. 6:2). This is also its earliest occurenc€, in the setting of the so-called "temple
dedication formula" (1 K. 8:12f.), a "hymnic song of praise" that, after the analogy of
Egyptian texts, "combines a'cosmic'presentation of the deity with an autobiographical
dedication of a cultic building, both pronounced by the king."lor It exhibits a semantic

e7 But see H. P. Smith,Samuel. ICC (21953; repr. 197i7), 302.

ll H. W. Herfretg,I & II Samuel. OTL @ng. hans. 1964), 287.
ee Cf. M. Giirg,Gott-Kdnig-Reden in Israel undAgryten. BWANT, 105 (1975),202.
lm Cf. Richter, Grundhgen einer althebrtiischen Grammatilc, t7.
tot lba., g6f.
l@ For a tabular synopsis, see Wuckelt, 8ff.
103 M. Gdrg, "Die Gattung des sogenannten Tempelweihspruchs (1 Kg 8,12f.)," UE 6 (1974),
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opposition between lilkbn (v. 12) and Pfuebet (v. 13). This alternation may suggest a

differentiated terminology of divine presence, in which y\b in b€1-xbfil ("exalted and

princely house") conveys a clearly "mansive" meaning,ls here emphatically confirmed

by the addition of '6hmtm. The theory that the change of terminology for the presence

of Yahweh between w. 12 and 13 reflects an (early dynastic) controversy in the temple

theology of Jerusalem remains hypothetical, but is supported by recent observations.los

The Deuteronomistic redaction shifts Yahweh'sy.fb from the temple to heaven (1 K.
8:3O,39,43,49;2 AL 6:21,30,33,39), introducing its own terminology for the presence

of "Yahweh's name" and "making a conscious distinction between Yahweh's sitting on

his heavenly throne and the presenc€ of his name in an earthly building."tm Thus the

idea expressed in 1 K. 8:12f. is revised and corrected: Yahweh "has moved to a more

distant and inaccessible realn."lo7 At the same time, the danger that Yahweh's "dwelling"
will be conceived in static, physical terms has been averted.lm

Heaven is "the place of his drvelling," from which Yahweh looks down and beholds

those who "dwell" upon earth (Ps. 33:14).too Here diviney.Ib corresponds to humany.Ib,

although the realms are separated. Thusy.ib upon earth takes place under the protection

of Yahweh'sy.Ib in heaven (cf. also Ps. L13:5,8). Closest to the supposed original form
and constituting a semantic "bridge" between "dwelling" in the temple and "sitting
enthroned" in heaven is the phrase ma@n l"fibfkd followed by pd'altnYHWH inEx.
15:17; the same context identifies the "place of thine enthronement" with the "mountain

of thy heritage" (lwr nalyldfka\.lo It is noteworthy that this passage refers explicitly to

Yahweh's initiative, a note that allows us tentatively to askwhether this passage supports

an altemative to the glorification of royal building Programs (in response to 1 K. 8:13?).

Against the background of the equivalence of makbn and har; we may here discuss also

the formulation halar finmol +lohim Fiibti (Ps.68:17[16]), an isolated expression that
may once have refened to a different msuntainllr but has clearly been applied to the

Jerusalem temple by the explanatory phrase 'ap-YHWH yi"Skbn hnesah.ttz Whether the

passage also indicates a replacement of the y.lb concept by the idea of Yahweh's .lftn

cannot be determined.
In 2 S. 7:5, however, the context of the phrase bayit Fiibtt takes us into the midst of

the controversy over Yahweh'sy.5b in a permanent house or temple. This expression, too,
represents an isolated formulation and cannot be considered merely a variant of the

formula above. Its setting is a rebuke of David's building program, which Yahweh

counters with the statement that he has never "dwelt" in a house (v. 6). Our phrase appears

1u cf. ibid,56.
16 See below.
16 Metzger, 158.
tw lbid., t50.
r08 For a discussion of the Deuteronomistic program, s* ibid., 149ff.
lD Cf. F. Stola Strulauren und Figuren im Kult vonlerusalem. BZAW 118 (1970), 164.
rlo Cf. Metzger, 147, t56.
111 Cf. Ikaus, Psalms 60-150, 50.
112 Gdrg, Gou-Kdnig-Redm, 115.
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in Yahweh's question in v. 5; it should be interpreted not only against the background of
its present relationship to the use ofy5b in v. 2 but also as an "allusion" to the earlier
formula. Furthermore, the absolute statement ln' ydiabtt Ubayit (v. 6) can be seen as a
deliberate contrast to L K. 8:13. There is no persuasive reason to ascribe the text of 2 S.

7:6 entirely to Deuteronomistic usage.113 Ib all appearances, we have here an example
of preexilic or even early dynastic-at any rate, certainly pre-Deuteronomistic<pposi-
tion to the notion of Yahweh's "sitting enthroned" in the temple, of which the
Deuteronomistic redaction made generous use.

3. The Epithet ybSe! lenTb?m and i* Semantics. The title yA1eb (hak)len7$?m, using
the participle of y5b, is a stereotyped epithet applied to Yahweh; grammatically, it is best
taken as a construct phrase.l14 While earlier scholars based their interpretation of the title
on the information in Rl1s recent discussion reflects two schools of thought: one
considers every reference to the cherubim prior to the building of Solomon's temple an
anachronism (e.9., 1 S. 4:4; 25.6:2); the other, primarily following Eissfeldt,u6 argues
for the existence ofa cherubim throne and the corresponding title as early as the sanctuary
at Shiloh.l17 Since we lack sufficiently detailed information concerning the interior of
the temple at Shiloh, we must reckon with the possibility that the title is of Jerusalemite
provenience and that its use in the ark narrative serves a legitimating purpose. Our
explanation of the idea reflected in this title must therefore be based on the situation in
the Jerusalem temple.

Although lK.6:23-28 makes no mention of a "throne,"ll8 fts detailed description of
the wings of cherubim in the d"bir (v.27) has occasioned the proposal that Yahweh's
throne should be pictured as being these outspread wings, touching in the midst of the
d"f,i7.rs A reconstruction may be attemptedl4 on the basis of extrabiblical analogies
(e.9., u Clpriote group from the 7th century n.c. with a deity enthroned on a seat made
by the inner wings of a pair of sphinxesl2l) and biblical statements; the position of the
outer wings must remain an open question.

A more important problem related to reconstruction of the *f,fi5 albeit only indirectly
relevant to the question of Yahweh's throne, is that of the ark's position. Schmittl22
postulates a "lengthwise" position of the ark beneath the cherubim "instead of a

transverse position in front of the statues"; this would contradict the theory that the ark

113 Rupprecht , 7O; cf . also W. Gross, "Die Herausfiihrungsformel-Zum Verhdltnis von For-
mel und Syntax," ZAW;86 (1974),4N.

114 But cf.GesB,323a.
1ls See R. Schmitt, Zelt und Lade ak Thema alttestamentlicher Wsenschafi (Gtitersloh,

1972), t28f.
116 O. Eissfeldt, MAB,luz (1950),146.
117 Schmitt, 130.
118 For an attempt at a theological explanation of this observation, see de Vaux, 93f.
rre Haran,35f.; O. Keel-l*u,Jahwe-Wionen und Siegelkunsr. SBS, 84/85 (L977),24.lil For an illustration, see Keel-[,eu, ibid,25.
121 lbid.,26.
122 P.L3l.
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was the footstool of the one enthroned on the cherubim. According to Keel-IJu,l3 the
original statements of I K. 8:6-9 about the relative positions of cherubim and ark have
been expanded in v. 7 by the addition of a statement concerning the "protective function
with respect to the arkof having the arkbetweenthe cherubim." The statement, he claims,
was derived by implication from the ark's location under the wings of the sphinxes. It is
conceivable that the arh which certainly has no inherent connection with the cherubim
throne, came to be thought of as the throne's base after the two became associated.l2a
The relationship to the cherubim suggested by P @x. 25:17-22) is probably based on a
revised original text that may have had some independent idea of the cherubim as

protecting the ark; the revision was intended to guard against interpreting the epithet
ybieb hak:lfnlbirr as implying a static presence, i.e., an exclusively "mansive" interpreta-
tion of "dwelling."rr Even though there are cogent reasons to think that the cherubim
throne originated in the realm of Canaanite-Phoenician civilization (following an earlier
history in Egypt),l% it is dubious whether the epithet "enthroned on the cherubim,"
despite its closeness to Canaanite cultic symbolism,tzz points to an "already existing
fusion with Israelite ideas."128 The undoubtedly real resistance to associating the "dwell-
ing" notion of y,Ib with Yahweh emerges most profoundly from "Israelite ideas" that did
not have to wait for Deuteronomistic reflection before finding expression. There seems

to be no similarity in meaning to the clearly pre-Israelite expression rdkebbAturAbfu(Ps.
68:5[4]),12e even though the latter is a formally similar epithet that also derives from
Canaanite ideology. With the connotation of "invisibility," the nonexistence of any image
of the deity, the notion of Yahweh "enthroned on the cherubim" takes on in its Israelite
context a dimension that, despite all the inherent dangers, could give rise to the idea of
a transcendent "throne" surpassing all measure and reaching to the heavens. Thus the
title appears in conjunction with two other participial predications of the "Shepherd of
Israel" @s. 80:2[1]), and even in association with the "King" who reignS over all peoples
(Ps. 9:1). In the prayer of Hezekiah, Yahweh, "enthroned on the cherubim," is both the
only God "of all the kingdoms of the earth" and the Creator of heaven and earth (2 K.
L9:15 par. Isa.37:16).

For the most part, the other participial predications present Yahweh in his function as

cosmic ruler. The epithetyaie[ giyyOn (Ps. 9:12[11]) clearly reflects the "enthronement"
of the "righteous Judge" (v. 5[a]; "sedative") and his eternal "sitting enthroned" upon
the "throne of judgment" (v. 8[7]; "mansive"). Here Yahweh's jurisdiction extends
beyond his "ancestral" residence in Jerusalem; so, too, his "throne" can be so "exalted"
as to be experienced only in a vision. The almost identical appositions to Yahweh in 1 K.

ra J ahwe-Visionen und Sicgelhtnst, 29.
124 14. 65rr, "Die Lade als Thronsockel," BN, ! (1976),29f..
15 For further discussion, see M. Gdrg, "Keruben in Jerusalem," BN, 4 (1977), 15ff.
126 Keel-I-en, Jahwe-Visionen und Sicgelhtnst,29f., with bibliog.
127 Rupprecht, To.
tn lbid.
129 l(sslleu, Jahwe-Wionen und Sicgelhnst, 23f., contra H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch

Samuelis. KAT, YIW I (1973), 158.
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22:19 and'obniy in Isa. 6:1 describe the regal majesty of God.l$ Isaiah experiences
"the otherwise hidden presence of Yahweh in the Jerusalem temple as a presence
conveying the same enornous power inherent in Yahweh's unveiled heavenly holi-
ross";131 Micaiah ben Imlah's vision sees nothing of the earthly temple, beholding
Yahweh exclusively in the company of the "host of 1r""u"n."132 The "sitting upon ('aI)
a high and exalted throne" in Isaiah presents itself to the prophet as a new experience of
Yahweh's presenoe in the temple; it signifies both direct encounter and distance.

While Ps. 2:4 (ydief, batiamayim); 123:l (lwyyd#f,i baisdmayim) speak of Yahweh's
sovereign authority and protective power,l33lSephtasesqdQbtydfieb thilldlyiira'el (Ps.
22:apl) and'el ydtEb qedem (Ps. 55:20[19]), each of which o@urs only once, bear
witness to a distinction between the reign of Yahweh and that of El, even though in their
present contexts both refer to Yahweh. Ps. 55:20(19) preserves Canaanite diction ("the
Primeval On""r:4), while Ps. 22:aQ) ("the Holy One, enthroned [above] the praises of
Israel'135) associates Yahweh's y.iD with the sacral realm of Israel's worship, far from
any mythological overtones, thus also making experience of the "Holy One" a present
reality (cf. also Isa. 6:lff.). The extent to which the presentation of Yahweh's cosmicy.ib
can go hand in hand with his establishment and promotion of human y,ib upon earth is
illushated by Deutero-Isaiah's expression (lsa.40:2Z,likewise unique) lwW1teb'aLlAg
ha'tues, "who sits above the circle of the earth," with the associated comparison of eartht
inhabitants (vJb!) to grasshoppers, which emphasizes the absolute gulf between them
and Yahweh, and finally the "reference to Yahweh's use of the heavens as a tent for
them-but not him-to dwell in.'r36 The expression l<i'okel latebet is intended to
convey the image of a secure abode within the sphere of protection guaranteed by
Yahweh, who controls the forces of nature.

Finally, Ps. 113:5,8 expresses an analogy, secured by Yahweh, between human and
divine y,ib. In v. 5, the characteristic formula hammagbtht latebel denotes the phase of
exaltation to the throne ("sedative") by means of a participle combined with an infinitive;
the next verse, however, immediately expresses Yahweh's further purpose of a look down
upon heaven and earth. This aspect takes significant concrete form in v. 8, which voices
Yahweh's will to "enthrone" the needy with princes. The phrase in v. 5 thus takes on
special importance: although keeping its distance from its formulaic origins, it is
nevertheless well suited to express the genuinely Israelite conception of divine exaltation
for the sake of raising the lowly.

There is one more possible reference to divine y.ib in Nu. 21:14f., clearly not far

130 Cf. J. Schreiner, Sion-lentsalem,Jahwes Kdnigssitz SIANT,T (1963),89f.
r3r Keel-ku, Jahwe-Vsionen und Siegelhtnst, 54.
r32 lbid.,4gf_
133 Cf. also Metzger, 140.
13a M. Dahood, Psalms II..I{.B, XVII eD79),36; contra Kraus, Psalrns /-59, who suggests

(probably inconectly) human "inhabitants of the east."
t35 H. Schmidt, Die Psalnen HAT, YV (1934), 35, and others; other interpretations are

proposed by Kraus (295) and Dahood (Psalms L AB,><\n[1965], 138), but they are not convincing.
136 K. Elliger, Deuerojesaja. BK Xilll (1978), 84.
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advanced along the road to formulaic usage; it appeani in Weippert's interpretation of
this fragment (probably predynastic) from the "Book of the Wars of Yahweh" as

reconstructed by Christensen.r3T In this reading, Yahweh's theophany finds expression

in an appearance that overwhelms the forces of nature; it crosses the Arnon in order to
"sit [or'settle'] down at Ar" (llbt'D 

"nd 
stay in Moab. The semantic ambivalence of

y.fb can be seen even here; it could suggest an early articulation of the notion of Yahweh's
taking sovereign possession of an alien region.

4. Finite Forms and their Semantics. The remaining phrases using a finite verbal form
instead of a participle or an infinitive to express Yahweh'sy.iD can be analyzed from the
perspective of the mutual relationship between the "sedative" and "mansive" meanings,

since the "mansive" function dominates in the formulas cited, their variants, and allusions
to them.

The wording of Ps. 29:10 (YHWH lawnabbhl yatab wayyEief, YHWH melek l"'61tun)

clearly exhibits the double semiological structure of Yahweh'sy.ib, which is confirmed both
functionally and syntactically: "Yahweh has taken his seat over the flood, and [therefore
now] sits enthroned as king for ever."ls Verse 10a documents the "sedative" side of the

verb's meaning, v. 10b the "mansive" side. This reflects the notion that Yahweh, like the

earthly king, takes his seat upon his throne, albeit thenceforth to exercise permanent

sovereigrty. The enthronement of Yahweh as king is all the more significant because it
involves victory over -)'l:D mabbhl"the upperportion of the primal flood,which spreads

out over the firmament of heaven,"l3e and is thus presented as a victory over chaos.

(Dahood's translation of lammabbhl as "since the flood"1{ can hardly be conect.) It is
therefore not surprising that the text does not specify where Yahweh dwells.l4l

The "dwelling" terminology of Ps. 132 appears in the designation of Zion as Yahweh's
mitdb (v. L3; mansive) and in the wordspah-'efleb (v. 1.4; sedative) placed in Yahweh's
mouth. The context also contains an oath assuring David that one of his sons will always
"sit upon the throne" (v. L2).

A "perfective aspect"l42 is expressed by Ps. 47:9a(8a): "God has become king over
the nations"; the same is probably true in v. 9b(8b): "God has taken his seat on the thLrone

of his holiness." In both instances, the sedative meaning is conveyed: the beginning of
God's reign is pictured as an enthronement. An "imperfective aspec1"143 with "mansive"
meaning appears, however, in Lam. 5:19: "Thou dost reign for ever." Thisy,ib is seen in

137 D. L. Christensen, "Num 2l : 14-15 and the Book of the Wars of Yahureh," CBQ, 36 (197 4),
359f.; M. Weippert, "The Israelite 'Conquest'and the Evidence from Transjordan," in F. M. Cross,
ed., Symposia. ZRFOE 1-2 (Cambridge, Mass., 1979), l7f.

138 Following W. Gross, VerbformundFuttction: wayyiqtolfiir di.eGegenwart? ATS, | (1976),
97.

13e F. Stolz,165.
1{ M. Dahood,Ugaritic-Hebrew Philology. BietO4 17 (1965),26.
lal Seemingly contra Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes, 48, who also cites Ugaritic parallels.
142 [nlhgssnsemeantbyA,Denz,DieVerbabyntaxdesneuarabischenDialektesvonKwayril.

AKM, QlL (1971),48-50.
143 Cf. W. Gross, "Zur Funktion von qdtal," BN, 4 (1977),29.
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contrast to the desolation of Mt. Zion (v. 18). Ps. 102:13(12) is structured similarly,
except that this text expresses a @nhast to human impotence (v. 1a[13]).

Finally, the critical language of the Deuteronomistic school, which asks whether God
really "dwells(ye1a$ upon earth" (1K.8:27 par.2Ch.6:18), brings to light the problem
it attempts to solve by introducing different terminology.l# For this school, a "mansive"
interpretation of God's presence upon earth is inconceivable.

5. "Arku and "Angel" as Subjeas. When the ark is the subject of y.ib, Yahweh can

be associated with the verb only in a restricted sense. Here the "lnansive" element
predominates: the prohibition "The ark must not remain (la'-yeie!) with us" (1 S. 5:7),
the infinitive (l5.7:2), and the participle (2 S. 7:2), as well as the narrative conjugation
(2 S. 6: 11 par. 1 Ch. 13:.'1.4), all express the idea of a lengthy stay; the syntagmemes shape

the semantics. There is no trace of any "y5b formula." Of coune this is even more true
of they.ID of themal'aftYHWH who sits down under the oak(wayyetef,; Jgs.6:L1). Here,
too, the absence of any formal identification with Yahweh prevents us from drawing
conclusions about the meaning of divine yJD.

Gdrg

14 See III.2 above.
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Contents: 1. Etymology and Meaning; 2. OT Usage; 3. Theological Contexts.

l. Etymolagy and Meaning. The individual occurrences of y.fz in the Semitic lan-
guages make it hard to determinel whether we are dealing with nvo roots2 or one.3 On
the one hand, if we postulate a single root with the basic meaning "be still, sleep," the

OT occurrences of the niphal and the derived nounyii.fdn must come from this root; the
meaning "grow old" makes good sense as a further development of the basic meaning
"be quiet, still"-illxlogsustoArabic and Ethiopicreflexeswiththe respective meanings

yd1dn. G. Dalmann, Aug I (1928), 634tr.; E. L Ehrlich, Der Trawm in AT. BTAW 73 (1953);
O. Michel, "Zrx Lehre vom Todesschlaf," ZNIV,35 (1936), 2$-29O; A. Resch, Der Traum im
Heilsphn Gores (Freiburg, L9@); J. G. S. S. Thomson, "Sleep: An Aspect of Jewish Anthro-
pology," W 5 (1955),421433; G. Widengren, Sakrales Kdnigtum im AT und im Judentutn
(Stuttgart, L955), 67tr.

1 SeeKBLz.
2 KBL3.
3 Driver.
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"become stagnant, putrid" (of water) and "decay, be destroyed."4 On the other hand,
Ugar. y14 "old," suggests the existence of a second root that would appear to account
for the meaning "grow old" found in the niphal fomrs and ya-.la?. Such an etymology
would not, however, cast any new light on the meaning of these forms.

Thus all the OT occurrences of y,In can be viewed in a single semantic context based

on the fundamental meaning'be still, sleep." Tlteverb yal€n o@urs 16 times in the OT
(15 qal, 1 piel pgs. 16:19]): 5 times in the Psalms, twice each in Genesis and Jeremiah,
and once each in Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, and Ezekiel. Tlte adj. ydl€n,
"asleep," o@urs 9 times: 4 in the Deuteronomistic history twice in the Song of Solomon,
and once each in Psalms, Hosea, and Daniel. The noun SEuA "sleep," occurs 22 times:
7 in Proverbs, 3 each in Psalms and Jeremiah, twice each in Genesis, Judges, and

Ecclesiastes, and once each in Esther, Job,Tnchaiah, and Daniel. The noun.Iena-'occurs
only in Ps. 127:2, *nal only in Ps. 132:4.

The root occurs only L1. times with the meaning "tre old": 6 in kviticus, twice in
Nehemiah, and once each in Deuteronomy, the Song of Solomon, and Isaiah.

In the IXX, the rootyJn is almost coextensive with Gk. hlpnos and is derivatives.s
The verb ydJeT (including Sirach) is translated 13 times by hypnortn, 5 times by
kathe,rtdein, and once each by koimdn and koimizein The noun Sdni is represented 18

times by hfpnos, twice each by hypnortn and nystdzein
The semantic component "old" is represented in the IXX by palai6s, archatos,

pahiortn, etc. It is noteworthy that the IXX also often uses hfpnos for Heb. - Ol)i
h'lbm(ch'lhn).

The root yJn appears only once in the Dead Sea scrolls, in lQS 7:10; the context is a
threat to punish anyone who falls asleep during a meeting of the community,

2. OT Usage, The qal of the verb means "be idle, still," "fall asleep," "sleep" (1. K.
l8:27;Encl.5:11[Eng. v.l2l;E*.34:?5) at a specific time for rest (night, midday, or at

the onset of fatigue), i.e., what takes place in the interval between lying down (iaf,c|: 1 K.
1.9:5; Ps. 4:9) and waking (ygs: Gen. 4L:5; I S. ?5:12; 1 K. 18:27; Ps. 3:6[5]; M:V1[23];
78:65; Jer. 5L:39; Dnl. l2:2) or getting up (qh.m:1 trC 3:20f.; 19:5). In addition, yln ean
also denote an especially deep sleep (nrdzm6: 1. s. 26:12; Ps. 76:6f.[5f.]) or the sleep of
death (Ps. 13:4[3]; Jer.51:57). ThereforeyJn appears in parallelwirhidkab, "lie still" (1 S.

26:7;Ps.3:6[5]; a:9[8]; d. Job 3:13),'alap, "be unconscious" (Jer. 51:39; cf. Ps. 78:65),
rdSam(or nrdEmd), "be in a deep sleep" (1 S.26:12;d. Job 33:15; Prov. 10:5), andhdlam,
"dream" (Gen. 41:5). The root -dl'J nfttry "slumber, be sleepy," is also used in parallel.
It and its derivatives z0md mdf,nfrnd appear only in the prophets (Isa. 5:27; 56:10; Nah.
3:18), the Psalms(Ps.76:6[5]; 121:3t.;132:4), Job(Job 33:15), and Proverbs(Prov.6:4,10;
23:21;24:33), and must be considered a poetic synonym of y.fn

The piel ofy.In is found (with an acc.) with the meaning "make someone go to sleep"
(Jgs. 16:19).

Srd,eKBL3.
H. BaLf 'tftn'og," f.MD4 VIII,550f.
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The verbal adj. ydiEn accordingly describes specific persons as being asleep (1 S.
26:7,12; I K 3:20; 18:27; Ps. 78:65; 22:30[29] [conj.]; Cant. 5:2; Dnl. 12:2). Used
metaphorically, it can indicate that afeelingis inactive (Hos.7:6, of anger). The nouns.IeTri''
and iEnd refer to the sleep from which one awakeq is awakened, or arises (Gen. 28:16; Jgs.
16:14,20; Job t4:L2; Ps. 127:2; Prov. 6:9; 7**.4:l), sweet refreshing sleep (kov.3:24;
Ec*|. S:llll2}; Jer.3l:26), the sleep that one loses when it flees one's eyes (Gen. 31:40;
Est. 6:1; Prov. 4:16; Eccl. 8:16; Dnl. 2:1.), that one refuses to one's eyes for a particular
reason (Ps. 132:4), that is dangerous @rov. 6:4,10;20:13;21:33), that brings unconscious-
ness (Ps. 76:6[5]), or from which one never awakes (Jer.5l:3997; d. Job 14:12).

The niphal forms of y.in @.fz II?) and the derived substantiveyildn have the meaning
"(be) old." When used of human beings, they can refer to extended settlement in a land
(Dt. 4125i cf. also Sir. 9:10). Used of food, they can describe grain stored the previous
year (Lev. 25:22;26:.lD'1or fruit a year old (Cant. 7:1a[13]). They can describe long-term
chronic leprosy (I*v. 13:11), an ancient gate belonging to the old city (Neh. 3:6; L2:39\,
or an old pool, long in existence (compared to a newer pool) (Isa. 22:11). In such contexts,
therefore, yJz appears as the opposite of + 6fi hadas (chadhash) (kv. 26:10; Cant.
7:14[l3l; cf. also Sir. 9:10 ["old friend'7"new friend").

3. Theological Contexts. The OT refers to the phenomenon of sleep in various
theological contexts. Sleep can be thought of as sleep in serene security under the
protection of Yahweh in contast to sleepless, fearful anxiety (Ps. 4:9[8]; 3:6[5]). Sweet,
refreshing sleep is considered the result ofconduct that is righteous in the eyes ofYahweh
(Prov. 3:24; Eccl. 5:11[12]). Insomnia, conversely, is associated with a wicked way of
life (Prov. 4:16; Eccl. 5:11[12]).

Sleep can also appear in a negative light as a sign of laziness and depravity; idlers,
drunkards, and gluttons can be blamed for their sleeping (Prov. 6:4,10;?I:L3;24:33;lsa.
56:10; Nah. 3:18).

Different from ordinary sleep is especially deep sleep (Jgs.4:21; Prov. 1.0:5; 19:15;
Jon. 1:5f.), a total unconsciousness that can be ascribed also to the direct, miraculous
intervention of Yahweh (Gen. 2:21; '1,5:12; 1, S. 26:12; Job 4:13; 33:15; Ps. 76:6[5]; Isa.
29:10; Dnl. 8:18; 10:9). Yahweh causes a deep sleep to fall on people as a bar to their
activity, involvement, and resistance, so that he can do his work undisturbed and
unhindered (Gen.2:21; I5.26:12; Ps. 76:6[5]; Isa. 29:L0); he can also use such a deep
sleep to reveal his divine word with particular force (Gen. 15:12; Job 4:13; 33:15; Dnl.
8:18; 10:9). Sleep is frequently understood as the locus of revelation, perhaps ultimately
because of the Canaanite practice of incubation, which can be glimpsed behind Gen.
28:10-22.6 The best-known examples of such revelation during sleep are the deep sleeps
of Abraham(Gen.15:12-2L),Jacob (Gen.28:10-22),Solomon at the sanctuary of Gibeon
(1 K. 3:a-15), and Balaam's dream (Nu.22:8-13).2

6 lbid.,550; Ehrlich, 13-55.
7 On the topic of dreams in general, see J. Bergman, M. Ottosson, G. J. Botterweck, "!t)il

la lam (chnlam)," TDOT, fr|, 421 -432.
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Like other ancient Near Eastern religions, and hence undoubtedly under the influence
of the Canaanite fertility cult with its notion of the annual death and resurrection of the
deity,8 the OT uses sleep to represent the state of death, an image that inherently implies
rising to life. Thus sleep can be refened to on the one hand as eternal sleep, the sleep of
death in the stillness of the grave, where all the turmoil and anxiety of life find their end
(Job 3:13; 14:12; Ps. 13:4[3]; Jer. 51:39,57). On the other hand, in the context of
eschatological hope, the OT can emphasize rising from this sleep of death (Isa. 26:19).
Such rising from death can be interpreted dualistically as bringing a resunection to
everlasting life for some, a resurrection to everlasting shame and contempt for others
(Dnl.12:2).

Finally, we must mention the sleep of Yahweh and of Ba'al; here the mythological
Canaanite idea of the sleeping deity clearly stands in the background.e When the presence
and power of Ba'al do not manifest themselves, Elijah can suggest ironically that the
deity is taking a midday siesta (1 K. l8:Tl). Similarly, in the context of a lament in the
face of tenible disaster, the apparent absence of Israel's God can be perceived as

Yahweh's sleeping (Ps.44:24123'l); Yahweh's renewed intervention can be described
figuratively as an awakening from sleep (Ps. 78:65). But we also find the contrary
statement that Yahweh does not sleep @s. L2l.,3f.); this text denies Yahweh's passivity
while emphasizing his watchful, continuous, unceasing vitality.

Schiipphaus

8 SeeThomson.
9 See Widengren.

glDr yi'; y-,uiui1 haita';;rYluz: y'itt'd;vg: i vqrl. ylia'/ yeia'i niygliD
m6id'6!;ilVWin fifi'A

Contents: L 1. Etymology;2. Semanticsof h63ta'.II. Distribution: 1. OT; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

III. Conesponding Terms: 1. LXX; 2. NT; 3. Targumim; 4. Vulgate. IV. OT Usage: 1. Narrative

Prose Texts;2. Wisdom Literature;3. Prophetic Literature; 4. Psalms.

yJ'. F. Asensio, "[,a salvaci6n enel y'iC," Studia missionalia upsaliensiq 29 (L980),1-56; C. F.

Bafth, Die Errettung vom Tbde in d.en individuellen Klage- und DanWiedern des ATs (Zollikon,
1947), 127; M. A. Beek, "Josua und Retterideal," Near Eastern Studies in Honor of Wlliam
FoxwellAlbrighr(Baltimore, l97l),35-42; H. J. Boecker, LawandtleAdminbtrationofJustice
in the OT andAncient East @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1980); idem, Redeformen des Rechtslebens
in AT. WMANT, 14 C1970),61-66; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lrxicography III: ntyr?:
'Savior'," Bibl, 46 (1%5), 324; G. Fohrer, "otilr\a. 8.2.," TDM Yll, 973-78; H. Goeke, Das
Menschenbild der individuellen Klagelieder (diss., Bonn, 1970), 168-180; D. Gonzalo-Maeso,
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I. l. Etymology. The root y!', in both the simple stem and a causative stem, is
attested in a large number of proper names in Amorite, Ugaritic, Nabatean, and Old
South Arabian; these correspond closely to Hebrew names containing the root y.f ', in
both qal (e.g., "Isaiah") and hiphil (e.g., "Hosea"). It is therefore probable that these

proper names as well as the common Hebrew words ft6,iia', y"ift'A, etc., all go back to
Proto-semitic *y!'r and have nothing to do with Arab. wasi'a, "be spacious" (IV
'awsa'a, "give room to"), as has been assumed in modern times.2 A connection with
wqsi's is phonologically difficult, because it would involve anomalous correspon-
dences between West Semitic 1 and Arab. s3 as well as South Semitic y and Arab. w.a

The association is also semantically unsupportable: other terms are just as frequent in
contexts involving pari, garo!, etc., "straits, trouble" (terms that in any case may not
always retain their original concrete sense of "narrow, confined"), e.9., higptl, "deliver"
(Ps. 34:18[Eng. v. 17]), 'dzar, "help" (Ps. a6:2[1]),'dnA, "answer" (Ps.86:7), pd/A,
"ransom, rescue" (Ps. 25:22), and idma4 "keep" (Prov.2L:23). The conception of
salvation as "spaciousness," liberation from restricting, oppressive experiences both
physical and spiritual, occurs frequently in the OT (e.g., Ps. 4:2[ll1' l8:17-20116-L9l;
25:17;31:9[8]; 118:5;s Est. 4:L4);6 this meaning, however, is expressed notby hdita'
bttby hirhi!, "give room to," merl.raS, "liberating space,"7 and the like. No trace of the

"spaciousness" hypothesis is attestedbefore Schultens,8 and inpractice, apart frombrief

"Concepto de laYiu'ah ('Salud'o'salvaci6n') Biblica," 26. SemanaBiblicaEspaftola,I (Madrid,
1939), 5-L9; K. Gouders, "In Jahwe ist Israels Heil: Exodus, Erl<isung und Heil," Bausteine
bibliscler Theologie. Festschrift G. J. Botterweck. BBB, 50 (1977), 303-317; H. Gross, "Die
Entwicklung der alttestamentlichen Heilshoffnung," TrThZ, 70 (1961), 15-28; A. S. Kapelrud,
"Frelse i Det Gamle testamente," N[ 80 (1979), L39-L59; A. H. Lron, The Meaning of the Verb
Hotin' in the OT (diss., Claremont, 1980); J. S. Licht, ";lYl!|l," EMiqa lll (1958), 897f.; P. V. P.

Sagar, " 'Salvation'in theOT," IJT,18 (1969), 197-?-05; J. F. A. Sawyer, "AHistorical Description
of the Hebrew Rootyl'," Hamito-Semitica (fhe Hague, 1975),75-84; idem, Semantics in Biblical
Research. SBf, N.s. 2a $972); ider4 "Spacionsness," ASII, 6 (1967 /68), 20-34; idem, "What Was
a molia"!" W, 15 (1965),475-486; J. Scharbert,.Eleibmittler imAT wd imAlten Oricnt. Quaest-
Disp,23124 (196\;1. L. Seeligmann, "Zur Terminologie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz
des biblischen Hebriiisch," Hebrtiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgartner. SW,
16 (1967), 251-278, esp. 274ff.; N. H. Snaith, Tle Distinctive Ideas of the OT $9a6; repr. New
Yorlq 1964); J. J. Stamm,Erldsen wrdVergeben imAT(Bem,I94O); J. H. Stek, "Salvation, Justice
and Liberation in the OT," CalvinTheologicalJournal, 13 (1978),133-165; F. Stolz, "91i'7f 'hi.
helfen," TIIAT, l, 7 86-7 90.

I Savtyeg Hamito-Semitica,75-84; Stolz, 786.
2 Cf.. K8L3,427;Fohre1970f.; H.-J. Kraus, Psalzs 1-59 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988),

139. W. W. Mti{ler, "Altsiidarabische Beitrdge zum hebrdischenl*xlkon" ZAW 75 (L963),310,
ignores the West Semitic evidence.

3 VG,l, 128;8D8,446.
a RyNP,l,232.
s Kraus,148.
6 Sawyer, ASI/, 6 (L967 168), 20-34.
7 Kraus,253,262.
8 A. Schultens, Ortgines hebraeag sive, Hebraicae linguae antiquissima natura et indoles ex

Arabi.ae penetralibus revocata Q*ipzig, 1761), 81.
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etymological sections, it has played a minor role in comprehensive discussions of the
meaning of h6iia', y"fiit'A, elrc.e

The biform itta'(cf. rdD beside yalab, {frq beside ydnq etc.lo\ is also a sommon
element in personal names (e.g., "Joshua," "Elisha"l.u The piel of lita', "cry for help,"
"is probably to be understood like the piel of s'q (found only in 2K.2:12) as referring
to a successior of cries,"l2 and may be derived from the cry 3a', "Help!" (qal impv. of
*ldia).rt

a. Proper Names in West Semitic and South Arabian Inscriptions. The earliest attested
occurrence of the root is in the Amorite personal narne la-fiu-'il from Ut, ca. 2048 s.c.r+
Analyzable as la-yaiu'-'id this name contains an element corresponding toyaiu.[-l-eiu!
in 8 Amorite names from Mari, such as ia-iu-fiu-ilm and i-li-e-3u-4,rs arrd to yf in the
Ugaritic personal name yI ? transcribed in Akkadian cuneiform asya-ai-ad-du, "Hadad
saves."16 Ugar.ylilT may be a shortened form ofy/'-'il;t8 andya-fiu-ia, the name of the
leader of a revolt in southern Palestine referred to in an Amarna letter, may be another
fourteenth-century example.le The evidence for a West Semitic verb yaia', impf.yaiu',20
although it goes back to the second millennium n.c., is limited to personal names, where
it is normally associated with a theophorous element.

In Old South Arabian, there are ?A personal names containing the element yg'.21

Among them can be distinguished the name of a Sabean god yali' (e.g., 'abd-ya1l ) and
a causative verb hayla' (e.g., hayla'-'i\.zz *" name of Sabean ruler I!'amra (y{l'-
'amara) occurs only in the annals of Sargon II.23

In the OT, there are 14 proper names with the element y|'liAa': Abishua, Elishua,
Elisha, Bath-shua, Hosea/Hoshea, Hoshaiah, Joshua, Jeshua, Ishi, Isaiah, Malchishua,
Mesha, Shua, and Shuah. "Jeshua" is a late form of "Joshua" through dissimilation (cf.
"Jehu";.2+ The name "Isaiah" o@urs at Elephantine,2s while the full form yi'yftw is
attested along with y5', y.i", and y5"/ on seal stamps of uncertain date and provenance.26

e Cf. Fohrer, 970-78.
70 Cf. VG, l, 6M; BLe, 9496; KBL3, 427.
77 KRL3,55,379t.
12 E. Jenni, Das hebriiische Pi'el (Z;aich,1968),248.
13 Cf. W. J. Gerber, Die hebrdischen Verba detaminativa Q*ipzig,1896), 33.
la G. Buccellati, The Amorites of the Ur III Period (Naples, 1965), 165.
ts APNM,2t5f.
16 (JT, no. tl79; PNIJ, 147.
L7 tJT, no.1176.
t8 PNU,200.
1e EA256,18.
20 L J. Gelb, La lingtu degli Amorirt. AANLR,8/13 (1958), 160.
2r RyNBl,llz.
22 ContiRossini, 165.
23 ARAB,II, 7f.; cf. G. W. van Beelg "South Arabian History and Archaeology," The Bible and

the Ancient Near East. Festschrift W. F. Albright (1961; repr. Winona lake, 1979), 301.
24 IPN, 24.4f.; vG, l, 255.
2s Af; index.
26 D. Diringer, Le iscrizioni antico-ebratci Palestinesi (Florence, t934), 52,63, 85, 86.
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The name 'Jy,l', "Elisha," appears on ostraca from Samari*1 and Nimrud.28 The name
"Mesha" (possibly originally mdla'; d. tJ(X Mdsa2\ o@urs in the Moabite "Mesha
inscription" (cf.. 2 K. 3 :4).

b, History of the Root in Hebrew. Apart from the occurrence of the verb ftriiia' in the
Mesha inscription with the Moabites'god Chemosh as subject and its appearance as a

loanword in Aramaic,ily.i'occurs outside proper names only in Hebrew. In the Hebrew
Bible, it is one of the most common roots, both in personal names and in common verbs
and nouns. It is reserved almost exclusively for theological usage, however, with Yahweh
as subject and his people as object (see below). The postbiblical history of these terms

confimis their exclusively religious associations.
Already in the later books of the OT (Ruth, Chronicles, Ezra, Esther, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs, Daniel) the root occ'urs only rarely and then in direct quotations from the
earlier books and deliberate archaisms (e.g., Neh. 9:27).The same is tue of rabbinic
literature and modern Hebrew. Its place in everyday Hebrew is normally takenby 'dzar,

"help," ftilpi{ "rescue," n$pal.tdn, "victory" or the like.3l The contrast between the
religious usage ofthe Bible and later secular usage is illustated by the story of a pedantic
school teacher who was drowned in a lake because no one understood him when he

shouted hd\i'€nt, "Help me!"32 The secular usage of these terms in postbiblical Hebrew
is apparently limited to three legal terms: rn63ta', "defender, rescuer," preferred to the
normal maggil only in the context of talmudic legislation on rape;33 the idiom ftd.fi'A yddi
/i "I took the law into my own hands" (cf. 1 S. 25:23-35),34 found 3 times in the Qumran
texts (1QS 6:27;CD 9:9f.); and finally the enigmaticphrase/50a'habb€n, "redemption
of the firsrborn,"3s said to be a cryptic cipher for pdydn lwbben used in time of
persecution.s It has been suggested that, as in the case of - )ltl g'i,, - illD pdh, and
+ PTI gdq the religious and soteriological usage is derived from an original legal
usage.37 But there is not enough evidence from the meaning of the earliest West Semitic
occurrenoes to substantiate this theory; and it may be argued that the usage in this small
group of legal contexts, both biblical and postbiblical, is itself ultimately theological,
insofar as the legal system in ancient lsrael was believed to be sanctioned by God as

supreme judge, who could delegate his authority to a king (cf. 2 S. l4:4;2 K. 6:26f.) or

27 1ba.,42.
28 lbid.,2C[.
29 KBL3,5,E; S. Segert, "Die Sprache der moabitischen Krinigsinschiften," ArOr,29 (L96L),

246.
30 J. T. Milik, " 'Priire de Nabonide'et autres 6crits d'un cycle de Daniel," R8,63 (1956),413;

J. H. Petermann, Brevb linguae sanaritarue grammarrca (Karlsruhe, 1873), 50.
31 E. Ben Yehuda, Thesaurus ntius hebraitarrs (repr. New York, 1960), ry 2182f., cites no

modern examples (cf. 2189ff.); cf. Licht,897f.
32 Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research,95f,
33 Sanh. 73a; cf. Dt. 22;27: Jastrow, ll, 751.
3a See IV.1.b(4) below.
3s B. Qam.80a bottom.
36 Jastrow, I, 6(X).
37 Sawyer, W L5 (1965),483-86.
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the community (Dt.22:27),s just as in the period of the judges he appointed m6ii'im for
his people when they appealed to him for protection against their adversaries (e.g., Jgs.
3:9,15; Neh. 9:27; Ob. 2t;.le However this may be, the peculiarly religious associations
of the root y.i' in almost every context are its most distinctive feature.

2. Semantics of hdtia'. The basic meaning of the verb h65ta'is best defined by
establishing oppositions between it and other terms in the same semantic field.{ The
most frequent arc higstl (203 occunences) and 'dzar (137). Closely related are terms
originally derived from the language of the lawcourt but also common in soteriological
contexts: -l*t ga'al, "redeem" (113\; -il1D F,tli, "ransom"; - DDO iapt, "judge";
+ It''l ri|, "controversy"; and + PTI gedeq, "ighteousness." Also associated with
h6ita'are numerous words and phrases applied by biblical writers metaphorically (like
theforensicterms)toavarietyof savingacts: -JDO Samari"watchover";-l)\ ganan,
"defend"; + JDO sAmals "support"; - llD'l riipd', "heal"; + DD] rdmam, "rise"; -
a\O SAgab,"raiseup";-itUD ma56,"pullout;';+111 *lgar,"remembaf';+)tl1 rhb
hiphil, "give room to"; + :11, 'At6, "answer."4l Against the background of this semantic
field, the following distinctive features of hdita'are evident:

a. h6lta'is the commonest soteriological term in religious contexts, but the rarest in
everyday language.a2 The subject of hiiia'is almost without exception Yahweh or his
appointed representative, and there are indications that it is deliberately avoided when
the speaker is not an Israelite (e.g., Ex. 2:19 [cf.. v.l7]; I S. 4:8 [cf. v.3l;2 K. 19:11 [cf.
w.19,341).43

b. hfllia'has a relatively large number of noun forms,# and acquires colorful
associations from construct phrases such as mimma'af n€ lwy"3fi'6, "wells of salvation"
(Isa.12:3); sfiryi"i'dnfi, "rockof oursalvation"(Ps.95;1); mngtuyi|'el@ "shieldof your
salvation" (Ps. 18:36)[35]); and ffl6n yi.|'ek|'Joy of your 

-salvation" 
(Ps. 51,:Mll2l}

These associations are not so apparent in any of the other terms in this field.
c. h63ta' implies bringing help to those in trouble rather than rescuing them from it.

In more than 20 passages it is followed by the prep. P, "to, fot" (e.g., Josh. 10:6; Jgs.
10:14; Ps. 72:4;86:16). Here it resembles 'azar l", "bring help to," hEnial.t /", "give rest
to," and hirl.tiS l", "give room to"; it takes miry "from," much less frequently than hisstl,
"rescue," ga'al "redeem," and the like.as It is not one of the regular terms used for the
exodus, hig;il, henli, hbst', and gd'al&ngthe most common (cf. Ex. 3:7f.; 6:6-8); but
it is applied 3 times to the victory of the Egyptians at the Red Sea @x. L4:13,30;15:2).+e

ls See IV.1.b(1) below.
3e Cf. Seeligmann, 272-78.
a0 Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research, 102-Itl.
41 lba.,29-48.
a2 Licht,897.
a3 See [V.1.a below.
{ Sawyer, Senantics in Biblbal Research, 6flf.
4s cf.. iba., 103, 111.
46 stolz,789.
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d. hiita'is closely related to the legal terms + l\l ga'al,,,redeem',; -il1D F&,
"ransom"; - DDU iapi, "judge". + p?i peleqr,,ighteousness,,; etc., which are attested
in general soteriological contexts as well as technical legal passages. This is the only
usage attested for h6ita'-apart from its exclusively religious usage-in all varieties of
Hebrew, and may ultimately depend on a primary theological meaning.aT

e. The cognate nouns f.i4'4 yeia', moid'61" and, f ifr'd are not distinct semantically
from the verb h63ia', even if in some contexts they are translated differently (e.g., "help,
save" for the verb, "victory" for the nouns). Noun phrases like s0rfJr2'af, ,,rock of my
salvation" (Ps.89:271261), and constructions likena-1a ttd'e!-hatf,ifr'6 hagg/olahazfr'1"
"you have given this great victory" (Jgs. 15:18), or (r6f,d y"ifi'ali lab6',,.my salvation
is close at hand" (Isa. 56:1), are analyzable as nominalizing constructions generated from
the sarpe kernel as, for example, hbita'YHWH m"itl.to, "the Lord has given victory to
his anointed king" (Ps. 20:7[6] [Neo1;.a8 lxus what has been said of h6ita' applies also
b f ifr'A yESa', etc.: fifi'A oimes to those in need, like a light (Isa. 49:6) or like walls
and ramparts round a beleaguered city (Isa. 26:1), and does not remove or "rescue" them
from it.4e The noun fJi ? is also closely associated wi th f ddqa, "righteousne ss," miipar,
'Justice," himds, "crime, violence," and the like. Like tddqd, f Sfr'd candenote both a
single act or event and a permanent state (e.g., Isa. 51:6,8).so

II. Distribution.
l, OT. a. Root. \\e root y5' occurs 354 times in the OT. The largest concentration of

occurrenoes is in the Psalms (136) and the prophetic books (100), especially Deutero-
Isaiah (56). Excluding the poetic passages Gen. 49; Ex. 15:1-18; Dt.32:t-43;33:2-29;
1 S. 2:1-10; 25.22 (par. Ps. 18);2 S. 23:2-7;1 Ch. 16:8-36 (par. pss. 96:1-1.3; 105:1-15;
106:1,47f.);2 ch.6:4Lf. (par. Ps. 132:8-10), it occurs only 8 times in the pentateuch (3
in Exodus, 1 in Numbers,4 in Deuteronomy) and 75 times in the historical books, most
conspicuously Judges (22'S and 1-2 Samuel (a0). The remaining occurrences are in Job
(8), Proverbs (5), and Lamentations (2).

The root is rare in eighth-century prophecy, occurring 4 times in Hosea and once in
Micah; it is absent from Amos and Isa. 1-11. If we count the "Deuteronomistic history"
(Joshua-Kings) as an exilic composition sl there is a significant concentration of
occurrences (44%o'lintheperiodof the Babylonian exile: Deutero-Isaiah (56s2), Jeremiah
(20), Ezekiel (3), and the Deuteronomistic history (88).The psarms and exilic composi-
tions thus account for over 85 percent of the total. It is rare in the later books of the OT.
In Nehemiah (2) and Chronicles (14) it occurs only in direct quotations from earlier books
or stereotyped archaisms (e.g., Neh. 9:27); it is entirely absent from Ruth, Ezra, Esther,

a7 See IV.1.b below.
48 Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research, 6l-67.
ae Se.e IV.3.c below.
so See [V.3.e below.
sl M. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History. JSONup, 15 (Eng. trans. 1.981); p. R. Ackoyd,

Exile and Restoration OTL (1968),62-83.
52 Cf. P. E. Bonnard, Ze Second Isa'ie. EA 6nZ\SlS.
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Ecclesiastes, the Song of Songs, Daniel, Joel, and Haggai. The only 2 occurrences in
Sirach are in the appended psalm, which is consciously archaic in style (Sir. 51:1,10).

b. Verb. The hiphil verb hflSia'is the most cornmon term in all contexts: more than
half (18a) of the total occurences of the root in Biblical Hebrew are forms of h65ta',
and the hiphil stem occurs also in the personal names "Hosea," "Hoshaiah," and
"Mesha,"53 as well as in the noun mdfld'd; attested once in the OT @s. 68:21[20]). The
hiphil act. ptcp. mfliia'occurs 33 times in the OT and as a technical term in rabbinic
literature;s4 it usually functions as an agent noun.55 The late or anomalous formfhbiia'
is an aramaism in Ps. 116:6 (cf. lim"nfrhafP [v.71,'Aht'P lv.7l, tagmitldht [v. 127).s6

Why it appears also in I S. 17:47 is not explained; possibly the text is comrpt.sT The
niphal occurs 21 times in the OT, and the qal only in personal names.5S The piel of 5w'
occurs 2L times, and the cognate noun iaw'A, Ll.

c. Noun. Not counting the hapax legomenon m63d'61, there are three noun forms:
y"Sfr'A, yela', and f,iA'd. ttre first, with 78 occurrences, is more than twice as common
as the others in the OT, although it is rare in prose (4 occurrences); it is the only one
found in the plural (12 occunences). The fomryiit'a9fr, with the unstressed sufEx -d (Ps.

3:3[2];80:3; Jon. 2:10[9]), beside 'ezrald (Ps. 63:8[7]; 94:17),may originally have had
a quasi-verbal function (ike Ger. zu HiWC.se The noun ye.ia' occurs 35 times, always
in poetry, and 5 times in the construct form yeta' (with ser).o The form yd.ia' appears
in the Babylonian tradition at Job 5:4,11, and possibly also Isa. 35:4 MT.6l The form
f.l0? occurs 33 times, with a markedly higher proportion in prose (11) than is the case
with the other nouns.62 It isprobably derived from the biform fiiu',bltcould come from
hdi?o' itself after the analogy of. f Sfi'd (cf . fuApd from hiqqip).a

Sawyer

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Qumran documents, the rooty.f'appears in many biblical
quotations (e.g., llQMelch 16:19, from Isa. 52:7&; cf. also the rejection of taking the
law into one's own hands [rrdJi1 yadb 16l in 1QS 6:27; CD 9:9,10, recalling 1 S. 25,65

as well as some 1(X) occurrences in LQIs'). Besides these quotations, there are 1.5

occurrences of the. verb, 18 of the noun ySw%, 5 of the noun y5', and 9 occurrences of

s3 IPN, 176.
5a See IV.1.b below.
55 Boecker, Redeformen,65f.; K8L3,532; Sawyer, VI, 15 (L965),476,n. l.
s6 H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 388.
s7 BHK; S. R. Driver, No tes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel (Orf,ord, 21913), 147 .
s8 IPN,36.
se BLe,9528t,u.
60 KBL3,42g.
61 ldem; P. Wemberg-Moller, "Tko Difficult Passages intheOT," ZAW 69 (1957),73.
62 Driver, 118.
63 BLe,9496s; V@ I,383.
64 Cf. A. S. van derWoude, "Melchisedek als himmlische Erl<isergestalt in den neugefundenen

eschatologischen Midraschim aus Qumran Hrihle XI," OTS, 14 (1965), 358.
os See IV.1.b(4) below.
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the root in personal names. It is noteworthy that in almost all cases God is the subject
and initiator of salvation. Throughout Israel's history, he has given many demonstrations
of hisy,iw%(lQS 1:19;lQM 10:4; ll:3;14:5;18:7; CD5:19;6QCD 3:2;4Q1831.II.3),
which is now developed as an article of faith in the setting of realized eschatology: the
time of the community is considered an "age of salvation" (lQM 1:5; 10:8; 13:13), an

occasion for praising God (lQS 10:17; 1QH ll:23; l2:3; llQPs' 22:3,4,8); even the
formation of the community happens for the purpose of proclaiming God'syeJc'(LlQPso
154:4 [= llQPs' 18:2]); cf. also the inscription on the community's standard in the
decisive eschatological battle: y*w'wt'd "God's saving acts" (lQM 4:13).

God brings salvation to his devout followers by the gift of fus tdrd (1QH 5:11f.), by
demonstrations of his hesel (LQS 11:12; 1QH 2:?3; 11:18;4Q185 1f.II.L3), and by
personal intervention against the wicked (4QpPs" 37:4,21).66 The purpose of his whole
creation is etemal salvation (1QH 15:16), which is given to those who have true faith.

A member of the Essene comrnunity at Qumran can look forward to God's salvation
if he himself fears God (CD ?-O:.2O), seeks refuge in God's name (CD 20:34), and looks
for his salvation (1QH fr. 18:5). The Essenes provide a series of detailed sketches of this
future age of salvation,6T but the term y5' does not play an important role in them.

A search for significant reinterpretations of the MT in lQIs' yields only 2 passages

involving the root yJ'.6 In Isa. 26:18, the scroll reads w.iw'rt instead of MTy,iw'r, thus
interpreting God as the subject even of thef,i0'd that (according to the MT) the human
race has tried in vain to realiz* on earth. This change clearly illustrates the total
devaluation of humanity in the anthropology of Qumran. In Isa. 51:5, against an

otherwise unanimous textual tradition, LQIs'reads for ydga' yii't tdr6'ay the 3rd person
singular suffixl. wzrw'w.6e Thus yeia' as a function of God (MT) is personalized as an

hypostasis of this divine function; at the same time, it is interpreted messianically,To since
the text now speaks of "his [the savior's] strong arm."

The occurrences of the TR (Isa. 59:8,11,L8; 66:8) clearly reflect OT usage (compare
Dt.28:29; Jgs.2:L8 and Ex. 22:15f.;Dt.22:28\. 

Fabry

UL Corresponding Terms.
L L)A(. The IXX renders the y5'group most consistently by 6za, sdtEria, sotirion,

sot4r, arws6m, and diafifi (cf. Sir.51:1). Gk. sdt6r is not the regular translation for
m6ita', which is rendered by s6an (e.g., 1 S. 11:3; Isa. 43:11), sotEria (e.g.,2 S. 23:5;
Isa. 47:15), and anafib (Znc.8:7), as well as sottr (e.g., Jgs. 3:9,15; Neh. 9:27). It also
represents yeia' (12 times) and y'itt'6 (4 times).7l Otherwise the LXX has boethdd,

66 See also W. Foerster, "o<irEo," TDNT,Vll,982tr.
67 See H. W. Ktiltn, Enderwartung und gegenwiirtiges Heil. StIlNT, 4 (L966),176tr.
68 E. Y. Kutscher, The Language and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll (lQlsao).

STDJ,6 (1974), ss9.
6e lba.,56r.
70 Foerster, 1014, n. 59 (G. Bertram).
71 Fohrer,970ff.
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boeth6s,bo0theta(Lotimes),hrlomai(Ttimes),andvariousotherterms, rncludingerrr,{r6
(Jer. 42:ll [XX 49:11]) and amfna (Isa. 59:16). In 2 S. 22:42, the choice of bdth6s n
the IXX has probably been influenced by the similarity between the words for "shout
for help" and "help" in both Greek and Hebrew: boisontai, kai ouk istin boeth6s,

fsawtt'fitf''Anmnlia'(BHK). The distinctionbetween& 6fiia'l,, "bringhelp to (aperson
in distress)" and ft1s.p04, "rescue or remove (a person from trouble)"72 was perceived by
the IXX translators, who usedhrfomar, "rescug,"73 only 7 times for h65?a', but 84 times
for hisstl.Ta

2. NT. In the Greek NI, the Hebrew terms underlie the explanations of the name
"Jesus" in Mt. 1:21 (cf. Lk.2:30) and of the loanwordhbsanrui in Mt. 2L:9; Mk. 11:10;
Jn. 12:13 (cf. Ps. 118:25).zs Elsewhere in the gospels, "s6z6 and sotEria are very much
in the background."T6 They are frequent, however, in Pauline eschatological language,
both in allusions to the OT (e.g.,ZC-ar.6:2[cf.Isa. 49:8]; see also the OTpassages quoted
in Paul's speeches in Acts: Ps. 107:19f. in Acts l3:26;lsa.49:6 in Acts 13:47; ps. 67:3[21
inActs23:28)andinhisownGreek,where sdtdriaisoppsedtodeathinseveralpassages
(e.g., 1Cor.5:5; 2Cor.7:10; Phil. 1:28; 1Th.5:8ff.; 2T\.2:10) and treated as synony-
mous with the synoptic expression "inherit the kingdom of God" (cf. esp. Rom. 13:11).

3. Targumim. The Aramaic targumim normally render these terms by fraq, partq,
purqdry etc., which differ from Sezi!, "tesane," in the same way that hifita'differs from
higptl (d. 1 S. 4:3,8; 2K. 19:11,34).77 Their influence on Hebrew is seen in the aramaism
pdraq, "rescue," in Ps. 7:3(2); 136:24; Iam. 5:8.78

4. Vulgate, The Vulg. normally vses servane, salvus, salus, salvator, salvare, etc., but
occ.asionally defendere(Ex.2:17),adiuvare (Dt.28:31),liberare (DL22:27;28:29;prov.
20:22); magrulin Domini (F;x.14:13), protector salvationum (Ps. 28:8[Vulg.27:81), or
the like. In patristic usage, the name "Jesus" was translated as salvator.. e.g., "Christus
Jesus, id est Christus Salvator. . . salvare et salvator non fuerunt haec Latina, antequam
veniret Salvator."Te The peculiarly productive use of these words for "salvation, safety,
protection, health," etc., in Christian l:tin, consciously deriving from Biblical Hebrew,
further illustrates the rich soteriological meaning of hOiia', y"ifr'A, etc. (in contrast to
'azar frepresented by adiuvare, etc.l and ftlssil [represented by liberare, etc.]), and the

72

73
See I.2.c above.
W. Bauer, A Greek-Englbh Lexicon of the NT and Other Early Christian Literanre (Eng.

trans., Chicago, 2 lY79), 737.
74 Cf. W. Kasch, "0r,opor," TDNT, VI, 999, where a different conclusion is based on this

evidence.
75 See [V.4 below.
76 Foerster,991.
77 See IV.1.a below.
78 BDB,830; Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 170; Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research, 100, 109.
79 Augustine Sermones ccxcix.6,
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distinction between bringing help, health, or protection to a person (hd\ta' le, salvare)
and rescuing a person from trouble (htrytl, liberar).N

ry. OT Usage.
l. Narrative Prose T&,ts. In the nanative prose style of the historical books, to which

may be added the 8 occurrences in prose sections of the Pentateuch (Ex. 2:17;1.4:13,301'
Nu. L0:9; Dt. ?-O:4;22:27;28:29,31), two distinct usages can be identified: one in the
contextof theological history inwhich the terms are applied to actsof divine intervention
in the history of Israel (65 occurrences), and a more secular usage in a legal or political
context, where the subject is a human beng(2j occurrences).

a. Theological Usage.
(1) The Victory at the Red Sea. The locus classicas of theological usage is Ex. 14,

where Israel's spectacular victory over the Egyptians at the Red Sea is described as
y"ltt'al WIWH (v. 13; cf.. l5,,2): wayyOla' YHWH bayyilm hahfr' 'e1-yi.Srd'€l miyyal
mr.grdyim, "Yahweh saved Israel that day from the hand of the Egyptians" (14:30). The
subject is the God of Israel, a fact emphasized throughout the chapter: e.g., "Yahweh
will fight for you, and you have only to be still" (v. 14; cf. w. 18,25,27,31).Ttte
sequence ofevents is also typical: the Israelites cry out for help when they see Pharaoh's
army advancing on them (w. 10-12), and they are instructed to "stand firm and see the
salvation of Yahweh" (v. 13), which comes to them in the form of "the angel of God,"
"the pillar of cloud," protecting them from the pursuing Egyptians (w. 19f.), "the pillar
of fire and of cloud" (v.24), and the unnatural behavior of the waters of the Red Sea
(vv. 21-29'1. The term h65ta' is not used of the exodus (Ex. 3:7-10; 6:6-8), which
involves removing lsrael from its distress, but of the coming of divine help ro the
Israelites where they are.8l

Finally, there are clear indications in the style of this passage that the event described
has peculiar significance in the history of Israel: it takes place bayydm hahtt', "onthat
day" (v. 30); Israel "saw the great work ('e1-hayyal hagtdab) which Yahweh did
against the Egyptians" (v. 31); and it led to praise of God (w. 17f.) and the commiEnent
of the people to faith "in Yahweh and in his servant Moses" (v. 31).

(2) Other Divinely Inspired Mctories. This typical wage of h65ta', f5fr'4 etc., in the
context of Heilsgeschichte is found also in connection with the military successes of
Gideon (Jgs. 6:37; 7:7),82 Samuel (1 S. 7:8), Saul and Jonathan (1 S. 11:13; 14:23,39),
David (1 S. 19:5; 2 S. 3:18; 8:6,14), David's heroes (2 S. 23:L0,12;cf. 1 Ch. 11:14), Joash
(2K. 13:17), Jeroboam (2K. L4:27), Jehoshaphat (2 Cxt20:17), and Hezekiah (2 Ch.
32:22).In the other passages, God is the implied subject, since it is he who sends the
m6liim, "saviors" (Jgs. 2:16,L8;3:9,15;13:5; I S. 9:16; 2K l3:5; Neh. 9:27; cf. also
Ob. 21), and "gives the victory" to Samson (Jgs. 15:18) and to Syria "by the hand of

See A. Ernout and A. Meillet, Dictionnaire €tynologique de la langue htiru (Paris, 1932),

See I.2.c above.
W. Beyerlin, "Geschichte und heilsgeschichtliche Traditionsbildung im Af,," W 13 (1963),

80

851.
81

82

t-25.
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Naaman" (2 K. 5:1). The obscure minor judges Shamgar (Jgs. 3:31) and Tola (10:1) fall
into the same category, although the divine initiative is not made explicit.

(3) The Deuteronomist's Tendentious Use with Human Subjects. Most of these

examples occur in the Deuteronomistic historian's comments on events in the history of
Israel, either in the "Deuteronomistic framework"83 or in the speeches of Characters, suCh

as angels (Jgs. 13:5) or prophets (1 S. 9:16), introduced into the narrative to provide

another vehicle for the author's comments.& There are speeches in the Deuteronomistic

history where the use of hfliia'highlights the contrast between the power of Yahweh and

the illusory appealof foreigngodsorhumanmight. Thisisthe pointof the scomfulwords

of Yahweh to the people in Jgs. 10:14 hzmmd y65t'A lakem, "let them [= foreign gods]

save you!" and of the arrogant claim of Israel in Jgs.7:2: yddi hb$'A lt, "my own hand

saved me." Cf. the credal statement lo' Ubereb frUaS"ni1 y"hbita' YHWH,S "Yahweh

saves by neither sword not spear" (1 S. t7:47).In 1 S. 4, the faith of Israel's elders in the

power of the ark is clearly expressed by their use of hbsia' (v.3), in contrast to the

frightened Philistines' use of the less highly charged theological term his;tl in the same

context (v.8; cf. 2K.19 below).
In two interesting cases, the author implies by using ftriJia'that people are attributing

to a human agent more credit than is proper. In the first case, Gideon rejects his people's

suggestion that, because (in their words) he has "saved" (hbta'tnnfi) them from the

Midianites, he should be made king (Jgs. 8:22f.'). The second is a piece of flowery

rhetoric designed to save Jonathan's life: "Shall Jonathan die, who has wrought this
great victory ('aSA hay"itt'd hastdilld hazn'1)?" (1 S. 1a:a5). The use of y"3ft'6 here

for the more normal prose word f ifi'6 (cf.1 S. 11:L3; l9:5;2 5.23:10,12;2 K. 5:l;
etc.)86 may be an indication by the author that the people defending Jonathan are

comparing his spectacular exploit against the Philistines to an act of divine intervention

(cf. Ex. 14:13;2Ch.2O:17).The same victory is attributed to God in 1 S. L4:23 and (in

Saul's words) in v. 39.

The peculiar soteriological meaning of these terms is also evident in a number of
dialogues where God's power to "save" is at first doubted and then demonstrated

dramatically: e.g.,bamm6'6fiia"4-yisra'd,"How can I save Israel?" (Jgs. 6:14f.,36f.;

cf. Ex. 1.4:13; I S. lO:27;2 Ch.20:17). General Deuteronomistic statements on the

saving power of God, in which h6ita", f,fifr'A, etc. are prominent, can be traced from the

priests' exhortations to the Israelite army on the eve of battle (Dt.20:4; cf. Nu. 10:9)

through the historical books (e.g., I S. L0:19; 14:6,39; 17:47;2 Ch. 20:9) to the War

scroll from Qumran (1QM 10:4f. [quoting Dt.2041;1QM 10:7f. [quoting Nu. L0:9];

lQM 11:2f. [quoting 1 S. 17:a7]).

83 W. Beyerlin, "Gattung und Herkunft des Rahmens im Richte6uch," Tradition und Sina-
tion. FestschriftA. Weiser (Gottingen, 1963), l-29.

s4 H. W. Wolff, "Das Kerygma des deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerks," Z4W 73 (1961),

171-186 (= G&{f ThB, 2212L973), 30842\; w. Brueggemann, "The Kerygma of the

Deuteronomistic Historian," I nt, ll (1968\, 387'402.
8s See II.1.b above.
86 Driver, 118.
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Altogether,IrOSia'andf,SL'A(nrely f ffi'd8) are used 37 times in the Deuteronomistic
history in the specific sense of divine intervention on behalf of Israel, to which must be
added 8 in Chronicles and Nehemiah (all dependent on Deuteronomistic tradition) and
3 in Deuteronomy itself. This contrasts markedly with the relative infrequency of the
two closest synonyms: 'tuan, "help," occurs only once in this sense (l s. 7:12, the folk
etymology of "Ebenezer"); and irssid which o@urs 46 times in the Deuteronomistic
history is used in this sense only 14 times. It is always either applied to the rescue of
foreigrers (Josh. 9:25) and animals (1 S. 17:35) or put in the mouth of foreigners like
Philistines (1 S. a:8) and Assyrians (2 K. 1.8:29-35;19:10-13). As in 1 s. 4 (see above),
the author contrasts the Assyrians'use of ftirsi4 referring to Jerusalem's slender chances
of being rcscued (2 IC 19:11), to Hezekiah,s prayer hbsi'Enfi ni', ,,save us, I beseech
theg" (v. 19), and God's answer (delivered by the prophet Isaiah): "I will defend the city
and save (h65?a) it" (v. 34).

TWo terms that are related ta hdita' in Deuteronomistic usage are lan?ah, "give rest
to," and ldpg, "jrdge." All three imply bringing help to a situation, "salvation" (un-
defined), peace, and justice respectively, but can be followed in some contexts by min,
"from"; cf. Dt. 12:t0; 25:19; Josh. ?3:l; 2 S. 7:1,11 (tuniaft);1 S. 24:16[15]; Z 5.
18:19,31 (saw). The words top"lint'Judges," and m6si'tm are virtually synonymous
in some contixts, e.g., Jgs. z:to,tgbeside 3:9,15.s The verb sdpt canhave soteriologi-
cal overtones (e.g., Jgs. 3:9f.; I S. 8:20).ee The term hbsta' is-far more frequent in this
sense, however, and may be described as the Deuteronomistic soteriological term par
excellence.

b. Legal usage.In the remaining 23 occurrences, the subject of lt1iia'is human, not
divine; but the context is legal or political in every case. It may be argued that these
human agents are acting as God's representatives, like the milit'fin in Judges, to bring
divine justice into situations of injustice.m

(1) The Law on Rape. The termmolta' is used in the Deuteronomic law on rape (Dt.
22:25-29), where it is apparently a technical term referring to the legal protection a
betrothed girl is entitled to expect from the community. tn ttris "*", th. distinction
between adultery and rape hinges on whether or not the assaulted girl's cries for help can
be heard by the community: she is assumed to be innocent if the assault takes place in
the country out of earshot of her family and friends.et The choice of h6sia' in Ex.
2:17-unique in the Pentateuch outside Deuteronomy (excluding the soteriological
passages discussed aboveFto describe Moses' rescue of Jethro's seven daughters in
distress is probably influenced by this usage. predictably, the word is not used by the
Midianites themselves, who employ the more general &issi/ in their account of the same

87 See II.l.c above.
88 cf. M. weinfeld, Dar terot@my and the Deuteronomistic school (oxford, 1972), 120, n. L;

Z. weismann, "charismatic kadership and the Era of the Judges,,, Tarbe 45 (lgisl76), l-L4
[Heb.], I [Eng. summary].

8e Cf. G. F.Moore,Judges. ICC (repr.2Lg4g),71,99.s See I.1.b above; cf. Boecker; Seeligmann,'274ff.; Stolz, 786.
er G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. hans. 1966), L4it.; Sawyer, W, 15 (Lg65), 47gf .
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incident (v. t9;.ez The idiom vf'An mdlia', "and there shall be no one to help [you],"
appears twice in Deuteronomy in a context that emphasizes the helplessness of the

Israelites, assaulted by an enemy set on seizing their wives, houses, and possessions @t.
28:29-37),a situation not dissimilar to that of the assaulted maiden in the law code.

(2) The Injured Widow's Appeal. The position of the widow in 2 S. 14 is analogous:

she appeals to the king for help against her adversaries, using the "usual legal formula":e3

h61ia'hammelebT\efictitious nature of the situation is significant; thewoman of Tekoa,

acting on Joab's orders, must therefore use conventional idioms correctly to be convinc-

ing. The same formula occurs in 2 K. 6:26f. n a very similar context. In both cases, the

assumption is that the king is the official m6iia" appointed (like the judgesea) by God,

and that a defenseless woman is entitled to "appeal" ({a'aq; ctf..Dt.22:17; Jgs. 3:9,15;

LO:72; l2:2; etc.) to him for legal aid or protection. It may be that in so doing she is

indirectly addressing God, the proPer subject of h63ia'.% In Josh. 22:22, hbiia'is used

in the sense of defending a just cause. The speakers, accused of treachery (w. 16-20),

begin their defense by calling God to witness and then go on: "If we are guilty, do not

defend us ('cl tillt'enfr [2nd person singular, addressed to Phineas, the leader of the

mission(?); others emend to the 3rd person singular, referring to Gode6])." Another

example is the use in Jgs. 6:31. of h1lia'in conjunction with rtD, "contend," to describe

the defense that Joash challenges his fellow citizens to give to Ba'al: "Will you defend

(t6fit'tt1) his cause?" The question is whether the community will accept legal respon-

sibility for Ba'al, whose altar has been broken down.e
(3) Military Alliances. A third type of legal protection for which h63ia' is used is the

assistance to an ally required by some kind of treaty or alliance. Whatever the original

content of the treaty between Joshua and the Gibeonites may have been,% according to

the Deuteronomistic redactor (Josh. 10:1; cf. 9:15) it provides the background for the

Amorites'attack on the Gibeonites and their appeal to Joshua for help, in which they use

the special term h65ia': "Come up to us quickly, and bring us protection (h6$'A ldnfr),

and help ('azar) us" (10:6). When the king of Jerusalem addresses a similar request to

his Amorite allies, the term is not used (v. a). It is also noteworthy that in effect the

Gibeonites' request is answered not by Joshua but by God (v. 8): their protection comes

in the form of spectacular instances of divine intervention (w. 10-1a). Exactly the same

kind of situation underlies the use of h65ia'in negotiations between Jephthah and the

men of Ephraim (Jgs. 12:2,3); again divine intervention is contrasted with human

fallibility (v. 3), between Israel and Jabesh-gilead (1 S. LL:3,9) and between David and

Keilah (L5.23:2,5\.

e2 See IV.1.a above.
e3 J. A. Montgomery and H. S. Gehman,Krzgs. ICC (1951),385; Boecker.
ea See I.1.b above.
9s See IV.l..a above.
e6 Cf. Lxx, Syr., Vulg., BIIS,' also M. Noth, Dos Buch Josua. HAT, vII e1971), 130.
97 Moore, 195.
98 Noth, HAT, Yll,53-59; J. M. Grintz, "The Treaty of Joshua with the Gibeonites"'JAO$

86 (1e66), Lr3-126.
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Another example is Joab's plan of campaigrr in conjunction with his brother against
the combined forces of Ammon and Syria (2 S. 10:11f. par. I ch. l9:lzf..); it may be
contrasted with the surprising use of h6lta' in the case of the Syro-Ammonite pact
referred to at the end of the same chapter (2 S. 10:19; cf. 1 ch. 19:19). In the first plice,
with God's help, the plan succeeds (2 S. 10:12f.); in the second, the syrians, fear leads
them to break off their alliance with Ammon. There is one final example of. hbiia' inthe
language of political negotiations: 2 K. 16?. Here the undesirability of the human
subject-in this case Assyria (cf. Hos. 14:4[3]), in whom the godless Ahaz (cf.2K.
t6:2ff.) has chosen to put his faith-is surely implied by the author. Ahaz is represented
as addressing Tiglath-pileser as though he were a god; to seal this misdirected alliance,
he "took the silver and gold that was found in the house of the Lord . . . and sent [it as]
a present to the king of Assyria" (v. 8; d. w. 10-18).

(4) "Taking the Law into one's ownHands."The last idiom that takes ahuman subject
and refers to "meting out justice" is h6ita' yd/t /i. The locus classicus of this usage is
I s.25:23-35, where the point at issue is whether David will accept Abigail,s offir of
reparation or "take the law into his own hands" (vv.26,33; the same idiom probably
occurred originally in v. 31, toos) and punish her husband Nabal by the sword. The use
of the word ya- Q, "hand," in this idiom implies not only that the subject is using forcelm
but also that he is doing what properly should be done by someone else. This is the
significance of Israel's boast in Jgs.7:2 (see above) and tle divirie sarcasm in Job 4O:14
(cf. Prov. 20'22tot).

In the Qumran texts, the idiom is applied to the crime of making a person swear an
oath, something only judges can do legally (co e:0L;.t02 It also occum in the context of
insubordination in lQS 6:27]8

2. Wisdom Literature.
a. Yahwistic wbdom sayings. In Proverbs, the verb h6lia' occurstwice and the prose

form of the noun t stt'A 3 times. Here, f,iA'e "safety,, (rather than ,.victory.1u), comes
from Yahweh, not from the war horse (Prov. 2L:31);in a situation of injustice, therefore,
it is unnecessary to "take the law into one's own hands":105'wait for yahweh, and he
will help Q6Sia) yot' (20:22; cf. 1 S. 25:33; etc.;.tm "Safety,, is the reward for integrity
(Prov. 28:18), a Yahwistic view presupposing divine protection for the blameless;im it
is achieved by wise counsel rather than physical strength (ll:14;24:5f..). This last proverb
is quoted twice, both as a maxim (11:14) and as a motive clause in the instruction section

ee Cf. LXX, B HI(, Div er, 202.
lm Driver,201f.
10r W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),548.
19? Cf. C. Rabin, The Zadokite Documents (Oxford, 21958), 45f.
103 P. Wernberg-Moller, The Manual of Discipline. STDJ,7 (1957), LLz.ltx McKane,429.
t6 lbid.,54g.
l(}6 B. Gemser, Sprilche Satomos. HAT, XVI (1937),63.
to1 McKane,622.
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(22:17-24:22); if it comes from "the vocabulary of old wisdom,"lu it is a rare example
in the OT of a neutral usage of t'.I07 in the sense of security that comes through human
efforts. Possibly the occurrence of. f,\fi'd in such a context indicates that the prccess

describedby McKanelD as"a Yahwisticreinterpretation of an older, empirical, mundane
wisdom" has already begun in this proverb.

The term does not belong to the "vocabulary of old wisdom"'llo i1 i5 relatively rare
in Proverbs and Job (see below), and is conspicuously absent from the other "old
wisdom" sayings on the same subject, e.g., Prov. 16:.32;21:22;111 Eccl. 7:L9; lO:L4-16.
The evidence thathbsia', f,5fr'6, etc. are primarily theological terms in Wisdom Literature
as well as the rest of the OT is in any case overwhelming.

b. Job. In Job, the more poetic form yela'rrz is used of the protection orphans need

in court (Job 5:4) and moumers in their bereavement; wrqed"rtm Sdg:bfr yesa', "and
mourners are raised to safety" (5:11). In both cases, God is the implied subject; he

withholds protection from the fool and his family (w.2-7\ and raises the helpless above
their troubles (v. 11). He helps (h63?a) the powerless (?5:2; cf. 5:15, reading [with
Ewald] molfrdf,r "destitute," ot milwrbdm ya!6m, "the fatherless from their sword"

[Budde]tr; and the humble (22:9; cf..5:11). In 2 cases, f iltt'd, the other predominantly
poetic noun form, refers to success in debate: in 30:1.5, Job looks back to the position of
honor he had held in society before his downfall and in particular to his effective
participation in court (cf.29:7-25); in 13:16, he hopes for success in presenting his case
before God. The last occurrence in Job is also explicitly forensic: a variant of the idiom
hbtia' yd/t li "take the law into one's own hands,"ll4 is applied ironically to Job's vain
attempts throughout the dialogue to play the part reserved for God. This suggests that
the 2 occurrences of ylfi'ijust mentioned are also intended by the author to emphasize
Job's complete dependence on God.lls

3. Prophetic Literature.
a. Yahweh the Only Proper Subject of hiiia'. In the prophetic literature, the proper

subject of hdiia'is always God or mdit'tm" "saviors," under his royal authority (Isa.
L9:20; Ob. 2L), in contrast to hisstl" which occurs once in Deutero-Isaiah with God as

subject and 5 times without.ll6 There are no exceptions: passages emphasizing that no
other god (Isa. 45:20; Jer. Ll:12), idol (sa. 46:7; Jer.2:27,28), astrologer (Isa. 47:13),
king (Hos. L3:L0), or any other power, human or divine (Isa. 26:18; Hos. L4:4[3]), can
save (ft6.lia) confirm it. The term h63?a'is avoided when idols are addressed (Isa.

7u |bid.,429,397f..
1B lbid., l7-2L.
tro lbid., \7.
tlr lbid.,551.
112 See II.l.c above.
r13 S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Jo b. ICC Ct927, repr. 1977),ll, 32.
lr4 See IV.1.b(4) above.
rl5 Q. yen Rad,Wsdom in Israel @ng. trans., Nashville, t972),224.
116 Bonnard,536.
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44:17).nt '11rere is no mdflia' apart from God (Isa. 43:ll 45:21;Hos. 13.418). The same
exclusiveness is implied by the recurring collocation wIwH m6ii'e\',yahweh your
savior" ([sa.49:26;60:16 [with fem. sg. suf. referring to Jerusalem]; cf.43:3;45:15; Jer.
14:8), in the genitive phrases '"lbh€ yii't (lsa. 17:10; Mic.7:7)ns ot 'el yifr'dli,,,God of
my salvation" (rsa.l2:z), and in the question, "why should you be like a mighty man
who cannot save (h6tta)?" (Jer. l4:9; cf. Isa. 59:1).

b. Meaning. The situations in which God interven es (h6t?a) or for which his y"ifi'd
(less often f.I0'6 or yela) is sought are specified in some passages: an Assyrian invasion
(lsa.37:20; cf..2K 79:19,34); Egyptian oppression (Isa. 19:20); the Babylonian threat
of 597 B.C. (Jer. 42:ll:' Znph.3:17); exile (Jer. 30:10f.; 3t:7; 46:27; Zec.8:7;10:6); sin
(Isa. 6a:a[5]); ritual impurity (Ezk. 36:29;37:23): sickness (Jer.8:20f^ r7:r4).Here, too,
hdlta' denotes bringing something to a person or situation in distress rather than
removing him from it. Thus salvation comes to zion (lsa. 62:ll; cf. 56:l) and reaches
like a light to the ends of the earth (Isa. 49:6; cf.. 62:l); God puts it in Zion (Isa. 46:13;
cf . 26:l) and clothes a person in it (Isa. 61:10). rndeed, f ifr'd is like walls and ramparts
round a beleaguered city Qsa. 26:1; c:f..60:18) and like water to the thirsty (sa. 12:3).

In only 7 cases (out of 66) is the verb followed by the prep. min-, "fro1n." Tko of
these (Ezk. 36:29;37:23) refer to cleansing from ritual impurity; h6ita'+ rzin becomes
a pregnant expression involving sprinkling with clean water (36:25) and the gift of ,,a

new heart and a new spirit" (v. 26),rm rather than any act ofseparation. one concerns
rescue from an enemy (rsa. 37:20 par. 2 K. 19:19).t21 Four refer to the return from exile
(Jer. 30:7,10; 46:27;7*c.8:7'l,, an expression that may have an eschatological rather
than a literal meaning in this s6n1sv1.r22 The distinction between hblta'and ftissil in
this respect is nicely illustrated in Jer. 15:20f.: "For I am with you to save (h6tta) you
and deliver (hqptD you. . . . I will deliver you from (hissil min-)the hand of the wicked,
and redeem you from @a86 min-) the grasp of the ruthless.'I23 r'he term ft6.fia'is not
a regular part ofthe vocabulary for the ingathering ofthe exiles or the nations (cf. Isa.
43:5-7;49:22-26;56:6-8; 60:8f.; 6618-21). The hymn (Isa. 52:7-10) describing the
moment when news of God's intervention (J"SA'A twice) arrives avoids delineating the
191um.124

c. Legal Associntions. The associati ot of hoita', )ria'a, etc. with the language of the
law court and concepts of legal protection is significant. They occur prominently in two
of the "trial speeches" in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 43:8-15; 45:20-251,rx where they are
associated with higgi!, "present one's case" (43:11f.; 45:21t.). They also collocate

117 Sawyer, Sertantics in Biblical Research, 71,81.
118 H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm @ng. trans. L974\,226.
lle Cf. Stolz,788.
tm G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel. ICC (1936), 392.
121 See IV.l.a above.
r22 F. Horst, D ie zwtilf Kleinen Propheten: Sacharja. HAT, Xly e 1-9(/i), 24L-43; Stolz, 7g7.
123 See L2.c above.rz C. Westerm awr, Isainh 4H6. OTL (Eng. trans. tg6g), 249f.
125 lbid., tL9-126, 174-76.
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regularly with ri|, "argue one's case" (Isa . 49:25f..; cf. Jgs. 6:31126), l6p€g " judge" (noun)
(lsa.33:22; cf. Ezk. 34:22),andmi.Sfit, 'Justice" (Isa.33:6;51:6;59:11; Jer. 23:6;33:16;
Hab. 1:2). The special relationship between y"fifi'A and ,"dnqd in Deutero-Isaiah is
discussed below. In particular, h1lia'is associated with legat prooesses of various types:
redemption (* )m gd'al; lsa. 49:26; 6O:16; 63:5,8,9), ransom (- ;ftO pa/d; cf.lsa.
43:3), recompense ({mill * )Al gdmal; Isa. 35:4; cf. 59:1G18), and legal ownership
(Ob. 21). The phrase wattbla' 16' trd'd (Isa. 59:16; 63:5) is probably a poetic variant of
the legal idiom h6St'd ydd lt, "take the law into one's own hands,"l27 especially since in
both cases God is represented-with the anthropomorphism typical of Deutero-Isaiah-
as first investigating the case to see if anyone is going to intervene and then "taking the
law into his own hands" (cf. also Isa. 50:2; 59:L). He is thus represented less as a judge
than as a warrior, armed allegoricallyla wirhtdnq{ )rfifr'A, naqAm, andqin'A (lsa.59:17
cf. 42:13;63:l-6; Jer. L4:9).

In the oracles of salvation,lze 1l1s argument hinges on God's justice as well as his
loyalty and love. Thus he will honor his legally binding obligation to provide protection
for his kinsfolk (Isa. 4l:L4;44:6;49:7; * )11 ga'al)tn or pay the price of their freedom
(43:3f.). Israel is his pebple and he is their mdtia'(Isa. 63:8), bound to them by an oath
(45:22f..), by an everlasting covenant (6L:8-10), by his steadfast love (63:7), or by his
faithfulness (33:6; cf. 7*c. 8:7f.). The popularity of the root y.f in Deutero-Isaiah is
certainly related to this aspect of the author's concept of the nature of God.

d. Universal Condition and Single Event. The noun ff0 7 (tvtic*, f,flfi'd: lsa. 45:17;
46:L3) can refer not only to a single, visible event (e.g., Isa. 52:10; cf. Ex. 14:13,31) in
one place (e.g.,Zion: Isa. 46:13; cf..26:l) on one day (49:8), but also to a permanent
(45:17;51:6,8; cf..45:22;60:18) and universal state or condition (49:6; d..62:1). In the
celebrated poem on the arrival of news of God's intervention$f ttt'6) in Isa. 52:7-10, the
emphasis is on the completeness and finality of the action. The same applies to Jer. 3L:7,
which originally read: "Proclaim, give praise, and say, 'Yahweh has saved his people
(hdtta' YHWH' e!-' amm61.' - r3r

The words ftd^Iia', )t"fifr'A, etc.,hke p"daed are used in descriptions of divine interven-
tion "on that day," an expression that in many passages (e.g., Isa. 12:2,3; l9l.19f.;25:9;
26:l;rzz Znc. 9:16; l2:7f..) is eschatological.r33 Deutero-Isaiah's invitation to all to
partake in the divine salvation (Isa . 45:22tr.\ anticipates a fundamental Christian concept
(cf. Rom. 14:1L; Phil. 2:10).134 Jeremiah stresses the lasting peaceful dimension of

See IV.1.b(2) above.
See IV.1.b(4) above.
Westermann, 350f.
Ibid., t7-L5.
Bonnard, 113f.
W. Rudolph,Jeremia. HAT, XII e1968), 194f.;BHS.
O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 269f.; idem, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng.

trans. 1974), 105, 108f., 202f.,3O5.
133 Licht, 897; Fohrer, 977f.; Stob,788f.; Y. Hoffmann, "The Day of the t ord as a Concept

and a Term in the hopheticLiteraitre," ZAW 93 (1981),37-50.
13 Westermann, 175f.
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salvation, mediated by a scion of David (Jet 23:6;33:16). Here the passive verb n6ia'
is associated with justice, peace, and security (cf. Jer. 46:27).

e. Association with Trusting, Rejoicing etc. Tlrcre is a close relationship between
hdiio', )rfitt'A, etc. and expressions of faith, trust, and rejoicing.t:s \\e locus classicus
of this usage in or prophetic literaturel36 is Isa. 30:15, the only occurence of the root
yJ'in prophecies ofthe eighth-century Isaiah'l37(In returning and rest you shall be saved
(tiwwato'frn), in quietness and in trust shall be your strength" (cf. Isa. 12:2;25:9;33:2;
51:5; 59:11; lt-{'ic. 7:7; Hab. 3:18). In the credal statement bsYHWH '"bhAnfi flt'a!
yi6ra'El, "in Yahweh our God is the salvation of Israel" (Jer. 3:23;cf..Ps. 3:3[2]), the prep.
W, "in," in place of the usual 1", "to, for" (e.g., Ps. 3:9[8]; Jon. 2:10[9]) , or min, ,.from',

(e.g., Ps. 37:39; Prov. 29:26), is to be explained by reference to these and other
expressions of trusting, seeking refuge, rejoicing, consulting, taking pride, swearing, and
the like, which normally take U: e.g.,lihy61baW{WH mtfi1afiellg "that your trust may
be in Yahweh" (Prov. 22:19); cf. Ps. 11:1 (l.usi'f Jgs. 1:1 (td'at); Isa.4l:16 (git);25.
19:8(7) (ni"tba).\\us b"YHWH, "in Yahweh," in Jer. 3:23 as opposed to laileqe4 ,,a
delusion," denotes both the source of salvation (elsewhere expressed by lb or min) and
the object of hope and trust, as it does in over 80 other passages.138 rsa. 45:24f. contains
an interesting parallel: in the statement that "only in Yahweh (UYHWH). . . are righ-
teousness and strength," UYHWH expresses both the source of "righteousness, salva-
tion,"l3e and the reason for Israel's pride (cf. v. 25).

In these expressions, b" could conceivably be locative (cf. Josh 22:?5,27) or beth
essentiae (cf. Ex. 6:3).t+o But the rich, peculiarly theological overtones of f ifr'd and the
recurring association of ltblta'with verbs of trusting, rejoicing, etc. make it more likely
that in Jer. 3:23 (as in Ps. 3:3[2]1lt) the two distinct but related concepts of salvation and
trust overlap in the expressionUYHWH'"loh€nfr f,ilfra1yiird'dl. Cf. the passive construc-
tion n65a'UYHWH, "saved by Yahweh" (Isa. 45:17; Dt.33:29), alongside Isa. 30:15;
Ps. 33:16; etc. The "awhilard" tf'h63a'frm UYHWH in Hos. l:7 may be explained
similarly.la2

f. Association with gdq. The soteriological usage of. geQeq and f,{aqi in Deutero-
Isaiahl43 makes these terms virtually synonymous withffifr'fl, yela', and f,ltt'd inthat
context:14 e.g., "my righteousness (sdqatCI will be for ever, and my salvation (y"ifi'dA
to all generations" (Isa. 51:8; d. 45:8;46:13;51:6).

This usage, which is to be traced back to early hymnic style (von Rad; cf. Jgs. 5:11;

135 Cf. Stolz,788.
136 cf. IV.4.b below.
137 Bonnard,535.
ls Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research,66f.
139 Westemlann, Isaiah 4H6, 176.
rro cI( $rtgi.
141 See II.1.c above.
142 wolff,Irosea,2of.
143 Snaith, 87-93; Stolz, 788.
14 G. von Rad,OTTheology, l@ng. trans., New York, 1.962), 372f..;W. Eichrodt, Theology

of theOT,l.OTL@ng. trans. 1961),246f.;C. R. North, TheSecondlsaiah(London,l964),ZOBf.
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Dt.33:21; Ps. 103:6), illustrates the application of forensic terminology to the saving
relationship between God and his people.las Much of what has been written on s"daqA

can thus be applied t-ot'Stt'd, e.g., "this righteousness can even be invoked as a basis for
the forgiveness of sins."16 The distinction between these two closely related words can
probably best be expressed in terms of the common secular usage of se4leq, saddtq, etc.
with a human subject, in contrast to the almost exclusively theological application of
y"lA'6, which has less explicitly forensic overtones. In the phrase'El-saddtqfrmOlia'(lsa.
45:21), the first epithet stresses the reliability and faithfulness of a just God, true to his
word and to the terms of his covenant; the second adds the dimension of his active,
unique, and successfirl intervention in his people's history. Each term, however, carries
with it an element of the meaning of the 6t[eL147

Zec.9:9 proclaims the arrival of Zion's royal deliverer (cf. Isa. 52:7-lO;62:11) and

describes him as saddiq wn65a', a striking juxtaposition strongly reminiscent of the
expression used of God in lsa. 45:2I, saddiq fundtia' (LXX, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. hardly
distinguish them: s6zon for the former, sot6r for the latter), but with the vital difference
that in Zec.9 both terms are passive in meaning. Thus the messianic king has been

vindicated (saddiq) and, like David (2 S. 8:6,14), made victorious (nblii'; cf. Dt. 33:29)
by God, who is the only source of seSeq and )rifr'A.148

4. Psalms. Nearly half of the Psalms contain L or more occurrences of yJ'. To these

we may add 13 psalmlike passages from the rest of the OT that also contain y.f ': Gen.
49:2-27; Dt. 32:l-43; 33:2-29; 1 S. 2:1-10; 2 S. 22:2-51 (cf. Ps. 18); 2 S. 23:2-7; I Ch.
16:8-36 (cf. Ps. 105:1-15; 96:l-13; lo6:1,47f.); 2 At 6:41,f. (cf. Ps. 132:8-10); Isa.

38:10-20; Lam.3,4; Jon.2:3-10(2-9); Hab. 3:2-1.9.In comparison with the rest of the
OT, the nouns ye.ia' (27 occurrences out of an OT total of 35), )rflfr'A (53 out of 78), pl.
y"ift'61 (10 out of l2), fflfr'A (15 out of 33), and m65d'6! (only Ps. 68:2ll20j) are
proportionately more frequent in the Psalms than the verb (70 out of 105).

The most common verb forms in the Psalms are imperatives, usually with lst person

suffix but also with the modal suffix -ri (hOi?'A), a form that occurs only in the Psalms
(Ps. t2:2[ll;20:10[9]; 28:9; 6O:7151; 86:16; 108:7[6]; ll8,,25) and in three forensic
contexts discussed above.l4e Postbiblical hbia'nn'("Hosanna") is derived from Ps.

118:25 and may have influenced the MTof Jer.3l'7.tso
a.YahwehAlways Subject. The subject is always God, except where God is contrasted

to the vanity of human aid (Ps. 60:13[11]; 108:13[12]; cf. 146:3; I-am. 4:17) or the
inadequacy of military might (Ps. 33:16f.; 44:4,613,51). The uniqueness of God's saving
power is also expressed in several passages (1 S. 2:1f.; cf. Dt. 33:29), and the same

l4s See I.2.d above.
16 Eichrodt,247.
147 \f,/esfs1116nn, Isainh 4046, 175; Bonnard, 178.
1{ Snaith, 88; H. G. Mitchell, Zeclarinh. ICC (L912),273; otherwise i. L. Seeligmann, "A

Psalm from Pre-regal Times," W, 14 (7964),77.
14e IV.l.b.
150 Rudolph, Id4T,){.Il, 179.
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exclusiveness is implied in the expression '"loh€ yii'e "God of my salvation" (Ps.

L8:a7[a6l;25:5; 27:9; cf. 88:2[1]), and in metaphors such as sAr f iu'a{, "rock of my
salvation" @t.32:15;Ps.89:271261; cf. 95:1.; 3l:3121; 62:3121), mngil yii'efu\ "shield
of your salvation" (Ps. 18136[35]; cf. v. 3[2]; a7:fi19]), and qeren-yi.5'i, "hom of my
salvation" @s. 18:3[2]; cf. 1S.2:10; Ps. 132:17; Lk. 1:69; the hom symbolizes God's
strength, perhaps originally compared to that of a great bull;.tst

b.Associationwith Confidence andTriamph. Particularly striking in the Psalms is the
frequent occrrrence of h6Sia', )rifr'A, etc. in collocation with expressions of confidence
and faith,rs2 e.g., tfy65i'Om ki-hnsfi b6, "he saves them because they take refuge in him"
(Ps. 37:40; cf. 13:6[5]; 1,7:7;20:7161; ?5:5;27:l;40:11[10]; 42:6151; 43:5; 62:2f.$f.l;
65:6[5]; 78:22; 86:2; I,am. 3:26). Several of these compositions end with brief credal
statements like IaWWH hayflfr'i (Ps. 3:9[8]; cf. 18:51[50];38:231227; Gen. 49:16-18;
Isa. 38:20; Jon. 2:10[9]). The joy of those who know their prayer will be answered is
found in several contexts, e.g.:'dlos libbi baYHWH . . . kt Sdmahti btilfi'ap@, "my heart
exults in Yahweh . . . because I rejoice in your salvation" (1 S. 2:1; cf. Ps. 13:6[5]; 35:9;
40:17[16]; Hab.3:18). This isprobably the explanationforthe change in meaning evident
in the word ft 6Sa' na', "Hosanna," which originally (in Ps. 1 1 8:25) was an appeal for help
but by NTtimes (Mt. 2l:9;Mk.11:9f.) hadbecome a shout of triumph.ts3 The distinction
between a cry for help addressed to One who is sure to answer it and an expression of
faith and thanksgiving that the cry will be answered is perhaps not very clear-cut.1sa

The rare form yflfr'agfr in Ps. 3:3(2) might be an additional example of the overlap
between an imperative and an expression of faith.lss

c. Legal Associations. The legal associations of these terms, which may offer an

explanation of their frequent use in religious language,156 are evident in many passages

in Psalms: they collocate with - lll\ ga'al (Ps. 106:10), - DDi, Sapt (7:llt.llot.l;
72:4;76:70191), d?n Qa3lll), and t"dnqd (Vl:5;37:39;40:11[10]; 51:16[14]; 65:6[5];
118:15; 132:9,16; cf. 25:5). The concept of just retribution (e.g., Ps. 50:23) is expressed

by the idiom h6fit'6 fmtn"f;d, "mete out justice":ls2 e.g., Ps. 44:4(3\;60:7(5); 98:1;
108:7(6); 138:7; cf. 20:7b(6b\. Very significant is the close association of y.i' with *
1Ol1 hesed, "loyalty," where God's intervention on behalf of his people is, as it were, a
legal obligationl58 and therefore for a just God inevitable: "your steadfast love (hese/)
. . . extends to the heavens . . . your righteousness (fdaq{ is like the mountains of God
. . . man and beast you save (hbita)" (Ps.36:6f.[5f.]; cf. 6:5[4]; 13:6[5]; 17:7;31:17|61;

lsr Cf. C. A. Briggs and E. G. Briggs, Psalns. ICC (1907),I, 141; A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1962), L96,782.

1s2 See IV.3.f above.
153 lkaus,Slq XY2-9U.
154 Cf. J. J. Petuchowski,"'Hoshi'ahna" in Psalm CXVIII,25-A Prayer for Rain," I/d

5 (1955), 266-271; also [V.3.fabove.
155 gss II.l.c above.
156 gss l.l.b above.
rs7 See IV.1.b(4) above.
158 Cf. Kraus, Psalms 1-59,399.
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57:ap); 85:8[7]; 98:3; l@:?5; 1QH 2:23; l1:L8; cf. Ps. 69:17[16]). There is also a

noticeable correlation between the poverty and helplessness of the victims and the
certainty that God will answer their prayer for help (hblta), e.g.: "May he defend the
cause of $apD the poor of the people, and give deliverance (hdflia) to the needy" (Ps.

72:4; cf.3a:7$l;69:30[29];76:10[9]; 86:2;109:31;116:6;1.49:4). The situation of the
helpless widowlse is clearly another (prose) example of the same usage. Finally, y,i'
occurs in law-court scenes (Ps.l7:7;76:10[9]; 109:31).t00 There are also two related
idioms: vf''€n-milta'(Ps. 18:42[41]; A.,5.22:42) and "they o,ied (a'aq) to Yahweh
in their trouble, and he saved (h6.Iic) them from their distress" @s. 107:13,19), which
have their origin in Deuteronomistic tradition.l61 the author of Ps. 119 seems to have
been particularly aware of the legal associations of the y.l' terms, which he uses

frequently. He maintains that he has kept his part of the agreement (rrv. 94,L66),unlike
the wicked (v. 155), and confidently waits for God to keep his word (v.41).162

The brief confessional statement l?&fr'dfkd qiwwttiYHWH may have been appended
to the blessing of Dan in Gen. 49:.16-'1.8, partly because of its appropriateness in a legal
gen1sx1.163 This is the only occurrenoe ofy5'in Genesis, and its association with the tribe
popularly described as'Judging his people" (dnnydfin'ammi [Gen. 49:16]) is unlikely
to be pure coincidence. Skinnerlfl and von Radl6 offer unsatisfactory explanations for
this Yahwistic insertion in the Blessing of Jacob. Emertonltr removes the legal term by
reference to Akk. dananu, "be strong," and ignores the late insertion. The "cup of
salvation" (Heb. /rriJ-1r50 rfu) in Ps. 116:13 may also derive ultimately from an ancient
juridical procedure, namely trial by ordeal, in which the guilt or innocence of the accused
is established by the effect of a drink (cf. Nu. 5:26tr.). For the guilty, such a cup was the
"cup of wrath" (lsa. 5l:17 ,22; Jer. 25:15; Lam. 4:2'1.; Hab. 2:15f.) or "cup of reeling"
(Isa. 51:17), while for the innocent, as in Ps. 116, it was a "cup of salvation" (v. 13).167

In such a trial, justice depends on a form of divine intervention independent of human
arguments, evidence, witnesses, and the like; this would explain the choice of terms, both
"wrath" and "salvation" $fifr'61) being conspicuously theological in emphasis. Others
argue that the origin of this expression is to be found in a thank-offering ceremony (cf.
Ps. L16:17).tos

d. Siuations of Need. The conventional imagery and metaphorical language in which
descriptions of crisis are couched in the Psalms make precise identification of each

lse See IV.1.b(2) above.
tfi Anclsr,155-57.
161 See IV.l.a above.
162 See Briggs-Brig:gs, ll, 4L7f..; Weiser, 739-7 41.
163 Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research,95.
164 J. Skinner, Genesis. IcC (1930), 527.
16s G. von Rad, Gezests. OTL @ng. trarrs. 21972), 427.
166 J. A. Emerton, "Some Difficult Words in Genesis 49," Words and Meanings. Festschrift

D. W. Thomas (Cambridge, 1968), 88-91.
167 Weiser, l?frt Kraus, BK, XV 12, 972.
168 H. Ringgren, "Vredens kalk," Sf{ fi O952),19f.; Briggs-Briggs, II, 4fi); Kraus, E/(,

xY12,972.
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situation notoriously difficult.l6e The y,f ' terms play a major role in many such descrip-
tions. Several of the hymns containing y.i' celebrate the intervention of Yahweh as a
military hero, e.g.: "who is like you, a people saved (n6Ja) by yahweh, the shield of
your help ('ezref;d)?" (Dl33:29; cf. Ex. 15:2; Ps.33:16f.; 95:t;96:2;98:1-3).

The difficult phrase marlf@1eyftdf 3A'6 in Hab. 3:8 (cf. w. 13,18) apparently means
"your chariots are salvation" (MT possibly influenced by later mystical developments:
cf. F-zk. 1; 1 ch. 28: 18; Sir. 49:817). Possibly the text should be emended to marka[f,f;n
y"ifr'a, "thy riding is to victory.'rt7l fvtili1ary imagery o@urs a number of times in other
Psalms, too: "He will answer him from his holy heaven with mighty victories (big,hlr6t
yeta)by his right hand" @s. 20:7t.l6f.l; cf. L8:4,35f.[3,34f.1;35:3;44:4-8[3-71; tO6:6-
12; L4O:8[7]; 144:lO).In some cases (e.g., Ps.20:7-916-8]), however, the implication is
that God's victory is not by force of arms, which fail in the face of divine intervention
(w. 7f.[6f.]; cf. Hos. 1:7; Jgs. 7:2; etc.172).

The terms also occur in contexts of rebuilding @s. 69:36[35]), royal victory (21,:2lll;
28:8; 33:16; 144:lO; cf. Jgs. 2:16,L8; 2 S. 8:6,14), and forgiveness of sins (ps.
5l:14,16[12,14]). In most cases, salvation involves bringing help into a situation of
distress or danger, to people where they are and where they need it, not removing them
f166 11173

e. Eschatological Usage. The difficulty of identi$ing the situations underlying the
Psalms is particularly acute when we come to the question of the eschatological usage
of f sfr'a and the other terms in the Psalms.lTa In some passages, fJr2'd was undoubtedly
interpreted eschatologically by NT times: cf. Ps.6l:3(2) in Acts 28:28 and ps. 107:19f.
in Acts l3:26.The identification of "the Lord's anointed" with christ and probably also
the establishment of a connection between y"flA'A, "salvation,,, and yElfia',..Jesus,,,17s
led early Christianity to cite many Psalms in its eschatological discourse.176 Similarly,
there is good evidence for eschatological usage in the sectarian texts from eumran, e.g.,
lQH 5:11f.; ll:23f.; l2:3; 15:16; lQH fr. 18:15; lQS ll:ll.rr It seems probabte,
however, that this development began much earlier, at least in part because of influence
from ancient cultic formulaslT8 and that therefore fifi'd eluld refer in certain contexts
to an eschatological event or state.lD

The meaning of this term is at all events appropriate for such eschatological usage:

169 Von Plad, OT Theologlt,l,4L4f.; Weiser, 67-69.
170 G. Scholem, Major Trends inJewish Mysticism (31954;repr. New york, 1961), 40-79.t!: L. H. Brockington, The H ebrew Tut of the OI (Oxford, t9lq, ZAy cf . B HS.
u2 gss 1ry'.1.6.
173 See I.2.c above.
174 cf. stolz,790.
175 See III.2 above.
176 Qf. y6n Rad, OTTheology, 11,332-34; Stolz, 790.
177 S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot: Psalms from Qwtran AcThD,2 (19fi),296f..,n.41; Foerster,

982f.; Stolz,790.
178 J. Begrich , Srudien zu Deuterojesaja. BWANT,7714/251(1938); repr. TlA,20 (1963), 14tr.;

ider4 "Das priesterliche Heilsorakel," Z{W 52 (1934),81ff. (= GSAT. Tt B, Zl11964),217tr.).
179 ggg [V.3.e above.
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the source of salvation is God alone; the group of colorful construct phrases, which
collocate naturally with ldl6m, m"nfuhd, bdtah, and the like, are a unique feature of its
semantic rangel8o and correspond to the wide range of ideas and images associated with
eschatological expectation. It is a term implying a dramatic change in the status quo,
which only God can achieve.l8l Its legal overtones accord well with the concept of a day
of judgment, which was eventually a central element of Jewish eschatology (cf. Dnl.
t2:l-3; Lk. l9;M; lQS 4:18f.182). Finally, h63ta' expresses the notion of bringing into
the human situation something that is not already there rather than "saving" (i.e.,
"removing") us from it.l83 In this sense it denotes the saving power of God, which brings
to this world a kind of "salvation" (incorporating peace, security, health, forgiveness,
joy, life, and victory) that properly belongs to the divine sphere.

Sawyer

180 See I.2.b above.
181 See I.2.a above.
182 M. Blach The Scrolls and Christian Origins (New York, 1961), 135f.
183 gss I.2.c above.

\Q I y aSar; 1Q r y6 ler; it)uii y ifrA; "lilrrD mifuOr; dr:te )D mesartm

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Ancient Near EasI 1. Akkadian; 2. Ugaritic and Other West Semitic
Dialects. III. or: 1. occurrences;2.Literal Meaning;3. Figurative Meaning;4. Distinctions;5.
Special Cases. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymologr. Etymologically, Heb. yJr corresponds to Ugar. y5r (discussed below),
Phoen. and Aram. yir; *be just, upright,"l Akk. eliru (also discussed below), and
probably also Arab. yasira, "be easy." OSA w1r2 would represent Aram. yrr and is
therefore dubious; ysr3 and the causative lqlsti "send," suggest otherwise.a

Ringgren

yaiar. Y. Avishur, "Word Pairs Common to Phoenician and Biblical Hebrew," UE 7 (19'75),
no.28: sdqrJtir;28f.; H. S. Cazelles, "De I'id6ologie royale," Festschrift T. H. Gaster JANES,
5 (1973), 59-73; G. Liedke, "rqy 7.ir gerade, recht sein," THAT t,790-94; F. Ncitscher, Gottes-
wege und Menschenwege in der Bibel und in Qumran. BBB, 15 (1958), esp. 51f., 83f.;
H. Preisker, "6p0dq," TDNT, V, 449451; R. A. Rickards, "What is Right?" BT 27 (1916),
22Q-24; R. von Ungem-Sternberg, Redeweisen der Bibel. BSt,54 (1968), esp.62-82.I DISO, ll2.

2 KBLZ.
3 ContiRossini, 163.
4 W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitrige zum hebriischenl*xikon," ZAW 75 (1963),310.
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II. Ancient Near East
L. Aklradian. The root yJr is represented primarily by the verb el€ru, "be in order,

become orderly, move toward,"S the adj. i.laru, "normal, in order, right,"6 and the subst.

mtSaru, "righteousness, justice."T Various semantic fields can be distinguished:
a. In a local sense: (1) Alongside the rare "be or make straight or upright" (elEru G,

S; iflarq muSdry "penis"), we commonly find the meaning "(cause to) go straight (i.e.,
without detours or obstacles)' (eldru G, S, St, N; ilaru), often used of a route such as a

road or watercourse; the transition to "way of life" is easy. Specialized nuances appear
in the meanings "give birth easily (without complications)" (eJe-ru 5t) and (of intestines)
"evacuate" (eS€ru G, S; r.iarr).

(2) With reference to a floor, *y.lr means "flat, swept clean" (eleru 3, "sweep";
muie1ertu, "palrn broom"; hTlurtu, "sweepings"); with reference to water, it means
"flowing quietly, without turbulence."s

b. In a figurative sense: "in order, right." (1) "Be in order, become orderly, make or
keep orderly- (ei€ru G, S, St; mustzsertu, "maintenance"); with reference to tools,
merchandise, etc., "prepare, prooess, manufacture" ( eieruS,St); with reference to ideas,

"make (un)clear" (eteru S). "In order" can also mean "normal" in the sense of "unob-
jectionable" or "regular" (i"\aru, eleru G, etc.). When forms of tt.Ir are combined with
expressions meaning "go" or "way" in the figurative sense (= "walk, live"), often only
the context can determine whether *y.Ir means "normal," "successful," "upright," or even
"legally vindicated" (iidrii atala4 lmltiarfrtu aldht; "way" + ilarq eteru 5).

(2) The root can also mean "be favorable" (time, omens, wind); "be or make
successful" (persons and actions); "flourish" (plants, animals, human beings) (eiEru G,
S, 5t, N; i.flaru; ilartu, "success").

(3) It can have the general ethical sense "(be) upright, righteous" (i1aru; e1€ru G) or
"(act or treat) rightly, correctly, appropriately" (iiari^S, e.iezr St).

(4) In the forensic realm, SutEiuru (St) can denote the function of a judge: "dispense
justice," literally "restore the'normal'situation upset by the excessesof others.'a Usually,
however, it has the more general meaning "rule rightly" (namely subjects, esp. those with
little legal protection). The scepter (battu) of the king is therefore called "righteous"
(i.iaru). The "righteousness" or'Justice" of (earthly and heavenly) rulers in the administra-
tion of justice and exercise of power is called mi,iaru; the word is often associated with
kittu, "that which endures: truth and justice." Both terms are often personified.lO

Whether Lpmchell is correct that Heb. mAfirtm and mi.56r reflect Al<k. mtiarum is

s AHw,I (1965), 254tr.; CAD, IV (1958), 352-363.
6 AHw, l, 392; CAD, Vll (19&), 224tr.
7 AHW I,659f.
8 Cf. W. G. [ambert, *Dingir.56.dib.ba lncantations,"J.lVE$ 33 (1974),267-322,esp. I, 58-60

with comm.
e Cf. F. R. Kraus, Vom mesopotamischen Menschen MKAW, N.s. 36/6 (1973), 143.
10 H. Ringgren,Word and Wisdom (Lund, 1947), 53ff.
rr N. P. lrmche, "Andurdrum and Mllantm: C.omments on the Problem of Social Edicts and

TheirAp,plicationintheAncientNearEast,"JIVE$ 38(1979), 11,n. l, and22(top).
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difficult to decide. In any case, qe/eq appears in parallelism with mAsdrtmlmlirir (Ps.
9:9[Eng. v. 8]; 58:2[1]; 98:9; Isa. 11:4; [33:15];45:19),like Akk. kitttnt and mitarum.lz

W. Mayer

2. Ugaritic and Other West Semitic Dialects. There is only 1 certain occurrence of the
root yJr in Ugaritic,l3 where mtrht yJrl4 "his legal spouse," stands in synonymous
parallelism with' g sdqh.

The Phoenician Yehimilk inscriptionla contains the phrase mlkytri "righteous king."
In Punic inscriptions, the verb appears in expressions like rzyJr [D stem ptcp.] 'rg/,
"leader [i.e., 'ruler'] of the lands,"rs and p'lt m'lrt f= mylrtl, "a righteous act."76

In Aramaic, the causative of the verb has the meaning "straighten, attend to, dis-
patch."l7 The expression't p' ylrh in the Panammuwa I inscriptionls is obscure.

Ringgren

IIr. oT,
l. Occurrences. In the OT (including Sirach), we find the verby.i4 the adj. yaflar, the

substs. y65e4 yfird" rntl64 and mASArint, and the proper names - Jl'lUr fiurfrn and
'"hiflar (and possibly tdrbn). The meaningp discussed below are represented among all
these forms, albeit in varying proportion.

The verb appears 14 times in the qal, almost always withF'An4 (be right in the eyes
of someone'); the exceptions are 1 S. 6:12; Hab.2:4; Sir. 39:24. There are 9 occurrences
of the piel, usually with the meaning "make shaight" (cf. the specialized meaning
"consider right" in Ps. 119:128). The pual occurs once, the hiphil nrice.

The adjective is common (120 occurrences). It may be used attributively or as a
predicate, often with dereft or a synonymous word. Nominalized, it appears frequently
in the plural and as the object in the expression 'dfi lwyydsdr U'€nA, "do what is right
in the eyes of (someone)." The subst. ydJer occurs 17 times; it is also used with Zr- in
adjectival or adverbial function. The subst.yiJrd occurs only once;mti6roccurs 24 times,
often in the topographical sense of "plain"; and m€iartm occurs 19 times, used as an
abstract with adverbial function, often with din or ipt.

2. Literal Meaning. The literal meaning of y5r refers to a physical quality: the form
of an object or movement in relationship to a geometrical prototype. It describes
something straight, level, or flat. when the linear dimension is involved, the object is
"straight," either horizontally or vertically. when a surface is involved, the object is "flat"

12 For the Akkadian evidence, *e CAD, VIII (1971), "kiltu A,' t.b.2', {; CAD, X (1978),
"mr5aruA,"2.b.1', d. Cf. M. Liverani, "2r6rh e Mlo<irg,"Festschrifi E. Volterra, M (Milan, 1971),
55-7^4 (Phoen. sydjk and mifi4 earher sdq afi ytr ll kitn and mrsaru). See also - Vtt gdS.

t3 I<T(J, l.l4 l, t3 d. WlS, no. t252.
L4 K^1,4.6f.
ts I{AI, 161.2.
t6 KAI, 123.5.
t7 I{AI, 233.6, t4; also Egyptian Aramaic: DISO, llZ.
18 IQII,214.33.
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or "level." "Straight" or "right" is the antonym of "crooked" or "wrong"; "level" is "not
undulating," "not rough." When describing movement, the linear aspect predominates.

a. Since there is no sense of geometrical abstraction in the OT, straightness is judged

by a physical standard of comparison, in relation to which an object is "right." Thus the

legs of an animal are "straight" or "right," not crooked, with respect to the vertical (Ezk.
1.:7); wings are stretched out straight horizontally (Ezk.l:23). The situation is clearest

in the case of movement: "The cows went straight . . . ; they turned neither to the right
nor to the left" (1 S. 6:12); this does not mean that their progress was absolutely in a
straight line. People similarly go straight on their way (Prov. 9:15). Water flows without
diversion through Hezekiah's tunnel (2 Ch. 32:30); wine goes down the throat "directly"
(Prov.23:31).

b. Flatness is characteristic of topographical features: iardn and mii6r are names of
plains. It is frequently used to describe roads, with a clear concern for human movement:

a level road is one that can be traveled easily without fear of stumblingle or falling.m It
is the opposite of rough or bumpy ('qab, fkdstm [Isa. 40:4]). A level way is prepared

by removal of obstacles; the result is a "highway" (m"silld [Isa. 40:3; cf. also [sa. 26:7,

with p/s]). In the extreme case, a level road may be blocked by a mountain or hill (Zec.

4:7; cf. lsa. 45:2, rt h"rarim is read for h"lhfim). The root is also used to describe the

beaten gold leaf applied to a relief (1 K. 6:35).

3. Figurative Meaning. The common symbolism of roads and travel, possibly coupled
with the symbolism of simple geometrical forms, makes it easy for yJr to take on

figurative meanings in the domain of human values, ethics, and religion. These meanings

can be classed into two groups: "straight" and "level."
a. The rootyjrcan refer to human conduct (= a person's "way"); in this case, it denotes

conduct that is right, honest, upright, conduct that does not go astray or out of bounds.

This is the ethical sense, which is common-in fact dominant-in the OT. This usage

reflects the dynamic aspect of human movement, although one can also speak of a line
of action: "The way of the dishonest is crooked, but the conduct of the pure is 'honest' "
(Prov.21:8).

b. As a clear consequence of conduct but without explicit reference to it, y5r can denote

the "smoothness" that stands for a positive value in human life, the success of an

undertaking or action: when in the presence of the people Ezra prays to God for a

successful journey, the Hebrew phrase derek fidrd impressively illustrates how the

meanings are intertwined: the journey involves a real road, its "smoothness" suggests the

success ofthe undertaking, and the context gives the words religio-historical significance.

c. The double sense of the root y.ir makes it possible for certain Hebrew expressions

to seem imprecise or even ambiguous, as though meant to suggest that ethical conduct not

only is right but also leads to success. The terse and elliptical style of proverbs and

aphorisms is well suited to this shifting semantic indefiniteness. hov. 16:1.7 contains the

rs -)uh ktl.
zo -)D)npl.
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following statement: m"sillal fSdrtm sfir mErd' 56m1r nap56 nbs€r dark6. When one
considers that predicates precede subjects in the schema predicate-subject = predicate-
subject, the following relationships are stated tf.)t"SArim is taken as an adjective: "tuming
aside from evil'7'guarding one's way"-"^ smooth highway'7'preserving one's life."
Thus we arrive at the following translation: "Turning aside from evil is a smooth highway;
whoever guards his way preserves his life." The ethics is expressed in the subjects, the
result in the predicates; but the word )fsdrin appears to have taken on an ethical meaning.

In his farewell discourse, Samuel says that he wants to guide his people Uderek
hattdbd ffhaf Sdrd (l S.l2:23\.Is this an hendiadys? Do both adjectives merely denote
proper conduct, or do they mean both rightness and its result? The uncertainty is resolved
in v. 25, which establishes the following relationships: !6[d-+a': yflarAlissapL, i.e.,
the good way leads to success, while wicked conduct leads to destruction. This statement
does not alter the fact that at the end of v.23 the meaning is still vague and ambiguous.

The adj. yaSar can also have religious content: people describe God as being ydidr
(Dt.32:4; Ps. 92:16[15]); in other words, God gives norms that are "straight" and right,
and vouchsafes the success of human undertakings.

This brief sketch can be developed in greater detail. The figurative meanings influence
the various realizations of the lexeme y5r The figurative meaning follows the normal
laws of lexical actualization: the meaning is actualized by the use of derel3 and its
synonyms or by other contextual elements, e.g., the verb'awd" "pervert" (Job 33:27).

4. Distinctions. Ethical and religious order can specify its activities and consequently
make the meaning of y56 "straight," more precise and nuanced. The change of subject
does not alter the meaning of the predicate y.l6 but sometimes the translation must be
differentiated.

a. Distinctions as to Activity. In Israel, tle power to legislate is, strictly speaking,
reserved to God. I-aws, decrees, instructions, etc. express and communicate God's will
as a guide to human conduct. Threfore they can attract ylr as a verbal or adjectival
predicate: Yahweh's precepts (prqq@e YHWH [Ps. 19:9(8), par. firA f,mtmL, "perfect
law," 'e@7 ne'"man6, "sure testimony," and mt;wd bdr6, "p\re commandment"]),
ordinances (miipa$m [Neh. 9:13, pal tdr6!'"me1, "true laws," and l4uqqtm frmt;w61

16f,tm, "good statutes and commandments"]), Yahweh's word (dnfir [Ps. 33:4, par.
ma'"Sehtt be'"mfini, "his working in faithfulness"]), thy judgments (mii$teyf;d [Ps.
Ll9:137, par. "thou art righteous (saddtq)"1), Yahweh's ways (darf;E [Hos. 1a:10(9)]).
The last example is especially interesting: God offers or shows straight ways; although
the upright (saddiqim) walk in them, transgressors (pdf '0a) stumble in them. The text
thus expresses God's unlimited goodness and human responsibility for making crooked
what God has made straight. Sir. 39:24 says much the same: "The paths of the righteous
(tdmtm) are smooth (1ti#rfi), but they are impassable for the wicked"; cf. Sir. 11:15.

Since wisdom plays a similar or analogous role in guiding human conduct, her word
can also be called ya-Ja-r (Prov. 8:9).

Forensic language predicatesy5r of actions, judgments, and judges, divine or human.
This area exhibits a certain preference for the noun mAflartm. In the following examples,
the frequency of the root ,lpr and its synonyms will be noted: God judges Oddin) with

67
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m€1drtm (Ps. 9:9[8], par. yifip61 U;ey'eq; cf. ps. 96:10); God loves justice (mitpt) and
has established (kdon\ m€Jdrtm (ps. 99:4); from God comes vindiiation @ffpaij, and
his eyes see m€sartm (Ps. 17:2); God judges the world with seleq and the peoptes wittr
m€tartm (Ps. 98:9). Of mortals, the psalmist asks: "Do you indeed decree what is right
Gedeq flabbdran),. . . do you judge . . . with masdrtm?" (ps. 5g:2[1]). The noun ziidr
also appears in forensic contexts (Ps. 67:5[4]; Isa. l1:4).

We shall here single out executive or administrative activity, even though it does not
differ clearly from the previous context. A king's scepter is a scepter of iquity (.ieler
m?tdr[Ps. a5:7(6))),based on "love ofrighteousness and hate ofwickednesi" 1u. s1z1y.
Mic. 3:9-11 describes the opposite conduct of leaders who abhor justice and p"*eri 

"ttequrty (hanflan[tm mi"tpdt hr'el kol-ha]'etdr6 y"'aqqE1fr). If Job 33:27 refers to Job,s
function as a sheik, the verse refers to governing and judging. In this group we may also
include the cases where yaiar is predicated of God (note the paralleli): Dt. 32:4, ,,he is
just (gaddad and yasdr" par. "a God of faithfulness (+mfud) and without iniquity
('d*e[)"; Ps. 25:8, 'Good and ydldr is yahweh" (+ 3 occurrences of the root drr); p;.
92:16(15),"yaldr is Yahweh" par. "there is no unrighteousness ('awti) in him.,,

Acting in history God makes smooth the way of his people, i.i., brings them sucoess.
The shift of meaning can be conditioned or promoted by the traditional experience of
desert havel. The most important passages appear in contexts that speak ef restoration:
that the exiles may return, God will tum trc'd@l into m?i6r (Isa. 40:4) and make the
"rough places into level ground" (maaqaJsim Fmii6r [Isa. 42:16]); he will remove
obstacles and smooth the way (h"dfrrim'oyalser [Isa. 45:2 (eyrD and lead them uderek
ydidq whete they shall not stumble (Jer. 31:9); for Zerubbabel he will level (Pmit6r)the
"great mountain" (har-haggddbl [Z*c. a:71.

b. Describing Persons. When describing human beings, y.ir can refer to the entire
person or to a part. Prov. 29:27 deslc;ibes an entire manner of life, as the word dereft
indicates and the synonym saddtqtm and the antonym 'il 'aurel show: .,An unjust man
is an abomination to the righteous, but he whose way is straight is an abomination to the
wicked-" In Prov. 16:13, the verb dbr and the par. sif g-segeq show that y.lr refers to
uprightness in speech; Prov. 23:16 specifies the nature of uprightness by the phrase
udabbdr fpagyka masdrtm.In prov. 4:25, it is sight rhat is shaighfiorward: ,,[ri your
eyes look directly forward, and your gaze be straight before you.,, prov. g:6-9 is a context
that clearly deals with uprightness in speech: Wisdom speaks noble things (n"gi1iz) with
equity (mafifim); she speakswords thatare righteous(useleq),true(n"t_cahiz), and right
$f ldrtm), which are not twisted or crooked (niptnl tc'tqqe$. The uprightness of inwird
attitudes is the subject of Dr. 9:5 (usidqafkd a6"yose, pbFb"kd);lk.-9:a; ps. L1.9:7, as
well as I ch.29:17, where uprightness in giving is based on generosity (b"yaier Ff,afit
hilnaddaf,ti). Job 6:25, by way of contrast, speaks of forceful and cleverwords. Job 33:3
is difficult.22 In his prolix introduction, Elihu stresses the value of his words, the skill of
oratory, and the pureness of his lips, which matches his upright purpose @aier-libbt).

2t
)a

cf. arls.
See 8IIS.
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From its function as a predicate, y.Ir comes to denote the type of the ethically
concerned individual, as the subject of various statements or the object of others'
actions. In such contexts we find the pl. f tdrtry the collective or typical sg. ya-.Ia-r, and
the phraseyiiri-leb.To indicate what these terms convey, we may note their synonyms
and antonyms (in the extended sense) in parallelism, in hendiadys, and in coordination.
Thus y5r stands in parallel with paddiq in Ps. 140:14(13); Prov. 2l:18, with fimim in
Prov.2:21, andwithhahk tnm inProv.2:'7;withnnqiinlob 4:7; and with ftc-sid in Mic.
7:2. Coordination with fim appears in Job 1:1,8; 2:3 arrdwith zal?3 in Job 8:6; Prov.
20:1L. In antithetical parallelism with yJr we find ndl6z, "perverse" (Prov.3:32; L4:2),
'agel, "sluggard" (Prov. 15:19), bg"dtu "treacherous" (Prov. 1L:3,6), ,"fld'tm, "wick-
ed" (Prov. ltll;12:6;14:11; 15:8; 2l:29),and'"wilim, "fools" (Prov. 14:9). Thephrase
yiirA-bb standsinparallelwith;addiqinPs.T:11(10\;32:11; [33:1;] 64:11(lO);97:ll
and with ydd"'ey@ in Ps. 36:11(lO); f idrtm Ulibbdtam stands in parallel with tdbtm
in Ps. L25:4.

It is normal for the antonyms to exhibit a gteater range of meanings and to be more
specific, since there are many ways to diverge from the straight path. The bg"dint,
"faithless" or "treacherous," confirm the nuance of upright faithfulness that y,ir can
convey. In this regard, the almost gnomic equation of Prov. 21:18 is interesting:
s addiq<dtd' par. f ldrtm-46 g8 {

The "upright" are called upon to praise God (Ps. 32:11; 33:1), to pray (Prov. 15:8), to
behold God's face (Ps. 11:7), to receive his light (Ps. 112:4), and to rejoice in his
intervention (Ps. 64:11[10];lO7:42). They are promised success (Prov.2:7),permanence
(Prov.2:2!), and prosperity (Prov. 14:11); cf. the negative in Job 4:7.

The last examples bring us back to the consequence of uprightness: the way is
smooth and has a happy end. In the examples just given to illustrate the ethical meaning
of y54 the result is expressed in different terms. In the following examples, the term
y.lr includes the result: 'orh6l ydler par. darkA-l.t6,Je[ (Prov. 2:13); dereft ydsdr par.
darkA-mAwe1 (Prov. 14:12). In the first, "darkness" can denote malicious concealment,
but also the darkness that leads to destruction (cf. Ps. 23:4).The former is associated
with evil, the latter with failure. Similarly, yJr could denote either the straight way as

opposed to the way of darkness or success as opposed to failure. The second example
speaks expressly of the denouement or end ('alfrtl); since death is the ultimate failure,
its opposite means or implies success. Prov. 11:5 (with the verb in the piel) is very
clear: the notion of uprightness apBears in the subject(pdqattdmtm) and its opposite
(r.I); success and failure are expressed by the predicatesryalidr andyippal. Upright-
ness smoothes the way; wickedness leads to destruction (cf. Prov. 15:9; Isa. 26:7; Jer.
31:9).

The antithesis'dsel-,5drirz in Prov. 15:19 lends laziness an ethical dimension and
expresses su@ess and failure. TWo passages use y,lr in parallel with wisdom and
astuteness: Prov. 4:11 identifies the way of wisdom with the straight path of uprightness;
Prov. 23:15f. establishes a connection between an astute heart and right or upright words.

23 -1)l zl*.
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5. Special Cases.

a. ylr b"'AnA. The expression ylr U'AnA deserves special treatment. It occurs in both
verbal and adjectival form (plus the formal vaiantylr lipnd in Prov. 14:12;76:25). Given
that for the Hebrews the eyes are the seat of the evaluative faculty, the expression can
cover a broad spectrum ofjudgments and evaluations, from neutral acceptance to formal
and final approval.

A Philistine woman "pleases" Samson (Jgs. 14:3,7); some cities do not "please" the
king of Tlre (1 K. 9:12). The king or the people approve a proposal, it seems good to
them, they find it correct (1 S. 18:20,?5; 2 S. l7:4; I Ch. 13:4; 2 Ch. 30:4). People act
on the basis of such judgments, like the potter in Jer. 18:4.

Such judgment can be in error, as conhastive statements can make clear: when private
opinion is not subordinated to monarchic order (Jgs. l7:6;21:25),when someone rejects
dnother's counsel like a fool (Prov. 12:15), when someone decides to disregard God's
choice of a cultic center (Dt. 12:8) or even opposes it.

On the other hand, God's judgment is not only sovereign (Jer- 27:5) but right and
absolute; it can therefore serve as a criterion for judging a regime (2 K. 12:3121; 14:3;
l5:3; 16:2; etc.). Furthermore, what pleases God, what he approves, coincides with what
he chooses or commands, or is transformed into an explicit law. Thus in the historical
commentaries of the Deuteronomists, we find a formula using the verb "do":'dfilla%Sdt
hayydldr U'AnCyHWH.This formula keeps recurring as a stereotyped idiom in rhetorical
sequences, in various positions and associated with various members of the sequence. If
we call this formula "M," we can illustrate its appearance in several sequences:

Dt. 6:17 f .: I mr m$v$1 YHWH rf ' e dbtdyw tf huqqdyw' o Ser s iww A M
Dt. 12:28: Ynir vf,ldma'tii 'eEkol-had./"66rim hi'Clleh'"Ser 'anaki m"sawwekAM
Dt. 13:19(18): ki t&ma' UqOIYHWH'"laheyfta lifimar'4-kol-mgw61dyw . . .M
1 K. 11:38: 'im-ti5ma' 'e!-kol-'"\er'"pawwel3a tfhAlaktA bidrAby M litmdr

lpuqqdlay
1 K. 14:8: 'oler ldmar migwdlay wa'oier-hillalg'afr"ray Uknl-PbdbiM

These examples and others that might be cited place the formula in the domain of
obedience to the stipulations of the covenant, equivalent to "obey" (fldma'b"qOI), "walk
in the way" (hdlak U/ereft), and "keep the commandments" (Sdmar miswdg), without
formally distinguishing a psychological element in God prior to the commandment.
Since we are dealing with a stereotyped cliche or an idiomatic formula, and since "eye"
does not have the same connotations as in our languages, the proper translation should
be: "what pleases God," "what God (dis)approves."

The Deuteronomistic usage described here cannot be cited in a discussion of legal
positivism. Nevertheless, although the author does not address our theoretical problems,
we can state this much: what God considers right he imposes as a commandment, and
his judgment cannot be questioned; what God commands pleases him, and therefore
those who obey desenre reward (Dt.121251'21:.9).

b. Other Cases. Hab. 2:4 is a special case: hinrdh'upf lA b' -ydffrd nap56 b6 wsaddtq
be"mhnAtr| yilpyeh. We accept the Masoretic reading. We expect an antithesis and look
for its correlative members, which can be schematized as follows:
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a -r^ r-tupfm = b -yafra
'upf lA * s addtq be' " mfinA16

ldYrd = saddtq ='"mfind
to -yasra *yfiyen

In topographical terminology, we find the antithesis "plain-hill," which conesponds to
the pair "smooth4ulging." Both the concrete and figurative senses can refer to the neck
or throat (nepei): his neck is distended and stretched not by nature but because he has
tried to swallow too much, as v. 5b corroborates: '"Ser hirltb !ciS'61 nap56. This is the
opposite of the uprightness and confidence of the one who is righteous. Since yir can
also denote the result, in our case his throat or appetite will be unsuccessful (as v. 5a
states); this stands in contrast to the life that is promised the righteous. In other words,
the glutton will choke on his intemperance (cf. the wine that goes down directly
fm€iartml in Prov. 23:31). The author probably played on the ambiguity of the word in
ordertocreate a subtleconcentrationof meaning, concludingwiththe tauntsof the chorus

QrfiSdl frm"ltsA hUAt [Hab. 2:6]). We might paraphrase as follows: A swollen appetite is
not normal [obvious], is not right [ethical judgment], is doomed to failure [result]. The
rest of the chapter confirms this reading.2a

Ec*|. 7:29 reads: ?ff hn\lahim'e1-ha'a/on ydsdr vt'hEmmd bitrtfr hitflbnilt
rabbirn. The opposites 'd&A-4igiL, '"l6him-'Adfutt md ydldr-4i1ybnbt are clear.
The verse is almost a synthesis of the author's meditations: people labor excessively,
destroying the meaning of life and its pleasure; the blame does not rest with God, who
created "in moderation." This equable moderation stands in contrast both to what the
human race has made crooke d (m"'uwwd1l6' -yAllal li1q6n [Eccl. 1: 15]) and to what God
himself has made crooke d (mi yttSal PlaqqEn 'e!'"ie, 'iwhr!6 [Eccl. 7: 13]).

The name + JliUr y"lurfin appears in Dt. 32:15; 33:5,26;lsa.44:2; Sir. 37:25 as a
hypocoristicon and title of honor for Israel. The etymological meaning "honest, upright,
truthful" may be meant in contrast to the swindler ya%qdf,, possibly influenced by
alliteration withyKra'el. But in Dt. 32:15 the conduct of f fiurfin is treacherous, and the
context of Isa. 44:2 speaks of election. The ancient versions do not help: tXX: &o
€gap€mdnos; Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodoti on: euthj,s; Yulg.: dilectus.

Josh. 10:13; 2 S. 1:L8 cite a sEper hayydida "Book of the Upright"; some scholars
emend the phrase to sEper haiitr on the basis of 1 K. 8:53 D(X.

In Dnl. ll:17, wtidrtm'imm&s seems to mean some kind of truce, agreement, or
settlement, as in "settle a conflict." In Prov. 10:18;17:7, some scholars prefer to ready.ir
for .fqr and ytri respectively, on the basis of tXX dikaia and pistd. The y"idrtm of. Prov.
29:10, conversely, is often emended to fiaim. In Prov. 17:26, the parallelism with
lA'-!fu appears to support the reading of a negativel. 'alllb'-yaSAr.%

4lonso-Schdkel

On the use of this verse in Rom. t:17;Gal.3:11; He. 10:38, see the comms.
See the @mms.
See the @mms., esp. McKane.
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ry. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea scrolls use y,lr twice in the literal sense: in
lQM 5:12, which speaks of "straight" grooves on swords, and in lQpHab 3:1, which
describes the enemy going off over flat terrain (miiflr).

All other occurrences involve an ethical or religious sense. No one can walk in the
right way without divine guidance (1QH t2:34); God "directs" (y,Ir piel) one's feet on
the paths of righteousness (s"/nqd) (1QH 7:1a). In lQH 6:23f., the Teacher of Righ-
teousness laments that he is like a sailor on the open sea, where he cannot "direct" (y.Ir
piel) his course over the waters. But when his enemies set snares to catch him, his foot
stood on level ground (mi(Or) through God's help (lQH 2:29), and he will walk
henceforth on a level path (mttdr). The smooth or level path is easy to havel; it is also
brings happiness and sucoess. A'similar sense is probably present in 1QH 4:25,whtch
says of the saved community: "Thou [= God] dost bring forth their ight (mi"tpat) to
victory (zsft) and their faithfulness to "m€1drim."n Ttte parallelism with nsh shows that
mAildrbn includes the secondary meaning "suc@ss."

Those who do not enter into th€ "covenant" are not counted among the upright

O,"1dfim) (1QS 3:1). But the members of the community are to "do what is good and
right before him [= God] (l6D tt'ydldr l"6nayw)" (lQS 1:2). God will instruct the
"upright" in the knowledge of the Most High and the truth of the sons of heaven (lQS
4:22).Httmansin is atoned forby the spirit of uprightness(ltOier) (lQS 3:8). The contrite
are "established in their counsel" according to the uprightness of God's truth (yAJer
'omitf,kd) (lQH 6:10); they are then calledyi.sr€ dere\ "those who walk uprightly."

"Making straight (v.Ir pie) the way" in Isa. 40:3 is interpreted by lQS 8:4 as meaning
study of the law. Apurely biblical usage, yJr U'€n€, appears in CD 8:7: "Each did what
was right in his own eyes."

Ringgren

27 Cf . J. B*ker, Das Heil Gottes. SIUM 3 (19@), 73.

Il'18: y"suran
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L. Occurrences and Meaning. The name "Jeshurun" oocurs only 4 times in the OT:
Dt. 32:15; 33:5,26; Isa. 44:2. It is also found in two Hebrew manuscripts of Sir. 37:25.1
In early rabbinic texts, "Jeshurun" appears frequently when the OT texts in question are
cited in the Talmud and Midrash; elsewhere in early Jewish writings the use of this word
is limited almost entirely to these OT passages.

There is general agreement that "Jeshurun" is associated with the root ySr2 What is
debated iswhether -0n isa diminutive suffix resembling the endings of names like Jim.idn
andtf,uldnt or a denominative suffix.a Whether -iz represents an independent suffix or
is merely a dialectal variant of -62 is hard to decide.s In the latter case, there would be
no etymological reason not to consider "Jeshurun"6 a diminutive.z It is significant that
y.Ir appears as an element in Akkadian and especially Amorite personal names, e.g.,
i-lar-ra-ma-ai, i-3ar-ra-rua-52, etc.;8 i-Sar-li-im, [a-mu-yi-la4 etc.e In many of these
names, yJr (in Amorite, the /i/ can alternate with /s/10) is a theophorous element.ll The
Akkadian and Amorite parallels to the name "Jeshurun" show that the name itself need
not be a neologism. Neither, however, is it necessarily an old hypocoristic name. The
occurrences of "Jeshurum" are much too scattered and unusual.

The IXX already translates the name as Egap€mdrcs; in Isa. 44:2, it adds an
explanatory "Israel" (cf. Sir. 37:25, where the IXX reads only "Israel"). It clearly already
assumed that the name was associated with +'1UryJ4 "be upright." This interpretation
also appears occasionally in later Jewish literature (e.g., in the morning prayer
"Jacob . . . , whom thou didst name Israel and Jeshurun"), although it is well known that
this literature enjoys wordplay (d. the play on ,16r and lir rn Gen. Rab. lxxvii.l). The

von Dtn. XX)(Ill," W27 (1977), 158-169; M. H. Segal, Seler Bensira(Jerusalem,31972; 1Heb.l;
F. Vattioni, Ecclesiastico (Naples, 1968); L. Wichter, "Israel und Jeschurun," in Schalom.
Festschrift A. Jepsen. ArbT, 1146 (1971),58-64.

1 See 3 below.
2 See 2 below.

' E.g., F. H. W. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticns linguae hebraeae et chaldaeae
Veteris Tbstamenti Q*ipzig, 1853), @2; H. G. A. Ewald, Ausfi)hrliches Lehrbuch der lubrtiischen
Sprache desAltenBundes (Gdttingen, 81870), 

9167a; G. Kampffrneyer, ..S0darabisches,,, ZDMG,
54 (1900), 660; R. Meyer, Hebriiische Grammarr&, I (Berlin, 31969), 941, 1c.

o E.g.,GK 986g; BD4 s.v., and other lexica; cf. Wichter, 58.
s cf. BLe, 561, \i.
6 But cf. 2 below.
7 Cf. J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischcn Sprachen (rc}+; repr. Hildesheim,

L967),92t2.
8 AN, Lzz.
e APNM, 216; d. C. J. Gadd, "Thblets from Chagar Bazar and Tall Brak 1937-3g,,, Iraq,

7 (1940), 38f.; C.-E Jean, "[rs noms propres de personnes," in A.Panot, Stttdia Mariana. DMOA,
4 (1950), 83; CAD, Yll (1960), 225.

10 G. Mendenhall, "Puppy and Lrttrlce in Northwest-Semitic Covenant Making," BASOR,
133 (1954), 29, andn. 14;APNM,2l2,2L6.

11 For the hypocoristicon yalarum as a perfect and the element iiar as apossible imperfect,
see M. Noth, "Mari und Israel: Eine Personennamenstudie," Geschichte undAT. BHT\ 16 (1953),
139, and n. 45 = Aufsiitze anr biblischen Landes- undAltertunshtnde (Neukirchen-Muyn, 1971),
11,222, and n. 45.
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vulg. follows the LXX, translating "Jeshurun" as dilectus (Dt.32:15) and rectissimus
Qsrahel insir. 37:Zi).lnlsa. 44:2, for example, the other ancient Greek versions (Aquila,
Symmachus, and rheodotion) have euth!,s or euth!,atos.r2ln all the passages (except Sir.
3'l:25,wherc it provides no translationl3), the Syr. maintains the translation "Israel." The
Targumim also usually prefer the translation (ba) yisrd'd; but Thrg. Neofiti, for example,
has ba1ya"qdf, in Dt. 32:5, and some manuscripts ready"iuran as well as yiira'el inlsa.
44:2.r4

2. JeshurunllsraellJacob. Most scholarsls consider "Jeshurun" in the or to be a
cognomen for Israel and/or Jacob based on the rooty.ir. 16 The word almost always appears
in parallel with or in the context of both names. BacherlT has suggested that ..Jeshurun,,

is a neologism coined as a euphemism for "Jacob"; this view has found wide accep-
tance.18 According to Bacher, the name "Jacob" is associated with notions of trickery
and dishonesty (cf. Gen. 25:26;27:36;Hos. t2:4[Eng.v. 3]), the opposite of uprightness
and honesty (cf. Isa. 40:4;42:16; Mic. 3:9). Bacher adds two conjectures based on this
interpretation: (1) to read "Jeshurun" instead of ysartm in Nu. 23:10 (explaining the sg.
kamahtt);and(2) in the title of the book s€pr hayydidr(Josh. t0:13;2S. 1:1g), to rreat
hayyaiar as a title for Israel, "coined for the same reasons as 'Jeshurun.' " In opposition
to Bacher, Naorlg has tried to show that the word "Jeshurun" is in fact a remnant of an
early form dating from a time before 'qbhadacquired the secondary meaning,,deceive.',
He agrees with Sachsse that "Jeshurun" is important for the earliest etymology and
pronunciation of the word "Israel": yJr'l, he claims, means "God is trustworthy, upright."
others, too, find the i in "Jeshurun" significant for the etymology and meaning of
"Israel."T Besides those (e.g., caspari) who categorically deny the possibility of an
original /,i/ in "Israel," there are others (e.g., Naor) who argue for this possibility, citing,
for example, Jgs.12:6 and 1 Ch. 25:14 as evidence for variation between ltl and l'l in
Hebrew.2l Whether "Jeshurun" is in fact related to "Israel" and the latter was originally
pronounced with /.i/ instead of /.f/ is discussed under - )Ilia'yl.fra'el. Here we simply
restate our view that "Jeshurun" is associated with the root y.fr This etymology is

12 Cf. Jerome h MPL, 24,450f.
13 See 3 below.
14 J. F. Stenning,TheTargumof Isaiah (Oxford, 1949),in loc.
15 A. Bertholet, Deuteronomium. KHC, V (1899), 97; Liedke, 791; Mendenh all, IDB,II, g6g;

G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 198; W?ichter, 58; G. Wallis, ..Jesurun,,,

IHHW II (1964), 858; c. westermann, Isaiah 4046. orl (Eng. trans. L969), 135; F. Zorrelt,
LexHebAram, s. y. ,' etc.

16 Cf. already Calvin's preference for this root stated in his comm. on Isa. 44:2: "Some think
that it is derived from ''tor (ltdshar), which means 'to be upright'or 'to please'; others from .1lp
(shur), Md others from l0ll (a-siar)."

17 P. 162.
18 Cf. also I. L. Seeligmann, "A Psalm from Pre-regal Times," W, L4 (1964), g9, n. 3.le P.318.
20 E.8., F. M. T. de Liagre Bi)hl, Kanaaniier und Hebrrien BWAT,9 (1911), 80; Ucht, 93g;

Wiichter,58ff.
21 For a summary of the etymologies proposed for the name .,Israel,,, x,eDanell22-2g.
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suggested by the ancient versions and supported by the Akkadian and Amorite personal
names cited above; the contexts in which the word occurs also argue for this view.
Nevertheless, Bacher's theory that "Jeshurun" is a neologism deliberately antithetical to
"Jacob" remains dubious. Although there is no consensus respecting the date and Sitz im
Leben of DL 32 and 33, it is quite clear that both in these chapters and in Isa. 44
"Jeshurun" is a word familiar to the author, used in some kind of play on the names
"Jacob" and "Israel." There is no hint, however, of a deliberate antithesis.22 Also
unresolved is the question why the word appears so rarely in the OT and outside this
book. Bacher has tried to answer this question by arguing that the name "Jacob" was a

familiar name with a long history and that "Israel" functioned as a significant and
honorable alternative to "Jacob." But this argument holds only if "Jeshurun" always
functions as an antithesis to "Jacob." This is not true, however, inDt.33:26.If we follow
the MT, we even have the reading ki'?l instead of le'el (y"iurfin): "the god Jeshurun,"
like "the god Bethel."z: The conclusion is obvious: "Jeshurun" is only a rarely used
equivalent to "Jacob" and "Israel." It may be a "literary invention, and therefore not part
of the real corpus of Israelite names,"u or a hypocoristic2s form of the name "Israel,"
used as a pet name or cognomen for Israel/Jacob.

3. Indivi"dual Passages. ln Dt. 32, the Song of Moses, and Dt. 33, the Blessing of
Moses, "Jacob" appears 4 times in parallel with "Israel" @t. 32:9; 33:4,10,2826),

"Jeshurun" 3 times. This in itself is striking. In addition, after 32:14 has stated that
Yahweh fed Israel miraculously with such food as "curds from the herd, and milk from
the flock, with fat of lambs," etc., the Samaritan Pentateuch and LXX continue (v. 15)
in poetic parallelism: wayyi'f;nl ya'oqdf, wayyi&ba'wayyi"lmany"iurfinwayyis'a4 etc.,
with "Jacob" and "Jeshurun" in parallel. Although the interpretation of v. 15 is difficult
("He became cocky, fat, thick, and sleek, and forsook God his maker"), it is clear that
Jeshurun was fostered by God and thus became "fat and sleek."27 The word "Jeshurun"
clearly suggests Israel in an ideal situation,2s with its "uprightness" due more to God's
help than his own efforts.

Dt. 33:5, in a context that mentions the assembly of Jacob (v. 4) and the tribes of Israel,
says: way"ht biiuriln mele\ The text does not say who became king in or over Jeshurun;
the Midrash even suggests Moses himself. Many translate: "There was a king in
Jeshurun";ze others think in terms of Yahweh and translate: "And Yahweh became king
over Jeshurun" (cf. Nu. 23:21;lgs.8:23; Isa. 33:22). The latter interpretation has much

22 wichter.
23 Cf. Danell, 26f.; for "Jeshurun" as a vocative, see S. R. Diveg Deuteronomy. ICC Cl9O2,

repr. 1978),415.
24 IPN, gf.
2s Mendenhall, etc.
26 Cf. Danell,64.
27 Cf. also E. Baumann, "Das Lied Mose's (Dt. XXXU 1-43) auf seine gedankliche Geschlos-

senheit untersucht," W, 6 (1956), 417f.
28 Driver, 361; cf. BDB, 449.
2e Diver,394.
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to recommend it. In any case, it is clear that here Israel is also presented as a community
in is ideal state, while the poet is indulging in some kind of wordplay with "Jacob,"
"Jeshurun," and "Israel." seebass30 thinks that "Jeshurun" here refers originally to
Israel's non-Israelite neighbors associated with Judah (Caleb, Cain, Othniel, and Jerah-
meel), which were incorporated into the system of the twelve tribes of Israel to
compensate for the vanished ribe of Simeon.

Immediately after the blessing of the tribes, in which many of them are promised the
rich bounty of heaven and earth, the epilogue begins: "There is none like the God of
Jeshurun, who rides through the heavens to your help (U'ezflgd)" (Dt.33:26\. We reject
the Masoretic pointing mentioned above (lra'el instead of k'EI) both because elsewhere
"Jeshurun" is another name for Jacob/Israel and also because in the languages in which
y.ir appears in theophorous names it is always a verbal element, not the theophorous
element.3l This verse, too, speaks of Israel's "uprightness" bestowed by God's grace.
Again "Jeshurun" is mentioned first, followed later (". 23) by "Israel" and.,Jacob.,' In
DL33:2-5,26-29, ahymn von Rad32 calls an "informative psalm of praise," not only the
verses in question but also the word "Jeshurun" exert a kind of centripetal force,
enclosing the tribal oracles of the Blessing of Moses (w. 6-25). The idealistic promises
to the tribes in the oracles are, as it were, guaranteed by an idealistic and promising name
for Israel and Jacob: "Jeshurun."

The word appears in 1 other or passage, in Deutero-Isaiah (sa. 44:z).Tlte context
of this verse is [sa.43:2244:4,33 in which God promises to blot out Israel's transgres-
sions and then tells Israel not to fear, because he will pour out his blessing on Israel's
descendants. lsa.44:2acalls Yahweh "the one who made you, who formed you from the
womb and will help you"; v. 2b continues: "Fear not, O Jacob my servant, Jeshurun
whom I have chosen." In Deutero-Isaiah, "Israel" appeilrs almost always in parallel with
"Jacob."34 In this regard, we may note lsa.43:22,28;44:L,5 in the present pericope. Only
in 44:2 does "Ja@b" siand in parallel with "Jeshurun." Is Deutero-Isaiah here merely
playingwith words, using ahypocoristicon forvariety? The notion that adiminutivewith
"benevolent overtones" is inappropriate to the language of divine love35 is already
disproved by Isa. 41.:L4 ("worm Jacob"). But why does Deutero-Isaiah use the word only
here? Apart from the question whether the hansitional 44:l is a secondary addition,36
clearly placing God's chosen Israel in parallel with Jeshurun, it is immediately apparent
that in 43:23ff. God charges Jacob/Israel with having refused to offer him sheep, fat, and
other choice sacrifices. Nevertheless, God will bless the people in the future by pouring
his spirit upon Israel's oftspring and descendants (44:3). This will create an ideal
situation, in which new names will be given (44:5). This description constitutes a clear

30 P.161.
31 See 1 above.
32 P.295.
33 IC Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BKXlll (1978), 368f.
34 Danell, 261, n. 44.
35 F. J. Delitzsch, The Prophecies of Isaiah. KD, Vll, 2OZ.
36 Elliger,368f.
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parallel to the Song of Moses and the Blessing of Moses in Dt. 32 and 33, even to the
use of the samewords (such as'afi [Dt.32:15;[sr,.44:2land'dzarlDt 33:26; Isa. aa:21.
This relationship best ac@unts for the use of "Jeshurun" here.

Finally, Sir. 37:25 poses a difficult problem. Here "Jeshurun" appears only in ms. D
and in the margin of ms. B.37 Ms. B iBelf reads'am yi.Srd'fl, a reading supported by the
LXX and Vulg. The Syr. completely omits v.25.38 Segal3e thinks its omission is due to
Christian hostility toward the people of Israel. But the varying position and text of this
verse in the Hebrew and Greek manuscripts indicate that it is probably a late interpolation
into the text of Siracb as many scholars rightly suggest. But this fact makes it difEcult
to explain why "Jeshurun" should be used in this paticular text. In any event, the word
clearly @nveys a favorable meaning and is equated with the term "(people of) Israel."

MuWer

37 Vattioni, 197.
38 Cf. D. Barth6lemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebriiischen Sirach (Giittingen,

L973),172.
3e P.242.
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Syriac, and Mandaic), Arabic(yatiry which also means "unique"), *6 Ethiopic$tattm;3
cf. the Tigr6 verb yattama). The root does not appear in Akkadian, which uses elil
instead.s

yaldm. F. M. T. de Liagre Itiihl, "De Zonnegod als de Beschermer der Nooddruftigen," Opra
minora (Groningen, 1953), 188-206; F. C. Fensham, "Widoq Orphan, and the Poor in Ancient
Near Eastern lrgal and Wisdom Literature," IYES, 2l (1962), 129-139.I WIJS, no.l?54; Uf, no. 1168.

2 DISO,lt3.
3 [rslau, Contribuions, 26,
4 ngrwb,508.
5 See II.2 below.
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II. Ancient Near EasL
l. Egltptian. Egyptian has two words for "orphan": Egyp.tfn(t), attested as early as

Pyr. 317 ('N gave relief to tfn and fu.t"), and nmfiw, attested since the Middle Kingdom,
which also means "poor, humble." The latter term shows that orphans were considered
especially helpless and needy. To care for such people was the duty of the king and the
nomarchs. In the Peasant's Lament, the speaker addresses the chief administrator Rensi
as follows: "For you are the father of the orphan (nmbw), the husband of the widow, the
brother of the outcast. . . ."6 It is characteristic that helpless orphans and widows are
mentioned in the same breath. In the Instructions for Merikare, we read: "comfort
whoever mourns, do not afflict a widow, dispossess no man of his father's property."T
The last expression clearly refers to orphans. Pharaoh Amenemhet I similarly boasts that
he has "given to the poor and maintained the orphan."8 Fenshame notes that all these
passages refer to the social unrest of the First Intermediate period.

Later texts describe Amon as the protector of the poor and of orphans.lo Rameses III
boasts that he has protected widows and orphans.ll

2. AL:kadian. In ancient Mesopotamia, concern for widows and orphans begins with
the reform of urukagina (c a- 24oo s.c.),who made a pact with Ningirsu including, among
other things, the stipulation that "the mighty shall not wrong the widow and the orphan."
The same principle appears in the prologue to the code of Ur-Nammu (ca. 2050), where
the king says: "The orphan was not left at the mercy of the rich, . . . the man with a shekel
was not left at the mercy of the man with a mina."l2 This tradition is continued by
Hammurabi. In the epilogue of his code, he states among the goals of his reign: ". . . that
the strong might not oppress the weak, and that orphans and widows enjoy their right5."ts

As is well known, Hammurabi describes himself as representing the sun-god. There-
fore texts that speak of Sama5 as protector of the needy are of particulai interest,la
although orphans are not mentioned explicitly.ts Such protection is also associated with
Ninurta: *You hold court over the human race, you help those who have been pushed
aside to obtain what is rightfully theirs, [as well as] the orphan boy and girl. you grasp
the hand of the weak. . . ."16

The word for "orphan" is disputed. T\e CAItrt cites only the feminine form ekfitu,

6 81,62;ANET3,408.
t Ll.47f.;ANET3,4l5.
I 1,6f.;ANET3,4lB.
e PP.L32f.
10 Papyrus Anastasi II, 6.5f.; Fensham, 133.
11 Papyrus Hanis I; Fensham, 133.
rz LL 162-68; ANET3, 524.
13 CH Epilogu e, ?A, 59-62; AOT, 407; ANET3, 178.
14 Bdhl.
15 Fensham, 131; see, e.g., the great Hymn to the Sun in BW, 132f.,11.99f.., 134ff.; SAHG,

243tr.
16 SAHG,3I5.
t7 tv (1958),72f..
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"homeless, destitute girl," and comments that there is no masculine form eldt, "orphan
boy"; iku, it states, means only "weak." But elsewherer8 it cites the Hymn to Ninurta
mentioned above, where eldt and elctttu appear together, and translates as indicated. It
also cites akfi,"impoverished, weak, humble."le Von Soden,2o however, lists eki, il& as

meaning "impoverished, orphaned," and comments that it often appears together with
almattu, "widow," "also used of fatherless orphans." The only meaning he gives for ald
is "cripple."2l

3.WestSemitic.Ugar.ytmappearsinone textz togetherwith'lmnt:KingDanel judges

the cause of the widow $tdn dn'lmnt) and decides the right of the orphan (ypt tpt ytm).

Here, therefore, it is the duty of the king to preserve the rights of orphans.s A similar
statement probably appeared in another fragmentary text.2a The same conclusion can be
drawn from the charge that Keretisunable to'Judge" widows and those who are afflicted
(4pr) or to feed (,lllz) widows and orphans.s

In the Phoenician inscription of ESmun'azar,26 the king refers to himself as "ytm, son
of a widow"; and in the Kilamuwa inscription,2T the king says that the mu\lcabim felt
toward him as an orphan toward its mother, since he held them by the hand.

IIII. OT. 1. Occurrences and Meaning. T\erc are 42 ocrunetrces of yA!6m in the OT.
The meaning is clear from I:m. 5:3: "We arcftdmim without a father ('An'af,'5." More
detail is provided by Job 29:12: the orphan has no helpr ('azer); cf. Ps. 10:14, which
states that God helps orphans.

2. Ln(. The LXX always translatesydgbm as orphands.

3. Gd and King as Helpers of Orplwn* Along with widows, orphans appear as

particularly weak and helpless in Israelite society. In Deuteronomy, g€rtm are added to
the list.

Above all it is God who helps orphans. According to Dt. 10:17f., it is the mighty and

terrible God, the upright judge, "who executes justice ('6Seh mitpAr) for orphans and

widows, and loves sojourners (gerim)." The text goes on to enjoin love of sojourners,
while saying nothing further of widows and orphans.

Ps. 68:6(Eng. v. 5) describes triumphant Yahweh as "father of orphans and judge
(dayyan) of widows"; in the following verse, he helps the desolate bfh@tn) and

18 vII (1960),69.
le cAD,t/t (t9g),283t.
20 AHw I(1965),195.
2t AHwl,30.
22 KrU,1.17 V 8.
23 Fensham,134.
24 KTIJ,l.l9l,23tr.
2s I<r(J, 1.16 vI,45ff.
26 I(/M, 14.3,13.
27 K{1, U.L3.
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prisoners, and in v. 25(u) he is refened to as "king." ps. 10:16 also extols yahweh as
king; v. 14 of the same psalm describes him as helper ('6dr) of orphans, and v. 1g states

iha!lre j'iudges" (ldpt) orphans, i.e., helps them secure their rights. According ro ps.
146:9, Yahweh watches over (samar) the gErirn and upholds ($'6@0 orphans and
widows, while leading astay ('iww4 deref;) the wicked. Verse 10 states thai he reigrs
as king Qmlaf; qal) forever. Thus Yahweh's care for orphans is almost always associaied
with his royal office.

In Ps. 82, which exhibits canaanite influence, "God" ('"lahim, probably originally
'e7) addresses the "gods" (\tnhim), demanding that they eschew unjust judgm"nt, tt ut

lnel givgiustice (3a7at) to the weak(daI) and to orphans, and that they maintain the right
(sdq hiphil) of the poor ( 'ar t and rd$ (v. 3). The gods refuse and are condemned to death
by God. It is significant that the God of Israel appears here as ruler and judge (v. g). The

"lah?m are probably both the gods of the pagans and the rulers who ,"p.es"nt these gods.
Yahweh thus guarantees justice to the needy, especially orphans and widows.

Hosea also expresses the hope that Israel will no longer need to seek help from Assyria
and from idols, but that Yahweh will have mercy on the orphan (Hos. 14:4[3]). when
Ps. 72 speaks of the king's care for the poor and needy (w. 2,4,12f.), it is noieworthy
that orphans and widows are not mentioned explicitly. But we would probably not be far
wrong in assuming that this omission is accidental and that in Israel, too, orphans were
counted among the weak who were the object of special royal protection.

4. Law. The covenant code already requires that widows and orphans not be
oppressed ('tua piel) (Ex.22:21[22]); the punishment for doing so will fit the crime:
"Your wives shall become widows and your children orphans" (v. z3l24D.Deuteronomy
is particularly concerned for these groups of the weak. It is a general mli that the justice
due the sojourner (ger) ot orphan must not be perverted (and that a widow,s garment
mustnotbetakeninpledge) (Dt.24:17).Thecurseformulas of ch.2? includeacurse
on those who pervert the justice due the gd4 widows, and orphans (v. l9). Grain, olives,
and grapes left over from the harvest belong to the gErb4 orphans, and widows (Dt.
24:19-21). The gdrtn, orphans, and widows have the right to participate fully in
celebrating festivals (Dt. l6:lL,l4).T\e gdr, the orphan, and the widow receive a portion
of the tithe along with the l-evites (Dt. 14:29;26:tZ).

5 . Wsdom Literature. Wisdom Literature also speaks of the special needs of the poor
and those without families (e.g., Prov. l4:3L; l5:?S;19:17;22:9,22). Only once, in one
of the proverbs echoing an Egyptian original, is the yd16m mentioned explicitly (prov.
23:10),in a waming against encroaching on the property of an orphan. The paraliel stich
speaks of displacing the boundary marker of a widow.

The book of Job speaks of orphans much more frequently. oppression of orphans is
one of the marks of the wicked: they even cast lots over orphans (Job 6:27), they send
widows away with empty hands and crush orphans (22:9),they take the orphan,s ass and
the widow's ox (24:3), they shatch the orphan from its mother's breast (24:9). ps. 94:6
says much the same: the wicked slay widows and gdrtn and murder orphans.

Conversely, in his concluding discourse (Job 29-31), Job maintains his righteousness,
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emphasizing that he has helped the poor and the fatherless (29:12;31:16f.) and that he

has treated the fatherless equitably in court (31:21).

6. The Propheb. The demand to care for the fatherless also appears occasionally in
the message of the prophets. Isaiah exhorts his listeners to forsake evil and do good,

amplifying his demand with the words ip$ ydt6m rtbfr'almani (Isa. 1:L7). He also

illustrates the moral decay of Jerusalem by citing its neglect of these very obligations
(l:23\.ln '1.0:2,Isaiah castigates the perversion of the law that despoils widows and

orphans.
Jeremiah likewise speaks of the wicked at whose hands the fatherless and poor suffer

injustice (Jer. 5:28), and in his temple sermon (ch. 7) he calls on the people to amend

their ways, to execute justice, and to cease oppressing the sojourner (ge4 as n
Deuteronomy!), the fatherless, and the widow, since the temple by itself offers no
protection (v. 6). Asimilar warning is heard inler.22:3.

ln Jer. 49:?-22, an oracle against Edom, on the other hand, we find the assurance that
Yahweh himself will care for the fatherless and widows among his people, so that others
need not worry about them. One passage in Ezekiel (Ezk.22:7) also charges the people

of Jerusalem with oppressing the fatherless and widows; the same text speaks of
violations against the gdrtm. Finally, Zec. 7:9f . calls for true judgment, love, and mercy,

warning against oppressing widows, orphans, sojourners, and the poor.

7. Being Orphaned as Punishment. Finally, the desolation of being orphaned may be

cited as a punishment. Ps. 109 curses an enemy by wishing that his children may be made
fatherless and'his wife a widow (v. 9); this is amplified inv.12 by the wish that none

may have pity on his fatherless children. As a punishment, Isa. 9:t6(17) threatens that
Yahweh will not have mercy on the fatherless and widows among his people. Ex.
22:23(%:) has already been discussed.x In Lam. 5:3, the people lament: "We have

become orphans, fatherless; our mothers have become widows"-in other words, we are

without help or protection. The context of the lament more or less implies that this
suffering is a punishment (v. 7).

Ringgren
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t,I)l yaUr l;'1\.,, yeler I; ini/inir y6grly6qr; It *1f;i ydlere!; nl|:fitJl:
y ilr,A ly ilrat ; ll'1t)l yitriln ; 1\1D m61dr ; (XFJID: /f 'n 2 yauir lya11i7616' 1

contents: I. Etymology, Semantics, or occunences. II. or usage: 1. The verb ydgarl;2.
yeler l;3. yalerlyaler;4. ydlere!; 5. ybralyitral; 6. yiyan;7 . m6gr; g. yatfrrlyatttr6(a). ru. Lxx.
IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymologr, semantics, or occurrences. The root ytr I, quite common in the
Ol is in all likelihood etymologically distinct from the rcotytr II, which is represented
only by the nounsyeler II ("string" pgs. 16:7-9],..bowstring,'pob 30:11; fs. it:2; Uab.
3:9 conj.], "tent-cord" pob 4:21])1 and mAgr (..bowstring,, [ps. 21:13(Eng. v. l2)1,
"tent-cord" [Ex. 35:18; 39:40; Nu. 3:?i,37; 4:26,32; Isa. 54:Z; Jer. 10:20; Job 17:11
conj.]),2 as Ibn Baron already suggested inhis Kitab al-Muwazana (ca. a.o.1100).3 Ibn
Bafiin connects ytr I with Arab. 'alira and ytr II with Atab. watara.a

The root ytr I (or the related 'trlwtr) is found in all Semitic languages, and it is not
hard to determine its basic meaning: "tre extra, surplus." Akk. wrr findi frequent use in
economic texts, but also appears occasionally in mathematical and astronomiial sources,
as well as in a few omen texts. It is represented primarily by the verb (wfomru: in the G
stem, it means "exceed in number or size" or "surpass in importance,, or ,.quality,,; in
the D stem, it takes on the intensive meaning "become more important or richer,,,
"increase in numberor size"; in the causative S stem (suturu)itmeuns icause to increase',
or "surpass."s other derivatives include the noun atartu,,,surplus', (in accounting; also

yalan R. Braun, Kohelet und die friildtellenistisclrc Popularphilosophie. BZAW; l3O (1973),
47f.; J. c. campbell, "God's people and the Remnant," sre j (tsso),78-85; S. carcfilo,La
nozione profetica del "Resto d'lyael" (Rome, 1942), esp. 197-202;w.'Giinther and H. Krienke,
"Remnant, r*ave," NIDNT:T, III (197g), 247-?54; G. F. Hasel, The origin and Early History if
the Remnant Motif inAncicnt Israel (diss., vanderbilt, l97o),171-zo3; iiery The Remnant. AiJli,
5 

-CL974) 
(literature survey, l-44); idery "semantic Values of Derivatives of the Hebrew Root

{]!"AUfSr ll (1973),152-169;8. W. Heaton, "The Root 19!2 and the Doctrine of the Remnant,"
JfS' Ns 3 (1952),27-39;Y. Herntrich and G. Schrenk,*\E-tlw," TDNT,fv,r9L2l4;J. Jeremiai,
':?el_ gg^qan$ des 'Heiligen l:.t".' im Spatjudentum und in der verkiindigung Jesu,', Zr[[
42 (1949), 184-194 = Abtn (Gtittingen, 1966), l2l-132; P. Joiion, ..Notes-de-lexicographii
h6braique, III: Deut racines ''tttt," MUSI, 6 (1913), 174; J. Meinhold,, srudien zur israelitisihen
Religionsgeschichte,Ut (Bonn, 1903); W. E. L. Miiller and H. D. Preuss,DicVorstellwtgvomRest
in,4l_(Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1973);L Rost,,.Der[-eberlapp,n,,, ZAW,79 (1967),35_41; O. Schil_
ing, "Re-*" in der Prophetie desATb (diss., Miinster, 1942), esp. 7-16; R. de vaux, ..The .Remnant
of Israel'According to the Prophets," The Bible and the Ancient Near East @ng. trans., [-ondon,
l97L), l5-3o; P. wechter, Ibn Barnnb Arabic works on Hebrew Grammir ind Lexicography
(Ph1l{elpfia, 1964), 98f.; H. Wildberger, ..']li0 J'r iibrig sein,,' TIIAT,ll,844-855.I KBL3,43L.

2 K8L3,548.
3 Cf. Wechter, 98f.; P. Wernberg-M6ller, review of Wechter, JSg Ll (1966), lZ5.a Cf. also Joiion, 174.
s cAD, U2 (t968), 487 492.
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with reference to size, area, etc.) or "exaggeration," i.e., "lie" (cf. 5a atrati, "one who
lies, liar");6 the adj. atn4 "excessive, additional," even "extraordinary," but also "exag-
gerated, false";7 and finally the noun a/ru, "supplement," "supplementary payment," also
more generally "price, @st," etc.8

In some Ugaritic texts, especially in such personal names as (bn) yn ytrhd, or ytr'm,e
the element yrr probably furrctions to bring out the unique, extraordinary nature of the
bearer; Gordon, for example, suggests thalytrM means "Hadd is Unique."l0 Similarly,
ytr seems to appear with the meaning "be surpassing" in a series of Amorite personal
names.ll The root is also attested in Ya'udic, Palmyrene, and Imperial Aramaic inscrip
tions, and possible also in Punic.l2 In an inscription on the statue of Hadad from Znjirli
(mid-8th century B.c.),,, for example, Panammuwa I, the ruler of Ya'udi, declares that
Hadad and other gods "gave abundance" to him (wy4 interpreted as a 3rd person masc.
sg. qal withwaw copulativunfafindeed, that everything he asked of them they "gave
in abundance" $ttr; qal perf. or impf.ts;. The noun yrr16 probably appears in a similar
text on the statue of Panammuwa II, also from Zinjirli (second half of the 8th century
B.C.).17

Arab.watara and its derivatives, especially in stems I and M, is unlikely to be cognate
withytr I;ta ,0" first stem does not mean "do something unusual," as stated by.tr(8l3, but
"isolate something," "make something (numerically) uneven," "span (a bow),"
"damage," etc.le It is better to follow Ibn Barun's suggestion of 1r (e.g., 'aldra,
"remainder"; '114 "pteference")20 or Joiion's suggestion2l of 1rw (l: "become great in
number or quantity," "be/become ich").22

In Ethiopic, the verb tarafa" which "appears to be related to ytr;"23 has the meaning
"be left over, survive, remain."

While the Old Aramaic occurrences of ytr I are of course not very numerous (as a

verb in the peal, 'be abundant," in the pael, "do much," in the haphel, "multiply, make

6 1ba,485f..
7 1ba.,499-501.
8 lbid.,s0lf..
e UI nos. ll7 0, lL7 L, ll7 3; d. also ll72, ll7 4, ll7 5; WU$ nos. 1258-1262.
ro UT,no.ll7L.
tt APNM,2l7f.
12 J. Cantineau , Granunaire du pahnyrCnien Cpigrafitique (Cairo, 1935), 136; KN, 2l4.LLf .;

215.4;DISO, LL3.
t3 KAI,L|4.
14 IQ{.I, II,21g.
ts lbid.,zlg.
t6 lba.,225.
t7 KN,2l5.
18 CrntraKBtr3,43l.
le Lane, Ylll,29t7-19; Wehr, 1046.
2o L.ane, l, L8-?l; Wehr, 4.
2t P.t74.
22 Lane,I,335f.; Wehr, 102.
2t LexlingAeth,55Tf.
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useful"; as a noun, ytr; "remaind"r"24),lhe root is common in postbiblical Aramaic; the
verb appears in the peal ("be left over"), pael (,leave over,,, ,,add,,, ,,do something too
much"), aphel ("leave over," "cause to abound"), (h)ithpaal (,,be left over,,,,,be add;d,,),
and ishtaphal ("be left over"), and there are such nominal derivatives asyfigran, yattfi;
and yilrs'.zs

The situation is similar in Mandaic. The verb appears in the peal ('be enlarged,,), pael
("multiply"), etpaal ("become rich"), and there are nominal derivatives: iatii iatano"
iutrana, iatnuta, and tiatntta.% In Syriac, the verb tlar nthe peal has the basic meaning
"be left over or superfluous"; the pael is causative; the aphel means "have an overabun-
dance," "be abundant," also "be usefril"; the etpaal means "be abundant," "be superior,',
Nominal derivatives include yfilrdnld', yattir/fud', mawtranfild', m"yatf,rt4a,, andtawbrn

The root is also common in Postbiblical Hebrew (as a verb, with the nominal
derivatives ya-1er, yele4 yi1r6n, etc.).28

In OT Hebrew, the rooty/r I appears both as a verb (81 times in the niphal,2e 24 times
in the hiphil) and in nominal derivatives: yeler (95 occunences, 44 of which are in the
phrase yeler dif,r€ in Kings and chrorricles), y60rly6Fr (9 occurrences, 7 in Ecclesias-
tes),y6!ere! (1L occurrences, 9 in kviticus),y4r6/yi1ra1(once each),yi1r6n (10 occur-
rences, all in Ecclesiastes), and rn 6tdr Q occurrences). In Biblical Aramaic we find only
the adj./adv. yatttrlyatfirA(a). The proper names involving elements from the semantic
field of "be left over"s are derived from yg not J'r31 Some personal names derive from
therootytr:32',"lyd1dr (t s.22:?.0-23:g;30:7; I K. 1:7ff.; 1 ch. 15:11; erc.), hilir (l ch.
25:4,28),33 yeler (8x.4:18 [= yi1r6 (Ex.3:t; etc.)]; Jgs. 8:20; I K.2:5,32; L Ch.2:L7 l=
yfira' (2 S. 17:25)l; 1 Ch. 7:38 f= yitrdn tl, ygran tr (Gen. 36:26; I Cjrr. t:41), yilr.im
(2 S.3:5; 1 Ch. 33). There are also toponyms:yattirlyattir(Josh. 15:4g; 1 S. 30:27; etc.)
and the gentilicyilri or hayyilrt (2 S. 23:38; 1 Ch. 11:40; 2:53).u

The biblical occulrences of.ytr I generally involve the basic meaning "be abundant,"
"be left over." The root + INP .l'4 which often appears in parallel with it, likewise has
the basic meaning "be left ov er." with226 or occunences, it is by far the most corrmon
root in this semantic field,3s which also includes -Or, pU,,,escape,,' ..be saved,,, also

2a S. Segert, A ltaramtiische Grammatik (I*ipzig, 1975), 537.
2s WTM, 11,279; Jastrow, 604f.; G. Dalman,-Aramdisch-neuhebriiisches Handwdrterbuch zu

Targym, Talmud und Midra.sct (telS; repr. Hildesheim,1967),190.
26 MdD, 194; cf. R. Macuch, Handbook of chssical and Modern Mandaic @erlin, 1965),

309,41.9f.,437.

1l R. P. Smith, ed., Thesaurus Syriacz,s, I (Oxford ,1879), L64-1654; La,Syr; 312-14.
28 WTM, 11,278f; Jastrow, 604f.; Dalman, 190.
2e According to Wildberger, 8/;6,82 times; but cf. KBL3, 431.
30 cf.K8L3,430tr.
31 See below.
32 Cf. IPN, nos. 31, L93,783,785.
33 cf. w. w. Miiller, "Altstidarabische Beitrige zum hebriiischenl*xian," zAw 7s (1963),

308.
34 cf.KBL3,432a.
35 Cf. Hasel, The Remnant; Wildberger, 844-855.
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"be left over" (80 occlrrrences in the OT),36 and - 1'1O Sr4 "escape (by fleeing)" (29
occurrences in the OT).37 The primary antonym to ytr I is - '1011 hAser, "lack."

II. OTUsage.
l. The Verb ydtrar I. a. Qal. In Biblical Hebrew, the qal of ytrl occurs in the

nominalized act. ptcp. ydAlyOter (fem.yd1ere1).s the primary meaning "be left over"
can be seen especially clearly in 1 S. 15:15, which states that the Israelites spared the
best of the sheep and oxen taken from the Amalekites and sacrificially destroyed "the
rest."39

b.Niphal. Theniphalof theverbyrrloccurs8l timesintheOT(including2S.lT:t2,
where nwtr pff nblarl should possibly be interpreted as a hiphil [LXX:
hypoleipsdmethal\.It is not hard to see that the niphal conveys the passive or reflexive
equivalent of the basic meaning: "prove to be superfluous," "be left over." Ex. 10:15, for
example, states that after the plague of locusts upon the trees and fields "nothing green
was left" (la'-nb1ar kol-yereq). Most instances involve very ordinary matters: Jacob was
left alone at the Jabbok (Gen.32:25124]); Jotham was the only one of Jerubbaal's sons
left alive (Jgs. 9:5); David asks whether there is anyone left of the house of Saul to whom
he may show kindness (2 S. 9:1); Asa took all the silver and gold that was left in the
temple treasury and gave it to the Aramean king as a gift (1 K. 15:18); Elijah feels that
he alone is left as Yahweh's prophet (l K 18:22;19:10,L4).

When the ban is carried out, none is left of the Anakim (Josh. 11:22 [d. v. 1.1: "no
n"ldm6"l) or the Amorites (1 K. 9:?.0f..). After the fall of Samaria, Jerusalem is left "like
a booth in a vineyard, like a lodge in a cucumber field" (Isa. 1:8: note the continuation:
"Yahweh has left [hiphil] us a small remnaill(ar{)").Isaiah says to Hezekiah: "All that
is in your house . . . shall be carried to Babylon; nothing shall be left" (2K. ?n:17 par.
Isa. 39:6).

Isa. 1:8f. introduces the notion of the "remnant,"4r as does Isa. 4:3: "And he who is
left (nii'dr + 'llt0 .I'r) in Zion and remains (nfltdr) in Jerusalem will be called holy."
Cf. also Ezk. 14:22: "There is left a remnant (fb$) in it." According to Amos,
contrariwise, ten inhabitants left in Samaria must die (Am. 6:9). Deutero-Zechariah
foresees that that nvo thirds of the population must be exterminated, so that only a third
will be left. (Zec.13:8). At the eschaton, however, all that are left among the nations of
the world will come to Jerusalem to celebrate the Feast of Booths (7*c.14l.16).

Some cultic regulations use the verb ytn For example, it is forbidden to let any of the
Passover lamb remain (hiphil) until morning; anything that remains (niphal) is to be burnt
(Ex. 12:10). Similarly, anything left over from the sacrifices offered at the consecration
of priests is tobeburnt (8x.29:34; trv.8:32); the same holds tue forthe *lamlmsacifice

Cf. E. Ruprecht,"grt ph pi. retten," THAT,ll,420-27.
Cf. Herntrich-Schrenk, L96-2@.
See below.
H. J. Stocbe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vlll/L (L973),288.
Cf. K. Budde, Die Biicher der Samuel. KHC, VIII (1902), in loc.; cf.. also GI( 9109d.
Cf. Miiller-Preuss, 4446.
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(l*v.7:17;19:6). In the case of other sacrifices, what remains is eaten by the priests (Lrv.
2:3,10; 6:9[16]; l0:t2).

Dnl. 10:13 presents a problem. The MT reads wa'"nt nillarti ldm. Many scholarsa2
emend thisto tf''a!6 hdlarti fldm on the basis of the IXX and Theodotion, but this can
hardly be right. It is probably best to keep the MT and interpret the words as meaning "I
became superfluous there."43 Also difficult is 2 ch. 31:1.0, where the MT (whann66r
'e!-hehimon luzeh) might possibly be rendered freely as "and so we have this great
quantity."4 Often hann6lar is emended to wanniller or warmillar onthebasis of the IXX
or else whinfih n6lar.as All 51 occurrences of the niphal participle are determined.

c. Hiphil. The hiphil of. ynl occurs 24 times in the or. of these occurrences, the
majority can be interpreted factitively: "leave over." Thus Ex. 12:10 says of the passover
lamb: $ln'-gttrfi mimmennfr 'ad-bqer; "and you shall let none of it remain until the
morning." Similar statements are made concerning the manna @x. 16:19f.), thanksgiv-
ing sacrifices (I*v.22:30), enemies (Nu. 33:55; 25.17:12;also Isa. L:9;6 Jer.44:7 l,,no
*'€ri1l; Ezk.6:8; 12:1.6;39;?3). Some occurrences are probably causative:.,cause to
abound," as in Dt. 28:lL;30:9. This is clearly the case in the MT of ps. 79:11;a7 the impv.
h6t* is probably best taken as meaning "give abundance [of life]," "grant survivar," or
more simply "preservs."'18 Others mean "have something [vouchsafed],,, i.e., ,,have

abundance" (Ex.36:7),often simply "have left" (Dt.?3:54 2 S.8:4; 1 Ch. lg:4; also Sir.
t0:27). Especially noteworthy is the sequence "eat{be filled]--trave some left" (Ruth
2:14,18;2K.4:43f.;2 Ch. 31:10). Finally, Gen.49:4 may involve an elatiye hiphil:.,have
precedence," "be first" (cf- Akk. Sauru).ag

2. yeler I. The masculine nolun yeler I, associated with yrr I, occurs 95 times in the
or. It denotes in general terms something that is "left over," the "rest." This remainder
is seen primarily from a negative perspective, implying that what is left is less in number
or quantity. Ex. 23:.ll, for example, speaking of the produce of the land during the
Sabbatical Year, says that the poor are to eat of it, "and what they leave the wild beasts
may eat." The same is true in Ex. 10:5: the locusts are to eat "what is left to you after the
hail." This is even clearer in the triple statement of Joel L:4: "what the biter left, the
locust devoured. what the locust left, the hopper devoured. what the hopper left, the
jumper devoured."50 The same is true of the "rest of the vessels,, belonging to the

- l' e.g-, R. H. charles, A Critical and Exegetical comm. on the Book of Daniel (oxf.ord, L929),
262.

_ ! A,lentzen,DiefiinfMegitloth:Daniel.HAT,Xl)/^Clgs2),72;O.pli)ger,DasBuchDaniel.
KAT,^rlll (1965),145.

44 J. M. Myers, II Chronicles. AB, XIII C1979), 181.
as W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (3196g), 305.
46 See above.
47 Cf. H.-J. Krats,psahnen BKXyD(sL97g),714.
48 lbid.,7l3.
4e E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB, I C1979), 364; idem,..The ,Elative' in West-Semitic and

Akkadian," Oriental and Biblical Studies (Philadelphia, 1967), 47 4, n. 26; K8 L3, 431.
50 H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm @ng. tans. L977), 17.
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Jerusalem temple (Jer.27:19) and the "rest of the firewood" (lsa.44:19;yi1ri par. P'rt16
in v. 17). Here also belong Ps. 17:14; lob 22:20. The former can hardly refer to
"abundance, rffluence,"5l but rather to "something left for their children";s2 the latter
states that the fire consumed what was left. In lob 4:21, yilram clearly has nothing to do
withyelerl,s3 but isyeler II, "tent-cord." Other passages using the nounyeler associated
with ytr I often refer to survivors, either individually (Dt. 3:11.;28:54; Josh. 12:4; 73:12)
or collectively (Josh. ?3:12;2 S.2l:2;2K.25:11; ler. 52:15;Ezk.34:18; Mic. 5:2[3];
Zeph.2:9).

Aweakened sense of "remaindet'' may be seen in a series of passages where the idea
of something left over comes primarily from the perspective of the narrative or the
narrator. This is particularly true of the formulayeler difirA, "the rest of the things of . . . ,"
i.e., "the rest of the matters concerning . . . ," "all the rest about . . , ,"54 especially
common in the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history. It appears in 1 K.
11:4L and 41 additional times in Kings and Chronicles; there are some variations: yeler
kol-dibr€ (1 K. 15:23), yeler tlarayw (2 Ch. ?A:26). The noun yeler has a similar
function in a few passages where it denotes the remainder of a group already named or
described; here it is equivalentto "the others" (2 S. l0:lO;12:?3;lK.L2:23;1 Ch. 19:11;
Neh. 6:1; ler.29:l;Ezk.48:23).It can thus denote a disqualified group, a majority (Jgs.
7:6; 1 S. l3:2), or the common people in conhast to the upper classes (Neh. 2:16;
4:8,131L4,19]). It can also refer to the unspecified portions of a land or region (Dt. 3:13;
Josh. 13:27), the rest of other specified things (t ev. 14:17 [oil]; Nu. 31:32 [booty]), or
the rest of someone's years (Isa. 38:10).

A different meaning of. ye1e4, associated with the basic idea of abundance, is clearly
present in Prov. 17:7: 3p1-ye1er (if the MT is not emended to *pag-yd\er on the basis
of the IXXss), the "lip of (super)abundance," probably does not so much mean "arrogant
speech"s6 as exaggerated and therefore "lying speech.'s7 A similar nuance is probably
present in a few adverbial expressions, e.9., gddbl yeter m"'d4 "great beyond measure"
(Isa. 56:12), 'al-ye!er, "exceedingly" (Ps.3l:241?3'l; hardly just "in full measur"'ss), and
wattigdal-yeleri "allrd [the horn] grew exceedingly great" (Dnl. 8:9).

3. ydlerlyoler Apart from 1 S. 15:15,se the qal ptcp. yd@rlya@r appears only in
relatively late texts (9 times: 7 in Ecclesiastes, once in Esther). Lrkeyilrdn, which occurs
only in Ecclesiastes, and mdgar,fi which occurs only in Wisdom contexts (Proverbs,

st BDB, 452; also E. P. Dhorme, A C onnt. on the Bmk of Job @ng. hans. 1967; repr. Nashville,
L984), in loc.

s2 H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 244.
53 Cf. Dhorme, in loc.
s4 M. Noth,r(onige 1-16. BKD{JL(1968),U|.
ss cf.,Bfls.
56 8D8,452.
57 H. Ringgren, Spriiche. ATD, XvI/l e1980), 71.
58 Kraus, Psalms 1-59,364f.
59 See 1.a above.
60 See below.
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Ecclesiastes), this term has primarily economic overtones: "surplus," "profit," or more
generally "advantage." This meaning is clear in Eccl. 7:11, which says that in combina-
tion with an inheritance6l wisdom is "an advantage to those who see the sun" (with t6!d
as a parallel term). The sense of "advantage" is also found in Eccl. 6:8: "What advantage
has one who is wise over the fool?" which actually means "How much advantage one
who is wise has over a fool," for "in Ecclesiastes, mh-ytrwn or mh-ywtr is always a

rhetorical guestion."62 Eccl. 6:11 asks similarly: "What is anyone the better?"
L*eye1er,63 yd@rlyoter canalso function adverbially. This is especially clear in Eccl.

7:L6, where y6ler appears in parallel with harfih which in Postbiblical Hebrew often
means "exceedingly, very":64 "Be not righteous overmuch, and do not make yourself
overwise." This adverbial function may also be observed in Eccl. 2:15. When followed
by min, ydter means"moie than" (Est. 6:6; Eccl. 12:L2), as often in Postbiblical Hebrew.
Once yagr is found with .ie; the clause vyqer Sehayd qoheleg batsan (Eccl. 12:9) can
mean either: "Not only was Koheleth a sage himself . . ."6s or "And in addition: Qohelet
was a 'sage'."66

4. ydtere!. The noun ydl ere! occ.$s 11 times in Exodus and Irviticus; it denotes the
"appendage [to the liver]," as translated by Saadn(ziydda).67 It never appears in isolation
but only in conjunction with knfidll, "liver," either in a construct phrase btoleret
hakil<afid: Ex. 29:22; l*v. 8:16,25; 9:19) or in a prepositional phrase (hayydgereg

min-hakl,nfid: Lev. 9:10; hayyalereg'al-halclafid:Ex.29:13; Lev. 3:4,10,15;4:9;7:4).
The eleven texts refer to the livers of three different animals: sheep, goats, and cattle.
Six of these passages (F-x.29:13,22;l*v.8:L6,25;9:10,19) include the appendage in a
list of the parts to be offered in a #hmim sacrifice; the appendage is listed both
immediately before and immediately after the kidneys. In the five other passages (I*v.
3:4,10,15;4:9;7:4), the appendage is modified by an additional clause, which is always
the same: "he shall take it away together with the kidneys" (not: "he shall take it away
from the kidneys"6s). Rost's special study has shown that in all its OToccurren@sydpre!
refers to the lobus caudatus.6e Because the lobus caudatus of sheep and goats differs
from that of cattle, and furthermore because only the livers of sheep and goats, not the
livers of cattle, were used for the hepatoscopy common in the ancient world, especially
MesopotamiqTo there is support for Rost's theory that "when the sacrificial regulations

6t On'iry see R. Gordis, Koheleth4he Man and His World (New York,31968), 273.
62 H. W. Hefiherg,Der Predigen KAT,XylU4 (1963), 130.
63 See above.# Cf. Jastrow,572.
65 Gordis,2fi), citing Bab. Pesal. llZa;Yebam- lL3a.
66 Heraberg,2L5f..
67 Cf. F. H. W. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus lhguae hcbraeae et chaldaeae

Veterb Testanrenti, ll(l*ipzig 1853), 645f.
68 K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT,lV (1966),47; cf. Rost, 3541.
6e Cf. also Mishnah Tamidiv.3.
70 See, e.g., S. R. Drive4 The Book of Exodus. CBSC (1911, repr. 1953), 317; B. Meissner,

BuA, ll, 267tr.; K. H. Bemhardt, "l*ber," BHHW, II (1964), 1061.
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deal also with the livers of cattle, it represents a secondary extension of a provision that
was originally necessary only for the livers of sheep atrd goats."7l

5.yi1rdlyi1ra1. The formsy{r0 andyilral occur once each, in Isa. 15:7 and Jer. 48:36
(mss.: yi;raf2) respectively. On the basis of yrr l,yitr6 can be interpreted as meaning
"remainder," e.9., in Isa. 15:7: "Therefore the remainder and what they have laid up they
carry away over the Brook of the Willows."73 The meaning "abundance,"T4 however, is
not impossible.

6. yig6n. The noun yilrdn (rccurs only in Ecclesiastes;7s its connection with yrr I and
its economic overtones are easily recognized. Although there is much to suggest "that
Kohelet's yitfin loantiorns are influenced by the language of ancient rhetoric,"76 16t
meaning of yig6n can be defined on the basis of yrr I as "'tlat which remains'-the
surplus, if any, of the balance-sheet of Me,"77 a combination of the positive "out@me" of
human life and the "profit" or "advantage" left over from it.7s It is not always possible to
maintain a clear differentiation between the two perspectives. The meaning of.yilrbn can
also be defined negatively by its antonym ftesr64 found only in Eccl. 1: 15, which means
"deficit" in the economic sense.D Therotnyigdn therefore means "surplus" or "refum,"
what the language of hade would call "profit" or "gain."8o Eccl. 1:3 asks a fundamental
existential (albeit rhetorical) question: "What do people gain with all their toil?" (Dahood's
attempt8l to interpret Ukol-%nnl6 as"from all his toil" is not convincing). Asimilar
question, also rhetorical, appearsi in 3:9, obviously concluding the section 3:2-8 with its
28 phrases involving ?: "WhaL then, is the gain of a worker when he toils?"82 The
question is asked concerning frail mortalg subject to divine fate: "What gain do they have
when they have toiled [only] for wind?" (5:15[16]). The ansver to questions of this sort
is given in2:ll: "There is no [real] profiVgain under the sun," because even "the yilrdn
of.the l$fram amounts to nothing, and all he has is pain and worries."83 The relationship

71 Rost, 37; d. also Elliger,52; G. F. Moore,'f;?,1 )y nJnl! 'hbus caudatus'and its
Equivalens," Orientalische Studien. Fes*chnftT. NAldeke (Giessen, l9o6),11,761ff.

72 cf.BLe,g62v.
73 Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesal. BK Xl2(1978), 5S8.
7a O. Kaiser, /saiah 13-39. OfL @ng. uans. L974), 58.
7s Cf.. BLe, S61n0; S. J. du Plessis, "Aspects of Morphological Peculiarities of the Language

of Qohelet," De fruAu oris sui. FestschriftA. van Sehns. POS,9 (197L),164-67.
76 Braun,48.
77 E.H. Plumptre, Ecclesbstes. CBSC(1881), 104.
78 K8L3,432-
zs M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Background of Qoheleth,u Bibl, 47 (196), 2ffl; idcru

"Canaanite-Phoenician lnfluence in Qoheleth,"Bibl,33 (L952),221;H.-J.Fabry,"hdseti" TDOT,
V 80f.; but cf. Braun,47f.

80 A. L,auhA Kohelet. E/(, XIX (1978), 33; cf. C. F. Whitley, Kohelet: His Language and
Thought. BZAW l$ (1979), 7.

8t Bibt,47 (L966),265.
82 Cf. J. A.l-oadeg Polar Structures in the Book of Qdtela. BZAW L52 (1979), 32.
83 lba.,4l.
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between wisdom and folly is viewed similarly as a plus/minus relationship: ,.wisdom
represents a plus with respect to fo[y, just as light iepresents a plus with respect todarkness" (2:131;ae this plus ascribed to wisdom can be defined in terms of preservation:
"It preserves the life ofJhose who possess it, e:12MT1.as

The interpretationof nryilrdn lwkt€r hokm,ain Eccl. 10:10 is uncertain.86 Hertzbergaz
emends to h'kisr6n vy4ml bound, "there is gain and profit from wisdom.,, Di Fonzo88simply emends ha$1€r (hiphil inf. abs.) to &a&sar 1ior. const.), interpreiing the expression
to mean "thus wisdom herps 'to gain in effectiveness.,,, Gordis, bas, uno others keepthe MT and, citing postbiblical H"g**, interpret it to mean: .But it is an advantage toprepare one's skill in advance."8e Also difficult are the 2 other occrurences of. yi1r6n. Thefirst, L0:1.1.' in the context-of the preceding s0atement probably means: ..If the serpentbites before it is charmed, the charmer has n-o advantage.,,eo rn" ,""ora, 5:g(9) @ryi1r6n'eres baklal hi' meleft tesd/eh n9rfro,is very oifficult.sr The best interpretation, basedon the Ti*g. and Ibn Ezra, may be: "the advantage of rand is paramount; even a king issubject to the soil.'o2

7. mdtrdr. Just as the meaning of yi1fin can be defined more precisely by contrast withits antonym lpsr6n, the meaning of the parafle r term m61dr can be determined from itsantonym mal7s6r,s3 "want," in prov. 1,4:23;21:5: it means ,,adrantage, profit, gain.,,94
This also fits its lasr or occurrence (Eccl. 3:r9), which speaks oirr,"?r"n,age humanbeings have over beasts.es

8. yatttrlyattird(a). Biblical Aram. yatttr, which derives from yrr I, means primarily
"extra," "exceptional.'D6 Describing the great statue in King Nebuch adnezzar,sdream,
Dnl.2:3L says it was iwehyaut4"of excieding brightness.f, Dnr.s,rzspeaks similarlyof Daniel's rfohyatttrd, 

-'extraordinary 
spirit,,io:+15) does the 

"*rr"-1y*rtra). 
Daniel,shopnd yatfrri, "extraordinary wisdom,,'is pruised in5:14. Finally, Nlbuctradnezzar, inhis account of how his faculties *"r" r".tor"d, says (Dnl. +:zz(al1:,,extra [i.e., 

.even
greater'] power was given me,, (rbA yatfrr| hasgil /r)., W;-"6 fnd yattird used

84 cf.GK,S24e.
85 On the text, see Hertzberg, 130.

:: Io_r:-brigf survey of the f,roposals, see Gordis, 321f.6t P.182: similarlv K..caUqe,_?ag [inlMegilloth: Der prediger HAT X]VlfIl (OAS1, nA.:: !. di Fonzo, Eiclesiaste. SZBi O,iini,;;*"8e Gordis, l92,3ZLt.

lf lertzberg, 182; simitarly Lauha, 186.er For its discussion,lT irp.H. 6deberg, eohqlet (Uppsala, 1929),47t.; diFor,,o,?-04;Gordis, 25o; A.r. varera"'Anew approach to"rtii*ti".t.J a:{-;v-bi';; fiizl,ztot.e2 Gordis, 166:cf.250.
93 + iDll lrr.
e4 Cf.KBLi,534.
95 Hertzberg, 97.
e6 Cf. LexLingArarq 7g; Wildberger, g46; Segert,537, also 4.3.3.6.5.97 Pl<iger, 70.
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adverbially (cf. Heb. yeler I and ydtErlyalEr above),s with the meaning ,,greatly, ex-
tremely, vety."ee In Dnl. 3:22, the fiery fiunace is described as "extremely overheated"
(Aram. 'dih yattird).lm In Daniel's first great vision, the fourth beast is described as
"very strong" (taqqtpa'yatfrrd' fDnl.7:7)) and "very terrible,, (d"hil6 yattird lv. 191).

IIL LXX The I)O( translatesyrr I in a great variety of ways, for the most part using
some form of lefpein or perissefiein plus a prepositional phrase. The qal is translated by
loipds (actually only in 1 S. 15:15; see also ydFrly1ler and ydlere! below). The niphal is
translated by apoleipei4 enlataleipein, epiloipos, heuriskci4 kataleipeia ftatdloipos,
loip6s, perisseil,ei4 peiss6s, peritt6s, hypolambdnei4 hypoleipein, and hyp6loipos; the
hiphil, by apoleipein, enlcataletpein, eleei4 euloget4 kataletpei\ peripoiei4 plzthjnein
(rtein), polyorei4 proslcataleiryiq and lrypoleipeiz. The noun yeler I is usually translated
by loipds (44 times) or kaailoipos (17 times); we also find 6nebnma, epiloipos,
kaanleinuna(-limma), lcataleipei4 periss6s, peitt6s, perbs6s, pistls (?), plefinasma,
hypoletpet4 and hyp6loipos; y614rlyd1€ri by perisseia(-ia), perissaiein, perissos, and
perittds (yfier zjz in Est. 6:6by ei mi); ydleret,by lob6s; yi1ra4 by peripoicin(Jer. zE:36

[I.XX 31:36]; 'al-lon yilrd 'aSd ltsa.15:71 by rt kai hofias mCtki atrc*nafl; yi1r6a by
perisseia('ia); mdaf by perissertein or perbs6s. The noun yattirlyatttr6(d''), finally, is
translated in a great variety of ways: by ladgios @nl. 5:12,14; 6:413h rheodotion:
periss6s), hypCr (Dnl.3:22; Theodotion: perissds\,hyperpherds (Dnl.2:31),hyperpherein
(Dri.7:7; Theodotion: perissds), and hypdr(pltoDos) @nl. 7:19; Theodotion: perusMs).

IV. Dead sea scrolls. From the Dead sea scrolls, we can cite only a very few
examples of ytrl.In lQpHab '7:7,we find the adverbial phraseyfr I which may be read
y-e1er 'al (cf. Ps. 3l:24[23]: 'al-yeterYor or, perhaps better (cf. the par. le22 3:l lywtr 

.l
'rb't;cf .1Q30 1:5: /w'srywltr l/?lf),yAEr'al. Discussing Hab. 2:3a,lepHab 7:7i. says:
"Its interpretation is that the final end time is long delayed, indeed far beyond (,fya@r
'aI) all that the prophets have said." In lQM 2:6,we find the niphal ptcp. twnndafit
with its usual meaning, "remaining"; the passage is simply speaking of the.,thirty-three
remaining years of the war." The same word appears with the same function in leM
2:lo,l4.In cD 2:11, we find hyt4 which might be read holer (hiphil inf. const. of yt l),
in the sense of "remaining," but more likely derives from the root ntr;tu cf. also ytrh rn
lQJsa 1:8.103 Theword nwtrw in CD 3:13 is almost certainly to be read as the niphal perf.
nafrfr, "be left over." The passage deals with the Israelites who were faithful to the
covenant, specifically "those of them remaining."

Kronholm

e8 Cf. Segert, 5.5.8.5.2* ci.idiiWii 7i; s"e"n,537, also 7.2.4.1.2.
1oo Ploger,58.
r01 B. l-qhss, Die Texte aus Qutnran (Munich, 2lg7l),234.
lm Kuhn,95.
103 P. wernberg-Moller, "studies in the Defective Spellings in the Isaiah-Scroll of St. Mark's

Monastery," JSg 3 (1958), 250.


